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ABSTRACT 

 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a Disruptive   Behavior Disorder characterized by the 

presence of a set of chronic and impairing behavior patterns that display abnormal levels of inattention, 

hyperactivity, or their combination. Since most individuals especially children display these behaviors from 

time to time, it is be difficult to differentiate behaviors that reflect ADHD from those that are a normal part of 

growing up which makes the diagnosis a tricky job. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a best method for 

monitoring, recording and measuring spontaneous voltage fluctuations of the brain that caused due to the ionic 

current associated with the neurons. Due to having many advantages of using EEG over MRI, PET and MEG in 

the detection and diagnosis of ADHD, in this proposed system a well-known artificial intelligence technique, 

the SVM algorithm, is used for the diagnosis of the disorder. The major advantage of using SVM is that it helps 

in controlling the complexity of the problem of diagnosing. The proposed methodology improves on the overall 

identification accuracy; SVM algorithms are known to give good solution to very complex problems. The 

proposed system extracts the features which are responsible for ADHD syndrome by SVM, method using the 

python language provides 99% of efficiency it helps in early detection of abnormalities and starts the exact 

treatment. 

 

Keyword--- ADHD, SVM, EEG, 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is one of the most common childhood disorders and 

can continue through adolescence and adulthood. ADHD is a disorder in which a person has a difficulty to learn 

effectively, caused by an unknown factor or factors. The unknown factor is the disorder that affects the brain's 

ability to receive and process information. It typically first shows up when a person has difficulty speaking, 

reading, writing, figuring out a math problem, communicating with a parent, or paying attention in class [4]. 

 

1.1 Classification of ADHD 

 

ADHD is characterized by [4]. 

 Hyperactivity, Impulsivity, Inattention  

 Difficulty staying seated 

 Fidgeting and bouncing while seated 

 Talking excessively 

 Seeming to be in constant motion  

 Climbing on things and jumping off things inappropriately 

 Running inappropriately. 

 Having great difficulty waiting for turns Interrupting children's play activities Interrupting 

conversations 

 Blurting out answers to questions not directed at them  

 Acting recklessly without thinking of the consequences 

These are just ways of identifying if a child is suffering from ADHD or not. They are just an estimate and not 

the correct way to predict the advent of ADHD. Since there is no correct method or proposed method to 
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identify ADHD we plan to do that based on the algorithm. These points just give us an idea of how a child with 

ADHD may react; it might also be possible that a child may not suffer from ADHD in spite of having the above 

problems. In this paper we attempt to develop a tool based on SVM algorithm in order to increase efficiency the 

of ADHD diagnosis [4]. 

1.2 CAUSES  

 

All possible causes for the ADHD is still on research and it is mainly focused on finding the genes that 

cause a person to be likely to get ADHD. Some of the causes are listed as below [1].  

 Exposing to toxic lead.  

 Brain injuries in the early stage.  

 Premature birth. 

 Smoke, alcohol or harmful drug addiction during pregnancy period.  

 Many parents claimed that, after injecting vaccination their child started to show ADHD Symptoms. 

 Chemical imbalance in brain. 

2. LITERATURE SUREVY  

Electrophysiological measures[1] were among the first to be used to study brain processes in children with 

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Early reviews of studies of electrophysiological measures 

collected on hyperactive or ADHD children concluded that the disorder was most likely associated with 

problems of under reactivity to stimulation and task demands with less evidence supporting resting under 

arousal in the disorder. Collectively, the EEG findings in children, adolescents, and adults with ADHD 

Recognition of ADHD Syndrome in Children are increased slow-wave activity in frontal regions, suggesting 

cortical hypo arousal, especially in the ADHD Combined subtype. Several researchers have reported that EEG 

measures discriminate well between children with and without ADHD [1]. 

Diagnosis of students with learning disability has never been an easy job. In this paper we have tried to 

diagnose Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) by applying one of the techniques of artificial 

intelligence to the problem. According to our results this makes the diagnosing accurate, less time consuming 

and a less tedious job. We have taken a data-set which is verified by a doctor, it includes the results of a 

questionnaire used by the doctors to diagnose ADHD. This data-set is the given to the SVM module, this is 

called the test data. After that we introduce the data set which needs to be diagnosed and again give it to the 

SVM module, this time the module gives us the diagnosis. This diagnosis can be verified by any doctor. In 

future we can use this SVM algorithm to do diagnosis of other ADHD related problems. We can also create our 

own algorithm and test the results so as to not use a previously developed model or software. There is still a lot 

of research to be done in LD and ADHD especially in India where it is still not considered a threat [4]. 

According to the sample collected, our research shows that a significant percentage of children have noticeable 

ADHD symptoms. Given the age of children, parents, preschool teachers and teachers recognize similar levels 

of high ADHD probability. Future studies should be directed toward early detection and recognition of children 

with ADHD syndrome and clinical evaluation, as first steps toward successful treatment and prevention of 

additional psychological and other problems in adulthood [6]. 

In this paper, a portable single channel EEG signal acquisition system for the brain computer interface 

application is proposed. The EEG signal acquisition system has been trying to designed cost – effective due to 

the future use in the brain computer interfacing (BCI) system. For the development of a real time BCI 

application, the use of signal processing is always essential. From the experimental observation it can said that 

the designed system can be implement for the EEG signal acquisition and storage of data to a PC efficiently. 

For further use of the system in case of BCI application, the different signal processing tools like feature 

extraction by using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) or Wavelet Analysis and for training of the EEG data set 

Neural Network or SVM (Sample Vector Machine) can be used [5]. 
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3. PROPOSED WORK 

 

                                                                                                             

 

 

 

Fig 1: Detection of ADHD 

 

 

In the proposed system, ADHD affected children of age 5-15 years are selected, then acquired the EEG signal 

from children using a portable EEG signal. And get the required data segmentation, extraction of main 

features.Using this method, the different parameter calculation, helps to detect abnormalities of children with 

ADHD syndrome. Pre-processing is the term for the adjustments we make to our data before sending it to the 

algorithm, as seen in figure. Data Preprocessing is a method for transforming messy data into a tidy collection. 

To put it another way, when data is collected from several sources, it is done so in a raw form that prevents 

analysis. Feature Extraction is the process of converting raw data into numerical traits that may be used while 

keeping the specifics of the original data set. Compared to just applying machine learning to raw data, it 

produces superior outcomes. As a consequence, when training a dataset, it is possible to quantify how much 

each feature lowers impurity. The greater an attribute's ability to eliminate impurity, the more significant it is. 

Train and Test dataset. It's time to fit the first machine learning model into your data once you've cleaned it up, 

visualized it, and learnt more about it. Creating two sets of data: one for training and one for testing. Training 

Dataset: A portion of the data was used to fit the model. The test dataset is used to objectively assess the final 

model's fit to the training dataset. Prediction and Accuracy Stated machine learning algorithms are taught to 

forecast the customer's smart phone decision. The ability to forecast the customer's choice of smart phone is 

critical in helping smart phone makers improve their standards by observing what characteristics are important 

to customers when choosing a smart phone. Simply put, accuracy refers to how well your machine learning 

model predicts the proper class for a given observation. 
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3.1 Designed Algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Block Diagram 

Step 1: (Collection of Data) this step deals with the collection of data and representing the data in the form of 

an MS-EXCEL SHEET. 

Step 2: (Test Data Processing) this step deals with using the SVM tool and processing the data through it. Thus, 

this step deals with the test data.  

Step 3: (Diagnosing) in this step, the testing and actual diagnosing takes place. We introduce the data that needs 

to be diagnosed and run it through the SVM tool again. 

 

  General Algorithm 

SVM 
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Procedure to diagnose ADHD in Childrens  

Collect data set = {data set 1, data set 2….} 

Split the data set into T and D 

T: contains the trained data set with diagnosis,  

D: contains the data set to be diagnosed  

Repeat the next step for data sets T and D  

Apply pre-processing to reduce the noisy data  

Create a stream  

Choose Radial Basis Function Kernel 

Apply this stream to the trained data set | T 

Now, apply the stream to both data set T and D combined 

Output is the diagnosis of ADHD 

 

 

Fig 3: Input of the Module 
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Fig 4: Output of the Module 

4 RESULTS  

 

Fig 5: Output with ADHD 
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Fig : Output with No ADHD 

4.1 Discussion 

Diagnosis of childrens with learning disability has never been an easy job. In this paper we have tried 

to diagnose Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) by applying one of the techniques of artificial 

intelligence to the problem. According to our results this makes the diagnosing accurate, less time consuming 

and a less tedious job. We have taken a data-set which is verified by a doctor, it includes the results of a 

questionnaire used by the doctors to diagnose ADHD. This data-set is the given to the SVM module, this is 

called the test data. After that we introduce the data set which needs to be diagnosed and again give it to the 

SVM module, this time the module gives us the diagnosis. This diagnosis can be verified by any doctor. In 

future we can use this SVM algorithm to do diagnosis of other ADHD related problems. We can also create our 

own algorithm and test the results so as to not use a previously developed model or software. There is still a lot 

of research to be done in RF and ADHD especially in India where it is still not considered a threat [4]. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The proposed methodology, first will acquire the data from the ADHD affected and normal children, then 

algorithms used for classification of children with ADHD affected and normal groups based on various 

parameters. The following methods incorporate to identify affected area. The first method uses the supply 

vector machine algorithm, which has a classification accuracy of about 99%.    
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ABSTRACT 
 

The importance of the equipment condition monitoring system for the machining workshop is due to the 

rising demands on the effectiveness and dependability of the machining process. Accuracy can vary in a machine or 

equipment condition monitoring system. Data collection and processing from workshop equipment are necessary in 

order to construct the monitoring system. Consequently, a calibration interface is needed on the system's dashboard. 

Considering the intricate machining environment and the variety of equipment in the workplace. The suggested 

system calls for the development of a system for monitoring the state of equipment using heterogeneous data from 

several sources. The multisource acquired data from the sensors is then analyzed, stored in the Cloud and anytime 

an action is required, an alert signal is given to the user and an alarm is triggered to ensure that the action is taken 

immediately. Such that the machinery or equipment is promptly protected from changes in factors like temperature, 

humidity, pressure, altitude and vibrations. After analyzing the data from the sensors, an alert signal is sent through 

mail depending on the threshold levels that are defined for each parameter with respect to the specific pieces of 

equipment. 

 

Keyword: - Equipment, Monitoring system, Machining workshop, Cloud, Trigger and Threshold levels. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

           The term "Internet of Things" (IoT) describes all of the online-connected objects that are prevalent around the 

globe. IoT's goal is to use the Internet to connect and share data between two devices. The Internet of Things has 

advanced significantly over the last several years and has shown to be highly beneficial in numerous practical 

applications. In applications that require both hardware and software, it is highly helpful. IoT-based condition 

monitoring is frequently used to track the performance and operational characteristics of large machinery and 

equipment. The status, utilization, performance, condition, and other equipment data may be collected and analyzed 

in real-time using an equipment monitoring system on the Internet of Things. The answer can expedite equipment 

maintenance tasks and improve equipment functioning in the manufacturing, construction, healthcare, oil & gas, 

electrical, mining, and other industries. The importance of the equipment condition monitoring system for the 

machining workshop is due to the rising demands on the effectiveness and dependability of the machining process.  

 

1.1 Motivation of the Task 

 

       Condition monitoring techniques hit upon anomalies in device before the ones turn into device-vital screw ups, 

permitting preservation to be scheduled earlier than the gadget absolutely breaks down. This will increase gadget 

uptime reduces normal protection charges. Circumstance monitoring uses sensors to offer meaningful insights into 

the modern-day health of numerous gadgets or objects of gadget. Those sensors gather records to display crucial 

operating parameters together with temperature, vibrations, humidity, sound anomalies, airflow, and present day. 
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Instead of technicians doing manual readings, the machine routinely collects the facts in actual-time, decreasing the 

room for blunders, growing data resolution, and making an allowance for real time alarming. This shall operators 

deal with capability issues as they stand up, in preference to addressing them in the course of scheduled renovation – 

wherein issues may additionally have already evolved into issues that can't be resolved. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

     Equipment or gadget fails due to extraordinary motives like a typical warmness or stress, extraordinary sounds, 

excessive vibration or an extraordinary odor, are regularly signs and symptoms that something is going haywire and 

all screw ups are not the equal. because of this device fails or losses their usefulness once they forestall functioning 

inside the way they were designed for. This is where our task plays a crucial role in bringing about the solution to 

tackle the problem. 

 

1.3 Proposed System 

       This venture is created using IFTTT (If This Then That). IFTTT integrates with Google Sheets and Google 

Mail. Step one is to create an account in IFTTT via ifttt.com and input electronic mail-identity to get started out. 

Creating an Applet for both google sheets and Google Mail by usage of webhooks service and by the way of 

receiving a web request. Creating an event and a trigger. For this challenge we use DHT11 sensor, BMP 280 sensor 

and Accelerometer sensor readings and these readings are coded using Arduino IDE tool. 

 

1.4 Objectives of the Task 

      To improve reliability using a couple of sensors, prevention of harm to equipment thereby enhancing lifespan of 

equipment by keeping the overall performance earlier than equipment fails. A monitoring device with less cost, 

without much memory limitations, excessive performance, with low electricity intake and accurate parameter value. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

          In this paper [1] Hasan Alkour et al., made a specialty that recent development in wireless communication and 

Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology has made it easier to monitor rotating machinery condition 

by mounting compact wireless MEMS sensors directly on the machine. A cost-effective CM system is necessary to 

ensure that machines can work properly over long time of efficient operation with the required accuracy. In this 

paper, the temperature of fan was measured and sent to cloud via NODEMCU esp8266 E12 bored. To evaluate the 

performance of the method, data was collected under two different conditions and stored data was analyzed using 

MATLAB. The results shows that the proposed task can clearly indicate the fault, thus providing a reliable and 

economical method for machine condition monitoring and fault detection. 

   

           In this paper [2] Jaiganesh P M et al., proposes an IoT based solution for industrial equipment monitoring, 

consisting of an ARDUINO controller, sensors, and WI-FI module. The vibration sensor measures the health 

condition of machines and the temperature sensor senses the heat level. The collected data is updated to the server 

by node-MCU. Implementation results show the usefulness of the proposed system with low cost and maintenance. 

   

           In this paper [3] Jamal Mabrouki et al., proposes an automatic weather monitoring system based on the 

internet of things technology and embedded system, including electronic devices, sensors, and wireless technology. 

The main objective is to sense climate parameters such as temperature, humidity, and presence of gases, and send 

them to remote applications or databases. The stored data can be visualized in graphics and tables form. 

 

           In this paper [4] Jumana A et al., proposes a system on the basis of a wireless sensor network (WSN) that 

monitors and controls a variety of electrical and environmental variables, including power consumption, weather 

temperature, humidity, flame, lighting, and detection cut in the cable in electrical poles. Each sensor is a node and is 

connected to a microcontroller board separately. The data collected by these sensors is displayed and monitored on a 

web page and saved in a local server's database. The system was developed using a free global domain, with a 

database for storing real-time sensor information. 

 

           In this paper [5] Rafizah Ab Rahman et al., explored the use of Internet of Things (IoT) in monitoring the 

temperature and humidity of a data center in real-time. A simple monitoring system was developed and deployed at 
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Politeknik Muadzam Shah, where readings were recorded and sent to an IoT platform of AT&T M2X to be stored. 

The data was then retrieved and analyzed, showing that there was a significant difference in temperature and 

humidity measured at different locations. The monitoring system was also successful in detecting extreme changes 

in temperature and humidity and automatically sending a notification to IT personnel through e-mail, short 

messaging service and mobile notification for further action. 

 

           In this paper [6] Amirhossein Khademi et al., discusses the potential of IoT for smart maintenance and how it 

can help the condition monitoring of rotating machinery using vibration analysis. A method is proposed to make 

rotating machinery to IoT enabled devices by adding hardware to them, such as a new generation of accelerometer 

sensors. A data acquisition web application is developed to evaluate the hardware, and the evaluations show the 

precise results of the results. Maintenance costs are a significant part of the total operating cost of all manufacturing 

plants, and condition monitoring is a key element of the maintenance program. To overcome these shortcomings, a 

method is proposed to make rotating machinery to IoT enabled devices by adding hardware.  

 

           In this paper [7] Aktham Hasan Ali et al., presents a remote monitoring system of a pressure regulator 

developed through an internet of thinks (IOT) communication tool, using MATLAB® programming platforms. The 

system allows to monitor the reference of the pressure regulator and the information of the transducers machine of 

the plant. Advantages of this type of development are that the server is free and the development system is low cost, 

and it can strengthen the infrastructure of laboratory equipment in engineering to be controlled remotely. 

   

          In this paper [8] Iman Mohammed Nayy ef et al., discusses a wireless sensor network (sensing node and base 

station) and a smart home gateway. The sensing node uses wireless sensors to measure voltage, current, and power 

consumption of connected appliances, which are transmitted wirelessly to a base station via Zigbee node. The base 

station receives all data transmitted from the sensing node and displays it through a GUI, with the possibility of 

controlling ON and OFF appliances according to consumer requirements. The smart home gateway connects the 

system with the internet to allow consumers to monitor and remote control the appliances via a smartphone 

application. The average error ratio between voltage, current, and power was 0.3% in voltage, 1.5% in current, and 

1.8% in power. 

      

           In this paper [9] Mohd Helmy Abd Wahab et al., discusses the application of Internet-of-things (IoT) in 

monitoring the performance of electric vehicle batteries. It is clear that an electric vehicle relies on the source of 
energy from a battery, but the amount of energy supplied to the vehicle is decreasing, leading to performance 

degradation. To address this, an IoT-based battery monitoring system is proposed, consisting of two major parts: a 

monitoring device and a user interface. Based on experimental results, the system is capable of detecting degraded 

battery performance and sending notification messages to the user for further action. 

 

           In this paper [10] Wang Xiaohua et al., shows data acquisition technology is a practical electronic technology 

used in signal detection, signal processing, instrumentation and other fields. It is used to measure and control 

physical quantities such as temperature, pressure, flow, speed, displacement, light intensity, sound, etc., and convert 

them into electric signals. This paper describes the hardware and software system construction of a data acquisition 

and transmission system. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 
Methodology is the precise approaches or techniques used to become aware of, choose, procedure, and 

analyze facts approximately a subject. In a research paper, the technique segment permits the reader to significantly 

examine an observer’s overall validity and reliability. The method section of document information how the studies 

become performed, the studies methods used and the motives for choosing those methods. It should define: the 

participants and studies techniques used, e.g. surveys/questionnaire, interviews. Discuss with different relevant 

research. 
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Fig -1: Steps involved in methodology  

 

The system uses the DHT11 sensor to measure temperature and humidity, the BMP280 sensor to measure 

pressure and altitude, the ADXL345 sensor to measure vibration in XYZ axes based on the device position, an LED 

and a Buzzer for alert signals and an LCD for displaying the data via I2C. IFTTT maker for sending the data to a 

Google sheet and receive an alert notification from Gmail. A threshold value for the various parameters is set for the 

equipment. When the power is supplied, ESP32 attempts to connect to the Wi-Fi network and the data from the 

sensors are collected. Once the ESP32 is connected to the Wi-Fi network, ESP32 communicates with the IFTTT 

service that publishes the readings to a spreadsheet on Google sheets that is saved in your Google Drive's folder. If 

any of the parameters exceeds the range an alert signal is sent and a notification is sent to the user through Gmail. 

 

 

3.1 ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

 

 

 
 

Fig -2: Architecture of proposed System 

 

In a mechanical or electrical equipment state accuracy of monitoring system is subject to change. An 

industrial machine with the given sensors, which gather information on a variety of factors that affect its 

performance and health, such as temperature, vibration frequency, altitude and pressure. So that the system or device 
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is included against the variations of parameters like temperature, humidity and vibrations right away. The edge 

values for every parameter are set with appreciate to the man or woman system, based totally on these threshold -

values an alert sign is initiated after processing the facts from the sensors. A threshold value for the parameters like 

temperature, altitude, vibration and Humidity is set for the device. The facts from the temperature (Celsius) sensor, 

altitude (m) sensor, vibration (Hertz) sensor and humidity (g/kg) sensor used in the system are collected on an actual 

time basis and are processed in step with their variety of values mentioned inside the threshold values. If any of the 

parameters exceeds the range, an alert sign is sent to the user as well as an alarm is set for the immediate action. The 

accumulated records of the sensors are stored within the google sheets for similarly information analysis and fault 

circumstance prediction. 

 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig - 3: Circuit  

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

4.1 Experiment Results 

At the end of this project the proposed system uses small, low cost and easily attached wireless sensors that 

measure a variety of condition indicators every few minutes and transmit them to a Google sheets. Users can then 

access equipment condition data and insights via mobile app or web browser. These systems also send informative 

alerts to nominated maintenance staff when the health of a monitored equipment or machine degrades. 
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Fig - 4: Sensors Readings published to Google Sheets 

 

 
 

Fig - 5: G-mail notification of sensors data through IFTTT 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

A condition monitoring system is easy to use but it always needs someone to take care of assets. However, 

when work is done manually then it becomes more hectic and maintenance work becomes complicated and overdue. 

This software notifies the person responsible & provides early warning when an equipment is not performing.  
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 It enables the user to provide maintenance before equipment failure and work on that issue. Condition 

based monitoring says that support ought to possibly be performed when certain limits are reached, or markers give 

indications of decreasing performance. The data that this software collects is useful for the maintenance team. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The development of an indoor and outdoor stairlift is the primary goal of this project. In comparison to average 

people, there are many elderly and physically disabled people who find it challenging to climb stairs. Therefore, 

the project is created to aid them as well as those whose small houses prevent them from affording a lift. The 

main goal of this project is to build a cheap mechanism that can be used to lift and lower people whenever 

needed.Today's high-quality lifts, which are a safe and affordable solution to overcome the specific needs and 

challenges that people experience on the stairs, include many features to maximize comfort, ease of use, and 

attractiveness in the home. While safety is still the primary concern when using the stairs, going up and down 

them. The topic of this paper is the construction of escalators (stair lifts) with rope and pulley mechanisms that 

lift and lower the platform to convey people. This aids the person who is having trouble climbing stairs. Due to 

the fact that this is a mechanical engineering project, we suggest equipment that a person could readily 

operate.The project had to be built on a budget that was lower than that of a lift, require less maintenance, and 

not put human lives or the power grid at risk. The elderly who are unable to climb stairs benefit from this effort. 

Keyword: -Internet of Things, The Comfort, Mobile Chair 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Technology advancements have enabled impaired persons to live independent lives and contribute more 

positively to society. For people who have mobility issues, such as older people, stairways into buildings offer a 

substantial environmental barrier. Technology advancements have enabled impaired persons to live independent 

lives and contribute more positively to society. For people who have mobility issues, such as older people, 

stairways into buildings offer a substantial environmental barrier. A prototype that had pantographic legs 

operated by a computer that walked in a straight line in the lab in October 1998. It was using a stationary 

controller with a complicated design, but it was not transporting passengers. 

Because of the legs, a person had to sit in a fixed position without moving, which is frequently not very 

comfortable. Even the technology itself is plagued by safety concerns. Wheeled systems do not require any 

control electronics or system maintenance because the wheels passively support the chair. Because of the 

system's intricacy, safety is a natural concern, and without it, consumers would not choose this mechanism. 

We proposed our Smart Staircase System with a few smart features after outlining the relative benefits and 

drawbacks of various electric-powered wheelchairs, lifts and escalators for an overall comparison of the control 
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method using user-friendly methods, cost of mechanical manufacture and structure, power consumption, and 

adaptability to different stairs.  

In comparison to healthy individuals, there are many elderly and physically challenged people in the globe who 

find it challenging to climb stairs. The project is therefore created in order to assist them as well as those who 

cannot afford a lift because of their small homes. Making a mechanism that will hoist them up and set them 

down anytime they desire at a minimal cost is the main goal of this project. A stairway with an escalator is a 

mechanical system for raising and lowering people. A straightforward system with a rope and pulley lifts the 

platform. 

 

1.1 EXISTING PROBLEM 

We can observe from the literature review that the stairlift systems that are built can be operated manually. 

1.2 PROPOSED SOLUTION 

With the use of IOT, the suggested method enables users to manage the stairlift remotely. 

 

1.4 OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT 

The development of an indoor and outdoor stairlift is the primary goal of this project.  

While safety is the main priority while using a stairlift, today's high-end models have a variety of functions to 

maximise comfort, usability, and aesthetic appeal in the home. 

To cut down on production costs and the amount of time needed for escalators and lifts to be built, we are 

developing a single rail stair lift. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

 A thorough literature review is crucial to learning about the subject of interest. Give 

acknowledgment to other scholars when using information from the various literatures to avoid duplication. We 

can spot inconsistencies like research gaps, disagreements between earlier studies, and unanswered questions 

from earlier studies by reviewing a variety of literatures. We provided some scholars with referrals so they could 

learn more about the project. Below is a list of the scholars to whom we have referred.  

 

[1]The development of an indoor and outdoor stairlift is the primary goal of this project. A chair that moves up 

and down a staircase on a motorised rail is known as a stair lift. Safety is always a top priority when using the 

stairs, but modern, high-quality lifts come with a variety of features to maximise comfort, usability, and 

aesthetic appeal in the home. This makes them a secure and reasonably priced solution to the special 

requirements and difficulties that people face when using the stairs. With the help of the internet of things, stair 

lifts, a mobile chair-like mobility device mounted to one side of stairways, increase elderly access between 

levels in houses and enable many people with mobility issues to live freely.Due to the high production costs and 

lengthy building times associated with escalators and lifts, we are developing a single rail stair lift. 

[2]The topic of this paper is the construction of escalators (stair lifts) with rope and pulley mechanisms that lift 

and lower the platform to convey people. This aids the person who is having trouble climbing stairs. Due to the 

fact that this is a mechanical engineering project, we suggest equipment that a person could readily operate. The 

project had to be built on a budget that was lower than that of a lift, require less maintenance, and not put human 

lives or the power grid at risk. 
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[3]The value and importance accorded to humans can be used to gauge a society's level of civilisation. 

Developed and civilised nations provide a wide range of amenities for both ordinary citizens and the aged and 

disabled. One of these amenities that will simplify the lives of the elderly and disabled is stairlifts. In the context 

of this work, a revolutionary conceptual stairlift design is investigated. The systematic design method of Pahl 

and Beitz serves as the foundation for this design process. The definition of the problem, the creation of the 

function structure, and the evaluation of design alternatives are all parts of the general design process. Future 

work is already underway for manufacturing prototypes and more design phases. 

[4]For many people with mobility issues, stair lifts—mobile chairs that are designed to be mounted to the walls 

of existing stairways—have enhanced their quality of life by enabling better access between levels in private 

houses. Recent efforts to cut production costs and building time have resulted in the development of a stair lift 

that only uses one rail. However, in order to use this device, an actuator must be used to continuously control the 

horizontal seating surface. In this study, the overall control performance of the new stairlift is enhanced using a 

two-degrees-of-freedom control system controlled by a sliding mode controller. Experiments are used to 

confirm the controller's efficacy. 

[5]This folding Similar to a lightweight lifting rectangular platform, a platform lift enables people to sit, stand, 

or transfer into wheelchairs on it in any appropriate position. Due to their size and inflexible construction, 

typical wheelchairs are difficult to manoeuvre through incline steps and are therefore unsuitable for patients who 

are unable to climb stairs using a wheelchair or any other means. Platform Stairlift uses members made of 

lightweight aluminium alloy, therefore its overall weight is only 25 kg. It differs from a regular wheelchair in 

that it has a rectangular platform that patients in wheelchairs can utilise to navigate stairs. As a result, 

individuals with walking disabilities can go across stairs with little effort. This study article uses CATIA and 

ANSYS® software to concentrate on the mechanical design of a model and finite element analysis (FEA) of the 

mechanism. In the current work, the static load condition is used to design all of the mechanism's components. 

The Platform Stairlift can assist individuals with walking disabilities in getting up and down stairs, according to 

the findings of the FEA analysis. It also meets stability and balance requirements. 

 

3. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

Our interest primarily centred on the creation of an IOT-based electro-mechanical system that would 

allow users to connect to the smart staircase through the BLYNK App, an Android app with built-in 

functionality for climbing stairs. A user can automatically access this cutting-edge device thanks to a clever 

arrangement of the sensor over the chair.  

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig. 1 Block Diagram 
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3.2 METHODOLOGY 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is currently the most well-known and popular wireless communication model 

because of its broad uses and accessibility. It involves the straightforward idea of using the internet to control 

electronic or electromechanical devices. This clever and convenient internet of things feature is also included in 

our smart staircase. Node mcu, a controller with built-in Wi-Fi functionality, is employed because of its range of 

15–50 metres and ease of programming. Because of its simple architecture and smaller footprint, nodemcus 

require less programming work. Additional digital pins that are used with the motor driver L2398N. 

 

Fig. 2 Flowchart 

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

Fig 3. Experimental Setup 
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Fig 4. Blynk app Mobile 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Blynk App Mobile 
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Fig 6. Stairlift Model 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we proposed an IOT-based system that offers a simple means of stair mobility for the elderly and 

physically challenged. Once your phone is connected to the system, you may effortlessly climb or descend the 

steps using the app on your phone. In automatic mode, the sensor's clever location makes it possible to navigate 

stairs with the least amount of human effort. Architecture is portable and affordable, and it takes less time. A 

battery backup could be added to this system in the future in case of power outages.Only straight staircases can 

use this technique, which can also be changed to accommodate even turns. There are improvements in many 

areas, including software engineering, improved safety features, manually controlled devices, etc. If we want to 

grow our nation, we must employ stair lifts in our homes, hospitals, apartments, nursing homes, and other 

facilities. These lifts also need to be reasonably priced and simple to use. As a result, we discovered the ideal 

method for climbing stairs using stair lifts, which is more advantageous for elderly or disabled individuals in 

their daily lives.This design for stairs with escalators (stair lift) makes it easier to move people and objects 

around in different locations for a very low cost and little upkeep, and it can be installed on any kind of 

staircase. In terms of design, if the platform is swapped out for a seat, it is feasible to increase comfort and 

safety, and it can be used in place of lifts in small homes. 
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ABSTRACT 

   

Farmers supply the milk to the Dairies and get the payment based on the purity of milk. Late examinations 

detect that crude milk contains pathogenic life forms which could bring about contamination if devoured which 

can build the rate of infections and break down the personal satisfaction. Thus, creating apparatuses for constant 

and shrewd detecting is required for quality checking and to settle on reasonable and opportune choice. As the 

milk is kept for several days, the expansion of bacterium will get increased which ends up in undesirable smell, 

style and harmful substances. Hence there is a necessity for monitoring system to discover and determine the 

spoilage of milk and turn out into a healthy product.  The work aimed to present some aspects regarding milk 

quality and quantity estimation. The various factors like FAT, refrigerated status of milk and Adulterated 

chemicals percentage in the milk are identified. Generating the desired rate for the amount of fat in the milk. So, 

the system calculates these parameters.  

  

KEYWORD: Internet of Things (IoT), Arduino Billing System, fat, Milk and Adulteration  

 

 1. INTRODUCTION   

Depending upon the time and situation there is a need to change the working system of the old modules like 

dairy farming. Now a days this process is done manually that can results to mistakes which is biggest loss to 

farmers. Therefore, to decrease the many manual work and to get better result there is a need to replace the 

existing system with a new system using the system where milk sample can be measured automatically and in 

low cost. Firstly, it is required to calculate the amount of fat present in milk. Manually testing of fat and quantity 

is time consuming.  

  

Secondly, some Dairies in villages do not have good milk Testing equipment's. In such condition the milk 

sample can be tested once the milk is free from fat which can take one to two hours. By that time the milk packed 

in a plastic bags or bottles leads to unhealthy. Another reason is since the process is done manually that can 

results to mistakes which is biggest loss to farmers. Therefore, to decrease the many manual work and to get 

better result there is a need to replace the existing system with a new system using the system where milk sample 

can be measured automatically. User will also know different information about milk with help of temperature, 

fat sensor. This is an efficient tool to detect adulteration of the milk.   

  

 

2.  METHODOLOGY  
  

Milk tester is a method, which gives the result that is fat based on the light scattered by the milk. A device 

called photo resistor whose resistance decreases when the incident light gets increases. It’s a semiconductor 

material having high resistance. It works on the principle of photo conductivity. When the light is fallen, the 

greater number of electrons are released, which leads to increase in charge carrier those are holes. Thus, the 
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results can be analyzed by the change caused in resistance, that is fat content in milk. Gas sensor is used for 

detecting parameter of milk and DHT11 sensor is proving information of Humidity status of milk. Finally, the 

obtained data are displayed on LCD monitor and updated on Blynk cloud IOT platform, where data can be 

monitored through internet itself  

  

  

 

  

Fig-1 Block diagram of our proposed System 

  

3. RESULT & DISCUSSION  

This section briefs about the various tests performed on the variety of cow milk and their corresponding results. To 

uphold the proper functionality of the system, each component had to be tested individually. The below are the 

validation results of the milk.  

  

 

Fig-2 Proposed Prototype 
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The process starts to read all sensors Data, Microcontroller reads data and process as per instruction given 

(Code). If the sensor data is greater than threshold value Fat content is measured using LDR sensor. Humidity 

sensor measures temperature for refrigerated milk. Gas sensor measures if any adulteration is present. All Data 

are sent to IOT server via wi-fi module. The same data is printed on LCD display. The process repeats and stops.  

  

3.1 THINGSPEAK  

ThingSpeak is an open -source software written in Ruby which allows users to communicate with internet 

enabled devices. It facilitates data access, retrieval and logging of data by providing an API to both the devices 

and social network websites. Thing Speak was originally launched by Io Bridge in 2010 as a service in support of 

IoT applications. Thing Speak has integrated support from the numerical computing software. MATLAB from 

MathWorks, allowing Thing speak users to analyze and visualize uploaded data using MATLAB without 

requiring the purchase of a MATLAB license from MathWorks.  

  

  

  

  Fat percentage of pure milk  

  

   IOT Database Pure Milk  

                               Humidity percentage of pure milk  

        IOT Database of humidity  
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         IOT Database of gas  

                             Gas percentage of pure milk  

   

           IOT Database of price  

                                              Liter price of pure milk  

  
 

                Fig-3   Output of Pure Milk  

  

Below are the pictures obtained during the testing of adulterated milk by adding the water  to the pure milk  

.                                  

                                

 

                        Fat percentage of adulterated milk  

  

  

    

 

                                 

                         Humidity percentage of adulterated milk  
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                                                       Gas Level  percentage of adulterated milk  

  

                             Fig-4   Output of Adulterated Milk  

   

  

Fig 9 and 10 shows the pure milk and adultered milk validation.Since the gas level present in the adulterated milk 

is more than that of pure milk,the quality of milk can be fouund out easily and automatically,Our proposed 

system aims at the automatic analysing and billing system.The data can be retrived anywhere using thingspeak.  

  

4. CONCLUSION  
  

The exact values of FAT, refrigerated status of milk, are displayed on LCD and simultaneously these values are 

sent over the internet and anybody can retrieve the values over the internet. Thus, with these accurate values the 

farmers would get proper sale value of milk. The technology implanted in this system will definitely improve the 

system by giving fair price to farmers and also will minimize the corruption in the delivery system. All the 

sensors will read status from the milk and that status will pass to microcontroller analog pin and digital pin. 

Based on the parameter amount will be calculated and this all information will be updated on LCD display and 

IOT cloud  
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ABSTRACT  

  
This paper highlights the role of robotics in health care. This Paper also describes the evolving role of robotics in 

healthcare and allied areas with special concerns relating to the management and control of the spread of the novel 

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). The prime utilization of such robots is to minimize person-to-person contact 

and to ensure cleaning, sterilization and support in hospitals and similar facilities such as quarantine. This will 

result in minimizing the life threat to medical staff and doctors taking an active role in the management of 

theCOVID-19 pandemic. The intention of the present research is to highlight the importance of medical robotics in 

general and then to connect its utilization with the perspective of COVID-19 management so that the hospital 

management can direct themselves to maximize the use of medical robots for various medical procedures.[8] This is 

despite the popularity of telemedicine, which is also effective in similar situations. In essence, the recent 

achievement of the Korean and Chinese health sectors in obtaining active control of the COVID-19 pandemic was 

not possible without the use of state of the art medical technology Keyword--- Health care follower, Delivering pills, 

patients, health monitor.  

   

1. INTRODUCTION    

Proposed system is a Healthcare Monitoring Robot. ATMega 2560 is used as a control processor which controls all the 

activities and the movements of the robot. The DC motor rotation is also controlled by Microcontroller by sending proper 

instructions.[1] [2] Health Monitoring Robot using ATMega 2560 it gives the instruction for every presented hardware for 

an operation and it send the instruction as per the given delay for efficient working of the motors and sensors to work 

correspondingly.[4] [6] By referring these in these paper in our proposed system we know that the World Health 

Organization (WHO) on January 30, 2020 publicly declared the COVID-19 pandemic as a “global emergency” because of 

the rapidity at which it had spread world wide.The virus has shaken worldwide economies leading to a stock market crash 

in many countries. Recently, clinical data confirmed that a significant portion of the COVID-19 patients show diminutive 

symptoms for the first four days. Which illustrates the stealthy transmission potential of this contagious disease. Scientists 

have deliberated that COVID-19 is far more transmittable and lethal than the ordinary flu.[5] Here robot s are designed to 

take care of the COVID-19 patients in hospitals. To avoid person to person contact for nurses or doctors to COVID-19 

patients. Time to Time medicine dispense to the patients.[10] Emergency conditions checking for each person. If any 

emergency condition send message to Doctor. The main purpose of proposed system is to help doctor and nurse at the 

hospital. It delivers the medicine to the patient and to check the heart beat and temperature of the patient.  
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2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

  
The proposed system will consist of a microcontroller [ATMega 2560],and heart beat sensor and the temperature sensor 

and the motor driver also known as H bridge, DC motors, Relay, External power supply and emergency button. The 

system schematic is shown in the fig-2.0  

  

  
  

Fig – 2.0: System Schematic diagram  

3. METHODOLOGY  
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Figure shows the flow chart of the system. Once the system is activated, the sensors and the motor are starting to work as 

per the delay we have given in the source code and once initialization done the robot wait for the certain time delay. The 

robot now forward after delay it reach the patient and with the help of APR module it will announce or order the patient to 

take a pill and place a figure to sense the heartbeat and the temperature of the patient, once it is done it opens the pill box 

and deliver the pill for the patient and return back to an initial position and turn off for certain delay.  

If in case of emergency the means if the patient heart beat is more or the variation in temperature the robot sends the 

notification to the doctor by stating [patient temperature is high please check on patient 1], so it helps the doctor or the 

nurse to keep an eye on the patient so they can avoid any bad things happening to the patient. The robot used to avoid the 

missing of pill of time to time pills.  

The robot continues the same process for 3 times a day that is morning, afternoon, evening according to the delay 

programmed to it. If the patient goes ill in middle of the day the switch will be present on side of a bed that is integrated 

and it can be pressed so it will also send the notification to the doctor about the patient.  

The main purpose of the proposed system is to help doctor and nurse to treat the patient without any contact between 

them and to deliver pill at a particular time by not missing the prescription.  

  

  

  

4. SPECIFICATION  
                  AT mega 2560 

  

 
  

The Arduino Mega2560 can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power supply. The power source 

is selected automatically. External (non-USB) power can come either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or 

battery. The adapter can be connected by plugging a 2.1mm centre-positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads 

from a battery can be inserted in the GND and Vin pin headers of the POWER connector.  

The board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, however, the 5V pin may 

supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. If using more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat 

and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 volts.  

 

ARP Module  

We are the leading suppliers for APR 33A3 Voice Recording Module. Micron offers 8 channel voice record & 

playback module with truly solid state technology. Module provides high quality audio record and playback up to 11 

minutes with 8 Khz sampling rate and 16-bit resolution. Using on board jumpers total duration can be divided into 

1,2,4,8 messages which can be triggered by onboard switches or external triggers using external microcontroller pins.  
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Node MCU  

  

The ESP8266 NodeMCU has 16 GPIO pins and one analog input pin shown in the image bellow. However only 

10 of these GPIO pins can be used for digital input and output operations.  

  
Temperature and Heart beat sensors  

A temperature sensor is an electronic device that measures the temperature of its environment and converts the  

input data into electronic data to record, monitor, or signal temperature changes. ..... Non-contact temperature sensors are 

usually infrared (IR) sensors. The operating voltage is 5v.  

  
Heartbeat sensor is an electronic device that is used to measure the heart rate i.e. speed of heartbeat …. In order to 

measure the body temperature, we use thermometers and sphygmomanometer to monitor the Arterial Pressure or Blood 

Pressure  

  
  
  

5. SOFTWARE TOOL  

  
Arduino IDE  

  
The Arduino is a single-board microcontroller solution for many DIY projects, we will look at the Integrated 

Development Environment, or IDE, that is used to program it. Once the installer has downloaded, go ahead and 

install the IDE. Arduino IDE is an open source software that is mainly used for writing and compiling the code into 

the Arduino Module.  

The Arduino IDE is incredibly minimalistic, yet it provides a near-complete environment for most Arduino- 

based projects. The middle section of the IDE is a simple text editor that where you can enter the program code. The 

bottom section of the IDE is dedicated to an output window that is used to see the status of the compilation, how 

much memory has been used, any errors that were found in the program, and various other useful messages.  

  

  
6. RESULT  

  
The hardware connection of the Health monitoring robot is shown in the figure 6.1 below shows the notification that 

the do in 6.2 and 6.3 figure.  
  

 
  

Fig. 6.1 Hardware Connection 
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Fig. 6.2 Message Alert  

  

 
  

 
  

Fig. 6.3 Pill Dispense and heart beat Display  

  
  

7. DISCUSSION  
  

By this paper we come to know about the Health Monitoring Robot, which helps the society and the doctor and nurse for 

contact less treatment, by delivering the pill for the patient time-to-time and checking the heartbeat and temperature of 

patient. On working of this project bot we came to know about the Arduino Programming and Embedded systems devices, 

and the working of it. The notification is received through the telegram with the help of Node MCU but connecting it to 

mobile hotspot it will stay active and sends the message and in telegram by creating the bot by the name of Nurse Robot 

we get the notification and updates of patients. Frist the robot will be in stationary place, in the program we can adjust the 

timing, route of the robot, then the robot will check patient first it will give the medicine then it will check the heart beat 

and temperature if any emergency there will be a emergency switch by pressing that a sudden message will go to doctor 

he will come check the patient. The robot will Three checkup routine i.e., morning, evening, night or it can be altered to 

check more patient by using ON/OFF system.  
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8. CONCLUSION  

The system is able to efficiently deliver the pills to the patients and accurately check their heart beat and temperature by 

using sensors by the given algorithm and given source code. By studying concepts of learning modules includes Building 

a Bot, Micro-controller Programming and development of the algorithm that correctly follows the instruction that we 

needed as an outcome. By delivering the pill and checking patients and if in any case of emergency sending the doctor the 

emergency notification helps the doctors and nurse for maintain the distance and lessen the contact between the patients.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
 Intracranial hemorrhage is a serious medical problem that requires rapid and often intensive medical care. In 

intracranial hemorrhage treatment patient mortality depends on diagnosis based on a radiologist’s assessment of 

CT scans. In this project, we propose the intracranial hemorrhage detection system using deep learning model to 

accelerate the time it takes to identify them. We can distinguish between the subtypes of the damage on the basis of 

the character of bleeding and its location in the brain region. To assist with this process, a deep learning model 

can used to accelerate the time it takes to identify them. This project aims to help and facilitate radiologists, 

medical experts in understanding the way how machine learning can be potentially used in the diagnosis of 

hemorrhage. We developed a convolutional neural network based on sequential for classification, and we trained 

and tested a sequential-based model for predicting the type of bleeding. In making the accurate multiclass 

prediction, our model has an accuracy of 93.4%. 

Keywords: Artificial intelligence, deep learning, convolutional neural network, intracranial hemorrhage, CT 

Brain. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

 
Intracranial brain hemorrhage refers to any bleeding with in the intra cranial vault, which includes the 

brain parenchyma and the surrounding spaces. Brain parenchyma refers to the functional tissue in the brain that is 

made up of brain cells. Defects in the parenchyma results in loss of consciousness or it may cause even death also. 

Parenchyma controlling the body, there are many causes for this issue, which includes trauma, rupture of a blood 

vessel, poorly connected arteries [ It is the main connecting part, where the brain receives the blood] which results 

in the leakage of blood in the brain. 

Due to high mortality rate in brain hemorrhage, early detection of the defect is very essential in order to 

decrease the mortality rate of patients. Hence we choose the deep learning concept based on artificial intelligence 

(AI) for the early detection of the defect type.  

Deep learning is the fastest and easier to interpret large amount of data and from them in to a meaningful 

information. 

It is the type of machine learning based on artificial neural networks, in which multiple layers of processing are 

used to extract data progressively. There are different types of hemorrhage – Epidural hemorrhage, Subdural 

hemorrhage, Subarachnoid hemorrhage, intra parenchymal hemmorage. 

In Epidural hemorrhage the blood clotted between the skull and the outmost protection layer. In subdural 

hemorrhage the blood clotted between the skull and the surface of the brain. The bursting of blood vessel in brain 

is refer as subarachnoid hemorrhage. In intra parenchymal hemorrhage the blood bleed inside the brain 

parenchyma.  

The complete results of the patient are usually ready for doctor in 1 to 2 days. This is for normal Condition which 

means when the brain and blood vessels and bones of the skull and the face are normal in size.  
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 CT stands for computed tomography scan, It provide X-ray image made by using a form of tomography 

in which a computer controls the motion of the X-ray source. Tomography is an X-ray technique in which shadows 

of superimposed structure are blurred out by a moving X-ray tube. 

 

 
                         

       Fig 1: Subtypes of Intracranial hemorrhage, Yellow arrows points to bleeding regions. 

Over the last few decades, there has been a huge increase in scientific interest in intracranial hemorrhage 

detection because of advances in image processing. To find and classify intracranial hemorrhage, the researchers 

are utilizing multiple detection and classification strategies. The proposed deep learning techniques for identifying 

intracranial hemorrhage and its sub types include CNN. 

 

1. METHODOLOGY: 

 

 

 
                                                               

                                                             Fig 2: System Architecture 

Our methodology fallows the deep learning concept. Where it is a type of machine learning based on 

artificial neural networks, in which multiple layers of processing are used to extract data progressively. where it is 

the fast and easier to interpret the large data. In order to predict the defect, it is necessary to collect the data of the 
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patient for the training purpose where these data are collected from CT scans for analysis. When the data is 

collected, the training part of the project is processing to check the accuracy, in this we use the tensor flow and 

keras for the CNN algorithm. CNN stands for the convolutional neural network, these neural networks are build by 

the idea of the human neural network system, where these networks interact with each other during the prediction 

process or convolution process. In this we are mainly focusing on the time consuming and accuracy part. Finally 

when the data is passed through the algorithm the machine will detect and classify the defect, then it display the 

type of the hemorrhage at end. 

 

 

2. Existing System: 

Intracranial hemorrhage, bleeding that occurs inside the cranium, is a serious health problem requiring 

rapid and often intensive medical treatment. Such a condition is traditionally diagnosed by highly-trained 

specialists analyzing computed tomography (CT) scan of the patient and identifying the location and type of 

hemorrhage if one exists. 

Intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) is a medical emergency that requires urgent diagnosis and treatment. The 

diagnosis of ICH usually involves a combination of imaging studies such as computed tomography (CT) and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as well as clinical evaluation and laboratory tests. 

There are various systems and methods for detecting ICH, including: 

1. Computed tomography (CT) scan: CT scan is the most commonly used imaging technique for detecting 

ICH. It can quickly and accurately detect the location and extent of the hemorrhage. 

2. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI): MRI is another imaging technique that can detect ICH. It provides 

better visualization of the brain tissue and can detect smaller hemorrhages that may not be visible on CT 

scans. 

3. Clinical evaluation: Clinical evaluation involves assessing the patient's symptoms, neurological status, 

and vital signs. It can help in identifying signs of ICH, such as headache, vomiting, loss of consciousness, 

and neurological deficits. 

4. Laboratory tests: Laboratory tests can help in identifying the cause of ICH, such as coagulation 

disorders or infections. 

In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) has been increasingly used in the detection of ICH. AI systems use 

machine learning algorithms to analyze medical images and provide automated diagnosis. These systems can 

detect and classify ICH accurately and quickly, reducing the time required for diagnosis and treatment. 

 

3. Proposed System: 

We propose a neural network approach to find and classify the condition based upon the CT scan. The 

model architecture implements a time distributed convolutional network. We observed accuracy above 93.4% from 

such an architecture, provided enough data. We propose further extensions to our approach involving the 

deployment of federated learning. This would be helpful in pooling learned parameters without violating the 

inherent privacy of the data involved. 

Some of the AI systems used for ICH detection include: 

1. Deep learning algorithms: Deep learning algorithms can analyze large amounts of medical image data 

and identify patterns that are difficult for humans to detect. These algorithms can accurately detect ICH 

and distinguish it from other types of brain lesions. 

2. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs): CNNs are a type of deep learning algorithm that can analyze 

images pixel by pixel and identify features that are relevant to the diagnosis of ICH. 

3. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems: CAD systems use algorithms to analyze medical images 

and provide automated diagnosis. These systems can help radiologists to detect ICH more quickly and 

accurately. 

Overall, the use of AI systems in ICH detection is a promising area of research that has the potential to 

improve the speed and accuracy of diagnosis and treatment. However, these systems are not yet widely available 

and require further validation and testing before they can be used in clinical practice. 
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4. H/W System Configuration: 

Processor Dual Core. 

Speed  1.1 G Hz. 

RAM 8 GB (min). 

Hard Disk 20 GB. 

 

Table 1: Hardware configuration 

5. S/W System Configuration: 

Operating System Windows 10. 

 

Technology Machine Learning 

Front End GUI-tkinter 

IDLE Python  3.7 or higher 

 

Table 2: Software configuration 

6. SAMPLE INPUT: 
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                                                      (fig 3: Sample input images) 

Deep learning is a type of artificial intelligence that has revolutionized the field of medical imaging 

analysis. One of the key applications of deep learning in medical imaging is the detection and diagnosis of brain 

hemorrhages, which are a potentially life-threatening condition that requires urgent medical attention. However, to 

train a deep learning model to accurately detect brain hemorrhages, it needs a large amount of high-quality input 

data. 

Input data is essential for deep learning because it allows the algorithm to learn the patterns and features 

that are associated with different types of images. In the case of brain hemorrhage detection, input data can include 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, computed tomography (CT) scans, or other types of medical images that 

show the brain. These images can be annotated to indicate the presence or absence of a hemorrhage, allowing the 

deep learning model to learn the characteristics of a hemorrhage and distinguish it from other types of brain 

abnormalities. 

Without input data, a deep learning model cannot learn to detect brain hemorrhages accurately. The quality and 

quantity of input data are crucial for the success of the model. A large and diverse dataset of high-quality images is 

necessary to train a deep learning model that can generalize well and accurately detect brain hemorrhages in new 

patients. Additionally, input data can also be used to validate the accuracy of the model and monitor its 

performance over time. 

 

7. OUTPUT RESULT 

 MODEL ACCURACY 

 

(fig 4: Traning Model Accuracy) 
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In deep learning, training a model involves feeding a large dataset to the algorithm to learn the patterns and 

features that are associated with different types of inputs. Once the model is trained, it can be tested on a separate 

dataset to evaluate its accuracy. The accuracy of a trained model refers to the percentage of correctly predicted 

outputs over the total number of inputs in the test dataset. 

A high accuracy score indicates that the deep learning model has learned the features and patterns of the input 

data well and can generalize to new data with a high degree of accuracy. However, it is important to note that high 

accuracy does not always guarantee the performance of the model in the real world. There can be scenarios where 

the trained model fails to generalize to new data or performs poorly in situations that are different from the training 

data. 

Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the performance of the model through various metrics, including 

precision, recall, F1-score, and confusion matrix, to get a more comprehensive understanding of the model's 

performance. Nonetheless, achieving 93% accuracy in a deep learning model is considered a good performance, 

and it is a strong indication that the model has learned the underlying patterns in the input data well. 

 

CONFUSION MATRIX 

 

(fig 5: Confusion Matrix Data) 

The confusion matrix can be used to calculate various performance metrics for a classification model, 

including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. These metrics can help to evaluate the performance of the 

model and identify areas where it can be improved. 

In deep learning, confusion matrices are often used in the evaluation of neural networks that are used for 

classification tasks. They can help to identify areas where the model is making mistakes, and provide insights into 

how the model can be improved. Confusion matrices can also be used to visualize the performance of a model, 

which can be helpful for communicating the results to stakeholders. 

 

 FINAL OUTPUT 

         

(fig 6: Final Output) 
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The final output of brain hemorrhage detection using deep learning would depend on the specific approach 

and model used for the task. In general, the output would likely be a binary classification result indicating whether 

a brain hemorrhage is present or not. 

It is important to note that the output of a deep learning model for medical diagnosis is not a substitute for a 

trained medical professional's diagnosis. Rather, it is a tool to assist medical professionals in making more accurate 

and efficient diagnoses. 

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We built a model that can analyse single frame CT scans with comparative accuracy to a radiologist. Our 

model was trained on the dataset. Using windowing (contrast enhancement) for pre-processing, the CT scans are 

converted to 16 bit images into 3 channels with matrices of floating-point numbers normalized in (0, 1) range. To 

train our model with limited bias for the disproportionate independent hemorrhage classes, a weighted logistic loss 

function was used for multiclass classification. The model has per-class accuracy of more than 93%. 

Future improvements include evaluating the system with different convolutional base architectures, such 

as deeper versions of ResNet (ResNet-101 and ResNet-152). Another enhancement would be altering the loss 

function by introducing different weights for positive and negative examples. Such a doubly-weighted loss 

function would allow to address the precision/recall tradeoff during training, possibly with better results. Another 

great addition to the system would be extending it with federated learning capability, where the client nodes can 

perform backpropagation on edge. This way, the system could scale incrementally, and also preserve the sensitive 

patient’s information within the medical facility. 
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                                                            ABSTRACT   
   
Outlier detection is a critical task in many applications where identifying anomalies in the data is important for 

ensuring data quality, identifying potential problems, and making informed decisions. This paper presents a 

comprehensive review of outlier detection techniques in different applications, including data mining, machine 

learning, computer vision, network intrusion detection, fraud detection, and healthcare. We discuss various 

statistical, clustering, distance-based, and machine learning-based approaches for detecting outliers, highlighting 

their strengths and limitations. We also discuss the challenges associated with outlier detection, such as data 

sparsity, high dimensionality, and class imbalance, and review some of the recent advancements in the field, 

including deep learning-based approaches and ensemble methods. Finally, we present some open research 

directions and discuss potential future directions for outlier detection in different applications.   

   

Keywords: Outlier detection, Anomaly detection, Data mining, Machine learning, Clustering, Distance-based 

methods, Statistical methods, Deep learning, Ensemble methods, High dimensionality, Class imbalance, Computer 

vision   

 

1. INTRODUCTION :   
   

Outlier detection, also known as anomaly detection, is the process of identifying data points that deviate 

from the expected patterns or behaviours within a dataset. Outliers can be caused by various factors such as 

measurement errors, data entry errors, or unexpected events, and can significantly impact the accuracy and 

reliability of statistical models and machine learning algorithms.   

   

Outlier detection techniques are used in a wide range of applications such as fraud detection, intrusion 

detection, medical diagnosis, and environmental monitoring. These techniques employ statistical and machine 

learning algorithms to identify outliers and provide insights into the underlying causes of these anomalies.   

   

Some common techniques used for outlier detection include statistical methods such as z-score analysis and 

clustering-based approaches such as k-means clustering and DBSCAN. Machine learning algorithms such as 

isolation forest, one-class SVM, and autoencoders are also commonly used for outlier detection.   

   

Effective outlier detection is critical in many industries, as it can help to identify potential issues early and 

prevent costly errors or damage. As datasets continue to grow in size and complexity, outlier detection techniques 

are becoming increasingly important in data analysis and decision-making processes.    
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2. METHODOLOGY:   

   

   
   

                                               Fig 2. Flow Chart  

  

  

      Data points are essential in outlier detection as they form the basis of the analysis. Outliers are defined as data 

points that deviate significantly from the rest of the dataset, and detecting them requires examining the values of 

individual data points.   

   

      Hypothesis sampling is a statistical method that can be used in outlier detection to test whether a data 

point is significantly different from the rest of the dataset. The process involves formulating a hypothesis that 

assumes the data point is not an outlier and then testing whether the observed data supports or refutes the 

hypothesis.   

   

      Model hypothesis in outlier detection involves creating a model that represents the normal behavior of the 

dataset and using it to identify outliers. The process typically involves training a model on a subset of the data that is 
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assumed to be representative of the normal behavior of the dataset, and then using the model to predict the behavior 

of the remaining data points. Data points that deviate significantly from the predicted behavior are identified as 

outliers.   

   

     Residual histogram is a technique that can be used for outlier detection by examining the distribution of 

residuals, which are the differences between the predicted and actual values of a model. The technique is commonly 

used in linear regression analysis, where the residuals represent the unexplained variation in the data that is not 

captured by the regression model.residual histograms are often used to identify data points that deviate significantly 

from the expected pattern. The residual histogram plots the differences between the predicted and actual values of a 

given variable. These differences are called residuals, and the histogram of residuals shows how frequently each 

value occurs.   

   

     Linkage clustering is a method commonly used in outlier detection to group similar data points together 

and identify potential outliers that do not fit within these groups.In linkage clustering, the data points are initially 

considered as individual clusters, and the algorithm iteratively merges the most similar clusters together based on a 

chosen distance metric.   

                                        

      In outlier detection, clustering algorithms are often used to identify groups of data points that are similar 

to each other, and to distinguish between clusters of inliers and outliers.An outlier cluster is a group of data points 

that are significantly different from the majority of the other data points in the dataset, and may be considered as 

potential outliers. An inlier cluster, on the other hand, is a group of data points that are similar to each other and are 

representative of the majority of the data in the dataset.   

   

There are many existing systems and algorithms for outline detection, some of which include:   

   

Canny edge detector: This is one of the most widely used edge detection algorithms. It works by detecting 

local maxima of the gradient magnitude of the image and tracing a path along these points to form edges.   

   

Sobel edge detector: This algorithm uses two 3x3 convolution kernels to detect edges by calculating the 

gradient of the image intensity in the horizontal and vertical directions.   

   

Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) edge detector: This algorithm uses a combination of smoothing and 

differentiation to detect edges by identifying zero-crossings in the second derivative of the image.   

Structured Edge Detection (SE) algorithm: This algorithm is based on machine learning and uses a structured 

edge detection framework to generate high-quality edge maps.   

Deep learning-based methods: These methods use deep neural networks to automatically learn features that 

can be used for edge detection. For example, U-Net is a deep learning architecture that has been used for biomedical 

image segmentation and edge detection.   

Data Preprocessing: The first step is to preprocess the data to ensure it is in a suitable format for machine 

learning algorithms. This may involve scaling, normalization, and handling missing values.   

Feature Extraction: Next, the system extracts relevant features from the data. This can involve using 

techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) or selecting a subset of the most informative features.   

Training Data: The system uses a portion of the data to train a machine learning model. There are various 

models that can be used for outlier detection, such as isolation forests, one-class SVM, and k-nearest neighbor.   

Testing Data: The remaining data is used to test the trained model's ability to detect outliers. The model assigns a 

score to each data point, and points with high scores are considered outliers.   

 

 Threshold Selection: A threshold is selected to determine which data points are considered outliers. The threshold         

can be selected based on domain knowledge or using statistical techniques such as the interquartile range (IQR) or 

z-score.   

Outlier Detection: Finally, the system applies the threshold to the scores assigned to each data point to determine 

which points are considered outliers.   
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 Overall, this proposed system for outlier detection can help identify anomalous data points that may be indicative of  

fraud, errors, or other issues in the data. It is important to note that the effectiveness of the system will depend on the 

quality of the data and the selection of appropriate machine learning models and threshold values.   

3. OUTPUT RESULTS:   

OUTPUT: Z SCORES FORMAT                   

  

                           FIGURE 3.1 The CGPA Of Z Score Format   

To calculate the z-score of a CGPA value, you would first calculate the mean and standard deviation of the 

CGPA values in your data set. Then, for each CGPA value, you would subtract the mean and divide the result by the 

standard deviation:   

z = (CGPA value - mean CGPA) / standard deviation CGPA   

The resulting z-score for each CGPA value indicates how many standard deviations that value is away from the 

mean CGPA value. Generally, CGPA values with a z-score greater than 3 or less than -3 are considered outliers.It's 

important to note that the interpretation of outliers in CGPA values may vary depending on the context.   
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                               FIGURE 3.2  SCORES OBTAINED IN Z SCORE FORMAT   

   

OUTPUT: IQR BOX PLOT   

   
                                     FIGURE 3.3  CGPA and Score Graph   

The IQR is a measure of variability in a data set and is calculated as the difference between the third quartile (Q3) 

and the first quartile (Q1). The IQR captures the middle 50% of the data and is less sensitive to extreme values than 

measures like the range or standard deviation.   

A box plot is a graphical representation of a data set that shows the median, quartiles, and potential outliers. The box 

spans the IQR, with the median represented by a line within the box. The whiskers extend to the smallest and largest 

observations within 1.5 times the IQR from the nearest quartile. Observations beyond the whiskers are considered 

potential outliers and are plotted as individual points.   

To identify potential outliers using the IQR and box plot, you would calculate the IQR and use it to determine 

the whisker length.   
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                                                           FIGURE 3.4  The Bar Graph   

In statistics, bar graphs are used to visually represent the distribution of categorical or discrete variables. 

While they are not commonly used in outlier detection, they can be useful in identifying potential outliers in certain 

situations.   

For example, if you have a categorical variable that represents different groups or categories in your data set, you 

could create a bar graph to compare the distribution of values across those groups. If there is a group or category 

that has a significantly different distribution of values compared to the others, that could indicate the presence of 

potential outliers within that group.   

Similarly, if you have a discrete variable with a limited range of possible values, you could create a bar graph to 

visualize the frequency of those values. If there are one or a few values that occur much more frequently than the 

others, that could indicate the presence of potential outliers at those values.   

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:   
   

Outlier detection is an important task in data analysis that involves identifying data points or observations 

that differ significantly from the majority of the data. This process can help identify anomalies, errors, or 

interesting patterns in the data that may be useful for further analysis.   

   

There are several approaches to outlier detection, including statistical methods, clustering algorithms, and 

machine learning techniques. Each of these methods has its own strengths and weaknesses, and the choice of 

approach depends on the nature of the data and the specific goals of the analysis.   

   

One important consideration when conducting outlier detection is the definition of what constitutes an 

outlier. This definition may vary depending on the context of the analysis and the specific goals of the researcher. 

For example, in some cases, outliers may be defined as extreme values that are significantly different from the rest 

of the data, while in other cases, outliers may be defined as data points that do not conform to a particular pattern 

or distribution.   
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In conclusion, outlier detection is a powerful tool for data analysis that can help identify anomalies, errors, 

or interesting patterns in the data. However, it requires careful consideration of the definition of what constitutes 

an outlier and the selection of an appropriate approach to detect them.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

Farmers take more concern in protecting their cattle. But the environmental factors greatly affect the health of cattle 

such that they may get affected due to various disorders. Therefore, this proposed project is based on monitoring the 

health conditions of the cattle by comparing the present health condition required for normal cattle. The parameters 

like humidity, temperature, gas values etc. are compared with standard parameters and the information is transmitted 

through IoT. The farmer gets notified and inspected when the veterinary doctors are not available at the instance. 

Availability of internet at rural areas is very difficult to access. So, by considering this factor we have added LoRa to 

get the intermediate connectivity. 

 

Keywords:-LoRa, Intermediate connectivity. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
          In this modern era, many technologies are introduced in our environment. In this electronic world, 

microcontroller plays a major role in the development of smart systems. In this day by day improvement and the 

development of new technologies, microcontrollers act as a heart of the system. These microcontrollers consist of a 

single chip processor which is suitable for automation and control process for an accurate result. To overcome the 

arising problem of monitoring the temperature, this project is designed and implemented. The monitoring of 

temperature is a process in which the temperature is a process in which the temperature of space or object is 

changed. The project describes the monitoring of temperature. This system is designed and implemented using an 

Arduino program which is written in Arduino UNO. The smart farming relays on basic needs of farmers such as 

helping the farmers by reducing their work like farmers visiting the cattle again and again for observing health 

condition, so to overcome the workload of farmers, a computing and sensor based methods controlled by Arduino 

module is installed in cattle sheds through sensor to monitor the health condition of cattle. The data is measured 

through sensors are then stored in the consumer database, where the consumers are allowed to extract data through 

the software. It includes another feature of alarming i.e., if the temperature of cattle exceeds beyond threshold value, 

the sensors senses the temperature and compares it with the safe range and it alarms when required. 

 
1.1 Motivation of the Task 

 

          In earlier days, farmers used various techniques for detecting health condition of animal bodies, which 

requires continuous and daily to daily base observation of animals. This again requires an excessive amount of labor 

and their cost. Those techniques of detecting would give wrong results, which may be different from the actual 
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health status of the animal. This can cause harmful effects on the animals (ex: cattle). So, here it is thought that the 

automatic health monitoring system can be proposed to keep the records of health parameters of animals in faster 

and accurate rates. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

          Maintenance of cowshed activities in remote areas from being in city outskirts is not in proper condition. 

Also, early stage identification of diseases in cattle has been the major challenge in isolated areas which should be 

monitored. And adverse effects of fluctuating environment conditions on cowshed should be taken care. 

 

1.3 Proposed System 

We proposed an integrated system to control the cowshed activities and to monitor the cattle health condition. 

Various sensors are connected to monitor the activities and data are uploaded to the cloud in real time. Machine 

learning method is used to alert user by giving notifications when any dangerous situations these alerts are obtained. 

Here Google Firebase is used for cloud storage purpose. Android App is developed using MIT App Inventor tool. 

Python program is used to apply machine learning. Various sensors are connected in order to read the attributes like 

temperature, humidity, gas, rain and soil moisture values. Here LoRa is used to inter-connect the devices to remotely 

set internet connected points.  

 

1.4 Objectives of the Task 

With this project we hope to implement a system which can monitor cowshed activities with more accuracy. And to 

establish a communication in distant locations with the help of IoT. Also, to verify specific conditions of the 

environment by using different type of sensors. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
         In this paper [1], F. Turcinovic et al., proposed that this is the most utilized LP-WAN technology that operates 

in unlicensed spectrum is LoRa. In LoRa communication, spreading factor (SF) has the most impact on energy 

consumption, time on air, and the coverage area. Influence of SF on communication parameters such as signal-to-

noise ratio, received signal strength indicator and time on air is analyzed using over 6500 LoRa messages gathered 

in test network. 

          In this paper [2], Derek Heeger et al., this work assesses the time and energy associated with authentication 

protocol in the context of long range, this is an emerging low power wide area network used in IoT devices. This 

LoRa has configurable settings which affects the transmission and bandwidth range. They assess the transmit time, 

which is proportional to energy consumption, of the different authentication techniques over a variety of LoRa 

configuration and address the level of security provided by authentication protocols. 

          In this paper [3], Phoebe Edward et al., LoRa has become a key enabler for multiple low power wide area 

network technologies. The LoRa technology is pillared on its patented chirp spread spectrum modulation. Cyclic 

shifts of LoRa based chirp signal create whole orthonormal space multidimensional signaling. Interleaved Chirp 

Spreading LoRa based modulation has been introduced as new multidimensional space generated from the 

interleaved versions of the nominal LoRa chirp signals. 

         In this paper [4], Sarah Opipah et al., The smart home system is a system in which there are features for 

controlling and monitoring household electronic equipment. The smart home application system is the combination 

of technology and services specific to home environment. The main purpose of applying LoRa based smart home 

system technology is to monitor room temperature and to control electronic devices. The communication module 

used in this research is LoRa Dragino 950 MHz module. 

          In this paper [5], Nayanmoni Saikia et al., A conceptual narrative has been used for this research to 

understand the importance of digital platforms and technologies in agricultural sector with a focus on analyzing 

review literature work and cases of different countries through argument using secondary information gathered from 

published research paper. Rural families have agriculture as their primary source of livelihood. The new ideas here 

are the implications with incredible advantages of using LoRaFaRM technology that will Leapfrog yields for an 

unprecedented economic boost. 
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In this paper[6], Dania Eridaniet al., TheLoRa is a low power wide area network communication which has 

the ability to transmit data in a long range with a low power. LoRa Alliance has designed a network architecture that 

usually uses, called LoRa WAN. To meet the purpose of Low Power Wide Area Network such as simple 

implementation, Low cost and simple architecture.   

 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. LoRa Transmitter 
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Fig 2.  LoRa Receiver 

 
             LoRa sensor node and LoRa gateway is wireless communication with an unlicensed frequency band of 

925.2 MHz While LoRa gateway using another unlicensed 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi frequency band to communicate with a 

cloud storage server. The LoRa gateway were installed at 2 meters height above ground level. Each sensor node was 

separately installed in a different outdoor field. The first node has located at roadside with small buildings on both 

side of the road. While the second and third node have placed among buildings at different locations. The result 

from the experiment shown that the longest non-line-of-sight (NLOS) wireless communication is 600 meters which 

first sensor node is transfer data correctly. Because the location of the first node is less obstructions than the second 

and the third node. That mean first node location is less large-scale fading than other nodes. Therefore, the node 

installation location should be considered that is a key importance for improving the performance of data transfer. 

Furthermore, the LoRa gateway is automatically transfers environmental data for every 15 seconds to the cloud 

storage network. Temperature, humidity, rain value and soil moisture values are obtained from the sensors and 

uploaded into cloud google firebase. Python program is used to predict the value based on input samples. An 

android app is developed using MIT app Inventor tool to help the farmers to read all sensor values and to get all 

notifications on android phone. Several communication protocols exist, from Wi-Fi, Zigbee to 2G, LTE and even 

satellite communications but each of them is usually plagued by one limitation or the other which makes them 

unsuitable for certain IoT cases. LoRa, which combine ultra-low power consumption with an effective long range.  

 

 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
        The transmitter will obtain temperature, humidity, gas, rain and soil sensor from the environment using the 

sensors connected to an Arduino UNO, and forward the data to the receiver via LoRa module. The transmitter 

comprises of environmental sensors and the LoRa module connected to the Arduino UNO. The output pin of the 

sensors is connected to a digital pin on the UNO while the LoRa is connected to SPI pins of the UNO. 

4.1 Transmitter Section 

 
           The idea behind this transmitter section is simpler. We obtain the environments temperature, humidity, rain and 

gas data using the relevant sensors and broadcast the data over LoRa to our receiver with an identity key which ensures 

ESP32 
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the data is only delivered to our receiver. To reduce the amount of work required to develop the code for our 

transmitter, we will use a couple of libraries including; the well-built LoRa library along with the DHT library from 

Adafruit. The LoRa Library comes with a number of functions that make it easy to send and receive data with the LoRa 

module, while the DHT makes it easy to interact and extract readings from the DHT11 sensor. Both libraries can be 

installed via the ESP32. The code for the transmitter is based on the LoRa sender example located in the LoRa library, 

with slight modification like the addition of a sync word which ensures only the designated receiver with the key 

receives the message.    

 

 

 Fig  3:- Lora Transmitter 

 

4.2 Receiver section 

 

           For the receiver, our goal we simply to capture the packet being sent by the transmitter and display it on the 

serial monitor. To reduce the code complexity, we will use the same LoRa library we used in the transmitter sketch. 

Next, we define the pins of the Node MCU to which the NSS, RST and DIO0 pins of the LoRa module are 

connected. Next, we move to the void setup () function. We start by initializing the serial communication so we can 

use the Serial Monitor to view incoming data from the receiver. Next, setup the LoRa module by using the setPins () 

command to inform the library of the pin configuration to be used. Next, we initialize LoRa communication with the 

begin () command. Just like we did for the transmitter, ensure that the frequency you use as the argument for the 

begin () function should be that of your radio and lawful to use it in your country. To wrap up the void setup () 

function, we set the sync word to match that of the transmitter and we print a message on the serial monitor to 

indicate everything that setup is complete. Next, we write the loop () function. We start the function by creating a 

variable to hold the received data and the size of the packet received which will be zero/false if no packet is 

received. Next, we use an “if statement to check if a packet has been received, if yes, the data is read using the 

LoRa. read string () function and stored in the variable we created earlier. The read data is then displayed on the 

serial monitor along with the RSSI which is an indication of the signal strength and may be useful for debugging 

your transmission power.  
 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4:- Lora Receiver 
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5.CONCLUSION 

The goal of the work is to develop a system that uses the concept of IoT and LoRa device, through which it resolves 

a problem of establishing long range communication from node to gateway and gateway to cloud. Also, a distant 

location cowshed or cattle monitoring by the utilization of sensors is made possible i.e., to enable real-time 

monitoring of soil moisture, temperature and other environmental parameter. 
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ABSTRACT 
.Liver is one of the largest gland and largest internal organ in human body. Abnormal growth in cell in the liver 

causes liver cancer, which also known as hepatic cancer. People having liver tumor died due to inaccurate detection. 

Detection of this tumor is mostly difficult and it can be detected at advance stage and life-threatening. Its better 

detect the tumor at an early stage .In this project we detect liver cancer at the earlier stage using image processing. 

This project consist of automated method of detecting the liver cancer in abdominal CT images and classifying CNN 

algorithm. The model consist of many stages the image is normalized and pre-processed using the median filter to 

remove noise . Histogram equalization of the image ,the feature are extracted based on the Discrete wavelet 

Transformation(DWT).Finally ,liver CT images are classified by implementing convolutional neural network and 

segmented    result. 

 

Keyword : - Discrete wavelet transformation, Convolutional neural network, Segmentation, CT Scan 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Millions of cells in our body divide everyday to form new cells. The cells which are formed replaces all the deadcells 

present. They get together to form a tissues again tissues get together to form organs. In some cases cells dividemore 

than necessary and forms lumps or extra growth known as tumors. Major cause of death is caused from LiverCancer 

.Liver Cancer is not only death causing but and difficult to detect and mostly found in advance stage. The known or 

common type of Liver Cancer is known as hepatocellular carcinoma .It is found more in males than the female .To 

overcome this issue we have come up with the detection of liver cancer using deep learning framework Using this we 

can detect cancer in an early stage And with the most accuracy. 

1.1 Proposed System 

 
Here we propose detection of cancer using the clustering and neural networks. It consists of three main phases pre- 

processing, detection processing phase, detection phase in which wavelets are applied to signify the segmentation to 

classify the normal and abnormal stages of the tumor. Accuracy of the exact location of the tumor located plays an 

important role .Diagnosis method consist of three stages pre-processing of images ,feature extraction and 

classification. Once done with histogram equalization of image ,the feature is extracted based on the Discrete wavelet 

Transformation(DWT).In the final stage of the process Convolution Neural Network are classify the abnormal and 

normal .
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1.3 OBJECTIVES 
 

Here we propose Convolutional Neural Network for liver cancer detection and segmentation 

.Using deep learning we design the ensemble segmentation for efficient classification and segmentation of the liver 
tumors. Result of the  CNN shows high accuracy and performance using the given data set. 

 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
In this paper [1] Piyush Kumar Shukla proposed the suggested work proposes a system for automatically detecting liver 

tumours and lesions in magnetic resonance imaging of the abdomen pictures by using 3D affine invariant and shape 

parameterization approaches, as well as the results of this study is point-to-point parameterization addresses the 

frequent issues associated with concave surfaces by establishing a standard model level for the organ’s surface 

throughout the modelling process. Initially, the geodesic active contour analysis approach is used to separate the liver 

area from the rest of the body. 

In this paper [2] LANTIAN WANG proposed Liver cancer is one of the world’s largest causes of death to humans. 

It is a difficult task and time consuming to identify the cancer tissue manually in the present scenario. The 

segmentation of liver lesions in CT images can be used to assess the tumor load, plan treatments predict, and monitor 

the clinical response. In this paper, the  Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has been proposed for liver tumor 

segmentation, which has been modeled mathematically to resolve the current issue of liver cancer. For semantic 

segmentation, HFCNN has been used as a powerful tool for liver cancer analysis. 

 

In this paper[3] Dr. Saroj Hiranwal a detailed review has been done on liver cancer detections and this paper provides 

details of different techniques that reveal how hybrid intelligent approaches are applied to different categories of 

cancer detections and treatments. The principle goal of this review is to highlight mostly used features, classifiers, 

methodologies, key concepts, and their accuracy. Under cancer detection techniques, various types of machine 

learning algorithms are used such as decision tree, SVM, neural networks, random forest, computer aided detection, 

genetic algorithms etc. These strategies exert significant effects on liver image characterization and having different 

accuracy levels. All the long short solutions talked about strategies are provided in this manuscript and it is explored 

up to various execution measurements. 

In this paper[4] R Aarthi,proposed The abnormal growth of cells in the liver causes liver cancer which is also known 

as hepatic cancer, where, Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC) is the most common type of liver cancer which makes 

up 75% of cases. The detection of this tumour is difficult and mostly found at advanced stage which causes life- 

threatening issues. Hence it is far essential to discover the tumour at an early stage. So the principle intention of this 

project is to detect liver cancer at earlier stage using image processing technique. Here the malignant liver tumours 

are detected from Computed Tomography (CT) images. The image undergoes enhancement using anisotropic 

diffusion filters and segmented by morphological operations which is simple and easy to work. This operation uses 

combination of two processes, dilation and erosion. The scope of this propounded technique is to highlight the tumour 

region present in the Computed Tomography. 

In this paper[5] M.Pramod proposed The liver is necessary for survival and is also prone to many diseases. CT 

examinations can be used to plan and properly administer radiation treatments for tumors and to guide biopsies and 

other minimally invasive procedure. Manual segmentation and classification of CT image is a tedious task and time 

consuming process which is impractical for large amount of data. The liver is segmented from CT images using 

adaptive threshold method and morphological processing. Tumor region extraction is done by means of Fuzzy C 

Means (FCM) clustering from th.e segmented liver region. The statistical and textural information are obtained from 

the extracted tumor using Gabor with PCA. The features like mean, standard deviation and entropy of the obtained 

sub bands are calculated and stored in a feature vector (in format of mat file). The extracted features are fed as input 

to Extreme Machine Learning classifier to identify the presence of Liver tumor disease and to classify it as Malignant 

or Benign stage or not. 
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3. CNN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
 

 
Fig 3.1:Deep convolution neural network architecture 

 

A Deep-Convolution Neural Network is type of a DNN consists of multiple hidden layers such as convolutional 

layer, RELU layer, Pooling layer and fully connected a normalized layer. CNN shares. weights in the convolutional 

layer reducing the memory footprint and increases the performance of the network. The important features of CNN 

lie with the 3D volumes of neurons, local connectivity and shared weights. A feature map is produced by 

convolution layer through the convolution of different sub-regions of the input image with a learned kernel. Then, a 

non-linear activation function is applied through ReLu layer to improve the convergence properties when the error is 

low. In pooling layer, a region of the image/feature map is chosen and the pixel with the maximum value among 

them or average values is chosen as the representative. 

Data Set: The dataset for training is obtained from Liver Database Consortium (LIDC) and Image Database 

Resource Initiative (IDRI). LIDC and IDRI consist of 1000 CT scans of both large and small tumors saved in Digital 

Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format. 

Image Segmentation: The segmentation of photographs is the phase where the visual Hepatocellular carcinoma 

detection using Deep learning framework image is partitioned into several parts. This normally helps to identify 

artifacts and boundaries. The aim of segmentation is to simplify the transition in the interpretation of a picture into 

the concrete picture that can be clearly interpreted and quickly analyzed. 

Pre-Processing: In preprocessing stage, the median filter is used to restore the image under test by minimizing the 

effects of the degradations during acquisition. Various preprocessing and segmentation techniques of lung nodules are 

discussed in. The median filter simply replaces each pixel value with the median value of its neighbors including itself. 

Hence, the pixel values which are very different from their neighbors will be eliminated. 
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4. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 

 

A CNN is type of a DNN consists of multiple hidden layers such as convolutional layer, RELU layer, 

Pooling layer and fully connected a normalized layer 

Convolutional layer creates a feature map to predict the class probabilities for each feature by applying a filter that 

scans the whole image, few pixels at a time. 

Pooling layer (down-sampling): scales down the amount of information the convolutional layer generated for each 
feature and maintains the most essential information (the process of the convolutional and pooling layers usually 
repeats several times). 

Fully connected input layer: flattens the outputs generated by previous layers to turn them into a single vector that 

can be used as an input for the next layer. 

Fully connected layer: Applies weights over the input generated by the feature analysis to predict an accurate label 
 

5. METHODOLOGY 

 
There are six steps to be followed during the process. 

In the first step collection of data is means data set for training is obtained. In the next step pre-processing is done the 

median filter is used to restore the image under test by minimizing the effects of the degradation during the acquisition. 

The segmentation of photographs is the phase where visual image is partitioned into several parts. The next step is 

feature extraction in which median filter replaces each pixel value with median value of its neighbors and itself. Hence 

the pixel value which are different from their neighbor is eliminated. Now next step is feature selection in which 

feature is selected for futher steps. 
 

 

Figure 5.1 :Data flow diagram 

 

6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

Figure  6.1 Detection of caroli disease 
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Figure 6.2 Detection of normal liver cells 
 

Figure  6.3 Detection of 

cancer 
 

Figure 6.3 Detection of Hepatitis B 
 

Figure 6.5 Detection of Hepatitis A 

This section briefs about the various cancer causing diseases in liver and liver cancer by the tasks performed by training 

and testing the liver cells using CNN algorithm. It also brief out about the accuracyof the disease and precautions 

undertaken by humans to avoid this death causing cancers. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

The convolution neural network(CNN) method. Many layers in the neural network are utilizedto extract features of 

medical images to improve the accuracy of the detection of medical images. The accuracy is 97.22% in this algorithm. 

A Convolutional Neural Network is trained and tested. The proposed CNN method very high accuracy in terms of the 

identifying the liver tumors. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Nearly half of India’s population suffer from dehydration. THIRST Reasearch (2009) proves that  India still have 

a low awareness of drinking water. Consuming enough water can be a way to prevent dehydration. Smart bottle 

application is able to provide amount of daily water needs based on user’s profile that is registered. The problem 

in calculation of water consumption can be overcome by using water flow sensor calculation data. The 

implementation result of smart water bottle application proves that the water needs of each person can be known, 

the water that has been consumed can be automatically calculated, and push notification can be a reminder about 

drinking water to the smart bottle users during their busy life. 

In our busy lives, it is really hard to remember to drink enough water and most of the time we forget to drink the 

water whether we are in home, office or on the go. So, in order to build a healthy water drinking habit, it’s 

important to track your water intake everyday. To track the water intake we made water bottle smart using 

Arduino nano, along with a name displayed of the user with the purifier attached with it on top.    

 

KEYWORD: Arduino Nano, Water, Water purifier 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Self-directed Health Care. Drinking water is an instinctive and ordinary behavior and forming elderly habits is 

not easy. Motivation is necessary to change behavior and form healthy and positive water intake habits. Based on 

Internet of Things technology, in this study a smart water bottle was designed and equipped with weight sensor 

system and other functions, to facilitate the development of positive water intake habits. The bottle could 

automatically detect water volume and had an alarm offers a planning function, which enables the recording and 

management of water intake details, then rewards user with membership based on water intake. This ultimately 

facilitates consistent motivation to consume water improve user’s intake behavior, by giving them a sense of 

accomplishment and selfsteem in relation to the management  of their own hydration. 

 

2. WORKING PRINCIPLE 
 

Arduino Nano as the microcontroller to communicate with RTC module, Ultrasonic sensor, and the output 

devices like LCD display and LED and Buzzer. Here how it works when the bottle is full and the owner doesn’t 

drink water for long time the bottle notifies to drink the water at the specific time by buzzing the sound and led 

indication. Once the water in the bottle is less compared to before it will analyse as the water in been drunk, so 

here the entire project is been powered 7v of power supply of a battery. Here when the owner or any one else 

touch the bottle the lcd display will display the name of the owner  as to indicate it, vibration sensor is used to 

identify the movement of the bottle. Here we also use the purifier at the tip of the bottle.  
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                                                          Fig-1 Block diagram of our proposed System 
 

3. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

 
This section briefs about the attachment of the components in the water bottle. Here the bottle contains the 

purifier at the tip of the bottle.    

 

 

                                                                    
Fig-2 Proposed Prototype 

 

 
The process starts with fiiling the water. Once the water is filled it purifies it and at the particular time buzzers beeps 

to remind us. The led turns red when we don’t drink the water and it will be green when we drunk. LED Display 

displays the user name so that the user will not get confusion with his bottle. 

 
3.1 Arduino IDE 

 
The Arduino IDE  is an open-source software, which is used to write and upload code to the Arduino boards. The IDE  

application is suitable for different operating systems such as Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. It supports the 

programming language like C AND C++. Here, IDE stands for Integrated Development Environment. 

The program or code written in the Arduino IDE is often called as sketching. We need to connect the Genuino and 

Arduino board with the IDE to upload the sketch written in the Arduino IDE software. 
 

Vibration Sensor 

Arduino Nano 

Battery 

Water Purifier 

LED 

LCD Display 

Buzzer 

RTC Module 

Ultrasonic Sensor 

Water Bottle 
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Purifier is added at the tip of the bottle 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                          Connections made 

Fig 3- Output of the bottle 
 

 

Below are the pictures obtained during the testing of a smart water bottle 

. 
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                 Healthy tip  Display User Name 

Fig-4 Output of display 

 

Fig 3 and 4 shows the smart water bottle which contains a purifier at it’s tip to purify the water and with the 

display of our name in the bottle. Water bottle gives the remainder to drink the water at the particular time. 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

The planned model of good bottle design for association to remind the humans to intake the spare water on time 

to stay the body stable is with success enforced. The utmost power consumption employed in this planned system 

is 7v. Not solely good phones may also have been used for verification and obtaining execution success. Any 

some prospects for maintaining the record of daily usage of human sipping binary compound area unit unbroken 

as future works and might conjointly use it in another fields. On average, people need to consume around 2 liter 

of water everyday and smart bottles are the best way to help consumers achieve this, simply because they lead to 

path a digitizing a person’s water intake. Whether it’s for consumers who are having difficulties with their diet 

plan because of lack of hydration, or just someone who wants to hydrate and keep healthy-smart water bottles are 

a great way to take care of your consumers.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Iot, or the Internet of Things, is a fast expanding technology that is utilized to aid emerging and developing 

economies on the economic and social fronts. India is the third-largest producer of fish in the world. The annual production 

of aquatic products is 11 million tons on average. The use of IoT is growing across many industries, including 

transportation, education, mining, medicine, and industry. Aquatic organisms are raised under regulated, natural 

conditions in freshwater and marine settings. However, significant changes to the current labor-intensive and resource- 

inefficient practices are needed for fish farming to be economically and sustainably viable. The major goal of this project 

is to build an Internet of Things(IoT)-based monitoring system that uses an Embedded System and improving fresh water 

fish cultivation and problem-solving using ESP32 microcontroller and google fire base. With the aid of actuators and 

sensors, this system can be deployed as an embedded system to regulate and keep an eye on the crucial environment 

factors. Salt, nitrates, carbonates, pH, dissolved oxygen, and ammonia are a few examples of possible parameters. It is 

possible to construct an alert notification system that notifies farmers by Wi-Fi and allows them to check the status of 

actuators and sensors using an Android application. 

 
Keyword: - Regulated, Monitoring system, Actuators, Firebase. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Aquaculture is one of the most emerging field because the demand for sea food is increasing all over the world. Of 

the several sea foods the most wanted food is fish because of its health benefits. Fish farming has a huge impact on any 

country’s economy as the demand for fish is increasing. However, many countries need to import fish, as the production 

does not meet though there is combination of annual supply of fish from aquaculture and capture. Aquaculture has become 

of crucial importance in relation to the development of fisheries sector in many of the countries in the world today because 

of the shortage in supply as it is expected to increase with limited prospects. Management of fisheries relies on the 

monitoring of water quality as fish diseases are very common and have a direct impact on the harvesting yield. Since water 

is a prerequisite for fish, quality of water must be monitored and controlled continuously. The significant parameters such 

as water level, humidity, bird’s interaction and temperature in the tank should be continuously monitored in order to avoid 

undesirable condition for farming. Since fish are cold blooded animals, optimum temperature should be maintained and 

controlled in proper range. Enough oxygen is required for the fish for proper metabolism else they reside at the surface to 

catch up oxygen resulting in slower metabolism and eventually die due to lack of oxygen. The dissolved oxygen should 

be more than 5ppm always, pH value should be between 7 and 8.5 for their biological productivity ideally. In India, 

aquaculture has become one of the growing sectors. It contributes about 1.07% of the GDP. According to an estimation, 

the fish requirement by 2025 would be in order of 16 million tons. 
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1.1 Motivation of the Task 

 
With the assembly of the marine fish farm cages, soon an important external source of organic matter will appear. 

This organic matter is generated by the remains of fish food, lost through the holes in the nets of the cages and the fish 

fecal pellets. The wastage accumulation in the seabed causes notorious changes in the slit chemistry of the nearby 

farm areas. This area could be several hectares long. Even in sandy seabed and on the surface of posidonia beds, a 

specific analysis of some parameters, such as prairie density, is necessary Another important factor to keep in mind is 

personnel security in charge of the feeding process. 

Currently, the feeding process is carried out distributing the food by hand or impelled canyons by air. Also, crafts with 

fixed pipes in each cage impelled by air compressors can be used or by self-demand troughs. Additionally, the control 

of the exact moment when food begins to fall to the seabed is performed by scuba divers or by some submarine 

cameras placed at the bottom of the cage. They give warning of the moment when the food begins to leave the cage. 

The fish must be fed all year round, and the conditions of the water are not always good and suitable for immersions. 

Moreover, both scuba-divers and submarine cameras ( and their maintenance ) have associated high economic costs. 

 
1.2 Problem Statement 

 
The fishing business in the country is reliant on a few fish species and increasing this base will boot fish production. 

Overproduction focusing on fewer species results in an overstock of specific fish species, lowering prices and 

increasing volatility. Inadequate hatchery technology for new species introduction, which could include freshwater, 

brackish, and marine species. Diversification of species will assist to keep costs stable while also driving up demand 

for formulated aqua feeds. Classical freshwater fish farming methods – large ponds, no water exchange, no draining, 

and no bottom sediment removal are still in use, which can lead to disease promoting condition. 

 
1.3 Proposed System 

 
In the proposed model we are adding a sensor that checks the temperature, water level and humidity, turbidity and any 

animal interaction of the pond. In case if the temperature increases we will get the notification through an app and it 

will buzzer and also we can control. In our project the storage module notifies the user that efficient amount of food 

is present in the container or not then dispatch container take note of this that the food get dispatch as the container 

get empty. The Wi-Fi module contain the connectivity of the system with the internet and stay connected with the user 

command. The command gets accepted by the ESP32 microcontroller server so that Wi-Fi module is the heart of our 

system which communicate with user and the system. The GUI module is design for the user to stay connected with 

the system and give command to the system.it is basically app which is run on android devices. The notification and 

alert module provides the user with notification whenever there is a lack of temperature, humidity, turbidity, water 

level decreasing and notification comes before the animal interaction or any changes to save owners time and owner 

doesn’t need to panic. Whenever there is an increase or decrease in temperature or humidity or water level or humidity 

level it will get access from the esp32 microcontroller and send the data to the google fire base it will store the data in 

things peek and send to the app by notification. Relay is used to control to feed fish automatically. All necessary 

values are stored in a things peek. In the existing model the automatic fish food feeder can feed the fish between one 

and four times per day, either automatically you can also feed during day or night. A ventilation system is provided 

to keep the food dry. Animal or bird protection system is implemented. 

 
1.4 Objectives of the Task 

 
Smart monitoring of aquaculture system for Improving fresh water, fish cultivation and control the fish feeder through 
internet. The system should be able to monitor the status of the fish and the amount of the food that has been dispersed 

and Enable to change water automatically using a simple GUI (MIT app). To monitor water temperature and send 

notification whenever temperature varies. 

 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
In this paper[1] SajalSaha et al., an outline for monitoring of water quality for aquaculture is used using ESP32 and 

Google fire base and various sensors, android application and smartphone. The parameters for water quality used in 

this paper are PH, temperature and electrical conductivity. The sensor acquisition is performed by ESP32 which is 

used as server and data processing device. To detect the quality of the water 
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pH sensors is conducted using esp32microcontroller with the help of smartphone app. Any user can check the water 

condition using an android application through Wi-Fi within Wi-Fi threshold range and internet from anywhere in 

the world. To check the water condition some analysis is performed with these four parameters and necessary action 

can also be taken. 

 
In this paper[2] Monira Mukta et al., an IoT based smart water quality monitoring system is implemented that helps 

in continuous water condition monitoring based on four physical parameters: temperature, turbidity,   electric 

conductivity & pH properties. Arduino Uno is connected with four sensors separately to find the water parameters. 

The acquired data is transmitted to an application developed using NET platform and it is compared with the 

standard values of WHO (World Health Organization). The water parameters can be analyzed based on the 

measured parameters to determine if the water sample is for drinking. 

 
3 METHODOLOGY 

 
Management of fisheries relies on the monitoring of water quality as fish diseases are very common and have a 

direct impact on the harvesting yield. The significant parameters such as water level, humidity, bird’s interactions & 

temperature in the tank should be continuously monitored in order to avoid undesirable condition for farming. 

 
3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 
Fig.1. Block Diagram 

 
In the proposed model we are adding a sensor that checks the temperature, water level and humidity, turbidity and 

any animal interaction of the pond. In case if the temperature increases we will get the notification through an app 

and it will buzzer and also we can control 

In our paper, the storage module notifies the user that efficient amount of food is present in the container or not then 

dispatch container take note of this that the food get dispatch as the container get empty. The Wi-Fi module contain 

the connectivity of the system with the internet and stay connected with the user command. The command gets 

accepted by the ESP32 microcontroller server so that Wi-Fi module is the heart of our system which communicate 

with user and the system. The GUI module is design for the user to stay connected with the system and give 

command to the system.it is basically app which is run on android devices. The notification and alert module 

provides the user with notification whenever there is a lack of temperature, humidity, turbidity, water level 

decreasing and notification comes before the animal interaction or any changes to save owners time and owner 

doesn’t need to panic. Whenever there is an increase or decrease in temperature or humidity or water level or 

humidity level it will get access from the esp32 microcontroller and send the data to the google fire base it will store 

the data in things peek and send to the app by notification. Relay is used to control to feed fish automatically. All 

necessary values are stored in a things peek. In the existing model the automatic fish food feeder can feed the fish 

between one and four times per day, either automatically you can also feed during day or night. A ventilation system 
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is provided to keep the food dry. Animal or bird protection system is implemented. 

 

 
3.2 Experimental Setup 

 

Fig.2. Circuit 

 

 

 
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 
4.1 Experiment Results 

 
The results obtained at the end of the project are based on the data collected by the sensors present in the system, the data 

will be sent to the ESP32 microcontroller there the data is accepted and it is sent to Google fire base which is connected to 

cloud storage, the cloud storage will store the data and sends it to the android app and the results are obtained on the screen 

which contains temperature, humidity, turbidity and water level. 
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Fig.3. Sensor Readings 

 

 
Fig.4. Low water alert
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5. Conclusion 

 
The quality of the water should be well maintained for a habitat, polluted water is unfit for the usage and it directly affects 

the habitat, there are various methods through which the design and implementation of the system can be performed, in 

order to get a better result the combination of the internet and wi-fi can be used which is of less cost when compared to the 

other systems. Neural network based system can be developed for aquaculture organisms. The ESP32 microcontroller 

design and implementation can be carried out, in which the monitoring can be done on a laboratory scale. Here the shrimp 

farm Is present in which the temperature sensor is present which detects the temperature of the farm and the pH sensor is 

used to detect the acidity, the humidity sensor is used to sense the humidity and the stepper motor is used to feed the 

organisms. When compared to the atmospheric temperature, the temperature level during the day time is decreased and vice 

versa. Fish feeding can be done through automatic and manual control mechanism. We can operate with our app. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Cancer is a group of diseases involving abnormal cell growth with the potential to invade to other parts of body. 

A bone tumor, (also spelled bone tumour), is a neoplastic growth of tissue in bone. Abnormal growths found in 

the bone can be either benign (non cancerous) or malignant (cancerous). Bone tumors may be classified as 

"primary tumors", which originate in bone or from bone derived cells and tissues, and "secondary tumors" 

which originate in other sites and spread (metastasize) to the skeleton. In this paper a DNN model called as 

VGG16 which has layers such as Convolutional 

, ReLU , Fully connected , Max Pooling layer and softmax has been used by using this model it is possible to 

predict the viableand non viable cancer present in the bone tissue. Here about 570 image datasets to train 

and test the model has been usedwhich gave an accuracy of about 82%. 75% of the data for training and rest of 

the 25% of the data for testing has been used.The output is classified based on binary values 0 and 1 . where 0 

describes non viable cancer and 1 describes viable cancer. 
 

Keyword--- DNN,VGG16, ReLU 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Cancer is a serious health problem among various kinds of diseases. More than 3 among 10,000people will be affected 

by some form of cancer during their lifetime. Among various types of cancer, Bone cancer is a leading cause of 

cancer-related death in many countries. Bone cancer has to be detected at earlier stages but detecting it   in earlier 

stages was difficult, so various medical detection methods were introduced which were not so effective so we are 

taking input IHC processed images. The main aim is to find out the affected part i.e. uncontrolled growth and stage of 

disease in accurate manner by comparing two medical imaging techniques such as X-Ray, CT and PET scan. The 

scanned images may not have high resolution due to the number of slices per pixel and noise, so as an initial step need 

to preprocess the images using median filter which is used to remove the noise in an image Cancer is a serious health 

problem among various kinds of diseases. More than 3 among 10,000 people will be affected by someform of cancer 

during their lifetime. Among various types of cancer, Bone cancer is a leading cause of cancer-related death in many 

countries The proposed system helps to find and differentiate between viable and non viable cells present in bone 

tissue using DNN model VGG16 The approach is similar to how the human brain uses different interpretation levels or 

layers of most representative and useful features resulting in a hierarchical learned representation. The model gives the 

accuracy of 82% 

 
 

1.1 Classification of TUMOR 

 

There are two types of tumor 
 

1. Viable tumor : These are tumors which can mutate into more numbers and even if removed from patients 
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body the left out cells can grow again. 
 

2. Non-viable tumor : These are tumors which cannot mutate further and once removed from patients body 

cannot grow further. 
 

1.2 CAUSES 

 
The exact cause of bone tumour is unknown. Genetics and exposure to radiation will play 

a role. Risk factors include: 
 Division of cells in an uncontrolled fashion and forming a tumour 
 Inherited -family history of bone tumors 
 Paget's disease of bone 
 Radiation therapy for other cancer 

 
2. LITERATURE SUREVY 

 
1. Zhen Zhao, Yong Pi, Lisha Jiang , Yongzhao Xiang , JiananWei, “Deep neural network 

based artificial intelligence assisted diagnosis of bone scintigraphy for cancer bone metastasis”, 

January 2021 

In this research paper, Bone scintigraphy (BS) is one of the most frequently utilized diagnostic techniques in 

detecting cancer bone metastasis, and it occupies an enormous workload for nuclear medicine physicians. So, we 

aimed to architecture an automatic image interpreting system to assist physicians for diagnosis. We developed an 

artificial intelligence (AI) model based on a deep neural network with 12,222 cases of 99mTc-MDP bone 

scintigraphy and evaluated its diagnostic performance of bone metastasis. This AI model demonstrated 

considerable diagnostic performance, the areas under the curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

was 0.988 for breast cancer, 0.955 for prostate cancer, 0.957 for lung cancer, and 0.971 for other cancers. 

 

 
2. “A Deep Convolutional Extreme Machine Learning Classification Method To Detect Bone 

Cancer From Histopathological Images, conference paper January 2022. D. Anand , G. Arulselvi , G.N. 

Balaji* , G Rajesh Chandra. 

The histopathology process remains traditional in nature. Additionally, the physical process of pathologists could 

deal with solely restricted subjects because of extended phases. This physical process might misguide the 

physicians when there remain mass subjects to diagnose because of limited time and the nature of complex 

illnesses such as bone cancer. Addressing this study in digital histopathology remains significant by evolving 

computer-aided instruments for detection. Bone framework intricacy remains the chief cause to be a gray research 

field. Comprehension and investigation of the disparate extent of bone anatomy would serve the requirement for 

building study in automation. To classify the density tumor Computer-aided diagnosis systems have been 

developed, having as a major challenge to define the features that better represent the images to classify. To 

overcome the problem, this paper aims to develop a Convolutional Extreme Learning Machine (DC-ELM) 

algorithm for the assessment of cancer type based on analyzing histopathology images 

 

 
3. Abnormality Detection from X-Ray Bone Images using DenseNet Convolutional Neural Network 

by Shukla Abhilash1*, Patel Atul 

According to the survey of the World Health Organization and the International Agency for Research on Cancer; 

the death rate because of cancer is increasing day by day. It is preferable to detect cancer at its earlier stage or 

detect any kind of lesion which can cause cancer in the future. This paper shows how Artificial Intelligence 

especially the Convolutional Neural Network of Deep Learning can be used to detect abnormality from X-Ray 

bone images. 
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4. Bone Cancer Detection & Classification Using Fuzzy Clustering & Neuro Fuzzy Classifier by 

Eftekhar Hossain and Mohammad Anisur Rahaman. Vol. 3, No 1, January 2020. 

In this paper, The classification result has been evaluated based on three performance matrices accuracy, sensitivity 

and specificity. The proposed classification technique provides 93.75% accuracy in bone cancer classification and 

its main drawback is that this application is not used for classification of benign and malignant tumor. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig 1: Detection of 

BONE CANCER 

 
 

This is an overview of an entire system, identifying the main components that would be developed for the product 

and their interfaces. Dataset is one of the most crucial and important components for any deep learning algorithm. 

This dataset is divi de into three categories called training dataset, validation and test dataset. The training dataset 

is the backbone for any deep learning project. Data preprocessing is the important step by which data can be frame 

into proper input for the proposed mode l. In data preprocessing, we did the following three things. Data 

augmentation is the method in deep learning to increase the training dataset so that it results proposed model to 

provide an accurate result. Normally, Data Augmentation can be done by rotating image and flipping the images 

horizontally and/or vertically. For the research, we had to increase the dataset for training and validation. To 

achieve this, we had rotated the images to 30 degrees and flipped them horizontally. Because of this, we had 2 

times more dataset than we started initially Here we are considering three features that are color histogram, Texture 

which resembles color, shape, and texture. Feature extraction for machine learning and deep learning. Feature 

extraction refers to the process of transforming raw data into numerical features that can be processed while 

preserving the information in the original data set. It yields better results than applying machine learning directly to 

the raw data. A neural network (NN) is a network structure comprising multiple connected units. It has three layers 

of units: input layers, hidden layers, and output layers (Figure 1). The neural network configuration is determined 

by the manner in which the units are connected. When the number of hidden layers is more than or equal to two, 

the network is called a deep neural network (DNN). The feed-forward neural network is the most widely used 

neural network model and is configured by the connection of multiple units, with reference to West (2000), the 

 

VIABLE 
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IMAGE AUGMENTATION 

MODEL VGG16 TRAINING 

propagation of the network in each layer is accomplished in following steps. 

 

3.1 Designed Algorithm 

 
 

 

                                                               Fig 2: Block Diagram 

 

 

The data training in our CNN model has to satisfy following constraints: 1) No missing values in dataset. 2) The 

dataset must distinctly be divided into training and testing sets, either the training or the testing set shouldn’t contain 

any irrelevant data out of our model domain in case of an image dataset all the images must be of the same size, one 

uneven distribution of image size in our dataset can decrease the efficiency of our neural network. 3) The images 

should be converted into black and white format before feeding it into the convolution layer because reading images in 

RGB would involve a 3-D numPy matrix which will reduce the execution time of our model by a considerable 

amount. Any kind of corrupted or blurred images should also be trimmed from the database before feeding it into the 

neural network. 
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Fig 3: VG116 Architecture 

 

 
 

• The VGG model stands for the Visual Geometry Group developed by Oxford university 

• The 16 in VGG16 refers to 16 layers that have weights 

• VGG16takes input tensor size as 224,244 with 3 RGB channel 

• As mentioned above, the VGGNet-16 supports 16 layers and can classify images into 

1000 object categories ,including keyboard ,animals, pencil, mouse, etc 

 
 
 

 
Fig 4 : Epoch 
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Epochs are defined as the total number of iterations for training the machine learning model with all the 

training data in one cycle. 

• We here gave the epoch value as 10 

• The number of images in 1 batch is 32 therefore there are 14 batches for 420 training images 

 
 

4 RESULTS 
 
 

 

Fig 5 : Testing with random 

data 

 

Resize is used to make the size of input image with dimension same as training data i.e 244x244 

np.array(img)/255.0 is used to normalize all the values of image array Here, axis=0 is specified, which means that 

the dimension of the array will be increased along the rows. 

 

 

 

                                                                                         Fig 6 : Softmax 

 

 

Softmax generates the output value by which we can determine for which class the image belongs to • In our case if the 

value is below 0.5 the image is non viable else its viable 
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4.1 Discussion 

Here in output we print the output based on the prediction value 

• If the value if greater than or equal to 0.5 then the image is viable 

• If the value is less that 0.5 then the image is viable 

 

 
5 CONCLUSION 

The proposed methodology, is to detect Bone cancer, and accordingly help the doctor to advise the patient to 

treat it and follow proper medicines given. It is always preferable to detect and treat Bone cancer at early stage. 

With further assessment and validation, this model could facilitate diagnosing programs and help physicians 

improve the diagnostic efficiency and accuracy of bone metastasis, particularly in remote or low-resource areas, 

leading to a beneficial clinical impact . The proposed system helps to find and differentiate between viable and non 

viable cells present in bone tissue using DNN model VGG16.The approach is similar to how the human brain uses 

different interpretation levels or layers of most representative and useful features, resulting in a hierarchical learned 

representation. The model gives the accuracy of 82% 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Cryptography means securing the data or information using codes. Using Cryptography we can restrict the 

information to the intended user only. In Cryptography ciphers are used, these are the algorithms which encrypt and 

decrypt the data. In order to secure information we are introducing VLSI Design of Cha-Cha Stream Cipher for High 

Performance Data Security. The Cha-cha cipher is used for 512 bit Key Stream generation and to encrypt and decrypt 

512 bit data. To increase Security of Cha-Cha cipher we add DES cipher, which is a block cipher for 64 bit Tag 

Generation in both Encryption and Decryption Side. The Tag generation helps in authentication of the data. The 

Proposed Method uses a combination of a stream cipher and a block cipher. The Proposed method is simulated and 

synthesized using XilinxISE tool. The coding is done using a combination of Verilog HDL and VHDL languages. The 

area and throughput exploration of VLSI designs of the underlying algorithms has been evaluated. The proposed 

design provides increased security and integrity of the information. 

 
 

Keyword--- Cryptography,  Cipher,  Cha-Cha, DES, Verilog HDL. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In cryptology we study about cryptographic algorithms, these cryptographic algorithms are also named as ciphers 

which encrypt and decrypt data. We have used two symmetric key ciphers. In Symmetric key ciphers also called as 

Single Key Encryption we use only one key for encryption and the same key will be used for decryption. In stream 

cipher data is encrypted or decrypted in a stream of 8 bits at a time. In block cipher data is encrypted or decrypted in 

the form of uniform blocks of 128 bits at a time. Initially, a key (k) will be supplied as input to the key stream 

generator and then it produces a key stream. One of the benefits of following cipher is to make cryptanalysis more 

difficult, so the number of bits chosen in the Key stream must be long in order to make cryptanalysis more difficult. 

By making the key longer it is also safe against brute force attacks. The longer the key the stronger security is 

achieved, preventing any attack. Key stream can be designed more efficiently by including more number of 1s and 0s, 

for making cryptanalysis more difficult. 

 
1.1 BASIC TERMS IN CRYPTOGRAPHY 

 
Plain text: 

The data or message to be communicated from the sender to the receiver. 

Cipher text: 

The data or message will be XORed with the Key Stream to produce a text which is cannot be understood by hackers 

is called as cipher text. 
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Encryption 

Plain Text and Key stream together produces Cipher Text, this process is called as encryption (Same key stream will 

be used for decryption.). The Plaintext will undergo XOR operation with key stream to produce the Cipher Text. 

Decryption: 

Cipher Text and Key stream gives the original Plain Text (Same key stream will be used for encryption). The Cipher 

text will undergo XOR operation with key stream to produce the original Plain Text. 

 

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 
 

Especially in the area of secure communication and data encryption, ChaCha has been enthusiastically embraced in a 

variety of cryptographic applications. It is frequently used as a stream cypher in transport layer security (TLS) 

protocols, such TLS 1.3, to encrypt network traffic. Popular software frameworks and libraries like OpenSSL and 

Google's Android operating system also use ChaCha. Researchers and cryptographers have paid close attention to 

ChaCha ever since its debut. The security and effectiveness of ChaCha have been the subject of several analyses and 

reviews. I n general, researchers have discovered that ChaCha is strong against a variety of assaults, such as 

differential and linear cryptanalysis. ChaCha has been optimised and put into use on a variety of systems, including 

hardware acceleration and software improvements for increased effectiveness. It was a widely used encryption 

algorithm by businesses and government organisations. Numerous studies have been done on DES, especially in 

relation to cryptanalysis and its flaws.By decrypting a DES-encrypted communication in 1999, a group effort known 

as the "DES Cracker" effectively showed how susceptible DES is to brute-force attacks. 

 

 3. PROPOSED WORK 

 
 

 
Fig -1: BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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 In the Proposed system, ChaCha stream cipher is used to generate the key stream, After key stream is generated 

the plain text data is XOR’ed with key stream and cipher text is obtained. The obtained cipher text is passed to 

the DES Algorithm block, In DES block XOR operation takes place in to generate the authentication tag. The 

obtained cipher text and tag will be passed to the receiver side, the generated tag will be authenticated if the tags 

are matched then the data is said to be authenticated and the actual plain text output is obtained. Chacha20 is a 

stream of cyphers. A 256-bit key, a 32-bit counter, a 96-bit nonce, and plain text are among the inputs. An initial 

4*4 matrix of 32-bit words makes up its state. A constant string in the top row increases the 32-byte k, which is 

divided into 4*32-bit words. The second and third have 256-bit keys in them. The first word in the final row is a 

96-bit nonce, while the other words are 32-bit counters. Each time, a 512-bit block of plain text is encrypted, a 

512-bit keystream is generated. After multiple encryptions, if the remaining plain text is fewer than 512 bits, 

please pad the last input data to the left with 0s (MSB) and delete the same number of bits of useless information 

from the last output data. Since DES is a block cypher, it encrypts data in blocks of 64 bits each. As a result, DES 

receives 64 bits of plain text as input and outputs 64 bits of cypher text. With a few minor variations, the same 

algorithm and key are utilised for encryption and decryption. The key is 56 bits long. In order to encrypt a textual 

input using a cryptographic key, DES encryption divides it into smaller parts (64-bit blocks). In essence, it takes your 

legible message and changes it into unintelligible gibberish that can only be decrypted by the owner of the decryption 

key, block by block. 

 
 

 

 4.RESULTS 

 

 
 

 
Fig -2: Output with Tag Matching 

 

5.CONCLUSION 

 
Secure communication in the presence of outside parties is practised through the use of cryptography. Its goal is to 

make it challenging for someone listening in on a conversation to grasp it. A strong instrument for preventing 
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unauthorised access to information and guaranteeing the privacy of communications is cryptography. Cryptography is 

also used to validate user identity and guarantee data integrity. In a suggested study, we are enhancing security while 

reducing the ease of decryption by unrelated users.  
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ABSTRACT 
This project aims to develop an object motion detection system using Python. The system utilizes computer vision 

techniques to detect and track moving objects in a video stream. The project includes preprocessing of the video 

stream to enhance object detection, background subtraction to identify moving objects, and object tracking using 

feature extraction and matching algorithms. The system is implemented using OpenCV, a popular computer vision 

library in Python. The proposed system is tested on various video sequences to demonstrate its effectiveness in 

detecting and tracking moving objects. The results show that the system is robust and accurate in detecting and 

tracking objects in real-time. The project can be useful in various applications such as surveillance, traffic 

monitoring, and robotics. 

 
1. Introduction 

Object motion detection is an important aspect of computer vision and has a wide range of applications 

such as video surveillance, autonomous driving, and robotics. The ability to detect and track moving objects in real-

time is critical for these applications. Python is a popular programming language for computer vision and has 

several libraries that provide powerful tools for object detection and tracking. In this project, we aim to develop an 

object motion detection system using Python and OpenCV, a popular computer vision library. The system will 

utilize techniques such as background subtraction and feature extraction to detect and track moving objects in a 

video stream.  

The proposed system will be tested on various video sequences to demonstrate its effectiveness in real-time 

object detection and tracking. The system can be useful in various applications such as surveillance, traffic 

monitoring, and robotics. The project will provide an opportunity to learn and apply various computer vision 

techniques and develop a real-world application using Python. 

 Computer vision is an exciting field of study that focuses on enabling machines to interpret and understand 

visual information from the world around them. In recent years, the rapid development of deep learning algorithms 

has revolutionized the field of computer vision, providing powerful tools for image and video processing, object 

detection, tracking, recognition, and more.  

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning that uses artificial neural networks to model and solve 

complex problems, such as image and speech recognition, natural language processing, and decision making by 

making use of  dynamic analytical skills of a system. Deep learning models are designed to learn and improve over 

time by processing large amounts of data, and they have demonstrated remarkable performance in a variety of 

computer vision tasks. 

In computer vision, deep learning models are often used in combination with traditional computer vision 

techniques to achieve state-of-the-art performance on complex tasks, such as object detection, segmentation, and 

tracking. These models typically require large amounts of data and computational power to train, but they can 

provide highly accurate and robust results when properly configured and optimized. 
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2. Related work 
The insights for the creation and usage of necessary algorithms needed to develop the source code of our 

project with the utilization of necessary libraries like Numpy, OpenCv-python, Pandas[1].   The proper 

demonstration of fundamental block diagram along with the necessary requirements of hardware components. The 

future scope and conclusion of the project and the application of this project to various domains of engineering is 

explained in this paper. The Temporal data association technique was implemented successfully but only for 

tracking single objects. In future this could be extended for tracking multiple objects[2]. The Temporal data 

association technique was implemented successfully but only for tracking single objects. In future this could be 

extended for tracking multiple objects. The different types of object detection techniques include feature-based, 

template-based and motion based. In feature based object detection, standardization of image features and 

registration (alignment) of reference points are important. The images may need to be transformed to another space 

for handling changes in illumination, size and orientation. One or more features are extracted and the objects of 

interest are modelled in terms of these features[3]. Detection and tracking algorithms are described by extracting the 

features of image and video for security applications . Features are extracted using CNN and deep learning. 

Classifiers are used for image classification and counting. YOLO based algorithm with GMM model by using the 

concepts of deep learning will give good accuracy for feature extraction and classification Detection and tracking 

algorithms are described by extracting the features of image and video for security applications . Features are 

extracted using CNN and deep learning. Classifiers are used for image classification and counting. YOLO based 

algorithm with GMM model by using the concepts of deep learning will give good accuracy for feature extraction 

and classification Detection and tracking algorithms are described by extracting the features of image and video for 

security applications . Features are extracted using CNN and deep learning. Classifiers are used for image 

classification and counting. YOLO based algorithm with GMM model by using the concepts of deep learning will 

give good accuracy for feature extraction and classification[4]. Normalization of the image's photometric attributes, 

such as brightness, colour and background subtraction. Cropping an image's limits, as in cantering an object in a 

photograph. Removing digital noise from an image, such as low-light digital artefacts[1]. The simulation results 

suggest that this technique is effective, precise, and robust for detecting generic object classes with good 

performance. The focus should also be on improving categorization accuracy in real-time object identification[1]. 

 

 

 

3. Proposed methodology 

The proposed methodology for the implementation of the project is in a sensitive way in which the aim of 

project is met along with overcome of multiple difficulties during program development, result analysis and multiple 

other factors which results in the development of the project. Some of the contents are as follows: 

 

3.1 Input of image data  

In object motion detection, the input data is typically in the form of digital images or videos. Here is a general 

overview of the process for inputting image data into a motion detection system: 

 Capture or obtain the digital image or video data: This can be done by using a camera or by downloading 

the data from a source such as the internet. But in our project we have captured the image sequence with 

the help of inbuilt laptop IOT based web camera. 

 Convert the data to a usable format: The image or video data may need to be converted to a specific format 

that is readable by the motion detection software. For example, in Python, the OpenCV library can read 

various image formats such as PNG or JPEG. But here the data is analysed in real time using video 

sequence.  

 Preprocess the data: The image data may need to be preprocessed to remove noise or to enhance certain 

features such as edges. This can be done using various image processing techniques such as smoothing or 

filtering. 

 Divide the video into frames: In object motion detection, the video data is typically divided into individual 

frames. This can be done using video processing libraries such as OpenCV. 

 Analyze the frames for motion: Once the frames have been captured, they can be analyzed for motion using 

various algorithms such as background subtraction or optical flow. This analysis can be used to identify 

moving objects and track their motion over time. 
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 Output the results: The motion detection system can output the results in various ways, such as displaying 

the results in a graphical interface or saving the results to a file. 

Overall, the process for inputting image data in object motion detection involves capturing or obtaining the 

digital data, converting it to a usable format, preprocessing the data, dividing it into frames, analyzing the frames for 

motion, and outputting the results. 

Fig 3.1 Demonstration of Image structure 

3.2 Comparison process 

In object motion detection, the comparison process involves comparing the current frame of video to the 

previous frame to determine if there is any motion. This is typically done using a technique called background 

subtraction. Background subtraction is a common method for detecting motion in video streams. It works by 

subtracting the current frame of video from a background model to create a difference image. The background 

model is usually created by taking a few initial frames of video and calculating the average or median pixel values 

for each pixel location. 

Once the difference image is created, a threshold is applied to determine which pixels represent motion. 

Pixels with values above the threshold are considered to be part of the moving object, while pixels with values 

below the threshold are considered to be part of the background.Other comparison processes used in object motion 

detection may include optical flow or deep learning-based techniques. Optical flow is a technique that tracks the 

movement of pixels between frames to estimate the motion of objects in the scene. Deep learning-based techniques 

involve training a neural network to detect motion or objects in video data.Overall, the comparison process in object 

motion detection involves comparing the current frame to the previous frame to determine if there is any motion, 

using techniques such as background subtraction, optical flow, or deep learning-based methods. 
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Fig 3.2 Comparison of object position in an image 

3.3 Storage phase 

In the context of object motion detection, the storage phase refers to the process of storing and organizing 

the output of the motion detection algorithm. One common approach is to store the output as a set of frames or 

images, where each frame contains the binary motion detection output or bounding boxes overlaid on the original 

image. This can be useful for visual inspection or for creating a video of the motion detected in the scene. 

Another approach is to store the output as a set of metadata or annotations that describe the motion detected 

in the scene. This can include information such as the location, size, and duration of the detected motion, as well as 

any other relevant information about the scene. The project is developed using this approach.The storage phase is 

important because it allows the output of the motion detection algorithm to be accessed and analyzed at a later time. 

This can be useful for tasks such as surveillance, video analytics, or computer vision research. The specific approach 

to storage will depend on the specific requirements of the application and the type of data being stored. 

3.4  Image segmentation 

Image segmentation is a process of dividing an image into multiple segments or regions, where each region 

represents a separate object or part of an object. Image segmentation is a useful technique in object motion detection 

as it allows us to identify the moving object(s) in the scene and track their motion over time.In the context of object 

motion detection, image segmentation is often used as a preprocessing step before applying motion detection 

algorithms. The goal of image segmentation is to isolate the regions of the image that are likely to contain moving 

objects, and to remove or reduce the influence of other static objects or background elements. 

One common approach to image segmentation in object motion detection is to use thresholding techniques 

to separate the moving objects from the background. This involves setting a threshold value for the pixel intensity or 

color, and then classifying pixels above the threshold as belonging to the object, and pixels below the threshold as 

belonging to the background.other more advanced techniques for image segmentation include clustering algorithms, 

edge detection, and deep learning-based methods. These techniques can be used to more accurately segment objects 

in complex scenes or in cases where simple thresholding may not be sufficient. 

Overall, image segmentation is an important step in object motion detection as it allows us to isolate and 

track the moving objects in a scene. Different segmentation techniques can be applied depending on the specific 

requirements of the application and the nature of the image data being analyzed. 

Fig 3.3 Depiction of image segmentation in pre processing steps 
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3.5 Background subtraction 

Background subtraction is a common technique used in object motion detection to segment moving objects 

from the background. The basic idea behind background subtraction is to subtract a reference image, or background 

model, from each frame of the video sequence, and then threshold the resulting difference image to identify the 

moving objects.In practice, the background model can be obtained in a variety of ways, such as using a single 

reference image, a running average of the previous frames, or a more sophisticated model that adapts to changes in 

the scene over time. 

Once the background model has been obtained, it can be subtracted from each frame in the video sequence 

to obtain a difference image, which highlights the regions of the image that have changed since the reference frame 

was captured. This difference image can then be done by threshold to identify the moving objects, typically by 

setting a threshold value for the pixel intensity or color. 

Background subtraction is a useful technique for object motion detection in applications where the 

background is relatively static, and the moving objects have a significant contrast with the background. However, it 

can be prone to errors in cases where the background is highly dynamic or the lighting conditions are variable. 

Overall, background subtraction is an important technique in object motion detection and is often used in 

combination with other techniques such as image segmentation and optical flow to achieve accurate and robust 

detection of moving objects in a scene. 

3.6 Pushing the data to CSV format 

Pushing the output data to a CSV (Comma Separated Values) format in this project involves writing the 

data obtained from the motion detection process to a CSV file. The CSV file is a plain text file that contains data in a 

tabular format, with each row representing a record and each column representing a field in the record. 

To push the output data to a CSV file in Python, we can use the pandas library. The pandas library provides 

a DataFrame class that can be used to represent the data in a tabular format and provides various methods for writing 

the data to different file formats, including CSV. 

The process of pushing the output data to a CSV file typically involves the following steps: 

1. Create a Data Frame object using pandas, which contains the output data obtained from the motion detection 

process. 

2. Specify the file path and name where the CSV file will be saved. 

3. Use the to_csv() method of the Data Frame object to write the data to the CSV file. 

The to_csv() method allows us to specify various parameters such as the delimiter, encoding, and index 

labeling. Once the data is written to the CSV file, it can be easily opened and viewed using a spreadsheet application 

or a text editor. 

Overall, pushing the output data to a CSV file allows us to easily store and share the results of the motion 

detection process and provides a convenient way to analyze the data further or to integrate it with other applications. 

3.7 Functional Block diagram 
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Fig 3.4 Functional block diagram 

Functional block diagram for the object motion detection project: 

 Input Video: The input video is captured using a camera or loaded from a file. 

 Pre-processing: The pre-processing module is responsible for preparing the input video for further 

processing. This module includes steps such as resizing, color conversion, and noise reduction. 

 Background Subtraction: The background subtraction module extracts the foreground objects from the 

input video frames. 

 Object Detection: The object detection module detects and locates the objects in the foreground. 

 Object Tracking: The object tracking module tracks the objects across frames using the centroid tracking 

algorithm. 

 Output Data: The output data module saves the detected objects' information in a CSV file. 

 Visualization: The visualization module displays the detected objects' motion patterns using Matplotlib 

library. 

 User Interface: The user interface module provides a user-friendly interface to interact with the object 

motion detection system. 

 Alert System: The alert system module generates an alert if any unexpected object is detected or if the 

object movement is not within the defined area. 

 Logging System: The logging system module records the system events and any errors that occur during 

the object motion detection process. 

 Hardware Interface: The hardware interface module provides the interface to connect the system with 

external hardware like cameras and sensors. 

 System Control: The system control module manages the overall operation of the object motion detection 

system. 
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Note that the functional block diagram may vary depending on the specific implementation of the project. 

4.Results and discussions 

4.1 Outputs obtained 

The implementation of the object motion detection project involves several steps, including: 

 Installing the necessary software and libraries: The project requires Python and OpenCV libraries to be 

installed on the system. Additionally, other libraries like NumPy, Pandas, Time, and Datetime may also be 

required. 

 Loading the input video: The input video is loaded using OpenCV's VideoCapture() function, which opens 

the video file and returns a Video Capture object. 

 Performing background subtraction: The project uses OpenCV's BackgroundSubtractorMOG2() function to 

perform background subtraction and extract the foreground objects from the input video frames. 

 Object detection and tracking: The foreground objects are detected and tracked using OpenCV's 

findContours() and drawContours() functions, respectively. The project also utilizes centroid tracking 

algorithm to track the object movement across frames. 

 Saving the output data: The output data is saved in a CSV file format using Python's Pandas library. 

 Visualization of output data: The output data is visualized using Matplotlib library for better understanding 

of the object motion pattern. 

The project can be implemented using any Python integrated development environment (IDE) such as 

PyCharm, VS Code, or Spyder, or simply using the command-line interface. It is important to ensure that the system 

meets the hardware and software requirements for the project to run smoothly. 

Overall, the implementation of the object motion detection project involves several technical steps and 

requires a good understanding of computer vision and image processing concepts, as well as proficiency in Python 

programming. 

The results of the object motion detection project are promising. The project successfully detects motion in 

a recorded video, identifies the object that caused the motion, and tracks its movement across frames. The project 

also records the time stamp of each detection and tracks the number of times an object moves in a particular 

direction.The implementation of the project using Python and OpenCV libraries highlights the power and versatility 

of these tools for computer vision and image processing applications. The project also demonstrates the importance 

of integrating machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques for accurate and efficient object detection and 

tracking. 

Overall, the object motion detection project is a useful and practical application of computer vision and 

artificial intelligence, with potential applications in various fields such as surveillance, security, and transportation. 

The project can be further improved and extended in the future to incorporate more advanced techniques and 

technologies for even better performance and functionality. Therefore, based on the results of the project, it can be 

declared as a successful implementation of object motion detection using Python and OpenCV libraries. 

The output is analysed using 4 different kinds of frames, they are explained in detail below: 
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a.Color frame 

Fig 4.1 Analysis using Color frame 

In this project, color frame analysis involves analyzing the color changes that occur in the frames of the 

video captured by the camera. The analysis is performed on the foreground pixels, which are the pixels that have 

changed from the background model.The analysis involves calculating the mean and standard deviation of the color 

values for each pixel in the foreground. This information is then used to determine if the color of the foreground 

pixels has changed significantly from the background. 

If the color change is significant, it is flagged as a motion event and the relevant information is logged to a 

CSV file. This information includes the time of the event, the number of pixels that changed, and the mean and 

standard deviation of the color values.Color frame analysis is an important aspect of object motion detection as it 

allows for the detection of subtle changes in color that may not be noticeable to the human eye. It is also useful for 

tracking objects that change color or have a distinctive color, such as a bright red shirt or a yellow car. 

b.Gray frame 

Fig 4.2 Analysis using Gray frame 
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In this project, gray frame analysis involves analyzing the changes in pixel intensities in the frames of the 

video captured by the camera. The analysis is performed on the foreground pixels, which are the pixels that have 

changed from the background model. The analysis involves calculating the mean and standard deviation of the pixel 

intensities for each pixel in the foreground. This information is then used to determine if the intensity of the 

foreground pixels has changed significantly from the background. 

If the intensity change is significant, it is flagged as a motion event and the relevant information is logged 

to a CSV file. This information includes the time of the event, the number of pixels that changed, and the mean and 

standard deviation of the pixel intensities. Gray frame analysis is an important aspect of object motion detection as it 

allows for the detection of subtle changes in intensity that may not be noticeable to the human eye. It is also useful 

for tracking objects that change intensity or have a distinctive texture or pattern. This kind of frame feeds the 

computer with the transformed kind of data, i.e to its understandable format. 

c.Difference frame 

 

Fig 4.3 Analysis using Difference frame 

Difference frame analysis is an important aspect of this project as it helps to identify the changes between 

two consecutive frames of the video. The difference between the two frames is calculated by subtracting the pixel 

values of one frame from the other. This process helps in identifying the motion in the scene.The output of the 

difference frame analysis is a binary image where the regions with motion are represented as white pixels and the 

regions with no motion are represented as black pixels. This binary image is then used for further processing, such 

as object tracking, object detection, and object classification. 

In this project, the difference frame analysis is performed using the OpenCV library. The cv2.absdiff() 

function is used to calculate the absolute difference between two frames. The output of this function is a grayscale 

image where the pixels with a difference above a certain threshold value are considered as motion pixels.After the 

difference frame is obtained, it is further processed using morphological operations such as erosion and dilation to 

remove noise and fill gaps in the motion regions. This helps in improving the accuracy of the motion detection 

algorithm. 

Overall, the difference frame analysis is a crucial step in the object motion detection process and helps in 

detecting and tracking objects accurately in a video stream. 
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d.Threshold frame 

Fig 4.4 Analysis using Threshold frame 

In threshold frame analysis, a threshold value is selected and compared with the pixel values in the gray or 

difference frames. If the pixel value is greater than the threshold value, it is considered as a foreground object, 

otherwise, it is considered as a background object. The threshold value is set based on the intensity of the pixels, the 

lighting conditions, and the noise level of the image. 

Thresholding is a widely used technique in computer vision and image processing, especially in 

applications like object detection, face recognition, and image segmentation. It can be implemented using various 

methods such as global thresholding, adaptive thresholding, and Otsu's thresholding.In the context of the object 

motion detection project, the threshold frame analysis can be used to segment the foreground objects from the 

background and generate a binary image that represents the detected objects. This can further improve the accuracy 

and performance of the motion detection algorithm, by reducing false positives and increasing the detection rate. 

Overall, the threshold frame analysis is a powerful technique that can be used in combination with other 

image processing and computer vision algorithms to solve various real-world problems. 
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Fig 4.5 Screenshot consisting of all processing frames 

Fig 4.6 Results data in CSV format 

In the object motion detection project, the output data is saved in a CSV (Comma-Separated Values) file 

format. The CSV format is a simple and widely used file format that allows for easy sharing and importing of data 

between different software applications. It consists of timestamps of motion data. The CSV file can be easily opened 

in any spreadsheet software, such as Microsoft Excel or Google Sheets, for further analysis and visualization of the 

object motion data. By analyzing the data, it is possible to gain insights into the behavior of the detected objects, 

such as their movement patterns and frequency of occurrence. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the object motion detection system developed using Python and OpenCV is an effective solution for 

detecting and tracking moving objects in a video stream. The system utilizes various computer vision techniques 

such as background subtraction, feature extraction, and matching algorithms to accurately identify and track moving 

objects in real-time. The project demonstrates the power of Python and OpenCV in developing complex computer 

vision applications. The system can be useful in various applications such as surveillance, traffic monitoring, and 

robotics. Future work can include incorporating deep learning algorithms for object detection and tracking to 

improve the accuracy and efficiency of the system. Overall, the project provides a foundation for further exploration 

and development of computer vision applications using Python 
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ABSTRACT 
India is a nation where the agrarian sections have a significant influence on the economy. Consistently ranchers 

deal with various issues because of the capacity prerequisites, the absence of legitimate checking of the food put 

away. Stockrooms are utilized for capacity purpose. Just a little piece of the food grains is put away in the state-

run distribution centres. An enormous piece of the harvests in left without suitable storage spaces. The 

worldwide creation of   Incorporates maize, wheat, and rice. However, because of the variance in the market, 

the misfortunes that the nation faces consistently because of inappropriate stockpiling is about RS. 50,000 

crores in financial terms. A food warehouse is a place used by food establishments or individuals to store and 

distribute food for wholesale. So in this project we use a proposed solutions for this problem. We use raspberry 

pi, IR sensor, fire sensor, smoke sensor, Temperature sensor, GSM module, Esp32 micro-controller. By writing 

an Embedded C code to run the out-put and we use the Arduino ide to program and dump the program in esp32 

micro-controller.  We get the out-put in the node-red dashboard using VNC viewer. The data is collected to the 

micro-controller and it is sent to node-red dashboard by MQTT protocoland we obtain the output. 

Keywords: Raspberry pi, Node-red (dash board), Embedded C, MQTT protocol, Stockpile  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a traditional food warehouse, a lot of food is wasted because there is no data about the parameters that 

affect the food and no efficient system to monitor the food stored in the warehouse also the system is labor-

intensive as it requires people to monitor the warehouse at all times. There are different natural components 

that sway the normal contamination of food grains, for instance, kind of limit structure, clamminess, 

temperature, CO2, moisture, and so on as the piling up time builds, the food will lose its worth. Different 

customary stockpiling strategies were started which constrained a tremendous manual methodology that 

requires additional time and is likewise less productive. Another burden was the deficiency of a multi-limit 

really taking a look at the structure. India needs to properly assess and address the problem of food loss in 

transit. An efficient food warehouse monitoring system can help to reduce food waste, keep agricultural 

produce and grains less volatile to market variations, and help to increase food grains exports and 

overcome food shortages. This attempted project presents a smart IOT based food noticing structure in 

stockrooms using ESP32 and various sensors that constantly screen the various factors which may impact 

the food quality. This proposed structure intends to screen appropriation focal constraints, for example, 

temperature, humidity, CO, development, and smoke, all of which have a significant impact on grains. The 

ESP32 Wi-Fi module collects data from the sensors and transfers it to the Node-red dashboard over the 

MQTT specialist. Various IOT hubs will be placed at various locations across the appropriation area to 

provide information about the back room environment to authorized individuals by mobile SMS and e-mail 

announcement. 
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2. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

 

The block diagram of the system consists of sensors unit, controller unit, server unit, and output devices.The 

sensor unit incorporates a number of sensors, including those for temperature, humidity, fire, gas, and 

infrared. A microcontroller with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi is called an ESP 32. The warehouse will have a 

number of nodes with ESP and sensor units positioned in various places. Sending this sensor unit data to 

ESP. In order to send SMS notifications to the authorities when there are deviations, we will integrate the 

GSM module with the ESP module. The data will be sent by the ESP to the server built using a Raspberry Pi 

and an SD card. Using the MQTT protocol, the raspberry pi module will send the data to the node-red 

dashboard. The Internet of Things (IOT) uses the communications standard MQTT. It is intended to link 

faraway devices with a tiny code footprint and low network traffic by acting as a very lightweight 

publish/subscribe message transport. The node-red will take in the different sensor parameter data, process 

it, and show the parameter information. To prevent food waste from excessive storage, the system will also 

show the items' shipment time. 

 

 

Fig.1 Block diagram of our proposed System 

 

3. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

 

This Segment describes about the about the abundant trails performed on the detection of sensors and their 

cohere results to declare the proper performance of proposed system and each component had tested 

individually.Our goal is to create a stockpile track off model at the project's conclusion to show how the 

ESP32 Wi-Fi module collects data from the sensors and uses the MQTT agent to communicate that data to 

the Node-RED dashboard. Several IoT hubs will be installed in various locations across the distribution 

centre, providing information on the stockroom climate to the ranchers by mobile SMS and email notice. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3Proposed Prototype 

The process begins by reading all sensors. The Data is collected from all sensor and stores in the database of 

microcontroller i.e. ESP32. The microcontroller sends the information to the MQTT protocol via Raspberry pi. 

Now the MQTT protocol reads the data obtained from microcontroller and fetch the data and send AT 
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commands through HTTP client then alert through SMS via GSM module and stores it in database. The process 

replicate and cease. 

3.1 Node-Red 

Node-Red is a collaborative development, Visual programming tool employed for integrating hardware devices, 

APIs, and online assistance. It provides it provides a browser-based flow editor that allows users to create and 

deploy applications by connecting nodes in a flowchart-like manner. Node-RED is built on Node.js and uses 

JavaScript programming language.With Node-RED, users can create applications for the Internet of Things 

(IOT), home automation, data integration, and many other use cases. It offers a vast library of pre-built nodes, 

enabling users to easily integrate with various devices, protocols, and services.Node-RED also offers a range of 

debugging and testing capabilities to aid in the development and deployment of applications.This collaborative 

nature makes it a versatile and powerful tool for rapid prototyping and development of IOT and automation 

 

 

Fig 3.1 Node-Red 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3.1.1 Hardware implementation 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig 3.1.2 Software implementation 

 

 

Fig 3.1.3 IR detection  

 

 
 

Fig 3.1.4 Gas sensor detection 
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Fig 3.1.5 (a)Temperature ,humidity and over storage 

notification via sms 

 

 
Fig 3.1.5(b) Fire and high methane detection 

notification via sms 

 

Fig3.1.1, Fig 3.1.2, Fig 3.1.3, Fig 3.1.4, Fig 3.1.5(a) and Fig 3.1.5(b) shows the intended system and represents 

the brief knowledge about the recognition of sensors. The IR sensor identifies the presence of grains then it 

displays the condition of the quality parameters such as temperature, humidity and if there is a dishonesty in the 

quality parameters then it exhibits the scenario with the help of gas sensor (MQ135) and in case of any fire 

accident occurs it alerts by utilizing Fire sensor. 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

 

There is a requirement to upgrade our storage facility. IOT has accessed agribusiness,the aim of this offered 

system is to determine the problem of food waste in India as a result of needy management. This intended 

system will be serviceable in tracking the environmental parameters of the warehouse-like temperature. 

Humidity, presence of gases like CO, methane, Sulphur, and benzene. This will help us better monitor the 

warehouse and productive manner to store the food products. This project will help in reducing the losses that 

occur due to storage mismanagement. When done on a broad scale, this will aid in the monitoring of several 

warehouses in various places.  It is proficient to be leveraged to outlet a diversity of objects. It will ensure that 

the food quality is maintained. Agriculture uses a lot of land, water, and labour, therefore better managing the 

food we produce will help us refined manage these resources. To govern the environment, additional control 

components can be introduced into the system. New age tools like as AI, ML, and DL can be utilized to train the 

system to monitor various metrics and take appropriate action. The information can be saved in databases and 

retrieved during food safety inspections. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The first step to detect covid is by scanning for fever. Also, we need to monitor every person for a mask. We 

have temperature checking systems for every entrance for scanning, but manual temperature scanning has a lot of 

disadvantages. To solve this problem, we here propose a fully automated temperature scanner and entry provider 

system. It is a multipurpose system that has a wide range of applications. The system makes use of a contactless 

temperature scanner and a mask monitor. The scanner is connected directly with a human barrier to bar entry if high 

temperature or no mask is detected. Any person will not be provided entry without temperature and mask scan. Only 

person having both conditions is instantly allowed inside. The system uses temperature sensor and camera connected with 

a ARDUINO system to control the entire operation. The camera is used to scan for mask and temperature sensor for 

forehead temperature. The raspberry processes the sensor inputs and decides whether the person is to be allowed. In 

this case the system operates a motor to open the barrier allowing the person to enter the premises. 

 

Keyword – Detector Robo For Face Mask and Temperature Detection:- Arduino,Raspberry, etc…. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Checking for fever is the initial step in the diagnosis of COVID. Additionally, we must check everyone for 

masks. Every entrance has a temperature checking system for scanning, although manual temperature scanning has 

many drawbacks. The staff members lack adequate training in the use of temperature scanner devices.Many times, 

despite greater temperature readings or the lack of masks, visitors are allowed to enter because values are often 

read incorrectly by humans. If supervisors are not present, staff members will not scan. Large crowds are not suited 

for manual scanning systems.Here, we offer a completely automated temperature scanner and entry provider system 

as a solution to this issue. It is a multifunctional system with numerous applications. The technology makes use of a 

mask monitor and a contactless temperature reader. If a high temperature or lack of a mask is found, a human 

barrier is immediately attached to the scanner to prevent admission. Entry won't be granted to anyone without a 

temperature and mask scan. The only person who meets both requirements is admitted right away. The system uses 

a temperature sensor, a camera, and an ARDUINO system to regulate every aspect of the process. The temperature 

sensor and camera are used to scan for masks and measure forehead temperature. 

 

1.1 OBJECTIVES 

 Face Mask Recognition: The robot should be able to recognise whether or not a human is wearing a face 

mask. It need to be able to recognise the face of the subject and ascertain whether or not they are donning a 

mask. 

 Temperature Detection: The robot should be able to use an infrared thermometer or a thermal imaging 

camera to determine the subject's body temperature. If the temperature is higher than normal, it should be 
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able to identify it and alert the operator. 

 Automated Alerts: The robot ought to be able to send out automated alerts if it notices someone without a 

mask or someone with a high body temperature. The operator, security employees, or other designated 

individuals should be able to receive alerts from it as well. 

 Robot should be contactless. 
 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The necessity for an effective and dependable method to monitor and assure compliance with health and safety 

regulations in public spaces, workplaces, and other places where people congregate is the issue that the Detector 

Robot for face mask and temperature detection seeks to tackle. 

It is essential to take action to stop the transmission of the virus given the ongoing COVID-19 epidemic. 

Important methods in limiting the transmission of the virus include wearing face masks and maintaining a healthy 

body temperature. However, ensuring compliance with these regulations can be difficult, particularly in busy and 

high-traffic locations. 
 

It can be time-consuming and error-prone to manually inspect people entering a facility to see if they are wearing 

masks and to assess their body temperatures. 

 

 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Since the COVID-19 pandemic's outbreak, there has been a lot of interest in the creation of detector robots for 

temperature and face mask detection. On this subject, several academic papers and research investigations have been 

released. 

 

One such study by Naeem et al. (2021) in the Journal of Medical Systems described a prototype of a robot that can gauge 

people's body temperatures and compliance with face mask use. The robot utilised a thermal camera as well as a camera for 

face and mask detection. For both mask identification and temperature measurement, the authors reported accuracy of 

99.5%. 

 

Ahsan et al.'s paper from 2021, which was also published in the IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, described a 

contactless, portable temperature measurement system that made use of a mobile robot-mounted thermal camera. 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are widely utilised nowadays to help people and additionally shield people's 

lives from dangers like fire disasters [15,16], facial feature analysis [17,18], healthcare [19-21], and many more 

disciplines [22-24]; in addition, in several research, a resource-constrained gadget has been employed to facilitate 

real-time interaction between humans [25, 26]. In this study, the use of a CNN for face mask identification in 

COVID-19 prevention is the main focus. Typically, when using face masks, the emphasis in most relevant papers is 

on face building and recognition. To assist stop the spread of COVID- 19, this research, in contrast, focuses on 

identifying those who do not wear face masks in public settings. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
 Robot Body: The robot body should be created so that it may readily travel through both indoor and 

outdoor areas. In order to avoid collisions and detect obstructions, the robot should be fitted with sensors. 

 Face Mask Detection System: A camera that can take pictures of people's faces should be included on the 

robot. To determine if a person is wearing a face mask or not, the photos can be analysed using computer 

vision algorithms. 

 Temperature Detection System: The robot needs to have a thermal camera or an infrared thermometer to 

measure people's body temperatures. If a person has a high temperature or not, the temperature data can be 

utilised to determine this. 

 Alert system: When it notices someone without a mask or with a high body temperature, the robot should 
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be able to send out alarms. The notifications can be relayed to a control centre, displayed on the robot's 

screen, or delivered to specific people. 

 Automated Movement: The robot should be configured to move independently and continuously scan its 

surroundings for violations of health and safety regulations. 

 Remote Control: By using a computer or mobile device to control the robot remotely, users may keep an 

eye on its activities and make adjustments as needed. 

 Data logging and analysis: The robot should be able to record information on how many individuals are 

entering the building, how many are wearing masks, and how many have high body temperatures. It is 

possible to report on and analyse this data. 

Overall, the suggested system of the Detector Robot for face mask and temperature detection seeks to provide an 

effective and reliable solution for observing and guaranteeing adherence to health and safety standards in public 

spaces, workplaces, and other places where people congregate. 

 
 

3.1 METHODOLOGY 

 

This device checks people whether or not they are wearing face masks in addition to measuring body temperature. 

When a passerby who is not wearing a face mask approaches the camera sensor, the display indicates their body 

temperature and displays the warning "ATTENTION, MASK NOT DETECTED" to remind them. Of course, the 

officer's preference can influence whether or not the setting for "Wearing mask or not" is changed. When a possible 

subject's temperature exceeds a preset threshold, the camera will issue a prompt warning: "WARNING, 

TEMPERATURE OUT OF RANGE." Furthermore, "Face Recognition with Wearing Face Mask" is a potent feature 

that works in conjunction with body temperature measurement. 

 

The following steps are part of the process for creating a detector robot for temperature and face mask detection: 

Identifying the Robot's Requirements: The first stage is to determine the features and functionalities the robot should 

have. End users, stakeholders, and health professionals may need to be consulted in this regard. 

 Design: The next step is to design the robot after the requirements have been determined. To do this, a 
blueprint or design document outlining the robot's requirements, parts, and architecture must be created. 

 Making a prototype: The creation of a robot prototype is the next step. This can entail employing 

commercially available or specially created pieces. The prototype ought to be capable of carrying out the 

fundamental tasks of identifying face masks and determining body temperature. 

 Testing: The prototype should be tested after it has been constructed to make sure it complies with the 

criteria and specifications. This can entail testing in a supervised setting or in the actual world. 

 Refinement: The design may need to be adjusted or revised based on the results of the testing in order to 

increase functionality, dependability, or accuracy. 

 Integration: The robot should be incorporated into the target environment when it has been fully developed 

and tested. This can entail placing the robot in a public space, a place of employment, or another area where 

people congregate. 

 Maintenance and Support: To ensure the robot performs at its best, maintenance and support should be 

provided. This might entail routine maintenance, updating, and troubleshooting. 

Expertise in robotics, AI, and sensor technology are needed to construct a Detector Robot for face mask and 

temperature detection. To make sure that the robot matches the needs and expectations of the target environment, 

collaboration between healthcare professionals, stakeholders, and end users is also necessary. 
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 

 

3.2 RESULT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

As a result, the Detector Robot for temperature and face mask detection is a viable response to the difficulties in 

observing and enforcing adherence to health and safety standards in public spaces, workplaces, and other places 

where people congregate. It provides a contactless, automated system that can quickly and precisely identify non- 

compliance and inform users in real-time, lowering the danger of virus transmission and assuring user safety. Not 

only COVID-19 but other infectious diseases can be prevented by employing the robot's capacity to identify face 

masks and assess body temperature using infrared technology. Additionally, it is simple to track compliance and keep 

an eye on the issue thanks to the automated warnings and data tracking tools. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
The healthcare industry is constantly evolving with technological advances and one of the innovations is the smart 

healthcare monitoring system. The system is designed to improve the quality of care by enabling real-time 

monitoring and prediction of patient health status, enabling timely intervention, and reducing hospitalizations. 

The Smart Healthcare Monitoring System uses machine learning (ML) algorithms to analyse patient data 

collected through various sensors and wearable devices such as smart watches, fitness bands and health 

monitoring apps. The system then uses this data to develop personalized predictive models that can detect 

potential health problems such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and respiratory disease. The system can also 

monitor and alert healthcare providers when there are unusual changes in a patient's health. ML algorithms 

reduce the risk of serious illness and hospitalization by predicting potential complications and alerting healthcare 

providers before a patient's condition worsens. The Smart Healthcare Monitoring System also has several benefits 

for patients. First, it helps patients maintain a healthy lifestyle by providing personalized insights into their health 

and well-being. Patients can track their daily physical activity, including B. Setting fitness goals based on steps 

taken, calories burned, sleep patterns and preferences. Second, the system can improve medication adherence by 

reminding patients to take their medication on time. This is especially useful for older patients and those with 

chronic illnesses who have difficulty remembering their medication schedules. Third, the system can reduce the 

need for frequent hospital visits and tests by enabling remote monitoring of patient health. This allows patients to 

receive treatment in the comfort of their own home rather than requiring frequent hospital visits, saving time and 

money for both patients and healthcare providers. Overall, smart healthcare monitoring systems are a promising 

technology with the potential to revolutionize the healthcare industry. The ability to monitor and predict health 

problems, improve medication adherence, and enable remote monitoring can improve patients' quality of life and 

reduce healthcare costs for providers. However, implementing the system presents some challenges, including B. 

Privacy and security issues, interoperability issues, and the need for standardized data collection protocols. 

Addressing these challenges is essential for the widespread adoption and success of Smart Healthcare Monitoring 

Systems by healthcare providers and policy makers. In summary, smart healthcare monitoring systems using 

machine learning algorithms are a game-changing technology with the potential to transform the healthcare 

industry. Improve patient outcomes, reduce hospital stays and provide personalized care. However, there are some 

challenges that need to be addressed to ensure successful implementation and adoption. 

 

 

 
Keywords: - Electrocardiogram (ECG), Internet of Things (IoT), Machine Learning (ML), Electronic Health 

Record (EHR), In-Patient Department (IPD) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

The healthcare industry is evolving rapidly, and new technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud 

computing, and machine learning are changing the way healthcare is delivered. IoT is a network of connected 

devices that can collect and transmit data in real time, and cloud computing provides scalable and secure storage 

and processing capabilities. Machine learning algorithms can analyse large amounts of data and provide 

previously unobtainable insights. The IoT-based intelligent health monitoring system with cloud computing and 

machine learning is a powerful solution that leverages these advanced technologies to provide accurate, real-time 

health monitoring and personalized medical care. The system uses various IoT sensors to collect data on vital 

signs such as heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, etc. This data is transferred to the cloud where it is 

processed and analysed using machine learning algorithms. The system can detect anomalies in data and provide 

real-time insights to healthcare providers. In addition, the system can use the collected data to make personalized 

health recommendations for patients based on their health status. The system's cloud-based architecture allows 

healthcare providers to securely store patient data and ensure sensitive information is protected. The system's 

machine learning algorithms continuously learn from data to improve the accuracy of health monitoring and detect  

potential health issues earlier over time. This innovative solution has the potential to transform the healthcare 

industry by improving patient outcomes and reducing healthcare costs. By providing real-time health monitoring 

and personalized care, the system helps providers identify potential health problems before they become critical, 

helping improve patient health. Also, the system's scalability and flexibility make it suitable for use in a variety 

of healthcare environments, such as hospitals, clinics, and home care environments. 

 

 

1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

 
The healthcare industry faces a number of challenges in delivering timely, accurate, and personalized healthcare. 

One of the main challenges is the lack of real-time health monitoring, which often leads to delays in diagnosis and 

treatment. Traditional healthcare models rely on reactive care, in which patients seek medical care only after 

experiencing symptoms or complications. This approach can lead to poorer health outcomes and higher medical 

costs. 

Another challenge in the healthcare industry is data management and security. Healthcare providers must manage 

large volumes of sensitive patient data, and ensuring the privacy and security of that data can be a complex and 

expensive process. Additionally, healthcare providers often lack the resources and expertise to analyse data 

effectively, which limits their ability to deliver personalized and improved healthcare. improve patient outcomes. 

IoT-based smart health monitoring systems with cloud computing and machine learning address these challenges 

by providing real-time proactive health monitoring and personalized healthcare. The system uses various IoT 

sensors to collect data on vital signs such as heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation etc. This data is then 

transmitted to the cloud for processing and analysis using machine learning algorithms. The system can detect 

anomalies in the data and provide information to healthcare providers in real time. Additionally, the system can 

use the collected data to create personalized health recommendations for patients based on their health status. 

The problem statement solved by the IoT-based smart health monitoring system with cloud computing and 

machine learning is the lack of real-time health monitoring and personalized healthcare in the care model 

traditional health, as well as challenges related to data security and management. By leveraging advanced 

technologies such as IoT sensors, cloud computing, and machine learning algorithms, the system aims to transform 

the healthcare industry by providing proactive health monitoring over time. and personalized healthcare, 

improving patient outcomes and reducing healthcare costs. 
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1.2. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

 
The proposed solution is an IoT-based smart health monitoring system with cloud computing and machine learning 

that leverages advanced technologies to provide real-time proactive health monitoring and personalized 

healthcare. The system will use various IoT sensors to collect data on vital signs such as heart rate, blood pressure,  

oxygen saturation, etc. This data will then be transmitted to the cloud for processing and analysis using machine 

learning algorithms. 

The system will be able to detect anomalies in the data and provide information to healthcare providers in real 

time. Additionally, the system will use the collected data to create personalized health recommendations for 

patients based on their health status. The system's cloud-based architecture will allow healthcare providers to 

securely store patient data, ensuring that sensitive information is protected. 

The proposed solution will address the challenges facing the healthcare industry in delivering fast, accurate and 

personalized healthcare. By providing proactive, real-time health monitoring and personalized healthcare, the 

system helps healthcare providers detect potential health problems before when they become severe, resulting in 

better outcomes for the patient's health. The system's scalability and flexibility will also make it suitable for 

deployment in a variety of healthcare environments, including hospitals, clinics, and home care. 

Overall, the proposed IoT-based smart health monitoring system with cloud computing and machine learning has 

the potential to transform the healthcare industry by improving patient outcomes and reducing costs. health care. 

Leveraging the most advanced technologies, this system will provide accurate, real-time health monitoring and 

personalized healthcare, helping healthcare providers care better for their patients. 

 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of Smart health monitoring system 

The method of IoT-based smart health monitoring 

system with cloud computing and machine learning 

can be divided into the following steps: Collect IoT 

sensor data: The system will use various IoT sensors 

such as wearables and medical sensors to collect real- 

time health data from patients. 

The data collected will include vital signs such as 

heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, etc. 

The cloud-based storage solution will be scalable and 

flexible, capable of storing large volumes of patient 

data securely. 

 

 

 

 
The analysis phase will involve applying machine learning algorithms to the data to detect anomalies, identify 

patterns, and provide insights into the patient`s health status. 

Personalized wellness recommendations: Based on the analysis of patient data, the system generates personalized 

healthcare recommendations. 

Real-time alerts: The system will issue real-time alerts to healthcare providers when a patient's condition worsens 

or when an abnormality in their vital signs is detected. 
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IoT Sensors: These are devices that are attached to a patient and 

can collect data about their vital signs, such as heart rate, blood 

pressure, temperature, and oxygen levels. 

IoT Gateway: This device collects data from IoT sensors and 

sends it to the cloud for processing. 

Cloud platform: This is the infrastructure for storing and 

processing IoT sensor data. The cloud platform includes a 

database to store data and a set of machine learning models to 

analyse the data and predict potential health problems. 

Machine learning models: These templates are used to analyse 

data collected by IoT sensors and identify potential health 

problems. Models are trained on large sets of patient health data 

and use algorithms to analyse data coming from IoT sensors. 

 

Fig 2: Flowchart for Smart Health monitoring system 

Warnings and Notices: When machine learning models detect potential health problems, they generate alerts and 

notifications that are sent to healthcare providers or caregivers. These alerts can be sent via e-mail, SMS or via a 

mobile application. 

Health Care Provider or Caregiver: The health care provider or caregiver receives the alerts and can use the 

information to take appropriate action, such as scheduling a hospital visit or adjusting the dose of a medication. 

 

 

4. RESULTS 
 

 

 

 

Fig: Sensor nodes connection Fig: Output on Serial Monitor 
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Fig: Alert message Fig: Output on LCD display 

 

 

 
 

Fig: ML predictions 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

 
In conclusion, IoT-based smart health monitoring system with cloud computing and machine learning has the 

potential to revolutionize the healthcare industry. The system can provide real-time health monitoring, 

personalized healthcare, and better patient outcomes. By leveraging IoT sensors, cloud computing, and machine 

learning algorithms, healthcare providers can collect, store, and analyse vast amounts of patient data for accurate 

diagnosis. and better treatment results. 

However, healthcare providers face challenges when implementing such a system, including ensuring patient data 

privacy and security, complying with other regulations. and address ethical concerns related to the use of patient 

data. 

Despite these challenges, the potential benefits of implementing an IoT-based smart health monitoring system 

with cloud computing and machine learning are enormous. This system can improve patient outcomes, reduce 

healthcare costs, and improve patient satisfaction by providing proactive and personalized healthcare tailored to 

needs. of each patient. In the future, we can expect to see broader adoption of IoT-based smart health monitoring 

systems with cloud computing and machine learning as the healthcare industry continues to undergo digital 

transformation. digital. 
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ABSTRACT 
The AES can be programmed in software or built with pure hardware. In this paper, Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) is an approved cryptographic algorithm that can be used to protect electronic data, in that we 

combined with DNA ENCODING for High Security. We propose a fast and pipelined AES in-memory 

implementation, to encrypt the whole part of the memory only when it is necessary. Rather than adding extra 

processing elements to the cost-sensitive memory, we take advantage of DNA Encoding logic operation capability to 

implement the AES algorithm. This project proposes a method to integrate the AES encrypted and the AES 

decrypted. This method can make it a very low-complexity architecture, especially in saving the hardware resource 

in implementing the AES Sub Bytes module and Mix columns module etc. Most designed modules can be used for 

both AES encryption and decryption. The proposed architecture is suited for hardware-critical applications, such as 

network security, ATM Machines, smart card, PDA, and mobile phone, etc. This project presents the AES algorithm 

with DNA Coder regard to FPGA and Verilog language. Xilinx 9.1 and ModelSim software is used for simulation 

and optimization of the synthesizable Verilog code. 

 

Keyword:- Cryptography, Advanced Encrypted Standard, DNA Encoding, and Modelisim. 

 
1.INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography, often called encryption, is the practice of creating and using a cryptosystem or cipher to 

prevent all but the intended recipient(s) from reading or using the information or application encrypted. A 

cryptosystem is a technique used to encode a message. The recipient can view the encrypted message only by 

decoding it with the correct algorithm and keys. Cryptography is used primarily for communicating sensitive 

material across computer networks. The process of encryption takes a clear-text document and applies a key and a 

mathematical algorithm to it, converting it into crypto-text. In crypto-text, the document is unreadable unless the 

reader possesses the key that can undo the encryption. In 1997 the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST), a branch of the US government, started a process to identify a replacement for the Data Encryption Standard 

(DES). It was generally recognized that DES was not secure because of advances in computer processing power. 

The goal of NIST was to define a replacement for DES that could be used for non-military information security 

applications by US government agencies. Of course, it was recognized that commercial and other non-government 

users would benefit from the work of NIST and that the work would be generally adopted as a commercial standard. 

 

1.1 Existing problem  

We exploit the SDRR in a conventional advanced encryption standard (AES)-128 architecture, improving 

the immunity of the cryptographic hardware to state-of-the-art PAAs. In the AES-128 exploiting SDRR, the 

combinational path evaluates random data throughout the entire clock cycle, and the interleaved processing of 

random and real data ensures the protection of both combinational and sequential logic. 
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1.2 Proposed System 

The AES implementation consists of the masked AES core and Pipelined Structure to generate the 

encryption masks. The masked AES core performs 128 bit encryption. The process is done in 10cycles; computing 1 

round per cycle, with the hardware of each round being reused to save area verses a fully unrolled implementation. 

The proposed masked AES is shown in bellow Figure. Where the original data (plaintext) is first masked by a 

random mask. The masked plaintext and the mask are, then, fed through the “Nano AES core” which encrypts the 

masked data with the secret key. Result masked cipher-text is input into the module to arrive at the intended cipher-

text.  

1.3 Objectives of the project 

The main objective of this Project is reducing the Delay and Area of the proposed AES design with the help 

of pipelined technique. To increase the Security, we add DNA Encoder with AES Design for Security.  

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 
AES is a symmetric cryptography algorithm that includes four main functions: Sub-Bytes, Shift-Rows, 

Mix-Columns, and Add-Round-Key. [1] Differential power analysis: A serious threat for FPGA security, Although 

cryptosystem designers frequently assume that secret parameters will be manipulated in closed reliable computing 

environments, Kocher et al. reported in 1998 that microchips leak information correlated with the data handled and 

introduced a new kind of attacks which were radically different from software and algorithmic attacks. [2] the 

research of DPA, attacks against AES implementations. This article examines vulnerabilities to power analysis 

attacks between software and hardware implementations of cryptographic algorithm [3] AES against first and 

second-order differential power analysis Applied Cryptography and Network Security. They show that some 

intermediate values from the inner rounds can be exploited by deploying techniques such as fixing certain 

plaintext/cipher text bytes. [4] High-speed VLSI architectures for the AES algorithm. This paper presents novel 

high-speed architectures for the hardware implementation of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 

algorithm.[5] Controlling for cybersecurity risks of medical device software: Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 

there is no similar reporting system that meaningfully captures security-related failures in medical devices. [6] 

Security and privacy for implantable medical devices: Protecting implantable medical devices against attack without 

compromising patient health requires balancing security and privacy goals with traditional goals such as safety and 

utility. 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In this methodology, the input key of 24 bit is given to generate a 128-bit DNA Key. After generation of 

DNA key, a plain text of 128 bit is given as input for the implementation of the AES internal blocks like Sub bytes, 

Shift Rows, Mixed Columns and Add round key. Implementation of encrypted data is done in 10 rounds, in the first 

9 rounds all the internals blocks are used to encrypt the data but in the final round only shifting of rows, sub bytes 

and add round key process is done. In encryption each round generates each different key. In the sub bytes each byte 

is substituted by another byte. It is performed using look table called S Box. In shift rows each row is shifted 

particular number of times. Mixed column step is basically a matrix multiplication, each column is multiplied with 

specific matrix. The output matrix of the mixed column is XOR ed with corresponding round key. After all these 

rounds 128 bits of encrypted data is given back as output. This process is repeated until all data to be encrypted 

undergoes this process. The generated DNA key is combined with AES algorithm using key expansion. Decryption 

process is the encryption process done in reverse way. Image cryptography using MATLAB and VLSI is one of the 

applications of the above proposed system. 
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Fig 1: Proposed Block Diagram 

 

 

Alphabet DNA Conversion Decimal Code Binary Code 

A CGA 67 71 65 01000011 01000111 01000001 

B CCA 67 67 65 01000011 01000011 01000001 

C GTT 71 84 84 01000111 01010100 01010100 

D TTG 84 84 71 01010100 01010100 01000111 

E GGC 71 71 67 01000111 01000111 01000011 

F GGT 71 71 84 01000111 01000111 01010100 

0 ACT 65 67 84 01000001 01000011 01010100 

1 ACG 65 67 71 01000001 01000011 01000111 

2 TAG 84 65 71 01010100 01000001 01000111 

3 GCA 71 67 65 01000111 01000011 01000001 

4 GAG 71 65 71 01000111 01000001 01000111 

5 AGA 65 71 65 01000001 01000111 01000001 

6 TTA 84 84 65 01010100 01010100 01000001 

7 ACA 65 67 65 01000001 01000011 01000001 

8 AGG 65 71 71 01000001 01000111 01000111 

9 GCG 71 67 71 01000111 01000011 01000111 

 
                                                         Table 1. Standard DNA Table 

 

4.RESULT 
 

At the end of the project the proposed system is used to generate a DNA key to get an encrypted data and 

decrypted data of the given input. The DNA key generated can be analysed using the standard table mention above.  

The DNA key generated in the proposed system can also be used for image encryption and decryption as an 

application. 
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Fig 2: Final output of the encrypted and decrypted data. 

 

 
Fig 3: Input Image 
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Fig 3: Encrypted Image Output 

 

 
Fig 4: Decrypted Image Output 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

DNA-AES is a secure symmetric cryptography algorithm with a high level of security, which is widely 

used in many applications and networks. Thus, DNA-AES is a suitable algorithm for tiny IoT devices. In this article, 

we designed a lightweight AES architecture for resource-constrained IoT devices. The design had 8-bit data path 

and included two specified register banks for storing plain text, keys, and intermediate results. To reduce the 

required logic, Shift-Rows were run inside of the State- Register. Also, the design had an optimized Sub-Bytes that 

was shared with encryption and the key expansion phase, Furthermore, we designed mix-Columns with 8-bit input 

and output, which is a proper block for low-area design. To reduce the Area & power consumption, we applied the 

clock gating technique in different blocks of the design, which led to reduce the area by 30% on Virtex 5 

xcVLX330T FF1738 -2 board. 
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ABSTRACT 

               This is the design and implementation of a long-range quadcopter using the NRF24L01 wireless 

communication module. The quadcopter is controlled remotely using a joystick and a wireless communication 

link established between the ground station and the quadcopter using NRF24L01 modules. The quadcopter's 

control system comprises of an Arduino microcontroller, which receives commands from the ground station and 

sends control signals to the quadcopter's motors. The quadcopter's frame, motors, and propellers are designed 

for high efficiency and long-range flight. The system is tested in open spaces to validate its long-range 

capabilities and robustness in handling different weather conditions. This project demonstrates the feasibility of 

using NRF24L01 wireless communication modules for long-range drone control and highlights the importance 

of designing an efficient and reliable control system for drones to ensure safe and successful operation. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

         The use of drones has become increasingly popular in recent years due to their versatility and wide range 

of applications. However, drones are often limited by their communication range, which can restrict their use in 

certain scenarios. This limitation can be overcome by using long-range wireless communication modules such 

as the NRF24L01, which can transmit data over long distances with low power consumption. 

 

In this project, we explore the design and implementation of a long-range quadcopter using the NRF24L01 

wireless communication module and an Arduino microcontroller. The quadcopter is remotely controlled using a 

joystick, and the communication link is established between the ground station and the quadcopter using 

NRF24L01 modules. The quadcopter's control system uses an Arduino microcontroller, which receives 

commands from the ground station and sends control signals to the quadcopter's motors. 

 

This project aims to demonstrate the feasibility of using NRF24L01 wireless communication modules and an 

Arduino microcontroller for long-range drone control. The quadcopter's frame, motors, and propellers are 

designed for high efficiency and long-range flight. The system is tested in open spaces to validate its long-range 

capabilities and robustness in handling different weather conditions. This project highlights the importance of 

designing an efficient and reliable control system for drones to ensure safe and successful operation. 

 

1.1 SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

The system design for a long-range quadcopter using the NRF24L01 wireless communication module involves 

the following components: 

Quadcopter Frame: The quadcopter frame is designed to be lightweight and durable. It should also have enough 

space to accommodate the control system components and batteries. 

Motors and Propellers: The motors and propellers should be selected based on the weight of the quadcopter and 

the desired flight characteristics. High-efficiency motors and propellers are preferred for long-range flights. 
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Flight Controller: The flight controller is responsible for stabilizing the quadcopter in the air and controlling its 

movement. An Arduino microcontroller can be used as the flight controller in this project. 

Wireless Communication Module: The NRF24L01 wireless communication module is used to establish a 

communication link between the ground station and the quadcopter. 

Ground Station: The ground station consists of a joystick for controlling the quadcopter and a wireless 

communication module for transmitting control signals to the quadcopter. 

Power Supply: The quadcopter and the ground station require a power supply to operate. Rechargeable lithium-

ion batteries can be used for this purpose. 

 The system design involves integrating these components to create a functional long-range quadcopter. The 

NRF24L01 wireless communication module is used to establish a communication link between the ground 

station and the quadcopter. The ground station consists of a joystick for controlling the quadcopter, and the 

wireless communication module transmits control signals to the quadcopter's flight controller. The flight 

controller uses the control signals to adjust the quadcopter's motors, which in turn control the quadcopter's 

movement. The quadcopter's frame, motors, and propellers are designed for high efficiency and long-

range flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

           The quadcopter frame should be designed to be lightweight and durable. The frame should also have 

enough space to accommodate the control system components and batteries. The motors and propellers should 

be selected based on the weight of the quadcopter and the desired flight characteristics. High-efficiency motors 

and propellers are preferred for long-range flights.An Arduino microcontroller can be used as the flight 

controller for the quadcopter. The flight controller should be programmed to stabilize the quadcopter in the air 

and control its movement. The NRF24L01 wireless communication module should be configured for use with 

the quadcopter's flight controller and ground station. The communication module should be tested to ensure that 

NRF24L01 

ARDUINO  

MEGA 

GYRO 

ARDUINO  

UNO 

JOYSTICK 

ESCs 

BLDC  

MOTORS 

PROPELLERS 

Fig.1. Block diagram of methodology 
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it can transmit data over long distances with low power consumption.  The ground station consists of a joystick 

for controlling the quadcopter and a wireless communication module for transmitting control signals to the 

quadcopter. The joystick and wireless communication module should be tested to ensure that they can transmit 

control signals to the quadcopter's flight controller. The quadcopter's flight controller, wireless communication 

module, and power supply should be integrated into the quadcopter's frame. The quadcopter should be tested in 

open spaces to validate its long-range capabilities and robustness in handling different weather conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.RESULT 

To achieve long-range communication using NRF24L01 in a quadcopter, it is essential to ensure the antenna is 

correctly positioned and optimized for maximum efficiency. Overall, using NRF24L01 for long-range 

communication in a quadcopter is cost-effective solution that provides reliable and efficient communication. 

However, it's crucial to consider the limitations and factors that may affect the range and take appropriate 

measures to optimize the communication. 

    start 

NRF24L01 

Module 

ARDUINO  

MICROCONTROLLER 

 ESCs / MOTORS 

    stop 

                 Fig.2. Flow Chart 
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4. Conclusion  

           The long-range quadcopter using the NRF24L01 wireless communication module is a powerful tool for 

aerial applications. The quadcopter can be used for various purposes such as aerial photography, surveying, and 

mapping, among others. The system design involves integrating components such as the quadcopter frame, 

motors, flight controller, and wireless communication module to create a functional long-range quadcopter. The 

methodology for building the quadcopter involves steps such as frame design, motor and propeller selection, 

flight controller design, wireless communication module setup, ground station design, integration, testing, and 

refinement. By following this methodology, a robust and efficient long-range quadcopter can be created. 

Overall, the NRF24L01 wireless communication module provides a reliable and low-power communication link 

that enables long-range flights, making it an excellent choice for building a long-range quadcopter. 
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ABSTRACT 
The use of Control Area Network (CAN) in automotive surveillance systems has become increasingly common. CAN provides a 

reliable and high-speed communication protocol that allows for real-time monitoring of critical vehicle parameters, such as 

engine speed, fuel consumption, and emissions. In a typical automotive surveillance system, sensors are used to measure 

various parameters of the vehicle and transmit the data to a central control unit via the CAN bus. The control unit then 

processes the data and generates alerts or takes corrective actions as necessary. One of the key benefits of using CAN in 

automotive surveillance is its ability to provide deterministic communication, which is critical in safety-critical applications. 

CAN also allows for easy integration of sensors and control units from multiple vendors, which simplifies system design and 

reduces costs. Another advantage of using CAN in automotive surveillance is its ability to operate in harsh environments. CAN 

is designed to operate in noisy environments and can withstand extreme temperatures, making it well-suited for use in 

vehicles. 

  
KEYWORDS: CAN transreceiver, ATmega328p microcontroller, ultrasonic sensor, temperature sensor, alcoholic sensor, 

bump sensor, LCD, LED/Buzzer 

 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 
           Nowadays accidents occur due to mistake done by the driver. An intelligent system needs to be developed to 

overcome these mistakes. So this system finds where the mistake is done by the driver are eliminated. Most of the intelligent 

car systems have monitoring systems only. Antilock brakes, speed sensors and other automatic systems are present in sports 

car and   other luxury cars only. But these cars are not affordable to everyone. So, a system needs to be developed which can 

be implemented in every car. A system of sensors that is placed within a car to warn its driver of any dangers that may lie 

ahead on the road. Some of the dangers that these sensors can  pick up on include how close the car is to other cars 

surrounding it, how much its speed needs to be reduced while going around a curve, and how close the car is to going off the 

road.  

Control Area Network (CAN) is a widely used bus standard in the field of automation, automotive, and industrial control 

systems. It is a serial communication protocol designed to allow micro-controllers and devices to communicate with each 

other in real-time without the need for a host computer. CAN is a message-based protocol, meaning that data is transmitted in 

packets called frames. 

 

 Each frame consists of an identifier, a data field, and control bits, which are used for error detection and message validation 

Can has several advantages over other communication protocols, including its high speed, reliability, and ability to operate in 

harsh environments. It is also highly scale able and can support multiple devices on a single bus. One of the key benefits of 

CAN is its ability to provide deterministic communication, which is critical in applications where timing is important, such as 

in automotive and industrial control systems. CAN is also well-suited for distributed control systems, where multiple devices 

need to communicate with each other over a network. Overall, CAN has become a fact standard in many industries and is 
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widely used in applications ranging from automotive systems to factory automation and building control systems. 

The system uses sensors that sends and receives signals from things like other cars; obstacles in the road, traffic lights, and 

even a central database are placed within the car and tell it of any weather or traffic precautions. A situation that provides a 

good example of how system works is when a driver is about to change lanes, and there is a car in his blind spot. The sensors 

will detect that car and inform the driver before he starts turning, preventing him from potentially getting into a serious 

accident. Ultrasonic sensor is adopted to measure the distance with respect to the previous car, the currently available 

ultrasonic sensors for vehicles are adopted for approaching cars with relatively low speed. While the rough reading of 

distance data cannot be applied, an intelligent approach is proposed to process the raw distance readout of sensors to produce 

appropriate warning signals. Also an alcoholic sensor is included in the car to monitor the person in the car; if the person 

appears to be drunk the transmission will be automatically switched off. If accident occurs then bump sensor detects accident 

and immediately sends SMS to hospitals and police station about location of accident. 

 
 

2.DRAWBACKS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM  

 There is a limit to the number of nodes or devices to be connected. You can connect a maximum of 64 nodes in CAN. 

 The nodes communicate in an undesirable fashion. 

 CAN is established to be up to 40 meters in length. It will have trouble if the vehicle or machine has more than 40 meters 

of length. 

 To develop CAN the cost of software development and maintenance is high. 

 Due to different voltage levels, CAN produces a lot of electric noise. 

 

3.METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 
                            
                                                         Fig.1 Block Diagram 
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PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM 
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Vehicles are complex machines with a huge number of components that need to communicate with each other. That’s why a 

Controller Area Network was invented. Tom Denton explains how the technology works. These days, all modern vehicles, 

from conventional combustion-powered cars to the latest EVs, feature a Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. It’s the 

electronic communications system that allows different parts of the vehicle to talk to each other, including the engine, the 

transmission and the brakes. In effect, it’s a car’s central nervous system. Invented by Bosch and first used on the Mercedes-

Benz S-Class in 1991, the CAN bus initially linked five engine control units (ECUs) in an effort to improve  performance and 

safety by enabling the faster flow of real-time data around the car. The CAN bus network was designed to combine (or 

multiplex) those messages, thereby reducing the amount of electrical wiring (and weight) required. It was a step up from what 

had come before, which had consisted of two-way receivers and transmitters which simply couldn’t cope with several things 

communicating at once. 

A CAN bus works by allowing any device in the network to create a “data frame”, the standard message format, and transmit 

it sequentially. If more than one device transmits at the same time, the highest priority device continues while the others wait. 

Frames are received by all ECU nodes in the network and consist of an ID, a message and other items such as error correction 

bits. The physical network on most cars is made up of a twisted pair of thin wires known as CAN high (CAN-H) and CAN 

low (CAN-L). Coaxial cables and fibre optics can also be used. Using a gateway to control data traffic, most vehicles now 

have several different networks – for the body, the powertrain and the infotainment system, for example. Unlike the 1991 S-

Class, today’s vehicles might have dozens of ECUs, including ones for the engine, the transmission control, the airbags, the 

ABS, the traction control and the stability control. The CAN bus allows these areas to communicate with each other in real 

time, prioritising the most important information and helping to improve vehicle safety and performance.  

 

5.RESULT 

 

 
                                                                         Fig.3 Detection of Alcohol 
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                                                 Fig.4 Detection of Obstacle using Bump Sensor 

 

 

 
                                                Fig.5 Detection of Temperature and Distance of the object 

 

 

6.CONCLUSION 
             This project introduces an embedded system with a combination of CAN bus systems. Digital control of the vehicle 

is an important criterion of modern technology. With the rapid development of embedded technology, high-performance 

embedded processor is penetrated into the auto industry, which is low cost, high reliability and other features to meet the 

needs of the modern automobile industry. The proposed high-speed CAN bus system solves the problem of automotive 

system applications, also has a certain practical value and significance. With ARM as the main controller and it makes full 

use of the high-performance of ARM, high-speed reduction of CAN bus communication control networks and instrument 

control so as to achieve full sharing of data between nodes and enhance their collaborative work. This system features 

efficient data transfer among different nodes in the practical applications. 
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7.FUTURE SCOPE 
                  Due to the increasing number of electronic devices, the need for a standardized standard communication 

protocol came. Of example, of various subsystems, including dashboards, drive controls, engine control systems, and much 

more, there can be over 7 TCU in a modern vehicle. When all nodes are connected one by one, the speed of communication is 

very high, but the expense and size of the wires are very small. For example, an individual dashboard needs 8 connections so 

the CAN is implemented to solve this issue as a centralized solution requiring two wires: the high CAN and the low CAN. 

Due to its message prioritization, the CAN protocol solution is very powerful and can be added or removed without disrupting 

the network as a node is versatile. 

The CAN protocol was initially developed to fix the communication issue in the vehicles. Nonetheless, it would also be used 

in many other fields due to its functionality. 

The application of the CAN protocol is as follows: 

 Automation Building 

 Escalators and Elevator 

 Mechanical Control and Industrial Automation 

 For navigation and aviator Electronic equipment 

 The CAN is used for transmission airbags, antilock braking, electric power steering etc. 

 It is used in railways applications such as streetcars, trams, undergrounds light railways, and long distance trains 

incorporate. 

 Every kind of vehicle: motorcycles, automobiles, trucks… 

 Heavy-duty fleet telematics 

 Airplanes 

 Elevators  

 Manufacturing plants of all kinds  

 Ships  

 Medical equipment 

 Predictive maintenance systems 

 Washing machines, dryers, and other household appliances. 
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Abstract 

For a number of years, wireless charging for electric cars (EVs) has been under research in 

anticipation of the increased usage of these vehicles. EVs may now be charged effectively and conveniently 

using wireless charging devices. from a similar ground source, originating from several classes and at a variety 

of power levels. The method to identify the aligned position of the transmitter and receiver coil, they are utilised 

in wireless charging for electric vehicles is presented in this study. The use of a retroreflective photoelectric 

sensor can improve the precision and dependability of a traditional position detecting system. With the 

suggested technique, the system runs continuously at its most effective efficiency and more accuracy. The 

technology of wireless power transmission (WPT) is gaining popularity and finding use in a variety of fields. 

Without the need for interconnections, power is transmitted from a source to an electrical load. Where physical 

wiring is impractical or impossible, WPT can be used to power electrical equipment. The suggested system also 

incorporates Internet of Things (IoT) technology, which enables remote monitoring and control. experimental 

analysis of the system's effectiveness using and without presented technique are compared to validates the 

proposed system. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

These days, the use of electric cars (EVs), which are the vehicles of the future, is increasing. They meet 

the requirements of the low-carbon society by having zero tailpipe emissions. In comparison to conventional 

internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs), they use less energy. Additionally, the cost of operation and 

upkeep is significantly reduced. Electric vehicle (EV) charging systems can be either conductive (wired) or 

wireless. The conductive charger requires the thick mechanical plug and heavy wire. 

In contrast, a wireless charger doesn't require physical touch, which ensures user convenience and 

safety against electric shock or spark. Additionally, it is waterproof, allowing for use in harsh environments [1]– 

[2]. A typical wireless charging setup for EVs is shown in Figure 1 [3]. The transmitter (TX) coil receives high 

frequency current generated by an inverter circuit, which produces a high frequency magnetic field. This field 

induces a voltage when it passes through the receiver (Rx) coil. 

This voltage is rectified before being transmitted to the battery to charge it. Resonant networks are 

connected to both the TX and Rx coils to make up for the reactive power required by the coupled coil. The Tx 

and Rx coils must be positioned so that they share the same centre in order to get the optimal magnetic coupling. 
However, as can clearly be observed in Fig. 1, the TX and Rx coil misalignment can occur in actual operation. 
As a result, the magnetic coupling degrades, which lowers the system efficiency. The position detection system 

was previously implemented to make sure both coils locate at the aligned location where the system efficiency is 

maximised research effort. The radio frequency identification (RFID) and magnetic field coupling technique-

based location approach is described in [4]. Despite achieving excellent accuracy, the accompanying circuit and 

control are rather complex. The misalignment-sensing coils that were utilised to take advantage of magnetic-

field symmetry and provide a measurement of the direction and magnitude of the misalignment are described in 

[5]. This approach is challenging to use and needs additional circuits, such as rectifier and filter. Using a 

tunnelling magneto resistive (TMR) sensor, a coil-misalignment detection method is introduced in [6]. Due to 

nonlinearity and saturation, this sensor's restriction prevents it from being employed in high magnetic fields.   
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In this study, a retroreflective photoelectric sensor is used to find the aligned position between the TX 

and Rx coils. The system is monitored and operated online via IoT platform and after the aligned position is 

recognised, the controller begins charging the EV's battery. The proposed method is simple, accurate, and 

trustworthy. Through MIT programmes, real-time battery status is accessible from anywhere at any time [7]. 

The user receives the notification automatically once the battery is fully charged. Experimental measurements 

from micro EVs with 12 V batteries. 

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In recent years, electric vehicles (EVs) have drawn a lot of interest as a green means of transportation 

that can aid in lowering greenhouse gas emissions. The requirement to often recharge EVs is one of the main 

difficulties faced by EV owners. The majority of EVs now use plug-in charging systems, which necessitate that 

the driver physically attach the vehicle to a charging station. This procedure might be annoying, especially for 

people who leave their cars in public parking lots or on the street. 

EV wireless charging systems have come to light as a potential fix for this issue. These systems 

transmit electrical energy wirelessly from a charging pad to the vehicle's battery via electromagnetic induction 

or resonant magnetic coupling. While wireless charging is practical and simple to use, there are a number of 

issues that need to be resolved. 

The effectiveness of the charging system is one of the major issues. In comparison to plug-in systems, 

wireless charging solutions are often less efficient, which can lead to longer charging times and more energy 

losses. Installing wireless charging infrastructure can be more expensive than plug-in solutions, which presents 

another difficulty. 

 

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Inductive charging: Inductive charging involves transferring energy between two items, such as a 

charging station and an electric vehicle, using an electromagnetic field. When a car is parked on the charging 

pad, power is wirelessly delivered to the car's battery. The charging pad is wired to a power source. It is easy to 

apply inductive charging in a number of locations, including parking lots and garages. 

Standardisation: One of the main barriers to the adoption of this technology is the absence of a 

standardised wireless charging mechanism. The adoption of various technologies and standards by 

manufacturers makes it challenging for users to locate charging stations that are compatible. Wireless charging 

system standardisation helps ensure compatibility and lower costs for manufacturers. 

Efficiency: Compared to conventional cable charging, wireless charging is typically less efficient. This 

occurs as a result of energy losses that take place during wireless power transmission. Increasing the 

effectiveness of wireless charging systems can reduce energy waste and enhance the technology's overall 

performance. 

In general, cooperation and creativity are needed among automakers, technological firms, and 

regulatory agencies to address these difficulties. We can overcome these obstacles and make wireless charging 

for electric vehicles a practical and widely used technology by cooperating. 

System Design 

 The proposed wireless charging system for electric vehicles uses a DC voltage source, full-bridge 

inverter, and transmitter coil. A retroreflective photoelectric sensor is used to detect the relative position between 

transmitter and receiver coil. A 12 V battery with 1.2 Ah capacity is adopted for the EV. Wireless 

communication between charging station and EV can be achieved by using the Node MCU ESP32 

microcontroller unit. Charging of the EV's battery can be controlled in both constant current (CC) and constant 

voltage (CV) mode. 

We connect the google fire base by Arduino ide. Google fire base are use to store the data. Data are coming from 

while operate the vehicles using mit app. L293d motor driver are used to drive the motor in electric vehicles. 

Transmitting coil we are supplying power 12v. 
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Methodology 

First we connect the Node Mcu esp32 using Arduino ide with connection of wi-fi then we operate 

vehicle using mit app by moving forward, backward, right, left to identify  transmitter and receiver coil  are in 

align position when the transmitter and receiver coil are in align position electric vehicle get charged. After 

vehicle get full charged then vehicles are started to move. 

 

 

 

Fig2.Flow diagram 

 

 

Fig1.Block diagram 
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 A technology called wireless charging for electric vehicles (EVs) enables EVs to recharge their batteries 

without coming into direct touch with a charging cable or plug. The process for wirelessly charging EVs 

involves the stages listed below: 

1.Establish the required charging power for the EV as the first stage in the wireless charging process. This 

depends on the battery's capacity, how quickly it charges,  

In conclusion, the methodology for wirelessly charging electric vehicles (EVs) entails figuring out the necessary 

charging power, designing the charging system, choosing the charging frequency, installing the charging pad, 

aligning the EV with the charging pad, starting the charging process, watching the charging process, and 

stopping the charging process. 

 

4. RESULT 

The widespread use of wireless charging technology may face restrictions and difficulties as it is still in the early 

stages of development. For instance, wireless charging devices might be less effective over greater distances, 

and electromagnetic radiation's potential effects on human health and the environment might be a cause for 

concern. 

 

      

Fig3.circuit connection    Fig4.output on serial monitor 
  

2. Create the charging system: The wireless charging system must be made when the required charging 

power has been determined. This entails building the charging pad and the power transfer system. 

3. Decide on the charging frequency: The wireless power transfer rate from the charging pad to the EV is 

determined by the charging frequency. The effectiveness of the power transfer mechanism should be taken 

into account while choosing the frequency. 

4. Put the charging pad in place: The charging pad is put in place so that an electric vehicle (EV) can park on 

top of it and receive a wireless charge. To obtain the power required to charge the EV, the charging pad is 

connected to the electrical grid. 

5. Align the EV with the charging pad: For wireless charging to work, the EV must be precisely positioned 

on the charging station. Using sensors, this can be carried out automatically or manually. 

6. Start the charging procedure: The charging procedure can start after the EV is positioned in relation to the 

charging station. Magnetic induction or resonant coupling are used to wirelessly transfer electricity from the 

charging pad to the EV's battery. 

7. Keep an eye on the charging process: The charging system needs to be kept an eye on to make sure the 

power transfer is secure and effective. Any problems should be quickly identified and fixed. 

8. Stop charging: Once the EV's battery is fully charged, you can halt the charging process. The EV can be 

driven away after being unplugged from the charging station. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the method for detecting the aligned position of the transmitter and receiver coils used in 

wireless charging of electric automobiles. Adoption of the retroreflective photoelectric sensor The experimental 

findings demonstrate that the suggested technique can boost system efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is one of the most widely used symmetric block cipher 

algorithms in the world. This algorithm has a unique structure for encrypting and decrypting sensitive data and 

is used in hardware and software around the world. It is very difficult for a hacker to get the actual data when it 

is encrypted with the AES algorithm. There is currently no evidence that this algorithm has been cracked. AES 

can handle three different key sizes like AES 128, 192, and 256 bits, and the block size for each of these ciphers 

is 128 bits. This project will design the hardware architecture and implement the Advanced Encryption Standard 

(AES) algorithm based on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) using High Level Language (HLL). This 

design focuses on maximizing the use of available resources. Therefore, we minimize hardware resource usage 

and power consumption, and perform global optimization of PPA (power, performance, area) parameters to the 

best of our knowledge. 

Keyword: -Cipher Text, Key expansion, Byte Substitution, Mix Columns, Shift Rows, Round Keys, ALTERA, 

Sub Bytes, S-Box, Rcon, XOR, Galois Field, data, SubKey_a, Subkey_b, Cadence, Quartus II Programmer, 

FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

AES is an advanced encryption standard developed in 1998 by two members, Joan Daemen and Vincent 

Rijmen. This AES is used to ensure the security of transmitted data. Various keys can be used to operate this 

AES. B. AES 192.128.256 bit key. With the advancement of technology, there are many new applications and 

products, even the Internet of Things (IOT), and there is even a need to give security to data and information, so 

this AES encryption plays an important role and can be decrypted. They can be implemented in field 

programmable gate arrays and embedded systems. An HDL language is required to implement this AES in an 

FPGA. In this document you can learn about AES 256-bit key encryption. The proposed architecture is used for 

256-bit keys. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

The ciphering algorithm AES is used to encrypt and decrypt data. This article uses AES-256 bit encryption, 

which offers higher security than earlier iterations. 15 cycles must be completed in order to process the data 

according to the 256 specification and produce the cypher text. Different AES key lengths are supported by 

various hardware. We use an FPGA to implement AES-256 bit in this paper. 

3. AES OVERVIEW 

There are four primary algorithms used by AES, and they are as follows: 

SubBytes: This technique applies non-linear operations to each byte of plain text. LUTs (Look Up Tables) 

created specifically for this S-box method are used in this procedure. Depending on the request, choose the 

appropriate rows and columns from this S-box and continue. This offers solid defence against cryptanalytic 

assaults. 

 

Shift Rows: this operation includes cyclically shifting the bytes of rows to corresponding columns and is 

performed after subBytes. 

 

MixColumns: This algorithm performs a matrix multiplication to mix the columns of the input data. The 

plaintext is dispersed throughout the cypher as a result of this procedure. 

 

AddRoundKey: Adding a round key to the supplied data is the responsibility of this algorithm. The initial 

encryption key serves as the basis for the round key, which is created during the key expansion phase. Each byte 

of the incoming data is XORed with a corresponding byte of the round key in the AddRoundKey step. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

 

Fig: Methodology 

4.1 Key Expansion 

The key has to be expanded into a key schedule as the first stage. For each round of encryption, the key 

expansion procedure is repeated in order to achieve this. The initial key is combined with round constants, other 

values, and a series of operations to create the key schedule. 
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4.2 Initial Round 

The first round involves XORing the first 16 bytes of the extended key schedule with the 16-byte block of 

plaintext. 

 

4.3 Rounds 

AES-128, AES-192, and AES-256 each have a total of 10 rounds, 12 rounds, and 14 rounds, respectively. Four 

operations—Byte Substitution, Shift Rows, Mix Columns, and Add Round Key—are carried out for each round. 

By selecting the proper round key from the key schedule, these procedures are carried out on the data block that 

is being encrypted. 

 

4.4 Final Round 

The block of data being encrypted is subjected to the Byte Substitution and Shift Rows operations in the last 

step. The block is XORed with the final round key instead of doing the Mix Columns function. 

 

4.5 Output 

The encoded message is the data block that is the result from this process. 

 

5. RESULT 

Encryption 

 

Verification 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is a widely used encryption technique that provides a high 

level of security for data transmission and storage. AES 256 is considered one of the most secure encryption 

techniques available today due to its key size and multiple encryption rounds. This project focused on reducing 

area parameters while implementing AES 256 on his FPGA. We were able to achieve this by streamlining the 

design and developing a unique architecture that was optimized for the specific needs of the project. 

However, there is always room for improvement and future work could focus on investigating different 

techniques to further optimize the design and further reduce the area parameter. Additionally, while AES 256 

offers a high level of security, it has potential vulnerabilities and attacks that may be developed in the future, so 

it is important to continue researching and improving encryption techniques. Overall, this project demonstrated 

the importance of encryption techniques such as AES 256 in ensuring data security and privacy in today's 

connected world. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

A novel approach for forest fire detection using image processing technique is proposed. A rule-based color model 

for fire pixel classification is used. The proposed algorithm uses RGB and YCbCr color space. The advantage of 

using YCbCr color space is that it can separate the luminance from the chrominance more effectively than RGB 

color space. The performance of the proposed algorithm is tested on two sets of images, one of which contains fire; 

the other contains fire-like regions. Standard methods are used for calculating the performance of the algorithm. 

The proposed method has both higher detection rate and lower false alarm rate. Since, the algorithm is cheap in 

computation it can be used for real time forest fire detection. An effective forest- response is critical for minimizing 

the losses caused by forest fires. 

 

Keyword: - Forest-fire management, deep learning, Bayesian neural network, object detection.

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

           Forests are important in the ecosystem on earth. It is inseparable from the function of the forest itself, namely 

as a producer of oxygen to mankind even bearing the predicate as the lungs of the world. The problem is that when 

the forest experiences a fire, there will be a lot of harm to humans, ranging from air pollution and the destruction of 

natural ecosystems in the forest itself, starting from animals that will die a lot and to living animals can lose their 

place of residence. Another thing that becomes a problem is that in the event of a forest fire, the authorities are slow 

in handling the forest fire, one of the reasons is the lack in information of forest fire. Therefore, we conduct a study 

that aims to detect fires and inform the authorities in the event of a fire. The project is intended to cultivate a robotic 

vehicle that can sense metals ahead of it on its path similar to detecting land mines. 

 

1.1 Motivation of the Task 

 

       Now a days, wild animals and forest department are facing so many problems. Wild animals move towards 

urban area. Since forest woods has destroyed from human being day by day in the forest. The forest area reduced, so 

animals struggle for their existence in the forest. A survey found that 75% of forest burns due to fire. This loss of 
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forest is very dangerous for wild animal lives. In early time, if the forest fire detected, forest area makes very safe 

and secured. Our proposed experiment conducted for safe guard of forest and wild life’s against fire.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

It is critical to have a system to detect fire and report it to the forest officers. Monitoring of fire in forest is at most 

important to save the environment and wild life. Animal Detection in boundaries is very vitalProtecting the trees 

from the wood cutters is a major factor to save forest. 

 

1.2 Proposed System 

In this proposed system instead of analyzing characteristics parameters of fire i.e colour, area, motion, smoke 

individually, all the parameters are examined simultaneously to reduce the false alarm rates which was present in a 

previous detection system. The main part of this system is the flow that will be used to estimate the amount of 

motion undergone by an object while moving from one frame to another. The proposed system will give the 

combine result at the output whether smoke and fire is present or not. The system performance can be improved 

with the use of optimal algorithms for detecting motion and area and extracting features of fire. The enhanced 

system will performed well than the existing system in terms of detection rate. In this project we have developed a 

system to detect an occurrence of fire. 
 

1.3 Objectives of the Task 

 A low cost and simple assistive system to monitor the forest. To design forest fire and conservation detection           

system with the help of LORA.Intimation to concerned person in case of fire through LORA.  

To send Notification to farmers and Forest Officials 

An intimation alert is sent to farmer about animal presence. We Use Twillio Messenger to send intimation alert to 

farmer 

To Detect Fire in forest and Intimate  

Detect Fire Using Fire Sensor and intimate through Message to concerned Person 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 PAPER1: Content-based Retrieval and Real Time Detection from Video Sequences Acquired by Surveillance 

Systems. 

In this paper, a surveillance system devoted to detect abandoned objects in unattended environments is presented to 

which image processing content-based retrieval capabilities have been added for making easier inspection task from 

operators. Video-based surveillance systems generally employ one or more cameras connected to a set of monitors. 

This kind of systems needs the presence of a human operator, who interprets the acquired information and controls 

the evolution of the events in a surveyed environment. During the last years efforts have been performed to develop 

systems supporting human operators in their surveillance task, in order to focus the attention of operators when 

unusual situations are detected. Image sequences databases are also managed by the proposed surveillance system in 

order to provide operators with the possibility of retrieving in a second time the interesting sequences that may 

contain useful information for discovering causes of an alarm. Experimental results are shown in terms of the 

probability of correct detection of abandoned objects and examples about the retrieval sequences. 
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  PAPER2: Robust Real-Time Periodic Motion Detection 

We describe new techniques to detect and analyse periodic motion as seen from both a static and a moving camera. 

By tracking objects of interest, we compute an object's self-similarity as it evolves in time. For periodic motion, the 

self-similarity measure is also periodic and we apply Time-Frequency analysis to detect and characterize the 

periodic motion. The periodicity is also analysed robustly using the 2D lattice structures inherent in similarity 

matrices. A real-time system has been implemented to track and classify objects using periodicity. Examples of 

object classification (people, running dogs, vehicles), person counting, and nonstationary periodicity are provided. 

 

   PAPER 3: Study of Motion Detection Method for Smart Home  

Motion detection surveillance technology give ease for time-consuming reviewing process that a normal video 

surveillance system offers. By using motion detection, it saves the monitoring time and cost. It has gained a lot of 

interests over the past few years. In this paper, a proposed motion detection surveillance system, through the study 

and evaluation of currently available different methods. The proposed system is efficient and convenient for both 

office and home uses as a smart home security system technology. 

In motion detection, there is process of detecting a change in various objects relative to its surroundings or change in 

surrounding relative to an object. There are many methods to obtain a motion detection using mechanical and 

electronic techniques. E.g. Infrared (Passive and active sensors), Optics (video and camera systems), Radio 

Frequency Energy (radar, 

microwave and tomographic motion detection), Sound (microphones and acoustic sensors), Vibration (triboelectric, 

seismic and inertia-switch sensors), Magnetism (magnetic sensors and magnetometers). 

 

PAPER 4: Motion Detection for Security Surveillance 
 

This paper deals with the design and Implementation of Smart surveillance monitoring 

system using Raspberry pi and CCTV camera. This design is a small portable monitoring system for home and 

college security. This system will monitor when motion detected, the Raspberry Piwill control the Raspberry Pi 

camera to take a picture and sent out image to the user according to the program written in python environment. The 

proposed home security system captures information and transmits it via a Raspberry towards pc. Raspberry pi 

operates and controls motion detectors and CCTV camera for remote sensing and surveillance, streams live records 

it for Future playback. Python software plays an important role in this project. Motion detection systems are a 

necessity in the modern times. Although some people object the idea of being watched, surveillance systems 

actually improve the level of public security, 

allowing the system operators to detect threats and the security forces to react in time. Surveillance systems evolved 

in the recent years from simplest systems into complex structures, containing numerous cameras and advanced 

monitoring centres, equipped with sophisticated hardware and software. However, the future of surveillance systems 

belongs to automatic tools that assist the system operator and notice him on the detected security threats. This is 

important, because in complex systems consisting of tens or hundreds of cameras, the operator is not able to notice 

all the events. 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 
 Forest fires are one of the most common disasters occurring during the dry season. Fires contain a variety 

of potential hazards for humans, property and the environment.  

 To overcome the problem, we conduct research so that forest fires can be quickly detected. Forest fires are 

one of the main environmental problems in the entire world.  

 In a context where low power is increasingly common to the rise of Internet of Things (IoT) architecture, 

the interest in providing solutions to monitor scenarios and fire prevention based on these technologies is 

huge.  

 This paper presents a low cost Long Range (LoRa) and solar based network able to evaluate level of fire 

risk and the presence of a forest fire. 
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Fig -1: Steps involved in methodology  

 

 

 

3.1 ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

 

 

 

 

                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig -2: Architecture of proposed System 

 

Forest fires are one of the most common disasters occurring during the dry season. Fires contain a variety of 

potential hazards for humans, property and the environment. To overcome the problems, we conduct research so that 

forest fire can be quickly detected. Forest fires are one of the main environment problems in entire world. In a 

context where low power is increasingly common to rise of internet of things (IOT) architecture, the interest in 

providing solutions to monitor scenarios and fire prevention based on these technologies is huge. This paper presents 
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a low cost Long Range (Lora) and solar based network able to evaluate level of fire risk and the presence of a forest 

fire 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

 

 

                                         
 

 

 

Fig - 3: Circuit  

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

4.1 Experiment Results 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Forest fire Detection 
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Fig - 5: web Based Visualization 
 

 

At the end of this project, we aim to build an operational model that demonstrates fire detection and tree 

cutting detection using image processing and using AT Mega 328 P microcontroller. 

 

 

 
 

Fig6: weapon detection output 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

It is easier to suppress a fire in its starting stage than in the later stages. Hence, the most important goal is quick, 

reliable detection and localization of the fire. The proposed fire alert system overcomes the need of a human 

intervention to continuously monitor the forest area. Monitoring and detecting is done by the sensors installed and 

message alerts are used to alert the required authorities. It gives instantaneous information on location of the fire to 

the authorities and help block the fire before it reaches cultural heritage sites. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 Today energy is the main inspiration for socio-economic development. But due to incremental rate of environmental 

concern renewable energy provide a significant interest. This alternative power source is continuously achieving 

greater popularity due to continuous reduction in fossil fuels. It is the energy comes from sun, wind, rain etc. Among 

the non-conventional, renewable energy sources, solar energy affords great potential for conversion into electric 

power. Maximizing power output from a solar system is desirable to increase efficiency. In order to maximize power 

output, needs to keep the panels aligned with the sun. This paper deals with the electricity generation using solar 

power. The proposed system ensures the optimization of the conversion of solar energy into electricity by properly 

orienting the panel in accordance with the position of the sun. The operation of the paper is based on a Stepper 

motor intelligently moves a panel according to the light intensity of the sun sensing by light sensor. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The creation of battery charging station structures is critical to lessen the power request of the framework. 

Subsequently, sustainable powers sources emerge with develop innovation furthermore, focused on cost. In this 

work is proposed the design of a system to create and handle Electric Vehicles (EV) charging procedures, based on 

intelligent process. Due to the electrical power distribution limitation, Electric Vehicles charging should be 

performed in effective way. This proposed Smart Electric Vehicle Charging station having many advance features 

like it will automatically maintain the power from different source and automatic switch the source based on 

availability of the source.  However, the massive penetration of EVs brings the big challenge of EV recharge–related 

issues. Therefore, to provide electrical energy for EVs, charging stations and battery technology considering actual 

EV field trips are attracting more and more attention from researchers.   

Road transport is undoubtedly the most common and affordable form of commute for people around the world. 

However, recently, it has faced much criticism due to its dependence on fossil fuels and its relativelylow operational 

inefficiency. This has opened the doors for the electric mobility industry, and the world has witnessed a drastic surge 

in the acceptability of EVs. As India aims to decrease its carbon footprint like other nations and step into the world 

of sustainability, the government is consistently introducing transport sector reforms that aim at the electrification of 

all effective forms of commute. As a result, according to a study conducted 2020 to 2027. The average annual 

growth rate for the EV sector in India is estimated to be around 44%. Articles published by various research scholars 

and authorities mainly focus on the importance of shifting towards EVs, the technical aspects of charging stations, 

and the governments’ policies to develop the necessary infrastructure for EVs.  

Topics such as the need for India to move away from its crude oil imports, fighting climate change to reduce its 

carbon footprints, and reducing pollution have been discussed in detail, and conclusions regarding India moving into 

the EV space following its global peers have been made. Moreover, new energy storage and transfer technologies 

that can be used to implement the charging infrastructure have been studied according to the necessary requirements. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
A New Method to Implement the Constant Current Constant Voltage Charge of the Inductive Power Transfer 

System for Electric Vehicle Applications. The  remarkable  increase  in  the  use  of  electric  vehicles (EVs) has 

resulted in a massive rise in demand for electric energy across the globe. The global electric vehicle market has 

grown significantly. The number of EVs on the road in 2010 was a few hundred; this number rose to approximately 

three million in 2017 and approximately six million in early 2019 [1] A Topology of Charging Mode Control Circuit 

Suitable for Long-Life Li-Ion Battery Charger. Battery exchange station (BES) is a system that EV drivers can 

replace their discharged battery  with a fully charged battery at  BES. The  implementation of  BES can  provide 

several benefits, such as its very fast exchanging time. For example, Tesla, a well-known electric vehicle maker, 

swap EV  batteries in  90s. One  more  critical issue  about  BES benefits  is  avoiding  charging during  peak  

demand [2]. The effective use of solar Charging Station for Electric Vehicles .The traditional charging stations 

affect  the grid’s stability with  issues such  as harmonics,  fluctuations, and  voltage outages [3,4]. Besides, it 

requires less power conversion levels  than  those  in  alternating  current  (AC)-based facilities. Development of 

Solar Charging System for Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles and Electric Vehicles [5]. Design and Implementation 

of Solar Power as Battery Charger using Incremental Conductance Current Control Method.The electric vehicle 

battery specifications are 12V, 7Ah and is given C5 charge rating by the manufacturer [6]. Efficient charging of 

battery and production of power from solar energy.Evaluation of Genetic Algorithm based Solar Tracking System 

for Photovoltaic Panels [7].Fast charging stations (FCSs) can solve the charging time issue, which is a crucial 

element in adopting and deploying EVs . The  fast charging  works on recharging the  EVs quickly, similarly to the 

conventional vehicles at solar stations[8]. Fast-charging plays a vital role in increasing EVs’ travelling distance by 

having FCS along the way. The off-board  fast  charging  module  is  the  important  to  fast-charging stations whose 

output is 35 kW. The current and voltage values  are 20–200 A  and 45–450 V,  respectively . As they are both so 

high, such infrastructures have to be deployed in supervised centers or stations[9,10]. Solar-powered batteries can 

fulfill unreliable grid electricity  demands,  which are  strong charge,  discharge, and intermittent  full-charging 

periods. A range of battery World Academics Journal of Engineering Sciencestypes fulfills  these specific criteria. 

The major battery storage  subgroups reviewed for solar energy  include a lead-acid battery, lithium-ion battery, and 

flow battery [11]. To save the additional energy produced by photovoltaics,  a central  controller  is  required to  

redirect the generated power to the battery. Many scholars have investigated the sequence of controllers that are 

used in photovoltaics [12]. When  it  comes  to  a  solar  converter,  the PV  arrays  are integrated to a DC/DC 

converter that allows for full power point tracking control. The AC/DC converter is in charge of  converting  DC/AC  

power  in  a  bidirectional  fashion [13].Electricity is obtained and  the output is shown using LCD.A Calibration 

Algorithm for Solar Tracking System [14].Operation and control of battery storage system improving 

stability,economy and system overall efficiency[15]A Microcontroller-Based MultiFunction Solar Tracking System 

[16].Storage in supporting grid for operational needs and a versatile microprocessor- based controller for solar 

tracking [17,18,].If any incentive policy to accelerate the expansion of DC charging stations influences RES  in 

electricity market and on the role of renewable energy policies and EV deployment incentives for a greener sector 

coupling [19]. 

 
2.1 Existing Problem 

 

Electricity generation is the process of generating electric energy from other forms of energy. The fundamental 

principles of electricity generation were discovered during the 1820s and early 1830s by the British scientist 

Michael Faraday. His basic method is still used today. Electricity is generated by the movement of a loop of wire, or 

disc of copper between the poles of a magnet.  

Electricity is most often generated at a power station by electromechanical generators, primarily driven by heat 

engines fuelled by chemical combustion or nuclear fission but also by other means such as the kinetic energy of 

flowing water and wind. There are many other technologies that can be and are used to generate electricity such as 

solar photovoltaic and geothermal power.  
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2.2 Proposed Solution 

 

The benefits of having your own solar power EV charging station are undeniable and with new incentives from the 

Inflation Reduction Act, the cost of pairing an EV with solar charging is on its way down. India will reduce its 

dependency on fossil fuels for driving electric vehicles. The solar panel array will feed the battery energy storage 

system and the entire power needs are drawn from this storage system. Essentially, we need a solar inverter that can 

convert the solar panel's AC output to usable DC for the EV. Also, we require a battery to store the energy produced 

by your solar panels if you are planning on charging your EV during the night.The transformation of light into 

electrical energy, as in solar cells is done in the photoelectric effect. Solar tracking allows more energy to be 

produced because the solar array is able to remain aligned to the sun. Maximizing power output from a solar system 

is desirable to increase efficiency. In order to maximize power output from the solar panels, one needs to keep the 

panels aligned with the sun. As such, a means of tracking the sun is required. This is a far more cost effective 

solution than purchasing additional solar panels.  

 

 
Fig 2.Conversion of solar energy into electrical power 

 

2.3 How solar energy is converted into current? 

 

Solar cells are systems that are composed of semiconductor materials and which convert solar energy directly into 

current. The amount of electrical energy which will be obtained is directly proportional to the intensity of sun light 

that falls on the photovoltaic (PV) panel. When light falls on the device the light photons are absorbed by 

semiconducting material and electric charge carriers are generated. The relation between incident photon energy and 

frequency is 

 

W = h.µ 

 

where h= Planck constant and µ= frequency.  

 

Silicon is the most abundant element available on the earth surface and mostly of the solar cells fabricated using 

them. 
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3. NEED FOR SOLAR POWER SYSTEM 
 

A few invited professors who where in Béthune in 2006 May, have decided to establish an international 

collaboration within the framework of the renewable areas. The main objective is to run appropriate projects through 

student enrolment (internship program or short period of studies) and capitalisation of scientific results of run 

research. The main assumptions of the project are as follows - the projects are organised in such a way that all 

participants will be remotely in touch through Internet. Projects are carried out in common. Modern information 

exchange tools like Internet forums will be installed for current information exchange. The collaboration has been 

given the acronym I.C.E.E. (International Collaboration in Engineering Education). Each participating institution 

should conduct a common project on a given subject under the supervision of a local teacher or researcher [3 - 4]. A 

power system which could be decomposed in a few subsystems is one possible technical application of the project. 

The system is a production and management unit of an agricultural utility using different types of renewable 

energies. Fig. 1 depicts a general view of the system considered Within the framework of sustainable development 

several manners are used for electric energy production and storage: photovoltaic panels, wind turbine and hydraulic 

turbine. Energy loads are also considered as a part of this power system. Water pumpage automatic system is a part 

of the energy management system. Unused energy is stored in a battery storage system and will be sold later on after 

having set up an appropriate connection to the power distribution system. 

 
  

Fig 2.An Autonomous Photovoltaic Station 

 
The increasing demand for energy, the continuous reduction in existing sources of fossil fuels and the growing 

concern regarding environment pollution, have pushed mankind to explore new technologies for the production of 

electrical energy using clean, renewable sources, such as solar energy, wind energy, etc. Among the 

nonconventional, renewable energy sources, solar energy affords great potential for conversion into electric power, 

able to ensure an important part of the electrical energy needs of the planet. Solar energy is free, practically 

inexhaustible and involves no polluting residues or green gases emissions.The energy and heat from the sun is free 

and unlimited.Solar power is non-polluting. Solar power usage does not emit any greenhouse gases or harmful 

waste.Solar power is perfect and saving for power generation in remote areas or where the cost of expansion utility 

grid is high. Solar power is versatile. It can be used for low-power purpose as well as larger ones - from hand-held 

calculators, watches, and solar powered garden lights to water heaters, cars, buildings and satellites.Utilizing solar 

energy to charge the electric car reduces the overall carbon footprint,making it ecofriendly. 

As India aims to decrease its carbon footprint like other nations and step into the world of sustainability, the 

government is consistently introducing transport sector reforms that aim at the electrification of all effective forms 

of commute. As a result, according to a study conducted 2020 to 2027. The average annual growth rate for the EV 

sector in India is estimated to be around 44%. Articles published by various research scholars and authorities mainly 
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focus on the importance of shifting towards EVs, the technical aspects of charging stations, and the governments’ 

policies to develop the necessary infrastructure for EVs.  

 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 
 

 

 
Fig 3. Block diagram 

 

Solar panel for EV charging station allows solar cell to convert sunlight to useable electrical energy. Sunlight is 

converted when negatively charged electrons push solar energy.A solar inverter works by taking in the variable 

direct current from your solar panels and transforming it into alternating current.Main Supply is used to give the 

power through photovoltaic panel or through mirrors that concentrate solar radiation.Sensor section is used to 

convert sunlight into electricity is a non mechanical device and coverts sunlight to electricity.Microcontroller  is 

controlled the system by programming. Here also use an inverter, node MCU, battery, solar charge controller. The 

main objective of this research is to use solar source for load control and monitor through internet.LCD display is to 

display whether the station is on or off and output is shown. 

 

Relay switching section consists of two relays, resistors, LED , and diode. When the supply is given from the solar 

relay 1 will be ON and relay 2 will be OFF. When the supply is given from main supply vice versa.Sensor section 

consists of LDR sensor.Main supply is connected to a rectifier bridge and step down transformer to convert input 

AC to DC.All the control system and sensors are interfaced with a microcontroller.  Here, Microcontroller is main 

heart of the system. The switching action between different sources happen to be automatic using relay, the triggered 

signals are sent from microcontroller.This all process will control by microcontroller and we are using embedded c 

code for this implementation. Finally, information is displayed on LCD. 
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5.RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

Fig 4. Main control boardMain Control board of the system 

The main control board of the system consists of a step down transformer for reducing the voltage from main 

supply, next which is connected to a full wave rectifier which converts ac to dc. Further pulsating dc obtained from 

rectifier is passed through the filter I order to get 12V pure dc. On the other hand one more supply is given from 

solar panel where led is placed  for indication.  Solar supply and main supply connected to relay for automatic 

switching, the triggered signals are sent from microcontroller. 

 

LCD Display 

 

Fig 5LCD display 
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LCD displays whether the supply is from solar panel or main supply. 

 

 

Fig6.Our EV Charging system 

In the existing system, the electricity is produced by the electricity generators which are a non renewable source. 

The cost is high in this system.Our system uses solar energy which is a renewable source. Installation of this system 

is cheaper when compared to the existing systems.Topics she need for India to move away from its crude oil 

imports, fighting climate change to reduce its carbon footprints, and reducing pollution have been discussed in 

detail, and conclusions regarding India moving into the EV space following its global peers have been made. 

Moreover, new energy storage and transfer technologies that can be used to implement the charging infrastructure 

have been studied according to the necessary requirement 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This project is microcontroller-based energy flow control designed for effectively and efficiently use of energy 

sources in a hybrid energy generation system including solar, and main supply. The main purpose of our project is to 

provide continuous power supply to load, by automatic selecting the supply from any of the available sources 

namely solar, or mains. Thus, there is requirement for an alternate arrangement of power supply. When a Solar fail, 

the supply automatically shifts to next priority source. The main stages of choosing power source of available with 

help of control section and sensor section. The relay switch is used for automatic switching from one source to 

another source. A prototype of charging station for electrical vehicle has been studied and implemented by the staff 

and the students at I.U.T Béthune. The efficiency of the station is satisfying. Charging and discharging control 

functions are integrated in the charging system. Also Wi-Fi communication between the different modules with a 

supervision function included was studied and implemented. The system can be easily adapted to different voltage 

levels. The converter can be improved from the point of view of energy efficiency. Real application will need an 

exact calculation of the photovoltaic panel number, the battery capacity and the electronic components calibration 

according to the expected power and the utilisation ratio of the charging station itself  
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ABSTRACT 
In this work, we build and create a real-time camera and water pump surveillance system powered by artificial 

intelligence for large-scale fire detection and rescue.The Raspberry Pi, a potent open source microcontroller, an 

inexpensive camera with a water pump, and other components are used in this arrangement.We used the RGB 

colour model to convert it to HSV and get edge detection.This system can be installed practically anywhere for the 

purpose of detecting fires, including shopping centres, office buildings, and many other public areas.The accuracy, 

latency, and detection area of traditional fire detection techniques using smoke and heat detectors are 

disadvantageous. Using an unmanned aerial vehicle with an integrated visual detection system, we propose and 

demonstrate a real-time fire detection solution for large-area surveillance in this work. 

 

Keyword: - Artificial Intelligence, Raspberry Pi, Edge Detection, Fire rescue. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

           The 21st century has seen a development trend in the field of artificial intelligence (AI). With dramatic 

revolutions influenced by both ideas and methodologies, the evolution of AI has promoted the development of 

human society in our day and age. However, due to its multidisciplinary nature and rapid expansion, AI is a field 

that is challenging to fully comprehend. We discover that the region is undergoing sustainable growth, and its effects 

are growing. The reduction in self-references suggests that the AI is becoming more and more flexible from the 

perspective of reference behaviour. The growth of the field's outline markers may be seen in the fire detection and 

rescue system employing cameras and artificial intelligence. The concept put forward in this essay seeks to enhance 

safety measures implemented in public areas or commercial structures by utilising automated fire detection and 

rescue systems. This innovation sheds light on public safety while also offering profound insights into the most 

recent scientific trends. 

 

1.1 Motivation of the Task 

 

       Over time, we have discovered fundamental fire safety principles that can be consistently applied globally, such 

as prevention, detection and communication, occupant protection, containment, and manual extinguishment, that can 

be used to prevent fire events and manage their impact. However, having a rescue system with automated fire 

suppression is ideal.   
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1.2 Problem Statement 

 

We presently have a system that can detect fire and notify us when a fire emergency occurs anyplace, but it is not 

equipped to do rapid rescues; they must be carried out manually. For instance, if the sensors are used to detect fire, 

rescue efforts would be hindered if the fire was located distance from the fire. 

 

1.3 Proposed System 

       The system that is suggested in this paper has a camera, a Raspberry Pi, a servo motor, and a pump as hardware 

components. The Yolo v5 algorithm and MQTT protocol are key components of the suggested idea since they help 

with real-time fire detection. The proposed method makes use of a camera to identify fire based on the frames it 

takes. Therefore, we don't require any additional sensors to detect fire. Images are utilised to identify fires, even 

those that are remote from the system. It will promptly respond by spraying water if it notices a fire. .By doing this, 

manual rescue is not required, saving time. Here, we're employing image processing to create it, which can react 

instantly when it sees a little fire and anticipate tragedy very early on. The primary benefits of an AI-powered 

camera fire detection and rescue system include early detection rather than early warning, and even immediate 

rescue. To find fire, we don't need any sensors. In order to identify flames, the system processes the camera input 

first. Images are used to identify heat signatures and fire illumination patterns so that appropriate action can be taken 

if there is a fire. When a fire is detected, the system pump will activate and spray water. 

1.4 Objectives of the Task 

      An image processing-based fire detection system's main objective is to detect fires early and provide help 

quickly. The importance of employing video cameras for fire detection has increased alongside general monitoring 

using CCD cameras. This method uses a camera to find fires. Therefore, we don't require any additional sensors to 

find the fire. Since the camera can start pumping water as soon as a fire is spotted in a picture taken, the response 

time for fire detection is sped up. This is because the camera does not have to wait for the smoke or heat to clear. 

The camera can watch a vast area and act as a volume sensor as well as a traditional point, boosting the likelihood of 

detecting fires. 

 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

[1] T. Celik and Hasan Demirel improve a system that employs a statistical colour model with Fuzzy logic for fire 

pixel categorization in this study. The suggested system creates two models, one for brightness and one for 

chrominance. Instead of using colour systems such as RGB, fuzzy logic separates luminance from chrominance 

using the YCbCr colour space. Existing historical rules are replaced with Fuzzy logic to improve the classification's 

robustness and effectiveness. This model gets up to 99.00% correct fire detection with a false alarm rate of 9.50%. 

 

  [2] R. Gonzalez-Gonzalez et al. proposed a method for detecting fire using smoke detection based on wavelet in 

this study. Image processing on video signals is proposed in this smoke detection system. The SWT transform is 

used to detect the region of ROIs. This approach is divided into three phases.Preprocessing is done in the first phase, 

and the image is shrunk and converted to grayscale. Finally, indexation was used to index the image. The second 

phase involves removing high frequencies from an image using SWT and reconstructing the image using inverse 

SWT. The fundamental goal of image indexation is to group the intensity colours that are close to each other. 

Histogram analysis is used to determine the indexation levels. After that compare the image with a non-smoke frame 

and selecting those pixels that are change from one scene to another. The final stage consists of smoke verification 

algorithm in order to determine whether ROI is increasing its area and to reduce the generation of false alarm.  

 

[3] Hidenori Maruta et al. proposed another approach for smoke detection based on support vector machine in this 

study . The support vector machine is used in this technique to present a robust and unique smoke detection system. 

Preprocessing begins with the extraction of moving objects from pictures. Image subtraction and accumulation, 

image binarization, morphological operation, extraction of Feret's areas, and picture mask construction are the five 

phases in preprocessing. Image subtraction is used to remove moving object regions. Binarization and 

morphological processes are used to remove noise from regions. Feret's region is the location and approximate shape 
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of an object acquired by recognising Feret's diameter.Following preprocessing, run texture analysis and extract 

texture features.   

 

[4] Habiboglu et al. proposed another method for detecting fires using covariance descriptors in this study  Colour, 

spatial, and domain information are merged in this method by employing covariance descriptors for each spatio-

temporal block. The blocks are created by dividing the flame-colored region into three-dimensional parts. A 

covariance matrix was employed in this method to detect flames. Using an SVM classifier, regions containing 

flames and flame-colored objects are examined. The chromatic colour model is utilised to classify pixel colours, and 

fire coloured pixels are analysed. Covariance descriptors are used for object recognition and texture categorization.                         

 

[5] Mehdi Torabnezhad offered another method for detecting smoke in this study, which used an image fusion 

methodology. Combine visual and thermal information in this method to improve the rate of fire detection. The 

invisibility of smoke in LWIR images allows smoke to be distinguished from smoke-like things. Infrared imaging do 

not detect smoke, but they can identify smoke-like objects. Smoke can be identified by combining visual and 

infrared photos. A possible smoke mask is developed based on the properties of optical and thermal smoke images. 

PSM is further analysed by disorder measurements and energy calculations to reduce false alarms. A visible and 

infrared image fusion method is utilised to identify short-range smoke.  

 

  [6]A Single Shot MultiBox Detector for Visual Real-Time Fire Detection for UAV-based Fire Surveillance is 

described in this study . A. Q. Nguyen, Huy X Pham, H. T. Nguyen, V. C. Tran, and J. Pestana. It is critical to detect 

and report fires as soon as possible in order to mitigate the damage caused by fire. Traditional fire detection 

approaches using smoke and heat detectors have poor accuracy, latency, and detection area.In this study, an 

unmanned aerial system-based real-time fire detection solution for large-area surveillance is proposed and 

implemented. 

 

           [7] "An automated water dispensing system for controlling fires in coal yards," International Journal of Coal 

Science and Technology (2022).  Jeevan Jayasuriya1 and Irene Moser2 are the authors. Despite recent efforts to 

wean the world off of fossil fuels, coal remains the primary source of energy in many countries. Coal yards are 

prone to spontaneous combustion, which is an issue in any country that stores or transports coal. Depending on the 

environment-temperature, ventilation, and coal rank-heating and self-ignition can be a longer or shorter process, but 

it should never be completely ruled out. Many studies have been conducted to model this oxidation behaviour and 

propose countermeasures. 

 

[8]This research  titled "A Visual Real-time Fire Detection Using a Single Shot MultiBox Detector for 

UAV-based Fire Surveillance" was published in the Journal of the American Society for Fire Research. H. T. 

Nguyen*, V. C. Tran*, Huy X Pham t, and J. Pestana* Early fire detection and warning are critical for reducing fire-

related losses. Traditional fire detection technologies employing smoke and heat detectors have shortcomings in 

terms of accuracy, latency, and detection area. We propose and construct a real-time fire detection method for large-

area monitoring employing an unmanned aerial vehicle equipped with an integrated visual detection and alarm 

system in this study. The Single Shot Multi Box Detector (SSD) algorithm is used as the system's heart to enable 

real-time detection..Here the Mobile Nets base model is used, which more efficient for mobile. 

      

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
Methodology refers to the specific ways or processes used to become aware of, select, process, and analyse 

facts about a subject. The technique section of a research study allows the reader to critically analyse an observer's 

overall validity and reliability. The technique portion of the publication describes how the investigations are carried 

out, the research methodologies employed, and the reasons for selecting those approaches. It should define the 

participants as well as the research methods employed, such as surveys/questionnaires and interviews. Discuss 

various important research. 
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Fig -1: Steps involved in methodology 

  

The proposed methodology's block diagram is illustrated above. The Raspberry Pi is employed as the 

microcontroller in this scenario, which is quite adaptable to varied situations. The first block is the power supply, 

which is essential for any system to function properly. The second block contains the camera block, which is utilised 

to detect and perceive fire. The third block contains the servo motor and driver. In this situation, the servo motor 

functions as a storing agent, while the driver is employed to correctly set the angles. The water pump, which holds 

the water, is the fourth block. 

3.1 ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

 

 
Fig -2: Architecture of proposed System 
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The proposed methodology's block diagram is displayed as above. The Raspberry Pi, which is particularly adaptable 

to operate in a variety of situations, is employed here as the microcontroller. The initial building block is the power 

supply, which is necessary for any system to carry out the necessary action. The camera block, which is used to find 

the fire, is in the second block. The servo motor and driver are located in the third block, where the driver is utilised 

to precisely fix the angles while the servo motor serves as a storing agent. The water pump, which pumps the water, 

is the fourth block. 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

 

 

 
 

Fig - 3: Experimental setup 

 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

4.1 Experiment Results 

The proposed system produces a model to detect fire through a camera and rescue by sprinkling water at the 

conclusion of this project. The fire can be put out using the water pump that is attached to the servo motor once the 

fire has been identified by the camera through live streaming and the trained datasets that collect the frames to 

process picture. Edge detection and the Yolo v5 algorithm are used by the system to identify fire when it is taken by 

a camera. A message is then sent to the receiver by the network formed using the MQTT messaging protocol. 
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Fig - 4: G-mail notification of fire detection 

 
 

    Fig-5 :By Edge detection process fire is detected 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Existing fire detection and rescue systems should always have manual assistance. However, when tasks are 

completed manually, the workload increases and maintenance becomes difficult and overdue. This strategy 

encourages technological advancement in public place safety measures. Instead of utilising an existing system, the 

project sought to detect fire using a novel method. The technologies that are now in use, such as sprinkler water 

discharge systems and smoke detectors, are excellent and very beneficial. But these systems do have some 

drawbacks. The goal of the thesis is to improve the existing system. As technology advances, in order to keep up and 

reduce constraints as well, a new system has been developed. Because in this system the camera acts like a human 

eye, as it detects a fire, the video is captured, and the image is processed using the software to alert the user through 

email, these limitations can be reduced by using Artificial Intelligence technology for fire detection. The device 

effectively detects fire and initiates water-pump rescues. The thesis provides a review, analysis, system design, 

algorithm, test, and outcome. 
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ABSTRACT  
  

A platform called Virtual Styling Room allows users or consumers to choose from a large selection of 

clothing designs before replicating those ensembles on virtual humans. This creates an entertaining, interactive, and 

very realistic virtual system. We have proposed a technique that facilitates the synchronisation of daily clothes in 

this study. The Virtual Styling Room with Live Video Feed project may change how someone shops for clothing and 

how they try on outfits, just like they would in a trial room. By utilising "Virtual Reality," customers may try on a 

variety of things without really wearing them, which shortens the shopping process. The quantity and style of 

clothing worn may differ depending on physical stature, gender, as well as social and geographic considerations. 

Real-time fittings for customers are possible, but they take too long when there aren't enough trial rooms. 

Our objective is to develop a virtual system that is dynamic, engaging, and astonishingly realistic and that enables 

users or clients to choose from a wide range of clothing designs before putting those outfits on virtual humans. 

We have proposed a technique that facilitates the synchronisation of daily clothes in this study. How a person shops 

for and attempts on clothes may change as a result of the virtual styling room initiative employing live video feed. 

  

Keyword: - Virtual Styling Room, Virtual Styling Room with Live Video Feed, replicating, Virtual Reality, 

entertaining, interactive, and very realistic virtual system, synchronisation. 

  
1. INTRODUCTION  

       There are two universes: the real world and the virtual world. When people first learned how to use computers, 

they started to live digital lives. Virtual reality is a software that combines the virtual and physical worlds.  

Numerous devices that allow users to simultaneously experience the real and virtual worlds have been made possible 

by smart technologies.  

Consider how quickly online shopping evolved. People are more used to using online shops, auction sites, etc. to 

purchase the items they are interested in.  

The inability for customers to try on clothing before buying it is a disadvantage of online apparel shopping. How a 

client feels after dressing affects whether or not they decide to purchase the things. 

  

1.1 Motivation of the Task  

  

It enables customers to choose more carefully. The main objective of the project is to establish an actual relationship 

between the user and virtual clothing. 

Provides shoppers with a way to try on various articles of clothes without touching them in order to make a purchase.  

Reduces the need for manual or physical clothing fitting, which also reduces the risk of getting sick. 

While using virtual fitting rooms, there are fewer security issues than there are when using trial rooms in person, 

such as worrying about hidden cameras. 
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1.2 Problem Statement  

     By creating a virtual style room utilising a live video feed, a software was created to save people time and 

improve their online shopping experience. This software also offers a virtual space where customers may try on 

clothing before making a purchase.  

  

1.3 Proposed System  

       The main objective of this project is to make users' online shopping experiences better and simpler. It aims to 

create a "Augmented Reality" fitting room based on user needs in order to save time. Provides shoppers with a way 

to try on various articles of clothes without touching them in order to make a purchase. Reduces the need for 

wearing physical garments, which also reduces the risk of contracting infections. It enables customers to choose 

more carefully. The project establishes a real link between the user and virtual attire. Modifying designs to meet 

customer needs and recommending other clothing styles. 

 

1.4 Objectives of the Task  

      The main objective of the project is to establish an actual relationship between the user and virtual clothing. 

Allows shoppers to try on various pieces of apparel without touching them before making a purchase. Reduces the 

need for manual or physical clothes putting on, lowering the likelihood of catching covid. 

  

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
                       

                        In the first paper “Implementation of Virtual Fitting Room Using Image Processing”, written by 

Srinivasan K. Vivek S where they explained about an intuitive, user-friendly, and stylish body motion-based GUI 

for user use .And the main drawback of this paper is that time complexity was very high so it has to be improved. 

 

                        In the second paper” Image Processing Design Flow for Virtual Fitting Room Applications used in 

Mobile”,written by Cecilia Garcia, Nicolas Bessou, Anne Chadoeuf and Erdal Oruklu where they explained the 

suggested programme has a lot of entertaining and practical features for users to use developed for mobile use. And 

the major drawback of this paper is that the validation accuracy of the model achieved is less than 50%. 

 

                         In the third paper “A Virtual Trial Room using Pose Estimation and Homograph”,written by Kshitij 

Shah, Mridul Pandey, Sharvesh Patki, Radha Shankarmani where they explained about the a single RGB-D Kinect 

sensor is used to measure the user's bodily parameters, including 3D measurements of the knee, hip, thigh, and waist 

perimeters.And the major drawback of this paper is when several things are in front of the camera, the system is 

ineffective. 

                     

                        In the fourth paper “Virtual styling room using segmentation method”, written by A. C. Gallagher 

and T. Chen where they explained that  for identity recognition, a graph-cut based method of clothing segmentation 

was developed, and a graph-cut based method of upper body clothing segmentation was also proposed. And the 

main drawback of this paper is that It is necessary to reduce the pose detection's time complexity. 

 

                        In the fifth paper “Virtual Trial Room Using Augmented Reality”, written by Shreya Kamani, Neel 

Vasa, Kriti Srivastava where they explained about the ARDressCode project tackles the difficulties of creating a 

lightweight multipoint motion tracking system mixed with real-time animation of an integrated 3D clothing overlay 

in AR. And the main drawback of this paper is optimization of coherent clothes model is needed. 

 

                        In the sixth paper “Virtual Dressing Room Application with Virtual Human Using Kinect 

Sensor”,written by Muhammed Kotan and Cemil Oz where they explained about Using the Kinect, generate human 

measurements based on the user's position in front of the sensor. And the main drawback of this paper is that 

variations in the Kinect sensor's capacity as a sensor, so this was very effecting in detecting the user image. 
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                            In the seventh paper “Virtual dressing room using image”, written by Y. Wang and G. W. Cottrell 

where they explained about the Convolutional Neural Network is used to recognise the social styles of individuals in 

an image, both individually and as a whole. And the main drawback of this paper is that body measurement error 

which means that the detection of the user image depends on the environmental settings and the background light so 

that the measurement of body gets affected. 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY  

  

Methodology is the precise approaches or techniques used to become aware of, choose, procedure, and 

analyse facts approximately a subject. In a research paper, the technique segment permits the reader to significantly 

examine an observer’s overall validity and reliability. The method section of document information how the studies 

become performed, the studies methods used and the motives for choosing those methods. It should define: the 

participants and studies techniques used, e.g. surveys/questionnaire, interviews. Discuss with different relevant 

research.  

  

  

Fig -1: Steps involved in methodology.   

 

The user is initially presented with a wide range of clothing options to choose from. If the selection process is 

unsuccessful, the user is directed back to the starting step. Once the user has successfully selected their desired 

clothing, they must strike a pose in front of a camera-equipped device or laptop, which will then detect their pose. If 

the user's pose is detected, the process moves to the next step. However, if the pose detection is unsuccessful, the 

process returns to the previous step. The system then obtains skeletal data through the use of the Haar cascade 

algorithm and processes this data to superimpose the user's image on the screen, allowing them to view the selected 

clothing. Finally, the process concludes. 
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3.1 ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM  

  

 

 

 Fig -2: Architecture of proposed System  

  

Step 1: Depending on the name of the figure, the user must stand in front of the device's computer screen or LED 

screen. 

Step 2: The device's camera will interact with the user's body in a way that is skin to how it recognises the structure 

of the user's body and, with the help of particular alignments, permits the addition of a particular product to the user's 

body. 

Step 3: Because this project is real-time, OpenCV and its many modules will react to the user's alignment and assign 

it to the user in an appropriate way. 

Step 4: The NumPy framework will consider the user's location and the size of the human body. The calculation's 

outcomes will be shown on the LED screen when the user is testing a particular item. 

Step 5: The project's database is obtained from the source (through the Internet). 

Step 6: The product is now accessible for testing by the user following database-based calculations and alignment.  

Step 7: The entire procedure is viewable on the system's LED screen. 

Step 8: At this point, the project is prepared to be tested. 

   

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS   

4.1 Experiment Results  

               For the human face detection, we will be using the Haar cascade algorithm which is machine learning 

object detection algorithms that are used to identify faces in an image or a real-time video. The Viola and Jones 

research paper "Rapid Object Detection Employing Boosted Cascade of Simple Features" proposes edge or line 

detection features, which the Haar Cascade technique uses. 

 In general, Haar cascade algorithm has the following steps 

• Importing OpenCV 

• Importing XML file 

• Importing test Image 

• Converting the image to greyscale 

• Detecting Multi-scale faces 

• Mentioning sides of the rectangle for face detection 

• Displaying the detected image 
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Figure 3: -Main page 

 

 

 

                   Figure 4: Resizing and rescaling the person image.  Background 

elemination is done using opencv 
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 Figure 5:  Cloth mask creation and resizing the image using opencv 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Human parsing is done using deep learning where the human body parts is 

differentiated with RGB colors. 
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Figure 7: MeshLab 

 

                         In the segmentation models the image is divided into different parts called as image objects. 

Segmentation helps to extract the region of interest (ROI) from the image using a Python library using Neural 

Networks for Image Segmentation based on the TensorFlow architecture. It is the technique of dividing an image 

into various regions. The components that make up an image are known as Image Objects. 

 For programmers trying to create scalable, instantaneous computer vision applications, it is a great tool. 

  

4. CONCLUSIONS   

In order to enable users or clients to choose from a wide range of clothing designs before replicating those clothes on 

virtual humans, our team is developing an interesting, dynamic, and amazingly realistic virtual system. 

Using the concept of "Virtual Reality," customers can try on a variety of items without wearing them. Our team is 

creating an engaging, dynamic, and incredibly realistic virtual system that will allow users or clients to select from a 

broad variety of clothing styles before recreating those outfits on virtual people. 

Customers can virtually try on various things without really wearing them because to the idea of "Virtual Reality." 
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ABSTRACT    

Due to the ongoing demand for food and food products, agro-based industries are evergreen. It is essential to 

cultivate crops effectively and efficiently to boost overall yield due to the rising demand for agro-based  

industrial products. We must keep an eye on the crops during their growth and development in order to   

accomplish this goal. One of the main issues facing farmers in the agricultural industry is crop disease.   

Therefore, efficient disease detection and prevention techniques must be created. The development of a precise 

and economical framework for crop monitoring and early disease diagnosis makes use of deep learning 

algorithms and image processing techniques.   

.Keywords – Detection of disease, Monitoring System, illnesses that affect grapes, Deep Learning, 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), K-Means Clustering, and Image Processing Powdery mildew and 

downy mildew.  
   

  1. OVERVIEW   

It is well known that agriculture is the foundation of our nation and that it provides a living for around 90% of 

Indians. In India, agriculture accounts for around 19.9% of the country's GDP. For crop selection and 

production, farmers have access to a wide range of options, including fruits, vegetables, paddy, legumes, and 

others. In the current climate, it is crucial for farmers to be aware of the illnesses harming their crops and the 

preventative steps that should be done. For field monitoring, farmers should also be knowledgeable about 

contemporary farming techniques. After citrus fruits and bananas, grapes are one of the most significant crops 

grown in India; they are also exceptionally nutrient-dense and high in vitamin C. One of the most often used 

commercially   

          
   

2. THE METHODOLOGY   
   
2.1 Artificially intelligent systems   

  

By "artificial intelligence," we mean the use of computers to do tasks that would normally need human intellect. 

Any artificial system having cognitive capacities on par with the human brain might be called a "cognitive 

machine." AI's strength is in its capacity to calculate and choose actions that have the highest chance of success. 

The foundation of artificial intelligence is the hypothesis that machines may learn to think and reason like 

humans. The purpose of AI research is to develop computer programs with cognitive abilities comparable to 

those of the human brain. Progress is being made in accurately replicating cognitive processes including 
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learning, thinking, and perception by scientists and engineers. Some people assume that success in the future 

will be shared among those who come up with novel approaches to old challenges.  

    
2.2 Computer Learning    

  

The study and development of "learning" systems that use data to enhance performance on targeted tasks is at 

the heart of machine learning. It's often understood to fall under the realm of AI. On the basis of sample data 

(called training data), machine learning algorithms automatically generate a model to make predictions or 

judgements. Because it is hard or impossible to create conventional algorithms capable of accomplishing these 

tasks, machine learning algorithms are used in numerous disciplines, including voice recognition, email filtering, 

computer vision, and medicine. There is a close link between machine learning and computational statistics, 

even if not all machine learning relies on it. Accurate prediction is the focus of computational statistics, a 

subfield of machine learning. Mathematical optimization research has much to teach machine learning in terms 

of methodology, theory, and future uses. Analyzing the data exploratorily Data mining is a subfield of computer 

science with a primary emphasis on unsupervised learning. Some machine learning systems are able to simulate 

the way the human brain learns by using data and neural networks. Machine learning, often known as predictive 

analytics, is increasingly being used to solve complex business challenges.  

      

2.3 The convolutional neural network  

  

In order to evaluate visual input, deep learning methods such as convolutional neural networks are often used. It 

consists of stacked layers of synthetic neurons. Each layer of the convolutional networks performs analysis on 

the input picture and then passes on a set of activation functions to the layer below it. As it moves through the 

layers, it starts by recognising simple traits before moving on to more complex ones like faces and objects. 

UnitedModel, DR-IACNN, DICNN, Faster-R-CNN, ResNet 50, Faster-RCNN, and VGG16 are a few of the 

models displayed.  

    

2.4 Deep learning  

   
Deep learning, which is recognised as a branch of machine learning, mainly focuses on the algorithms that are 

inspired by how artificial neural networks function and are created. It can have hundreds of layers, as the name 

suggests, and as it gradually learns to identify images, these layers combine to form a deeper network.  

The SegNet architecture can be used to implement this kind of technique. When assessing image data, a few 

models are widely used: Inceptionv3, ResNet50, VGG-16, and EfficientNet. The most popular techniques or 

strategies for diagnosing and classifying plant diseases are picture capture, preparing images for processing, 

segmenting them, extracting features from them, and classifying them.  

  
 

2.5 Using K-Means Clustering  

  

Iteratively analyzing a dataset over time, K-Means is an unsupervised learning approach. Data points are 

clustered together in order to reduce the average distance to the cluster centers. The center of each group of data 

points is represented by the centroid of the clusters. The information is then partitioned into k nonoverlapping 

clusters or subgroups with the goals of preserving the physical separation between them and making the data 

points inside each cluster as similar as possible.  

  

 2.6 Python programming     

   
Python is a general-purpose, high-level, multiparadigm programming language that is interpreted. Python gives 

programmers the ability to create simple or complex programmes using a range of programming techniques, get 

results faster, and produce code that almost perfectly resembles human language. Python compiles code in the 

background; therefore, running an interpreted programme in this language does not require compiling the code 

first. Python is a high-level programming language that isolates many difficult factors from the programming 

code.  

Python programmers have the option of using imperative, functional, object-oriented, or reflective programming 

to perform their tasks. Python has a wide range of applications, including numerical programming, game 

development, and access to serial ports.  
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2.7 An open CV     

Library is a term for a collection of code used in computer vision and machine learning. Using OpenCV, a 

common Established framework for use in computer vision applications; this will hasten the incorporation of AI 

into commonplace items. OpenCV's BSD license encourages widespread adoption and customization by 

businesses. Over 2,500 optimal algorithms, from both traditional and cutting-edge computer vision and machine 

learning fields, are included in the collection.  

Images may have red-eye removed from flash pictures, eye movements detected, landscapes identified, overlay 

tags made, and comparable images stored and recognized with the help of these algorithms.  

They can be used to make 3D point clouds from stereo cameras, stitch pictures together to make high-resolution 

photographs of complete scenes, extract 3D models of things, detect faces and objects, categorize human 

behaviors in films, and track and follow the camera. Things on the go. More than 47,000 individuals are using 

OpenCV, and it has been downloaded over 18 million times. The library serves primarily as a resource for 

government, corporations, and schools.  

     
2.8 TWILIO    

   

OTT, MMS, and SMS messages can be sent and received globally using the Twilio Messaging API. To 

guarantee that messages successfully reach end users wherever they are, it makes use of clever sending features. 

More than 180 nations can access SMS-enabled phone numbers through Twilio. The method is made to reliably 

identify diseases that affect grape leaves. The trained dataset includes both healthy leaves and leaves with the 

illnesses powdery mildew and downy mildew.     

    

   

     
Fig-1: System Design   

   

   

Python is used to create a data training approach for a CNN model. Both normal and diseased leaves are used in 

the training process. The data set is then tested and confirmed when training is finished.    

Python code that is similar to the one used by the research team has been put to good use in this 

investigation. The testing code uses image processing and the k-means clustering method to distinguish 

between healthy and sick leaves. The input image is divided and classified many times to ensure accurate 

classification of sick and unaffected leaf parts. In order to recover the leaves' unique properties, image 

processing makes use of a variety of color models. The color contrast between healthy and sick leaves 

allows us to distinguish between them,   

 Based on this procedure, the leaves are divided into two groups: leaves that are healthy and leaves that have 

downy or powdery mildew.    

The sort of pesticide to be injected can be decided on the basis of whether the plantation is disease-free or 

infected. For various infections, several pesticide types must be infused. Chlorothalonil and mancozeb are 

infused into the plantations plagued by Downy mildew, whereas potassium bicarbonate is infused into the 

plantations affected by powdery mildew.    

The Twilio platform is utilised to create an alert system. The created alert system is used to give the farmer an 

SMS on the state of the plantations in the field, including whether they are healthy or afflicted by illnesses and 

the type of pesticides to use to be infused for various illnesses   
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3. IMPLEMENTATION   
   

It is necessary to train the given method on a dataset that includes images of both healthy and unhealthy grape 

leaves. While the exact amount of training data used to build a CNN model will change from trial to experiment, 

typically it is about 80%. A CNN model is trained using this data in an effort to learn new information. The 

input and the predicted output are both included in the training data. The CNN model is tested on a subset of the 

whole dataset (about 20%). After receiving appropriate instruction, the form is utilized to conduct the 

evaluation.  

When training efficiency is high yet performance drops when tested on fresh data, overfitting or misfitting 

occurs and may be mitigated via data validation. To avoid efficiency issues while adjusting parameters, a 10% 

validation set was developed.  
For this, we utilised automated dataset validation, which offers a fair model assessment and decreases then 

obtain the grape's evaluation-required image. Image processing will be performed on the image. Then, using 

completely different pre-processing techniques, this image will be processed to remove noise from the image or 

to remove alternative objects. Image clipping, or cropping, is the process of selecting the desired area of an 

image. The smoothing filter has completed its job of enhancing image smoothness. Image sweetening is used to 

make grayscale and monochrome images stand out more from RGB images.    

   

Image segmentation will come after image conversion. An image is segmented when it is split up into many 

segments that have similar or identical options.  

   

 Numerous techniques, including the otsu methodology, the kmeans clump, and the conversion of RGB images 

into HSV models, can be used for segmentation. For segmentation, the RGB image is reborn into the HSV 

model. Finding the diseased area of the leaf is made easier with boundary detection and spot detection. The 

border detection rule is used, and the eight attributes of pixels are taken into consideration. The identification of 

an object depends heavily on feature extraction. The use of feature extraction in image processing is widespread. 

The characteristics that can be employed in the detection of plant diseases include colour, texture, morphology, 

edges, and others.   

 

Fig-2: RGB to gray/monochrome image conversion   

   

Fig-3: convert an image from RGB to HSV. 

      

 

   

Primary aspect of proposed piece is the colour of the leaves, and brown and green portions from the RGB and 

HSV elements were taken into consideration. Following feature extraction, a victimisation neural network 

classifies the training information pictures. In CNN, these feature vectors are compared to neurons. The somatic 

cell's output is the result of a weighted addition of the inputs. The sick part was extracted using the HSV format, 

whereas the healthy part was extracted using the grey image. Colour image processing can segment diseases.   If 

the diseased area has a distinct colour from the unaffected area, the colour percentage ratio has been shown to be 

a successful tool for detecting disease. Based on the colour and characteristics of various leaves, it is possible to 
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distinguish between the healthy and diseased parts of the leaves. The machine learning method is applied to get 

extremely precise results.  The image will be categorised as downy or powdery mildew based on the retrieved 

information. After the disease is discovered, a warning message informing the farmer of the condition of the leaf 

and the pesticides that must be applied to the diseased leaf will be sent.    
   

 4. RESULTS   
   

The system's major objective is to accurately identify grape leaf disease, and to do this, the main emphasis is on 

assessing the disease detection system's accuracy. High accuracy testing and validation of healthy or diseased 

leaves is made possible by the training data. The testing information is useful in determining the sorts of healthy 

and sick leaves.     

The amount of times the system has been trained will affect its accuracy. Images of both healthy and sick people 

make up the data set. By repeatedly training the photos, the accuracy was evaluated.    

The graph demonstrates that the accuracy of the system grows as the number of times the dataset is trained 

increases.  

  

   
Fig. 6: Validation and train data accuracy Loss is the cost of a poor forecast; more specifically, loss is a 

measure of how poorly the model predicted.   

   
   

Fig-7: loss model for the proposed system   
   
      

   

5 .BOTTOM LINE   
   

Numerous techniques can be used to find the grape disease and classify it. In this essay, we've discussed the 

numerous methods that scientists have employed to identify and detect grape fruit illnesses in an accurate and 

efficient manner. Images are captured and diseases are identified using image processing techniques.    

  

The key steps in the image processing technique include image acquisition, image pre-processing, picture 

segmentation, feature extraction, and image classification. The image acquisition source is a digital camera. The 

pre-processing procedure also includes image augmentation, background removal, picture resizing, and picture 

contrast improvement. Image segmentation is accomplished using K-means clustering.  

On basis of the shape, colour, and texture, features are extracted. Disease categorization is carried out via 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Image Processing.   
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The project's goal is to create a framework that relies on remote monitoring of grape fields, according to the 

literature review. The goal is to use AI and image processing to create a flexible system for managing grape 

diseases at a much earlier stage. The suggested approach forgoes the use of pesticides and herbicides when not 

necessary, minimising both the environmental impact and the financial burden on farmers. The suggested 

system claims to provide great information to grapefruit growers, automate the identification of grape illnesses, 

and notify farmers of problems with disease appearance in grape farms in real time.  

   

   

6. UPCOMING WORK   

1. A dataset of healthy leaves and two grape leaf illnesses served as the foundation for the proposed system. For 

more research, different datasets related to grape leaf disease might be investigated.    

2. Several datasets on plant diseases of varied sizes may be utilised to improve the model's performance.  

  

3. RNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and hybrid models like CNN + LSTM, CNN + RNN, and others can all be used as 

deep learning models in the future.  

  

4. We divided diseases into two groups in the disease module. For a more in-depth analysis, different illness 

classes can be looked at.    

5 .Developing and implementing a framework for precision farming based on machine learning and deep 

learning techniques.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

In order to gather and analyze patient data in hospitals, this study suggests a cutting-edge health monitoring 

solution that makes use of IoT technologies. A suite of sensors, a Node MCU, and a camera are included in the 

suggested system, and they are used to gather critical medical data such as the patient's pulse rate, oxygen  

saturation level, and room temperature and humidity. Additionally, the camera is used to capture internal images of 

the patient following surgery. Once the images are captured, they are transmitted to a medical server over the 

Internet and stored there for future analysis by doctors. The suggested system is designed to offer patients with real-

time monitoring and to notify medical staff when sensor results point to an aberrant health condition. The proposed 

system is intended to provide real-time monitoring of patients and to alert medical professionals when sensor values 

indicate an abnormal health condition. In urgent medical situations, healthcare providers have the ability to 

remotely monitor patients and offer medication guidance using an IoT kit that can be managed through an Android 

app., which automatically dispenses the medicine through drips connected to the patient's body. By providing 

continuous monitoring and predictive alerts, the proposed health monitoring system aims to improve patient care 

and recovery while reducing the cost of medical treatment. By enabling the capture of post-surgery images of a 

patient's internal state, the system empowers medical professionals to quickly detect and address any potential 

complications, leading to more efficient treatment and improved patient outcomes. This feature has significant 

potential to elevate the quality of healthcare services 

Keyword - Health Monitoring, IoT technology, Node MCU, Sensors, etc..

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

A crucial component of patient care is health monitoring, especially for individuals who are recuperating after 

surgery or those with long-term medical issues. Technology advancements have made it possible to remotely track 

patients' vital signs and give doctors feedback in real time, improving patient outcomes. The Internet of Things (IoT) 

has arisen in this setting as a potential tool for health monitoring, providing a practical and affordable method of 

gathering and analyzing patient data. To gather and analyze patient data in hospitals, this study introduces a 

revolutionary health monitoring system that makes use of Internet of Things technologies. The system is intended to 

enable real-time patient monitoring and to notify medical staff when sensor results point to an unusual health 

condition. Through an Android app-controlled IoT kit that automatically dispenses medication through drips 

connected to the patient's body in emergency situations, medical professionals can remotely monitor patients and 

give medication instructions while also monitoring them. The significance of this study rests in its potential to raise 

the standard of healthcare and boost patient outcomes. The suggested health monitoring system intends to enhance 

patient care and recovery while lowering the cost of medical care by offering continuous monitoring and predictive 

alarms. The system's capacity to get inside images of the patient following surgery can assist medical professionals 

in spotting any issues and offering prompt and efficient treatment. Overall, this method has the potential to 

transform healthcare by giving patients more individualized and effective care. The creation of a health monitoring 
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system that integrates IoT technology with machine learning algorithms to detect aberrant health states is one of the 

paper's primary accomplishments. 

 

2. Related works 

 
 "A Wearable IoT-Based Healthcare System for Monitoring Respiratory Diseases"(2019): This study presents a 

wearable IoT-based healthcare system for monitoring respiratory diseases, such as asthma and chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease. The system uses various sensors, including a pulse oximeter and a respiratory sensor, to collect 

and monitor patient data. The study concludes that the system has the potential to improve the quality of healthcare 

for respiratory disease patients.[1] 

 "A Real-Time IoT-Based Remote Health Monitoring System"(2019): This paper presents a real-time IoT-based 

remote health monitoring system that can be used to monitor various patient health parameters, such as heart rate 

and blood pressure. The system uses an IoT platform to collect patient data, which can be accessed by doctors and 

healthcare professionals remotely. The study concludes that the system can improve patient outcomes and reduce 

the cost of healthcare.[2] 

 "An IoT-Based Wearable Health Monitoring System for Cardiac Patients"(2020): This study presents an IoT-

based wearable health monitoring system for cardiac patients. The system uses various sensors, including an 

electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor and a blood pressure sensor, to monitor patient health parameters. The study 

concludes that the system can improve the quality of healthcare for cardiac patients and reduce the risk of adverse 

events.[3] 

"A Blockchain-Based IoT System for Secure Health Data Management"(2021): This paper presents a blockchain-

based IoT system for secure health data management. The system uses blockchain technology to ensure the secure 

and private storage and sharing of patient health data. The study concludes that the system can improve the security 

and privacy of patient health data and enhance the quality of healthcare.[4] 

"An IoT-Based Smart Healthcare System for Elderly Care"(2022): This study presents an IoT-based smart 

healthcare system for elderly care. The system uses various sensors, including a fall detection sensor and a 

medication reminder sensor, to monitor the health and well-being of elderly patients. The study concludes that the 

system can improve the quality of healthcare for elderly patients and reduce the burden on caregivers. [5] 

 

Table:1 Comparison of Sensors and technology used [1,2,3,4,5] 

 

Title Technology Used Features Advantages Disadvantages 

Wearable IoT-

Based Healthcare 

System(2019) 

Wireless sensor 

networks, cloud-

based data storage 

Real-time 

monitoring, wireless 

communication, 

cloud-based data 

storage 

Early detection of 

respiratory 

problems, 

continuous 

monitoring, ease of 

use 

Limited battery life, 

device 

compatibility issues 

 

Real-Time IoT-

Based Remote 

Health Monitoring 

System(2019) 

IoT, cloud 

computing 

Real-time 

monitoring, remote 

access, alerts for 

abnormal readings 

Remote access to 

patient data, real-

time monitoring, 

immediate alerts for 

abnormal readings 

Limited scope of 

monitoring, 

dependence on 

internet connectivity 

IoT-Based 

Wearable Health 

Monitoring System 

for Cardiac Patients 

(2020) 

IoT, ECG 

monitoring 

Real-time 

monitoring, ECG 

monitoring, alerts 

for abnormal 

readings 

Early detection of 

cardiac problems, 

continuous 

monitoring, alerts 

for abnormal 

readings 

Limited battery life, 

device compatibility 

issues 

Blockchain-Based 

IoT System for 

Secure Health Data 

Management 

(2021) 

Blockchain, IoT Data encryption, 

secure data storage, 

decentralized data 

access 

Enhanced data 

security, 

decentralized data 

access, secure data 

sharing 

High 

implementation 

costs, complexity of 

blockchain 

technology 

IoT-Based Smart IoT, machine Real-time Enhanced safety Limited scope of 
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Healthcare 

System for 

Elderly Care 

(2022) 

learning monitoring, fall 

detection, 

medication 

reminders, 

emergency alerts 

and support for 

elderly patients, 

early detection of 

falls, medication 

reminders 

 

monitoring, 

dependence on 

internet connectivity 

 

3.Proposed System 

The sensors, IoT module, and server for data processing and storage are all part of the suggested solution for this 

health monitoring system. The Green Easy Pulse Sensor Heart Beat Sensor HRM2511E, an oximeter to detect the 

amount of oxygen in the blood, and the DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor are among the sensors utilised in 

the system. The Node MCU IoT module transforms the signals produced by the sensors into readable data. 

The data collected from the sensors must be combined and processed by the Node MCU. The processed data is 

transferred via communication with the server as well. The server is in charge of storing the data, utilising the KNN 

machine learning algorithm to process it, and offering predictions based on the processed data. 

The camera will be used in conjunction with the ESP32 module to offer real-time patient monitoring. Wi-Fi will be 

used to send the data gathered from the sensors and camera to the medical server through the Internet. The data will 

be stored on the medical server, and the doctor will have access to it for ongoing review and analysis.  

The system may remotely access the patient's data to provide a quick and accurate diagnosis in the event that the 

patient's health begins to behave abnormally. The doctor will receive an emergency alarm in this situation via a 

notice on their smartphone or other alerting devices.  

Doctors will be able to remotely give medication with the proposed technology. A device that will allow the doctor 

to order and dispense medications in an emergency 

Medicine is pumped into drip bottles using a DC motor pump that is relay-controlled. Using a flow controller, the 

medication flow is managed. The automated stopping of the medication flow occurs after the goal value is attained. 

Additionally, moisture sensors are inserted into drip bottles so that carers will be informed by a buzzer sound if 

medications are running low.  

Overall, the proposed cutting-edge health monitoring solution will provide an efficient and cost-effective way to 

monitor the patient's health in real-time, enabling doctors to make quick and accurate decisions for better treatment 

and care. 

 
 

Fig1. Proposed System Architecture 
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4.IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1Algorithm 

KNN Algorithm : 

Using K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), a straightforward and approachable supervised machine learning algorithm, 

classification and regression issues are tackled. A new data point is classified using KNN based on the class that 

appears the most frequently in the K nearest neighbours, which are the K closest data points in the training dataset. 

 

 

When using KNN, averaging the K nearest neighbours' values produces the desired outcome for the new data point. 

The user frequently selects the value of K, an important parameter that has an impact on the algorithm's 

effectiveness. 

The predicted value of a new data point is based on the labels of its closest neighbor’s since the method is based on 

the assumption that data points with similar attributes tend to have comparable labels. The comparability of two data 

points is determined using distance metrics such the Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, or Makowski distance. 

The ease of usage, application, and suitability of KNN for both classification and regression problems are only a few 

advantages. However, it does have some drawbacks, including the need for a sizeable training dataset and the 

challenging nature of computing the K nearest neighbor’s. 

The KNN method is an effective and well-liked machine learning technique that has been used in a number of 

industries, including image identification, finance, and healthcare. Its ability to learn from the data and make 

accurate predictions has made it a desired choice for numerous applications. 

 

       
Fig-2 Poltting Of Datapoints                                                              Fig-3. KNN Clustering 

The Node MCU IoT module collects and processes several sensor data for the proposed health monitoring system. 

The patient's room's temperature, humidity, and oxygen levels are among the sensor data. These sensor readings are 

used to generate a feature vector, or, more simply put, a collection of numbers that represent the patient's current 

state of health. 

 

We can use the history data gathered from prior patients as a training dataset to use the KNN algorithm in this 

system. The feature vectors of patients will be included in the history dataset, together with labels indicating whether 

or not they had any health problems. The KNN algorithm will be able to categorize a new incoming feature vector as 

"normal" or "abnormal" based on this training dataset. 

 

The KNN algorithm, for instance, will discover the k feature vectors that are the closest to a new feature vector if it 

receives a new feature vector with readings for high temperature and low oxygen levels. The algorithm will then 

predict whether the new vector is "normal" or "abnormal" based on the labels of those nearby feature vectors. The 

device will immediately alert the medical staff so they may take the appropriate measures if it is deemed 

"abnormal." 
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By employing KNN algorithm in this manner, the health monitoring system can efficiently identify aberrant patient 

health situations in real-time and notify the medical staff, enabling them to take the appropriate actions right away. 

Better patient care and quicker healing times may result from this. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 KNN Algorithm Working 
 

 

5. RESULT 

  
The implementation of the advanced health monitoring system that is suggested, utilizing IoT, with the integration 

of several sensors, cameras, and machine learning algorithms, has the potential to enhance patient care and lower 

healthcare expenses. Doctors can make accurate diagnoses, offer prompt interventions, and avert medical 

emergencies with the assistance of real-time monitoring and analysis of patient data. Predictive analytics can be used 

to identify possible health risks before they become serious by combining IoT technologies with machine learning 

algorithms. This proposed approach has the capacity to revolutionize healthcare and enhance patient outcomes with 

additional research and testing. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

In conclusion, the proposed health monitoring system utilizing IoT technology is a valuable approach to provide 

continuous monitoring and analysis of patient data . The system is crafted to detect and alert medical professionals 

of any abnormal health conditions, enabling timely medical intervention and improving patient outcomes.  

The outcome of our study indicate that the crafted health monitoring system is accurate and reliable in collecting and 

analyzing patient data. With its cost-effective and efficient means of health monitoring, the system has the ability to 

alleviate the workload of medical staff and enhance the standard of care provided to patients. 

Additionally, our project addressed a few of the disadvantages of the still-used health monitoring systems, such as 

the need for physical wiring and complicated setups. Our suggested approach makes use of the Node MCU and 

Arduino boards, which can connect wirelessly using Wi-Fi and are simply configurable. 

We believe that the outcome of this study will for help further research and development in this field, ultimately 

leading to more personalized and efficient healthcare for patients. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Shopping in large malls has become a common occurrence in major cities. On holidays and weekends, there is a 

tremendous crowd in the malls, and as a result, there is a long queue of people waiting to pay. An intelligent and 

secure trolley prototype for a retail store is now required in order to solve this issue. Hardware, software, and data 

transfer layers are this system's three primary components. A RFID reader, an ESP32 microcontroller, an OLED 

display, a buzzer, and an ultrasonic sonar are all included in the hardware system. As software, this project utilises 

embedded C and the Arduino IDE (Integrated development environment). The information from the microcontroller 

is kept on Google Fire Base. The trolley is controlled using a mobile app. To write and upload the programme, use 

the Arduino IDE, which is pre-made software . The programme was developed using embedded C. It took five 

processes to design and build the intelligent trolley system. The first phase is designing the system architecture, the 

second is creating the flowchart for the smart trolley, the third is creating the software system, the fourth is creating 

the database, and the fifth is testing the hardware and software system together. The created rfid-based smart 

shopping system improves business productivity and decreases consumer wait times at the billing counter. 

Keyword : - ESP32,RFID ,OLED, Ultrasonic sonar, Buzzer, DC Motor

 
1. Introduction 

The Internet of Things (IoT) has made it possible for physical items to interact with one another. Now that everyday 

products are capable of having computational power and communication capabilities, anything can be connected to 

one another. This has resulted in a new revolution in the systems that govern industry, finance, and the environment, 

as well as significant difficulties in data management, wireless communication, and real-time decision-making. IoT 

research focuses on a variety of applications. One of the most popular Internet of Things applications is the smart 

cart.. The Smart Shopping system includes the Smart, an embedded device with an RFID reader for reading product 

RFID tags. A wi-fi module is included into the esp32 microcontroller to allow for data manipulation and wireless 

communication with a server. When they are shopping at a large shopping centre, people frequently go over their 

allotted spending limit. Additionally, they experience lengthy lines at the checkout as they wait for the merchandise 

to be scanned and billed. The aforementioned issues are easily solved by the Smart Shopping Cart. It assists the 

consumer in making sure that he stays within his predetermined budget and only purchases the necessities that he 

actually needs. It also works to reduce long lines at the payment counter. As the items have already been scanned 

and the customer only needs to pay the bill through the mobile application, it also helps to eliminate lengthy lines at 

the billing counter. 

The Google Firebase Cloud stores the information about the product scanned by the RFID scanner on the Smart 

Shopping Cart and transmits it to the mobile app. The customer then pays the bill using one of the available 

methods. The system offers a feature that allows customers to delete any item from their cart in addition to seeing 

the entire cost of the goods they have in their cart. The tiresome process of scanning the items at the counter is also 
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done by the consumer while they are shopping, therefore the Smart cart eliminates this step as well. The product is 

also advantageous for shopping malls because it aids them in maximising their entire workforce, which generates 

revenues in the long run. 

Traditional shopping carts are simply carts with a steel frame that move on wheels and are used in markets. 

Electronics have not yet been incorporated in order to benefit customers and improve the shopping experience. 

Although there have been numerous attempts to modernise shopping carts, the goal of all of these initiatives is to use 

web servers and other tools to locate products in the market more quickly. This system aims to accomplish all of the 

above economically so that real-time implementation is doable. There have been several changes made to the 

traditional retail system. 

1.1 Existing System 

The systems that are now in use employ the conventional barcode scanning technique. Each product must be 

scanned using the barcode scanner, which makes the process incredibly slow. A barcode reader is a component of an 

electronic device that reads barcodes. Because there is no automated billing system in place, customers must wait in 

lengthy lines to be billed. As a result, the barcode process billing approach is complicated. This finally leads to the 

lengthy lines. We adopted various forms of technology, such as an RFID-based billing system, to avoid the 

procedure. The user may use one of the methods to pay the sum. However, it is the billing process that takes up the 

most time. Therefore, the waiting period serves a purpose. As a result, there is a longer wait to pay the bill. The 

RFID-based smart trolley system is suggested as a way to get around the time-consuming process. 

The Radio frequency ID reader automatically detects the item by scanning the tag while the consumer is still holding 

the product in the smart trolley. Additionally, an automatic electronic product code number is generated for it. The 

item pricing and total billing information are stored in the microcontroller memory using the OLED display. The 

product's name and price are included in the electronic product code. 
 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The goal of the prototype system is to develop a system that is both user-friendly and high performing by getting rid 

of as many system annoyances as feasible. Consumer convenience, overall time efficiency, and excellent 

performance would be the system's goals. The system built using RFID technology could help achieve this 

objective. At the billing section of supermarkets today, time consumption is a major issue. Consumers are unaware 

of the current promotions in supermarkets. Shopping can occasionally go above a customer's budget, With all of 

these factors in mind, a system that offers customers a user-friendly interface as well as a means for sellers to 

promote more goods alongside their existing offerings and make a high profit is required. The RFID technology, 

which is still in its early stages, might be used to do this. In order to know the overall products/highest selling 

products in supermarkets at the end of the day, vendors have incorporated ESP32 and RFID. The vendor can load 

supermarkets with the goods early thanks to this. 

 

1.3 Proposed System 
The suggested process involves automatically paying a customer while they shop, largely using RFID and supported 

by other basic technologies. Instead of barcodes, products at supermarkets and shopping centres are given RFID 

tags. The shopping carts are equipped with an RFID reader, a load cell (the hx711), a buzzer, an OLED, an 

ultrasonic sonar, an L293D driver, a dc motor, a google fire base, a mobile application, and an esp32 

microcontroller.  Customers receive smart RFID cards to help them identify themselves specifically. 

o The goal of the project is to create a helpful smart shopping cart for consumers.  

o An ESP32 Wi-Fi module is the microcontroller utilized to carry out the necessary functions. 

o The ESP32 and Arduino IDE integrate remarkably well thanks to the installation of the ESP32-Arduino 

Core on the ESP32. 

o The data about the goods in the shopping center is kept on Firebase, a Google database platform. 

Additionally, it makes it possible to message customers. 

o The consumer can now begin their purchase by scanning each RFID card that is affixed to a product against 

the RFID reader individually.  

o Every time the system notices a product approaching its expiration date, a buzzer is set off.  

o The ESP32 sends the card details to the main database (Firebase cloud) as soon as the product is identified 

by the RFID reader. 
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o The ESP32 checks the data with the database and returns the product's cost, which is wirelessly relayed 

back to the cart. 

2.Literature Survey 
 

        The authors[2] were successful in building a low-cost, clever, and fully working system to improve customers' 

shopping experiences. Due to its effective tracking capabilities and security features, they used RFID technology. 

The system implemented functionality including setting a budget, adding and removing products, recommending 

products, and adding and subtracting the cost of the product based on whether it was in the basket or not. 

          By adding RFID readers[5] to the shopping cart and utilising ZigBee wireless technology to connect them to a 

centralised server, the creators of created a smart shopping cart. By scanning the merchandise, it enabled automatic 

bill production, which was then sent to a central department for billing. The system's flaw was that it only permitted 

payments made in person, which diminished the user experience. 

            The authors[4] imagined a high-tech trolley with RFID tags and readers on each trolley on each merchandise. 

After the product has been scanned, Customers can view all important product information on the LCD screen. The 

intention was to assist customers in avoiding lengthy lines, but it also presented the risk of theft and crashes. 

 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Functioning Of RFID 

 
Fig 3.1: Illustration of RFID 

 

The RFID system, which consists of a transponder-equipped RFID tag and an RFID reader, is shown in operation in 

Fig. 3.1. When a product is dropped and comes into contact with a reader, a tag that is connected to it transmits 

information.  The computer receives and properly transmits all of the item's data before storing it. 

  

A) RFID Reader 

The information is taken from the tag that the RFID reader, which uses radio waves to acquire the data in digital 

form, has connected to the item.  Reader serves as the transmitter, asking tags for information, and tags serve as the 

receiver, passing reader the necessary data.  

The RFID Reader may operate at different frequencies.  First, the low frequency range (125 kHz - 134 kHz) at a 

distance of 10 cm - 30 cm, then the high frequency range (13.56 MHz) at a distance of 1 m, and finally the ultra high 

frequency (865 - 928 MHz) at a distance of 1.5 m - 2 m.  
 

B) RFID Tags  

Active tags and passive tags are the two types of RFID tags.  Active tags generate their own energy thanks to a self-

contained battery, but passive tags, as their name implies, rely on external energy to function. Passive tags are 

typically utilised because they are inexpensive and come in a variety of shapes. 
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C) ESP32 Microcontroller 

Espressif Systems developed the ESP32 line of inexpensive system-on-chips (SoCs). It is an upgrade over the 

widely used ESP8266, which is popular in IoT projects. The ESP32 contains Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capabilities, 

making it a well-rounded chip for the creation of embedded systems and IoT projects in general. The ESP32 and 

Arduino IDE integrate remarkably well thanks to the installation of the ESP32-Arduino Core on the ESP32. After 

installing the ESP32-Arduino Core, you have access to a wide range of development kits built around the ESP32 and 

a tonne of sample sketches. 
 

D) OLED 

Each item scanned by a Radio FID reader is presented, together with details like the product name, weight, and 

price, as well as the overall cost. 

E) DC MOTOR 

A DC motor, also known as a direct current motor, is a type of electrical device that uses direct current to create a 

magnetic field to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. A magnetic field is produced in the stator of a 

DC motor when it is energised. Magnets on the rotor are drawn to and drawn away by the field, which rotates the 

rotor. The commutator, which is connected to brushes and the power source, supplies current to the motor's wire 

windings in order to keep the rotor turning continuously. And it is automatically managed by an APP.  which 

benefits seniors 

F) APP 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) now manages MIT App Inventor, a web application integrated 

development environment (IDE) that was initially made available by Google. It enables those who are new to 

computer programming to produce software applications (apps) for the Android and iOS operating systems. It 

employs a graphical user interface (GUI) extremely reminiscent of the programming language Scratch.  

 

3.2 Difference Between Existing And Proposed Methodology 

 
 

 

3.3 Algorithm  

STEP 1: Launch the application  

STEP II: Setting up the system by putting values on the flags  

STEP III: Look for RFID tags; if any are discovered, read the data from memory; if not, repeat the process.  

STEP IV: When all tags that are displayed on OLED are discovered  

STEP V: When things are added, the cost is cumulative unless otherwise stated. When the upload key is pushed,  

STEP VI: Data is delivered to the counter.When an obstruction is discovered 
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STEP VII, the user hears a buzzer. 

STEP VIII: Using an app, DC motors may instantly start, stop, and reverse. 

STEP IX : Send the product's total cost to the billing system  

STEP X: Finish the entire task. 

 

3.4 Pictorial Representation 

 
                                           Fig 3.2 :Architecture Of Model 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

All the experimental components were covered above, and the suggested system's use of OLED to display product 

information in terms of price was also covered.  The suggested model is simple to use, doesn't need specific training, 

and is readily available.  The user will spend less time in the billing queue thanks to the reduction in staff. The 

ability to service multiple users at once benefits both customers and retailers. This intelligent billing system 

guarantees both time and financial efficiency.  By enabling customers to create a shopping session that lasts until the 

client asks it to be cleared and preserving the data of each item in the basket by employing RFID tags to make the 

entry, the smart trolley aims to streamline the billing process. By showing the buyer the whole price, it also helps 

them stay inside their budget when purchasing.  The growing popularity of online shopping, which reduces 

inconvenience, along with in-store shopping's adoption of eco-friendly smart carts and smart baskets, not only help 

retailers reduce crowds but also save money by reducing the amount of paper used, the number of employees 

needed, and unnecessary time wasted printing out receipts. Therefore, the use of RFID-based smart trolleys is 

extremely significant, important, and beneficial to society.  The system is made much more compatible by the ESP 

attached to it, which provides all of the information about the shopping options available on Android mobile 

devices.  

OLED Display of the Processes Presented Customers' purchases are displayed on liquid crystal displays along with 

their cost, weight, and item names. In some situations, the display will warn you that a product is out of date, in 

which case you should exercise caution. The process continues as when items are added and the number of items is 

cumulative in action as the RFID Reader scans the items from RFID tags and displays the item name, cost, and 

weight. Due to item expiration or item disliking, the sum will be deducted once the items are withdrawn. Using 

direct current, a DC motor, sometimes referred to as a direct current motor, creates a magnetic field that transforms 

electrical energy into mechanical energy. When a DC motor is powered up, a magnetic field is created in the stator. 

The field attracts and repels magnets on the rotor, causing the rotor to rotate. The motor's wire windings get current 

from the commutator, which is linked to the brushes and the power source and keeps the rotor moving continuously. 

Allow elderly and disabled people to easily move the tram without having to push it. We utilise an RFID module 

with an app that allows us to control the wheel. 
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5.CONCLUSION 

The execution of this project will help all those making purchases in the great market and dealing with the 

inconvenience of waiting in a long queue for very final billing. The tool is incredibly simple to use and requires no 

assistance. The implementation of the assignment can be cheap, simple, and need less time in the billing area. It is 

intended to perform the role of a self-accessible process, giving customers the choice of transferring the amount via 

online payment or hard cash. It is created to be more environmentally friendly and is fully integrated with the 

shopkeeper's current system. IOT will be used to store the data in the database. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The purpose of this project is to develop a drone (quad-drone) to escort the ambulance during its critical or chronic 

conditions like organ transplantation or serious accident emergencies. In a city like Bangalore, ambulance cannot 

reach on time due to bad road conditions and traffic jams, risking people’s life. To overcome this, drones can be 

used which is much faster and can be used to clear the traffic and make way for the ambulance. In order to promote 

the development of renewable energy, we are planning to develop a solar powered UAV. By aiming to increase the 

flight endurance over the purely electrical or gas powered UAVs, by extracting energy from sun and convert to 

electrical energy for on board systems that is by achieve self-charging of drone using solar and to achieve crash 

avoidance system using object detection through camera. 

Keyword: - quad-drone, UAV

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

An Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) usually called as drone, which is an aircraft not operated or driven by any 

single human where vehicle is lifted with aerodynamic forces. There is no need of crew, pilot or passengers. The 

Flight conditions of drone is in such a way that the system is either it operated by remote control system that is as 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) or by automatic mode controllers. 

Drone seems to have most feasible application in Medical Emergency situations, where it helps to supply the first 

aid kits, vaccines, blood packs and organ transportation. The time consumed is very less and since it is through 

aerial ways of travelling the life risks can be reduced as each second will be helpful to save life. 

The average emergency rescue can be done with the help of drone. Most of the hospitals are far away from the 

habitat living. Especially villages and remote areas are not able to reach the hospitals as it take hours to travel which 

will cause huge threat to life. While in urban areas, cites are prone to dense traffic it becomes major difficulty for the 

ambulance to reach the hospital during exigency situation. 

In this paper, we use the drone for the ambulance escort where drone makes the path for the ambulance to reach the 

hospital and helping ambulance to reach the hospitals on time. 

The purpose of this project is to develop a drone (quad-drone) to escort the ambulance during its critical or chronic 

conditions like organ transplantation or serious accident emergencies. In a city like Bangalore Mumbai, Chennai, 

Kolkata, etc., ambulance cannot reach on time due to bad road conditions and traffic jams, risking people’s life. To 

overcome this, drones can be used which is much faster and can be used to clear the traffic and make way for the 

ambulance. 
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In order to promote the development of renewable energy, we are planning to develop a solar powered UAV. By 

aiming to increase the flight endurance over the purely electrical or gas powered UAVs, by extracting energy from 

sun and convert to electrical energy for on board systems. 

The more the number of rotors and propellers, the maximum thrust it can create. So the best choice is to use the 

quad copter, as the system comprises of four brushless DC motors (BLDC). According to significant development in 

solar PV technology, potential of smaller scale solar powered UAV are raised up for long endurance operation. 

Apart from that, some low altitude models are designed for more challenging meteorological conditions such as 

clouds, rain, wind etc. Low altitude UAVs generally give a number of advantages similar as advanced resolution 

imaging with reduced pall inhibition, lower complexity in cost of construction and further simplified running. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 COMPONENTS USED: 

QUADCOPTER: A quad copter is a four-rotor drone, where it is hurled quickly and thrust by four rotors. In this 

type of UAV like quadrangle helicopter applies two dyads of fixed identical pitched propellers, videlicet clockwise 

(CW) and counter clockwise (CCW). The drone is control is entirely under the APM 2.8. The power supply to the 

drone is supplied by Lipo batteries. This APM 2.8 is fed with the Multicopter flight control program. The ESC 

driver is used to measure the position of rotor by APM 2.8, which is motion tracking device help us to measure 

velocity, acceleration and orientation of the drone by control the motor speed accordingly. Lipo Battery is connected 

to the Electronic Speed Control (ESC) which is connected to the BLDC motor. 11.1V, 2200mAH Li-Po battery is 

Capable of maximum continuous discharge rate. The speed of the BLDC motors is directly proportional to the 

voltage of the battery. The motor and ESC combination used according to the combination of voltage required. 

Battery Eliminator circuit (BEC) is a step down voltage regulator which takes the main battery voltage and bucks up 

the voltage by safely allowing the regulated power supply to the sensors and the receivers which will be working at 

a low voltage. So BEC helps to operate these devices without disconnecting the device from the battery. 

NEO-M8N GPS MODULE: The NEO-M8N module is interfaced with APM 2.8 flight controller. It allows to know 

the position of the quadcopter by the network of orbiting satellites, which is connected to the signals of the satellites 

so the drone can be driven autonomous according to the waypoints set manually. 

MINI TELEMETRY: The mini telemetry of 915 MHz 100mW is a Radio frequency module which gathers 

information from the autopilot of drone, sensors like gyroscope, accelerometers and GPS and send back to the 

operator or to the Ground Control Station (GCS). This telemetry provides the accurate track of UAV status in real 

time while allowing to monitor the position of altitude to ensure efficient and smooth flight. According to the 

sensors used, it also provides the data of the components such as RPM of the rotors and battery voltage level. 

FS-IA6 RADIO RECEIVER: This compact radio module has 6 channel receiver and has 2.4G modes automatic 

frequency digital system and has the transmitting less than 20dBm. It has the operating range of 500 meters which is 

sufficient to escort the ambulance during emergency situation. 

FPV CAMERA:  The FPV (First Person View) camera is a high definition camera that is used in drones to capture 

live video footage of the drone flight. The camera sends video signals to the 915 MHz telemetry. This FPV camera 

used in quadcopter wirelessly transmits video feed to mobile device or the display monitor. While using this FPV 

camera, the ability to shatter conventional rules of videography. It provides live analog video feed to the display. 

This video feed from the FPV camera helps the quadcopter to fly. 

 

BUZZER: The buzzer is an audio signaling output device that is used in drones as alarming devices. This buzzer 

makes us to convey the important messages to public which provides a key communication path to nearby individual 

or group of people during the ambulance escort that is during critical or lifesaving emergency situations. 

SOLAR PANELS: Solar powered drone technology has emerged as an assuring solution, authorizing drones for 

longer duration of time to fly and their range is expanded. The solar used in drone utilizes solar energy from the sun 

and converts to electricity. Here we are promoting the use of renewable energy resources considering the global 

situation. The output of solar panels are connected to the charge controller to maintain the constant output to the 

Lipo battery. The efficiency of the solar output is still low so to maintain the same voltage, we use six panels in 
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order to get the desired voltage connecting three pairs of panel in series and in turn connecting parallel to the charge 

controller. Here, six solar panels are used to get the voltage of 12V and 3-4A. 

 

 
Fig -1: Block diagram  

 

2.2 Proposed Working System 

This drone is deployed when there is critical transportation for an ambulance. The motors used are DC Brushless 

Motor (A2212) of 14000KV and propeller with pair of clock wise (CW) and counter clock wise (CCW) structure. 

This receiver commands will control the flight through Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) which controls the speed 

of 4 BLDC motors. The flight controller used in the UAV is APM 2.8 Flight Controller. Telemetry collects the data 

and transmitted to receiving equipment for monitoring, display and Recording with GPS (NEO M8N) way point 

navigation. The flights of drones is automated by fixing waypoints in mission planner software so that we can check 

the status of the drone and can also change the user location between flight of the drone using telemetry  

communication. The latitude and longitude location is sent to the admin thereby planning mission by fixing the 

location. The power supply consist of Solar panel which generates the required voltage and it can be stored in the 

battery and supplied to all the components. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The type of drone used here for escorting the ambulance is quadcopter. The main significant thing in the drone is the 

flight controller which controls the entire flight of the drone. The APM 2.8 Multicopter Flight Controller is a 

complete autopilot source system for the UAV. Here, the Flight controller receives commands and controls the 

motors for driving the quadcopter unharmed. For the driving the drone in flight condition Mission planner software 

were used. Drone telemetry gathers the data from the autopilot flight controller, sensors such as gyroscope, 

accelerometers and GPS which sends the gathered information to the operator or to Ground Control Station (GSC) 

for the safety of flight conditions of UAV where the receiver equipment will be displayed, monitored, and recorded. 

The altitude stabilization of the UAV should be maintained and also Camera is fixed for the surrounding obstacles to 

avoid the crash avoidance of quadcopter and to land safely without causing any damages for the further use of 

quadcopter. 
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Fig -2: Experimental setup 

 

4. FUTURE SCOPE 

Drones can be further easily implemented by using Pixhawk. In future, with further advancement in technology 

automated drones can be used for collection of blood and tissue samples for virus detection in affected area, 

dropping off emergency equipment or medication such as Poison antidotes as oxygen masks are just a few of the 

lifesaving possibilities. Drones can be automated by new emerging technologies like mapping and neural networks 

and these can be implemented for surveillance of health using the real time data of the patient. During the extreme 

climatic conditions the drone application in medical field are the best alternative for people’s rescue. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we devise a new method for escorting the ambulance during critical situations using quadcopter. In 

this paper, the average rescue during emergency situation can be done using the drone. Drones can be used which is 

much faster and can be used to clear the traffic and make way for the ambulance. By this method we can avoid the 

terrific traffic situations by saving the life by serving the humanity and society. 
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ABSTRACT 
According to the WHO, 1.35 million people die in traffic accidents each year. Technology is improving every year, 

which has made it possible to integrate artificial intelligence even into cars. Significant development has occurred in 

recent years in creating lane detection algorithms that can precisely identify and track lane markings in a vast 

variety of driving situations, including low light and bad weather. The deployment of self-driving vehicles based on 

ADAS technology has been carefully examined. Autonomous Vehicles are another name for Self-Driving Cars. This 

vehicle has the capacity to perceive its surroundings. The various components in the car will operate according to 

these processed sensed characteristics without the need for a human operator. An autonomous vehicle functions 

similarly to a regular vehicle but has no human driver. The software section that makes up autonomous vehicles is 

essential. Between Hardware Components and Applications, the Software Architecture serves as a link. Self-Driving 

Cars include two vital components. These automatic functions, which operate without human intervention, are Lane 

Detection and Traffic Signal Detection. In this paper, a machine learning algorithm is proposed. This algorithm is 

mostly used to create shape algorithms to assist in lane detection and traffic sign detection by detecting shapes and 

lanes. Both of these applications were developed in Python utilizing the OpenCV2, NumPy libraries, and CNN 

algorithm for Edge detection. Overall, lane detection is an important technology for the creation of ADAS and self-

driving applications. Ongoing research aims to increase the precision and robustness of these systems to guarantee 

their safety and dependability in actual driving situations. 

 

Keywords: - Self-Driving, ADAS System, CNN, OpenCV, Lane Detection. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

There is now a way to deal with the problems of traffic congestion, accidents, and the rising demand for mobility 

thanks to the quick development of autonomous driving technology. Self-driving automobiles have different needs in 

terms of real-time behaviors and computation speed compared to other robots. They must be effective under a variety 

of circumstances, from precise path-finding in parking scenarios to accelerated highway driving. To make the best 

driving decisions, the deployed computer systems must accurately perceive multiple varieties of traffic scenarios. 

Due to their close proximity to drivers, passengers, pedestrians, and other road users, self-driving cars must make 

sure to carry out all these jobs while maintaining a very high level of functional safety. 

 

Self-driving cars use a variety of sensors, including cameras, LiDAR, and radar, to detect their surroundings and 

make decisions based on the information they have gathered. Lane detection has been shown to be difficult because 

of a variety of environmental conditions, such as poor lane visibility and unstructured roads. However, guaranteeing 

that autonomous driving technology can function safely and effectively in complex and dynamic contexts is one of 

the biggest problems facing its development. In this research, we provide a method for detecting the lane for self-

driving mode automobiles using real-time camera data. 
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2. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

By taking in account of recent years, self-driving cars has gone from “maybe possible” to “definitely possible” 

condition. The current existing ADAS systems use LIDAR sensors which fails to yield higher accuracy in highly 

populated areas and are very expensive. The current method consists of three major steps: preprocessing, adaptive 

ROI setting, and detection and tracking of lane markings (discussed below). The alternatives of LIDAR are RADAR 

sensors which work well but lack in night conditions and takes more time to lock on a target. Currently available self- 

driving systems typically use pre-programmed algorithms, mapping data, and GPS to steer the car and sensors like 

LIDAR and RADAR. These systems struggle to handle challenging circumstances needing human intuition and 

decision-making, although they can function independently in some environments, such as highways or low-traffic 

metropolitan areas. The control systems manage the vehicle's actual steering, braking, and other movements. Self- 

driving systems use advanced control algorithms to steer the car on the road safely and effectively. 

 

In paper [1] Dr. Ramarao Naga Reddy, Vivek B Bhat, Kartik A Kulkarni, Ashley S, Rabin Akbari “Detection of 

Lanes for Autonomous Vehicles " 2019. This research suggests an image processing-based real-time lane detection 

system. It introduces an algorithm that recognizes lane markings by combining edge detection and color-based 

segmentation. In a variety of illumination and road situations, the method achieves great accuracy and resilience.  In 

paper [2]. Lars Sommer, Tobias Schuchert, and Jurgen Beyerer, ¨ “Deep learning-based vehicle recognition in aerial 

images: a detailed analysis” IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, 2019. An effective 

lane detecting and tracking system is presented in this paper, which was created for difficult situations like curvy 

roadways, occlusions, and low-contrast markings. It uses a multi-stage methodology that includes tracking, lane 

modeling, lane marking extraction, and preprocessing. The algorithm performs better under challenging 

circumstances, making ADAS applications possible.  

 

According to authors of paper [3]. Q. Tan, J. Ling, J. Hu, X. Qin, and J. Hu, “using deep learning to identify vehicles 

in high quality satellite remote sensing pictures,” IEEE Access, pp. 153394–153402, 2020, doi: 

10.1109/ACCESS.2020.3017894. In particular, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are examined in this research 

as a deep learning technique for lane detection.It talks about different network designs and training methods for lane 

marking extraction from photos. The suggested deep learning-based technique delivers robustness and competitive 

performance in various contexts. In paper [4]. A. R. Fayjie, S. Hossain, D. Oualid and D. Lee, " Deep reinforcement 

for autonomous driving in a driverless car Urban Learning Environment," 2019. This study focuses on lane detection 

and categorization for ADAS applications utilizing deep neural networks. It offers a comprehensive solution that 

integrates support vector machines (SVM)-based categorization, lane detection, and feature extraction based on 

CNN. The suggested approach shows precise lane identification and classification results, making it appropriate for 

ADAS installations in the real world 

 

From this paper [8]. Dong .D, Li. X and Sun. X, " An Approach Based on Vision to Increase the Safety of Self-

Driving," 2017 12th International Conference on Reliability, Maintainability, and Safety (ICRMS). Through the using 

of computer vision techniques and different machine learning algorithms, this type work introduces a real-time lane-

detecting and lane tracking system. It uses a Kalman filter for reliable lane tracking and a probabilistic voting system 

for lane detection. The method maintains accuracy and dependability in the lane tracking results while achieving real-

time performance.  

 

These studies are a selection of the literature on lane detection using ADAS systems that is currently available. They 

emphasize diverse methodologies, such as conventional image processing procedures and cutting-edge deep learning 

strategies, offering insights into the developments and difficulties in the field. The lane-detecting algorithms for 

ADAS applications can be better understood with further investigation of these works 
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2.1 Pre-Processing: 

Lane and vehicle detection is a significant application of preprocessing since it increases the precision and 

effectiveness of certain computer vision tasks. Several methods, including picture resizing, color space conversion, 

thresholding, edge detection, and morphological procedures, are used during preprocessing. I'll go over a few of the 

standard preprocessing methods for lane and vehicle detection in this response. 

Image scaling: The computational cost of the lane and vehicle detection technique is frequently reduced through image 

scaling. The algorithm may process the image more quickly without compromising accuracy by lowering the size of 

the image. To prevent image distortion, it's crucial to preserve the image's aspect ratio. 

 

Conversion of color spaces: The color representation of a picture can be changed from one color space to another 

using color space conversion. This method is frequently used to distinguish the object of interest from the backdrop 

in lane and vehicle detection. As an illustration, making an RGB image grayscale can help to minimize the image's 

dimensionality and highlight the margins of the lane and the car. 

Thresholding an image: Depending on the pixel intensity, a picture can be divided into various sections using image 

thresholding. Thresholding is frequently used in lane and vehicle detection to distinguish the lane and vehicle from 

the backdrop. For instance, a binary threshold could be considered to turn a grayscale image into a black-and-white 

one, with the background represented by black pixels and the pixels that belong to the lane and the car being 

represented by white pixels. 

 

Edge recognition: Edge detection is a technique for locating an object's edges in a picture. Edge detection is frequently 

used in lane and vehicle detection to locate the edge for the lane and vehicle. Common methods for lane and vehicle 

detection use edge detection are Canny Edge Detection algorithm, Sobel Edge detection, and Laplacian of Gaussian 

(LoG) edge detection. 

 
2.2 Adaptive ROI Setting: 

A method used in lane and vehicle detection systems to increase accuracy and efficiency is adaptive ROI (Region of 

Interest) configuration. As a way to concentrate on the portions of the captured image that are highly encouraged for 

detecting lanes and cars, the technique includes dynamically altering the size and placement of the ROI in real-time 

based on the video feed from the camera. The lower portion of the image, where the lane markings are most likely to 

be discovered, is often where the ROI is set when performing lane detection. To guarantee that the full lane is caught, 

the ROI segmentation has to be changed in circumstances where the road curvature is high or the camera is set at a 

low angle. When detecting automobiles, the ROI is typically set near the image's center, where vehicles are most 

likely to be present. However, based on the vehicle's speed and the distance between our car camera, the ROI's size and 

location could have to be changed. For instance, if a moving vehicle needs to be captured before it exits the frame, 

the ROI may have to be increased. 
 

The adaptive ROI setting technique employs algorithms to dynamically modify the ROI in real-time based on elements 

including the camera's position, the vehicle's speed and position, and the road's curvature. This enables the vehicle 

and lane detection system to concentrate on the areas of the image, improving its accuracy and efficiency. 

 

2.3 Lane Detection and Tracking: 

Important tasks in computer vision and autonomous driving include lane and vehicle recognition and tracking. These 

activities entail locating and monitoring the location and motion of lanes and cars on a highway or road. Lane 

identification is locating the lanes on a road or highway and figuring out where and how they relate to the moving 

vehicle. Various methods, which includes Edge Detection, Hough transformations, and picture segmentation, could 

be utilized for this. Once the lanes have been located, the vehicle can use them to keep itself in its lane and to anticipate 

twists and turns in the road. In contrast, vehicle detection entails considering whether if any other vehicles on the road 

and if there are in relation to the detected car. Techniques like object detection, template matching, and machine 

learning algorithms can be utilized for this. 
 

Using techniques like Kalman filters and particle filters, the positions and motions of the vehicles can be easily tagged 
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if they have been recognized. Because they offer key statistics with respect to the environment and enable the vehicle 

to make judgements based on that information, lane and vehicle tracking are crucial for autonomous driving. The 

autonomous car, for instance, can modify its speed and distance to keep a safe following distance if a vehicle is spotted 

driving ahead of it. The lane Detecting System can provide stats regarding the lane's curvature as the car is nearing a 

curve in the road, allowing the driver to change the steering angle. In general, lane and vehicle identification and 

tracking are crucial parts of autonomous driving systems and are essential for guaranteeing the dependability and 

safety of self-driving cars on the road. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Lane detection and other ADAS functions have sparked significant research conversation in past decade due to their 

prospective applications in automotive but because of Contextual considerations such as perspective impact, possible 

low visibility of lanes, and partial blockage, improving the robustness of lane recognition is a difficult challenge. 

OpenCV and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) were our two main tools. In this project, we created a model 

autonomous vehicle with ADAS features. On a single camera, our model is based. This idea has been put into practices 

in a variety of road conditions and difficult circumstances. We analyzed the photos and videos to accurately identify 

the objects with the aid of the OpenCV library. For picture identification, vehicle detection, and traffic sign detection 

in the OpenCV library, we employed the edge detection technique and CNN. The main objective is to identify the lane 

marks and vehicles to ensure a safe driving for users. Additionally, it recognizes road curves and adjusts the vehicle's 

motion accordingly. The device keeps an eye on the travelling lane's left and right-side lane markers to detect lane 

changes. Emergency breaks are used whenever a car collision is a possibility. to identify vehicles precisely to analyses 

traffic and to reduce unexpected accidents which can result in improved public security and safety. 

 
4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 OpenCV: An extensive range of image and video processing operations are offered by the well-known open- 

source computer vision and machine learning software package known as OpenCV. Lane detection and tracking in 

driverless vehicles is one of OpenCV's most popular uses. In autonomous driving, lane detection is essential because 

it keeps the car on course and prevents crashes. Typically, lane detection entails spotting the margins of the road and 

taking the lane lines out of the picture. The Canny edge detector, is an high precision edge detection functions offered 

by OpenCV, are one of the best ways to locate the edges of a road. 

 

The technique of tracking a vehicle's position in relation to the lane lines over time and making the necessary 

corrections to keep the vehicle centered in the lane is known as lane tracking. The Kalman filter, one among many 

lane tracking functions offered by OpenCV, is ideal way to forecast the vehicle's position and update it to the extent 

of observations from the lane recognition method. The Kalman filter one of the efficient technique for tracking the 

location of the vehicle and to make precise calculations and prediction even in noisy settings. Overall, OpenCV one 

among many efficient tool for autonomous vehicle lane recognition and tracking. It is the perfect option for creating 

cutting-edge autonomous driving systems because of its powerful image and video processing capabilities and 

sophisticated machine learning algorithms. 

 

4.2 CNN: An essential task in the realm of autonomous driving is lane identification and tracking. It entails locating 

lane markings on the road and monitoring non stationary vehicles inside those lanes. Due to their capacity to draw out 

efficient stats from images, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have demonstrated promising results in lane 

detection and tracking. An instance of a deep learning algorithm is CNNs, for which they are regularly used image 

recognition applications. They function with application of number of filters to extract various aspects from an image, 

such as edges and corners. To represent and create higher-level representations of the inputs that may be applied to 

classification or regression tasks, these features are then integrated. 

 

CNNs is utilized to gather features from multiple inputs that are pertinent to the task at hand in lane detection and 
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tracking. By searching for patterns of high contrast in the inputs, then network may, for instance, learn to recognize 

the white and yellow lane lines on the road. After being retrieved, these vital stats could be utilized to forecast where 

the lanes would appear on the given input. CNN is often developed using a inputs of labelled picture data when used 

for lane detection and tracking. The network learns to identify these markings by modifying its parameters to minimize 

the distance between its predictions and the actual facts labels. The dataset comprises of photos of roadways with 

labelled lane markers. After being taught, the network can identify and follow lanes in real-time video streams. This 

entails using the network on each frame of the video and directing the vehicle's steering according to the expected lane 

positions. Overall, the system is designed to improve road safety by preventing accidents caused by driver fatigue, 

which is a common problem on long drives or during late-night trips. The system can ensure that the vehicle continues 

to travel safely to stay alert and focused. 

 

Fig-1: Proposed System Architecture 

 

5. RESULTS 

Using the lane detecting algorithm, the project may also result in the creation of self-driving capabilities. This might 

entail adding more sensors and systems to the car so that it can independently maneuver through traffic and on 

roadways without the driver's input. The project could lead to improved safety and efficiency on the road by adding 

lane identification and self-driving capabilities. Driving may become smoother and safer if the car was programmed 

to make judgements based on current traffic conditions, the weather, and other variables. We may also employ these 

examples for Commercial Applications and Research and Development. The study might also result in the creation of 

lane detection and self-driving ADAS commercial applications. This might involve the creation of driverless taxis, 

delivery trucks, and other commercial vehicles that could function effectively and securely on the road. Lastly, the 

study may help further ongoing ADAS and autonomous vehicle research and development. This might result in further  

developments of the technology and its uses, ultimately leading to safer and more efficient transportation for everyone. 
 

Fig-2: Lane detection output 
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Fig-3: Lane tracking 
 

 

Fig-4: Another view of lane tracking 

 

 

 

 

Fig-5: Combined view 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper presents and discusses a new software architecture for autonomous driving that is based on the ADAS 

System. We suggested a potential safe, dependable, and time-capable option. Real-time and usability testing of the 

architecture for various automated driving situations proved successful. Self-driving and lane recognition devices hold 

enormous potential for enhancing people and cargo mobility while also enhancing traffic flow and road safety. 

Although due to inconsistences and various factors there might still be difficulties to be solved, continued research 

and development activities are anticipated to address these problems and improve the dependability and efficiency of 

these technologies in the near future. 
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7. FUTURE WORK 
 

The same task can be expanded in the future with the aid of hardware, but numerous safety concerns and difficulties 

must also be resolved for autonomous vehicles. such as enhanced decision-making, integration with mapping systems, 

enhanced lane marking perception, etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Brain tumor detection is one of the hardest tasks in medical image processing. Because brain tumors can have a wide 

range of shapes and textures, the images are very diverse, which makes the detection task difficult. 
 

A brain tumor's diverse cell types can reveal information regarding the tumor’s nature, severity, and rarity. 

Tumors can originate in a variety of locations, and the tumor's location can provide clues about the types of cells that 

gave rise to it, aiding in further identification. The difficulties that practically all digital photographs have, such as 

illumination issues, can make the process of detecting brain tumors more difficult. It is possible for tumor and non- 

tumor pictures to have overlapping image intensities, making it 

 

Keyword: - Brain Tumor, Deep learning, Convolution Neural Network. 

 

1. Introduction 

A brain tumor is a tissue mass where cells proliferate uncontrolled. It develops from several cells, both inside the brain 

and outside of it. Initial tumors those that emerge from within the brain itself, whereas secondary tumors spread to 

other areas of the body. Based on the cells or origin derived from various forms of tumors, tumors can have many 

sources. For instance, grade I or low-grade tumors, such as gangliogliomas, the ones that include neoplastic neurons 

and are often slow-growing and well-differentiated . Meningioma, which grade I, grade II, or grade III and originates 

from the meanings (the group of three membranes protecting the spinal cord and brain), is another example. 

 
1.1 Problem Statement 

Typically, malignant brain tumors are in the form of blood clots accompanied by fat surrounding it. Detect the location 

and size of brain cancer required brain tumor pictures. MRI images can help differentiate brain tissue, brain tumors, 

edema, and spinal fluid-supported differences in color contrast in each tissue. The problem in radiological remains 

analyzing the results from an MRI brain tumor manually in order that it takes an extended time to seek out the diagnosis  

from the doctor. 

 
1.2 Existing System 

Tumors are the development of unusual cells in our brains. Our skull, which encloses our brain, is very rigid. Any 

increase inside this type of constrained space can cause issues. According to studies and research, if the tumor is 

detected in an early stage, the patient can be cured by appropriate treatment. So, it is crucial that you detect and treat 

the mind tumor in the early stage. 
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2. System Architecture 

The architecture that would be utilized to construct a software product is outlined in the design overview. It provides 

a comprehensive summary of the system, highlighting the key elements that would be created for the product and its 

interfaces. 

Convolution, Relu, pooling, and fully connected normalized layers are among the many hidden layers that make up a 

Deep-CNN, a kind of DNN. Weights shared by CNN at the convolution layer help the network function better while 

using less memory. The 3D volumes of the neurons, local connection, and shared weights are the key characteristics 

of CNN. A convolution layer produces a feature map using a learnt kernel and multiple input picture subregions. A 

non-linear activation function is then applied through the ReLu layer to improve the convergence properties when the 

error is minor. The average or highest-valued pixel found within the region chosen for the pooling layer on the feature 

map or image is used. 
 

Chart -1: Convolution Neural Network General Architecture 

 
 

The CNN made up of many layers, including: 

A feature map is created by the convolutional layer to forecast each feature's class probabilities by employing g a filter that 

looks for a tiny piece of the entire image each time.The pooling layer minimises the convolutional layer's information 

content generates for each attribute while keeping in the most important data by repeatedly alternating the processes of the 

two layers. By using a completely linked input layer, it flattens the outputs of earlier layers into one vector, which that may 

be incorporated into the subsequent layer. complete layer connectivity Weights are applied to the source produced thanks to 

the feature analysis in order to accurately forecast a label. 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig -1: Data Flow Diagram 
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2.1 EVALUATION METRICS 

The most common standards for evaluating the effectiveness of medical MR image segmentation include dice 

coefficient, mean intersection over union (IoU), and pixel accuracy. 

The architecture of the suggested method. Training and validation results for the suggested method. 

Pixel accuracy does not perform well, though, when there is an imbalance in the classes represented in the photos since 

the dominant class will ignore the other classes and produce surprising results. 

On the other hand, dice and IoU have been shown to be better options overall for semantic segmentation [37], [38]. 

Equations 5 and 6 use the similarity between the anticipated segmentation B and the ground truth A to assess the IoU 

and Dice evaluation matrices. DICE is twice as much as IoU. Equations 5 and 6 illustrate how to determine the level 

of similarity between anticipated segmentation B and ground truth A. With the purpose of analyzing the suggested 

approach in our study, we also used pixel accuracy (eq. 7), the F1 score (eq. 8), and MCC (Matthews Correlation 

Coefficient) (eq. 9). 

 

 
Figure1: MR image tumor segmentation using the suggested model (Znet) and the benchmark model Unet yielded visual 

findings and comparisons. 

 
2.2 Hardware Specification 

On a server with the following hardware and software configurations, the suggested framework operated: 

 
• 2x 16-core Intel Xeon processors 

• 2x NVidia Titan 12GB GPUs 

• 128 GB of RAM 

• 6 TB of hard drive space 

• Ubuntu 18.04 LTS 

• NVidia GPU driver 

• v460.91, CUDA 11.2 with CuDNN 8.1, Torch v1.10.0, torch vision v0.11.1, 

• Spyder v4.2.5. 

 

 

3. Implementation 

Implementation is the action of converting a new system design into an operational one. That's the key stage in 

achieving a successful new system. It must therefore be carefully planned and controlled. The implementation of a 

system is done after the development effort is completed. 

Steps for Implementation Front-End Development Using Python Flask: User-friendly computer programmes are 
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available today. Console-based I/O is not the only form of user interaction. They have faster CPUs and more potent 

graphics hardware, which contribute to its graphical user interface that is more comfortable (GUI). These programmes 

allow for input through mouse clicks and let the person to select options with the aid of radio buttons, dropdown 

menus, and other GUI components. Programming with Flask: Flask is the default Python GUI library. Python and 

Flask together offer a quick and simple approach to build GUI apps. Toolset for the Tk GUI has a strong object- 

oriented interface thanks to Flask. Flask has several strengths. It’s cross- platform, so the same code works on 

Windows, macOS, and Linux. Visual elements. 

 
3.1 Module specification 

Module Specification is the method to increase the structure design by breaking down the system intomodules and 

solving it as independent task. By doing so the complexity is reduced and the modules can be tested independently. 

The number of modules for our model is three, namely preprocessing, identification, feature extraction and detection. 

So each phase signify the functionalities provided by the proposed system. In the data pre-processing phase median 

filtering noise reduction is done. 
 

Image Collection The dataset that we have used is in this project available publicly on the internet Image Preprocessing 

Pre-processing aims to improve image data by reducing undesirable distortions and enhancing some aspects that are 

crucial for further image processing. There are main components to image pre-processing a) Grayscale conversion b) 

Noise removal c) Image enhancement a)Grayscale conversion: Only brightness information is contained in a grayscale 

image. In a grayscale, each pixel value in an image is a certain amount or quantity of light. In a grayscale image, the 

brightness graduation can be distinguished. Only light intensity is measured by a grayscale image. An 8-bit image will 

contain brightness variations between 0 and 255, with 0 being black and 255 denoting white. A color image is 

transformed to grayscale throughout this process. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Prior models fared better than the claimed 97.9% prediction accuracy. In the realm of medical imaging, it is frequently 

challenging to acquire the enormous number of images that the CNN model needs for training. When used to classify 

photos that are strikingly similar to the dataset, neural networks with convolutions (CNN) perform very well. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A brand-new decentralized computing frame that utilizes blockchain innovations to satisfy various computing 

requirements. In order to alleviate some of the prevailing issues with centralized data processing, such as data 

abuse and sequestration violations, and ameliorate data protection and security for individuals. The proposed result 

adopts decentralized agreement algorithms to ensure transparency and fairness in data processing. In our 

framework, tasks require different amounts of resources, and workers have different processing capacities. Workers 

initially obtain task information from the blockchain, do tasks locally and then compete for a scheduler based on 

instructions that are used for data processing through proof of beneficial work consensus. The scheduler 

communicates task data into the blockchain network. The fundamental aspect of our decentralised frame is that 

workers choose their jobs rather than passively obtaining them as in a centralised system. 

 

Keyword: Blockchain, Decentralised Framework, MF-Q, Fair- CA, POUW 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

At present, the majority of data computing architectures such as MapReduce, Storm, and Flink use a centralised 

framework where the master knot centrally controls and monitors a large number of slave nodes. We redesign the 

transaction recording blockchain architecture to become a data-computing frame with decentralised control for a 

personal network where enticement mechanisms are not necessary. Our paradigm promotes fair data computing and 

works on the POUW agreement in our approach. Jobs and workers are heterogeneous. In our approach, task 

transactions are stored through the POUW consensus. 

 

Workers and schedulers are the two functions that each blockchain block performs. Before performing POUW to 

strive for a scheduler, workers first receive jobs from the pool accommodating task in accordance with the 

information related to task on the blockchain. They are then processed locally and returned to the pool. Information 

about tasks is sent by the scheduler onto the blockchain. 

 

In general, a frame is a creative design that has the implicit ability to revise the way data is reused and 

managed. By using the power of blockchain technology, the intimidated framework can provide a more safe, clear, 

and fair medium for data forwarding, which helps address some of the challenges relating to traditional data 

computing systems. 

 

1.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 

The current approach utilizes sole master knot and multitudinous slave knots. Within a centralised data processing 

structure, the slave nodes are managed and under the sole control of master knot. With respect to the master knots 

instructions the slave nodes carry out the tasks and procedures. The system includes a numerous benefits alongside 

the drawbacks. 
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ISSUES PRESENT IN EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 

[1] Sole knot failure or tailback being in the master knot. 

[2] High conservation expenditures for enlarging the scale of the cluster. 

[3] Outturn expandability problem when the cluster outruns a certain scale. 

 

1.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system will use a decentralised network of knots, where each knot will posses a duplicate of the 

blockchain. The knots will be responsible for validating and recovering deals, ensuring the incorruptibility of the 

data stored. The data stored will be inflexible, meaning it can't be altered once it has been appended to the 

blockchain network. It sees to that the information is tamper-proof, and any changes made to the data can be easily 

detected. To ensure fair data processing, the proposed system will apply an agreement medium that will make sure 

that all knots in the network agree on the validity of deals. This will help any single reality control the data 

processing system and make sure that all deals are authenticated by the maturity of the knots in the network. This 

also avoids any vicious actors from tampering with the information stored in the blockchain. The intimidated system 

will also incorporate insulation- enhancing technologies analogous as zero- knowledge evidence, which will allow 

stoners to prove the authenticity of their data without revealing any sensitive information. This will cover the 

insulation of stoners while also icing the integrity of the data. Ultimately, the intimidated system will have a 

transparent governance model, where all opinions related to the system will be made in a decentralized manner. This 

will ensure that the system is responsible to its stoners and that all opinions related to the system are made in the 

swish interests of the stoners. 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

 

 Blockchain's primary motive is to offer a platform for decentralised networks.
 It enables users to secure ledger manipulation without a third party's assistance.

 The primary goal is to transform the transaction-recording blockchain in an original way fordecentralised 
data processing.

 In order to process data fairly, we use various methods in this project for both the workers and the 

scheduler.

 These algorithms' primary goal is to properly balance data fairness and collision.

 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

[1] The Authors W. Liang, M. Tang explains how prior Industrial Internet of Things blockchain data transfer 

protocols had inadequate security, high costs for administration, and were very  difficult to monitor. To 

address these issues, this study presents an industrial IoT data transport solution based on secure fabric 

blockchain. This method makes use of a dynamic secret sharing system based on blockchain that uses the 

power blockchain sharing model to produce a reliable trading Centre, power data transfer security 

matching, and dynamically linked storage. 

 

 

[2] The Authors Mohamed El Ghamry, Ayman M. Bahaa Eldin explains 

This essay discusses how the main stakeholders in the productization of machine learning models are model 

builders. They typically try to train their models on a group of data that is sufficient, adequate, usable, and 

realistic to generate a model with the anticipated level of accuracy. The security and privacy of the dataset, 

however, is one of their main issues. The motive of the suggested platform is to guarantee data confidentiality and 

privacy while enabling model builders to submit their models for training and sharing the required data. 

 

[3] The Authors Zhengding Luo, Yinghong 

Zhang explains 

This essay explains how the need for data trading promotes the growth of the data market. In contrast, typical data 

markets need both buyers and sellers to use a centralised trading platform, which may be dishonest. A dishonest 
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centralised trading platform may steal data from the data seller and sell it again, or the platform may refuse to 

transfer data even after being paid by the data buyer. Both parties' interests are hurt, and the fair data transaction 

suffers. To offer a trustworthy decentralised platform for ethical data trade, we introduce a revolutionary data 

trading architecture with credible Environment for Execution. Our design suggests using a reliable exchange and 

a blockchain network to implement payments. 

 

[4] The Authors: SHANGPING WANG1,YINGLONG ZHANG explains 

the SHANGPING WANG1,YINGLONG ZHANG [7]Attribute-based encryption discussed. is regarded as a 

security precaution in traditional cloud storage systems, a key piece of technology for tackling the problems of 

data privacy and precise access control. However, every ABE scheme's private key generator is capable of 

decrypting. The cloud server houses all of the data. which could cause serious problems, such as key abuse and 

privacy data leakage. A sole knot failure might, however, bring the entire system to a standstill because the typical 

cloud storage model relies on centralised storage. Decentralised storage can be put to use to alleviate the sole knot 

failure problem in standard cloud storage systems and yields numerous advantages over centralised storage. 

 

 

2.1 METHODOLOGY 

The data file initial is imported into the system, preprocessed to verify that is in a format that the framework can use, and 

encrypted using the m-FQ encryption technique. The PoUW consensus process is utilized to validate and add the 

encrypted data partitions to the blockchain after they are distributed to the network of nodes. The nodes mine new blocks 

and append them to network using either PoUW. The blockchain's smart contracts, which are self- executing algorithms, 

may assess the data partitions after being appended to the network. The smart contracts carry out their tasks and deliver 

the user's net results in an encrypted form. The final output of the process then revealed by decrypting the encrypted 

results using the m-FQ encryption algorithm. This methodology makessure that the foundation for data forwarding is 

open and equitable overall.. 

 
 

Fig -1 The decentralised frame 
 

 

2.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Building a blockchain based decentralised frame for unbiased data forwarding is a tangled task that comprises of 

numerous components. Here's a high-level implementation approach: 

 
1. Initialization: 

 
The initialization procedure involves booting up Work Scheduler and Job Scheduler. The Work Scheduler is 

subjected to Cloud Authority (CA) login, and the Job Scheduler is subjected to Data Owner and Data Receiver (DO 

and DR) login. 
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2. Registration as a Data Owner: 

 
The data owner initially registers by providing the necessary details. The data owner then logs in to upload the data 

that needs to be transmitted. 

 
3. Uploading the data: 

 
The data owner has the feasiblity to upload the file by providing the necessary login credentials. The data uploaded 

is saved with associated key words. The uploaded data is saved in the cloud. 

 
4. Registration as a Data Receiver: 

 
The Data Receiver registers by providing the necessary particulars. The data receiver logs in by providing login 

credentials. 

 
5. Putting the consensus into action: 

 
This stands out as key characteristic of our decentralised frame. In accordance to our architecture, the scheduler 

computes a unbiased index for each recently obtained task using the modified fair queue algorithm. The fair 

index states that employees use a Fair-CA method to strike a balance between fairness and collision. 

6. Requestion of private key: 

 
The Data Receiver after logging in, requests for the private key. The private Key request is sent to the Cloud 

Authority for verification and authorization. 

 
7. Generation of private and public keys: 

 
The Public key is generated during the registration process of the Data Receiver. The Cloud Authority(CA) logs in 

to the initiate private key generation. The keys are generated using the Blockchain algorithms. 

 
8. Delivering the encrypted key: 

 
The Cloud Authority signs in to authorize and certify the Data Receiver's request for private keys. The indispensable 

private key is subsequently emailed by the cloud authority to the data recipient. 

 
9. Acquiring access to the data: 

 
The data receiver can access the encrypted data by entering the proper key phrase, along with the related public key 

which was developed at the moment of the data recipient's registration and private key which was obtained by 

means of email from the cloud master. 
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Fig -2 Data flow diagram 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion a blockchain-based decentralised system can provide a fair and transparent data processing 

mechanism that is resilient to censorship and manipulation by leveraging the immutable and decentralised nature of 

blockchain. Such a system can make certain that each and every data transactions are verified and recorded in a 

tamper-proof manner making it impossible for any party to alter or delete the data without consensus. Moreover a 

decentralised system can promote a fair distribution of resources incentives and governance among all stakeholders 

involved in the data processing process this can enable a more equitable and inclusive data economy that benefits 

everyone involved rather than just a few powerful entities. The presence of three levels of security in our framework 

namely the public key private key and keyword ensures high level security and prevents unauthorized access to the 

data-file. However carrying out the blockchain-based decentralised system for fair data processing faces several 

challenges including scalability, interoperability, security and privacy concerns therefore it requires continuous 

development and upgrades to address these issues and improve its performance and usability. 

Overall a blockchain- based decentralised system has the capability to revolutionise the way we process store and 

exchange data leading to a more open transparent and democratic digital ecosystem. 
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4. RESULT 
 

In general, a blockchain-based Decentralised Frame for Fair Data Processing project comprises the proficiency to 

revolutionise numerous industries by delivering safe, open, and successful remedies that are free from centralised 

control and manipulation. The campaign may encourage interaction, fairness, and trust, resulting in more unbiased 

results for all participants. 

 

Fig 1 Registration Page 

 

 
 

Fig 2 Uploading of file 
 

 

Fig 3 Unique keyword page 
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Fig 4 Sending Request 

 

 
 

Fig 5 Approval of Request 
 

 

Fig 6 Accessing of Data
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ABSTRACT    
    

Security and privacy concerns in computer systems have grown in importance with the ubiquity of 

connected devices. Additionally, cloud computing boosts such distress as private data is stored and 

processed in multitenant infrastructure providers. In recent years, trusted execution environments have 

caught the attention of scientific and industry communities as they became largely available in distributed 

systems. Developers have the luxury of creating heterogeneous systems that meet demands specific to the 

data thanks to the diversity of data management systems.    

    

Keyword: Trust but verify, Cyber security, Attribute Interceptor Algorithm   

    

1. INTRODUCTION    

All around us is software. The need to support a growing number of domains has quickly increased the 

complexity of software systems, making them difficult to maintain and the training process for end users more 

challenging. As a result, it has become necessary to develop user-friendly application software with 

straightforward interfaces that make them simple to use, especially for nonprofessional personnel. The economy 

and society have been significantly impacted by the transformation brought about by digital technology, and 

they continue to be so. The key to this transition is data, and people are the principal generators of ever-

increasing amounts of it.   

It is vital to put people (again) at the centre of the process and to address the lack of standards and technical 

equipment that makes the exercise possible. 

    

2. PROPOSED WORK    

    
This study offers common RESTful interfaces to many data sources. Thus, it lessens the amount of custom 

code that application developers create specifically for various data sources.The Service Provider may 
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customize the characteristics of a service by modifying the service template. The modification of the service 

template affects the service which will be instantiated after such modification. The Subscriber may 

customize the characteristics of a service by modifying the subscriber service profile. The modification of 

the subscriber service profile affects the service which will be instantiated after the modification. There are 

two ways to customize the characteristics of a service by the end-user: The first one consists in modifying 

the end-user service profile which is similar to the subscriber customization. The second one deals with the 

modification of the customizable data which has data    

    

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE   

   

      
Nodes: Nodes are the unique components of nodes converse with one another in order to work towards a 

shared objective. Nodes can be hardware devices, software programmes, or even people.    

    

Blockchain: A distributed ledger called a blockchain is used to securely and openly record transactions. A 

blockchain is utilised in the trust but verify framework to preserve and verify the history of all interactions 

between network nodes.    

     

Smart contracts: Smart contracts are self-executing programs that automate the enforcement of rules and 

regulations in a blockchain network. In the trust but verify framework, The special parts of an uncentralized 

system called Nodes communicate with one another to work towards a common goal. 

Consensus mechanisms: In a blockchain network, To guarantee that all nodes concur on the status that 

ledger at any one time, consensus techniques are used. The trust but verify framework uses consensus 

techniques to make certain that each network node agree on the history of interactions captured in the 

blockchain..    

    

Identity management: Identity management is crucial to the trust but verify structure because it ensures that 

only approved nodes can interact with the network. To authenticate and authorise network nodes, identity 

management techniques including public-key cryptography and digital signatures are applied.    
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Monitoring and auditing: The trust but verify structure relies on identity management to guarantee that only 

approved users nodes can communicate with the network. Public-key cryptography and digital signatures 

are used as identity management solutions to authenticate and approve network nodes.   

 

4. MODULE DESCRIPTION  

 

4.1 HTTP Communication  

 

The HTTP/1.1 standard includes a list of all the methods, including Get, Head, Post, and Put options, Delete, 

Trace, and Connect. the web server, only Post, Put, and Delete are intended to modify a resource. The life cycle 

of a supply begins with its creation, which frequently entails a Post request. Put requests can then be used to 

modify the resource once it has been generated. Finally, it can be deleted using a Delete request. A state 

machine can provide a representation for such a life cycle, with the HTTP methods acting as transitions and the 

resource having two states—exists and does not exist. Client-server design, stateless communication, layered 

architecture, and a unified interface with universal resource are only few of the reasonable and tried-and-true 

architectural limitations that REST offers. 

 

4.2 Pattern coordinates    

    
The term "agent" in relation to coordination systems refers to an entity that synchronises its actions with 

those of other comparable entities and has the following features: it is active, i.e. It is self-contained, 

meaning that it only has the bare minimum of resources needed to carry it out, and It can speak with both of 

its environment and other agents. It encapsulates at least one thread of execution; its behavior is determined 

both by its own initial program and by its interactions; it may be fixed or mobile (in the latter case, it may 

migrate from one environment to another one). most of the time, the term "agent" describes a particular 

support system that specifies the interaction primitives and patterns of the agent.The main common 

objective is to favor uncoupling between the cooperating entities, which leads to various forms of indirect, 

asynchronous interaction    

    
4.3 IMPLEMENT MIDDLEWARE INTERCEPTOR    

    
Typically, "agent" refers to a particular support system. that defines the interaction primitives and patterns 

of the agent: it is active, i.e. It has the very minimal resources required for its execution, is self-contained, 

and has the ability to communicate with both its environment and other agents. It contains at least one 

execution thread.; The term agent is primarily used in conjunction with a specific support system, which 

defines its interaction primitives and patterns; it may be fixed or mobile (in the latter case, it may migrate 

from one environment to another); behaviour is determined both by its own initial programme and by its 

interactions.. The main common objective is to favor uncoupling between the cooperating entities, which 

leads to various forms of indirect, asynchronous interaction    

    

5. System Implementation  

 Define an API object, such as app = FastAPI()    

 Define data type, using Pydantic    

Map HTTP method and path to the relevant Python function. The different HTTP methods mentioned in the 

earlier section can be called with @app.get(), @app.post(), @app.put(), etc. respectively, coupled with the 

path which can be inserted as @app.get("/path")    

Start the API application, run uvicorn main:app --reload on the command line, where main refers to the 

Python filename and app refers to the API object created in Step 1    
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6. RESULTS   
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7. FUTURE WORK   

  

Future studies will concentrate on more complex policy implementation, adding another technology layer to 

the suggested strategy, and contrasting it with more advanced techniques like attribute-based encryption 

(ABE).    

    

    

8. CONCLUSION    

    
In many previous decentralized trust systems, an implicit always-online requirement is a major hindrance to 

practical applicability.In this essay, we presented the architecture, founded on a decentralized approach for 

managing secure communication of data where several entities have the part of providing mutual trust 

between the parties, i.e. network of trusted services. @@ There are numerous data sources used by different 

application domains in big data applications. These big data applications frequently become dependent on 

certain data sources since the interfaces used by data sources vary widely and There is not much  to no 

compatibility between them.@@ The architecture displayed in this work is modular and extendable, 

enabling developers to create uses for large data not dependent on a single data source. It enables the users 

to add further features as bundles easily, and also facilitates an easy extension to more data sources, 

implementing its interfaces.    
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ABSTRACT 

 
             The Computer vision field of computer science recognizes the images and scenes from the images, video or live 

feed. Computer Vision has a number of solutions which include recognizing objects and images, generating images, 

resoluting images and more.The computer vision is widely used for recognizing faces, vehicles, human detection, 

mapping of networks, security of systems, and drivierless vehicle systems, etc. It can also be used for the detection of 

other sensible objects like different kinds of fruits, buttons, coins, etc. This system uses the correct object recognition 

algorithms like RCNN, FastRCNN, FasterRCNN, Mobilnet and other fast and correct methods like SSD. By 

implementing the Machine Learning and Deep Learning frameworks like TensorFlow, OpenCV etc., every single 

object can be recognized in the image with a highlighted box around it and each recognized object is assigned a 

label to it.  

 

Keyword : -Object Detection, Computer Vision, Tensorflow, Opencv, Python, R-CNN 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Object detection has emerged as a crucial aspect of computer vision, finding applications in various fields such as 

driverless cars, robotics, surveillance, and pedestrian detection. The process of segmenting images to detect objects 

plays a pivotal role, requiring models to differentiate objects from backgrounds, body parts, or static elements. 

Traditionally, object detection relied on mathematical models based on prior knowledge. However, the introduction 

of Deep Learning has brought a revolution in this field. Deep learning methods for object recognition employs 

algorithms which can depict objects either in real-time or from images or video feeds. Image classification entails 

predicting the category of an object within an image, while object detection goes a step further, identifying and 

enclosing objects with bounding boxes. Object detection techniques are also employed  to tasks like hair follicle 

detection, enabling individual localization of follicles. The process involves constructing object categories for 

training the system to detect specific objects, and efficiently loading the model for image partitioning and generating 

records. In our project, we aim to focus on everyday objects encountered in our daily lives, such as fruits, buttons, 

and coins. For object detection, we will utilize R-CNN, which employs a region proposal generation stage. The 

selective search algorithm is used to generate sub-segmentations of the image that correspond to different objects 

based on color and size cues. By leveraging these advanced techniques, our project aims to achieve accurate object 

detection, enhancing the capabilities of computer vision systems across diverse domains. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Debalina Barik, Manik Mondal ,“Object Identification For Computer Vision using Image Segmentation” 

: Object detection is the main factor for scene understanding for computer vision. It is a complex task to determine 

objects from a chaotic background. This solution gives an image segmenting model for recognizing objects from 

blurry background. First the "feature set" is build from the original object and then the solution is trained using the 
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"feature set" and graph partitioning on the chaotic image. For testing we used the computer manipulated images and 

real world images. The search objects were identified successfully by the system. 

 

2.2 Cong Tang, Yunsong Feng, Xing Yang, Chao Zheng and Yuanpu Zhou, “The Object Detection Based on 

Deep Learning” The often happening raining hazards are making human beings to go through many environmental 

challenges. It affects the country’s environment, the community, as well as industries. This paper employs ARIMA 

and ANN model. For data accumulation, the SVNM is employed. The performance of this method is enhanced and 

is less prone to errors in MSE. The main disadvantage of employing convolutional techniques leads to lesser 

accuracy. The method employed in this paper gives a simple method which extracts features from the given dataset 

and then employs an SVM classifier on the extracted features.  

 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM  

The existing systems are not so efficient to detect multipart objects that share similar shapes and colors. The 

identification of such objects proves challenging, leading to reduced accuracy and increased processing time. 

The current solution aims to address these limitations by leveraging neural networks. By incorporating deep learning 

techniques, the accuracy and efficiency of object identification system is enhanced. Neural networks are very helpful 

and powerful tools for analyzing image tasks, including object recognition and segmentation. Our system will utilize 

a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture, which is greatly used for things employed in computer vision 

field. By training the CNN on a diverse dataset of multipart objects, we aim to improve its ability to accurately 

identify and segment complex objects with similar attributes. Additionally, we will explore advanced optimization 

techniques to improve the speed of our model. By optimizing the neural network architecture and leveraging parallel 

processing capabilities of modern hardware, we anticipate a significant reduction in the computational time required 

for object identification. Through our research, we aim to overcome the limitations of the existing graph-based 

image segmentation approach and provide a more accurate and efficient solution for object identification, even in 

scenarios involving multipart objects. The usage of neural networks and optimization techniques will advance the 

computer vision systems, enabling faster and more accurate object recognition in various real-world applications. 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM  METHODOLOGY 

In the proposed system, we will be basically focusing on the different kind of object that we see in our daily life like 

various kinds of mobile phones, bottles, humans etc. This system focuses on images having various objects in an 

image with multiple objects also. First, the image dataset is prepared to classify the different objects and then from 

the test image the object is searched after partitioning the image using a TensorFlow record generator. The following 

steps are discussed below.  

1. Image Dataset Preparation  

2. Creating TensorFlow record  

3. Implementation of R-CNN  

4. Training  

5. Object Identification(Testing) 

 

4.1. Objective of the work 

The objective of this work is to detect different objects in the image or video and label a class to them.  

4.2. Methodology 

In this project, the dataset is collected from different images. After collecting the dataset, we train our machine so 

that it identifies various types objects from the images or video using neural networks. For testing we will take a 

image and let it pass through the algorithm and will check for the output. This process is done in few simple steps, 

which are: 

1. Use an open source dataset of images for detecting various type of objects in the image. 

2. Train R-CNN to automatically detect objects in images via the dataset we created.  

3. Evaluate the results from an educational perspective. 

 

5. SYSTEM DESIGN 
The system is designed such that any image can be classified and will help in identifying the object for future 

reference. The steps or modules involved in the design are: 
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5.1. Image DataSet Preparation: 

For each object class we prepared a collection of characteristics from sample images where the objects are labelled 

manually. Each entry is recognized by the different value in the dataset. All possible images or a particular image 

will be classified in one entry so that if the image is taken from some other angle or some other view point even then 

image can be identified. 

5.2. Creating TensorFlow Records: 

A unique and simple data format for storing a sequence of binary records. This is done with the help of protocol 

buffers which isa cross language library for efficient serialisation of structured data. The tf.train.Example represents 

mapping and is done using TFX and thus records are created with .tfrecord extension. 

5.3. Implementing R-CNN: 

The region proposals produces a square which is feed into a CNN that produces 4096 dimentational feature vector as 

output and then CNN acts a feature execrator and the final output layer consist of the various extracted features from 

the image and is feed into SVM. Thus, we will use R-CNN for training our dataset. 

 
 

 

Fig 5.3.1: R-CNN Pipeline 

5.4. Testing: 

In this phase we will take different types of random images of objects. Images can be combined with different 

objects or of a single object. We will be taking the images and then tally with the dataset given and will identify 

what is the object along with it our system will also identify objects using the live feed irrespective of number of 

objects appearing in from of the camera. 

 

5.5. Object Identification: 

After training and testing the system for normal and edge cases our system would be able to identify objects using 

the image or live feed. 

 

6. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1. Image Collection:  

Input to the proposed system is Classification of Scan images of different objects are taken. 
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Fig 6.1.1: Basic Pipeline 

 

 

 

6.2. TernsorFlow Records: 

 

While working with the large dataset which we would be using in our system TFrecords compresses the dataset into 

a binary file which can be used during the training of our model. Binary takesup less space on our disk thus, it 

makes our training much more efficient. It also stores the data in a time series or word encodings this is done with 

the help of tensorflow comprissing of two components those being: 

a)tf.train.Example  

b)tf.train.SequenceExample. 

These are further used to serialize using TFRecordWriterTo save it in disk. tf.train.Feature wraps a list of data of a 

specify type so that TensorFlow can understand it. It comprises of stored list which is stored in tf.train.BytesList. 

 

 

 
Fig 6.2.1: TensorFlow Record 

 

6.3.Testing: 

 

In the proposed system we employ the R-CNN to differentiate the objects in an image. R-CNN is the convolution 

               neural network which uses the concept of the region proposal made in 2014 by Girshick, who first proposed the  

concept of a region in 2014. The region segmentation method of selective search is used to extract the region 

proposals from the image, which include potential object candidates. The model outputs precise object 

classifications and object bounding boxes to achieve object detection after merging by non-maximal suppression 
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(NMS). Fast R-CNN exhibits a method that divides the convolution computation between the region proposal of the 

testing image and the feature layer, greatly reducing the computation. 

Further reducing the network calculation, Fast R-CNN uses truncated SVD to enable the replacement of the single 

fully connected layer corresponding to the weight matrix with two small fully connected layers. 

The three modules that make up the suggested R-CNN model are as follows: 

Module 1: Region Proposal. Create and extract examples of candidate bounding boxes for category-independent 

regions. 

Module 2: Feature Extractor, Using a deep convolution neural network as an example, extract features from each 

candidate area. 

Module 3: Classifier, Label characteristics as belonging to a known class, for instance, using a linear SVM classifier 

model. 

 
Fig 6.3.1 Generating Bounding Boxes 

 

 

 
Fig 6.3.2: R-CNN Regions with CNN features 
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6.4. Object Identification: 

After completing all of the aforementioned steps, the image's objects will either be segmented or, if they belong to a 

different class, will be enclosed in a box with their class name. The time it takes to recognise each object in the 

image will be reduced because all the objects are easily distinguishable. 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
For situations with several comparable items in a non-chaotic backdrop, the investigation of a novel graph-based 

technique to picture segmentation and object identification has yielded encouraging results. The human body is a 

complicated multipart object, hence dealing with it presented difficulties. To solve this, an object segregation project 

was developed, utilizing bounding box regression and the better object identification skills of R-CNN. Visual 

recognition contests and technology improvements have propelled substantial progress in deep learning-based object 

recognition. Future studies will concentrate on computational robustness and real-time processing to improve object 

recognition systems and their applications in various fields. 

 

8. RESULT 

 

 
 

Fig 8.1: Objects identified in an image 

 
 

Fig 8.2. Multiple object detection in an image 
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ABSTRACT 
Our project aims to develop a cutting-edge system that can identify and alert the driver's drowsy or sleepy state while 

driving. To identify patterns in driver behavior and drowsiness, the suggested method employs computer vision and 

machine learning algorithms. The framework uses a Raspberry Pi microcontroller unit for equipment execution. The 

system's three main modules are as follows architecture: data acquisition, recognizing facial landmarks, identifying 

drowsiness, and activating the vehicle 68 facial landmarks from the driver's face were extracted by the facial landmark 

detection module using the OpenCV and dlib libraries. The drowsiness detection system makes use of a machine 

learning algorithm module to classify the driver's state as either active, drowsy, or sleepy based on eye aspect 

proportion (EAR). The system utilises the Raspberry Pi platform, a camera module, as well as other necessary 

hardware elements. Modules for obstacle and lane detection, along with facial landmark classification, are comprised 

of the software implementation. Real-world data was used to evaluate the system's effectiveness, and the results 

showed that it was able to accurately detect driver drowsiness and prevent accidents. The vehicle's acceleration and 

braking mechanisms are controlled by the vehicle activation module through H-bridge circuitry. The feasibility 

analysis of the proposed system suggests that it is a low-cost option that can be easily integrated into automobiles. 

The framework's practical and non-useful prerequisites have been plainly characterized to guarantee its proficient 

activity and dependability. To make the system more effective, easier to use, the steps for assembling the hardware 

and installing the software have been improved. In conclusion, the proposed system offers an effective method for 

avoiding collisions brought on by impaired driving. The system's ability to accurately detect drowsiness is 

demonstrated by the project's outcomes. Obstacle detection and lane detection are two potential future additions that 

could increase driver safety. 

 

Keywords: - Drowsiness Detection, Driver Behavior, Computer Vision, Machine learning, etc…. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The "Driver Behavior-Based Vehicle Activation System with Drowsiness Detection" is a sophisticated driver 

assistance device designed to enhance road safety by detecting the driver's drowsiness and preventing accidents caused 

by driver fatigue. The system uses facial landmarks drowsiness in the driving, and it can alarm the driver if necessary 

and activate self-driving if the driver is becomes sleepy. Python, OpenCV, and DLib modules are utilized in the 

Raspberry Pi implementation of the apparatus. A is a Raspberry Pi low-cost, small, and energy-efficient computer that 

serves as a flexible platform for software development and hardware interfacing. Popular open-source computer vision 

libraries for image processing, feature extraction, and machine learning are OpenCV and DLib. The device is designed 

to run in real-time, using a camera installed in the vehicle to capture images of the driver's face. The facial landmark 

detection algorithm identifies 68 specific points on the face, such as the eyes, nose, and mouth, and measures their 

position and orientation. The system then uses these measurements to detect the driver's drowsiness by monitoring 

their blinking frequency and head position. 
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2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Existing self-driving systems generally rely on GPS, mapping data, and pre-programmed algorithms to control the 

vehicle. While These systems can function independently in specific environments, such as highways or low-traffic 

urban areas, they struggle to handle complex scenarios requiring human intuition and decision-making. Furthermore, 

there are instances where the driver may wish to take control of the vehicle, such as when they encounter an unexpected  

obstacle or need to make a quick maneuver. 

The following mechanisms/techniques utilised in existing systems to allow a vehicle's self-driving mode: 
 

2.1 Sensor Fusion 

Using a number of sensors, including cameras, radar, and lidar, this method creates a thorough picture of the area 

around the vehicle. Self-driving systems can more precisely detect and react to roadblocks by combining data from 

various sensors. 

 
2.2 Machine Learning 

Artificial intelligence known as machine learning allows self-driving systems to gain knowledge from their past 

experiences and develop over time. By training on large datasets of real-world driving scenarios, self-driving systems 

can learn to recognize patterns and make better decisions on the road. 

2.3 Mapping and Localization 

Self-driving systems also rely on detailed maps and localization techniques to navigate the road. By comparing sensor 

data to pre-existing maps of the area, self-driving systems can accurately locate themselves on the highway and plan 

a safe and efficient route. 

2.4 Control Systems 

The actual steering, braking, and other motions of the automobile are controlled by the control systems. Self-driving 

systems use sophisticated control algorithms to safely and efficiently maneuver the vehicle on the road. 

In paper [1], Drowsiness and driver fatigue have been linked to road traffic incidents throughout the years. A real-

time drowsiness detection and an artificial intelligence system algorithm to identify drivers' fatigue and sleepiness at 

an early   stage are required to minimize road traffic injuries and death instances. For an in-vehicle surveillance and 

security system, this study suggests an autonomous region-of-interest selection-based layered spatiotemporal convolution-

long short-term memory (Conv LSTM) sleepiness detection neural network. In order to choose the region of interest 

on the human face, Haar Cascade classifiers are utilized. To extract spatiotemporal information from the chosen 

region of interest and to foretell the driver's level of tiredness, a ConvLSTM model is applied. 

In paper [2], P. Nandhini, S. Kuppuswami, S. Malliga, P. Srinath, and P. Veeramanikandan proposed a system, in 

which Traffic accidents claim the lives of many people. One of the principal contributors to traffic fatalities and 

accidents is sleepy driving. Major accidents frequently include weariness and little naps while driving as their primary 

causes. Early signs of sleepiness can be recognized before a harmful situation occurs. The vast majority of traditional 

methods for identifying drowsiness are grounded in behavioral elements. To be able to determine if drivers are sleepy, 

a lightweight real-time sleepiness detection a deep learning model technique is deployed. Based on an adaptive 

threshold method, the system recognizes facial landmarks to check if the driver is tired. This model may be put on a 

Raspberry Pi to be monitored in real time. The buzzer warning will sound according to the output's threshold value. 

According to the paper's authors [3], the vast majority of automobile accidents worldwide are caused by drowsy 

drivers. Therefore, driver sleepiness detection, which can assist us in reducing numerous road accidents, is the most 

Crucial preventative measure for these incidents. This article aims to create a Sleepiness Detection System that uses 

an alarm to notify the driver if the driver's eyes are not open any more than a few seconds. Deep learning it is in this 

study to suggest a new frame for classifying the driver's eye as open or closed. At the point when a not entirely set in 

stone is drowsy, the proposed framework sounds a signal on arriving at a specific immersion point of the tiredness 

measure. The proposed work is assessed on a huge piece of MRL eye dataset comprising 48000 pictures and it shows a 

precision of 86.05% utilizing the CNN model. 
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In paper [4] the authors discussed that among the most significant contributors to traffic collisions are  driver fatigue 

and drowsiness. Automated driving fatigue detection is an important problem within computer vision because drowsy 

driving accidents have resulted in the deaths of millions of people over the past few years. A Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) and deep learning-based real-time driver fatigue detection system is implemented to address this 

issue. In the proposed technique, tiredness recognition is handled as an article discovery and arrangement task. In this 

strategy, the location and limitation facial of locale is finished utilizing the YOLOv3 ongoing item recognition 

calculation, while the Commencement v3 pre-prepared brain network is utilized to group the distinguished face as 

either tired or non-sluggish. The profound learning model was prepared and tried on the standard datasets: a custom 

database, the National Tsing Hua University's (NTHU) database for driver drowsiness detection, and the Closed Eyes 

in the Wild (CEW) database. On the three databases, the proposed method achieves an accuracy of 80.32 percent, 

79.34 percent, and 89.90 percent, respectively. The proposed framework can handle the info video transfer 

continuously with no costly equipment like GPUs and subsequently is computationally proficient and financially 

savvy, since it can deal with an approaching video transfer progressively, on an independent gadget, without the 

requirement for any costly equipment support. Additionally, face feature extraction, which is a common step in most 

vision-based drowsiness detection systems, is not used in the adopted method, making the model effective without 

sacrificing prediction speed or accuracy. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To address the challenges of existing systems, we suggest a system that utilizes real-time camera data to keep an eye 

on the driver's behavior and activate the self-driving mode when appropriate. The system includes a camera installed 

on the vehicle's dashboard, which captures images of the face of the driver, and analyzes them using computer vision 

algorithms The suggested technology seeks to identify tiredness in drivers and activate the self-driving mode of the 

vehicle in order to prevent accidents caused by driver fatigue. If the system detects that the driver is becoming fatigued, 

distracted, or disengaged, it will activate the self-driving mode to ensure the safety of the driver and other road users. 

Figure-1 illustrates the system architecture of our proposed system. The device uses facial landmarks, which are key 

points on a person's face, to ascertain whether the motorist is drowsy. Specifically, the system uses 68 facial landmarks 

to analyze the driver's face and track changes in face-expressions that could signify drowsiness, such as drooping 

eyelids or a slack jaw. Once the system detects signs of drowsiness, the system will alert the driver of a vehicle by 

displaying drowsy on the screen. And for the sleepy state, we have 2 modes in order to activate the self-driving of the 

vehicle and to completely stop the vehicle. 
 

 
Fig-1: System Architecture 

 

 

 
3.1 Data Flow in Proposed System 

Figure-2 goes into more detail about the data flow in our suggested system. The data flow diagram is fairly self-
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explanatory; the input is taken directly from the camera mounted over the dashboard of the car, and based on the 

input, a drowsiness detection algorithm is applied over the data frames obtained through a live feed. The output of 

this algorithm is either an active state or a drowsy state that, if observed for an extended period of time, progresses 

to a sleepy state. In order to prevent accidents caused by drowsy drivers, our system will either activate the 

selfdriving mode or stop the car entirely when the sleepy condition arises. 
  

 

 
Fig-2: Data Flow Diagram of Proposed System 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Algorithm: 
 

 

Fig-3: Sample of 68 Facial Landmarks 

 
Figure 3 is a summary of the 68 facial landmarks that are utilised by the algorithm tiredness Detection based on 

Facial landmarks to analyse the tiredness of drivers using a camera positioned over the vehicle's dashboard.. Overall, 

the apparatus is designed to improve road safety by preventing incidents brought on by drivers fatigue, which is a 

typical problem on long drives or during latenight trips. By detecting drowsiness and activating self-driving mode, the 

system can ensure that the vehicle continues to travel safely despite the driver's inability stay alert and focused. 

 

5. RESULTS 

Here are a few of the snapshots of our project. Figure 4 demonstrates the 68 facial landmarks, Figure 5, 6, and 7 are 

the states detected by Facial Detection Algorithm and those are Active, Drowsy and Sleepy state respectively 

 

Figure-3: 68 Facial Landmarks Figure-4: Active State 
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Figure-5: Drowsy State Figure-6: Sleepy State 

 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, the Driver Behavior-Based Vehicle Activation System utilising Drowsiness Detection was proposed is a 

successful implementation that makes computer vision usage and machine learning to identify the driver's condition 

and take appropriate action. 68 facial landmarks are extracted and the driver's Sleepiness is noted by the system, 

which incorporates the OpenCV and dlib Python libraries. The playsound Python module is the system's method of 

sound whenever the driver is drowsy. A Raspberry Pi, a camera module, and a motor driver module control the 

vehicle in the hardware assembly. The Raspberry Pi must be equipped with the necessary Python libraries and modules 

before the software can be installed. 

 
The outcomes of this project demonstrate promising outcomes and can serve as a foundation for future enhancements, 

despite the system's existence has limitations and room for improvement. The addition of lane detection and obstacle 

detection the system might be one way to make it a more complete driver assistance system. Generally speaking, the 

Driver Conduct-Based Vehicle Actuation Framework with Tiredness Discovery can possibly increment street 

security and forestall mishaps brought about by driver sleepiness. 

 
7. FUTURE WORK 

The driver behavior-based vehicle activation system's overall safety can be enhanced by including lane and obstacle 

detection. By recognizing obstructions out and about, the framework can caution the driver and even make restorative 

moves, for example, applying brakes or dialing back the vehicle. Similarly, lane detection can prevent accidents caused 

by lane drift by ensuring that the vehicle stays in its lane. To add these functionalities, the framework can utilize 

different sensors like ultrasonic sensors, LiDAR sensors, and cameras. Obstacle detection can be accomplished with 

ultrasonic sensors, while lane detection can be accomplished with cameras. AI calculations can be prepared on the 

camera feed to distinguish path markings and caution the motorist in the event that the vehicle floats out of its path. 

The system can also be integrated with GPS and navigation systems to provide real-time traffic updates and suggest 

alternate routes to get around roadblocks or congested areas. The system's safety and effectiveness may also be 

enhanced by this. Overall, these improvements can make the driver behavior-based vehicle activation system safer, 

more effective, and more reliable, making it a more complete transportation solution. 
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ABSTRACT 

The most popular wireless distribution protocol for local area network communication is WLAN. This article 

covers a ground plane-equipped, high-gain, single-band microstrip antenna that is printed on FR-4 substrate 

and measures 29.2 x 29.2 x 1.6mm3. The proposed patch antenna design has a return loss of -39.008dB and 

covers the 2.4GHz frequency range. The simulation was carried out using ADS 2014. Additionally, the antenna's 

design is intended to provide high performance and a fantastic option for WLAN applications. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In this letter, a simple microstrip patch antenna is A microstrip patch antenna configuration consists of two 

sides: one side of dielectric and other side on ground plane. The conductors of patch are usually made of copper 

and sometimes in gold which can be of any shape. However, regular shapes are normally used for simplification 

of analysis and performance prediction. On the dielectric substrate, the radiating elements and the feed lines are 

photo etched. [1] Square, circular, rectangular elliptical or other irregular shapes are some of the radiating patch. 

But most commonly used shapes are square, rectangular and circular due to its fabrication and ease of analysis. 

Microstrip patch antennas have numerous advantages such as 

 Low profile, low volume. 

 Fabrication cost is low. 

 Mass production. 

 
Simple feed can provide easy linear and circular polarization Integration of MIC is easy Patch antennas can be 

used in variety applications from military to commercial, because of their ease of design and fabrication. Due to 

the rapid developments in wireless communication, the WLAN plays a vital role for short distance 

communication and also users can access internet in their portable devices by using 3G/4G through the WLAN. 

Because it is recognized as a cost effective with high speed data connectivity and communication network in the 

world. Many types of WLAN standards are available in market. 

The 802.11a usually found in business network due to its higher cost. The 802.11 group announces the WLAN 

covered frequencies are 2.4 GHz, 3.6 GHz, 4.9 GHz, 5 GHz, and 5.9 GHz. Due to modern developments in 

WLAN standard, the application can extended from home networks to large buildings, hotels, food courts and 

also for portable devices like mobile 
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phones, tablets and others. This paper presents a novel design of a patch antenna for WLAN applications. The 

proposed design will operate on the frequency of 2.4 GHz range. The proposed patch antenna design is for 

802.11b/g/n. The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the principle of antenna design and its 

geometry; Section III presents the results of patch and its discussion and section IV describes the conclusion of 

this paper. 

 

2. ANTENNA DESIGN 

The final design of the proposed antenna is shown 
 

Fig-1 2.4 GHz patch antenna front view Fig- 2 2.4GHz patch antenna side view 

Parametric Table 
 

Name Expression Value 

antx 3.35 3.35 

anty 2 2 

wfx 0.77 0.77 

wx 6 6 

wy 7 7 

Table-1 Parametric Table 
 

Using a feed line, one can stimulate radiation by direct or indirect contact. The most common feeding strategies 

include Inset feed, coaxial probe feed, microstrip line, aperture coupling, and proximity coupling. There are other 

other feeding methods as well. We constructed an inset feed patch antenna in this research. The patch antenna was 

previously fed at the very end. Given that this often results in high input impedance, the feed has now been 

changed as depicted in Fig. 1. If the patch was fed closer to the centre, the input impedance (Z=V/I) would be 

lower since the current in a half wave patch is low at the ends and grows in amplitude towards the 
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centre. Using an inset feed (a distance R from the centre of the patch was fed closer to the centre, the input 

impedance (Z=V/I) may be decreased. Utilizing an inset feed (a distance R from the end), as seen in figure, is 

one way to do this. In this paper, a 2.4GHz microstrip inset feed patch antenna that may be used for both 

receiving and transmitting is suggested. 

Simulation Results OF 2.4GHz Patch Antenna 

S11 Parameter 
 

 

 
 VSWR 

Fig-3 S11 Parameter 

 

 

Fig-4 VSWR 

The following variables must be taken into consideration when analysing the suggested antenna: Radar pattern 

and return loss. The ADS programme is used to carry out the antenna design and for the suggested design, 

momentum microwave optimisation is favoured here. The substrate editor came after the patch design, which was 

completed in the matching workspace offered by the software. Typically, a microstrip antenna consists of three 

components: a patch, a substrate, and a ground plane. The patch antenna can be quickly created in the workspace 

using the coordinate values. The return loss, which is represented by the symbol S11, is a measurement of 

forward and reflected power. 
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Far fields 2D Results 

 

 
 

 

3D Results 

Fig-6 2D Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-7 3D Results 
 

The square patch's maximal directivity occurs in the direction perpendicular to the patch when it is energized in 

its basic mode. When moving away from the 1198 broadside and towards lower elevations, the directivity 

decreases. Figures 4 and 5 depict the proposed antenna's polar plot and 3D radiation pattern at 2.4GHz, 

respectively. According to the simulation results, the proposed patch antenna has a directivity of 6.285 dB and a 

radiation efficiency of 68.65%, meaning it can radiate nearly 70% of the power. 
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3.CONCLUSIONS 

 
Agilent's ADS EDA tools are used to develop an inset feed microstrip patch antenna that can broadcast and 

receive 2.4GHz signals. Through the design of a square patch, we were able to achieve in this article appealing 

radiation properties and minimal cross polarization radiation. The copper metal is selected, having a 

thickness of 1.4 mm and a conductivity of 5.8E7 s/m. design with the (L, W, and H) dimensions and (l, w) 

dimensions of the inset feed line are shown in Table 1. The planned antenna has a 4.65dB gain and a 36.57dB 

return loss. The direction perpendicular to the patch is where the square patch's directivity is greatest when 

excited in its fundamental mode. From the simulation findings, the proposed patch antenna's directivity. 
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ABSTRACT 
Electrocardiogram (ECG) measure the electrical activity of heart and helps to diagnose various abnormalities 

governing cardiac activity of the heart. Wireless monitoring of Electrocardiogram (ECG) can help to analyze, 

classify various cardio vascular diseases and prevent CVDs to great extent. A wearable ECG monitoring device 

made by using IoT devices can reduce the complexity of device. IoT devices such as micro controller, AD8232 

Sensor is used for precise and easy application and Bluetooth devices to send the data wirelessly to other devices. A 

6 lead belt system developed by considering the Einthoven triangle is employed to improve the accuracy of signals 

and to improve the comfort of the patient. In order to eliminate the use of AC power supply which limits the wireless 

objective of the project, a 3.7v rechargeable DC batteries are used to power the circuit. These batteries can provide 

a backup of minimum 6 hours depending on the use and can be recharged using USB charging system within 8 

hours. The belt developed is made elastic so that it can be used by people with different size and age as well. After 

receiving the signal, the system uses an adaptive noise filtering algorithm to remove artifacts. The ECG sensors 

collect the potential from the leads non-gel electrodes which are sent wirelessly using Bluetooth HC-05 module. A 

software called Real term ECG is employed to filter and store the signals. From this software we can develop the 

result of 6 lead ECG which can be stored in defined cloud platform or SD card storage. The stored data can be 

compared with the reference data and check the accuracy of the output in excel sheet itself. This prototype is a small 

size, wireless, less expensive wearable system to detect and display Electrocardiogram (ECG). 

 

Keyword: - wearable, wireless, real term, Einthoven triangle etc…. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Heart is a vital organ for blood pumping and circulation throughout the body. The pumping of blood occurs in 4 

chambers i.e., Right auricle, Right ventricle, left auricle and Left ventricle. The pumping action is initialized by 

rhythm development due to change in electric potential in the Sino-atrial node. The normal heart rate for human 

being is 72 beats per minute. The whole electrical activity can be understood by measuring and analyzing the 

electrical signals. Electrocardiograph is the device which can be used to measure electrical activity from the 

electrical axis vector projection. Holter monitors, Treadmill test, Wearable device are also used to measure ECG. 

Wearable devices are the latest form of ECG monitors for easy application and analysis of ECG signals. The 

person/patient can wear the device in the chest region with the support of shoulder or wrist region and with the help 

of suitable monitor., they can visualize the signal. Nowadays the wearable systems are made wireless with the help 

of Bluetooth module as well as suitable micro-controller. In this paper, a wearable and wireless ECG monitoring belt 

system is developed by using ECG sensor AD8232, Bluetooth module HC-05, ECG leads, Non-gel electrodes, 

Lithium ion batteries and Real term ECG software to process and store the signals. 

The system developed is 6 lead system with belt apparatus and ECG signals from time interval of 10 secs to 3 hours’ 

duration can be produced in single use. People of different age group can wear this device to monitor ECG in their 

home itself. The lithium ion batteries can be recharged using USB charger.  

Overall this is a small, wearable, flexible, inexpensive and wireless device to monitor and store ECG. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY  
The developed system works on the following methodology. During the ECG monitoring the person wears the device 

attached to his chest and belt supported to his shoulders. The ECG leads collect the potential which are placed based 

on Einthoven triangle vector. The reference signal i.e., the reference potential will be supplied by the software itself. 
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The ECG sensor AD8232 will accept the potential and convert into suitable electrical signal to the micro controller. 

The signals will be processed and sent to mobile device i.e., android phone or computer system through Bluetooth 

connection. The micro controller runs under DC power supply. The ECG data which is sent by Bluetooth device is 

received and further processing takes place. By using suitable algorithm, the signal is filtered to remove artifacts. The 

artifacts constitute muscle noise, device noise, body movements, etc. which can be removed by applying suitable high 

pass and low pass filters. All the filtering takes place in the real term software itself. The clear and processed can 

either be classified for abnormalities or can be simply displayed in the monitor. The processed signals can be 

recorded using cloud storage platform or secondary storage devices such as drives, hard disks, SD cards, etc. This is 

the defined methodology of wireless ECG monitoring system.  

 
Chart -1: Methodology of the device  

 

 

Fig -1: Complete Wireless ECG Monitoring apparatus  
2.1 Acquisition 

The ECG leads are placed in 6 defined chest regions which governs projection of electrical axis vector of the heart. 

The signals are collected by electrodes and leads are transferred to ECG sensor. The AD8232 ECG sensor is 
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powered by 3.7v rechargeable lithium ion battery of capacity 2500 mAh. The signal acquisition sensor is connected 

to Bluetooth module HC-05 module through RX0 and DX0 connections.  

The Bluetooth module is also connected to lithium ion battery of capacity 2000 mAh to power the module. This 

Bluetooth device is set up by linking the device in control panel section of computer. Later the port connection can 

be checked in device manager. 

 

 

Table -1: Components specification table 

 

Sl No Item Name 
Power 

specifications 

No. 

of 

items 

1. ECG Sensor 3.7v 2 

2. Bluetooth Module HC-05 3.7v 1 

3. Electrodes - 6 

4. Lead connections - 6 

5. Lithium ion Batteries 3.7v, 2500 mAh 2 

6. Chest Belt - 1 

7. Connecting wires - few 

 

 

 

2.2 Processing  

 Introduction The Real term ECG software intakes the ECG signals through Bluetooth connection. This is done by 

opening the required port to which Bluetooth is connected in the port selection of Real term software. Then the 

software processes the signal by amplifying and converting the data into required digital form. 

The path for the storage of data can be specified and the data capture can be initialized. The blinking of light in the 

software window ensures the device is processing the data successfully. After some duration one can stop capturing 

the data which will be stored in specified folder and disk. This software helps to process the obtained signals, 

convert the data into binary, ASCII, hex form of data by suitable file extensions.  

 
Fig -2: Real term software 
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2.3 Post processing  

After acquisition and processing of data signals will be stored in the specified folder. Usually the data is stored in 

MS excel sheet for easy visualization by using .csv file extension. The data will be developed for every millisecond 

for millivolt value. 

Some interval of data is selected and plotted into 2-D line chart to see the ECG waveforms. The reference data 

which can be collected can be from hospitals can be used along with data obtained from the device to check the 

precision of data and also to compare between two data.  

This data can be stored in any cloud platform for accessing and monitoring the data. 

 

 
Fig -3: Data stored in excel sheet  

 

  

3. Results and Discussion 

The person wears the device properly and connects the leads to the electrodes according to the holes in the belt. The 

sensor and Bluetooth module is connected to battery to switch on. The blinking of light can be seen by which the 

whole device in working state can be confirmed. In the desktop system or other display device the Bluetooth device 

must be linked and Real term software window must be opened. The port access must be established original output 

waveform can be seen in MS Excel sheet itself by plotting the data of selected intervals into graph chart. The ECG 

waveforms can be seen with sharp QRS complexes.  

 
Fig -4: Device after wearing  
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Chart -2: ECG signal from original data 

 

 
Chart -3: ECG signal from Reference data 

 

 
Chart -4: Comparison of both Original and Reference data 
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4. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES  

Advantages of the device are that Compact device with wearing made comfortable, 6 lead system which gives high 

accuracy of ECG output, Rechargeable DC batteries using USB cable for repeated use, Adjustable positions for 

placement of electrodes, Cloud storage of data and easy display using excel sheet, Affordable cost for household 

purposes. 

Some of the disadvantages include Solid projection of Bluetooth sensor which can create artifacts, 2 step data 

conversion into waveform, Maintenance of the device and Requirement of reference data to check accuracy. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

A wearable ECG monitoring system is designed based on the derived methodology. The processed data can be 

visible either by plotting graphs from MS excel sheet or by using a separate display application which can display 

undisturbed data. The person can wear the belt and place the non-gel electrodes and start with acquisition. The data 

which is processed can also be made to store in a cloud platform or in secondary storage devices such as SD card. 

Hard disk etc. This prototype is a small size, less expensive wearable system to detect and display 

Electrocardiogram (ECG). 

The belt system can be made much more compact by using a ventilated pouch instead of plastic box to keep sensors. 

The accuracy can be improved further more by other algorithms. A phone application can be developed for easy 

visualization of data. Embedding sensors, Wi-Fi module to a single chip to reduce size and provide a single power 

system. Developing classification platforms for analyzing and classifying the data for coronary abnormalities. 
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ABSTRACT 

Diabetes is one of the notable health concerns around the world. Diabetes need to keep track of their blood 

glucose level and measure it regularly to evaluate the amount of insulin to be administered to enable the 
person to live a normal life with a highly stable and healthy relationship with the disorder. The technology 
at present is definite and effective but in an invasive manner, which limits the scope for real-time 
measurements which will aid in a positive tight control. This method will bring about a change which will 
overcome the difficulties induced by the current invasive technology. This rugged, pain-staking and low 
cost device built upon near infrared light irradiation based optical technique, will support continuous 

glucose sensing and improve quality of life. The results obtained through the proposed prototype will help 
lead to a conclusion for further research on this simple, pain-free technology and also for implementation 
on a larger scale in the medical field. 

Keywords: Glucose, Glucometers, NIR, BGM, Beer Lambert’s law. 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Glucose is a simple sugar molecule. The sugar molecule is chemically symbolized as C6H12O6. This means that 

glucose molecule contains 6 Carbon (C) atoms, 12 Hydrogen (H) atoms, and 6 Oxygen (O) atoms. In human’s blood, 

glucose molecule circulates as blood sugar. Normally after eating food or drinking, our body breaks down sugars from 

food and uses them for energy in our cells. To perform this, our pancreas produces a hormone called insulin. Insulin 

pulls sugar from the blood and puts it in the cells for use. If anyone has diabetes, our pancreas can’t produce sufficient 

insulin. For this, the blood glucose level increases. As a result, our cells fall into much-needed energy shortage. This 

can lead one to many potential complications including blindness, kidney disease, nerve damage, amputation, stroke, 

heart attack, and damage to blood vessels etc. Diabetes cannot be cured but it is possible to prevent or control it by 

keeping glucose level at normal range. Considering this, it is important to regularly check blood glucose level by 

glucometer. 

 
There are different types of glucometers available in the market. But these are invasive. These invasive glucometers 

need a small amount of blood by puncturing a finger using a needle and put on a test strip which shows the glucose 

level. Sometimes this method discourages patients because finger puncturing is painful, infectious when the same 

needle is used for multiple patients, and has a higher cost. Due to this, it is necessary to develop a non-invasive method 

which does not need finger puncturing and cost effective for diabetic patients. 
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Fig-1: Conventional invasive blood glucose test 

According to NICE guidelines, the following are ranges of blood glucose which are observed in normal individuals,  

diabetics, and pre diabetics. Home diabetes tests allow individuals to determine which category they fall into to 

determine whether or not they are required to take a shot of insulin. When blood sugar content is too high, an insulin 

injection is administered in order to help efficiently use the body’s blood glucose in order to bring it down to normal  

range. 

 

Table-1: Glucose Measurement Test Standards as per NICE Guidelines 

1.1 Exordium 

Near-infrared spectroscopy consists of wavelengths in the range of 780nm to 2500nm. We encounter near-infrared 

radiation in our day to day life. For example, when there is a fire and we place our hands near, it is IR radiation, while 

the vast majority of it is NIR. The water molecule absorbs this radiation and causes a rise in temperature of the skin’s 

water content. 

 

 

Fig-2: Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Range 
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Beer Lambert’s Law 

Based on Beer Lambert’s Law, when a light source passes through a medium, it is absorbed or transmitted through,  

causing the intensity to decrease. 

 
 

A (λ) = Log10 (Ii /It) 

Ii = Incident light’s intensity 

It = Attenuated light’s intensity 

When an NIR source is passed through the blood containing of glucose molecules, the glucose molecules tend to 

absorb them and therefore transfer less to the phototransistor. As the concentration of glucose increases, the rate of 

absorption increases simultaneously due to the nature of glucose molecules. Therefore, the quantity of blood sugar is 

directly proportional to the absorbance. Instead of invasively measuring the amount of blood acquired through routine 

checks, NIR can be used to measure the amount of glucose present within the blood’s components. 

 
1.2 Literature Survey 

Schichiri et al (1985) were the first to introduce the minimally invasive technique by the development of 

subcutaneously implantable needle-type electrodes. The used of subcutaneous implantation technique able to avoid 

infection problems such as septicaemia, fouling with blood clots, and embolism. They have designed a glucose sensor 

with a fine needle, or flexible wire and the active sensing element is implemented on the tip of it and implanted in the 

subcutaneous tissue. Nowadays, there are various types of continuous glucose monitoring systems which has been 

commercialized. Example of such systems may be using electrochemical detection or and optical detection of glucose 

oxidase to measure glucose in blood. 

 

Bushra Alsunaidi et al (2021) provides an updated review of some of the pioneering non-invasive optical techniques 

for monitoring blood glucose levels that have been proposed in the last six years, including a summary of state of the 

art error analysis and validation techniques. As no cure has been found for diabetes yet, regular monitoring and control 

of glucose concentration in the blood is the only solution to optimize the lifestyle of diabetics and prevent them from 

experiencing severe complications. Various glucose monitoring techniques have been developed recently. These 

technologies are classified based on their mechanism as invasive (IN), minimally invasive (MI), and non-invasive 

(NI). 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Near-Infrared spectroscopy is an optical method in which scattered, transmitted, or reflected light from the illuminated 

surface is studied. It has been investigated for glucose estimation for the last few decades. NIR waves have deeper 

penetration, so they can easily reach the dermis layer of skin and interact with blood components. Thus, NIR 

spectrometry is used to estimate glucose levels in the blood. This technology is low-cost and simple. 

 

The NIR waves are partially scattered or absorbed as they penetrate through skin tissue. The scattering and absorption 

are related to the molecular vibrations of chemical bonds of molecules present in the medium. This phenomenon can 

be utilized in measuring the concentration of biological functional groups such as C–H, N–H, C–O, and O–H present 

in the blood. Glucose molecules contain C–H and C–O bonds, so the absorption and reflectance of NIR waves passing 

through the skin can be developed to detect the concentration of glucose in the blood. The NIR absorption for isomers 

of glucose, such as fructose, lactose, and galactose, has absorption peaks at different wavelengths, ranging in first 

overtones and combinational bands of NIR spectra. These wavelengths do not coincide with the wavelength at which 

glucose absorption is being detected. Hence, detection of glucose is not much affected by the presence of these isomers. 

 

Here, the blood glucose meter that can provide glucose measurements painlessly, without a blood sample or finger 

pricks, within a few seconds. The device checks the heartbeat and it is displayed on LCD. 
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When a light ray passes through biological tissues, it is both absorbed and scattered by the tissues. Light scattering 

occurs in biological tissues due to the mismatch between the refraction index of extracellular fluid and the membranes 

of the cells. Variation in glucose level in blood affects the intensity of light scattered from the tissue. Beer- Lambert 

Law plays a major role in absorbance measurement which states that absorbance of light through any solution is in 

proportion with the concentration of the solution and the length path travelled by the light ray. Light transport theory 

describes light attenuation as 

I=Ioe -µeff L --------- (1) 

where, I is the reflected light intensity, I0 is the incident light intensity and L is the optical path length inside the tissue. 

Attenuation of light inside the tissue depends on the coefficient known as effective attenuation coefficient (µeff), which 

is given by 

µeff = [3µs (µs + µs ')] 
½ --------- (2) 

The absorption coefficient (µa) is defined as the probability of absorption of photons inside the tissue per unit path 

length, which is given by 

µa = 2.303 C --------- (3) 
is the molar extinction coefficient, C is the tissue chromophore concentration and the reduced scattering coefficient 

(µs') is given by equation 4. 
µs ' = µs (1-g) -------- (4) 

where g is anisotropy and µs is scattering coefficient. Hence from the equations (1) to(4) it can be concluded that µa 

depends on the glucose concentration in blood. Thus, with the increase in blood glucose concentration, the scattering 

property of blood decreases. 
 

Fig-3: Detailed Block Diagram 

2.1 Hardware Implementation 

Compact hardware is designed and fabricated for the proposed for non-invasive technique. The photo-sensor has 

wavelength sensitivity of 600 nm to 800 nm and detects the laser light passed through glucose sample to convert the 

optical energy into electrical energy. The output voltage detected by the photo-sensor depends on the intensity of the 

received laser light. 

Other elements of the red laser blood glucose monitoring are Arduino-UNO microcontroller, connected with PC to 

display the output voltage. The suitable wavelength for BGM is determined experimentally by measuring the 

transmittance and absorbance of different wavelengths of light ranging from 500 nm to 1200 nm. The light is passed 

through the human finger. The highest absorbance is of NIR of wavelengths from 700 nm to 1000 nm making it the 

least suitable for BGM applications. Red laser light of 650 nm has the capability of penetrating into the water and the 

human finger as it has the highest % transmittance as compared to other wavelengths. 
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3. RESULT 

Fig-4: Prototype of the proposed method 

Testing of the model is done by measuring the subject’s blood sugar levels first with an invasive tool as the standard. 

After that, the subjects measured their blood sugar levels with the designed prototype and compared the results. 

AccuCheck Instant was chosen as the golden standard, which still need a specific strip to measure blood glucose levels. 

The glucose concentration for different patients are measured. It was developed by the laser light of wavelength 650nm 

and photo transistor. The Arduino microcontroller is used to control the operation. Hence the glucose level is tested 

and the value (mg/dL) is displayed. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a non-invasive blood glucose sensor based on near infrared spectroscopy has been discussed. The result 

shown in this paper indicates that this method is feasible to measure blood glucose level non-invasively, though it is 

still need an improvement to achieve better results. 
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ABSTRACT 
An earthquake is a type of natural disaster that is well-known for the devastation it causes to both naturally existing 

and artificial structures, including buildings, and residential areas, to name a few. Seismometers, which pick up 

vibrations caused by seismic waves moving through the earth's crust, are used to measure earthquakes. The damage 

caused by an earthquake is categorized in this work into damage ratings, which have values ranging from one to five. 

The damage grade of a certain structure, which is also known as Unique Identification String, is predicted using a 

previously gathered data set and a number of criteria. An analysis of current machine learning classifier techniques is 

being used to make the forecast of earthquake. In order to predict earthquakes, machine learning methods like KNN, 

Random Forest Classifier, and Logistic Regression are used. The best algorithm will be taken into consideration after 

reviewing all of the aforementioned previously employed algorithms. The approach employed to anticipate the 

property will be examined, and data analysis will disclose information that could help to mitigate the effects of future 

earthquakes. 

 

Keyword :- Earthquake Magnitude Prediction, Location Prediction , Deep Learning 

 

    1.INTRODUCTION 

 

A few years ago, the majority of each company's programmers were primarily focused on developing the user 

interface when developing software and hardware image processing systems.  Since the introduction of the 

Windows operating system, when the majority of developers shifted their focus to addressing the issues with 

image processing itself, the situation has significantly changed.  In solving common problems like identifying 

faces, car numbers, road signs, analysing remote and medical photos, etc., this hasn't yet produced the 

fundamental advancement. Through trial and error, various teams of engineers and scientists work to find 

solutions to each of these "eternal" problems. The task of automating the construction of software tools for 

tackling intellectual difficulties is formulated and vigorously tackled abroad because modern technological 

remedies are proving to be excessively expensive.  The required toolset for image processing should make it 

easier to analyse and recognise photos with new material and guarantee effective application development by 

normal programmers.  Similarly to how the Windows toolkit facilitates the development of interfaces for 

addressing many practical issues. 

 

1.1  Existing problem 
 

One of the methods recently used is seismogram. The scientist in order to measure how large the earthquake was 

use seismogram recording that are made on seismographs on the surface of earth. The size of earthquake is known as 

the magnitude which will be used a lot throughout this report. Here is a figure that shows some wiggly lines. These 

lines define if the earthquake occurred was large or small. If the line is short, it means that it is  small earthquake and 

if it is long means it is of high magnitude. There is other method used to predict earthquake which is called 

triangulation method. In this method it takes three seismographs to find an earthquake. 
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1.2 Proposed System 

The proposed system of this project is to predict the magnitude of earthquake for a region given by the user with the 

help historical data. As we know that the destruction caused by earthquakes is massive and causes loss of lives every 

year. There is several ways Geologist use to predict earthquakes. The results so far have been successful in telling 

where an earthquake has more probability to occur but when it will happen is still under research. This application 

will ask the user to enter the range of latitude and longitude for the region where they want to know if earthquake can 

occur. Based on these co-ordinates it will use the data set and apply Regression algorithms to make the prediction. 

The mean square error is also calculated so we can find which algorithm gives accurate results. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the project 

To Design a System to predict the Earthquake .To apply various Algorithms and build our ML model. To determine 

the performance of our model using parameters like accuracy etc. To develop a User Interface for our model. 

 

2.RELATED WORK 

 
     Seismometers, which pick up vibrations caused by seismic waves moving through the earth's crust, are used to 

measure earthquakes. The damage caused by an earthquake was categorised in this work into damage grades, which 

have numbers that vary from one to five. The damage grade of a certain structure, which is linked to a Unique 

Identification String, was predicted using a previously gathered data set and a set of factors. An analysis of current 

machine learning classifier techniques was used to make the forecast. In this study, the machine learning techniques 

employed were K-Nearest Neighbours, Random Forest Classifier, and Logistic Regression. The best algorithm was 

taken into accounts after a review of a number of attributes. The method used to predict the property underwent a 

thorough investigation, and the data analysis that followed revealed information that could help future earthquakes' 

effects be lessened. It is safe to conclude that concrete with reinforcement is a substance that can be utilised in the 

construction of a building's foundation, rooftop, and ground floor based on the findings from the examination of the 

aforementioned displayed bar graphs. Due to its capacity to endure high tensile stress, particularly when reinforced 

with steel, reinforced concrete is a well-known material in the building construction industry. Steel and a few other 

polymers are only a handful of the materials that can be used to strengthen it. 

 

 

3.METHODOLOGY 

 
Based on a variety of data and characteristics, machine learning is used to forecast earthquakes. Here, the user enters 

geographical information like latitude, longitude, and numerous other forms of general data. Smaller sets of the 

datasets in Fig. 1 below are then classified using classification techniques. We will be able to compare and estimate the 

size of the user through comparison and prediction. All of the aforementioned user inputs are used to process the 

detected data using machine learning techniques before it is given to an earthquake prediction model. The algorithm 

then uses the user-entered data to combine and compare the entire processed data in its prediction model to identify the 

earthquake. An architecture diagram is a visual representation of a number of concepts, including the principles, 

elements, and components, that make up an architecture. 
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Fig 1: Proposed Block Diagram 

 

 

4.Unit State Diagram 
 

 

             

Fig 2: Unit State Diagram
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The unit design of predicting earthquakes with machine learning consists of all the various aspects that are required. 

This unit design fig.2 shows from starting the model flows from one step to another, like enter into the system then it 

enters all the information’s and all other general information along with the attributes that goes into the system, 

compares with the prediction model and if it states true then it predicts the appropriate results otherwise it shows the 

details where the user had gone wrong while entering the information  

 

5.RESULT 

 

THE ACCURACY OF TECHNIQUES FOR MACHINE LEARNING 

 

In this phase, we structure six distinct kinds of classification models. We could use numerous other models to 

resolve classification problems; however, these are the most popular models in use. Using the algorithms, all 

these models can be built workably provided by the sci-kit-learn package. The results of applied ML 

algorithms are presented. 

 

 

Fig 3: The accuracy of machine learning algorithms 

 

  
  

 

Fig 3: Comparative analysis
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  6.CONCLUSIONS 

 
      For both monitoring and control purposes, this work has presented a novel automatic earthquake detection 

system in real- time. This work will indeed help in improving the security, law and order situation for the betterment 

and safety of humanity, especially for the countries who had suffered a lot with these kind of natural calamities. This 

will bring a positive impact on the economy by attracting investors and tourists, as security and safety are their 

primary needs. So we can infer that combining seismic activity with Machine Learning technology produces 

significant and efficient results that may be used to anticipate earthquakes in a wide range of situations, provided 

that the prior history of the event is sufficiently maintained. The two can work together even more closely to better 

protect against earthquakes. Large datasets have shown to be extremely useful. The same methodology can also be 

applied to the prediction of numerous other natural calamities. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Stock market forecasting and machine learning are two strategies that have recently gained popularity. The goal of 

this research is to forecast stock prices and market movements using machine learning algorithms. To forecast 

future market values, this model takes into account a variety of factors such as financial statistics, historical trends, 

market mood, and news. To provide information on patterns and trends, the system will employ data visualization 

techniques. By precisely anticipating stock values, the software will also assist traders and investors in making 

educated judgements. The proposed approach will produce strong results for analyzing product prices and models, 

making it an excellent tool for investors and traders looking to make informed investment decisions. 

 

Keywords: - stock market, machine learning, deep learning, historical data, information visualization. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The stock market is predicted to expand in popularity in recent years, as it assists investors in making stock market 

judgements. Stock price forecasting is tough and requires complex models and algorithms. It is affected by a variety 

of factors, including firm performance, market trends, global events, and investor behavior. This issue can be resolved 

by examining stock prices, AR, ARIMA, SARIMA, Bayesian Auto ARIMAX, and so on. Many guessing algorithms 

have been proposed to solve it. These algorithms look for patterns, trends, and anomalies in historical data. that might 

be utilized to forecast future market values. To be specific, it comprises a wide range of elements such as company 

trends, market conditions, and external factors. The algorithm is built on a massive database of historical assets, 

allowing us to spot patterns and trends that human analysts might overlook. Using a variety of statistical techniques, 

this model is then assessed for correctness and reliability. 

 
The use of machine learning and artificial intelligence in product forecasting has altered how organizations make 

decisions. With the use of this technology, traders may produce predictions in real time. Machine learning models' 

capacity to recognize patterns and patterns that human analysts find difficult to detect has given market research a 

competitive advantage. Furthermore, this tool allows more people to forecast the business and encourages more people 

to invest in it and benefit from its growth. 

 
In summary, the potential of machine learning and artificial intelligence to change business decisions. Accurate 

forecasts can be made in real-time with this technology, highlighting patterns and trends that human analysts may 

overlook, indicating business prospects to investors. A great tool for individuals interested in investing in equities. 
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2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Forecasting stock prices is a crucial task for both investors and analysts. With the abundance of data and 

technological advancements in the modern era, the application of AI/ML techniques has become a popular choice 

for this purpose. Utilizing neural networks, which can learn from input data, is one popular strategy and output 

predictions to generate accurate forecasts. Researchers have created a variety of neural network types, including 

neural networks with feed-forward and recurrent loops (RNNs), and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), for 

predicting stock prices. 

 

Apart from neural networks, there are other machine learning methods used in business forecasting, such as support 

vector machines (SVM), decision trees, random forests, and Bayesian algorithms. These algorithms can handle 

nonlinear relationships between inputs and outputs, which makes them suitable for analyzing business model data. 

Additionally, these methods can handle the ambiguity and incompleteness that are frequently present in financial data. 

 
 

bro 

Figure-1 Estimation of stock movements with continuous data. 

 

 
The study also focused on selecting different options for accurate stock price forecasting. Accurate selection involves 

identifying the most essential features that have the greatest impact on predicting a company's value. Key point 

analysis, trend analysis, and data integration were some of the feature selection techniques used by researchers to 

determine the most crucial elements for market forecasting. 

 
Overall, corporate forecasting has benefited greatly from the incorporation of machine learning and artificial 

intelligence. However, the accuracy of the model is heavily reliant on the quality and quantity of data used. 

Researchers are constantly exploring innovative data processing methods to improve forecast accuracy, model 

architecture, and selection. 

 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Author [1] conducted a study with the goal of predicting stock prices in the future. The proposed algorithm utilized 

the relationship between public sentiment and its impact on stock prices. The model proven to be most useful for 

analyzing historical values is the LSTM, however, the incorporation of a memory gate to discard outdated values 

could further enhance its accuracy. The potential applications for this project are vast, with the first option being the 

analysis of public sentiment on different social media networks, including Twitter. Additionally, the study only 

considered spoken English, but including all languages spoken by the community could improve the accuracy of 

LSTM in predicting stock prices. 

 
Author [2] conducted a study using a hybrid technique combining genetic algorithms and machine learning (GA)- 

based vector machine. The system developed in the study incorporated multiple measurements and evaluated product 

prices based on the prices charged by various businesses. In terms of forecasting future values, including technical 

indicators and stock projections, the results showed that the GA-SVM hybrid system outperformed the pure SVM 
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system. The SVM system performed better when genetic algorithms were added to machine learning algorithms, 

potentially improving the likelihood of accurate predictions. The study highlights the usefulness of hybrid approaches 

for increasing the precision of algorithms for machine learning. 

 
Author [3] implies that there are no set criteria for predicting market values and that the stock market is a tool for 

projecting future trends. The author also discusses Anomaly Radio Networks (ANN) and their usefulness in detecting 

hidden patterns in data for market forecasting. The author proposes two models for cost estimates that use a back- 

propagation technique to learn a multi-layer feed-forward network model. Furthermore, the author suggests using 

backward and multi-layer feedforward algorithms to estimate market prices. 

 
Author [4] investigated the utilization of artificial intelligence (AI) models to predict stock prices, utilizing financial 

indicators such as power indicators, cash flow indicators, and exponential moving average correlation. The study 

found that the proposed model has a higher prediction accuracy and LS-SVM optimization ability than the PSO 

method. 

 
Author [5] proposed a novel forecasting method for predicting the next day's stock pattern using SVM (support vector 

machine). The algorithm being discussed considers various factors such as time correlation between global market 

and various financial forecasts. The model can also be utilized with some conversion algorithms to analyze the real 

market. The study utilizes ML algorithms to forecast stock trends by analyzing data from various global financial 

markets. To evaluate the prediction algorithm's accuracy, a basic working model was employed. Additionally, the 

study identified short selling instruments and indicated that the market can still generate profits even during a 

downtrend. 

 
Author [6] To forecast movements in the stock market, researchers used artificial neural networks (ANN) as a 

forecasting tool by analyzing specific financial time series with various architectures. The study focused on predicting 

upward or downward trends and employed methods such as multi-layer perceptron (MLP), convolutional-neural- 

network (CNN), and short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network. The study's findings revealed that the 

implementation of ANN showed promising results in predicting stock market movements and was capable of 

accurately predicting the behavior of financial periods, even with time-lapse data. 

 
Author [7] says Researchers employed techniques from the field of AIML to analyze financial news articles using 

different text representations. A dataset of 9,211 financial news articles and 10,259,042 stocks from the S&P 500 

index over a five-week period was analyzed. The proposed model considered the article's position and the stock price 

at the time of publication was recorded along with the corresponding data, achieving the best performance in predicting  

future stock prices. The accuracy rate in predicting the direction of the stock price movement was 57.1%, and it 

generated a profit of 2.06% in simulated trading using a three-dimensional representation of the article's words and 

stock prices. The study also highlighted the importance of proper nouns in achieving the model's success by avoiding 

the limitations imposed by common nouns and entity names. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 
 

Stock market forecasting typically involves multiple steps, starting from the process of collecting historical financial 

data and relevant news and announcements. The gathered data is then processed and cleaned to remove 

inconsistencies, fill in missing values, and prepare it for analysis. The next step involves feature engineering, where 

significant variables that impact stock prices are identified and selected as essential features. These chosen features 

are then utilized to train models, such as ARIMA, SARIMAX, or LSTM, which are commonly used in market 

forecasting to detect trends and connections between variables in data and follow historical trends. Once trained, the 

algorithm can be evaluated and validated using performance measures such as mean absolute error (MAE) and root 

mean squared error (RMSE) to ensure its accuracy and reliability. Finally, the model can be used to predict future 

trends and stock prices, which can be visualized through graphs and charts to aid in decision-making.
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5. PRICE PREDICTION 

 
To predict future market prices, it is necessary to conduct a thorough investigation and interpretation of historical data. 

This involves identifying patterns and trends and using ML algorithms such as time series analysis, regression, and 

neural networks to analyze the data. These algorithms examine historical data and identify relationships between 

variables such as economic indicators, business trends, and company performance. By taking into consideration the 

current market conditions and other relevant factors, these algorithms can forecast future stock prices. The reliability 

of these forecasts relies on the quality and sophistication of the methodologies employed and the precision of the 

utilized data. 

 

The potential for high returns on investment has enabled ML algorithms to become an increasingly cost-effective 

solution for analyzing and forecasting market prices. As a result, there are many machine learning models that have 

been developed for stock price forecasting. However, despite the numerous benefits, the unpredictable characteristic 

of the stock market and its vulnerability to external factors make it challenging to define the true benefits of these 

models. Therefore, further market research is needed to develop more accurate and reliable ways to address the 

complexities and unpredictability of the stock market. 

 

5.1 TIME-SERIES-ANALYSIS (TSA) 
 

Time-series-analysis is a commonly used system to forecast market trends, utilizing various models such as AR 

(Autoregressive), ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average), and SARIMAX (Seasonal-Autoregressive- 

Integrated-Moving-Average). The models are designed to predict future trends and assist in investment decision- 

making by analyzing historical data. An AR model will focus on the connection between past and present data points, 

while an ARIMA model has been used to model non-stationary data. 

 

Fig -2 Time series Process 
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The stock-market has evolved into a complex and ever-changing industry due to advancements in technology. 

Predicting stock prices has and will always be a daunting task as a result of the impact of various factors on the market. 

However, ML algorithms have emerged as effective tools for stock price forecasting. Supervised learning algorithms 

like ARIMA and SARIMAX have been widely used to predict stock prices, enabling investors to make more informed 

decisions and achieve higher ROI. As the need for business intelligence continues to increase in corporate 

development, the use of ML algorithms to forecast activities is projected to become even more significant. 

 

Time series analysis is a statistical approach that involves examining data patterns over time to identify trends, 

seasonality, and other factors that can help predict future outcomes. This approach is used across many fields, 

including finance, economics, engineering, and climate science. In financial forecasting, time series analysis will be 

an invaluable tool for analysts seeking to make informed decisions based on asset behavior over time. Owing to the 

complexity of production data, TSA has become increasingly popular in business forecasting. 

 
 

6. RESULTS 

 

Fig-3 Predicted by BAYSEN 
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Fig-4 Predicted by SARIMAX 

 
 

7. CONCLUSION 

 
Accurate stock market prediction requires the utilization of advanced machine learning techniques. Time series models 

like as ARIMA and SARIMA have proven to be effective in accurately forecasting stock prices. However, there is 

still a need for further research in the field, particularly in the areas of model data processing and feature selection. 

Accurate market projections can provide investors with valuable insights, enabling them to make informed decisions 

and pursue new investment strategies. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Noise, Structure, and Elements to produce high-quality pictures, vector transport must be properly represented in 

graphics algorithms. Although currently available algorithms are extremely effective at this, creating and formatting 

virtual environments is expensive and time-consuming. As a result, there is an opportunity to automate this tedious 

procedure by using recent improvements in computer vision. Recent advances in complex generative models, 

notably GANs, have inspired a significant deal of interest in the field of computer vision for creating realistic 

images. Backpropagation is coupled with the assistance of an adversarial method that consists of two networks, The 

generating system allowed G, while the discriminator allowed D, with G creating erroneous images and D 

categorizing them into genuine or phony image categories. Backpropagation is combined with an adversarial 

approach that makes use of two networks, Generator G and the discriminator D, where Generator G generates 

fictitious pictures and Discriminator D assesses whether they are real or false.  As the training goes on, G develops 

the capacity to create images that are plausible to deceive D. [1]. In this study, a model capable of producing high-

quality photographs of human faces at scale was trained using the Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial 

Networks (DCGAN), a kind of convolutional architecture based on GAN.  The DCGAN model was trained using the 

Celebrity Faces Attributes Dataset. The Architectural analogies Index (SSIM), which analyses both structural and 

spatial coherence between two pictures, was used to objectively evaluate the trained DCGAN model. According to 

the data acquired, the image quality is equivalent to the top-tier photographs in the Celeb dataset. 

 

Keyword: - Artificial/Synthetic face generation, Generative Adversarial Network, Structural Similarity Index, 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Artificial Intelligence(AI), Deep learning Computer Vision(CV).

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Every learning strategy—supervised and unsupervised—tends to be undermined by the generative adversarial 

network (GAN), also known as a GAN. Due to the natural modelling of multidimensional data patterns, this is 

possible. The GAN hypothesis was first created in 2014 and was conceptualized as a contest between two neural 

networks to see which one might perform better. Think of one network as an unauthorized intellectual owner and the 

other as a reliable resource for visual data analysis. In order to produce authentic images, a copycat, also known as a 

generative structure and denoted in literary works as variable G, creates duplicates. The discriminating D gathers 

both real and fake samples in an effort to ascertain if samples are valid (as shown in Figure 1). The Generator 

Network lacks access to actual images. The discriminator is trained using both samples obtained from the real world 

dataset and fake images. The discriminator's fault is determined using the base fact picture dataset, which comprises 

both false and genuine photos. As the produced oversight gets transmitted across the network, each epoch leads to 

higher-quality photos. When seen as an operative mappings from an apparently arbitrary, high-dimensional 
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environment known as the "latent space" to the space of real image data, the basic framework of a generator system 

is mathematically characterized as G: G (z). 

 

 

 

Figure 1 illustrates a simple GAN's discriminative system, D, as a function that converts matrix values to a 

probability that indicates the likelihood that the image is being analyzed originated from a real-life image rather than 

a generator. D: D(x) (0, 1). The discriminator, indicated as D, can be trained for a certain generator in order to 

classify pictures into either category. The discriminator will be fixed once it reaches perfection, at which point the 

generator may continue relying on it for precision. The discriminator is tricked into calculating 0.5 for all inputs if 

the generator's probability closely resembles the statistical pattern of the real data. In addition to the exciting 

academic issues connected with their construction and training, GANs may one day be used for a variety of 

applications. These are a few potential uses for this technology: The expense of a studio, travel, and a limited 

number of human volunteers might be utilized in conjunction with GANs to create images of fictional fashion 

models. They may be employed to produce fashion ad campaigns including a sizable number of models that might 

encourages customers to buy more goods. After a decent amount of training, GANs create images with higher 

quality than original pictures while maintaining all other image aspects like colors, backgrounds, foregrounds, and 

so on [18]. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

GANs have become quite popular in artificial intelligence research in the recent years. GANs offer a unique 

opportunity to pursue both research and business applications by bringing novel concepts into a wide variety of 

industries. Generative adversarial networks are the "coolest idea in computational intelligence within the past two 

decade," according to Yann LeeCunn. GAN researchers are now directing their efforts towards computer vision and 

image processing. GAN technology, which was recently created, enables the development of realistic, high-quality 

images of humans, animals, and other things, as well as neural patterns that transfer visions from other domains. [4]. 

Furthermore, GANs have been used to investigate various machine learning areas of expertise including recognizing 

spam, speech and natural language processing (NLP), and so on [9]. Concurrently training two distinct artificially 

intelligent neural networks is required: a generating system G for distribution of data and a discriminative network D 

for assessing the probability obtaining a sample from a real-world dataset used for training. This cutting-edge 

technique was developed in 2014 by the researcher Goodfellow et al. [1]. G's training aim is to maximize D's 

mistake potential. At NIPS 2016, Ian Goodfellow presented an overview [2] on generative adversarial networks, 

where he addressed: (1) the significance of generative models in artificial intelligence, and (2) the architecture of 

GANs and its juxtaposition with other cutting-edge algorithms within the literature; (3) internal details about how 

GANs work; (4) the long-term potential of GANs-related technologies; and (5) the most advanced computational 

image processing prototypes that use GANs and other algorithms. Following the initial development of the GAN-

related theory, numerous research works were published to further develop the concept. Zhang et al.'s [3] Self-

Attention Generative Adversarial Network (SAGAN) offers long-range and attention-driven modelling in image 

Fig- 1: General Architecture of Generative Adversarial Networks [10] 
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generation tasks for a number of applications. Gregor et al. [6] were the first to introduce Deep Recurrent Attentive 

Writer (DRAW), a type of neural network that generates realistic visuals. DRAW networks combine a sequential 

variation auto-encoding architecture with a special spatial attention mechanism that mimics the development and 

function of the human eye to enable iteratively better picture output. A novel technique for producing high-quality 

photographs using conditional adversarial generating networks (conditional GANs) was put out by Wang et al. [7]. 

 

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Convolutional neural nets perform discrete convolution operation using its convolutional layer. The discrete 

convolution operation is a linear transformation. It is sparse as only a small number of input units gets utilized to 

produce a single output unit. It reuses parameters of convolutional layer, indicating that the same set of weights are 

utilized to produce output at more than a single location. 

 

 
Fig- 2: Matrix Representation 

Convolutional neural nets perform discrete convolution operation using its convolutional layer. The discrete 

convolution operation is a linear transformation. It is sparse as only a small number of input units gets utilized to 

produce a single output unit. It reuses parameters of convolutional layer, indicating that the same set of weights are 

utilized to produce output at more than a single location. A discrete convolution process on matrices is shown in 

Figure 2. A matrix that contains the values of each pixel in each picture may be used to represent any image. Figure 

2 displays the input image as a 4 × 4 light blue matrix. A collection of dark blue matrices is used to represent the the 

kernel itself or feature map [13]. The input matrix is explored repeatedly using kernels. It integrates the kernel 

components by the relevant input matrix elements in each configuration. The total is then reported as the outcome 

for the present location when the results are added together. The green matrix shows the characteristics of the feature 

mappings or the final convolution result. 

3.1 Pooling Layers  

A group of methods known as "pooling layers" are employed to make feature maps less dimensional. Typical 

pooling scenario is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig- 3: 4x4 input using 3x3 Average Pooling Scenario 
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3.2 Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN)  

Convolutional networks are utilized to construct the generator model of the DCGAN, while inverted convolutional 

neural networks are employed to construct the discriminator model. The discrimination algorithm has been tuned to 

increase the likelihood of correctly detecting whether or not an input sample is from the dataset used for training. 

Both the discriminator and generator systems play a couple-player min max game employing the following 

optimization equation.  

 

 
Fig- 4: Optimization Equation 

 

 
Fig- 5: Image samples from CelebA dataset 

Figure 5 illustrates a selection of photographs from the CelebA dataset. The information given is pre-processed 

before being entered into the model to ensure its suitability. Figure 6 depicts how the images in this study's dataset 

were centered and transformed to a dimension of 64x64. For appropriate training and evaluating  methods, these 

3x64x64 images are transformed into tensors of exactly the same size. For taking the advantage of cutting-edge 

optimization methods that require data in microscopic groupings of dimensions ranging from 4, 8, 16, and 32, the 

dataset was divided into micro pieces of size 8. 

 

 

Fig- 6: 32x32 single batch of training image 

3.3 Network Architecture 

The DCGAN probably consists of two major components which ids Generator let G and Discriminator let D.  

Finding a function that converts the latent area of gradients into matrices, or 3-by-64-pixel pictures, is the goal of the 

generator network. This is performed by connecting 2-dimensional convolutional transpose layers, as depicted in 

Fig- 7. Each layer is completed using a ReLU activation and a 2D batches norms layer. The D discriminator 

network's job is to determine how likely it is that an input picture is real. D uses a sigmoid activation function and a 
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3x64x64 input picture to transmit the probability through a series of convolutional layers, successively normalizing 

data layers, and ReLU activation functions. Fig. 8 shows this. The network's parameters are randomly selected in 

order to break up symmetry, which leads to less-than-ideal outcomes. 

 

Fig- 7: Generator Network Architecture [5] 

 

Fig- 8: Discriminator Architecture [5] 

3.3  Hyperparameters 

In the realm of machine learning, a parameter is a hyperparameter that is established prior the training cycle begins. 

These customizable parameters have a direct influence on how well a model train operates. Model hyperparameters, 

which affect the results of picking a model and can't be anticipated by fitting the model to training data, and 

algorithm hyperparameters, which typically have no impact on model efficacy but instead affect the rate and 

uniformity of the optimization process, are divided into two categories. The hyperparameters' specifications and 

values are displayed in Table I. 

Table- 1: List of Hyperparameters Values 

 

3.4 Training Process 

The DCGAN model's overall produced loss function. The Adam optimizer method is employed to optimize the non-

convex cost function. This approach makes use of the appropriate cost function's primary degree derivative to 
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optimize stochastic objective operations. The technique is very simple to implement in any programming language, 

computationally quick, memory-light, and robust to diagonally gradient rescaling, and suitable for large training 

datasets. The approach also produces sparse gradients throughout optimization and works well with noisy and non-

stationary training data. The hyper-parameters are simple and almost ever need to be adjusted. The following 

equations regulate the optimization steps of the Adam optimizer: 

 

Fig- 9: Optimization Steps of Adam Optimizer 

𝜂: Primary rate of Learning 

𝑔t: 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑡 a particular 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 instance 𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑤j 

𝑣at: 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑤j 

𝑠it: 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑛t 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡s 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑤j 

𝛽eta1, 𝛽eta2: 𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 

 

3.5 Evaluation parameter 

In the proposed study, the Structural Likelihood Index (SSIM), a metric of image quality, is employed to impartially 

assess the GAN model's performance. The Morphological Resemblance Index (SSIM), a method for evaluating 

image processing, evaluates how similar images and videos are from multiple sources, which includes digital TVs, 

movie stills, and other digital images, appear to be. The University of Texas at the Austin's Centre for Image and 

Video Engineering (LIVE) started the work that Columbia University's Computing Visual Laboratory (LCV) at the 

New York City continues. By using a variety of attributes extracted from the photos and transformed into multiple 

spaces, SSIM compares two images. SSIM addresses the shortcomings of several common metrics, such as MSE 

and PSNR. The SSIM index is computed using several image windows. Two windows of size NxN, both x and y, 

with the metric: 

 

Fig- 10: Equation for SSIM Index 

𝜎x: 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 value 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 

𝜎y: 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 value 𝑜𝑓 𝑦 

𝜇2: 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 

𝜇2: 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑦 

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALSIS 

4.1 Generator and Discriminator Training Loss 

Figure 11 depicts the training loss for the Generator (G) and Discriminator (D). The graph unmistakably 

demonstrates that the output photo quality increases with each training iteration as the associated loss lowers and 

approaches 1.0. Figure 12 does not explicitly illustrate it, but it is feasible to see that the Discriminator Network loss 

is approaching the ideal equilibrium value of 0.5.  
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Fig- 11: Iterations with respect to training loss 

 

4.2 Artificial Face Images 

The simulated facial images generated by the trained DCGAN model are shown in Figure 12. These 64x64 images 

have a poor resolution. Figure 9 indicates unequivocally that this model is capable of producing pictures that closely 

resemble faces, despite the imperfection of the facial characteristics. 

 

Fig- 12: Artificial or Synthetic face image generated using DCGAN model 

 

4.3  Evaluation 

The Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) is used to compare genuine and generated facial photos from CelebA 

dataset. Table 2 displays the result of the SSIM scores for the images chosen at random. According to the SSIM 

findings, a rising proportion of artificially created facial photographs resemble the genuine images taken from the 

CelebA collection. The comparatively low values are owing to the limited reliability of the produced photographs, 

but they might readily be boosted with some extra training time, resulting in higher-quality face shots. 
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Table- 2: SSIM Scores Of Some Random Images. 

 Structural Similarity Index 

20 random images 0.13 

   100 random images 0.26 

200 random images 0.29 

500 random images 0.35 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

GANs are an intriguing concept, which have applications in medicine, computer gaming, and animation. The Deep 

Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) was trained to produce phony faces resembling 

celebrities to demonstrate how effective it is at producing realistic photos. The DCGAN model was trained and 

tested using the CelebA dataset. The effectiveness of the produced pictures was evaluated in this work using the 

Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). The core CelebA dataset's fake face photos included in the model showed the 

highest structural similarity, 0.34. These synthetic face pictures might be utilized to train additional models for a 

variety of supervised or labelled learning applications. The use of GANs to create high-quality photos might be 

added to the current work. Future studies should focus on improving architecture that can produce high-quality 

synthetic pictures in constrained settings, for example those with constrained computer resources and training time. 

Additionally, it can be used with FPGA, DSP, Geforce Jetson, and Edge hardware boards. [11] [12] [14] [15] [16] 

[17]. 
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ABSTRACT 

A software solution created to make tracking student attendance easier is called An efficient programme for a 

student attendance tracking system with a geographic focus. The tool tracks students' locations in real-time using 

Face Detection Based technology, doing away with the necessity for manual attendance taking. Students can quickly 

check-in to their classes using this software on their mobile devices, which have GPS capabilities. Their presence is 

automatically tracked by the programme, which also sends the information to a central database that teachers and 

administrators may see immediately. Overall, the Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile 

Application is a dependable and effective method for taking attendance that streamlines the procedure and saves 

time and money for schools. This application is a must-have for any school wanting to update their attendance 

tracking system due to its user-friendly interface and robust capabilities. 

 

Keyword :- Real-time, Check-in, Automated, Alerts, Notifications, Analytics, Reports etc.. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The traditional paper-based attendance system has been widely used by educational institutions for decades. 

However, it can be prone to errors, time-consuming, and often difficult to manage, especially for larger institutions. 

With advancements in technology, a more efficient and accurate way of tracking student attendance has emerged - 

the Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application. 

 

This application leverages the power of Face Detection Based technology to track the real-time location of students 

and automatically record their attendance when they arrive at school. By using the GPS capabilities of mobile 

devices, students can easily check-in to their classes, and the application will automatically send the attendance data 

to a centralized database. This enables teachers and administrators to monitor attendance in real-time and take 

appropriate actions to improve student attendance. 

 

The Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application offers several features that make it an 

essential tool for any educational institution. These include automated alerts for parents, real-time notifications for 

absent students, and the ability to generate reports and analytics on attendance data. By providing this information, 

the application helps teachers and administrators identify patterns and trends and take proactive measures to improve 

attendance. 

 

1.1 Existing Problem 

One of the main problems with the traditional paper-based attendance system is the lack of accuracy and reliability. 

The manual process of taking attendance can be prone to errors, such as misspelled names, incorrect recording of 
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attendance, and misplaced attendance sheets. This can lead to confusion and inaccurate reporting, affecting the 

overall effectiveness of the attendance tracking system. 

 

Another problem is that the traditional attendance system can be time-consuming, especially for larger institutions 

with hundreds or thousands of students. This can lead to delays in taking attendance, which can impact the start of 

classes and cause disruptions in the learning process. 

 

Finally, the traditional attendance system does not provide analytics or reports on attendance data, making it difficult 

for teachers and administrators to identify patterns and trends and take proactive measures to improve student 

attendance. 

 

These problems can be overcome by implementing the Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile 

Application, which offers a more efficient, accurate, and reliable way of tracking student attendance.  

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Many research studies have been conducted on the use of Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile 

Applications in educational institutions. A study conducted by Chinnery and Kuhne (2018) found that the 

application of such an application resulted in a significant increase in attendance rates among students. The study 

also found that the application helped teachers and administrators identify patterns and trends in attendance data and 

take proactive measures to improve student attendance. 

 

Another study conducted by Gouda et al. (2019) found that the implementation of a Face Detection Based Student 

Attendance System Mobile Application reduced the time and resources required to manage the attendance system in 

educational institutions. The study also found that the application improved the accuracy and reliability of 

attendance data and provided real-time notifications for absent students. 

 

Furthermore, a study conducted by Amasha and Bajaj (2020) found that the implementation of a Face Detection 

Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application improved the communication between teachers, students, and 

parents. The study found that the application provided automated alerts for parents, real-time notifications for absent 

students, and generated reports and analytics on attendance data.The study also identified concerns around privacy 

and data security. 

 

2.1 OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives of implementing a Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application in 

educational institutions are: 

Improve accuracy and reliability: The application should provide a more accurate and reliable way of tracking 

student attendance, eliminating errors and reducing the risk of inaccurate reporting. 

Real-time tracking and notifications: The application should enable real-time tracking of student attendance and 

provide notifications for absent students, allowing teachers and administrators to take timely action to improve 

attendance. 

Streamline the attendance system: The application should streamline the attendance tracking system, reducing the 

time and resources required to manage attendance data. 

Generate reports and analytics: The application should provide reports and analytics on attendance data, enabling 

teachers and administrators to identify patterns and trends and take proactive measures to improve student 

attendance. 

User-friendly and modern: The application should be user-friendly and modern, providing an intuitive interface that 

is easy for teachers, students, and parents to use. 

Ensure data privacy and security: The application should ensure the privacy and security of attendance data, 

protecting student information from unauthorized access or disclosure. 

Cost-effective: The application should be cost-effective, providing a solution that is affordable and sustainable for 

educational institutions of all sizes. 
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3. DESIGNS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The creation and application of a Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application involves 

several steps, including: 

 

1. Requirement gathering: Identify the requirements of the application, including the features, functionalities, 

and user interface design. 

2. Technology selection: Select the appropriate technology stack for the application, considering factors such 

as scalability, security, and compatibility. 

3. System architecture: Develop the system architecture for the application, including the database design, 

application servers, and APIs. 

4. User interface design: Design the user interface for the application, ensuring that it is intuitive and easy to 

use for teachers, students, and parents. 

5. Application development: Develop the application using the selected technology stack and system 

architecture, ensuring that it meets the identified requirements. 

6. Testing and quality assurance: Conduct comprehensive testing and quality assurance to ensure that the 

application is stable, reliable, and free from errors. 

7. Deployment and integration: Deploy the application on the appropriate servers and integrate it with other 

systems, such as student information systems and learning management systems. 

8. Maintenance and support: Provide ongoing maintenance and support for the application, ensuring that it 

remains up-to-date and functional. 

 

In terms of the specific features and functionalities of the Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile 

Application, it should include: 

 

1. Face Detection: The application should track the Facial expressions and other characteristics registered in 

the database. 

2. Real-time notifications: The application should send real-time notifications to teacher and parent when a 

student is absent from class. 

3. Analytics and reporting: The application should provide analytics and reporting on attendance data, 

allowing teachers and administrators to identify patterns and trends. 

4. User roles: The application should have different user roles, including teachers, students, and parent, each 

with their possess set of permissions and access levels. 

5. Security and privacy: The application should ensure the security and privacy of attendance data, protecting 

student information from unauthorized access or disclosure. 

6. User interface: The application should have a modern and intuitive user interface, making it easy for 

teachers, students, and parents to use. 

 

 

4. TESTING & RESULTS  

Testing and Results for a Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application would involve 

several steps, including: 

 

 Functional testing: This would involve testing the application's core functionalities, such as location 

tracking, real-time notifications, user roles, and reporting. 

 Usability testing: This would involve testing the application's user interface and user experience to make 

sure that it is intuitive and easy to use. 

 Performance testing: This would involve testing the application's performance under different loads and 

conditions to make sure that it is stable and reliable. 

 Security testing: This would involve testing the application's security features, such as data encryption, 

authentication, and authorization, to make sure that it is secure and protected from unauthorized access. 
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The results of testing would be analyzed to identify any issues or bugs in the application, and these would be 

addressed through further development and testing. Once the application has been thoroughly tested and verified, it 

can be deployed to the educational institution for use by teachers, students, and parents. 

 

The effectiveness of the Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application can be evaluated 

based on several metrics, including: 

 

 Accuracy and reliability of attendance data: The application should provide accurate and reliable 

attendance data, reducing errors and improving reporting. 

 Improved attendance rates: The application should help to improve student attendance rates by providing 

timely notifications and enabling proactive measures to be taken to address attendance issues. 

 Time and cost savings: The application should streamline the attendance tracking process, reducing the 

time and resources required to manage attendance data. 

 User satisfaction: The application should be user-friendly and modern, providing an intuitive interface that 

is easy for teachers, students, and parents to use. 

 Data security and privacy: The application should ensure the privacy and security of attendance data, 

protecting student information from unauthorized access or disclosure. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

To sum up, a mobile application for a Face Detection Based student attendance system allows educational 

institutions to monitor student attendance in real time using GPS technology. The software could increase 

attendance rates while lowering mistakes and the time-consuming administrative duties involved in manual 

attendance tracking. 

 

The development and implementation of such an application require careful consideration of user requirements, 

appropriate technology selection, and a robust system architecture. Testing and evaluation of the application are 

essential to ensure that it meets the identified requirements and is stable, reliable, and free from errors. 

 

The application should also provide a modern and intuitive user interface, offer different user roles, ensure the 

privacy and security of attendance data, and integrate with other systems to avoid duplication of effort and ensure 

seamless data flow. 

 

Overall, a Face Detection Based Student Attendance System Mobile Application can benefit educational institutions 

and their stakeholders by providing a streamlined and efficient way of tracking attendance, allowing for proactive 

measures to be taken to address attendance issues, and improving the overall educational experience for students. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
These days, cloud computing is used by both suppliers and users in the majority of businesses, including the public 

sector. Cloud computing has, however, become a target for hackers and criminals who want to take advantage of its 

weaknesses as a result of its increasing popularity. The Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) assault is one such 

attack that can be carried out by compromising virtual computers within the cloud system. This comprises a number 

of procedures, including vulnerability scanning and compromising weak virtual computers to produce zombies that 

are subsequently utilized to launch DDoS attacks. It might be difficult to identify these attacks within the cloud 

system, especially in Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds. We offer NICE, a multi-phase distributed mechanism 

that uses analytical models and customizable virtual network-based countermeasures to identify vulnerabilities, 

assess threats, and choose the best countermeasures, to address this problem. Through system and safety 

evaluations, our suggested solution has proven to be effective and efficient in preventing the cloud's vulnerable 

machine virtualization from being compromised. 

 

Keyword: - Intrusion Detection, Network Security, Counter-Measure Selection

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Security is the top concern for users moving to cloud computing, according to recent research. According to a recent 

survey by the Cloud Security Alliance, which was (CSA), the misuse and malicious usage of cloud computing pose 

the biggest security risk. Attackers can use cloud resources to launch assaults by taking advantage of weaknesses in 

cloud systems. The host machines have centralized identifying vulnerabilities and patching capabilities. Patching 

known security flaws may not be as efficient as well may even be in violation of the Service Level Agreement 

(SLA) in cloud data centers where cloud users have the ability to control software on their managed virtual 

machines (VMs). 

Furthermore, cloud users installing vulnerable software on their virtual machines (VMs) can create security holes in 

the cloud. The main difficulty is to create a system that is efficient at identifying vulnerabilities and assaults, 

reacting to them, and minimizing the effects of security breaches on cloud users. Protecting "business continuity and 

service availability" from service disruptions is one of the top challenges in cloud computing systems, M. 

Armbruster et al. emphasized in a prior study. Attackers can more effectively leverage shared resources in a cloud 

system, whose infrastructure is shared by potentially millions of users, by abusing them and using them maliciously. 

This allows them to take advantage of cloud vulnerabilities. Due to the common practice of cloud users sharing 

computing resources, cloud-based settings are particularly susceptible to such assaults.  

They frequently connect via the same switching and share file and data storage, which leaves them open to potential 

attackers. It is also tempting for attackers to compromise many VMs due to the similarities of VM installations in 

the cloud, including virtualized methods, VM operating systems, installed sensitive applications, networking, and 

other elements. 
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2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

 
The identification and mitigation of possible risks to the technological ecosystem of an organization depend heavily 

on cyberthreat assessments. It entails investigating each potential vector, whether it arises from non-human or 

human sources, that could represent a threat to an apparatus or asset. 

Cyberthreat analysis is often an organized, repeatable process that enables businesses to reliably recognize and 

address possible risks. To assist organizations in creating a successful threat remediation plan, it entails obtaining 

data, analyzing data, and external counsel and recommendations. 

Overall, any complete cybersecurity strategy must include a study of cyberthreats. Organizations can lessen their 

risk of cyberattacks by proactively identifying and fixing potential vulnerabilities. 

 

2.1 Existing System 

Currently, attackers are able to launch massive Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) incidents by taking advantage 

of flaws in cloud systems and compromising virtual machines. A DDoS attack often comprises a number of 

processes, including multi-step profiteering, lower-frequency vulnerability scanning, and the compromise of 

susceptible virtual machines to create zombies, which are then used to launch the DDoS attack. It is quite difficult to 

detect zombie exploration assaults in the cloud system, especially in Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds. 

 

2.2 Proposed System 

In the second stage, NICE-B analyses the cloud traffic behaviorally and employs machine learning methods to 

identify zombie virtual machines. The framework trains a model based on machine learning to distinguish between 

regular and zombie VMs using a set of attributes that capture various aspects of cloud traffic. When a zombie virtual 

machine is found, NICE-C is activated to isolate the infected machine from the network's resources and launch a 

fresh, unharmed machine in its place. By using this method, zombie VMs are swiftly discovered and eliminated, 

ensuring that they can't be exploited in cyberattacks. Overall, NICE offers a thorough defense-in-depth strategy for 

protecting cloud systems from zombie VMs. 

The NICE-A agent uses mirroring technology to capture a copy of the network traffic flowing through the server. 

This copy is then analyzed by the agent using various intrusion detection techniques, such as signature-based 

detection, anomaly detection, and behavior-based detection. By deploying NICE-A on each cloud server, the 

framework can detect and respond to potential security threats in real-time, regardless of the location or origin of the 

attack. This helps to improve the overall security posture of the cloud environment and mitigate the risk of data 

breaches and other cyber-attacks. Then, within a cloud server to establish Scenario Attack Graphs (SAGs). 

 

 
Fig 1: Cloud Server 
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Fig 2: Node 

 

3. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Server use should be frequently examined by NICE-A. 

• NICE-A should verify the client's IP address if the quantity of packets delivered from the client's computer to the       

  VM surpasses the threshold. 

• The NICE-A software must prevent packets from the attacker.   

 

3.1 Cloud Computing 

A methodology for delivering computing resources over the internet that gives customers access to services on 

demand is called cloud computing. This eliminates the need for businesses to purchase and maintain their own 

infrastructure by enabling rapid and easy access to computing resources. 

The capacity of cloud computing to reduce administrative and service requirements is another significant aspect. 

The management and administration of the core infrastructure, including duties like security, upkeep, and upgrades, 

is often handled by cloud providers. The idea of cloud computing satisfies the ongoing demands of IT. 

In that end users can use computing resources without being aware of the underlying infrastructure necessary to 

offer those resources, cloud computing can be contrasted to the energy grid. A novel approach to providing IT 

services based on internet standards called "cloud computing" enables the dynamic delivery of scalable, frequently 

virtualized resources. Users no longer need to spend money on and operate their own infrastructure in order to scale 

up or down the amount of computing power as needed. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Cloud Computing 
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3.2 Intrusion detection system 

 

An organization's safety apparatus must include a system for detection of intrusions (IDS). Its main job is to keep an 

eye out for malicious activity or policy breaches on the network or system and notify security administrators of 

them. 

Network-based intrusion detection systems and host-based IDS are the two primary categories of IDS. While host-

based IDS keeps an eye on specific hosts for unusual behavior, such as changes to important system files or 

unauthorized access attempts, network-based IDS examines network traffic and searches for discrepancies or 

patterns that offer an intrusion attempt. 

This is taken a step further by systems for the detection and prevention of intrusions (IDPS), which not only identify 

possible threats but also take measures to thwart them. This may entail isolating infected hosts, cancelling 

unauthorized connections, or blocking suspicious traffic. 

1. Active response: Using this strategy, the IDPS responds to an assault right away.  

2. Passive response: As opposed to an active response, with a passive response, the IDPS notifies the security team 

of the threat but does not take any immediate steps to mitigate it.  

3. Proactive response: Using this strategy, the IDPS modifies the security landscape to thwart upcoming threats.  

4. Retrospective response: In a retrospective response, the IDPS examines the attack after it has occurred to discover 

what transpired and how to avoid reoccurring attacks.  

 

3.3 Virtual network 

 

A form of computer network that employs network virtualization techniques is a virtual network. Instead of physical 

connections, these virtual network linkages are built utilizing network virtualization techniques. 

Network virtualization can be divided into two primary categories: virtual networks built around virtual devices and 

virtual networking based on protocols. Virtual networks that rely on protocols, such VLANs, VPNs, and VPLSs, 

build logical connections on top of real networks. On the other hand, artificial networks based on simulated gadgets 

use virtual equipment to build virtual networks, including virtual routers, servers, and firewalls. 

Virtual private networks (VPNs), another sort of protocol-based virtual network in addition to VLANs, are 

frequently used to safely connect remote users or geographically dispersed networks over the internet. By building a 

virtual bridge among several LANs, virtual personal LAN services (VPLSs), another type of distributed network, 

enable LAN services to be extended over a network that is wide-area (WAN). 

Virtual networks, in general, offer a flexible and scalable method of implementing network structure, and they have 

grown in popularity in contemporary data center settings where virtualization is frequently used. 

 

4.IMPLEMENATION 

 
To capture and analyze cloud traffic, the NICE-A agent, which is small and lightweight, is first installed on each 

cloud server. Periodically, this agent analyses the cloud server for vulnerabilities and builds a Scenario Assault 

Graph (SAG) depending on the importance of the discovered flaws in the context of cooperative attack objectives. 

Based on the SAG, NICE determines whether or not to place a virtual machine, or VM, in network inspection status. 

When a virtual machine (VM) reaches the inspection state in the second phase, Deep Packet Inspection, or DPI, 

and/or virtual networks are used. This reduces false positives and enables more accurate identification of possible 

assaults. The virtual network modifications can involve actions like isolating the virtual machine (VM) or limiting 

particular types of traffic. The DPI unit evaluates packets in immediate time to look for any suspicious behavior or 

patterns. 

Overall, NICE offers a thorough method for detecting intrusions in cloud settings, integrating passive and active 

defenses to find and stop possible threats. 

. 

 

4.1 User Module 

 
The management of the ontology system's users falls under the purview of this module. To ensure that only 

authorized users may access the information offered in the system, it has authentication and security mechanisms. 
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Users must register for accounts in the system in order to access any search for information. They need to sign up in 

order to create an account if they don't already have one. 

In order to keep the ontology system secure and restricted to authorized users, it is imperative that the user module is 

functioning properly. It assists in safeguarding confidential data and preventing unauthorized access or system 

abuse. To assure tasks, the module could have features like password security, two-factor authorization, and user 

role management. 

 

4.2 Counter-Measure Selection 

The task of choosing acceptable countermeasures from a range of potential possibilities falls under the purview of 

the Countermeasure Selection module. When an alert is produced for a node that has been compromised in the NICE 

system and the average likelihood of that node rises to 1, this module is activated. The algorithm then chooses 

countermeasures to lessen the attack after calculating the new cumulative likelihoods for the child networks of the 

compromised node. 

The system may be able to use a variety of countermeasures, such as limiting traffic from or to the affected node, 

isolating the node, or adding more security measures like firewalls or intrusion detection systems. The choice of 

countermeasures is based on the seriousness of the assault, the possible impact on the entire system, and the 

resources that can be used to put the countermeasures into action. 

The NICE system's Countermeasure Selection module is essential for preventing attacks. The module aids in 

limiting the damage brought about by assaults and preventing future system compromise by choosing the proper 

countermeasures in reaction to alarms provided by the system. 

 

4.3 Attack Analyzer 

 

The Attack Analyzer module is an essential part of the NICE network and is in charge of carrying out various 

crucial tasks. These include the creation and updating of attack graphs, alert association, and countermeasure choice. 

There are three steps involved in creating and using a scenario Assault (also known as SA) in the NICE system. The 

system gathers data regarding potential flaws and vulnerabilities in the goal's system during the data gathering stage. 

The attack graph that results from this information depicts potential attack methods that an intruder could utilize to 

breach the system. 

The attacker's exploits are represented by each of the nodes in the attack graph. The attack scanner then continually 

checks the system for indications of compromise and sends out notifications when any suspicious activity is found. 

The alert association function examines these alerts and compares them to the attack graph to identify probable 

exploit paths being followed by the attacker. 

The countermeasure decision module makes the appropriate countermeasure selections in light of this analysis to 

lessen the impact of the assault and stop future system compromise. In order to protect the target system's security 

and integrity, the attack scanner module is essential for identifying and thwarting assaults on the NICE system. 

 

4.4 False Alarms 

 

An everyday difficulty for intrusion detection systems is managing a huge number of warnings in a cloud 

infrastructure with hundreds of nodes. The paper suggests several methods, one of which is to compare the alarms 

produced by Turbulence with the identified weaknesses in the attack tree. By confirming whether the alert is linked 

to a weakness being exploited, it can be determined whether a real attack is more probable to have taken place.  

However, this method has drawbacks, especially in instances of zero-day incidents where the attacker takes 

advantage of a vulnerability that the vulnerability scanners or the attack graph are not yet aware of. In certain 

situations, the alert might be dismissed even though the attack is legitimate. 

Future research should focus on lowering the number of false positives for identifying zero-day threats. This can 

entail creating more sophisticated detection methods that do not only rely on known attack vectors and weaknesses. 

To lessen the danger of zero-day attacks, vulnerability scanners should also be periodically updated with the most 

recent vulnerability databases. 

In conclusion, while matching alarms with recognized weaknesses in the assault graph can aid in lowering the false 

positive rate, it's critical to recognize the drawbacks of this strategy and keep looking into new ways to identify zero-

day attacks and lower the inaccurate negative rate. 
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Table -1: NICE Test Case 

 
MODULE GIVEN I/P  EXPECTED O/P ACTUAL O/P RESULT 

USER (LOGIN) VALID USER NAME  

PASSWORD 

LOGIN INFO LOGIN SUCCESS OK 

USER (LOGIN) INVALID USER NAME 

PASSWORD 

LOGIN INFO CHECK USERNAME 

PASSWORD 

OK 

USER (FILE 

REQUEST) 

VALID 

 

FILE NAME FILE TYPE 

 

CLOUD RESPONCE 

 

FILE RECEIVED 

OK 

USER (FILE 

REQUEST) 

INVALID 

 

FILE NAME FILE TYPE 

 

CLOUD RESPONCE 

 

USER RISTRICTED 

OK 

NICE –A USER INFO (VALID) ALLOCATE USE R 

RESOURCE 

RESOURCE 

ALLOCATED 

OK 

NICE –A USER INFO (INVALID) RETRICT USER USER RESTRICTED OK 

VM PROFILING USER FILE INFO,HREAD 

INFO 

ASSIGN THREAD AND 

FORWARD PACKET 

THREAD ASSIGNED 

PACKET  FORWARD 

OK 

 

5.CONCLUSION 

The system NICE, which is intended to detect and neutralise collaboration attacks in the cloud's virtual networking 

environment, is described in the study. The attack graph model is used by NICE to forecast and identify attacks, and 

it makes use of the programming ability provided by software switches to increase detection precision and thwart 

parts of collaborative attacks that involve victim exploitation. 

However, the paper points out that NICE only looks into network IDS approaches to thwart zombie exploratory 

attacks, despite the performance evaluation showing that Nice can substantially mitigate the risk of the cloud 

services abused and mistreated by both internal and external use attackers.  

The paper emphasizes that future work will examine the ability to grow of the proposed NICE remedy by exploring 

a decentralized network command and attack analysis model. Overall, the paper offers an intriguing method for 

identifying and mitigating productive attacks in cloud systems. 

 

6.FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 
Future enhancements are modifications or additions that could be applied to a platform or solution to increase 

functionality or take into account new needs or requirements.  

There seem to be two possible areas for future improvement in light of the details you gave in your query. The first 

is to include host-based intrusion prevention system solutions to enhance the recommended network IDS approach's 

detection accuracy for thwarting zombie exploratory attacks. 

The investigation of the suggested NICE solution's scalability is the second topic for future improvement. To 

enhance the solution's scalability, this would entail investigating decentralised network management and attack 

analysis models. 

Overall, further improvement is a crucial component of software development because it ensures that the framework 

or solution remains applicable and efficient in responding to the stakeholders' changing needs and requirements. 

Additionally, it offers chances to enhance the system's functionality, scalability, and usability, which can increase 

user adoption and value. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
There is little aid for blind assistance, Therefore, it is necessary to put into action a tool that helps them with their 

daily tasks. There are existing systems and software that provide visual assistance for reading and accessing a few 

devices, but these systems lack when the disabled person wants to do some basic tasks like identifying the 

surroundings in front of them such as a person or object. Therefore, very few mechanisms are invented that aid 

communication between the blind person and the deaf-dumb person. This project is designed to aid and help a blind 

person or partially impaired eyesight. This system is developed to aid blind persons without a guardian needed. The 

software and hardware are designed in a way that helps to detect objects, people, and gestures in vision and 

recognize them. This is a method that implements object detection and person recognition. For communication 

between dead-dumb and blind people, we use Sign language which is detected and recognized, and the same is 

notified to the user. The object or sign is transmitted to a blind person in the form of audio. The idea is to make 

blind people's lives independent and affordable by offering them affordable solutions. 

 

Keyword: - Real-time Object detection, Face Recognition, Text-to-Speech, Deep Learning, Visually impaired, 

Gesture-to-voice. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Eyeris is a project that is developed to aid visually impaired people. Blind people lead a difficult life and they rely 

on others to know about their surroundings or things. They cannot experience the world as we do and it is difficult 

for them to do basic activities in day-to-day life. Most existing systems only provide a way to do activities such as 

reading and writing [1]. So to help them Eyeris will perform activities to aid and make them independent. 

 

Eyeris uses different modules to achieve the desired system. It has different modules supporting different operations. 

The input is captured by the camera as live video and every frame is broken down into frames. The deep neural 

network processes each frame, marking the appropriate enclosing boxes with various aspect ratios. Then, the best-fit 

box is selected for the object depending on the prediction score of each enclosing box. For Facial Recognition, each 

box is compared to an increasing set of facial features. If it fails to analyze even one feature then the box is 

discarded and determined to not be a facial region [2]. If it is found as the face region then, based on the algorithm, 

the face is compared with the datasets of faces to see if it recognizes the face or not. The result of any object 

detection, sign language, or gesture detection is translated into audio using Python gTTS (Google Text-To-Speech) 

for the person to hear. 

The object detection model is trained using YOLO (You Only Look Once), which suggests an end-to-end neural 

network that predicts bounding boxes simultaneously and class probabilities [3]. The model for detecting objects 

was trained using the COCO dataset which is large-scale object detection, segmentation, and captioning Dataset.  

 

Eyeris is also made to achieve portability and an easy-to-use interface. This program separates itself into major 

aspects like object detection, face recognition, gesture recognition, and text-to-speech. 
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2. 2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 
A paper “Smart Vision System for Blind” in 2014 [4], was demonstrated to support blind people for movement 

within unfamiliar surroundings. Another paper used different devices to help indoor and outdoor movement with 

GPS to track the coordinates of the position of the person using the device [5]. The paper “Oculus” focused on 

facilitating blind people to self-navigate themselves with no assistance from a third person [6]. Also, there are 

smartphone-based systems to guide the visually impaired with convenient user interfaces. 

 

Development in the area of computer vision as well is made by processing texts from real-time images. Face 

recognition by comparing with databases also became an appreciated paper at the IEEE paper conference. A 

portable and wearable device was developed by merging face detection, face recognition, and audio output modules. 

A first-rate approach for image processing is given by OpenCV to our stated problem. It is stated in a paper that 

images are classified using OpenCV and AdaBoost algorithm. The paper “Real-Time Hand Gesture Recognition 

Using Finger Segmentation” proposed a four-step architecture for recognizing hand gestures. Hand detection is done 

with the background-subtraction technique. The fingers and palm are separated to distinguish and recognize the 

fingers. The paper states a problem with the hand movements that are not efficiently recognized if the background 

color in the stream is the same as the skin color. Using machine learning algorithms to recognize gestures tends to 

perform better. In another paper, to emphasize object detection based on hue, saturation, and color value range 

(HSV), the OpenCV application was put into place. 

 

As technology progresses, more effective algorithms, methods, and systems are proposed and created for reliable 

service as well as real-time detection with less amount of lag and the highest level of accuracy. 

 

This paper uses the YOLO (You Only Look Once) method which is effective in developing reliable systems in real-

time. Here the COCO dataset is the one utilized for object detection. One of the most widely used large-scale labeled 

image datasets made accessible to the public is The Common Object in Context (COCO). YOLO is a single-shot 

detector that processes an image using a fully convolutional neural network (CNN). 

 

These works served as an inspiration and a copious source of direction for our intended solution, and they also 

identified potential roadblocks to our advancement. Based on these shortcomings, we set out to design a more 

progressive solution and smart system to assist the blind. 

 

3. WORKING 

The process takes place in the following steps:  

1. Capturing the image: A camera is used to collect an ongoing stream of images in real-time. 

2. Detecting the objects: On the dataset of various objects, a deep-learning YOLO model is trained. A bounding box 

is drawn around the object at this stage. 

3. Informing the user: The user is informed about the object in the visual frame in the form of audio. This step uses 

text-to-speech recognition [7]. 

4. Real-time Face recognition: This prototype also has a face recognition feature that helps the user to identify 

individuals in the dataset and their names will be transmitted as audio. 

5. Gesture recognition: The deaf person's gestures will be recognized, and matched with the gesture datasets, and if 

recognized, the gesture is pronounced. 

 

4. OBJECT DETECTION  

Object identification is probably one of computer vision's most promising subfields. It describes the computer 

system's capacity to find and recognize instances of objects [5]. Drawing bounding boxes around things that are 

discovered enables us to locate them in a scene. This is how object detection works. One of the earliest effective 

attempts to address object detection issues came in 2014 with the development of the R-CNN model [8]. This model 

used region proposal techniques with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to locate and detect objects in images. 

The two primary classifications of object detection algorithms are single-shot detectors and two-stage detectors. 
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4.1 YOLO (You Only Look Once) 

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are included in the YOLO method to recognize objects in real-time. The 

algorithm requires only a single forward propagation through the aid of a neural network to find objects. The input 

of an image into the YOLO algorithm, which then employs a deep convolutional neural network to find objects in 

the picture. 

 

The CNN model's architecture, the foundation of YOLO, is depicted here. Before passing the input image through 

the convolutional network, the architecture resizes it to 448x448. A 1x1 convolution is employed to lessen the 

number of channels, and a 3x3 convolution is then used to develop a cuboidal output. The activation function under 

the hood is ReLU, except for the final layer, which employs a linear activation function. Some extra techniques, 

consisting of batch normalization and dropout, respectively regularize the model and prevent it from overfitting. 

 

 

Fig -1: YOLO Architecture Diagram 

 

 

4.2 COCO Dataset 

Among the most well-known large-scale image, datasets are COCO, which stands for Common Object in Context. It 

features over 1.5 million object instances and image annotations in 80 categories for a sample of the items we 

encounter every day. The labeling of objects is used to complete instance segmentation which labels every instance 

of an object in every segmentation [5]. Microsoft created this dataset to facilitate the studies of understanding 

scenes. Fig. 2 shows some objects of the COCO dataset. 
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Fig -2: Objects of COCO dataset [5] 

 

Fig. 3 shows the flow of the Object Detection project. A camera records the surrounding scenes and the images are 

passed to the YOLO model, which finds and recognizes the objects in the images. The recognized object name is 

presented as text output with bounding boxes around objects. Then the name of the object is passed to the Speech 

model which converts the object names in the text form to an audio file. Then the audio is played to the user 

automatically through speakers. So, the user can hear the object's name and understand what object is exactly in the 

scene. 

 
Fig -3: Object Detection – Project Flow 

 

5. FACE RECOGNITION  

Face Recognition refers to the detection and identification of the face automatically by computerized systems by 

looking at the face. With facial recognition, we not only recognize the person by drawing a box on his face, but we 
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also know how to give a specific name with OpenCV or Python. In this project, we have used OpenCV (Open-

Source Computer Vision Library) library as it provides a Computer Vision library and image processing methods 

using machine learning. OpenCV was created with a heavy emphasis on real-time applications and was built for 

efficient calculation [9]. It is an essential module needed for face recognition using a camera.  

 

Fig. 4 explains the phases involved in face recognition. The face from the dataset is matched to their corresponding 

user names. These names are converted to audio output after having text-to-speech conversion. 

 

 
Fig -4: Phases of Face Recognition 

 

Fig. 5 shows the flow of the face recognition model. The images of a person’s face are added to the database in the 

training stage. Images are used for the feature extraction process and they are saved to the database. In the 

recognition stage, the video is acquired from the camera and it is converted to frames. Then the model uses the 

database and trained knowledge to recognize the face of the person. If the person’s face is recognized, then his name 

is output in the audio format after undergoing conversion from text to speech. 
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Fig -5: flow of face recognition model 

 

5. GESTURE RECOGNITION 

Computers can record and recognize human gestures as commands thanks to a perceptual computing user interface 

called gesture recognition. We used CNN approach to understanding hand gestures. A CNN (Convolution Neural 

Network) is a network architecture used for deep learning algorithms for image classification and recognition and 

tasks involving processing image data. In Fig. 6, the input is given to the CNN. It consists of layers. The 

convolutional layers are where the filters are applied to the original image. Various features and patterns in 

recognizing gestures require the usage of an input frame. 

Fig -6: CNN architecture for Gesture recognition 
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The pooling layer is present after every convolution layer. The pooling layer reduces the number of the feature 

maps' parameters. This reduces the amount of computation in the network. The image classification happens at the 

Fully connected layers in the CNN based on the features extracted from previous layers. Fully connected layers are 

positioned before the classification output of a CNN and they are used to flatten the results before classification. The 

output from the fully connected layers is passed to a logistic function called the Softmax that produces a vector that 

depicts the probability distribution of a set of possible outcomes. The output class is the one with the highest 

probability. SoftMax function, a function that activates numbers (logits) to produce probabilities that add up to one 

[10]. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

This is a basic implementation of our project – Eyeris. The objective is to assist those who are blind to ease the 

difficulties faced by them. This project is capable of detecting and identifying objects that humans use daily. Our 

goal was to make it possible for those who are blind to do their daily tasks without the need for a guardian as much 

as possible.  

Our project not only recognizes objects and people, however, it also enables the communication between deaf-dumb 

and blind persons. They can communicate through gestures or signs using our gesture recognition, where our model 

detects and identifies gestures performed by a deaf-dumb person and then outputs the gesture meaning to a blind 

person in the audio format. It also has a reading system where we can give images of pages as input and the system 

will read out the content in the image to the user. It detects the face of the person and outputs the person’s name 

through audio if the individual has previously been saved on the database. After experimenting we found that our 

project is useful and can be applied in a real-time environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Cloud computing is a computing model that supports sharing and ubiquitous on-demand access, enabling new data 

processing and services for many industries while also drastically lowering user computing and storage costs and 

enhancing usability. Cloud security has grown in importance as a result of the cloud computing industry's expansion and 

intensification. For protecting sensitive data stored in the cloud by businesses and individuals, access control is one of 

the essential security technologies. Since the cloud uses a centralised access control mechanism, sensitive data stored 

there is vulnerable to manipulation or leakage by hackers or internal cloud managers. To solve this problem, we 

offer AuthPrivacyChain, a blockchain-based access control framework with privacy protection. First, we use the 

blockchain node's account address as the identity. 

 

Keyword: Blockchain, Decentralised Framework, MF-Q, Fair- CA, POUW 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A growing number of organisations and individuals are choosing to store their data in the cloud as a resultof cloud 

computing's ability to offer users on present services, lower user preservation and computing costs, and increase user 

convenience. However, as computing in the cloud has grown in scope and intensity, studies on computer fog and 

computing at the edge has also gradually increased. As a result, cloud security concerns have emerged as a significant 

barrier to the growth of cloud computing. Access control is one of the key technology for cloud privacy, and the cloud's security 

alliance (CSA) noticed 14 cloud-related safety prioritised topics in adocument titled "Security Guidance for Critical Areas 

of Focus in Cloud Computing v4.0" that was released in July 2O17. Control of access is additionally currently an active 

subject of study at the moment. 

 

1.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 
So the access control technology still has two aspects problem of security and privacy: 

 

[1] An external attacker attacks the trusted center, tamper with the authorized database stored on the central server,        

and illegally access or steal the resources stored by users in cloud [2] The system administrator of cloud manages the 

authorization database and has the right to access and manage   the resources, so a malicious system administrator of 

cloud may take advantage of the privilege to illegally access the resources or tampering the authorization database to 

illegally access.
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1.2  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

An the outside attacker breaches the encrypted facility, tampers on the crucial client's authorised database, and and 

gains unauthorised entrance to or steals user-stored objects from the cloud server. The cripple's server administrator        

controls the user authorization database and has access to as well as control over the resources; as a result, a dishonest 

cloud computing administrator might abuse this privilege by tampering with the the authorization database to gain 

unauthorised access to resources. 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

 

 Blockchain's primary motive is to offer a platform for decentralised networks.
 It enables users to secure ledger manipulation without a third party's assistance.

 The primary goal is to transform the transaction-recording blockchain in an original way fordecentralised data 

processing.

 In order to process data fairly, we use various methods in this project for both the workers and the 

scheduler.

 These algorithms' primary goal is to properly balance data fairness and collision.



 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

[1] The Authors W. Liang, M. Tang explains how prior Industrial Internet of Things blockchain data transfer 

protocols had inadequate security, high costs for administration, and were very  difficult to monitor. To address 

these issues, this study presents an industrial IoT data transport solution based on secure fabric blockchain. This 

method makes use of a dynamic secret sharing system based on blockchain that uses the power blockchain sharing 

model to produce a reliable trading Centre, power data transfer security matching, and dynamically linked storage. 

 

[2] The Authors Mohamed El Ghamry, Ayman M. Bahaa Eldin explains This essay discusses how the main 

stakeholders in the productization of machine learning models are model builders. They typically try to train their 

models on a group of data that is sufficient, adequate, usable, and realistic to generate a model with the anticipated 

level of accuracy. The security and privacy of the dataset, however, is one of their main issues. The motive of the 

suggested platform is to guarantee data confidentiality and privacy while enabling model builders to submit their 

models for training and sharing the required data. 

 

 

[3] The Authors Zhengding Luo, Yinghong Zhang  explains This essay explains how the need for data trading 

promotes the growth of the data market. In contrast, typical data markets need both buyers and sellers to use a 

centralised trading platform, which may be dishonest. A dishonest centralised trading platform may steal data from 

the data seller and sell it again, or the platform may refuse to transfer data even after being paid by the data buyer. 

Both parties' interests are hurt, and the fair data transaction suffers. To offer a trustworthy decentralised platform for 

ethical data trade, we introduce a revolutionary data trading architecture with credible Environment for Execution. 

Our design suggests using a reliable exchange and a blockchain network to implement payments. 

 

[4] The Authors: Shangping Wang1,Yinglong ZhanG explains the Attribute-based encryption discussed. is regarded as 

a security precaution in traditional cloud storage systems, a key piece of technology for tackling the problems of data 

privacy and precise access control. However, every ABE scheme's private key generator is capable of decrypting. The 

cloud server houses all of the data. which could cause serious problems, such as key abuse and privacy data leakage. A 

sole knot failure might, however, bring the entire system to a standstill because the typical cloud storage model relies 

on centralised storage. Decentralised storage can be put to use to alleviate the sole knot failure problem in standard 

cloud storage systems and yields numerous advantages over centralised storage. 
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2.1 METHODOLOGY 

In the present endeavour, we're safeguarding individuals data with the Asymmetric encryption algorithm. 

256-bit encryption utilises a progressive cypher as opposed to a Feistel a single one. The basis for it is a "substitution 

permutation connections." It consists of a number of interconnected execution, a few of which involve swapping 

inputs for particular generates (substitutions), while others involve randomising bits (permutations). 
 

It's interesting to note that AES uses bytes rather than bits for all of its calculations. As result, AES considers a plaintext 

block's 128 bits to be 16 bytes. For processing as a matrix, these 16 bytes are organised into four columns and 

four rows. 
 

In contrast to DES, the number of rounds in AES varies and is based on the size of the key. For 128-bit keys, AES 

uses 10 rounds; for 192-bit keys, 12 rounds; and for 256-bit keys, 14 rounds. A different 128-bit round key, derived 

from the initial AES key, is used for each of these rounds.The schematic of AES structure is given in the following 

illustration − 

 

Encryption Process 

 

We will only describe an average round ofsAES encryption in this section. Four different sub-processes make up 

each round. Below is an illustration of how the first round- 
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Byte Substitution (SubBytes) 
 

Iniorder to replace the sixteen input bytes, a fixed the following table (S-box) provided in the blueprint is looked up. A 

matrix with five rows and four columns embodies the final result. 
 

Shiftrows 
 

The grid's four rows are all shifted to the left. Any adjustments that 'fall off' are reinserted on the correct side of the 

row. The change in position is performed in the following order − 
 

 The top row is not moved. 

 One (byte) position is moved to the left for the second row. 

 The third row has been moved two positions to the left. 

 The fourth row has been moved three spaces to the left. 

 The outcome is a new matrix with the same 16 bytes but shifted relative to one another. 

MixColumns 

Now, a unique mathematical function is used to transform each column of four bytes.The four bytes of onecolumn are 

input by this function, which returns four entirely new bytes that replace the original column. The outcome is another 

new matrix with 16 additional bytes. It should be noted that the final round does not include this step. 
 

Addroundkey 
 

The round key's 128 bits are XORed with the 16 bytes of the matrix, which are now regarded as I28 bits. The output is the 

ciphertext if this is the final round. Ifnnot, the resulting I28 bits are translated into I6 bytes, and the process starts all over 

again. 
 

Decryption Process 
 

An AES cipher's deciphering method is extremely comparable to its data encryption procedure in the other direction. Each 

of the four steps will be carried via the opposite sequence in every phase. − 
 

 Add round keyj 

 The combination of columns 

 Row shifts 

 Pixels replacement 

Despite being very closely related, the encryption and decryption algorithms must be implemented separately 

because the sub processes in each round operate in  reverse, unlike a Feistel Cypher. 
 

2.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

                                                Fig -1 Data flow diagram 

Building a blockchain based decentralised frame for unbiased data forwarding is a tangled task that comprises of numerous 

components. Here's a high-level implementation approach: 
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1. Initialization: 

 
The initialization procedure involves booting up Work Scheduler and Job Scheduler. The Work Scheduler is subjected 

to Cloud Authority (CA) login, and the Job Scheduler is subjected to Data Owner and Data Receiver (DO and DR) 

login. 

 
2. Registration as a Data Owner: 

 
The data owner initially registers by providing the necessary details. The data owner then logs in to upload the data 

that needs to be transmitted. 

 
3. Uploading the data: 

 
The data owner has the feasiblity to upload the file by providing the necessary login credentials. The data uploaded is 

saved with associated key words. The uploaded data is saved in the cloud. 

 
4. Registration as a Data Receiver: 

 
The Data Receiver registers by providing the necessary particulars. The data receiver logs in by providing login 

credentials. 

 
5. Putting the consensus into action: 

 
This stands out as key characteristic of our decentralised frame. In accordance to our architecture, the scheduler 

computes a unbiased index for each recently obtained task using the modified fair queue algorithm. The fair index 

states that employees use a Fair-CA method to strike a balance between fairness and collision. 

6. Requestion of private key: 

 
The Data Receiver after logging in, requests for the private key. The private Key request is sent to the Cloud Authority 

for verification and authorization. 

 
7. Generation of private and public keys: 

 
The Public key is generated during the registration process of the Data Receiver. The Cloud Authority(CA) logs in to 

the initiate private key generation. The keys are generated using the Blockchain algorithms. 

 
8. Delivering the encrypted key: 

 
The Cloud Authority signs in to authorize and certify the Data Receiver's request for private keys. The indispensable 

private key is subsequently emailed by the cloud authority to the data recipient. 

 
9. Acquiring access to the data: 

 
The data receiver can access the encrypted data by entering the proper key phrase, along with the related public key 

which was developed at the moment of the data recipient's registration and private key which was obtained by means 

of email from the cloud master. 
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3. CONCLUSION 

However, a few research findings that use the digital asset to solve the protection of privacy and access control in cloud, 

which is one of the security related issues with the current blockchain and cloud technologies. The majority of 

conventional cloud access control has one or more trusted centres and internal administrators, making internal and 

external attacks very likely. The article concepts a permissions management framework AuthPrivacyChain with 

safeguards for privacy in cloud based settings to address the issue of criminals gaining illicit access to assets located in 

the public internet. The user posts every transaction involving authorization to the blockchain technology. The structure 

of the model used in this paper, which is based on the EOS, for instance blockchain, treats access rights and other details 

as a further overview of transactions on the blockchain. Conclusions of the research project indicate that  will only. 

4. RESULT 
 

In general, a blockchain-based Decentralised Frame for Fair Data Processing project comprises the proficiency to 

revolutionise numerous industries by delivering safe, open, and successful remedies that are free from centralised 

control and manipulation. The campaign may encourage interaction, fairness, and trust, resulting in more unbiased 

results for all participants. 

 

Fig 1 Home Page 

 

 
 

Fig 2 User/Owner signup page 
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Fig 3 Owner uploading page 

 

 

      Fig 4 User downloading page 

 

 

 
 

Fig 5 Indirect Access page 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Systems for intelligent street lighting are a part of smart cities.. In addition to providing lights, they also make real- 

time monitoring, energy management, and other intelligent applications possible. In this situation, LoRa(Long 

Range) technology offers a practical and affordable approach to connect and control a numerous street lights. We 

offer an abstract of a LoRa chip based smart street lighting system. A LoRa gateway has various LoRa nodes 

connected to street lights, and a central control unit make up the system. The LoRa nodes use sensors to track 

environmental variables including traffic, ambient light, and other environmental factors. This information is 

gathered by the LoRa gateway and transmitted to the central control unit for the processing to establish the ideal 

timing and lighting settings for each street light. Additionally, the system permit for remote control and observation 

of specific street lights, allowing for quick troubleshooting and resolution of problems. Applying LoRa technology 

for smart street light has a various benefits, including improved energy efficiency, reduced maintenance costs, and 

increased protection. 

 

KEYWORD : - Street light, LoRa. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

IOT is the interface of physical devices that permits the devices to contact each other and be sensed and controlled 

remotely. These advanced automation and analytics systems use artificial intelligence technology to provide 

automated and advanced products and services. IOT-based systems permit better transparency, control, and great 

performance. 

A street lighting system is extremely important for all types of road users, whether they are drivers, cyclists, or 

pedestrians, because it determines the safety of both life and property of all people who are on or near the road. So, 

street lighting must be optimal and reliable to reduce the risk of accidents happening on the street at night. Street 

lighting system designs also need to have acceptable power consumption and have good energy-saving systems. 

Implementation of smart street lights using LoRa chips by remotely controlling and managing through wireless 

communication technology. Remote management is the basic function of smart street lights. According to people’s 

needs, smart street lights are equipped with other intelligent functions, including automatic brightness adjustment 

based on road conditions, detection of faulty street lights, and automatic ON/OFF LED lights. 

The traditional design of streetlight systems lacks adequate maintenance, leading to the consumption of large 

amounts of energy and financial resources. It also lacks reliability. Streetlights are found to be one of the major 

components of power consumption worldwide. Hence, it is essential to give more attention to improving the 
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efficiency of power consumption by saving energy. Thus, the objective of this research is to design and develop an 

autonomous streetlight management system to enhance power and energy usage. 

 
1.1 Existing System 

 

Existing systems include a monitoring centre, a monitoring node that interfaces with sensors, and an Internet 

connection. For wireless communication, most systems nowadays use Bluetooth, ZigBee, and Wi-Fi technology. 

The drawback of Bluetooth is that its range is quite limited (10m), while ZigBee and Wi-Fi systems likewise only 

offer ranges of up to 100m. By adding sensors that may be utilized to understand the surrounding environmental 

variables, conventional lighting systems can be made intelligent. They are referred to as smart streetlight systems 

because they display adaptive behaviour by turning the street light i.e. (ON or OFF) depending on the illumination 

levels in the area. At the moment, each street light is manually operated. Street lights aren't turned on and off as 

needed because of human mistake. Since high intensity discharge lamps (HIDs) now utilized, for urban street light 

are based on the principle of gas discharge, the intensity cannot be controlled by any method of voltage reduction. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Many cities still employ dated, pricey street lighting infrastructure. Traditional streetlights are frequently left on all 

night long, Regardless of the ambient light level, which results in wasteful energy use and expensive maintenance. 

Traditional systems also commonly need manual inspection and maintenance, which may be time consuming and 

expensive. Traditional street lighting systems might not provide enough illumination in some places, posing a risk to 

both automobiles and pedestrians. In order to make sure that all the streets are brightly illuminated and increase 

safety. Implementation of smart street light with LoRaWAN can identify when a light which is not functioning 

properly and provide prompt repairs. 

 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In retrospective terms, various street light research projects employing both wired and wireless technology have 

been proposed. As a result, there have been numerous attempts in recent years to automate the current streetlighting 

system. To maximise quality and productivity, any intelligent street lighting system should operate in an efficient 

manner. Therefore, it is possible to reduce human effort while also significantly lowering the cost of road lighting by 

putting in place a more reliable system. However, many methods still rely on conventional light sources, which may 

require low work from the user but still wastes energy and causes light pollution. 

 
The Author F Dheena[1] explains A paper on a smart streetlight control system employing an Arduino 1 (ESP8266EX 

Wi-Fi Module), LDR, Relay, and DHT11 sensor was proposed in 2017. When there is insufficient light, this system's 

LDR recognises it and uses a relay to either switch on or turn off the LED lights. This technique has the benefit of 

being straightforward and capable of minimising physical labour and the energy can be saved. But the initial cost of 

installation and upkeep are high. 

 

The Author Jeetendra explains[2]A paper on a smart streetlight which is quite similar to the previously proposed paper 

,but here they used sensors for vehicle detection.Even yet, this system has major installation and maintenance costs. 

 

The Author Nabil Ouerhani explains[3] An article on controlling streetlamps using a Zigbee remote module. They 

included a gearbox module, an LDR, and a microcontroller. Wireless communication with the light module is possible 

thanks to Zigbee. Two LDR sensors make up the system, which analyses day-night fluctuations and lighting 

conditions. After the microcontroller has processed the data, the LDR's results are transferred there and then into the 

transmission module. Each streetlight is monitored and controlled by the control centre using wireless Zigbee 

technology. The system makes use of the extremely limited range Zigbee network. They contained a microcontroller, 

an LDR, and a gearbox module. Zigbee makes wireless connection with the light module possible. The system 

assesses day-night variations and lighting 
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conditions using two LDR sensors. Results from the LDR are transferred into the microcontroller once it has 

analysed the data. Wireless technology is used by the control centre to monitor and manage each streetlight. The 

system makes use of the Zigbee network, which has a very small range. 

 

The Authors Siddarthan Chintra Suseendran, Stella Mary explains[4] A streetlight control system utilising a Raspberry 

Pi 3 model. They designed their Python code so that the LDR controls light intensity. Additionally, a Zigbee 

remote module was used. Despite having a complicated architecture, this system uses less power. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Smart street lights are an innovative solution to the traditional street lights that we see on the roads. The proposed 

system aims to enhance the efficiency and functionality of traditional street lighting. The system employs a 

combination of sensors, wireless communication, and control modules to achieve its objectives. 

The IR sensors are used to detect the presence of pedestrians or vehicles and can be used to increase the light 

intensity in response. The LDR sensors are used to monitor ambient light levels and adjust the street light intensity 

accordingly. This can help reduce energy consumption by dimming the lights during times of low traffic or when 

there is sufficient ambient light. 

The LoRa chip facilitates long-range wireless communication between the system components, allowing for remote 

monitoring and control of the street lights. This feature enables a central control station to receive data from the 

sensors and control the street lights accordingly. By adding smart switching to LED streetlights, they can be turned 

on and off automatically. 

Fault detection is an essential aspect of a smart street lighting system as it helps identify malfunctioning street lights. 

The system uses LDR sensors to monitor the light levels of each street light and identify those that are not 

functioning correctly. 

 

3.1 Methodology 

In this technology, we use an infrared sensor to identify human motion and vehicle light, respectively. To ensure that 

the street light is turned off automatically during the day when the sun is bright, an LDR sensor is employed to 

detect the presence of ambient light. The LDR transmits a signal to turn on the street light at night when there is no 

light. Smart switching can be used to provide automatic on/off operation of LED streetlights. Providing long-range, 

low-power, and secure data transmission for M2M, LoRa (Long Range) is a wireless technology. 
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Fig -1: Smart street light working at night. 
 

Fig -2: High intensity when vehicle detected. 

 
 

3.2 System architecture 

Steps involved are: 

 Every street light has a sensor within that can manage how the light is used. 

 The street light and a LoRa-based Gateway are linked together by the sensor's LoRa 

Technology. 
 

 

Fig -2: Block diagram of Smart street light. 
 

 Data from all neighbouring street lights is collected by the LoRa gateway. 

 Connected to the same gateway are sensors for additional smart city applications. 

 The gateway transmits data to the cloud, where an application server analyses it. 

 A server application controls the lights 

 The server notifies the user of maintenance notifications for problems like burned-out bulbs. 
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4 . APPLICATIONS 

 
Energy Efficiency: Smart street lights have the ability to be programmed to change their brightness levels depending 

on the ambient lighting and the presence of people or vehicles. This can save a lot of energy. 

Environmental Monitoring: Smart street lights may be used to monitor air quality and other environmental factors, 

giving useful data for urban planning. 

Crime prevention: IR sensors that can detect movement and alert in the event of suspicious activity can be added to 

smart street lights. 

Asset Management: Smart street lights can be integrated with sensors that monitor the health and performance of the 

lighting infrastructure, allowing for proactive maintenance and replacement of malfunctioning equipment. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The intelligent street lighting system that incorporates modern technology and offers simple maintenance and energy 

savings is detailed in this article. The suggested solution is suitable for street lighting in both urban and rural 

locations. The fast detection and repair of faulty lights improve safety conditions for both vehicles and pedestrians 

and provides a solution for lowering labour requirements and accidents. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Industrial pollution is one of the most important problems we face today. Long-term air pollution exposure causes 

serious health problems, including respiratory and lung disorders. Currently, industrial pollution monitoring and 

control laws are not stringent enough. The working dataset includes air parameters in terms of both ambient air and 

stack emission. Various Machine Learning (ML) algorithms were applied to this data to predict the emission rate, 

and a comparative analysis was performed. 

Each of these algorithms was written in Python, and the mean square error of each was calculated to ensure 

accuracy. Among all classifiers, the Random Forest model had the lowest error. The forecast may include pollutant 

concentrations or an index of air quality. 

 

Keywords— Air pollution prediction, Air Quality Index, Random Forest 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Air is the only thing that keeps humans alive. For our well-being, its quality needs to be monitored and comprehended. 

Millions of people worldwide experience physiological problems and respiratory death as a result of air pollution. The 

single greatest environmental risk is air pollution, according to scientific evidence. Population numbers have risen 

drastically as a result of fast industrialization and the harmful gas emissions it generates. Many of us are suffering 

tremendously result of harmful pollutants contaminating the air. As a consequence of such uncontrolled pollution, air 

quality has severely degraded. A numerical index called the AQI quantifies and communicates air pollution levels. The 

average temperature, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, average related humidity, total snowmelt/rainfall, 

average visibility, average windspeed, and maximum sustained wind speed are the eight factors used to calculate the 

AQI. Other software programmers use the pollutants for AQI prediction. The selection of contaminants depends on the 

specific goal and a host of factors, such as the availability of data, measurement methods, and monitoring frequency. A 

high AQI value denotes extremely polluted air, where it is very harmful in pollution. The AQI can be used to monitor 

air quality in real time. Numerous weather stations in our backyard have also recorded AQI data.  To use these data in 

the proposed work, they will be mined and harvested. 

 

As an outcome, the set of data used contains AQI values from numerous Indian cities. The three different regression 

analysis methods will be used, and through comparison, the best accuracy will be found. The proposed work compares 

the effectiveness of a dataset before and after using the Random Forest algorithm. The use of Random Forest is the 

most notable innovation. Unlike earlier papers, the dataset was investigated, and Random Forest was used to balance it. 

Furthermore, the entire method has been documented with graphs and metrics that show each algorithm, every 

performance metric, and every dataset—both balanced and imbalanced. The efficacy of the proposed methods will aid 

in predicting future AQI levels, which can serve as a warning and illustrate the need for air pollution reduction. 
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Figure 1:Flowchart for methodology. 

Related Works 
 

This section discusses the work process of calculating the air quality index. In this process, we have data collection, 

data pre-processing, feature scaling, applying ML algorithms, AQI prediction, Calculating, and declaring. We used 

6 ML algorithms and compare them then we took one ML algorithm model as the main model to predict AQI. We 

got the Random Forest method with the best accuracy value when we compared these 6 ML Algorithms. 
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2.1 Data Collection 

The data set we used to predict the AQI is collected from Kaggle. This data set is used for further process of 

prediction of air quality index. The data set contains parameters like T(Avg. Temp), TM(Max Temp), Tm(Min 

Temp), H(Humidity), PP(Total snowmelt/rainfall), VV(Visibility), V(Avg Wind speed), VM(Max Wind speed). We 

use these parameters to calculate the air quality index values. 

 

2.2 Data Preprocessing 

 

Data preprocessing is an important stage in machine learning (ML) that involves preparing and cleaning the data so 

that it may be used in a machine learning model. The accuracy and performance of the ML model are directly affected 

by the quality of data preprocessing.  

 

2.3 Feature Scaling 

Feature scaling is a technique used in machine learning (ML) to standardize the range and distribution of features in a 

dataset. By ensuring that each feature contributes equally to the model training process, the performance and accuracy 

of the model are improved. 

 

2.4. Applying Machine Learning Algorithms 

Once the data has been preprocessed, the next step in machine learning (ML) is to select and apply appropriate ML 

algorithms to build a predictive model. The ML algorithm selection depends on the problem's nature, the available 

data, and the desired outcome. We use six algorithms separately and then we compare the accuracy of all algorithms 

used in this process. 

 

2.5 AQI Prediction 
 

After comparing the accuracy of all algorithms the best accuracy and performance algorithm is taken for the 

prediction of air quality. We got a Random Forest model with the best accuracy value among all the machine learning 

models used. We will separate test and train data for the AQI prediction index and make the model with high 

accuracy. 

 

2.6 Calculating And Declaring 

 

After all these processes we will predict the AQI using the random forest model by using equations to 

calculate the value. After we get the value, we will display it on the web app's front end. For displaying and 
taking input we developed a web app using Flask, react js. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 
The methods suggested in this paper use five different algorithms to compare the AQI values of Bangalore, Mumbai, 

and Kolkata using parameters such as T, TM, Tm, PP, VV, V, VM, and PM2.5. The five algorithms are then compared 

to determine which is the most accurate and effective algorithm. The goal is to analyze and present it efficiently. It 

would aid us in discovering new and interesting information. These cities offer a more precise estimation of pollution 

in a significant South Asian city and have larger population densities. More cities were not included because it would 

have made the research paper far too long. As a result, the major cities of India have been chosen to analyze pollution 

levels in various urban cities throughout India, as they are the major contributors to pollution. 

 

3.1 Random Forest Regression Algorithm: It is a typical supervised machine-learning approach for classification and 

regression issues. With the help of the classifier vote and the average for regression, it creates decision trees from 

a variety of samples. 

 

3.2 XG Boost Algorithm: The XG Boost (Extreme Gradient Boosting) machine learning algorithm is widely used for 

regression, classification, and ranking problems. It is a gradient-boosting variant intended to improve speed and 

performance. Because of its accuracy, speed, and scalability, XG Boost has gained widespread popularity. 
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3.3 KNN Algorithm: KNN (K-Nearest Neighbours) is a well-known and straightforward machine learning algorithm 

for classification and regression problems. The algorithm works on the premise that similar things are closer 

together. KNN is a non-parametric algorithm, which means it makes no assumptions about the data's underlying 

distribution. 

 

3.4 Linear Regression Algorithm: Linear regression is a widely used machine learning algorithm for solving 

regression problems. It is a simple yet powerful algorithm that fits a linear equation to the data to model the 

relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. 

 

3.5 Decision Tree Regression Algorithm: A machine learning algorithm for regression problems is decision tree 

regression. It is a non-parametric algorithm that partitions the data into subsets based on the values of the 

independent variables to model the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent 

variables.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Researchers from all around the world are trying to discover a solution to the problem of air pollution.  It has been 

investigated how to forecast the AQI with accuracy using machine learning techniques. The effectiveness of the three 

most effective data mining algorithms (KNN, DTR, and LR) for correctly forecasting AQI data in some of India's most 

populated and polluted cities was tested in the current study. To get better and more reliable findings, the class data 

were equalized using Random Forest Regression (RFR). It was possible to achieve higher accuracy using this novel 

method of balancing the datasets before using them, carefully comparing the results of the imbalanced and balanced 

ones for accuracy, and then using statistical techniques like RMSE, MAE, MSE, and R-SQUARE to confirm the better 

results. 
 

When the algorithms were run on both datasets (with and without the RFR algorithm), an increase of 6 to 24% was 

discovered. Our maximum accuracy in any city increased from 90.97% using RFR in Kolkata to 97.6% using the same 

city and algorithm. Our lowest accuracy increased from 66.45% in Bangalore when using DTR to 84.7% in Delhi when 

using RFR. Overall, accuracy improved significantly. Using extensive testing of all algorithms in New Delhi, 

Bangalore, Mumbai, and Hyderabad for the proposed work, we discovered that random forest regression consistently 

provided promising results. 
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ABSTRACT     
     

Each and every day there will be new challenges in the biomedical area, some  may be new viruses and diseases, 

and it is time consuming process  for researchers to discover a solution. The basic step is  look through  paper that 

has been written already about the specific issue. The researchers' main objective is to establish a connection 

between a genes and a diseases, and the earlier step of extracting information is time-consuming and difficult since 

researchers must read through all the relevant studies. Relation extraction utilizing deep learning and machine 

learning is the one of the accurate way for completing assignment. In a paragraph of text, the connection between 

the entities is intended to be extracted using documentlevel relation extraction. We propose an Artificial Nural 

Network (ANN) technique using type information to address this issue by masking each mention of the entities with 

unique tokens. The model may precisely retrieve every mention and entity type by employing this entity mask 

approach. Our Word2Vec model, which is based on ANN, enables us to analyse the text just once, but enter data 

from all of our research articles into a computer model, creating links between things. We run the proposed model 

using Google Colab's.    

 

Keyword : - ANN, Word2Vec   

  

1. INTRODUCTION     

Information extraction in biomedical domain is great challenge. It is time consuming process and requires adequate 

effort for subject matter experts to read many medical literatures and articles to get useful information from the text. 

In problems like drug discovery, relationships between biomedical entities are supposed to be known. Supervised 

relation extraction is  machine learning approach used to identify and extract meaningful relationships between 

entities in text. Hence the proposed method makes use of deep learning techniques to extrat the dataset containing 

biomedical entities like genes, proteins, and diseases. Biomedical entities are tagged in each literature and based on 

the context, a generic relation between an entity pair is evaluated. This serves as gold dust in drug discovery and 

saves the effort and time in drug discovery. Most efforts in this field now focus on sentence level analysis. It is 

insufficient to just concentrate on the relationships between things at the sentence level. Prior work demonstrates 

that the sum of the number of relations, there are 28.5% and 9.4%, respectively, of inter-sentential connections in 

the Both MUC6 and ACE3 are components of the Message Understanding Conference Suite, where multi-phrase 

entity links are communicated. The DocRed dataset, which was carefully annotated and produced from Wikipedia, 

has about 40.7% relational facts that can only be derived from several phrases. According to the evidence shown 

above, there are too many contextual connections between sentences to be ignored. Consequently, learning about 

document-level relation extraction is crucial. Below are  the most significant distinctions between the sentencelevel 

and document-level relation extraction schemes:    

When performing relation extraction at the document level, rather than the sentence level, it is important to take into 

account the interdependencies between the various parts.   

An entity typically appears once in a sentence when a relation is extracted at the sentence level. Various iterations 

of an entity may be encountered during document-level relation extraction. One alternative name for "Anzac 

biscuits" is "ANZAC wafers."    
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The link between two entities will not be explicitly recovered in document-level relation extraction. Finding some 

relations requires taking their transitivity into account.     

1.1 Existing System     

MedEx is among the systems that uses NLP and machine learning techniques to fetch information from clinical 

text. It identifies relationships between drugs and their indications and adverse effects of medication. However, 

MedEx is limited in its ability to extract information beyond medication-related data.    

    

SemRep will discover relationships among biomedical data in text data, including diseases, and treatments. The 

lexical and semantic and semantic knowledge to identify relationships between concepts are used. However,  But 

SemRep is limited  to handle ambiguous or complex sentences.    

Reverb: Reverb is a relation extraction system ,it will discover  diseases and their associated symptoms, risk factors, 

and treatments. It is based on pattern-based approach to discover relationships among entities, that can extract 

complex relationships. However, ReVerb  cannot  handle large datasets and may suffer from low precision.    

Bio-Bert: Another classification model which makes 'use of contextual embedding and transformer encoders.These 

models have a bias in favour of training data context and consider extra data other than the entities that are in 

article.    

1.2 Problem Statement    

     

Extracting a promising relationship between biomedical entities is the prominent challenge in the healthcare domain 

because it has been approached like a classification problem that doesn't analyze the detailed pattern among entities 

subject to  context of present literature and 'is free from other literature.    

How can we develop a process that traces the semantic among the participants in the article and give the result 

subject to a present article and separate from the model training history?     

     

1.3 Proposed System    

     

• The proposed method makes use of the sentences present around the tagged entities in an article and finds 

an informative pattern to evaluate a word that best represents the relationship between tagged entities.    

    

• Collect a dataset of new medical research and innovations: It includes the collection of research papers and 

journals talking about drug discovery, medical device innovation and medical entities' connectivity and 

network.    

    

• Preprocess the data: Preprocess the text data is done by taking out the stop words, stemming, and 

tokenizing the text to input to the embedding models also apply the techniques mainly named entity 

recognition (NER) to identify disease names and other relevant entities in the phrase.    

    

• Define features: The feature for neural network model is concatenated  vector that are embedding two 

entities.    

    

 Train the model: It includes training an ANN model with backpropagation to detect the pattern for 

semantic relation between the given entity pair.    

 

 Evaluate the model: As the model is trained completely, evaluate its demonstration on a separate test 

dataset.   

and can use metrics namely precision, recall, and Fl -score to evaluate the model's accuracy in predicting  

diseases.    
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY     

    

S.NO   TITLE    Journal/    Description    ADVANTAGES   

YEAR    

DISADVANTAGES    

1    Translating 

Embeddings for 

modelling  

Multirelational    

Data     

 Antoine Bordes,    

 Nicolas Usunier,    

 Alberto   

 GarciaDura ́n–      

 CNRS 2013    

 The TransE   

 modelling  

 approach  

 uses low- 

 dimensional  

 entity  

 embeddings  

 to construe  

 connections  

 as    

 translations.    

 

 

 

 compares well    

 to state-of-the-  

 art algorithms  

 on two  

 Predictions     

 based on  

 knowledge  

 bases of past  

 correlations 

 

 The architecture requires              

a pretrained embedding       

model on a humongous       

data 

  

2     The Return of    

  the Relation     

  Induction in    

  Word  

  Embeddings 

 

   

 Professor   

 Zied              

 Bouraoui of  

 the CRIL  

 CNRS UMR  

 8188     

 

 Two   

 methods for  

 inferring  

relationships  

 based on 

 probabilities     

 

 

 

Outperforms the 

traditional  

embedding 

based methods    

Biased to out of domain 

data in training    

3    Estimates based 

on familiarity 

with previous 

battles 

 V. Ivan Sanchez           

 C    

 Dimensions 

specific  of 

hypernymy: 

generality 

and 

similarity.     

Solves Structural 

ambiguity for 

relation. 

 

Doesn’t represent a 

Semantic relation. 
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3. METHODOLOGY     

3.1 Functioning Of model     

          Output layer                                                                                                                                  

    

    

    

  Hidden layer    

    

     

    

          Embedding layer    

    

     

          Input layer    

    

 

3.2 Module Description    

• Input and Output: The input is a pair of biomedical entity from the given article and output is relation 

between the given entity pair.    

• Pre-processing: It includes the entity extraction from the article using either dictionary based tagging or 

NER model.    

• Feature extraction: It includes extraction of word embeddings of each entity in input pair using word2vec 

model.    

• Model architecture: neural network with first layer with two embedding vectors as input, second layer as 

concatenation layer combining two embeddings followed by multiple hidden followed by output layer 

giving word embedding as an output    

• Training and Evaluation: It includes training a ANN model with batch size of 8 and 20 epochs. The 

evaluation includes matrices like accuracy and Fl score.    

      

3.3 Difference Between Existing And Proposed Methodology     

                 

Parameter    Existing model    Praposed model    

Information extraction     Limited ability of information 

extraction    

Free ability of information 

extraction    

Ambiguous and complex sentence    Limited in its ability to handle 

ambiguous or complex sentences.    

Free in its ability to handle 

ambiguous or complex sentences.    

Large dataset    Limited in its ability to handle 

large datasets and may suffer 

from low precision.    

Free in its ability to handle large 

datasets and may suffer from low 

precision.    

0010000  0 0   0  0    0 01  
0 
1         

0.1 0  1  0  
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Extra data requirement    These models have a bias in 

favour of training data context 

and consider extra data other 

than the entities present in the 

article.    

These models have not a bias in 

favour of towards the training data 

context and consider extra data 

other than the entities present in the 

article    

    

3.4 Algorithm:    

STEP I: Initially the method focuses on the prominent information and ignore the information which might deviate 

from the real relation result.    

STEP II: Every article is tagged with all the biomedical entities present using a NER technique or list of entities 

present.    

STEP III: Entity pairs are made from all the tagged entities.    

STEP IV: An embedding model is developed for every article associated with entities tagged in the article.    

STEP V: Vector representation for every tagged entity is calculated from the corresponding embedding model.    

STEP VI: Calculate a resultant vector out of two vectors corresponding to each entity as an input for neural 

network.    

STEP VII: Feed the resultant input vector to ANN.    

STEP VIII: Get the output, as a vector representation with size same as input vector.    

STEP IX: Find the nearest matching word with output vector considered as relation word. 

3.5 Pictorial Representation  

 

Fig 3. 2 :Architecture Of Model     

  

  

Before reaching the softmax layer, the feed-forward neural network has one or more hidden layers, with W1 and 

W2 serving as their respective weight matrices.    

    

 There are 1 and S2 biases.     

 Dataset D = f(ai; ri; bi)gNi =1 of relational word pairs (ai; bi) ri defines the HL's nonlinear activation.    

 

 lower the cross-entropy loss across the training instances using l2 regularisation, and then make 

predictions ri from the input of concatenated pre-trained word embeddings ai bi.    

 The penultimate layer (i.e., the output of the last hidden layer) makes use of the relation representation 

for a word pair.    
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3.6 Application    

Few applications of supervised relational extraction in predicting diseases:    

1. Diagnosis Prediction: It can help predict diseases and diagnose patients. Can be particularly useful in 

identifying rare diseases or in cases in which symptoms are non-specific.    

2. Drug Discovery: By extracting information about the relationship among genes, proteins, and diseases, 

supervised relational extraction can help to discover properl drug target and create new medicines to treat 

diseases.    

3. Public Health Surveillance: Using data from social media analysis, reports, and other sources, tracks the 

spread of diseases and identify potential outbreaks.    

4. Clinical Trials: By extracting information about patient characteristics, treatment regimens, and outcomes, 

supervised relational extraction will help in designing accurate clinical trials and will improve  accuracy of 

clinical trial data to predict disease subtypes.    

5. Identifying drug interactions: By extracting information on drug-drug interactions from medical records, 

supervised relational extraction can help predict potential adverse reactions and optimize drug therapies.    

6. Evaluating disease treatment efficacy: By analyzing clinical trial data and scientific literature, supervised 

relational extraction can help evaluate the efficacy of various treatments for different diseases.      

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION     

  

 4.1 Result  

In this study, we developed an ANN model for identifying relationships between entities in text data. The model was 

trained and evaluated a dataet of 10,000 sentences, where each sentence contained two entities and a corresponding 

relationship label. We first preprocessed the text data by tokenizing the sentences, extracting the entity spans, and 

generating word embeddings using the Gensim Word2Vec model.  

  

The ANN model consisted consisting of Layers of 1 for "input," 2 for "hidden," and 1 for "output". The input layer 

accepted the entity embeddings as input, while the output layer predicted the relationship label. The hidden layers 

contained 64 and 32 corresponding neurons with ReLU activation capabilities. The output layer contained three 

neurons, corresponding to the three possible relationship labels, and a softmax activation function was utilised.  

  

Model achieved an accuracy of 87% on the test set, both accurately (0.88) and reliably (0.87) most of the time. A score 

of 0.87 was also achieved on the recall/accuracy balancing scale known as the F1. These findings demonstrate that the 

ANN model was successful in understanding the connections between items in the text data.  

  

 4.2 Discussion  

  

 Output of our study suggest that an ANN model trained word embeddings can be an excellent method for determining 

connections between entities in text data. Our model achieved a high level of accuracy, precision, recallon the exam set, 

and an F1 score, which means that it is able to effectively generalize to new data.  

  

One potential limitation of our study is  siz an scope of the dataset. Although we used a relatively large dataset of 

10,000 sentences, it may be necessary to use a largr datset with mor divers sentence structures and relationship labels in 

order to fully evaluate the model's performance. Additionally, the model may be sensitive to the verbal quality 

embeddings generated by the Word2Vec model, which might impair its capacity to accurately identify relationships 

between entities.  

  

Overall, our study demonstrates the potential of ANN models for relationship extraction in text data. Further research 

could explore the use of Convolutional neural networks are among the numerous neural network designs.  
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 or recurrent neural networks, besides the use of different word embedding models and preprocessing techniques. 

Additionally, the model could be applied to other tasks, such as named entity recognition or sentiment analysis, to 

further evaluate its  

effectiveness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

     

The execution of this project will develop a method that can extract a generic relationship between biomedical 

entities. It will get a labeled dataset having generic relation of the entities present in the article. It understand the 

language of the context and semantic meaning of the sentences containing the entities.It will be used to develop a 

deep-learning based method with good evaluation metrics.It will help to design an artificial neural network to take 

biomedical entities as input and output  relationship between  pair and develop an embedding model exclusively for 

every literature.To fetch the highest matching word in the literature for output vector of  model as an output relation 

we will use this model. It will be useful to evaluate and validate the tagged output relation with subject matter 

experts and to publish the  method in a renowned journal.    
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ABSTRACT 
One of the basic requirements of human society is a place to live. Houses are considered to be pleasant and quiet 

environments where people feel at home. People must therefore select a decent house model in order to live a pleasant 

and happy life. This article focuses on utilising machine learning algorithms to reliably estimate home prices. People 

can choose the right home for their needs using this concept. People will primarily consider the neighbourhood, house 

type, cost, location, and a few other amenities. To determine the necessary house for habitation. Since most people 

are very concerned with staying within their budgets when buying a home, it is crucial that the prediction of home 

prices be accurate. Additionally, it aids people in selecting homes based on. House prices have a big impact on the 

economy, and customers and real estate agents are quite concerned about the price ranges. Every year, housing prices 

rise, which ultimately highlights the necessity for a method or plan that could forecast house prices. Physical 

conditions, locations,bedrooms, and other elements might affect a home's price. Historically, forecasts have been 

based on these variables. However, these prediction techniques need the right expertise and knowledge in this field. 

A substantial source of cutting-edge opportunities for housing analysis, prediction, and visualisation is machine 

learning approaches. A middle-class family cannot support his family while paying for rent, food, water, and power. 

The cost of apartments in the city is rising, and estimating the final price of a home is extremely risky. As we can see, 

when a customer wants to buy a property in the city, he looks at three things: location, area, and the resources that 

are accessible in the community. Our research paper will assist clients in understanding the true cost of a home as 

well as builders in determining the selling price that will best meet client requirements. 

 

Keywords: - House Price Prediction, House Rent Prediction ,Machine Learning etc… 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Currently, forecasting house prices is a hot topic. The goal of house price prediction is to give buyers and sellers a 

foundation for pricing. Buyers can determine if they paid a fair price for a home by reviewing transaction records, and 

sellers can determine the price at which they can sell a home along a certain stretch of road. Financial technology 

systems that use a suitable evaluation method for mortgage calculation and real estate auctions also use house price 

prediction. House price prediction is the process of predicting the future price of a residential property using statistical 

modelling approaches and machine learning algorithms. Making informed financial decisions, buying or selling a 

home, investing in real estate, and other things can all benefit from this. Diverse aspects of a home may be of interest 

to various buyer groups. For their children, nuclear families, for instance, could prioritise parks and neighbouring 

schools. As a result, a residence can be recommended to a potential buyer if its key attributes, as determined by an 

attention mechanism, meet their needs. House price forecasting that requires consideration of a number’s of variables, 

including location, size, age, and condition of the property, The regional real estate market trends, economic indicators, 

and other pertinent information. On the basis of previous data, machine learning algorithms can be trained to spot 

trends and estimate future home prices with accuracy . Different methodologies, including regression analysis, time 

series analysis and ANN algorithm can be used in house price prediction models. These models may be trained using 

substantial. 
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2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The best methodology will rely on the specific data available and the objectives of the predicted task. There are Many 

different ways to predict house prices. The level of accuracy required, the complexity of the issue, and the available 

processing resources will all influence the algorithm or model selection. 

 
2.1 Models Of Hedonic Regression 
These models analyse the relationship between home prices and several property traits including location, size, number 

of bedrooms and bathrooms, and other amenities using statistical methods. Hedonic regression models are capable of 

making precise predictions, although they may need a huge dataset to be trained. 

 
2.2 Time Series Analysis 

This method makes use of previous information on property prices to spot trends and patterns over the course of time. 

In order to forecast short-term changes in property prices, time series analysis can be helpful. However, it might miss 

longer-term patterns. 

 

2.3 Artificial Neural Network 
Artificial neural networks are a class of MT that can be used to find intricate links and patterns in vast datasets. 

Economic data, regional market patterns, and property attributes are just a few examples of the variable’s that are used 

to train neural networks to predict changes in home prices. 

 

2.4 Gradient Boosting Machines 
This method generates precise forecasts by combining a number’s of decision trees. It can tolerate missing data and be 

useful for capturing intricate interactions between several factors. 

 

2.5 Random Forest 
Another ensemble learning technique is Random Forest which makes predictions by using several decision trees. It is 

resilient to outliers and can deal with missing data. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

A hybrid strategy is used in a proposed system for predicting home prices in-order to increase precision and decrease 

uncertainty. Here are some possible parts of the suggested system 

 

3.1 Data-Preprocessing 
Data from distinct sources are cleaned, transformed, and integrated in this process to a structured dataset ready for 

analysis. This could involve resolving missing data, standardising variable names, and geocoding addresses. The data 

is preprocessed using several features after we receive our house transaction information. There are a total of 28 columns 

in the dataset, but we only use some of them as input features for the prediction model. We only preprocess these unique 

columns, and the appropriate preprocessing techniques are shown here. To control the other columns, we use appropriate 

normalisation techniques. The processing that following columns—land sector position, building sector, and house 

address plaque—is described in this section. Although the data does not contain records of precise addresses, the 

columns represent the locations of houses. A location can be listed as "No. 1-No. 30 Kangding Rd., Wanhua Dist., 

Taipei City, 10843, Taiwan (R.O.C. )," for instance. We used a Google Static API due to this restriction. We obtained 

the open access data to a public facility data. from servers kept up by the Taipei City and New Taipei City authorities. 

Lists of parks, hospitals, schools, convenience stores, and MRT stations are included in these files. The "parks" column 

includes information on each park's name, latitude-longitude coordinates, and address, as well as directions (i.e., how 

to get to the park) and sports facilities. Information about each hospital's name, location, and contact details are provided 

in the hospital column. Postal code, address, latitude-longitude coordinates, and institution type (elementary school, 

junior or senior high school, university) are all included in the column for schools. Latitude-longitude coordinates are 

provided for convenience stores and MRT stations in the column. 
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3.2 Feature Engineering 
This entails choosing and manipulating variables, such as property traits, geography, economic data, and regional 

market patterns, that may be pertinent to home pricing. Techniques like dimensionality reduction, feature scaling, and 

feature selection can all be used in feature engineering. In order to anticipate property prices, a variables must be chosen 

that is most informative. Statistical testing, correlation analysis, and other techniques can be used to do this. There are 

numerous category factors that influence home pricing, including location, zoning, and property type. To be employed 

in a regression model or other machine learning approach, these variables must be numerically encoded. One-hot 

encoding, label encoding, and target encoding are the common encoding methods. 

 

3.3 Model Selection 
Model selection entails choosing the best ML algorithm or model for the goal of predicting home prices. This might 

involve combining techniques like gradient boosting (GB), hedonic regression (HR), time series analysis 

(TSA), artificial neural networks (ANN), and random forest. (RF). 

 

3.4 Model Training 
This entails selecting a model, optimising its parameters, and testing the model's effectiveness against a different test 

set using historical data. The division of the data into a training set and a testing set is in the model training. The testing 

set is used to assess the model's performance, whereas the training set is used to fit the model. Usually, 70–80% of the 

data is used for training and 20–30% is used for testing. A method for assessing the model's performance while using 

the training set is cross-validation. The data is split into k subgroups for k-fold cross-validation; this model is trained 

on the k-1 subsets and tested on the remaining subset. Each subset acts as the testing set once during the course of this 

operation, which is repeated k times. The generalizability of the model may be evaluated, and overfitting can be avoided, 

with the aid of cross-validation. By inserting a penalty term to the loss function during training, regularisation is a 

methods for lowering overfitting. L1 regularisation (lasso regression) and L2 regularisation (ridge regression) are two 

common regularisation techniques. It could be helpful to evaluate the significance of each input for making predictions 

once the model has been trained. This can assist in feature selection and in determining are most useful for predicting 

property prices. 

 

3.5 Prediction Model 
This entails applying the trained model to predict outcomes from fresh data, gauging its accuracy, and perhaps 

improving the model. Model selection is a crucial stage of the home price forecast process that involves picking the 

best algorithm or model for the job at hand. Here are some popular house price prediction models and algorithms. The 

input and the output (home price) are assumed to have a linear relationship in this simple statistical model. It can yield 

interpretable coefficients for each input variable, making it a useful place to start when predicting housing prices. This 

non-parametric approach is capable of capturing intricate relationships between variables. Decision trees can handle 

incomplete data and produce answers that are easy to understand. They may not generalise well to new data, though, 

and they can be prone to overfitting. This ensemble technique generates forecasts using a number of DT . Compared 

to individual decision trees, random forests are better at handling missing data and less prone to overfitting. The non- 

linear correlations between the variables can be captured using this deep learning technique. A huge and complex dataset 

can be used to predict home prices using neural networks. They can, however, be computationally expensive and need 

a large data to train well. 

 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 

 
House price prediction has adopted deep learning techniques like long short-term memory (LSTM) networks or 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs), as well as MLT like support vector machines (SVM) and extreme gradient 

boosting (XGBoost) algorithms. Additionally, some studies have taken for diverse data, such as street-view or satellite 

maps. These introduced in the paragraphs that follow. Mu et al. [2] showed that SVM and least squares SVM approaches 

both outperformed partial least squares when used to estimate housing prices. [8] used the XGboost method to predict 

secondhand housing data in Chengdu, China, and they showed that when compared to decision trees and linear 

regression, XGboost can strengthen models and reduce overfitting. For the purpose of projecting house prices, 

Madhuriet al. [9] used multiple regression approaches such as the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, 

gradien boosting, and adaptive boosting.Their suggested methodology could assist sellers in calculating sales expenses 

and give precise information to purchasers. In order to forecast real estate prices, Bork and Mller [3] used a dynamic 

model selection mechanism across all 50 US states. Phan [10] created a novel model that combines MLT such as SVM 

and stepwise methods. 
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5 RESULT 

 
A house price prediction model's output can be assessed using a variety of metrics, including mean squared error (MSE), 

mean absolute error (MAE), and R-squared. These metrics track the discrepancy between the target variable's (the sale 

price of the house) projected and actual values. A higher R-squared value shows that the model is explaining a greater 

proportion of the variability in the target variable, whilst a lower MSE and MAE suggest that the model is making more 

accurate predictions. It is crucial to remember that the accuracy of the data, the features included, and the model 

parameters can all affect how a house price prediction model performs. Therefore, before analysing the outcomes, 

careful feature engineering, model selection, and data preprocessing must be carried out. Generally speaking, a well- 

executed house price prediction model can offer in-sightful information about the real estate market and assist 

stakeholders in making decisions. Real estate agents, home purchasers, and investors, among others, can use the model 

to predict the selling price of a home, determine a property's value, and spot lucrative opportunities for the real estate 

market. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

 
In conclusion, a key use of ML in the real estate sector is house price prediction. A properly applied house price 

prediction model can give useful information about the real estate market and assist decision-makers. 

Data gathering, data preprocessing, feature engineering, exploratory DA, model selection, model training, model 

evaluation, and deployment are all steps in the construction of a housing price prediction model. The precise needs of 

the problem and the resources at hand determine the framework and implementation tools that should be used. A house 

price prediction model's output can be assessed using a variety of metrics, including MSE, MSA, and R-squared. Real 

estate brokers, home purchasers, and investors can all benefit from better decision-making and investing tactics brought 

about by a well-implemented model.Overall, predicting house prices is a difficult but rewarding task with significant 

repercussions for the real estate sector. Utilising MLT to predict house prices can assist in locating lucrative 

opportunities, lowering risk, and enhancing the effectiveness of the real estate market. 

 

7 FUTURE WORK 

Including more intricate and varied features At the moment, the majority of house price prediction models rely on 

straightforward features like the bedrooms and bathrooms, square footage, and location. Future models can be enhanced 

by adding more intricate and varied aspects like the age of the house, the standard of the building materials, and the 

existence of facilities like pools or garages. Investigating novel MLT Deep learning and ensemble techniques are only 

two of the various MLT that can be used to predict home prices. The application of these algorithms to increase the 

precision of house price prediction models can be explored in further research. Including temporal data: Changes in the 

economy, the real estate market, and changes in housing supply and demand can all cause price adjustments in the long 

run. These swings can be accounted for and prediction accuracy increased by include temporal data in house price 

prediction models. Including external data sources Models for predicting the price of a home can gain from including 

external data sources like demographics of the neighbourhood, school ratings, and crime statistics. These data sources 

can offers information about the variables that affect home prices and can increase the precision of forecasts. Creating 

models for particular regions and home type. The efficacy of house price prediction models varies based on the particular 

region and housing type. To increase the precision of projections, future work can concentrate on creating models that 

are suited to particular locations and dwelling types. 
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ABSTRACT 
The tracking and monitoring of agriculture food stock throughout transportation using IoT is an expeditious 

growing field that aims to increase the protection and efficiency of food transportation. IoT sensors are acclimated 

to monitor abundant aspects of food transportation, for instances temperature, humidity, and location. This 

information is then transmitted to a central database in real-time, where it could be analyzed and acted upon if any 

issues are detected. By using IoT technology, using its resources, the agriculture sector can ensure food products 

are transported under optimal conditions, minimizing spoilage and reducing food waste. In addition, IoT technology 

will also help to detect and prevent food fraud and contamination, providing greater transparency and 

accountability throughout the food SCM. 

 

Keyword: - Arduino Uno, ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module, RFID Reader, Keypad, RTC Module, LCD Display, 

ThingSpeak IOT etc.

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The transportation of agricultural food products is a critical part of the food SCM, with billions of tons of food being 

transported globally every year. Ensuring the security and quality of food products during transportation is essential 

to prevent spoilage and contamination, which can result in significant economic losses and public health risks. One 

of the deadlines in food delivery is maintaining the optimal conditions required for the specific food products being 

transported, for example temperature, humidity, and ventilation. The emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) 

technology has revolutionized the way food transportation is monitored and managed. IoT sensors will be embedded 

in the transportation vehicles or cargo containers to monitor and transmit real-time data on the environmental 

conditions inside. This data will be used to trace and monitor the transportation of food material, ensuring that food 

products are transported under optimal conditions and any issues can be detected and addressed in real-time. This 

essay investigates the application of IoT technology in tracking and monitoring the agricultural food supply during 

transportation. We will examine the benefits of IoT-based monitoring, including reducing food spoilage, enhanced 

food safety, and preventing food fraud. We will also explore the various types of IoT sensors and gadgets that can be 

used to track the transit of food and the complication and considerations that is addressed to ensure the successful 

implementation of IoT-based food transportation monitoring systems, etc. 
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1.1 OBJECTIVES  

 Ensure food safety: IoT sensors can monitor the environmental conditions of food items during 

transportation, check the environment to ensure that they are transported under optimal conditions and 

prevent contamination. 

 Reduce food waste: By monitoring the environmental conditions of food products during transportation, 

IoT technology may help to reduce food waste caused by spoilage and degradation. 

 Improve supply chain efficiency: IoT technology can provide real-time tracking and monitoring food 

products, allowing for better planning, scheduling, and resource allocation, leading to improved supply 

chain efficiency. 

 Enhance transparency and accountability: IoT-based monitoring systems can provide greater transparency 

and accountability throughout food shipment, improving traceability and preventing food fraud.  

 In general, the utilization of IoT technology in tracking and monitoring agricultural foods during shipment 

to guarantee that they are delivered in the best circumstances possible, reduce waste, and enhance supply 

chain efficiency, it leads to a sustainable and resilient food supply chain. 

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT  

The transportation of agricultural food products is a complex and challenging process that involves multiple 

stakeholders, including farmers, shippers, carriers, and retailers. One of the major obstacles in food transportation is 

maintaining the optimal conditions required for a particular food product, including ventilation, humidity, and 

temperature. Failure to maintain These circumstances may result in spoilage, contamination, and degradation of food 

products, resulting in significant economic losses and public health risks. Traditional monitoring methods, such as 

manual temperature checks, are time-consuming, labor-intensive, and prone to human error. These methods also 

provide limited visibility into the transportation process, making it difficult to identify and address issues in real-

time. The emergence of IoT Technology has opened new possibilities. for monitoring the transportation of food 

products. However, implementing IoT-based monitoring systems has its own unique set of difficulties. For instance, 

selecting the appropriate sensors and devices to monitor different types of food products and transportation methods 

can be challenging. Furthermore, integrating IoT technology into existing supply chain systems and ensuring data 

Security and privacy issues might be difficult as well. Overall, the problem statement of tracking and monitoring the 

products is to make efficient transportation of food products by addressing the challenges associated with traditional 

monitoring methods and implementing IoT-based systems that are tailored to the specific requirements of the supply 

chain. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
 

1. Agricultural Supply Chain Monitoring System Using IoT and Blockchain," Kim et al. (2021) 

 proposed an agricultural SCM monitoring system that utilizes IoT devices to collect data on temperature, 

humidity, and location during transportation. The system also uses blockchain technology to secure the data and 

ensure security. 

 

2. IoT-Based Intelligent Agriculture Monitoring System for Crop Growth Prediction," Yang et al. (2020) 

 proposed system that utilizes IoT devices to collect data on temperature, humidity, and soil moisture. The 

system uses this data to predict crop growth and optimize irrigation and fertilizer usage. 

 

3. IoT-Based Smart Agriculture Monitoring System for Efficient Utilization of Water and Fertilizer," Pandey 

et al. (2020) 

 proposed system utilizes IoT devices to collect data on soil moisture, temperature, and humidity. The 

system uses this data to optimize water and fertilizer usage and increase crop yield. 

 

4. Design and Implementation of an IoT-Based Smart Agriculture Monitoring System," Li et al. (2020) 

 proposed system that utilizes IoT devices to collect data on temperature, humidity, soil moisture, and light 

intensity. The system provides real-time monitoring and alerts farmers if any anomalies are detected. 

. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

An IoT-based system for tracking and monitoring the transportation of agriculture food supply can provide real-time 

insights on the location, condition, and security of the food during transit. Here is a proposed system for such a 

solution: 

Hardware:  

GPS-enabled IoT sensors: These sensors will be attached to each shipment of agriculture food supply to track their 

location and movement. 

Temperature and humidity sensors: These sensors will measure the environmental conditions inside the 

transportation container to make sure the food is being transported under suitable conditions. 

Security sensors: These sensors can recognise any unauthorized access to the shipment. 

Software: 

Cloud-based data storage and processing: The information gathered from the sensors will be stored and processed in 

the cloud to generate real-time insights on the condition and whereabouts of the food supply. 

Mobile application: A mobile application can be developed for drivers and logistics personnel to access the data and 

receive alerts if any environmental or security conditions are breached. 

3.1 METHODOLOGY  

Identify the requirements: The first step is to identify the needs of the agriculture food supply chain, including the 

types of food, transportation modes, and environmental conditions. This will help in selecting the appropriate IoT 

sensors and software for the system. 

Choose the hardware components: Based on the requirements, select the appropriate IoT sensors, such as GPS, 

temperature, humidity, and security sensors. The sensors should be compatible with the transportation container and 

capable of collecting real-time data. 

Develop the software: Develop a cloud-based platform to store and process the sensor-collected information. The 

platform should be scalable, secure, and accessible by authorized personnel. Develop a mobile application for 

drivers and logistics personnel to access the data and receive alerts in case of any disruptions. 

Install the sensors: Install the IoT sensors on the transportation container to track and monitor the food supply during 

transit. Ensure that the sensors are properly calibrated, configured, and tested to collect accurate data. 

Collect and process the data: Collect real-time data from the IoT sensors and process it in the cloud-based platform. 

Use data analytics techniques to generate insights on the location, condition, and security of the food supply. 

Monitor and analyse the data: Monitor the data in real-time and generate alerts in case of any disruptions, such as 

changes in temperature or humidity, security breaches, or delays in transit. Use predictive analytics to generate 

insights on potential disruptions and take proactive measures to prevent them. 

Evaluate and improve the system: Regularly evaluate the system's performance and identify areas for improvement. 

Use feedback from logistics personnel, drivers, and customers to enhance the system's functionality, usability, and 

efficiency. 

At the end of prediction, we can conclude that by using Random Forest, Logistic Regression algorithm we get 100% 

optimal prediction accuracy. 

In summary, the methodology for tracking and monitoring agriculture food using IoT involves identifying 

requirements, selecting appropriate hardware components, developing software, installing sensors, collecting and 

processing data, monitoring and analyzing data, and evaluating and improving the system’s performance. 
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3.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

                     
                                                   Fig : 3.2 : Architecture Model 

                               

                                                 Fig 3.3 : IoT Model of Transportation Monitoring 

4. CONCLUSION  

Among the implementation of an IoT-based system for tracking and monitoring agriculture food supply during 

transportation can significantly improve the safety, security, and efficiency of the supply chain. With the help of IoT 

sensors, cloud-based platforms, and data analytics, stakeholders can monitor the location, condition, and security 

supply in real-time. This enables proactive measures to be taken to prevent disruptions, such as changes in 

temperature or humidity, security breaches, or delays in transit, and to respond quickly to any issues that arise. The 

system can also produce knowledge that may be helpful to optimize logistics operations and increase customer 

service. Ultimately, an IoT-based system for tracking and monitoring agriculture food supply during transportation 

will help make sure that customer receive safe and high-quality food products, while reducing waste and enhancing 

the sustainability of the supply chain.      
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ABSTRACT 
 

Phishing attacks remain a persistent threat to online users and organizations, making it crucial to develop effective 

techniques for detecting phishing websites. In recent years, machine learning approaches have been increasingly 

used to tackle this problem due to their ability to learn from large datasets and detect patterns that may not be 

discernible to humans. This paper presents an abstract of a study that aims to detect phishing websites using 

machine learning techniques. The proposed approach uses a dataset of phishing and legitimate websites to train 

different classifiers such as decision trees, random forests, and support vector machines. The study evaluates the 

performance of each classifier using metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. The results show that 

the proposed approach achieves high accuracy and performs better than traditional anti-phishing techniques. The 

study concludes that machine learning techniques can be effective in detecting phishing websites and can be 

integrated into existing security systems to enhance their effectiveness. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Phishing attacks are a prevalent and persistent threat to online users and organizations. Phishing attacks aim to trick 

users into divulging sensitive information such as passwords, credit card details, and personal data by disguising 

themselves as legitimate entities. The success of these attacks depends on the ability of attackers to create 

convincing phishing websites that appear authentic to users. 

Traditional anti-phishing techniques rely on static lists of known phishing websites or heuristic rules to identify 

potential phishing attacks. These approaches have limited effectiveness against sophisticated attacks that use social 

engineering techniques and advanced obfuscation methods to evade detection. 

 

In recent years, machine learning approaches have emerged as a promising alternative for detecting phishing 

websites. Machine learning algorithms can learn from large datasets and identify patterns that may not be visible to 

humans. These algorithms can analyze website content, structure, and behavior to identify indicators of phishing 

attacks and distinguish them from legitimate websites. 

 

This paper presents a study that aims to detect phishing websites using machine learning techniques. The study uses 

a dataset of phishing and legitimate websites to train different classifiers such as decision trees, random forests, and 

support vector machines. The performance of each classifier is evaluated using metrics such as accuracy, precision, 

recall, and F1 score. The study assesses the effectiveness of the proposed approach and compares it with traditional 

anti-phishing techniques. 
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a review of related work on phishing 

detection and machine learning approaches. Section 3 describes the dataset and methodology used in the study. 

Section 4 presents the experimental results and analysis. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future 

directions for research. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 

Phishing attacks are a serious threat to online users and organizations, and traditional anti-phishing techniques have 

limitations in identifying and preventing these attacks. As phishing attacks become more sophisticated, there is a 

need for more effective and robust approaches to detect them. 

 

Machine learning approaches have shown promise in detecting phishing websites by analyzing website content, 

structure, and behavior to identify indicators of phishing attacks. However, there is a need for further research to 

evaluate the effectiveness of these approaches and compare them with traditional anti-phishing techniques. 

 

Therefore, the problem addressed in this paper is to develop and evaluate a machine learning-based approach to 

detect phishing websites and compare its effectiveness with traditional anti-phishing techniques. The study aims to 

answer the following research questions: 

 

Can machine learning techniques effectively detect phishing websites? 

How does the performance of machine learning-based phishing detection compare with traditional anti-phishing 

techniques? 

Which machine learning algorithm(s) perform best in detecting phishing websites? 

What are the key features and indicators that distinguish phishing websites from legitimate ones?  

 

1.2 Existing System 

 

Phishing detection schemes which detect phishing on the server side are better than phishing prevention strategies 

and user training systems. These systems can be used either via a web browser on the client or through specific host-

site software presents the classification of Phishing detection approaches.  

Heuristic and ML based approach is based on supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. It requires features 

or labels for learning an environment to make a prediction. 

The existing methods rely on new internet users to a minimum. Once they identify phishing website, the site is not 

accessible. 

 

1.3 Proposed Methodology 

 

We collect 16000 of phishing and legitimate URLs. The phishing websites consist of 12000 phishing URLs that has 

been collected from PhishTank. 

In the other hand, the legitimate websites consist of 4000 legitimate URLs that have been collected by a daily use 

from chosen users.  

The phishing websites have certain characteristics and patterns that can be considered as features. In this subsection, 

we cover all phishing website features that have been used in the previous researches as possible. 

 

1.4 Future Enhancements 

 
Real-time detection: Develop a system that can detect phishing websites in real-time, allowing for immediate 

blocking of malicious websites before users can access them. 

 

Hybrid approach: Combine machine learning-based approaches with other anti-phishing techniques such as blacklist 

and whitelist approaches to enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of phishing detection. 

 

Feature selection: Optimize the feature selection process to identify the most relevant and effective features for 

detecting phishing websites. This can be done by using feature selection techniques such as PCA (Principal 

Component Analysis) or Lasso regression. 
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Adversarial attacks detection: Develop techniques to detect adversarial attacks on machine learning models that are 

designed to evade detection and classification by the model. 

 

Deep learning-based approaches: Investigate the effectiveness of deep learning-based approaches such as 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in detecting phishing websites. 

 

Online learning: Develop an online learning system that can adapt to new phishing attacks and update the model in 

real-time. 

 

 

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

The system architecture for detecting phishing websites using machine learning consists of the following 

components: 

 

Data Collection: The system collects a dataset of phishing and legitimate websites. The dataset should be large 

enough to provide a diverse range of features and examples to train the machine learning algorithms. 

 

Feature Extraction: The system extracts relevant features from the collected websites. These features can include 

website content, URL structure, domain name, SSL certificate, and other indicators that distinguish phishing 

websites from legitimate ones. 

 

Machine Learning Algorithms: The system uses various machine learning algorithms to train models based on the 

extracted features. The algorithms can include decision trees, random forests, support vector machines, and neural 

networks. 

 

Model Evaluation: The trained models are evaluated using performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, 

and F1 score. The evaluation helps to determine the effectiveness of the machine learning approach in detecting 

phishing websites. 

 

Integration with Security Systems: The system can integrate the trained models into existing security systems to 

enhance their effectiveness in detecting phishing attacks. The integration can include email filters, web filters, and 

browser extensions. 

 
Figure -1: Design & Architecture Model 
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2.1 Hardware Specification          

       •     RAM: 2GB. 

       •     ROM: 128 GB 

 

2.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

 

• Operating System : Windows 10+  

• Programming Language : Python. 

• Software used: VS Code  

• Libraries: Pandas, Numpy, Seaborn, Matplotlib, Sklearn,Selinium 

 

 

 
Table -3: Graph  

 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation can be carried out using various programming languages and tools such as Python, Scikit-learn, 

TensorFlow, and Keras. The following libraries can be used to implement the above steps: 

 

Requests: to download website content from URLs 

BeautifulSoup: to extract website content and features 

Pandas: to preprocess the dataset 

Scikit-learn: to train and evaluate machine learning models 

 

3.1 Module Description  

 
Module 1: Data Collection: Collect a dataset of phishing and legitimate websites. The dataset should contain 

examples of websites that use social engineering techniques, obfuscation, and other advanced methods to evade 

detection. 
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Module 2: Feature Extraction: Extract relevant features from the collected websites. The features can include 

website content, URL structure, domain name, SSL certificate, and other indicators that distinguish phishing 

websites from legitimate ones. 

 

Module 3: Data Preprocessing: Preprocess the dataset by cleaning and normalizing the features, converting 

categorical features to numerical, and splitting the data into training and testing sets. 

 

Module 4: Model Selection: Select appropriate machine learning algorithms such as decision trees, random forests, 

support vector machines, and neural networks. Evaluate the performance of each algorithm using cross-validation 

and choose the best-performing algorithm. 

 

Module 5: Model Training: Train the selected model using the preprocessed training dataset. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In conclusion, phishing attacks continue to pose a significant threat to online users and organizations, and traditional 

anti-phishing techniques have limitations in detecting and preventing these attacks. Machine learning-based 

approaches have shown promise in detecting phishing websites by analyzing website content, structure, and 

behavior to identify indicators of phishing attacks. 

In this paper, we presented the system architecture and implementation steps for detecting phishing websites using 

machine learning. The system involves collecting a dataset of phishing and legitimate websites, extracting relevant 

features, training and evaluating machine learning models, and integrating the models into existing security systems. 

The effectiveness of the machine learning approach in detecting phishing websites depends on the quality of the 

dataset, the relevance and accuracy of the extracted features, and the performance of the selected machine learning 

algorithms. Therefore, further research is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the machine learning approach in 

detecting advanced phishing attacks and to develop more robust and effective techniques for detecting and 

preventing phishing attacks. 

Overall, machine learning-based approaches hold promise in enhancing the effectiveness of anti-phishing measures 

and improving the security of online users and organizations.  
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ABSTRACT 

With the rapid pace of technological growth, it is very important to secure user data. A robust technique which not only 

secures data but prevents it from various attacks is necessary. Such a technique is proposed within this article. 

Biometric authentication is one such practice seen today. Contrast to other forms of authentication, biometric 

recognition provides a strong link between a data record and an individual and it guarantees high level of accuracy 

and security. But this biometric data can be used by attackers to get illegal access. In order to prevent such acts, a 

robust technique known as zero-bit watermarking is proposed through this paper. 
 
 

Keywords: Face recognition, Soft-biometrics, Encryption, Decryption, Data Privacy. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Biometric is a reliable, secure authentication tool where controlled access is given by identifying the individual using 

the physiological or behavioral characters . Physiological properties are contained in the physical parts of the body such 

as fingerprints, fingerprints, iris, face, DNA, the shape of the hand, retina, etc. The commonly used physiological 

characters are iris, signature, voice, fingerprint, DNA, and Iris is a significant piece of the natural eye. The two eyes 

have autonomous and uncorrelated iris designs . No two irises of a person are alike; Indeed, the indistinguishable twins 

have distinctive iris designs . Even though the irises of a similar individual appear to be comparative yet they contain 

exceptional examples . Iris acknowledgment is an interaction of perceiving an individual dependent on textures and 

patterns in an iris . Watermarking is a strategy for biometric confirmation in which the highlights of the iris of an 

individual eye are extricated. The Iris acknowledgment framework gets the picture, extricates the iris region to decide 

the extraordinary texture for distinctive identification during the check interaction, and matches it with the database 

made during the enrolment cycle. It is quite possibly the most exceptional and dependable quick access biometric 

framework. Iris acknowledgment is a promising arrangement because of its dependability, soundness, uniqueness, and 

wide scope of utilizations . 

 

The main aim of our project is to check about security of data and maintain the good quality of data. This paper deals 

with zero-bit watermarking of the biometric behavioural images in order to secure the confidential data for the sake of 

authentication. It mainly involves generation of an encrypted unique ID by embedding the watermark. The watermark 

which is the person’s details is being stored in the database memory while the generated encrypted ID/master share is 

given to the user. Every time, the user has to scan unique ID number which is given to him. The encrypted unique ID 

number undergoes the process of extraction in order to extract the watermark. If the extracted watermark matches with 

the watermark stored in the database storage system then we can say that the user is successfully authenticated. The 

advantage of sharing the encrypted unique ID number is that even if the attacker gets the encrypted unique ID, it is 

useless to him because the data is stored in the manner of unique ID number. 
 

 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

Extract unique different qualities from the original iris image,fingerprint image and integrate it with the fingerprint 

which is the watermark in the embedding process to generate unique secret key which is given to the user. Extract the 

watermark for biometric authentication, the master share or unique secret key given to the user is scanned along with 

the iris(eye) of the user. Design an authentication system which validates a user on successful match of the extracted 
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watermark and the watermark stored in the database. Test the speed of the technique under various attacks BER 

calculation is performed and the values are tabulated and show the distortion effect on the host iris image, finger print 

image PSNR analysis is done. The main objective of the project is to generate a zero-bit watermarking technique to 

solve the issue of biometric data security without any loss of biometric data.  

 
III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 
 The existing text watermarking algorithms are not robust against random tampering attacks (insertion, deletion 

or reordering of words) . 

  Watermarks composed of both image and text make the text secure and has better robustness.  

 So for enhancing robustness, it is better to use combined image and text watermark instead of using plain 

textual or image watermark to fully protect the text document. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 Watermark Is: 

a) Data added to and often hidden within a file. 

b) Usually a small amount of data, often just a unique  identification number.                               

c) Very hard to remove by distorting the Image. 

d) Difficult to find if you don’t know the Secret unique key. 

e) Typically the same data repeated is repeated.  

 With the help of the biometric information (i.e. iris) and the secret unique key known by the person who wants 

to transmit the data can send the information. 

 

 

V.  OBJECTIVES 

 
 Provide secure authentication of digital documents: Biometric watermarking can be used to check the 

authenticity of digital documents and verify the identity of the user 

 Enhance data integrity: Biometric watermarking can be used to protect and  make safe the data from 

unauthorized tampering and modification. 

 Protect confidential informtion: Biometric watermarking can be used to protect and secure the confidential 

information from unauthorized access and disclosure. 

 Prevent identity theft: Biometric watermarking can be used to protect against identity theft by checking that 

only authorized users can access private information. 

 Improve data security: Biometric watermarking can be used to secure data against malicious attacks and 

unauthorized access. 

 
VI. METHODOLOGY 

 

The zero-bit steganographic technique creates a binary pattern without sterilising the original image by using the 

distinguishing characteristics of an associated iris image. The aforementioned method incorporates watermark bits from 

the user's fingerprint image into their segmented iris image. The technique places a lot of emphasis on creating a master 

share that is solid and secure. The unique characteristic that is derived from the iris as part of the algorithmic 

watermarking plan is combined with the binary watermark fingerprint to create the unique ID that is encoded to create a 

master share. The two key steps of the watermarking procedure are:  

 

• Embedding Process: This procedure is used to create a special encrypted ID or master share. 

 

• Extraction Process: This procedure entails removing the fingerprint (watermark picture) using a special encrypted 

ID (master share). 
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 EMBEDDING PROCESS: 

 

 

 
 

Fig -1:Embedding Process 

 

                                     

 
EXTRACTION PROCESS: 

 

 
 

Fig -2:Extraction Process 

 

User Case Diagram 
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A User Case Diagram is a lot of situations that reflect a client-frame relationship. A user case chart shows the 

entertainer-to-use relationship. Usage cases and on-screen characters are the two main important elements of an usage 

case diagram. An on-screen character that refers to an user or other person connected with the demonstrated process. A 

use case chart in figure 3is an out-of - the-box perspective that speaks to some activity each module will perform to 

complete an errand. 

 

Fig -3:User Case Diagram 

 

VII.RESULT 

 

 
FIG -4:IMAGE ENCRPTING PROCESS 
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FIG -5:IMAGE DECRYPTING PROCESS 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSUION 

 
Zero-bit watermarking is a method doesn't skew the original picture. Even the smallest deviation of a picture 

will amendment the distinctive identity of the person. Therefore, the planned technique are often most well-liked to 

watermark biometric data pictures because It hardly distorts at all within the guest image. DWT and SVD square 

measure wont to extract distinct attributes inside the algorithmic rule that's planned. The research results demonstrate 

that the watermark mixing proceeds quickly since each image's master share is created in an unambiguous manner. The 

experimental demonstrates that the algorithmic rule planned is strong against many image process threats, as shown by 

the experimental findings. The intended method keeps the encrypted watermarks during a data transfer. another thanks 

to store the watermarks are often explored so as to prevent assaults on the watermarks. The host iris's pupil size varies 

from person to person because, a machine learning algorithmic rule are often wont to train the model to discover pupil 

and iris of assorted size 
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ABSTRACT 
The project at hand is cross-platform end-user program/software that is developed using Flutter and NodeJS for 

web development. The primary objective of the application is to digitize physical health records by utilizing machine 

learning approaches. This digitalization process would enable the users to effortlessly access and manage their 

medical data in secure and streamlined manner. Additionally, the application features an option for uploading 

digital health records, thereby transforming it into an end-to-end digitalization platform for medical records. The 

project is in complete alignment with the recent government reforms, namely, the Unified Health Interface (UHI), 

and represents significant technological advancement in the healthcare industry. The user-friendly interface, 

coupled with secure architecture, ensures that users' sensitive medical information remains protected, instilling 

sense of privacy and trust in the application. By providing better access to medical information and facilitating 

efficient communication among med-tech providers and patients, our application will lead to improved patient 

outcomes and more effective healthcare management. The implementation of a very efficient/useful and integrated 

healthcare system where medical records can be easily shared and accessed by authorized parties is the ultimate 

goal of this application. 

Keyword: - Digitization, Cross-Platform Application, Flutter, Machine Learning. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The project aims to digitize physical health records through cross-platform application that leverages machine 

learning techniques such as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Google ML Kits to extract-out scripts from 

scanned images of physical health records. Backend technologies, including Firebase and Nodejs, have been 

integrated to provide secure and scalable platform for storing and managing digital health records. The application is 

designed to comply/agree with recent government reforms like as the Unified Health Interface (UHI) and is user-

friendly, ensuring efficient healthcare management. ML techniques such as OCR represents significant advancement 

in the digitization of physical health records, reducing the need for manual data/information entrying and 

eliminating the possibility of errors. The integration of backend technologies such as Firebase and Nodejs ensures 

secure and scalable platform for storing and managing digital health records. The project represents 

significant/important steps towards creating efficient/useful and integrated healthcare system, where medical records 

can be easily shared and accessed by authorized parties, leading to better patient outcomes and more effective 

healthcare management. The increasing demand for digital healthcare solutions makes the project significant 

technological advancement in the healthcare industry, providing secure and efficient platform for managing medical 

records. 

 

 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

The present system for managing medical records lacks universal platform, resulting in the need for manual data-

entry and increased uncertainty in the management of patient information. This can lead to errors and inefficiencies 
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in healthcare management. Furthermore, the current system is susceptible to human errors and can be time-

consuming, making it less/lower than ideal for cooperating accordingly with or managing the large amounts of 

patient data. Automating the process of managing/taking care of medical records can eliminate these problems and 

ensure more accurate and efficient healthcare management. cross-platform application that leverages machine 

learning techniques such as OCR, as well as backend technologies such as Firebase and Nodejs, can address these 

challenges and provide more secure and efficient platform for managing medical records. 
 
The following mechanisms/techniques are used in existing systems to digitize health records:  

 

2.1 Emails 

Emails: The use of emails for sharing medical records is common, but it is not secure and can be prone to errors. 

Emails can be intercepted by unauthorized individuals, compromising patient confidentiality. Additionally, email 

systems do not typically have the necessary features for managing and sharing medical records efficiently, such as 

version control and audit trails. As result, using emails for sharing medical records can be inefficient and can lead to 

errors in healthcare management. 

 

2.2 Manual Data-Entry 

The current system relies on manual data-entry, which is time-consuming and can be prone to errors. Healthcare 

providers must manually enter patient medical details/information into electronic record systems, which can lead to 

errors in data-entry. Additionally, manual data-entry can be time-consuming and can limit the efficiency of 

healthcare management. 

 

2.3 Insufficient Record Management 

The present system lacks centralized database for managing medical records, leading to inefficiencies in record 

management. Healthcare providers must manually search for patient records when the need to access medical 

information, which could be time-consuming and can lead/redirect to errors. Additionally, the lack of centralized 

database can limit the accessibility of medical records, making it difficult for patients/users to access/view their 

medical information/data when they need it. 

 

2.4 Present ML Approaches 

 The present ML approaches/techniques used for digitizing medical records often have high/unreliable  error rate, 

making them unreliable for healthcare management. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology is commonly 

used to extract text from medical records, but it can struggle to accurately identify handwriting and other non-

standard formats. This can result in errors in the digitized medical records, which can lead to incorrect diagnosis and 

treatment. Additionally, machine learning models need to be trained on large datasets to improve accuracy, which 

can be challenging in the case of medical records due to the sensitive and private nature of the data. As result, the 

current ML approaches/techniques for digitizing medical records may not be reliable and may require further 

development and improvement to be suitable/best for use in healthcare management.  

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The following approaches are being implemented to overcome, and improvise the present existing system: 

3.1 Cross-Platform Application: 

The proposed system is cross-platform application built using Flutter and web development technologies like 

Nodejs. The application will allow healthcare-providers or hospitals to access patient medical records securely and 

efficiently from any device, making healthcare management more accessible and streamlined. 

 

3.1 Machine Learning Approaches: 

The proposed system will use ML approaches to digitize medical records accurately and efficiently. The system will 

use OCR technology, including Google ML Kits, to extract text from medical records and convert them into 

machine-readable formats. The proposed system will also use advanced ML algos to detect anomalies and patterns 

in medical records, allowing healthcare providers to make better-informed decisions. 
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3.1 Machine Learning Approaches: 

The proposed system will use ML approaches or algos to digitize medical records accurately and efficiently. This 

system uses OCR technology, including Google ML Kits, to extract text from medical records and convert them into 

machine-readable formats. This system uses advanced ML Algos to detect anomalies and patterns in medical 

records, allowing healthcare providers to make better-informed decisions. 

 

3.2 Provision for Uploading Digital Medical Records:  

 

This system will provide patients with platform to upload their digital medical records, making it an end-to-end 

digital system. This system will eliminate/decrease the need for physical copies of medical records and 

reduce/decreases the risk of loss or damage. The system provides the users the full control over their medical 

records, including the option/feature to grant or revoke access to healthcare providers. 

 

3.3 Backend Technologies:  

The proposed system will use Firebase as backend technology, allowing for efficient and secure storage of medical 

records. Firebase provides features like user authentication, real-time database, and cloud storage, making it reliable 

and secure choice for healthcare management. 

3.4 Compliance with UHI Reforms:  

The proposed system will be in line with the recent government reforms regarding Unified Health Interface (UHI). 

The UHI initiative aims to digitize healthcare services across India, making healthcare management more efficient 

and accessible. The proposed system will align with the UHI standards and will be compliant with the regulatory 

framework for healthcare management. 

4. SYSTEM DESIGN 

4.1 Front-End Development:  

This system has two front-end interfaces: one for the cross-platform application and one for the web application. 

The cross-platform application will be developed using Flutter, while the web application will be developed using 

HTML and CSS. Both interfaces will provide user-friendly experience for patients and healthcare providers. 

4.2 Back-End Development: 

This system will use Firebase as backend technology for efficient and secure storage of medical records. The cross-

platform application and web application will use Nodejs as the server-side language for handling requests and 

responses from the database. 

4.3 Machine Learning Approach:  

The proposed system will use Google ML Kits for OCR technology to extract text from medical records accurately. 

The extracted data will then be run through using ML algos on models to detect patterns and anomalies in medical 

records. The system will also provide an option for manual input of medical records in cases where OCR technology 

cannot extract the required data accurately. 
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4.4 Security:  

The proposed system will be designed with strict security protocols to ensure the confidentiality/privacy and 

integrity of medical records. The system will use encryption algorithms to protect sensitive data, and view/access to 

medical records will be restricted to authorized healthcare providers and patients. 

4.5 User Authentication:  

The proposed system will use Firebase authentication to authenticate users and grant access to medical records. 

Patients and healthcare providers will be required to create an account and provide necessary information for 

authentication purposes. 

4.6 Data-Storage and Management:  

The proposed system will use Firebase real-time database for efficient data-storage and management. The system 

will ensure that medical records/info are stored securely and that authorized users can access them in real-time. 

4.7 Integration and Testing:  

The proposed system will be tested extensively to ensure its functionality and reliability. The system will also be 

integrated with third-party services like payment gateways and messaging platforms to provide comprehensive 

healthcare management experience. 
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4.8 Dataflow in Proposed System 

The proposed system for medical record management is designed to ensure efficient and secure handling of medical 

records through well-defined data-flow process. The system will allow patients to upload their medical records 

either by taking pictures or uploading files directly to Firebase real-time database. The records will be securely 

stored using encryption algorithms to ensure confidentiality and integrity. Consent managers will manage access to 

records, ensuring that hospitals can access records only after obtaining permission from patients, and patients will 

have the option to revoke consent at any time to prevent unauthorized access to their records. The system will use 

machine learning algorithms to process uploaded records, detect patterns and anomalies in data, and provide 

healthcare providers with the patient's medical history to make informed decisions and provide better healthcare 

services. The system will also allow manual input of medical records when OCR technology cannot extract the 

required data-accurately. The proposed system will use Firebase and Flutter for the cross-platform application, 

Google ML Kits for digitizing records through OCR, Nodejs for the web application backend, and HTML/CSS for 

the frontend. The system will ensure data-security by utilizing encryption algorithms for storing and transferring 

data. The consent management system will be designed to ensure that access to medical records is only granted to 

authorized personnel, and patient privacy is maintained. In conclusion, the proposed system will provide streamlined 

data-flow process for efficient handling of medical records using modern technologies such as machine learning, 

OCR, and cloud computing. The system's consent management system will ensure that medical records are accessed 

only by authorized personnel, and patients' privacy is maintained. The use of encryption algorithms will ensure the 

security of the data, and the system's user-friendly interface will enable easy access and management of medical 

records for both patients and healthcare providers. 
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4. RESULTS  
 

The development of the proposed system using Flutter, Firebase, and Nodejs was successful. The application 

enables users to upload their medical records either by taking pictures or uploading files directly to Firebase cloud 

storage. The system's authentication system ensures secure access to records, and the use of Firebase's backend 

ensures reliable data-storage/retrieval. The web application developed using Nodejs provides seamless interface for 

healthcare providers to access patients' medical records with appropriate consent. Overall, the system's development 

has provided robust, secure, and user-friendly platform for an efficient way of medical records, promoting better 

healthcare service delivery. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed system provides an efficient solution for the digitization and management of medical records, 

addressing the limitations of the existing systems. The use of machine learning approaches like OCR and Google 

ML Kits has enabled us to digitize the physical records, reducing the chances of human errors in record keeping. 

Additionally, the integration of Firebase and Nodejs provides secure and reliable platform for data-storage and 

retrieval. The system's ability to upload records from both mobile and web applications ensures that medical records 

are accessible from anywhere and at any time. 

Overall, the proposed system has the scope/potential to revolutionize the healthcare industry by making the 

management of medical records easier, efficient, and secure. The system's design ensures that the patient's privacy is 

protected while providing healthcare providers with easy access to the necessary medical records. In light of the 

recent government reforms regarding UHI, the proposed system is in line with the unified health interface initiative 

and provides way for medical institutions to comply with the new guidelines. It is expected that the proposed 

system's implementation will enhance the overall quality of healthcare services provided to patients while also 

increasing the efficiency of healthcare providers. 
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ABSTRACT 

The way we farm could be dramatically altered by a new Internet of Things-based technology called intelligent 

farming. This study recommends an Internet of Things-based system for managing agricultural water content and 

monitoring soil quality. The system is made up of IoT sensors that are placed on a field to collect data on the water 

and soil levels. After that, the data is transferred to a platform that runs on the cloud for analysis and interpretation. 

The platform analyses the data processed by machine learning to build a dashboard that shows current data on the 

state of the levels of the soil and water. This helps farmers decide on irrigation methods wisely, cut down on water 

waste, and increase crop yields. The suggested technique is a viable and economical option that may be used in both 

large- and small-scale farming operations. Farmers can optimise irrigation practises, enhance soil health, and 

boost profitability by utilising the potential of IoT. By minimising water waste and increasing the effectiveness of 

irrigation techniques, the technology has the possibility to lessen the negative environmental effects of agriculture. 

Overall, the suggested Internet of Things-based intelligent agricultural system has the power to transform 

agriculture and offer a long-term answer to feeding an increasing population. 

 

Keyword :- Intelligent Farming , Irrigation, farming, and agriculture etc.. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture, which is the most significant sector of the global economy, is essential for feeding the planet's rising 

population. Conventional farming practises, however, face a number of challenges, such as a lack of water, 

unpredictable weather patterns, and a decline in soil fertility. New technologies, such as the IoT, can be utilised to 

enhance farming practises, increase production, and lessen the environmental effect of agriculture. This paper 

proposes an intelligent agriculture system for regulating water content and monitoring soil condition based on the 

Internet of Things. The suggested approach uses field-installed IoT sensors to collect data on soil quality and water 

levels. The data is then transferred to a cloud-based platform for analysis and interpretation. In order to create a 

dashboard that displays up-to-date information on the condition of the soil and water levels, the platform examines 

the data using machine learning techniques. This aids farmers in making informed irrigation decisions that reduce 

water waste and boost crop yields. 

 

1.1 Existing Problem 

Traditional farming practices are facing numerous challenges such as water scarcity, unpredictable weather patterns, 

and declining soil fertility. In addition, traditional farming practices rely heavily on manual labor and visual 

examining the soil and crop conditions, which can take a lot of time and prone to errors. This can lead to 

overwatering or under watering crops, which can reduce crop yields and waste water resources. 
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Furthermore, traditional techniques for farming may additionally result in environmental degradation, such as soil 

erosion, soil compaction, and soil pollution. These environmental challenges can impact soil fertility, crop yields, 

and the overall sustainability of agriculture. 

 

Innovative strategies that utilise cutting-edge technologies, like the IoT, are required to address these problems in 

order to enhance farming practises, boost production, and lessen the negative environmental effects of agriculture. 

Particularly, there is a need for -based intelligent farming systems that can deliver real-time data on water and soil 

levels, enabling farmers to make knowledgeable decisions about irrigation practises and cut down on water waste. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The concept of IoT-based intelligent farming for soil condition tracking and water content management has been the 

subject of several research studies and publications. 

 

A study published in the Journal of Research in Dynamical and Control Systems in 2021 proposed an IoT-based 

intelligent farming method for measuring soil moisture and irrigation control. The suggested system utilized IoT 

sensors to monitor soil moisture levels, and machine learning algorithms to optimize irrigation scheduling. The 

study demonstrated that the suggested system could reduce water consumption by up to 50% while increasing crop 

yields. 

 

Another study published in the Journal of Cleaner Production in 2019 proposed an IoT-based intelligent farming 

system. The suggested system utilized IoT sensors to monitor soil nutrient levels and machine learning algorithms to 

optimize fertilizer application. The study demonstrated that the suggested system could reduce fertilizer use by up to 

30% while maintaining or increasing crop yields. 

 

A research article published in IJEAT in 2019 proposed an IoT-based intelligent farming system for soil condition 

monitoring and crop prediction. The suggested system utilized IoT sensors to monitor soil conditions and machine 

learning algorithms to predict crop yields. The study demonstrated that the proposed system could accurately predict 

crop yields with up to 95% accuracy. 

 

Overall, the literature survey suggests that IoT-based intelligent farming systems have the opportunity to 

revolutionize agriculture by providing real-time data on soil conditions and water levels, allowing farmers to 

optimize their irrigation practices and reduce water waste. These systems could also get better soil nutrient 

management and predict crop yields, increasing productivity and reducing the environmental impact of agriculture. 

 

2.1 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the proposed IoT-based intelligent farming system for soil condition tracking and water content 

management can be summarized as follows: 

 

To develop an IoT-based sensor network for soil condition tracking: The system should comprise of IoT sensors that 

are capable of collecting data on soil moisture, temperature, pH levels, and other relevant parameters. 

 

To develop an IoT-based sensor network for water content management: The system should also comprise of IoT 

sensors that can monitor water levels in the soil, irrigation systems, and other water sources. 

 

To establish a cloud-based platform for data analysis and interpretation: The collected data from the IoT sensors 

should be transmitted to a cloud-based platform for analysis and interpretation. The platform should analyse the data 

using ML techniques and produce a dashboard that shows current data on the state of the soil and water levels. 

 

To optimize irrigation practices: The real-time data on soil moisture and water levels should be used to optimize 

irrigation practices. The system should provide recommendations for irrigation scheduling, reducing water waste, 

and improving crop yields. 
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To improve soil health: The real-time data on soil conditions can be used to identify areas of the field that require 

additional nutrients or other soil amendments. Both crop production and soil health can benefit from this. 

 

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The proposed methodology for implementing an IoT-based intelligent farming system for soil condition tracking 

and water content management can be outlined as follows: 

 

 
Fig -1: Architecture of Proposed Methodology  

 

1. Sensor Deployment: IoT sensors should be placed in the field to gather information on water and soil 

levels. The sensors can be set above ground or directly in the soil to track environmental factors like 

temperature, humidity, and precipitation. Make certain that the sensors are positioned in a representative 

section of the field. 

 

2. Data Collection and Transmission: Set up the IoT sensors to gather data on a regular basis and send it to a 

central platform that is situated in the cloud. To safely and reliably send the data, use wireless 

communication technologies like Wi-Fi, cellular networks, or NODEMCU. 

 

3. Cloud-Based Platform Development: Set up a cloud-based platform that can receive, store, and process the 

data transmitted by the IoT sensors. 

 

4. Data Analysis and Interpretation: Develop machine learning algorithms or other analytical methods to 

analyze the collected data on soil conditions and water levels. Use statistical techniques, data mining, or 

pattern recognition algorithms to extract meaningful insights from the data. Findings from this analysis may 

include optimal irrigation thresholds, detecting patterns in soil moisture levels, and predicting crop water 

requirements. 

 

5. Dashboard Development: Create a user-friendly dashboard that displays real-time information on soil 

conditions and water levels. The dashboard should provide visualizations, charts, and graphs that allow 

farmers to monitor the status of their fields and make informed decisions about irrigation practices. 

Consider incorporating alerts and notifications to notify farmers of critical conditions or irrigation needs. 

 

6. Optimization and Automation: Utilize the analyzed data and insights to optimize irrigation practices. 

Develop algorithms or rules-based systems that make use of real-time information on water levels and soil 

moisture to automatically adjust irrigation schedules. This can be achieved by integrating the IoT-based 

intelligent farming system with existing irrigation systems or by implementing smart irrigation controllers. 
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7. Continuous Monitoring and Improvement: Regularly monitor and evaluate the performance of the IoT-

based intelligent farming system. Collect feedback from farmers and make necessary adjustments to 

improve the accuracy and effectiveness of the system. Continuously update and refine the machine learning 

algorithms based on new data and insights. 

 

 

Fig -2: Implementation of the Architecture  

 

4. TESTING & RESULTS  

The water pump need to be fully submerged in water. The outlet pipe is kept in a field for irrigation. Similarly soil 

Moisture sensor is dipped in soil. 

 

  

 

Fig -3: Working of the Implemented Architecture 

 

As soon as you power on the device, the OLED will start displaying the Soil Humidity, Air Humidity, and also Air 

Temperature. It shows the real-Time Data. When the soil moisture content is reduced the water pumps turn on and 

irrigate the field until the required moisture is achieved.  

 

You can monitor the data online from any part of the world using Thingspeak Server. To do that, go to the private 

view of the Thingspeak server. You can check the soil Moisture, Humidity, and Temperature as well as relay status. 
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Fig -4: Values Recorded by Sensor stored in Server 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, the execution of an IoT-based intelligent farming system for soil condition tracking and water content 

management has the potential to revolutionize modern agriculture. By deploying IoT sensors in the field, collecting 

real-time data on soil moisture, temperature, and pH levels, and integrating that data with cloud-based platforms, 

farmers can decide more thoughtfully about irrigation practices, reduce water waste, and increase crop productivity. 

 

The technology may offer insights into soil health, identify regions that need more nutrients or amendments to the 

soil, and streamline irrigation scheduling through the integration of ml algorithms and data analysis. By using less 

herbicides and fertiliser, the suggested approach can help lessen the impact of agriculture on the environment. 

 

Furthermore, the proposed system can be easily scalable and adaptable to different types of crops and environmental 

conditions. With continuous monitoring and evaluation, the system can be refined and optimized over time to 

improve accuracy and effectiveness. 

 

Overall, the implementation of an IoT-based intelligent farming system for soil condition tracking and water content 

management can lead to more sustainable and efficient agricultural practices, offering advantages to farmers and the 

environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Road accidents rates are very high nowadays, especially two wheelers. Timely medical aid can help in saving 

lives. This system aims to alert the nearby medical center about the accident to provide immediate medical aid. 

The attached accelerometer in the vehicle senses the tilt of the vehicle and the a heartbeat sensor on the user’s 

body senses the abnormality of the heartbeat to understand the seriousness of the accident. Thus the systems 

will make the decision and sends the information to the smartphone, connected to the accelerometer through 

gsm and gps modules . The Android application in the mobile phone will send text messages to the nearest 

medical center and friends. Application also shares the exact location of the accident and it can save time. 

 

Keywords- Accident detection, alert system, GPS, GSM, Accelerometer, Android application 

 
. 

            1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays, the rate of accidents has increased rapidly. Due to employment, the usage of vehicles like cars, bikes 

have increased, because of this reason the accidents can happen due to over speed. People are going under risk 

because of their over speed, due to unavailability of advanced techniques, the rate of accidents can’t be 

decreased. To reduce the accident rate in the country this paper introduces a solution. Automatic accident 

detection and alert systems are introduced. The main objective is to control the accidents by sending a 

message to the registered mobile, hospital and police station using wireless communications techniques. When 

an accident occurs in a city or any place, the message is sent to the registered mobile through GSM module in 

less time. Arduino is the heart of the system which helps in transferring the message to different devices in the 

system. Vibration sensor will be activated when the accident occurs and the information is transferred to the 

registered number through the GSM module. The GPS system will help in finding the location of the accident 

spot. The proposed system will check whether an accident has occurred and notify nearest medical centers and 

registered mobile numbers about the place of accident using GSM and GPS modules.  

 

2. oBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

 

The main objective of this project is to prevent casualties which happen due to lack of medical assistance in 

time. Certainly, if the accident happens due to other cases, the used electronic devices will be able to provide the 

spontaneous message and exact location to police and ambulance in order to recover victims. Avoiding casualties 

caused by road accidents is the main goal of this paper, with the help of Accelerometer and GPS present in the 

mobile phones. Based on the data collected from these sensors, which are present in most mobile phones, the 

location of the accident is sent at the same time of the accident to the friends and relatives which the user allowed 

and stored, and also to the rescue and emergency services. 

 

 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

  

This idea proposal has been introduced at the start of the modern age of mobile phones. With the introduction of 

GPS sensors in the mobile, security applications based on GPS were proposed. Then they proposed special 

hardware devices which can be linked with mobile phones. Though, it had the disadvantage of actually buying 

extra hardware with more money. With the massive development of mobile phones in the last decade and new 

sensors added with the development, the extra hardware can be avoided. The present application of this paper is 

present in a very few countries and providing the information with the relatives and friends with the emergency 
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services the efficiency of the application can be increased massively. 

 

Drawbacks of the Existing System: 
 

The live system can’t work if any of the following occur at the time of the crash: 

 

● Automatic or phone is disconnected or damaged. 

● No GPS signal at the time of the crash. 

● Insufficient cellular signal to upload crash details. 

 

 

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

The use of vehicles increases in the proportion of the population. Due to the traffic congestion, the 

accidents are also increasing day by day. This causes the loss of life due to the delay in the arrival of 

ambulances to the accident spot or from the accident spot to the hospital. So, it is necessary to take the accident 

victim to the hospital as soon as possible. Whenever an accident occurs, it has to be informed to the 

investigation unit. So, it is also beneficial if the intimation is reached to the enquiry section so that the time for 

the investigation can be minimized. 

 

5. PROPOSED METHOD 

The main idea of this paper is to build an application that makes use of the sensors present in mobile phones like 

GPS and Accelerometer and detect any collision if there is a sudden external disturbance in the speed with the 

help of the Sensor Fusion Based Algorithm. With the help of the data obtained from the Accelerometer sensor, 

when there is a sudden disturbance to the mobile phone, the user is notified with an alert message before sending 

the request help signal. If no emergency is required, they can cancel it within 10 seconds. But, if they press the 

“Call Help” button or if the alert message is unattended for more than 10 seconds, the "request for help" 

message will be sent to the emergency services as well as the family members, the users provided. 

 

6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In this system, the external disturbance is detected by the accident detection module and when it is detected, a 

function is called to find the current location of the user with the help of GPS in the Location Detection 

Module. The location data obtained from the GPS is sent to the emergency services to request help. 

 

 

Fig 1:Ardunio System 

 

Vehicle unit consists of an accelerometer which keeps on informing the coordinate of vehicle position to the 

microcontroller. If it is found at random, the GPS location tracker tracks and informs the emergency number 

with values of latitude, longitude and google map position using the GSM SIM module. 
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Fig 2: Vehicle Unit Service System 

 

Vehicle unit sends the information to the emergency contacts like police control room and an 

ambulance unit. 

 

Fig 3: Accident detection alert System 

 

In this system at first, we worked on the prevention of vehicle accident and even after all the preventive 

measures applied if the accident occurs the system detects it. After the detection of vehicle accident, the 

system automatically reports to the ambulance service and police station without any time loss so that the 

casualty might not loss his/her life due to lack of medical assistance in time. The system is installed in the 

vehicle.. For the detection of vehicle accidents accelerometers are installed and for reporting ,GPS module and 

GSM module are used. Motor (control switch) is used for engine control and buzzer, led lights etc. are used for 

warning during prevention. All these devices are interfaced with the central microcontroller (Arduino Uno) unit. 

Accelerometer detects the occurrence of accident and sends signal to the microcontroller for further functioning. 

The GPS module provides the location, speed, time and date of the certain place where the vehicle is in the real 

time. If an accident occurs, the accelerometer detects it and location of accident is obtained using GPS, and 

finally sends the information to the ambulance service and police by the help of a GSM module. The message 

obtained in mobile phone consists of the location of the accidental place in the form of google map link which 

will help the emergency units like ambulance service and police station to reach the casualty in time and rescue 

the lives. 

 

1. The Arduino setup is installed in a vehicle's crash guard or in bumpers of the vehicle on each side. 

2. When collision occurs it triggers the push button and it sends a notification to the Arduino Board. 

3. Arduino will take this input and will convert to the SIM808. 
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4. The coordinates are shared through GSM. 

5. Through GSM the notification is passed to the saved mobile number. 

6. It contains the exact GPS location. 

7. The application is used to know the route and location. 

8. If the accident is not severe the person can turn off the buzzer and the device will come back to normal. 

 

 

7. Modules and project Description 
 

ARDUINO: The Arduino UNO is a widely used open-source microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P 

microcontroller and developed by Arduino.cc. The arduino is the major control unit to detect or alert when an 

accident occurs. It collects the data from vibration sensors, GPRS and GSM modules and reflects the output 

either in display system or through a message. Here the vibration sensor plays a major role. This vibration sensor 

will receive the vibrations of the vehicle which in turn acts as an accident detection module. Arduino gathers the 

information from all other modules and sends the message to the receiver through the GSM module. 

 

GSM MODULE: For providing communication between the GPS, GSM and the allocated mobile number GSM 

SIM900 module is preferred. The name SIM900 says that, it is a tri band work ranging a frequency of 900MHz 

to 1900 MHz such as EGSM900 MHz, PCS 1900 MHz and DSC 100 MHz Receiving pin of GSM module and 

transmitting pin of GPS module are used for communication between the modules and the mobile phone. 

 

GPS MODULE: To find the location on the earth the whole is divided into some coordinates where the location 

can be easily captured by a module called GPS module. Here the GPS used is SIM28ML. This GPS module 

will find the location of the vehicle and the information fetched by the GPS receiver is received through the 

coordinates and the received data is first send to arduino and the information is transmitted to the saved contact 

through GSM module. The frequency is operated in the range of 1575.42 MHz and the output of the GPS module 

is in NMEA format which includes data like location in real time. 

 

LCD MODULE: To display the numbers, alphabets and special characters an LCD module with 16x2 

alphanumeric types is used. Using the higher bit data lines of LCD pins such as pin 11,12,13 and 14 are 

interfaced to digital pins of Arduino such as pin 8,9,10 in 4 bit mode as shown in the below figure. RS and E 

pins of LCD are connected to pin 12 and 13. To perform the write operation on LCD the read/write pin is 

connected to ground. 

Fig 4: Working module of accident detection and alert system 
 

The controller used in this project is Arduino which is used for controlling all the modules in the circuit. The 

two The major parts other than the controller is the GPS module which is used as a receiver and other 

module is GSM. To receive the coordinates of the vehicle GPS module is used and GSM will send the received 
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coordinates to the user through SMS. There is an additional LCD which is used for displaying status message or 

coordinates. When a person is driving the vehicle met with an accident then the vibrations of the vehicle is 

received by the vibration sensor and the sensor acts as a accident detection module which further send the 

information to the micro controller and the location of the vehicle is received through GPS module and the 

coordinates The vehicle is sent to the GSM module. The received information is sent to arduino uno. The 

received coordinate information is collected and is send to the respected person,hospitals and police station 

through SMS. 

 
 

8. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Our system comprises two phases: accident detection and notification phase. For the accident detection phase, a 

smartphone application has been fully implemented. For the notification phase, a web-based system has been 

implemented for use by hospitals. 

 

Detection Phase Implementation: 
 

An Android application has been developed in the Java programming language.The application is developed for 

an Android operating system with minimum API level 17 and target API level 26. A user first registers for 

system use. Once registered, to use the system, the user enters their ID and password to log in to the system. 

Recording and transmission of data starts when the user clicks to start tracking. The application continually 

reads the data from the smartphone’s sensors and sends the data to the cloud. If an accident is identified, the 

application generates an alarm for 10 s. Figure below shows the interfaces of smartphone android applications. 

The smartphone application consists of the following activities: 

 

Fig 5: Android Application. (a) Sign In Screen; (b) Sign Up Screen; (c) Start Tracking; (d) No Accident; (e) 

Accident Detected; (f) Alarm. 
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a. Start and Stop Accident Detection Activity. 

b. Tracking of Accidents. 

c. Cancellation of Alarm. 

d. Management of Account. 

 

 

Notification Phase Implementation: 

 

After an accident is identified, the cloud determines the nearest hospital and informs the hospital about the 

accident. This is performed using a web-based application. The application has been developed using ASP .NET 

MVC 4. This interface is used by the hospital to establish whether there is an emergency or not. Whenever an 

accident occurs, the website receives the information regarding the accident. The website shows the details of 

the accident such as the location of the accident and driver and vehicle information. A Microsoft SQL database is 

used to store all the information regarding an accident. The website uses HTML, CSS and bootstrap for the 

development of the interfaces. The Google Maps API is used to show the position of the accident on a map. 

Figure below shows the working of web based application. 

 
Fig 6 :(a) accident details; (b) location of the accident. 

 

 

 

9. RESULTS 
 

The overall result of this project is an application that provides help to people who require help but can’t ask for 

it. With the help of the application, their request for help is sent at the time of the accident with their location 

which helps emergency services provide support as early and effective as possible. All this is done with only the 

sensors available at low cost. 
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Fig 7.Interfacing controller with Lcd. 

 

 

Fig 8.Notification message. 
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Fig 9: Experimental Graph 

 
Fig 10: Experiment results. (a) comparison of accident detected; (b) accuracy percentage of experiments; (c) 

false reporting of experiments; (d) parameter based comparison. 

 

 

 

10.FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
 

The proposed system deals with the detection of the accidents. But this can be extended by providing medication 

to the victims at the accident spot. By increasing the technology we can also avoid accidents by providing alerts 

systems that can stop the vehicle to overcome the accidents. 
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11. CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed programmed accident detection system can be a rescuer of life for the people who met with 

accidents. The proposed system is exceptionally easy to understand and even a non-specialized Person can use it 

without any problem. The system consists of equipment and programming segments. The equipment unit 

includes accident detection sensors that are constrained by an Arduino board and is fitted in the vehicle. Then 

again, the programming part is an Android application introduced in drivers Smartphones which is used to get 

the point by point map. In general, the benefits of this system are low cost, secure and simple to use. The system 

introduced in this work reduces the casualties due to accidents. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) and Global Positioning System (GPS) based vehicle location 

and tracking system provides effective, real time vehicle location. The GPS based vehicle tracking system is 

designed to find out the exact location of any vehicle and intimate the position to the concerned authority 

through SMS. The system includes a GPS modem that it retrieves the location of a vehicle in terms of its 

longitude and latitude. The system uses geographic position and time information from the GPS. This hardware 

is fitted on to the vehicle in such a manner that it was not visible to anyone. The system automatically sends a 

return reply to that particular mobile indicating the position of the vehicle in terms of latitude and longitude 

when a request by user is sent to the number at the modem. It also monitors the temperature of the engine. A 

program has been developed that it is used to locate the exact position of the vehicle and also to navigated track 

of the moving vehicle on Google map. The system allows to track the target anytime and anywhere in any 

weather conditions. This system is user friendly, easily installable, easily accessible and can be used for various 

other purpose. 

 

Keyword  :- ESP32, WEB cam, MIT App inventor , and  LCD

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) describes networking of physical objects that contain electronics embedded in order to 

communicate and exchange the real time data among each other. In the upcoming years, IoT-based technology 

will offer advanced levels of services and practically change the way people lead their daily lives. 

Advancements in medicine, agriculture, smart cities, and smart homes are just a few of the examples where IoT 

is strongly established. IoT is network of interconnected computing devices which are embedded in everyday 

objects, enabling them to send and receive data[1]. Vehicle monitoring is believed to reduce the risk of 

accidents, improve safety and enhance overall comfort and performance for drivers. There has been enough 

reason to assume that more automated automobiles relieve the driver from many undesirable routines of driving 

task. It has also been known that many of the car accidents are due to human errors. Therefore, the conclusion 

has been that with a robust automated system the chance of car accidents can be reduced. Based on all these 

potential benefits of automation, research on automating some or all aspects of driving task has been going on 

for decades now[2]. 

These day's vehicle robbery cases are higher than any other time, it has gotten to be fundamental to 

give a vehicle a superb security with the main solid hostile to burglary gadget. Vehicle focal locking framework 

guarantees the best ensure to secure your vehicle from various types of burglary cases. It is a vehicle security 

gadget that offers fantastic insurance to your vehicle. However, this framework couldn't demonstrate to give 

complete security and openness to the vehicle in the event of burglary. So a more created framework makes 

utilization of an inserted framework focused around GSM innovation[3]. The outlined and created framework is 

introduced in the vehicle. Whether one is holder of single vehicle or in excess of 1000, Vehicle Tracking System 
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(VTS) is an answer for spot, track and secure your portable resources. It is intended for exact and ongoing 

following and reporting of your vehicle(s), regardless of where it is placed[4]. 

Combination of high-affectability GPS units in vehicle following frameworks has empowered these 

gadgets to work in different varieties of situations, for example, characteristic ravines, urban gulches and much 

under substantial foliage, the length of system scope is solid. Right now GPS vehicle following guarantees their 

wellbeing as voyaging. This vehicle following framework found in client’s vehicles as a burglary counteractive 

action and salvage gadget[5]. Vehicle manager or Police take after the sign emitted by the following framework 

to place a victimized vehicle in parallel the stolen vehicle motor rate going to diminished and pushed to off. In 

the wake of exchanging on the motor, engine can't restart without consent of watchword. This framework 

introduced for the four wheelers, Vehicle following generally utilized as a part of naval force administrators for 

war fleet administration capacities, directing, send off, ready for and security. The applications incorporate 

observing driving execution of a guardian with a teenager driver. Vehicle following frameworks acknowledged 

in shopper vehicles as a burglary avoidance and recovery gadget[6]. 

However, there were limits in practical implementation of such systems due to rudimentary electronics 

and sensor technology. Thorough and futuristic research in this era, along with the rapid advances in electronics 

and sensor technology, contributed to a more vivid understanding of the difficulties and potentials of such 

systems[7]. 

In the design of safety vehicle driving system, it needs to consider and include the following four processes:  

 Normal Scenario - To provide the driver with visual and driving assistances.  

 Before accident - to prevent the occurrence of accident and to possibly provide the actions of collision 

avoidance and warning.  

 During the accident - collection of accident data and information.  

 After accident - to report the location of accidence and to provide emergency treatment. 

This project addresses point 2 and point 4 of the vehicle automation design. Collision avoidance and collision 

warning systems (CWS) are the main focus of the project[8]. 

1.1 Existing System 

GPS or Global Positioning Systems were designed by the United States Government and military, which the 

design was intended to be used as surveillance. Vehicle tracking entity’s vital was to provide safety to the 

vehicles. Accident avoid system’s aim is to rescue people in accidents. The Vehicle has only basic necessity like 

Stereo, AC, etc. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

There are many important & critical features missing in the existing system/device such as, 

 Alcohol Detector. 

  Vibration sensor used for accident detection.  

 Temperature Sensor to check the engine temperature in case of over heating. 

 

1.3 Proposed System 

This project is done for the purpose of avoiding vehicle theft, accidents and detecting engine temperature.  As 

soon as the system is on, the buzzer beeps. When the device is connected buzzer beeps. Theft detection is done 

by the Application which is used & can be tracked using GPS. If the user has consumed alcohol then, alcohol 

sensor detects & alerts. In this way accidents by user negligence can be avoided .If the temperature of the engine 

is getting high then the DS18b20(temperature sensor) detects and sends notification to Application and user can 

turn off the engine. 

The Goal of the project is to design and implement automatic vehicle tracking system using 

GPS(global positioning system) & IoT (Internet Of Things) with the help of ESP32 microcontroller. 

 Temperature sensor DS18B20 which is implemented here alerts & notifies if the temperature of engine 

reaches beyond safe zone. 
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 Alcohol Detector implemented here alerts in case the user has consumed alcohol thereby avoiding 

mishap due to user negligence. 

 Vibration sensor used here Alerts in case of accidents. 

 GPS module is installed to track & monitor the vehicle. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1. A Smart Anti-theft System for Vehicle Security Pritpal Singh, TanjotSethi, Bibhuti Bhusan Biswal, and 

Sujit Kumar Pattanayak 

This proposed work is an attempt to design and develop a smart anti-theft system that uses GPS and GSM 

system to prevent theft and to determine the exact location of vehicle.   

 

2. An Overview of an Advanced Vehicle Security System Tariq Alwada’n1, Adel Hamdan Mohammad1, 

Nidhal El-Omari1, Hamza Aldabbas 

In the past few decades’ wireless networks have become increasingly popular, due to the wide availability and 

rapid introduction of wireless transceivers into a variety of computing devices such as PDAs, laptop and desktop 

computers. 

 

3. Anti-theft vehicle security system with preventive action K. A. Mamun ; Z. Ashraf 

Nowadays rate of vehicle theft is very high all through the world and the situation are even worse in developing 

country. Therefore, protection of vehicles with an intelligent, reliable, effective and economical system is very 

important. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Face Recognition 

 
Fig 3.1 Flow Of Facial Recognition 

 

The owner of the vehicle is detected by using a web camera so that the face recognition is implemented and if 

the unauthorized person is detected the buzzer sound is alerted and with help of the mems  sensor vehicle 

position can be noted if the car is being towed otherwise. 
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3.2 Module Description 

A) Relay 

The main usage of the Relay was seen in the history for transmitting and receiving the information, that was 

called as Morse code where the input signals used to be either 1 or 0, these change in signals were mechanically 

noted in terms of ON and OFF of a light bulb or a beep sound, it means those pulses of 1s and 0s are converted 

as mechanical ON and OFF using electromagnets. Later this was improvised and used in various applications. 

 

B) Buzzer  

A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device, which may be mechanical, electromechanical, 

or piezoelectric (piezo for short). Typical uses of buzzers and beepers include alarm devices, timers, and 

confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or keystroke. 

 

C) Gps 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite based navigation system that provides location and time 

information. The system is freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver and unobstructed line of sight to at 

least four of GPS satellites. A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by GPS 

satellites.  

 

D) Push Button 

An electronic switch is an electronic component or device that can switch an electrical circuit, interrupting the 

current or diverting it from one conductor to another. Tactile Push Button Switch is widely used as a standard 

input “buttons” on electronic projects. These work best when you mount it on PCB but can also be used on a 

solderless breadboard for temporary connections in prototypes. The pins are normally open (disconnected) and 

when the button is pressed they are momentarily closed and complete the circuit 

 

E) Ds18b20 (Temperature Sensor) 

The DS18B20 is one type of temperature sensor and it supplies 9-bit to 12-bit readings of temperature. These 

values show the temperature of a particular device. 

 

F) lcd 

A 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 characters per line and there are 2 such lines. In this LCD each character is 

displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. 

 

G) Vibration Sensor 

Monitoring vibration levels over time allows prediction of problems before serious damage can occur. Critical 

to vibration monitoring and analysis are machine-mounted sensors. Three parameters representing motion 

detected by vibration monitors are displacement, velocity and acceleration. 

H) Smoke Sensor 

The MQ2 sensor is one of the most widely used in the MQ sensor series. It is a MOS (Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor) sensor. Metal oxide sensors are also known as Chemiresistors because sensing is based on the 

change in resistance of the sensing material when exposed to gasses. It can 

detect LPG, Smoke, Alcohol, Propane, Hydrogen, Methane and Carbon Monoxide concentrations ranging from 

200 to 10000 ppm. 

 

I) Google Firebased Cloud 

Google Firebase is a Google-backed application development software that enables developers to develop iOS, 

Android and Web apps. Firebase provides tools for tracking analytics, reporting and fixing app crashes, creating 

marketing and product experiment. 
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J) Mit App Inventor 

MIT App Inventor is a web application integrated development environment originally provided by Google, and 

now maintained by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 

 

K) ESP32 Microcontroller 

 Espressif Systems developed the ESP32 line of inexpensive system-on-chips (SoCs). It is an upgrade over the 

widely used ESP8266, which is popular in IoT projects. The ESP32 contains Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capabilities, 

making it a well-rounded chip for the creation of embedded systems and IoT projects in general. The ESP32 and 

Arduino IDE integrate remarkably well thanks to the installation of the ESP32-Arduino Core on the ESP32. 

After installing the ESP32-Arduino Core, you have access to a wide range of development kits built around the 

ESP32 and a tonne of sample sketches. 

 

3.3 Pictorial Representation 

 

                                              Fig -3.2: Architecture Of Model 

 

 

3.4 Outcome Of the App 
 

 
Fig-3.3: Mit Inventor App 
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4. RESULT  

 

                               
 

 

                      
 

                      

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Human lives are most valuable. These prospective setups made better usage of tracking machinery by giving 

alert and secure travelling for the passengers using bad attentive mechanism path. This setup plays a crucial act 

in real time vehicle capturing of a motion by giving acquired data on the server side at the regular intervals of 

time to capture the motion regularly. Hence these are the possibilities to trace the motion as quickly as possible 

in a particular time. Children’s alert appliance also takes the provided data through the sensors. In this assured 

direction, as per the children’s concern, the prospective setup also provides alert message to the parent’s mobile 

of accident place and knows about the children daily life activity. 
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ABSTRACT 

The developed Android application utilizes Jetpack Compose for the purpose/aim of ensuring women's safety. It is 

coupled with a WearOS watch application and provides features such as panic mode, emergency mode, location 

sharing, image sharing, and others that can be beneficial during dangerous situations. Firebase has been 

implemented as a backend for the application, and mobile functions have been utilized/implemented for its smooth 

functioning. The WatchOS documentation has been followed closely to ensure seamless functioning of the watch 

application. This application offers a practical solution for women's safety in a world where this has become a 

pressing issue. Panic mode enables the user to alert pre-selected contacts instantly during an emergency, while 

emergency mode uses location sharing and image sharing to provide quick assistance to the user. Real-time 

location sharing offered by the application can provide peace of mind to the user's family and friends. The Firebase 

backend provides scalability as per user requirements, while the WearOS watch application provides quick access 

to the application's features. 

Keyword: - Android Development, Jetpack Compose, Panic-Mode, Firebase. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Ensuring women's safety has become a pressing concern in modern times. In this regard, we have developed an 

Android application using Jetpack Compose, coupled with a WearOS watch application, to provide advanced safety 

features. The application provides features such as panic mode, emergency mode, location sharing, and image 

sharing, and others that can prove helpful during dangerous situations. We have integrated mobile functions and 

watch features by creating two interfaces, one for the mobile device and the other for the WearOS watch. Firebase 

has been implemented as the backend for the application, providing scalability as per user requirements. The 

application can be a significant contribution to the field of women's safety, offering advanced features with the use 

of modern technologies. The panic mode feature enables the user to instantly alert pre-selected contacts in case of an 

emergency, while emergency mode uses location sharing and image sharing to provide quick assistance. The 

application's real-time location sharing can provide peace of mind to the user's family and friends. The development 

process has closely followed the WearOS documentation to ensure seamless functioning of the watch application. In 

this paper-journal, the application's technical details, implementation, and advanced features, with the aim of 

contributing to the field/domain of women's safety. 

 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Existing systems for women's safety lack advanced features and often do not provide a comprehensive solution to 

the issue. Some of the features that are missing in the current system are: 

The following mechanisms/techniques are used in existing systems in women safety: 

Currently, there is no universal Android application that can be used across different watches. This can make it 

difficult for users to find an app that suits their needs and can be used/implemented with their watch. 

There are no dedicated watches available in the market that have been developed/designed specifically for women's 

safety. This can limit the number of options available to women who are in need for a watch that can offer advanced 

safety features. Many existing systems lack advanced safety features such as panic mode, emergency mode, real- 
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time location sharing, and image sharing, among others. This can limit the efficacy of the system/domain space 

during emergencies. 

Some systems lack proper integration between the mobile device and the watch. This can result in a disjointed user 

experience and can limit the effectiveness/efficiency of the application. 

Some existing systems lack scalability and cannot be easily customized as per the user's needs. This can be a 

significant drawback for users who require specific features that are not available in the existing system. 

 
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The following approaches are being implemented to overcome, and improvise the present existing system: 

The proposed system will have a universal Android application that can be used across different watches and 

phones. This system will provide users/women with a wider range of options and enable them to find an app that 

suits their needs. The proposed system will have dedicated safety features such as panic mode, emergency mode, 

real-time location sharing, and image sharing, among others. These features/applications will provide users with 

advanced safety options and help them during emergencies. The proposed system will include wearable devices with 

IoT integration. This will enable the system to track the user's movements and provide assistance during dangerous 

situations. The proposed system will be integrated with Firebase, which will provide scalability as per user 

requirements. This will ensure that the system can handle a large number of users and provide them with a smooth 

user experience. The proposed system will allow users to customize the application as per their needs. This will 

allow users to add specific features/options that they require and make the system more effective for them. 

 
4. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The front end of the application is developed using Jetpack Compose, it is a modern UI toolkit for building native 

Android applications. The UI framework provides a flexible and dynamic user-interface, it has been optimized for 

both mobile devices and wearable devices. The backend of the application is developed using Firebase, It is a cloud- 

based platform that provides a range of services such as authentication, real-time database, and storage, among 

others. Firebase has been used to store user data, authenticate users, and manage real-time data. The application is 

developed using various mobile functions such as GPS location, camera, and image sharing. These functions have 

been optimized/modified for the Android platform to ensure/confirm that the application works seamlessly on 

different devices. The application uses secure communication protocols such as HTTPS to ensure that all 

communication/Information-transfer between the user and the server is encrypted. Additionally, Firebase provides 

various security features such as user-authentication and secure data-storage, and real-time monitoring, which have 

been used to check the safety and security of user data. Firebase is used for user authentication, It ensures that only 

the authorized users can access/view the application. This ensures that the user's data is secure and prevents 

unauthorized access to the application. Firebase has been used for storing and managing user data. The real-time 

database feature of Firebase has been used to store user data in real-time, which ensures that the user's data is always 

up-to-date and can be accessed from any device. The application has been tested extensively to ensure/confirm that 

it works seamlessly on different devices. The integration between the watch and phone has been tested to 

ensure/confirm that the application works as expected on both devices. 
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Figure 4.1: WearOs Watch UI Figure 4.2: Panic Mode in Watch Application 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.3 Panic Message Sent to Emergency Contacts 

 

The data flow in the proposed project on an Android app for women's safety is designed/developed to ensure 

seamless communication between the user, the mobile device, and the backend server. The flow of data in the 

application can be thinned down into the following steps. The user inputs their data/information, such as emergency 

contacts and personal details, into the application. They can also activate features such as panic mode, emergency 

mode, and location sharing, which send a request to the server. The mobile device receives the user's input and 

communicates with the backend server through APIs. The mobile device sends the user's location, emergency 

contacts, and other relevant information to the server. The backend server receives the user's information, which is 

stored in a database using Firebase Real-time Database. The server processes the user's request and sends a response 

back to the mobile device. The wearable device receives the response from the server and displays the relevant 

information to the user. This includes alerts for panic mode, emergency mode, and location sharing, among others. 

The application uses HTTPS communication protocols to make sure that all data is encrypted and secure during 

transmission. Firebase Authentication is used to ensure that only authorized users can access the application. 
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5. RESULTS 
 

 

Figure 5.1: Mobile Application Figure 5.2: Trigger Panic Mode 

 

Android app for women's safety was developed with integrated features such as panic mode, emergency mode, 

location sharing, image sharing, and more. The app was designed to work on both mobile devices and wearable 

devices running WearOS, with a universal app that could be used on any device. The application was also designed 

to communicate/transfer data with a backend server using Firebase, allowing for real-time data updates and secure 

communication. The development team was able to successfully integrate the mobile functions and watch features, 

creating two interfaces that were tested for user-friendliness and functionality. The security of the app was also 

tested, ensuring that only authorized users could access the app. The user authentication process was implemented 

using Firebase Authentication, which was proven to be secure and reliable. The app was tested on different devices 

and platforms to ensure that it was compatible and functional. The testing included both manual testing and 

automated testing using unit tests and integration tests. The results of the testing showed the app was functional, 

user-friendly, and secure. The project successfully addressed the shortcomings of the existing systems, like as the 

lack of universal Android apps for watches and dedicated watches for women's safety. The integration of IoT 

technologies allowed for improved communication between the wearable device and the mobile device, improving 

the overall functionality of the app. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed project successfully developed an Android app for women's safety with integrated features for panic 

mode, emergency mode, location sharing, image sharing, and more. The app was designed to work on both mobile 

devices and wearable devices running WearOS, with a universal app that could be used on any device. The 

integration of IoT technologies allowed for improved communication between the wearable device and the mobile 

device, improving the overall functionality/working of the app. The project addressed the shortcomings of the 

existing systems, like as the lack of universal Android apps for watches and dedicated watches for women's safety. 

The use of Firebase Real-time Database and Firebase Authentication ensured secure and reliable communication 

between the app and the backend server. The app was tested extensively to ensure that it was functional, user- 
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friendly, and secure. The results of the project demonstrated the feasibility and practicality of using mobile and 

wearable technologies to enhance women's safety. The project has the potential to make a significant impact on 

women's safety and can be expanded to include additional features and functionalities in the future. The project has 

successfully developed an Android app for women's safety that addresses the shortcomings of existing systems and 

uses the latest technologies to provide a secure and reliable platform for women's safety. The project has contributed 

to the growing field of mobile and wearable technologies for safety and has the potential to make a significant 

impact on women's safety worldwide. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Students are more eager to adopt creative teaching techniques and demand innovative university campus life in this 

era of smart classroom technologies. IoT and cloud computing technologies can offer solutions for a smart and 

sustainable campus to enhance students' learning processes and boost the effectiveness of routine tasks carried out 

inside the institution. This project focuses on integrating the cloud into the educational process using the IoT 

paradigm. IOT in education enables students to study cutting-edge technologies that aid in the development of fresh 

concepts and rational solutions to societal challenges. The intelligence system, unified campus portal services, 

security, and maintenance system are all provided by IoT-based cloud computing technologies. The schools' 

increased digital connectivity improves both student learning and environmental sustainability. 

 

Key Words:  Smart classroom, Camera-Based Detection, Automation. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Universities have recently begun to focus on the Internet of Things and cloud computing to create smart campuses. 

A Smart Campus connects many peripherals, infrastructure, and facilities to offer smart lighting, security, tracking, 

and effective use of resources like personnel, electricity, water, etc. According to the traditional classroom model, 

managing the classroom's daily operations and teaching must take up equal amounts of time. It gets tiresome to 

mentor and keep track of the student's academic activities. Obstacles must be overcome for faculty and institution 

administration to properly monitor student academic performance. Therefore, a new system is required to handle the 

workflow that greatly reduces the time of faculty not to stick with managerial tasks and to increase the time of 

teaching and interaction with students in order to achieve maximum utilization of the class hours. This project 

demonstrates a technique that uses cloud computing, IoT, and an application development platform to lessen 

secondary human labor. With this approach, teachers were able to concentrate more on what they do best—

teaching—and less on running the classroom's daily operations. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Automation based on IoT has a significant influence on several industries today. Most of them use this method to 

track attendance and manage electric devices. Because there is more energy wasted in classrooms, those settings 

may be better suited to use this technique. Here, an energy-saving system was created utilizing IoT-based 

automation techniques, and multiple sensors, including LDR and LM35, were employed to identify the presence of 

human beings. When learning about various sensors, we discovered that they have several drawbacks, including a 

short lifespan, high cost, connection problems, and inconsistent results. We considered a few alternatives for getting 

around the limits of sensors and ultimately chose to utilize cameras to identify human presence. Numerous face 

detection-based attendance recording systems are available. In comparison, cameras will perform better compared to 

sensors because they are designed to detect human presence more precisely, while sensors must be customized to 

meet each user's needs and can be used for a variety of purposes, including disease prediction, weather forecasting, 

and healthcare infrastructures. We may also prevent energy loss by using this IoT-enabled technology. 
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We demonstrate how to monitor and regulate electrical equipment in this research utilizing an attendance tracking 

system and camera-based human identification algorithms. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 

The electric equipment in a classroom, such fans and lights, is managed using camera-based discovery techniques. A 

camera is used to recognize people. The picture frame is divided into two separate sub frames. Each component of 

these sub frames, which represent various classroom settings, contains tables and chairs stacked vertically along 

with a fan and light. A camera is used to photograph the human presence, while Python and OpenCV are used to 

process the image. When a single frame piece detects human presence, the allocated fans and lights are automated; 

otherwise, they stay in the OFF state. A strategic distance can be maintained from energy waste in the classrooms—

that typically happens when someone fails to turn off the electrical devices after using it—by adopting automation 

techniques. 

Fig-1 shows a hypothetical classroom setting with person monitoring carried out by a single camera. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig- 1: Considered Classroom Environment 

 

The proposed classroom setting is depicted in Fig. 2. The classroom was divided into two halves. As necessary, 

students are seated. Using the haar cascade classifier, that is an object identification method based on three feature 

extraction approaches and includes modules such as line features, edge features, and four rectangle features, we can 

detect the existence of objects. This classifier helps to identify characteristics in a picture or video, including 

pedestrian detection, board signs, and face landmarks. The highest level of face detection accuracy and a low 

percentage of false positives while detecting objects are two benefits of Haar cascades. Using a cascade classifier, 

observed faces in Fig. 2 are detected inside a box that is rectangular in shape. 

 

 

Fig -2: Classroom environment two Frame Architecture 
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3. HARDWARE SETUP 
 

The Arduino microcontroller, a 4-channel relay, a power switch, and a light are all included in the system design 

structure. The PC and Arduino are linked. For demonstration reasons, we are utilizing a PC camera. A camera in the 

room detects people. When the human presence is detected, the Arduino-controlled lights and fans in that room will 

switch on. 

 

Like this, the lights will be turned off when someone leaves the room. A relay module is used to link the lamp to the 

Arduino. This relay channel regulates how the electrical apparatus operates. Additionally, since the voltage range for 

Arduino is 3 to 5 volts, we are using a relay to connect with a high voltage power source. High voltage devices 

cannot be connected to an Arduino directly. 

 

Fig. 3 depicts the hardware configuration in which the Arduino ATMEGA328 is used to operate electrical 

equipment using a 4-channel relay. The switch will be the relay. 

 

Fig- 3: Hardware setup (Active &Dormant states) 

 

Components used for creating the project environment: 

 

A. ARDUINO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig- 4: Arduino Board 

 

The open-source Arduino hardware and software platform (Fig. 4) offers an easy way to control electrical 

equipment. The hardware is a compact PC system that may be developed to interface with various i/o devices. With 

a voltage supply ranging from 5V to 20V and several basic and sophisticated IO pins, this controller may be 
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supplied by an external power source. The ATmega328 microcontroller used in it has several features, including a 

flash memory of 32KB, 2KB of SRAM, and 1KB of EEPROM. 

 

B. RELAY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig- 5: Relay Board 

 

An electrically powered device called a relay (Fig. 5) serves as a switch for regulating electrical devices. Relays are 

a common device for automation, power protection, and remote control, and offer benefits including stability, long-

duration, and dependability. A relay's indicator light indicates whether the relay is on or off. 

 

Maximum output voltages typically range between DC 30V/10A and AC 250V/10A. The board is approximately 75 

mm long, 55 mm wide, and 19.3 mm tall in size and weight. A relay is expected to last for at least 100,000 

operations. A mechanical device may last for a million, ten million, or even one hundred million operations. 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

Utilizing a PC with a single camera, we are projecting an outcome. We utilized a laptop camera for demonstration 

reasons, which may be converted to a Closed-Circuit TV camera for enhanced security. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-6: Website for attendance management 

Fig-6 depicts the website designed for the evaluation of student and faculty attendance.  

5. CONCLUSION 
 

The IoT-based Cloud Integrated Smart Classroom for Smart and a Sustainable Campus will be a development in the 

educational environment that will lead to high efficiency and effectiveness of classroom teaching methods. The 

student body will be more motivated by this technique to submit their assignments on time. Instead of spending time 
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controlling and observing the classroom's workflow, faculty and administration may devote more time to teaching 

and learning. In order to deliver an intelligent, economical, and ecologically sustainable campus, the suggested 

education system model.  

The goal of the automated attendance system is to decrease the mistakes that frequently occur with the conventional 

(manual) attendance taking method. The goal is to automate and create a system that is beneficial to the institution 

or other organization. The modern, precise way of taking attendance in offices that can replace the traditional, 

manual ones. This approach is workable, trustworthy, and sufficiently safe. The system may be installed in the office 

without the use of specialized hardware. A camera and computer may be used to create it. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The production of electric power from the footstep movement of the peoples and the pressure exerted during walking 

which is fritter away is the main theme of this paper. The mechanical power transformation into electrical power as 

the pressure exerted by the footstep and by using transducers is basically called as “Footstep power generation 

system”.  Power is produced by the power generating floor and it is basically the production of electrical energy 

from kinetic energy.  The main aim is to overcome the power crisis throughout the world although it is not enough to 

fulfill over excessive demand of electrical energy, but it will be able to change and decrease reliance on old method 

of generating electricity. It can be installed on roadside footpath, parks and jogging tracks and many other public 

places, airport etc. and have great impact of this and will create great difference in the electrical power generation 

system. We can produce energy that can be stored in a rechargeable battery, so that we can use it for our later 

purposes, and it can be also placed in public places like streetlight, mobile charging etc. 

Keyword: - Piezo-electric Sensor, Mobile charging, Footstep.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The formation of electrical energy from the force exerted by footstep on the floor is illustrated in this research work. 

It will be surprising to know that the normal footstep movement on the floor can generate how much energy. As 

thousands of steps per day is taken by each person.  Electrical energy is generated by the footstep taken by the 

peoples because of walking. It is a fact that large amount of energy is lost by each person during routine walk which 

is the main source for this system. A system is designed which generate power through non-conventional energy 

source technique such a walking on the gardens, grounds, and floors etc. This system is established in heavy 

populated areas. A compatible system has been designed to complete the procedure through which the load will run, 

home appliances will work on alternating current output voltage.  

The energy that is produced from a person walking on floor is noise and pollution free. That type of energy is 

advantageous and even not need any type of fuel or power source to run. renewable energy in today’s world while 

the demand of energy is increasing day by day is the current solution of this modern world. In this research work a 

system is designed which generate power through non-conventional energy source technique such a walking on the 

gardens, grounds, and floors etc. This system is established in heavy populated areas. Basic way of the “Footstep 

Power Generation” is based on the piezoelectric sensor to apply this system wooden plates up and down will be 

placed and adjusted on the piezoelectric sensor and moving spring.  

The force is applied when the person is walking on that mat and the magnet is fixed on the upper portion of the 

wooden sheet because of force and moves into the cavity. However, the cavity is fixed on the bottom wooden sheet 

of the mat. A compatible system has been designed to complete the procedure through which the load will run, home 

appliances will work on alternating current output voltage. And the task is with the help of direct current to charge 

battery and then using inverter to convert direct current into alternating current for normal usage. At last, designing 

for the power generation of such types are very useful as compared to the demand of energy all over the world. 
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1.1 Existing Problem 

 Increase in use of non-renewable energy which causes pollution. 

 Increasing prices of the fuel resources 

 Unable to meet demand because of increase in power usage. 

 Electricity transmission losses 

 Frequent power outages 

 Electro mobility 

 Grid modernization 

          Threat of cyber attacks 

 

 

1.2 Proposed Solution 

Electrical power energy form by changing mechanical energy into electrical energy by the transform ring i.e., 

movement of footstep on the floor, piezo plate is placed there and that is the key feature of power produced 

through footsteps by piezo.  The main working of this project depends on piezoelectric effect, which converts 

pressure into electrical energy. Here we have placed a piezoelectric tile which consists of piezoelectric sensors 

connected in series. Here, pressure is taken as input, and it is converted into electrical form and stored in a 

rechargeable battery. The PIC Microcontroller acts as heart of system, which transforms variable voltage into a 

constant voltage. To prevent current flow in opposite direction, a diode is placed. A RFID reader is placed to 

check whether the user is authorized and allows 15 minutes of charging time. A Liquid crystal Display is used 

to display how much voltage is stored in battery. 

1.3 Objectives of Project 

The main objectives of the project work are: 

 To design and implement an ecologically safe way of generating dc voltage using an array of 

piezo electric sensor. 

 To boost the voltage generated from the piezo sensors using DC - DC boost- converter. 

 To power a mobile for charging. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

       Literature survey is very important to get a knowledge on desired topic. By using the information provided in 

the several literatures give credit to other researchers to prevent duplication. By surveying the several literatures, we 

can identify in constancies like gaps in research, conflicts in previous studies, open question left from other research. 

We referred some of the scholars to know some of the information about the project. The scholars which we have 

referred is listed below.  

2.2 Base Papers 

 [1] Power Generation through footsteps using piezo-electric effect along with GPS Tracking, International 

Conference for Emerging Technology (INCET). Author: Rajendra Prasad, Avala Bhanuja, Bhavani. L, Bhoomika N 

in the year 2019. Energy utilization is the major key. Piezoelectric effect is utilized by piezoelectric sensor 

producing output energy in the form of AC voltage. To produce energy in a large extent, in this model 

implementation of the piezoelectric sensor network along the footpath is carried out which is given to the lane of 

streetlights along with it the smart shoe is implemented for a small production that consists of GPS tracking. In this 

proposed work model, GPS tracking has been added and streetlights switching technique comparing with existing 

model.   
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 [2] Reverse electro wetting as a new approach to high-power energy harvesting. Author: Tom Krupenkin & J. 

Ashley Taylor in the year 2011.  

Over the last decade electrical batteries have emerged as a critical bottleneck for portable electronics development. 

High-power mechanical energy harvesting can potentially provide a valuable alternative to the use of batteries, but, 

until now, a suitable mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion technology did not exist. Here we describe a novel 

mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion method based on the reverse electrowetting phenomenon. Electrical 

energy generation is achieved through the interaction of arrays of moving microscopic liquid droplets with novel 

nanometer-thick multilayer dielectric films. Advantages of this process include the production of high-power 

densities, up to 10 3 W m − 2; the ability to directly utilize a very broad range of mechanical forces and 

displacements; and the ability to directly output a broad range of currents and voltages, from several volts to tens of 

volts. These advantages make this method uniquely suited for high-power energy harvesting from a wide variety of 

environmental mechanical energy sources. 

 

 [3] Generation of Electricity by Using Footsteps as a Source of Energy. Author: P. R. Magdum, S. J. Chikhale in 

the year 2017.  

Electricity is a basic part of nature, and it is one of the most widely used forms of energy across the globe. We get 

electricity, (which is a secondary energy source) from the conversion of other sources of energy, like coal, natural 

gas, oil, nuclear power, and other natural sources, which are called primary sources. Research show that the world 

has already had its enough shares of its energy resources. Fossil fuels pollute the environment. Nuclear energy 

requires careful handling of both raw as well as waste material. Research shows that large amount of power is 

generated from non-renewable energy resources compared to that of renewable energy resources. The extensive 

usages of available resources in recent years created a demand for the future generation. To overcome this problem, 

we need to utilize renewable energy sources for power generation and conservation. Therefore, the focus now is 

shifting more and more towards the renewable source of energy, which are essential and non-polluting. The goal of 

this paper is to show the detailed survey of how jumping platform can be now used as a source of power. 

 

[4] Footstep Power Generation for Rural Energy Application to Run A.C. and D.C. Loads. Author: Kethavath 

Gopal, Adaikkalam Daniel Praneet in the year 2020. 

Now days, the population of the country increased, and the requirement of the power is also increased. At the same 

time, the wastage of energy also increased in many ways. This paper presents the production of electric power from 

the footstep movement of the peoples and the pressure exerted during walking, which is fritter away, is the main 

theme. electrical power is achieved by transforming the mechanical power as the pressure exerted by the footstep 

and by using transducers is basically called as "Footstep power generation system". Power is produced by the power 

generating floor and it is basically the production of electrical energy from kinetic energy. In present days electricity 

demand is increasing and it is unable to overcome this global issue by using the traditional power generating 

sources. The main aim is to overcome the power crisis throughout the world although it is not enough to fulfill over 

excessive demand of electrical energy, but it will be able to change and decrease reliance on old method of 

generating electricity. To overcome this problem, the energy wastage is converted to usable form using the 

piezoelectric sensor. This sensor converts the pressure on it to a voltage. By using this energy saving method, 

footstep power generation system we are generating power. 

 
3. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
     The proposed system, aimed at storing the energy generated during daytime in batteries, and can be used during 

night. The proposed system is developed using a microcontroller. The output of piezoelectric sensor based micro 

generator will be a very low power ac voltage signal at random frequency. The power is stored in a battery that can 

be used to charge a mobile phone using RFID card. This system is powered by At-mega 328 microcontroller, it 

consists of Arduino IDE, RFID sensor, USB cable and LCD. 
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3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 3.1 Block Diagram 

 

 

3.2 METHODOLOGY 

      These days the Internet of Things (IoT) is the most famous and trending wireless communication 

model due to its vast applications and reach to access. It involves a simple concept of controlling electronic or 

electro - mechanical devices using internet. Our smart staircase also has this smart and easy feature of internet of 

things. Node MCU being a controller that has inbuilt Wi-Fi capability is being used as its range is 15-200 meters and 

simple to program. Node MCU occupies less space and has the easily understandable architecture reducing efforts of 

programmer. Other digital pins used for motor driving using the motor driver L2398N. 
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Fig. 3.2 Physical Setup 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

 

Fig 4. 1 Experimental Setup 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2 Final Circuit 
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4.3 Charging: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 4.3 Battery Charging 
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5. IOT APP RESULTS: 

 

 

Fig 5. IOT App results 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

Footsteps are the main source of power generation. There is no need of energy from conventional source of energy and 

there is zero percent of pollution in this type of power generation. There is no need of any kind of power from mains 

and it is important to the areas, all tracks where footsteps are used to generate non-conventional energy such as 

electricity. The contribution of non-conventional energy to our primary energy is 11% that is a common fact. If this 

project is activated, it will not only add and overwhelm the energy deficit problems, but this will also form sound global 

environmental change. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Our project proposes to minimize that in an autonomous driving system, the field of view spans multiple cameras placed around a car 

driven through numerous driving scenarios Sensor data is received by the analyzing unit at a high velocity, also the camera provides over, 

millions of images for a small drive of about half a mile. A simple example of this is when pictures clicked on burst mode often have 

more throwaways than the ones which can be utilized. Efficient processing of a high volume of images is therefore a challenge which 

autonomous systems such as the driving system face. Given the multiple cameras present on autonomous cars, providing high 

resolution pictures through varying driving scenarios, the objective is to process and analyze this huge dataset efficiently. This project 

shall demonstrate the power of distributed computing in image processing algorithms and analysis of incredibly large datasets using a 

distributed approach. This paper gives a statistical proof of concept of how implementing a distributed parallel programming paradigm 

can improve autonomous systems such as the driving system which deal with high volumes of images. 
 

        Keywords: Raspberry Pi, Automated Cars, Traffic Congestion, Increase safety. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

An Autonomous vehicle has no human information and can detect encompassing with no human connections. An assortment of 

sensors are joined and are utilized to recognize the pathway, impediments, people on foot, and so forth from the encompassing. 

The advantage of having a driverless vehicle is having decreased expenses because of less wastage of fuel, expanded security, 

expanded versatility, expanded consumer loyalty, and so on. The target of a Autonomous vehicle is to make a completely 

practical mechanized vehicle that can decrease human exertion, lessen the mishap rate, give better traffic stream, explore to a 

given objective, keep away from ecological deterrents and follow street signs.These expansions in expressway limit now and then 

are one of the principle huge explanations behind sway in gridlock, especially in the metropolitan regions and more influenced in 

interstate clog in certain spots. For the specialists to deal with the traffic stream generally prompts expanding the gridlock, with 

the additional information and anticipating the driving conduct of individuals, we can consolidate these two subtleties for 

decreasing the gridlock the street with less requirement for traffic police on the streets and in any event, for the street signal.With 

the invention of self-driving cars manual driving problems are being resolved to a large extent. A simple example is that 

machines never goes to sleep. But developing self-driving cars increases the problem of large & complex calculations and feature 

extraction at high definition. 

 

2. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

 
The block diagram in Fig1 of the system consists of sensors unit, controller unit, server unit, and output devices. The 

sensor unit incorporates a number of sensors, including those for temperature, humidity, fire, gas, and infrared. A 

microcontroller with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi is called an ESP 32. The warehouse will have a number of nodes with ESP and 

sensor units positioned in various places. Sending this sensor unit data to ESP. In order to send SMS notifications to the 

authorities when there are deviations, we will integrate the GSM module with the ESP module. The data will be sent by the 

ESP to the server built using a Raspberry Pi and an SD card. Using the MQTT protocol, the raspberry pi module will send 

the data to the node-red dashboard. The Internet of Things (IOT) uses the communications standard MQTT. It is intended to 

link faraway devices with a tiny code footprint and low network traffic by acting as a very lightweight publish/subscribe 

message transport. The node-red will take in the different sensor parameter data, process it, and show the parameter 

information. To prevent food waste from excessive storage, the system will also show the items' shipment time. 
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Fig 1: Block Diagram 

 

3. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

 
Fig 2 represents Self-driving cars works on image processing techniques on the basis of feature extraction. Every processing is 

done on each frame of the video. Machines does not take video as a stream of events it takes it as a stream of frames captured at 

each minimum instant of time. And all processing is done using those frames. For a camera every image is a 2d mesh of 

coloured pixels. It takes raw frame captured at each instant and converts it into threshold of black and white colour then it 

detects the edges. Edges are observed under Hough-lines method where collinear points are collected in to array of arrays and 

each array is then used as drawing points to draw straight lines. Orientations and length of line to be detected can be set in 

Hough-Lining. Then the angle of drawn lines is calculated and left or right decision is taken accordingly. 
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Fig 2: Proposed Prototype 

 
It involves a simple concept of controlling the electronic or electromechanical devices. Raspberry Pi is a microcontroller board. 

In this section, we present methodology to design a autonomous car which can detect face, avoid obstacles, gives the location. 

We will be using OpenCV software development library for computer vision, which can process images and videos. OpenCV is 

a great tool for image processing. Face detection can be done through camera which is installed in autonomous car. 

 

The yield of this stage is the plan report. Here we have the pi camera that transfers video live and sends it to the raspberry pi as 

displayed then at that point we have the raspberry pie that measures the information and sends the information to be prepared in 

a distant framework set somewhere. The information that is prepared then communicated to the Arduino that further sends the 

data for the displayed vehicle so it can work dependent on the condition. 

 

  

Fig 2.1: Straight Lanes Fig 2.2 : Right rotated lanes 

 

Fig2.3: Left rotated Lines 

 

 
Fig 2.1, Fig2.2, Fig 2.3 represents tested results under different brightness levels and results are as follows. We have created 

three scenarios 1st tested in normal light as the figure 2.2 shows here is has very clear recognition of lanes then in flashing light 

as shown in figure 2.2 to check if it is distracting or not. It did this in a clear manner with somehow less recognition but no 

distraction was noticed then in dark as shown in figure 2.3 it has tiny recognition but still no distraction at all. The autonomous 
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car detects the lanes and follows in the specific direction and the lanes are detected the pi camera installed on to the raspberry 

pi. 

 

    CONCLUSION 

 
The model was effectively evolved utilizing Image Processing and Machine Learning. Notwithstanding the innate advantages, 

independent vehicle innovation should conquer numerous social obstructions. Similar as the issue looked by the principal auto, 

the impact of metal models can block the headway of innovation. Nonetheless, new enactment is setting out open doors for 

these vehicles to demonstrate their suitability. As more states legitimize driverless vehicles, the social impediment will give 

way, considering the biggest upheaval in close to home transportation. We resolved the issue of non-self-ruling vehicles with 

the proposed framework which decreases the human work of working the vehicle. Moreover, we additionally notice that the 

given framework execution is far superior to a normal client. Since the exhibition is better and consistently steady, we thusly 

infer that the proposed framework can tackle the essential human mistake that happens. 
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ABSTRACT 

Most road accidents occur because of drowsiness due to careless driving of drivers. This system provides Eye Blink 

Monitoring (EBM) system that will alert the driver in drowsiness. Using an IR sensor the driver’s eye is 

continuously monitored. The output of the system will have no effect on the normal eye blink rate. The IR sensor 

receives abnormal blinking rate and an alarm will ring to wake him/her up when the driver feel asleep. In this 

system we use alcohol sensor to detect the concentration of ethanol in air. If detected there will be no engine ignition. 

The speedometer and engine’s computer receives the information from the engine speed sensor to tell the 

transmission to shift. Accident sensor need to detect a crash and convert it to usable signals within milliseconds. 
 

KEYWORD:- Disaster management, Internet of things, Networking, transportation saftey 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

"An IOT automobile robotic implementation for disaster management" is a project aimed at developing an 

autonomous vehicle that can be used for disaster management purposes. The vehicle is equipped with various sensors 

and communication modules that enable it to navigate through disaster-stricken areas and collect real-time data about 

the situation. The vehicle is also equipped with an internet of things (IOT) system that allows it to communicate with 

other devices and share data in real-time. The project aims to address the challenges faced by disaster management 

teams in accessing and collecting data from disaster-stricken areas. By providing a reliable and autonomous vehicle 

that can navigate through such areas, the project hopes to improve the speed and efficiency of disaster response 

operations.L298 is a popular motor driver integrated circuit that is used in many robotics and automation 

projects.L298 can be controlled using a variety of input signals, such as PWM signals, analog signals, and digital 

signals. This makes it easy to interface with microcontrollers and other digital control systems. A drowsiness sensor is 

a type of sensor that is designed to detect signs of drowsiness or fatigue in a person. Its main aim is to help prevent 

accidents or injuries caused by drowsy driving or operating heavy machinery while fatigued. Drowsiness sensors 

typically work by measuring various physiological parameters that are associated with drowsiness, such as changes in 

heart rate, respiration rate, or brain activity. Some drowsiness sensors use cameras to monitor facial expressions and 

eye movements to detect signs of fatigue, such as drooping eyelids or slow eye movements. Once a drowsiness sensor 

detects signs of fatigue, it can issue an alert to the driver or operator, such as a visual or audible alarm, to help them 

stay alert and avoid accidents. Some drowsiness sensors can also interface with other systems, such as vehicle control 
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systems, to automatically adjust the speed or other parameters to help prevent accidents. Overall, the aim of a 

drowsiness sensor is to help improve safety by detecting signs of fatigue in drivers and operators and alerting them to 

take action to stay alert and avoid accidents. 

The major goal is to prevent car accidents caused by reckless driving. Even when a driver is intoxicated, an alcohol 

sensor may detect the presence of alcohol in the air and prevent the engine from starting. One of the significant 

innovations that manufacturers anticipate will lower the frequency of accidents and fatalities on the road is the advent 

of a pre-collision/collision avoidance system. Using sensors, this system constantly assesses the location of the driver 

and any obstructions in the road to minimize the risk of an accident. Automotive accelerometers are employed in a 

number of safety systems in contemporary vehicles. For instance, in a collision, sudden deceleration activates the 

airbags. 

There is no way to wake up inebriated people when they are over-intoxicated or drowsy. There are no current 

remedies for night drivers who become tired while driving overnight. It is not possible to reduce speed by cutting off 

the spark to the starter or sparkplug and awaking them. There is no available gravity sensor wheel grip solution. It is 

not possible for loved ones to give drivers advice when they are driving recklessly or after drinking too much. There is 

no available method for preventing accidents. It is not possible to use impact sensors to identify accidents. It is not 

possible to ship essential photos from an IOT smart phone utilizing GPRS for worldwide distribution. Employing 

tracking technology to find the accident site 

This project's goal is to employ the Collision Avoidance System (CAS) to effectively prevent car collisions and to 

give users the highest level of protection possible while driving at night, while intoxicated, or recklessly. We are 

demonstrating a technology in this project called the "Eye Blink and Head Movement Monitoring System" that will 

assist drivers in recognizing tiredness. This system is based on the idea of continuously monitoring the driver's head 

movement and eye movements with an IR sensor. If he or she nods off, an alarm will sound to wake them up. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 
Jun zhao and Kuangrong Hoa [1] had proposed a system for monitoring Driver fatigue video images and steering grip 

force. Driver fatigue is one of the main reasons for road accidents. To address this issue, researchers have developed 

various techniques to monitor driver fatigue. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are one such technique that has been 

widely used in recent years due to their high accuracy and robustness. In this literature survey, we will discuss some 

of the recent studies that have used SVMs for driver fatigue monitoring. In a driver fatigue detection system based on 

SVMs was proposed. The system uses a camera to capture the driver's facial features and extracts relevant features 

such as eye closure and head movement. The SVM classifier was then used to classify the driver's fatigue level. The 

results showed that the proposed system achieved a high accuracy rate of 91.7%. Developed a driver fatigue detection 

system based on SVMs and physiological signals. The system used a wearable device to capture the driver's 

physiological signals such as heart rate variability and electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The SVM classifier was 

then used to classify the driver's fatigue level based on the extracted features. The results showed that the proposed 

system achieved a high accuracy rate of 95.7%. 
 

An alcohol detection system was proposed [2] for ensuring Safety of Drivers. The paper describes the development of 

an alcohol detection system that uses a breathalyzer to measure the driver's blood alcohol content (BAC). If the BAC 

is above the legal limit, the engine is automatically locked, and a message is sent to the registered mobile phone 

number with the GPS location of the vehicle. This paper presents the development of a real-time alcohol detection and 

engine locking system for vehicles that uses an alcohol sensor and a microcontroller to detect alcohol levels in the 

driver's breath. The system also includes a GPS module for tracking the location of the vehicle and sending alerts to 

the registered mobile number. 

 
The Automatic speed control in vehicles for [3] ensuring the vehicle safety for avoiding accident. The paper says 

about the automatic Speed Control System (ASCS) is a critical safety system that aims to reduce the number of 

accidents caused by over-speeding of vehicles. In this literature survey, we will discuss various research studies on the 

design of ASCS for 4-wheelers. Proposed an intelligent ASCS using a fuzzy logic controller that uses inputs from a 

camera and ultrasonic sensors. The system adjusts the vehicle's speed by controlling the throttle and brake pedals 

based on the distance from other vehicles, traffic lights, and road signs. The results showed that the proposed system 

effectively controls the speed of the vehicle, and the fuzzy logic controller provides smooth control compared to 

traditional PID controllers. 

 

Asad ali and Mohamad Eid [4] This method propose the automated system for accident detection, which causes major 

accidents on highways, freeways and local roads that leads to huge social and economic impacts. Minor accidents may 
be resolved by the passengers themselves and do not require escorting to hospitals whereas major accidents where 
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LCD 

MM 

airbags are deployed require immediate attention of authorities. Automatic Smart Accident Detection (ASAD) is an 

auto-detection unit system that immediately notifies an Emergency Contact through a text message when an instant 

change in acceleration, rotation and an impact force in an end of the vehicle is detected by the system, detailing the 

location and time of the accident. The system involves the use of fuzzy logic as a decision support built into the 

smartphone application that analyzes the incoming data from the sensors and makes a decision based on a set of rules. 

The simulated results show a 98.67% accuracy of the system with failures resulting from the “gray regions” of the  

variable values. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Fig 1 : Block diagram 

 
 

To determine if the motorist is intoxicated or not, we use the MQ35 alcohol detection sensor. To determine if the 

person is intoxicated or not, the robot will employ MQ 35.The vehicle will automatically stop moving if the driver is 

intoxicated.To monitor the speed of the vehicle we use MPU6050 which is a three-axis accelerometer and three axis 

gyroscope Micro electro mechanical system (MEMS).It aids in the measurement of velocity, orientation,acceleration, 

displacement and other motion related features. When night time drivers feel sleepy, we have a remedy. Driver 

drowsiness detection systems can use cameras, eye tracking sensors and other hardware to monitor visual cues, where 

drowsiness can be detected through yawning frequency, eye-blinking frequency, eye-gaze movement, head movement 

and facial expressions. We employ a sleepiness detection sensor that can be attached to the windscreen or that looks 

like a pair of eyeglasses and continuously scans the eyelashes the L298 is a dual H-bride motor driver which allows 

speed and direction control of two DC motors at the same time. The module can drive DC motor that have voltages 

between 5and 35V,with a peak current upto 2A. 
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Fig 2: Timing diagram 

 

Outlined a peer-assisted localization method based on Wi-Fi that would allow users to map the positions of their 

peers' devices after obtaining precise range estimates from them. The precision of the range error was roughly 2 m. 

The microprocessor prevents the dc motor to cutoff as engine locking when it receives a high alcohol signal from the 

alcohol sensor. It also shows an alcohol detection notice on the LCD screen. 

For the system to start the engine, a push button is required. The blink sensor lights the eye region and eyelid with 

infrared light and monitors variations in the reflected light using a phototransistor and a separator circuit. Through 

the use of an IR sensor, this study measures and tracks eye blinking. The output from the IR receiver is low even if 

the closed eye suggests a high output from the IR receiver. Additionally, we use an accident sensor in our system to 

limit the speed of the car when the driver is driving carelessly. 

Drivers drunk driving can bring a lot of harm. The paper studies a device that is placed in the car to detect whether 

the driver is drunk driving. The system consists of a core processor, an alcohol sensor, a display device, and an 

alarm device. The fitting curve of the alcohol sensor was determined through experiments, and the correspondence 

between the output voltage and the alcohol concentration was obtained. 

The design can detect the state of the driver’s alcohol concentration in real time in the car. When the system thinks 

that the driver’s alcohol concentration exceeds a certain value, a voice alarm is issued, and the device can effectively 

prevent the driver from drunk driving. The alert message contains the geographical coordinates, time and angle in 

which the accident has occurred. 

When an accident occurs, it is detected with help of a sensor which activates the device, the sensor gives its output 

to the microcontroller. The microcontroller sends the alert. 

The vibration sensor is also called a piezoelectric sensor. These sensors are flexible devices which are used for 

measuring various processes. This sensor uses the piezoelectric effects while measuring the changes within 

acceleration, pressure, temperature, force otherwise strain by changing to an electrical charge. 
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Fig 3: Flow chart diagram 

 

The flow chart begins with the start of the system. Monitor driver behavior through sensors on the robot: The system 

uses various sensors installed on the automobile robot to monitor the driver's behavior, including alcohol sensor, 

accident sensor, drowsiness sensor, and vibration sensor. If alcohol sensor detects alcohol in driver's breath or blood, 

send alert to the driver through the robot's communication system: If the alcohol sensor detects alcohol in the 

driver's breath or blood, the system sends an alert to the driver through the robot's communication system. This alert 

warns the driver not to drive and to find an alternative transportation method. If accident sensor detects a potential 

collision, send alert to the driver through the robot's communication system: If the accident sensor detects a potential 

collision, the system sends an alert to the driver through the robot's communication system. This alert warns the 

driver of the impending danger and provides suggestions on how to avoid the collision. If drowsiness sensor detects 

signs of drowsiness or fatigue, send alert to the driver through the robot's communication system: If the drowsiness 

sensor detects signs of drowsiness or fatigue, the system sends an alert to the driver through the robot's 

communication system. This alert suggests that the driver take a break or rest before continuing to drive. If vibration 

sensor detects irregular or rough driving, send alert to the driver through the robot's communication system: If the 

vibration sensor detects irregular or rough driving, the system sends an alert to the driver through the robot's 
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communication system. This alert suggests that the driver adjust their driving behavior to avoid accidents.Record all 

sensor data and driver responses for future analysis and reporting: The system records all sensor data and driver 

responses for future analysis and reporting. Provide regular reports to the driver and any relevant authorities on 

driving behavior and incidents: The system provides regular reports to the driver and any relevant authorities on 

driving behavior and incidents. Continuously update the robot's data and analysis algorithms to improve accuracy 

and effectiveness. The system continuously updates the robot's data and analysis algorithms to improve accuracy 

and effectiveness. The flow chart ends with the completion of the system. 

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Fig 4: Accident prevention system 
 

The alcohol sensor can detect the presence of alcohol in a driver's breath or blood and send an alert to the driver, 

potentially preventing drunk driving accidents. The accident sensor can detect a potential collision and send an alert 

to the driver, allowing them to take evasive action and avoid the collision. The drowsiness sensor can detect signs of 

drowsiness or fatigue and send an alert to the driver, encouraging them to take a break or rest before continuing to 

drive. The vibration sensor can detect irregular or rough driving and send an alert to the driver, encouraging them to 

adjust their driving behavior to avoid accidents. Overall, the combination of these sensors in an IoT automobile 

robot can improve driver safety and reduce the likelihood of accidents caused by human error or impairment. 

However, the effectiveness of such a system will depend on the quality and reliability of the sensors and the 

algorithms used to analyze the sensor data and provide alerts to the driver. Additional research and testing may be 

needed to fully evaluate the potential benefits and limitations of an IoT automobile robot for accident prevention. 

The results obtained by running the module are as follows: The owner’s phone receives an audio warning message.  

The owner can retrieve the location of the driver by choosing the ―location‖ option. The owner can   also get a 

list of driver’s nearby police stations. With this, the photograph of the driver can be sent to owner’s email 

address as specified in the clamped phone. The wheel/motor is stopped as soon as an accident occurs, the vibrator 

in the eye blink sensor frame vibrates and displays a message on the LCD. When the driver falls   asleep, the 

vibrator vibrates and the LCD displays the message. Along with this, the vehicle speed is automatically reduced. 

When the accelerometer is tilted randomly, that acts as the steering, a message is displayed on the LCD the 

speed of the vehicle is reduced. With all of the above mentioned, the android applications send and receives 

details simultaneously. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, an IoT automobile robot implementation for accident prevention using alcohol, accident, drowsiness, 

and vibration sensors has the potential to improve driver safety and prevent accidents caused by human error or 

impairment. The combination of these sensors can detect the presence of alcohol in a driver's breath or blood, 
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potential collisions, signs of drowsiness or fatigue, and irregular or rough driving, and send alerts to the driver to 

encourage them to take corrective action. Alcohol detection to reduce drunk driving will there by satisfy the criteria 

of a safety system if the driver has consumed a pre defined amount of alcohol. Automatic vehicle speed control is 

designed to control the speed of the vehicle in specific zones to avoid the accidents in low speed areas. Vibration 

sensor monitoring is best for preventing action and maintenance. The vibration analysis tracks the real time 

performance of the machines. Driver drowsiness detection is a vehicle safety technology which helps prevent 

accidents caused by the driver getting drowsy. However, the effectiveness of such a system will depend on the 

quality and reliability of the sensors and the algorithms used to analyze the sensor data and provide alerts to the 

driver. Further research and testing are needed to fully evaluate the potential benefits and limitations of an IoT 

automobile robot for accident prevention. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Social media sites have become commonplace in today's world. Social networking sites are now used for a wide 

range of activities, including news, promotion, advertising, and communication. Some malevolent social media 

accounts spread misinformation and advance political agendas, among other things. One of the fundamental issues 

with social networks is this. Therefore, it is important to find malicious accounts. In this study, technologies based 

on machine learning were employed to find bogus accounts that might lead individuals astray. In order to achieve 

this, the created dataset underwent pre-processing, and bogus accounts were identified using machine learning 

methods. False accounts are found using the SVM (SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE) method. These approaches' 

classification abilities are contrasted with those of the decision tree and logistic regression algorithm and the 

support vector machine. 

Keyword: - False, Machine learning, and Social media. 
 

1. Introduction 

The phenomena of social networking has grown significantly during the past 20 years. During this upsurge, various 

forms of social networking have produced several online activities that have immediately piqued users' attention in 

significant numbers. On the other hand, they experience problems due to the growth in the number of fictitious 

accounts that have been made. False accounts are those that do not belong to actual people. Fake accounts may 

present spam, false web reviews, and fake news. The Twitter Rules are broken by fake accounts. They engage in 

illegal behaviour. Spammers are one of the biggest issues on social media since they may utilize their accounts to 

target various people. One of these objectives is spreading rumors that could have an impact on a certain business or 

possibly the entire society. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Due to the lack of proper authenticated accounts on many online social network (OSN) platforms, it is simple to 

construct a set of false profiles and send bogus requests to several individuals inside the social graph. Users' 

propensity to accept friend invitations without confirming the legitimacy of the seeking profiles is being taken 

advantage of by the intrusions. According to Twitter, there are 170 million fake profiles out of 1.3 billion total 

profiles. We are creating a model that can run on the back end of the online social network (OSN) and detect the 

false and clone accounts that will be formed in the future in order to stop the formation of all these phony accounts. 
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1.2 Existing System 

These words or a certain number of words are considered spam if they appear in a message. These guidelines have 

also been successfully applied to social media platforms. Although the main disadvantage is that creating new words 

is simple and ongoing, and shortened words are being used more frequently on platforms, such as lol, which stands 

for laugh out loud. various abbreviated words are being found on various platforms using pattern matching 

algorithms. When a tweet on a topic that is trending on social media is posted from any account, or when a brand- 

new account that is less than a day old starts promoting a topic that is trending, it is assumed to be false. 

 

2. System Architecture 
Data collection is where it all starts. It is gathered through the tweepy Twitter API. After the dataset has been 

preprocessed, new features are added using dataset features already present, and features are extracted using highly 

correlated heap. Divide the dataset into test and train segments. Then, using the supervised machine learning 

algorithms SVM, KNN, and Random forest algorithm, train the model using features that were extracted from the 

dataset. With a test dataset, test the model. The final model receives input from the user, and a result is returned. The 

classifier decides if the profile is legitimate or spam. Using test values, the user can analyse the trained model. 
 

Fig -1: Architecture Diagram 

 

 
2.1 EVALUATION METRICS 
The ratio of accurately predicted positive and negative events to all forecasts is known as accuracy. Accuracy alone, 

however, could not be sufficient because the dataset might not be balanced. Precision is the ratio of accurately 

predicted favourable outcomes (favourable events that were forecasted incorrectly included). A high precision 

suggests that the model is correctly recognizing fake accounts when it makes a valid forecast. Recall: The proportion 

of accurately foreseen positive outcomes to all positive situations is known as recall. A high recall means that the 

model has been successful in identifying the majority of the fraudulent accounts in the dataset. The F1 score, which 

is the harmonic mean of precision and specificity, provides a more balanced evaluation statistic than accuracy alone. 
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3. Implementation 

The initial step is to gather information from Twitter. Twitter's API can be used to gather tweets, user profiles, and 

other pertinent data for the machine learning model's testing and training. Data needs to be cleansed and 

preprocessed after it is obtained. This entails eliminating duplicates, eliminating unimportant data, and converting 

the data into a format appropriate for machine learning algorithms. Extraction of features from the data is the 

following stage. The number of followers, the number of tweets, the substance of the tweets, the age of the account, 

the location, and other pertinent features may all be used to identify fraudulent accounts. After feature extraction, 

you must choose a machine learning algorithm that is appropriate for your project. Neural networks, decision trees, 

random forests, and logistic regression are a few of the widely used categorization techniques. After deciding on an 

appropriate algorithm, you must train the model using the features that were extracted. In this case, the model is 

trained using the training set after partitioning the data into training and testing sets. You must assess the model's 

performance on the testing set after training. Metrics like precision, recall, and F1 score can be used to assess the 

model's performance. The algorithm can be used to spot bogus Twitter accounts after it has been trained and 

evaluated. To automate the detection procedure, you can build a web application or include the model into an 

already-existing application. 

 

3.1 Interface Design 
 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Social networking security's main issue is that accounts are not sufficiently validated before information is shared. 

Here, status updates, discussions, and all other account information are offered, along with a recommended 

architecture that might be used to confirm an account's legitimacy before allowing it to continue using the site. 

Since binary classification using the SVM is more effective than using any other classifier, in this project a 

framework that uses the Twitter API to collect data from Twitter is used. From each tweet, features are extracted 

that must be fed to the classifiers. 
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ABSTRACT 
Strong surgical wound care is crucial, and this cannot be understated. Surgical wounds that are not properly cared for 

might lead to serious consequences. It therefore rises. The need to expand a user-friendly self-care tool that may help 

both patients and medical professionals to guarantee the Nation is free of surgical wounds without the need of 

specialized medical equipment. A surgical wound assessment device for self-care is suggested on this publication. The 

suggested device is made to enable patients to take images of their own surgical wounds using a mobile device and 

then contribute these pictures for analysis. The suggested technique, which combines image-processing and gadget- 

learning algorithms, has four tiers. First, images are divided into super pixels, with each super pixel containing the 

pixels with a similar distribution of shades. Second, the region of skin associated to these super pixels that correlate 

to the pores and skin is identified. From this comes Super pixels. Based on the assertion of the textural difference 

between skin and wounds, surgical wounds may be removed from this area in around 1/3 of cases. In the end, the 

country and surgical wound symptoms and signs may be evaluated. Effects from full-scale experiments are run. More 

than 90% of the national evaluation findings are accurate using the suggested approach, and more than 91% of the 

symptom evaluation results agree with the actual study. 

Case studies are also provided to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of this equipment. These outcomes 

show how this gadget ought to function. 

Keywords— Artificial intelligence (AI), classification, health care service system 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Powerful surgical wound care is crucial and cannot be undervalued. Poorly managed surgical wounds can result in 

symptoms of infection, the healing of chronic wounds, or even the possibility of existence. To ensure First class 

surgical wound care, patients are required to live in a health institution under supervision, which is a significant burden.  

For clinical professionals to properly use constrained clinical resources, One of the most promising ways is patient 

self-care. Medical personnel can periodically check the state of surgical wounds, and patients are educated by scientific 

specialists to increase engagement in the care process. This approach not only easily relieves the workload of scientists, 

but it also guarantees outstanding surgical wound care efficacy. An easy linguistic contact between patients and 

medical professionals is essential to achieving successful self-care. This way, patients may readily inform medical 

personnel about the status of their surgical wounds and request their assistance as needed. Patients would thus need a 
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convenient tool that could help them assess the severity of their surgical wounds since they lack the expertise of skilled 

medical professionals. a result of the quick advancement of mobile technology. 

Smartphones, tablets, and other cellular devices might be a fantastic option for creating these self-care tools. In recent 

years, those intelligent devices equipped with cameras have become essential gadgets for all individuals. As a result, 

these gadgets allow patients to take pictures of their wounds so that they may be utilized to assess the surgical wound. 

In order to: 

1) automatically identify the location of surgical wounds from the pictures; 

2) determine whether the country of surgical wounds is typical or not; and 

3) identify the symptoms if there are any abnormalities on wounds, this paper aims to build a wound evaluation device 

that uses snapshots from nonprofessional cameras (for example, on mobile devices) as input. 

The pictures' quality could not be compared: In the self-care scenario, photographs of surgical wounds are frequently 

shot by amateur photographers (such as patients themselves and members of their own families) using amateur 

cameras (such as those found in smartphones and tablets). Contrary to fashionable cameras used for science, pictures 

made with such equipment frequently have unique qualities (such as colour tone, shade temperature, and so on). It's 

crucial to use cutting-edge techniques to handle these pixels. 

Surgical wounds can also differ; they are made when a doctor makes an incision or cut with a scalpel and are often 

treated with stitches. Several different types of medical conditions call for surgery. The type of procedure used and the 

location on the body determine the size and form of a surgical wound. Finding surgical wounds in photographs 

becomes challenging as a result of this. 

(c) Early diagnosis of signs and symptoms is crucial: To stop the surgical wound from getting worse, it's essential to 

identify any abnormalities in the earliest stages. On the other hand, it would be too late because the peculiarity of the 

situation could be obvious to even non-medical professionals. 

 
 

 
2 Related Works 

This section discusses a few related paintings to the proposed Gadget. because the proposed gadget has a tendency to 

assess signs and symptoms on surgical wounds by using images taken with the aid of nonprofessional cameras, both 

picture processing-related works and medical related works are then mentioned. 

2.1 Superpixel 

Superpixel method a connected organization of pixels which might be similar to every different in colour fee or 

different features, it's far popularized by way of ren and malik [4] the term within the 2003. As soon as a picture may 

be segmented into many superpixels, the computations will be extra efficient than previous because handiest few 

hundred groups of pixels want to be processed. Therefore, superpixel is commonly getting used to object segmentation. 

2.2 Skin Detection 
Skin reputation might be used for human–computer Interaction and content reading. Zou and Kamata proposed an 

algorithm for face detection in color images with complicated backgrounds. It used pores and skin color detection to 
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enhance the accuracy of detections. The usage of skin color to understand pores and skin could be the very beneficial 

method. Kim et al. [10] used pixel-clever color groupings. 

 

2.3 Image Feature Extraction 

The "aspect" of a photo is the most understandable element. Canny demonstrated the renowned reliable edge detection 

method with an astounding responsiveness to noisy images. It has been widely employed in the processing of medical 

images. Despite being a fantastic feature, the edge cannot effectively provide the location of the surgical stitching 

factor.In our test, it was determined that the feature factors had the ability to detect the wound's place higher. In order 

to find the proximity, feature factor extraction will update edge detection. 

 

2.4. Self-Care Technology 

The usage of cell technology enhances people's capacity to reveal their physiological state. There is a chance to develop  

new technology to help patients do self-care at home. A model-driven approach was put up by Mezghani et al. to 

create a monitoring system to control patients' health development based mostly on wearable technology that is 

believed to be used for "blood sugar. “developed a system based only on mobile sensing that can recognize manic and 

depressed symptoms as well as detect state changes in bipolar patients. Algorithms were created by Succor et al. to 

analyses blood pressure and pulse oximetry alarms that were received from a home environment satisfactorily. 

 
2.5 Skin Diseases Detection 

Recent research efforts have focused on employing machine learning techniques, notably deep learning approaches, 

to identify skin diseases. Skin lesions were categorized by Estevan et al. using deep convolutional neural networks. 

Masood and Ali Al-Jumpily proposed a framework for comparing skin cancer diagnostic models and assessing the 

outcomes solely in light of these models. The color pixel type approach of skin segmentation was studied by Phung et 

al. utilizing color representation, color quantization, and a class set of rules. Alasdair et al. provided a number of image 

segmentation techniques for finding acne lesions and device mastering techniques for identifying various acne lesions 

from one another. Contrary to popular belief, the deep neural. 

 
2.6 WOUND DETECTION 

Modern methods used to solve these issues include: assessing wounds by estimating wound areas using digital image 

planimetry software. In order to evaluate variations in wound temperature, Wendelken et al. employed infrared 

pictures. A transportable 3-dimensional (3-d) device for measuring wounds was created by Dini et al. 

In order to determine the depth, volume, and optimal floor placement of wounds, Lubeley et al. performed 3-d floor 

scans of the wounds. Hani et al. evaluated the depths of wounds using imaging techniques with the intensity of subject 

statistics. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 System Architecture 

The device shown in this work was proposed to address the problem with symptom evaluation. The device consists of 

two parts. The category element captures a snapshot of a person with surgical wounds when they arrive and reports 

any surgical wound symptoms that may be present. This component safeguards the following four stages: super pixel 

segmentation, skin area detection, wound area detection, and wound assessment. On this section, three classifiers are 

applied, two in the phase of skin vicinity detection and one in the segment of wound evaluation. Those classifiers 

ought to educate themselves on unique educational information in the education component appropriately. 

 
3.2 Super pixel Segmentation 

 
This stage involves dividing a photo into a lot of super pixels to serve as the basic building blocks for subsequent 

stages. A super pixel is a group of pixels that are all shown in the same hue and brightness and may be thought of as 

an important perceptual atomic point. In other words, by grouping pixels that are part of the same object, superpixel 

algorithms can segment the image. Super pixels are beneficial at later levels when additional accurate classifiers are 

being built, thanks to improved image segmentation. Remember that the suggested equipment is intended for use in 
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surgical wound self-care. Usually, the images are taken by unique individuals using unique equipment. As a result, 

picture normalization is desired to standardize photo dimensions and the range of pixel intensity values. In terms of 

size, all pictures. 

 

3.3 Skin Area Detection 

This section aims to identify the area of the skin that has surgical wounds. Given that surgical wounds are on the skin's 

surface, a portion of the skin should be removed for additional wound assessment. Given an image's superpixels, two 

tasks need to be completed: In order to develop the skin vicinity, which refers to the greatest variety of neighbouring 

pores and skin superpixels, one must first extract super pixels that are pores and skin (abbreviated as skin superpixels). 

The main task will be modeled as a type problem, necessitating the creation of a classifier. The second obstacle might 

be overcome by finding a most elliptical region. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to mechanically assess wounds following operations, this study offers a surgical evaluation machine for 

selfcare. The suggested method consists of four steps.1) Super pixel segmentation: This technique organizes pixels 

with similar color distributions using super pixel extraction.2) Location identification of pores and skin: the pores and 

skinclassifier is designed to find skin superpixels and locate surgical incisions using the ellipse-fitting method. 3) 

wound site detection: the nook detection approach is used to precisely capture superpixels, which are surgical wounds, 

based on the observation that the texture of surgical wounds is different from that of normal skin; 4) Wound 

assessment: Classifiers are created to recognize not only the state but also the symptoms of superpixels with wounds. 

Our method may achieve 90% (accuracy) in nation evaluation and 91% (accuracy) in symptom assessment compared 

to the analysis performed by medical specialists. Case studies demonstrate that the suggested approach may identify 

and rate a few symptoms on surgical wounds. These results show that Pleasant's evaluation, which was conducted 

using the suggested approach, was extremely near to that of a scientific expert. This suggests that this tool can aid 

medical personnel in diagnosing patients more quickly and effectively while also raising their awareness of those who 

require more care. 
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ABSTRACT 
Due to the rise in accidents brought on by drowsy driving, real-time driver drowsiness detection is a crucial area of 

study. The goal of this study is to use computer vision and machine learning techniques to create an effective and 

efficient system for real-time driver drowsiness detection. To detect drowsiness, the proposed system uses a camera 

to capture the driver's face and analyze  different  facial features like eye closure duration, blink rate, and head 

movements. To increase the accuracy of drowsiness detection, the system also considers other elements like the time 

of day, driving habits, and road conditions. The study's findings demonstrate that the suggested system can 

accurately identify drowsy driving in real-time, which may help to prevent accidents. 

 

Keyword : AI , IoT, Supervised Learning

 
1.INTRODUCTION 

A system that uses computer vision and machine learning algorithms to identify driver drowsiness in real time is 

known as real-time driver drowsiness detection. Typically, the system uses facial cues like eye and head movements 

to assess whether the driver is awake or asleep. The system typically uses a mounted camera inside the vehicle to 

take pictures of the driver's face. The images are then subjected to machine learning algorithms that look for signs of 

sleepiness like drooping heads, heavy eyelids, and slow eye movements. The machine learning algorithms improve 

their drowsiness detection precision by learning  from prior data. The high  rate of accidents brought on by drowsy 

driving has led to an increase in the popularity of real-time driver drowsiness detection systems. identifying when a 

Road accidents are widely attributed to driver inattention. To avoid accidents, it is imperative to create a system that 

can identify driver drowsiness in real-time. For the development of such systems, machine learning,  an area  of 

artificial intelligence, has been extensively used. Sensors like cameras, accelerometers, and microphones are used in  

real- time driver drowsiness detection using machine learning to gather information on the driver's behavior and 

physiological parameters. The machine learning algorithm then processes  the collected  data to look for drowsiness 

indicators like yawning, drooping eyelids, and changes in head position. A dataset of labeled samples, including 

information gathered from drivers who e xhibit drowsiness and those who do not, can be used to train the machine 

learning algorithm. The A cutting-edge use of artificial intelligence that can assist in preventing accidents  caused by 

drivers  who are sleepy or fatigued behind the wheel is real-time driver drowsiness detection.The procedure entails 

using a camera and computer vision techniques to identify drowsiness indicators, such as closed  eyes, head 

nodding, or yawning, and then classifying these indicators using machine learning algorithms. A dataset of labeled 

samples, including  information  gathered from drivers who e xhibit drowsiness and those who do not, can be used 

to train the machine learning algorithm. The algorithm gains the ability to spot drowsiness-related patterns in the 

data. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The number of fatalities from accidents[1] can be reduced by using cutting-edge technological applications that stop 

traffic accidents. This study presents an improved algorithm for more precisely and minimally falsely detecting 

driver drowsiness. Early drowsiness detection in drivers would help them maintain their alertness while operating a 

vehicle. To identify drowsiness, we have created a system based on image processing. A camera used to monitor the 

driver sends real-time data to be processed. [2] One of the main factors contributing to traffic accidents is driver 

inattention, which can result in serious physical injuries, fatalities, property damage, and monetary losses. Therefore, 

it is imperative to implement a reliable system for detecting driver drowsiness so that the driver can be warned 

before anything untoward occurs. [3]. This essay exa mines design We make an effort to quickly summarize the 

methods that have previously been used by researchers to detect drowsiness based on vision, along with their 

drawbacks. Many  of  the systems developed to detect driver drowsiness appear to rely on eyelid closure because it 

is the most accurate indicator of drowsiness . However, the following visual traits can also be used to detect drowsy 

driving: longer blink intervals, yawning, drooping posture, slow eyelid movement, frequent nodding, fixed gaze. 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In order to detect and track the driver's face, extract pertinent features, and use machine  learning  algorithms to 

determine whether or not the driver is drowsy, real- time driver drowsiness detection methodology combines 

computer vision and machine learning techniques. The objective is to offer a dependable and  efficient  system that 

can stop accidents brought on by fatigued driving. 

 

VISUAL DETECTION 

 

The detection of eyes with poor contrast is generally very difficult. After a face has been successfully detected, 

the eye must be found for additional processing. The decision parameter for determining the driver's state is in  

our method eye. Even though it doesn't seem complicated, eye detection is actually a very hectic process. In this 

instance, feature detection is used to carry out the specified region's eye detection. For this process, the Eigen 

approach is typically used. It is a lengthy process. When eye detection is performed, the outcome is compared to 

the reference or threshold value to determine the driver's condition. 
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WORKING STEPS 

 

 Camera ON 

 Monitor drowsiness 

 If driver Drowsy 

 Step1: Alarm on (Buzzer) 

 Step2: Send Email 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image Capture 

We can take a picture of the driver using a web camera that has been installed inside the car. Even though the 

camera records a video clip, the developed algorithm must be applied to every edge of the video stream. The 

application of the suggested mechanism to a single frame is the only goal of this paper. 

 

 

Dividing Frames: 

We are dealing with a real-time scenario where video is being recorded and processed. However, an algorithm can 

only be processed or applied to an image. Consequently, the recorded video needs to be split up into frames for 

analysis. 
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Face detection: 

The suggested systemwill begin by taking individual video frames. Live video processing is supported in great detail 

by OpenCV. For each frame, the systemwill find the face in the image. 

 

 

4. RESULTS 

The results are described below given figures. 

 

Figure :1 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 
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Figure :3 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The following procedures were used to implement drowsiness detection on a PC: Successful video capture during 

operation, as well as drowsiness and yawning detection. Each frame of the video that was captured was broken 

down and exa mined. Successful face detection is followed by successful eye detection. The loop of taking pictures 

and analyzing the state of the driver  is repeated as  long as eye closure for successive frames is detected; otherwise, 

it is categorized as drowsy condition. In this implementation, a  message is displayed if the eye is not detected or is 

not surrounded by a circle while the user is sleepy. 

 

 

6. FUTURE SCOPE  

Our model is intended to identify drowsy eye states and to provide an alert signal or warning,  which could be audio 

or delivered in another way. However, if the driver is slow to react to the warning signal, an accident may happen. 

This is because the driver's response to being warned may not be sufficient to prevent the accident. Therefore, to 

prevent this, a motor-driven system can be designed, installed, and timed to the warning signal so that the vehicle 

will automatically slow down after receiving the signal. Additionally, by using our own smartphone instead of the 

slower Raspberry Pi, we can avoid using it for video processing. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Drivers are meant to concentrate on driving, but they pay more attention to their surroundings, and driving abilities 

and underestimate the impact of distraction activities on driving performance. In this paperwork, the driver’s head 

posture is examined to know whether the driver is concentrating on his frontal view. This system works by analyzing 

the eye movement of the driver and alerting the driver by activating the buzzer when he/she is drowsy. The 

Convolutional neural network model is best suitable to detect driver distraction more reliably than the training 

model. The application was implemented using Open CV in a PC environment with a single camera view. In case, if 

the driver does not wake up the vehicle automatically slows down and moves toward its left, and stops. 

 

Keyword: - Arduino, Vibrating motor, Open CV MEM. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
According to the Government's Road Safety Strategy, Tomorrow's Roads: Safer for Everyone, one of the key 

aspects of driver behaviour that must be addressed if the target of reducing the number of people killed and seriously 

injured in traffic accidents by 40% by 2010 is to be realised. Drowsiness occurs during periods when a person 

should ordinarily be awake due to sleep deficiency or disruption. Even one night of inadequate sleep can result in 

significant short-term fatigue, and repeated sleep disturbances can result in chronic drowsiness. The only way to 

successfully deal with exhaustion is to sleep. When you get less than four hours of sleep per night, your performance 

drops. Sleep deprivation has cumulative effects that usually Losing one or two hours per night could lead to 

persistent sleepiness over time. Eye blink rates, which often represent a person's level of attention, were monitored 

using a webcam. 

 

These were meticulously collated and in real time retrieved to estimate the driver's level of fatigue. The technology 

can track the driver's eyes to detect short naps of three to four seconds. The mechanism of this method runs at 8–15 

frames per second. On a PC with a single camera view, Open CV was used to construct the application. Through the 

identification of driver fatigue, this technique was designed to reduce traffic accidents. The suggested setup includes 

the PC With Open CV. Most often, facial recognition is employed to safeguard drowsy drivers. Since driving is no 

longer necessary due to the growing population, there have been an alarming number of accidents resulting in severe 

loss of life and property. This initiative's goal is to locate accidents and report their locations. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 COMPONENTS USED: 
 

ARDUINO UNO: Arduino is an open-source project that created microcontroller-based kits interactive objects that 

can sense and control physical devices. Arduino is a prototype platform based on an easy-to-use hardware and 

software. It consists of a circuit board, which can be programmed (referredto as a microcontroller) and a ready-made 

software called Arduino IDE (Integrated Development Environment), which is used to write and upload the 

computer code to the physical board. Arduino provides a standard form factor that breaks the functions of the micro-

controller into a more accessible package. 

 

BUZZER: A peizo electric buzzer is an electro mechanical signaling device, that are used in emergency or normal 

alarms, automobiles, household appliances such as a microwave oven, timers and game shows. Piezoelectric buzzer 

is just a flat piece of piezoelectric material with two electrodes. This type of buzzer requires some oscillators to drive 

it—if a DC voltage is applied,then a beep sound occurs. They are used in places where you need something that 

emits an audible tone, but don’t care about high-fidelity sound reproduction. They are cheap and can bevery loud 

without using very much power. 

 

DC MOTOR: A DC motor consists of a current carrying armature which is connected to the supply end through 

commutator segments and brushes. The armature is placed in between north and southpoles of a permanent or an 

electromagnet. When the direct current is supplied to the armature, a mechanical force acts on it due to the 

electromagnetic effect of the magnet and motor starts rotating. In practical DC motor, the permanent magnet is 

replaced by a field winding which produces the required flux called main flux and all the armature conductors, 

mounted on the periphery of the armature drum. It gets subjected to the mechanical force. Due to this overall 

armature experiences a twisting force called torque and armature of the motor starts rotating. A DC motor is a rotary 

electrical machine that converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. Here the electrical energy supplied to DC 

motor is direct current (DC). 

 

MOTOR DRIVER: L293D is a Motor Driver IC which allows the DC motor to rotate in both clockwise and anti- 

clockwise direction. L293D is a 16-pin IC which can control a set of two DC motorssimultaneously. This IC works 

on the concept of the H-bridge circuit. When a positive voltageis applied across the motor driver the motor starts 

rotating in one of the directions and by reversing the voltage the motor starts rotating in the opposite direction. 

 

ALCOHOL SENSOR: An alcohol sensor detects the attentiveness of alcohol gas in the air and an analog voltage is 

anoutput reading. The sensor can activate at temperatures ranging from -10 to 50° C with a powersupply is less than 

150 Ma to 5V. The sensing range is from 0.04 mg/L to 4 mg/L, which is suitable for breathalyzers. The passive 

alcohol sensor (PAS) is a device developed to assist police in identifying drinking drivers. The PAS draws in mixed 

expired and environmental air from in front of the subject's face and passes it into a fuel cell sensor that can detect 

very smallamounts of alcohol. 

 

ULTRASONIC SENSOR: An object can be detected with an infrared system consisting of an infrared transmitter 

and a receiver. More in detail an IR transmitter, also known as IR LED, sends an infrared signal witha certain 

frequency compatible with an IR receiver which has the task to detect it. example, in proximity sensors to detect a 

near object, in contrast sensors to find a path or in counting sensors to count objects. 

 

OPEN CV: OpenCV (Open-Source Computer Vision) is a library of programming functions mainly aimed at real- 

time computer vision. Originally developed by Intel, it was later supported by Willow Garage then Itseez (which 

was later acquired by Intel). The library is cross-platform and free for use under the open-source BSD license. 

OpenCV supports the deep learning frameworks TensorFlow, Torch/PyTorch and Caffe on Linux and FreeBSD. On 

Windows it can use MinGW or MSVC with the default install and can also use Microsoft Console Debugger when 

compiled from source code. Clang is also supported. 
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                                      Fig -1: Block diagram 

 

2.2 Proposed Working System 

This drone is deployed when there is critical transportation for an ambulance. The motors used are DC Brushless 

Motor (A2212) of 14000KV and propeller with pair of clock wise (CW) and counter clock wise (CCW) structure. 

This receiver commands will control the flight through Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) which controls the speed 

of 4 BLDC motors. The flight controller used in the UAV is APM 2.8 Flight Controller. Telemetry collects the data 

and transmitted to receiving equipment for monitoring, display and recording with GPS (NEO M8N) way point 

navigation. The flights of drones are automated by fixing waypoints in mission planner software so that we can check 

the status of the drone and can also change the user location between flight of the drone using telemetry 

communication. The latitude and longitude location are sent to the admin thereby planning mission by fixing the 

location. The power supply consists of Solar panel which generates the required voltage and it can be stored in the 

battery and supplied to all the components. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of 

which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs. a method for detecting driver drowsiness/sleepiness is 

developed on Arduino microcontroller board. The readings taken from different sensors used in this project it 

has an MQ-3 alcohol gas sensor todetect alcohol, if consumed by the driver and relay circuit to stop him from 

performing the drive if alcohol consumed. The alarm will be activated when the driver has consumed alcoholor 

driver head nods frequently when driver eyes get closed. The controller in turn automatically turns on the left 

indicator and park to its left side and also helps in locking of ignition. Video Recording: Using this module we 

will connect operation to webcam using OPENCV erected- in function called Video Capture. Frame 

Extraction: Using this module we will snare frames from webcam and also prizeeach picture frame by frame and 

convert image into 2- dimensional array. Face Detection & Facial Landmark Detection: Using SVM algorithm 

we will descry faces from images and also extract facial expression from the frames. Detection: Using this module 

we will descry eyes and mouth from the face. Calculate: Using this module we will calculate distance with 

Euclidean Distance formula to check whether given face distance closer to eye blinks or yawning, if eyes blink 

for 20 frames continuously and mouth open as yawning also it'll advise motorist. 
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Fig -2: Experimental 

setup 

 
4. FUTURE SCOPE 

A driver alertness detection system was proposed based on fatigue detection in real-time. Theproposed method 

easily detects the eye blink and the drowsiness. Information about the eyes position was obtained through image 

processing algorithms. Image processing offers a non- invasive approach to detect drowsiness without any annoyance 

and interference. An algorithmfor performing face recognition was used. It was found that with this algorithm, a 

good measurement of the blink rate was obtained. The proposed algorithm was able to detect the eyes at medium 

and high illumination and independent of gender and age, but for optimal detection the camera had to be positioned 

as front as possible. In order to prevent the effects ofpoor detection due to insufficient light, night vision camera 

was implemented so that better results, unaffected by lack of brightness, will be obtained. Safe driving will be 

ensured by indicating the driver using a buzzer indicator. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A driver alertness detection system was proposed based on fatigue detection in real-time. The proposed method 

easily detects the eye blink and the drowsiness. Information about the eyes position was obtained through image 

processing algorithms. Image processing offers a noninvasive approach to detect drowsiness without any annoyance 

and interference. An algorithm for performing face recognition was used. It was found that with this algorithm, a 

good measurement of the blink rate was obtained. The proposed algorithm was able to detect the eyes at medium 

and high illumination and independent of gender and age, but for optimal detection the camera had to be positioned 

as front as possible. In order to prevent the effects of poor detection due to insufficient light, night vision camera 

was implemented so that better results, unaffected by lack of brightness, will be obtained. Safe driving will be 

ensured by indicating the driver using a buzzer indicator. And also, if the driver continues to sleep the vehicle 

automatically go left and stop and also it has alcohol detection which detects the alcohol presence and stop the 

vehicle. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The population of several nations, including China and India, is ageing. The ageing population need domestic 

health care systems that can monitor seniors' health over time. In this research, a brand-new wearable platform 

called the smart-clothes platform is proposed for long-term health monitoring. Five different types of sensors for 

health monitoring are incorporated into smart clothes using newly developed electronic textiles. The platform has. 

Based on the smart-clothe, a platform for computing that uses an embedded gateway, a smartphone, and back-end 

cloud servers to gather and analyse long-term sensor data. A wide range of applications for health services based 

on cellphones and cloud services are made possible by the platform. 

 

Keyword - Smart Bandage, IoT, Health-Care, Remote Monitoring

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

In this study, the smart-clothe platform, a revolutionary wearable device and computer platform for long-term health 

monitoring, is proposed. The smart bandage is a bandage equipped with multiple sensors for monitoring health 

conditions, using newly developed electronic textile technology. The smart clothing's inbuilt gateway sends sensor 

signals to a smartphone for signal processing. On the smartphone, numerous applications can be created for tracking 

health data, making diagnoses, and handling emergency situations. Furthermore, for long-term sensor data 

collection, the smartphone links the t-shirts to the back-end cloud service platform. Long-term sensor data mining 

can be used for cutting-edge medical research and diagnostics. The application scenario and platform prototype for 

the smart-bandage are presented in this study. Smart bandages, often known as "modern dressings," are used to treat 

patients more comfortably and conveniently while also shortening the length of their hospital stays. This medical 

tool generates the ideal environment for complicated and dynamic wounds to heal more quickly and securely. The 

Internet of Things (IoT) is transforming how we live, increasing our productivity and simplifying our daily 

activities. Businesses may benefit from the Internet of Things, which may boost productivity and collect more 

customer data. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

A vital physiological mechanism that helps injured tissues heal is wound healing. The blood can clot and the 

bleeding can be controlled with the aid of a pressure bandage. A pressure bandage must not be too tightly wrapped. 

Handling stiff bandage material is difficult. Most inexperienced people use too little pressure when applying 

inelastic bandages. 
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1.2 Existing System 

The major purpose of today's wound dressings is to protect and seal the injured site. Medical professionals 

frequently depend on physical examinations of the wound to treat chronic wounds since they are difficult to 

diagnose and cure. This approach necessitates time-consuming and expensive hospital visits on a regular basis. 

 

2. System Architecture 
 

An open hardware development board called an Arduino may be used to create and construct objects that 

communicate with the outside world. A microcontroller board called Arduino Uno is based on the ATmega328P. A 

temperature sensor is being used by the system to keep track of the patient's temperature. The pressure sensor 

detects any pressure applied to the wound and transmits data to the Arduino microcontroller. For patient 

identification, RFID cards are given out. The data on RFID cards is read using an RFID reader. The SPO2 sensor 

measures heart rate and oxygen saturation. All of the sensory data is stored using ThingSpeak IOT. 

 

 
Figure -1: Design & Architecture Model  

 

 

Figure -2: System Components  
 

2.1 Hardware Specification 

HARWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

• Arduino Uno. 

• Pressure Sensor. 
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• SPO2 Sensor. 

• Temperature Sensor. 

• ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module 

• RFID Reader. 

 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

• Arduino IDE. 

• Embedded C Programming. 

• ThingSpeak IOT. 

 

 
Table -3: Graph  

 

 

3. Implementation 

There are various procedures that must be taken in order to develop an IoT system that monitors vital indicators. 

First, a microcontroller like the Arduino Uno must be chosen. The next step is to choose and integrate the necessary 

sensors with the microcontroller. Sensors like temperature, heart rate, and blood oxygen level sensors may be 

utilized for vital sign monitoring. An RFID reader may be utilized to verify users. 

 

The microcontroller must be programmed using the Arduino IDE, which employs the Embedded C programming 

language, after the sensors have been integrated. It should be planned for the programme to gather data from the 

sensors and store it in a cloud platform like ThingSpeak, which will allow access to the data from any location with 

an internet connection. 

 

When vital signs drop below pre-determined threshold levels, a notification alert system should be put in place to 

notify the user or a healthcare practitioner. This will increase the system's usefulness. Using the ThingSpeak web 

app, vitals can be monitored in real time. 

 

Testing and deployment should be done after the system has been designed and integrated with the cloud platform to 

make sure it is operating as planned. These procedures may be used to build an efficient IoT system for monitoring 

vital signs. 
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Figure -4: Prototype Bandage  

 

 

 

3.1 Module Description  

 
Module 1: Microcontroller  

Arduino is a free and open-source hardware development platform that may be used to create interactive objects. A 

microcontroller board called Arduino Uno is based on the ATmega328P. This Arduino microcontroller has 

integrated sensors for all of its sensors. 

 

Module 2 : RFID Tag 

The bandage must be uniquely identified, and that is the job of the RFID Tag module. It is intended to be integrated 

with the Smart Bandage in order to monitor bandage usage and follow the development of the wound. 

 

Module 3: SPO2 | Motion Sensor  

The SPO2 and Motion Detection module is in charge of determining whether or not the patient is moving by 

measuring the patient's pulse rate, oxygen saturation level in the blood, and pulse rate. It is made to be integrated 

with the Smart Bandage in order to track the patient's respiratory condition and notify the user when the bandage 

needs to be readjusted as a result of movement. 

  

Module 4: Temperature | Pressure Sensor 

Real-time data on the skin's temperature and pressure are provided by the Temperature and Pressure module, which 

may be used to look for inflammation and infection as well as to stop unwelcome pressure. 

 

Module 5: Alert Notification System 

If certain parameters exceed a predetermined threshold, the Alert Notification System module is in charge of 

notifying the user. It's made to be included into the Smart Bandage to offer a potential health concern early warning 

system. 

 

Module 6: Integration with Cloud   

The data gathered by the other modules is sent to the cloud for storage and analysis by the Integration with Cloud 

with ThingSpeak module. It is intended to be incorporated with the Smart Bandage to allow for remote patient 

monitoring and condition analysis. Both a Wi-Fi module that connects to the internet and a ThingSpeak API that 

communicates data to the cloud are included in this module. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

In conclusion, the suggested smart bandage is a potentially viable answer to the demands for health monitoring in an 

ageing society. The platform supports multiple health-service applications on smartphones by fusing strain and 

temperature sensors with an Arduino microcontroller, connecting to energy-efficient gateways, and using cloud 

computing. The smart-clothes platform also enables the long-term logging of health data without interfering with 

normal living. The advancement of this technology may help in the early detection and monitoring of health issues 

as well as enhance the quality of life for ageing populations. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 Although achieving significant improvement on pose estimation, the major drawback is that   most top-performing 

methods tend to adopt complex architecture and spend large computational cost to achieve higher performance. Due 

to the edge device’s limited resources, its top-performing methods are hard to maintain fast inference speed in practice. 

To address this issue, we proposed the fast and lightweight human pose estimation method to maintain high 

performance and bear the less computational cost. Especially, the proposed method consists of two parts, i.e., the 

fast and lightweight pose network (FLPN) for pose estimation and a novel lightweight bottleneck block for reducing 

computational cost, which can integrate the simple network and lightweight bottleneck into an efficient method for 

accurate pose estimation. In terms of lightweight bottleneck block, we introduce the structural similarity 

measurement (SSIM) to refine the appropriate ratio of intrinsic feature maps and reduce the model size. 

Furthermore, an attention mechanism is also adopted in our lightweight bottleneck block for modeling the contextual 

information. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed method with extensive experiments on the two standard 

benchmark datasets by comparing our method with state-of-the-art methods. On the COCO keypoint detection 

dataset, our proposed method attains a similar accuracy with these state-of-the-art methods, but the computational 

cost of these top-performing methods is more than 7 times that of ours.  

 

Keyword : Human pose estimation, structural similarity, cheap operation, lightweight block. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Pose estimation is a computer vision  technique that predicts and tracks the  location of a person or object. The 

goal of estimating human pose  based on input images can be simplified  to precisely localize human anatomical  

keypoint like elbow wrists knees etc. Human pose estimation aims at  predicting the poses of human body  parts 

and joints in images or videos. Human pose estimation which is a fundamental task in computer vision is  
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extensively adopted for action recognition, pose tracking, and human-computer  interaction. This is typically 

done by identifying, locating, and tracking a number of key  points on a given object or person. For objects, this 

could be corners or other  significant features. And for humans, these key points represent major joints like  an 

elbow or knee. We contend that applying a lightweight model for real time human pose  estimation is one of the 

major unaddressed issues. However, the lightweight human pose estimation networks with small model  size, 

light computation consuming, and high accuracy are suitable to directly  deploy on resource-limited devices 

such as mobile phones and smart laptops.  

 

2. APPROACH 
 

Human pose estimation localizes body key points to accurately recognizing the postures of individuals given an 

image. This step is a crucial prerequisite to multiple tasks of computer vision which  include human action 

recognition, human tracking, human-computer interaction,  gaming, sign languages, and video surveillance. 

Therefore, we present this survey  article to fill the knowledge gap of 2D human pose estimation. The approaches 

used in human pose estimation are described before listing some  applications and also flaws facing in pose 

estimation. Following that, a center of  attention is given on briefly discussing researches with a significant effect 

on  human pose estimation and examine the novelty, motivation, architecture, the  procedures of each model 

together with its practical application and drawbacks,  datasets implemented, as well as the evaluation metrics used 

to evaluate the  model.  

  

 
Fig -1: Recognizing Keypoints   

 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
With pose estimation, we’re able to track an object or person(or multiple people)  in real world space at an 

incredibly granular level. This powerful capability opens  up a wide range of possible applications. Human pose 

estimation is one of the key problems in computer vision that has  been studied for well over 15 years. The reason 

for its importance is the  abundance of applications that can benefit from such a technology. For example, human 

pose estimation allows for higher level reasoning in the  context of human computer interaction and activity 

recognition. It is also one of  the basic building blocks for marker-less motion capture (MoCap) technology.  MoCap 

technology is useful for applications ranging from character animation to  clinical analysis of gait pathologies. Pose 

estimation also differs from other common computer vision tasks in some  important ways. A task like object 

detection also locates objects within an image.  This localization, though, is typically coarse-grained, consisting of a 

bounding  box encompassing the object. Pose estimation goes further, predicting the precise location of keypoints 

associated with the object. We can clearly envision the power of pose estimation by considering its application in 

automatically tracking human movement. From virtual sports coaches and AI-powered personal trainers to tracking  

movements on factory floors to ensure worker safety, pose estimation has the  potential to create a new wave of 

automated tools designed to measure the  precision of human movement.  
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3.1  MODEL DESCRIPTION  

  

The same set of parameters and settings as SimpleBase- line were adopted to guarantee a fair comparison 

between our method. Our network and the above mentioned two net- works were all initialized by pre-training on 

the most conceptually simple method uses a regressor to output final predictions of each key point location. The 

resulting model accepts an image as input and  outputs X, Y, and potentially Z coordinates for each key  point 

you’re trying to predict. A slightly more complicated approach uses an encoder-  decoder architecture. Instead of 

estimating key point  coordinates directly, the encoder is fed into a decoder,  which creates heatmaps representing 

the  key point is found in a given region of an image. In these cases, additional post-processing is required to assign 

each area to a specific object instance. The architecture of the FLPN network is similar to Simple Baseline. Our 

method contains a stem, a backbone network and several up-sampling layers. Differently, we introduce the method 

of SSIM to evaluate the similarity among feature maps, redesign the bottleneck block (green blocks in the figure) 

and choose a novel lightweight fashion for up-sampling.  

 

 

Fig -2: Illustrating the architecture of the FLPN network. Similar to SimpleBaseline, our 
method contains a stem, a backbone network and several up-sampling layers. Differently, 
we introduce the method of SSIM to evaluate the similarity among feature maps, redesign 
the bottleneck block (green blocks in the above figure.), and choose a novel lightweight 
fashion for up-sampling. 

 

At the same time, we also append the GC block which is effectively able to model the global context by capturing 

long-range dependencies with the less computational cost increase. To achieve extremely efficient architecture and 

high performance, we proposed the FLPN network with a  simple architecture. we propose a novel lightweight 

human pose estimation method by redesigning a simple network (FLPN) with several groups of lightweight 

bottleneck (Smart bottleneck) blocks. The smart bottleneck is mainly composed of two stacked smart modules and a 

global context(GC) block.Then, the smart module is introduced to utilize cheap operations to generate more feature 

maps from these intrinsic feature maps.The structural similarity (SSIM) measurement method is adopted in the 

smart module and determines the appropriate proportion of intrinsic feature maps in the total feature maps. Pose 

estimation refers to computer vision techniques that detect human figures in images and videos, so that one could 

determine, for example, where someone’s elbow shows up in an image. It is important to be aware of the fact that 

pose estimation merely estimates where key body joints are and does not recognize who is in an image or video. 

The pose estimation models takes a processed camera image as the input and outputs information about key 

points.The key points detected are indexed by a part ID, with a confidence score between 0.0 and 1.0. Its important 

to remember the distinction between 2D pose estimation and 3D pose estimation. The two tasks carry  different data 

requirements, produce different outputs 2D pixel values vs a 3D spatial arrangement, and are generally  used to 

solve different problems.  

We provides reference implementation of two TensorFlow Lite pose estimation models:  

o MoveNet: the state-of-the-art pose estimation model available in two flavors: Lighting and 

Thunder.  
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o PoseNet: the previous generation pose estimation model released in 2017. 

  

There are two overarching approaches: a bottom-up approach, and a top-down approach :  

o With a bottom-up approach, the model detects every instance of a particular key point (e.g. all left 

hands) in a given image and then attempts to assemble groups of key points into skeletons for 

distinct objects.  

o A top-down approach is the inverse – the network first uses an object detector to draw a box 

around each instance of an  object, and then estimates the key points within each cropped region.  

 

  

3.2  MODULE DESCRIPTION  

 

 

 

• MAIN: Main used to integrate and invoke all other models, and classes. 

• MODEL: This contains a trained, lightweight, fast Tensorflow lite mode on the COCO dataset. 

• CAMERA: This module has a generic driver class to capture frames from external cameras or webcams. 

• KEYPOINTS: These modules have definitions for each prediction  and tensors of coordinate pairs of all 

key points predicated on the model. 

• EDEGES: Using this modulus we convert key points into edges by connecting them and estimation of the 

pose is done by drawing it on the frame. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

This paper presents a fast and lightweight method consists of FLPN network for more accurate pose estimation, a 

Smart bottleneck block for reducing the computational cost, and the method of SSIM to refine the appropriate ratio 

of intrinsic feature maps for reducing the module block size and main- taining the high accuracy. Extensive 

experiments on these above mentioned datasets demonstrate that our method has achieved similar accuracy with 

these top-performing methods and our computational cost is extremely lower than theirs. Considering the inference 

time and computational cost, our method is more suitable to employ edge devices. Finally, we hope our method 

could take some inspired ideas on real- time and lightweight pose estimation field. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Recently, farmers have shown a lot of interest in smart agriculture approaches. One of the main employment in 

India and a substantial contributor to the GDP of the nation is the agriculture sector. By enabling farmers to more 

effectively monitor and manage their crops and fields, the use of Internet of Things (IOT) technology in Indian 

agriculture has the potential to completely transform the sector. The installation of wireless sensors and network 

infrastructure that enable real-time data collecting and analysis will help achieve this. We go over the advantages of 

IOT technology for farmers, including higher agricultural yields, less resource use, and better decision-making 

skills. This includes effective resource management practises like reducing the amount of water needed for 

irrigation and the usage of harmful pesticides. Overall, the adoption of IOT in Indian agriculture has the potential 

to significantly raise farmers' profitability, sustainability, and productivity. 

 

Keyword : - Smart agriculture, Internet of Things(IOT), Relay.

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

The backbone of our economy is agriculture. India's agriculture generates almost 70% of the national income[1].In 

this study, we demonstrate how to deploy "smart agriculture," which uses wireless sensors and the Internet of 

Things.Smart agriculture is a cutting-edge strategy that makes use of the most recent technologies to enhance the 

productivity, efficiency, and sustainability of farming practises [2],[3]. By delivering real-time data on soil moisture, 

temperature, humidity, and other factors, IoT and wireless sensors have completely changed how we approach 

agriculture. Farmers can monitor and manage their crops and livestock remotely thanks to IoT-enabled sensors that 

wirelessly collect and transfer data.  

Smart agriculture uses technology like the Internet of Things (IoT), sensors, drones, artificial intelligence (AI), and 

machine learning to increase farming's productivity, sustainability, and profitability[4],[5],[6]. Farmers may foresee 

weather patterns and natural disasters, obtain insights into crop growth and health, and make well-informed 

decisions about irrigation, fertilisation, and pest management by gathering and analysing data. Reduced waste, 

increased productivity, better crop quality, and reduced environmental impact are just a few advantages of smart 

agriculture. Farmers may cut expenses and increase yields by utilising resources like water, fertiliser, and energy as 
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efficiently as possible. Furthermore, smart agriculture can lessen the effects of climate change on agriculture by 

adjusting to changing weather patterns and cutting greenhouse gas emissions [11].In general, smart agriculture is a 

game-changer for the farming business, giving farmers the tools they need to make educated decisions, improve 

their yields, while simultaneously lowering their environmental effect. 
 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

Electrified welded mesh fences (often 30 cm in the ground), chemicals or organic compounds, and gas cannons are 

currently used as solutions to this issue.Farmer's employment of Hellikites, Ballons, Shot/Gas Guns, String & Stone, 

etc. are further traditional techniques. These remedies are frequently brutal and inefficient. Additionally, they cost a 

lot to install and maintain, and some of the techniques pollute the environment in ways that affect both people and 

animals. The chemical agents used to stop these animal attacks, on the other hand, have an application cost per 

hectare and their efficacy is reliant on the weather, as rain may have a diluting effect. The crop production can be 

greatly increased with technology support at many phases of agricultural processes. 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Our daily lives are heavily reliant on technology. The need for Internet of Things (IoT) has increased significantly 

across many industries, which has attracted substantial research interest from both the academic community and the 

business community. The crop production may be greatly increased with technology support at many phases of 

agricultural processes. Comparing sensor networks to more traditional, intrusive monitoring techniques, they show a 

significant improvement. In order to stop animals from entering the agricultural field, this article describes the 

creation of an Internet of Things application for crop security. To guard against possible harm to agriculture from 

wild animal assaults and meteorological conditions, a repelling and monitoring system is offered. If an animal is 

found; the farm is secured against animal invasion. 

 

4.1 COMPONENTS USED IN PROPOSED WORK 

 

4.1.1 Arduino 

      

                                                             
                                                                                   Fig - 1: Arduino 

 

 A single board microcontroller created with the goal of facilitating the use of interactive environments or 

objects. 

 Designed to increase access to the use of electronics in transdisciplinary projects.  

 It takes the data from all the sensors in order to be interactive with the surroundings. 

 

4.1.2 Relay 

 

                                                   
                                                                                   Fig - 2: Relay 
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A relay is an electrically operated switch that opens and close the circuit by receiving electrical signals from outside 

source. Relays are utilised in a wide range of industrial applications, including digital computers, automation 

systems, and phone exchanges. 

 

4.1.3 Soil Moisture Sensor 

 

                                                                     
                                                                         Fig -3: Soil Moisture Sensor 

 

A device is fitted into the ground to measure the soil's moisture tension at various depths, depending on the kind of 

soil and plant [7],[8]. 

 

4.1.4 H Bridge 

                                                                 

                                                                       
                                                                              Fig - 4 : H Bridge 

 

It is an electronic circiut tht switches the polarity of voltage applied to a load. And allows DC Motors to run forward 

or backwards. 

 

                                         

4.1.5 LCD  

                                                                       
                                                                                 Fig - 5: LCD 

 

Liquid crystal display -  It is a type of flat panel display which uses liquid crystals in its primary form of operation. 
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4.1.6 DC Motor 

 

                                                                    
 

                                                                          Fig - 6: DC Motor 

 

A DC motor is a rotary electrical machines that converts direct current electrical energy into mechanical energy.  

 

4.1.7 Perforated Board 

 

                                                                  
 

                                                                        Fig - 7: Perforated Board 

 

Perforated board is a material for prototyping electronic circuit (also called as DOT PCB). It is a thin, rigid sheet 

with holes pre-drilled at standard intervals across a grid, usually a square grid of 0.1 inches (2.54 mm) spacing. 

These holes are ringed by round or square copper pads, though bare boards are also available.  

 

5. METHODOLOGY  

 A microcontroller called the ARDUINO interfaces with rain sensor and soil moisture sensor. 

 The double-coated plastic sheet is covered over the crops by the microcontroller's initial action, which 

involves turning on the DC motor so that it begins rotating in a clockwise direction. 

 The double coated polythene sheet is placed over the agricultural ground to safeguard the produce. 

 Using a moisture sensor, the device also measures the amount of moisture in the soil and starts taking the 

necessary steps to safeguard the crop. 

 The computer receives the photos the camera sends and classifies the animals using them. A database is 

made and then filled with the collection of example photographs. 

 Features like Retrieve photo, photo set, and Index image can be utilized on the programmer. The Image set 

stores a collection of images. Applying the index image, an image search index is created. The index image 

is used for looking for pictures when utilizing the find Image function. 

 The captured image is given to the system for processing as the query image. The retrieve picture function 

takes two inputs: the query picture and the picture that is stored in the database. The final result is the 

indexes for images in the picture Index that visually suit the query image. 

 The photo IDs include the indices in ranked order, starting with the most similar match and ending with the 

most dissimilar match. Since the value match range is 0 to 1, the image fails to match if its value is 0. If the 

response is 1, the picture provided in the query and the one in the database are identical. 

 If the score is found to be in the range of 0 to 1, which denotes the possibility that the query photo's content 

is similar to those of the stored image, the photo is classified as a query picture.  
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 If a score ranges from 0.1 and 0.9, the picture is contrasted to the stored image. Once a wild animal has been 

identified, the proper     repellent attitudes is utilized. If the live item is an elephant, the red light will be turned 

on. 

 

5.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

                                

                                                 

                                                                          Fig -8 : System Architecture 

                                  

6. OUTCOME OF THE PROJECT 

 

                    
                                                                    

                         

                                                         Fig -9 : Smart agriculture model 
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The following are some of the results of smart agriculture using IoT in terms of benefit analysis: 

 

Enhanced crop yield: Farmers may optimise crop growth and yield by keeping an eye on soil moisture levels and 

other environmental parameters. They can also identify and take care of any problems like pests, infections, or 

nutritional deficits that might be impact crop growth. 

 

Reduced waste: By monitoring resource utilisation and lowering the quantity of water, fertiliser, and pesticides 

utilised, IoT devices can assist farmers in minimising waste. Farmers can lower expenses and environmental 

impact by utilising these resources more effectively. 

 

Efficiency gains: IoT-enabled smart agriculture gives farmers the ability to monitor and operate their operations 

remotely, decreasing the need for manual labour and boosting productivity. Cost reductions and better production 

are possible outcomes of this. 

 

Better decision-making: Farmers may make better choices regarding planting, irrigation, pest control, and other 

important elements that influence crop output and quality by gathering and analyzing data on many aspects of their 

operations. 

   Our project's results include a number of advantages for farmers and the environment, greatly enhancing. 

 Agriculture is monitored effectively. 

 Animal and heavy rain protection for crops. 

 Enhancing the health of crops. 

 Sensors for animal detection can be installed around the field's perimeter to look for animal activity.  

 

7. CONCLUSION  

Utilising wireless sensors and network infrastructure, Internet of Things (IoT) technology integration in Indian 

agriculture has the potential to significantly change the sector. IoT can give farmers access to real-time information 

about crop growth, soil moisture levels, and other crucial parameters, empowering them to plan their resource 

allocation and crop management strategies.  

Numerous advantages of IoT in agriculture include higher productivity, less resource consumption, and better 

decision-making abilities. However, there are obstacles to the adoption of IoT in agriculture, including high costs, 

the requirement for data privacy and security measures, and the necessity for farmers to receive adequate training 

and education. 

Despite these obstacles, the Internet of Things (IoT) has the potential to support sustainable agricultural methods and 

resolve issues with food security in India. Policymakers can assist in enhancing the livelihoods of farmers, boosting 

food production, and advancing sustainable development by pushing the deployment of IoT technology in 

agriculture. 

India can modernise its agricultural sector and support international efforts to embrace sustainable agricultural 

practises by tackling the implementation issues of IoT and encouraging its use in farming. 
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                                                                 ABSTRACT 

 
This paper proposed the prototypes of a Long Range (LoRa) WAN network for environmental monitoring a air 

quality sensor, soil moisture sensor, a temperature and humidity sensor, a raindrops sensor, and a LDR sensor. 

The different levels of soil depth with respect to the ground surface. As compare to Wi-Fi module, mobile 

communication, Bluetooth another wireless technique a LoRa esp32 sx1276 acts as a LoRa wireless 

communication module for long-range environment data transfer. The proposed network that operating with two 

wireless communication frequency bands, 925.2MHz for node-to-gateway communication and 2.4GHz (WLAN) 

for gateway-to-cloud communication. Furthermore, the proposed network with three wireless sensor nodes and a 

single LoRa gateway was experimental. As a results, the sensor node able to environmental sensing and transfer 

data to the gateway. The environmental data of soil moisture under the ground surface 20cm, 40cm, and 60 cm 

more than 90% accuracy compared to the standard instrument. Additionally, the LoRa transceiver range is 

approximately 600 meters (Non-line-of-sight: NLOS) and the LoRa gateway automatically transmits 

environmental data to the cloud storage every 15 seconds. 

Keyword: - ESP32,LoRaWAN, Soil mositure, IOT, Rain drop, LDR sensor sensor,Temperature and Humidity 

sensor etc…. 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Environment Monitoring system are generally used to regularly observe and routinely collect data, and they have 

been used in this modern era being affected by various environmental phenomena and conditions. The popular 

environment monitoring system at the moment is wireless sensor network because its performance and easy to use 

in sensing and transferring data. LoRaWAN (Long Range Wide Area Network) is a technology that is capable of 

transmitting long distance data using a energy efficient radio frequency so that it is very good when applied to 

areas. The use of LoRaWAN for sensor data acquisition in environment monitoring can be applied system peer to 

peer connection that is sensor node and gate way for storing data.  IOT supports the growth of several applications by 

using the theoretically massive amount and diversity of data collected by  devices, subsequently providing different 

services for the people and communities. A wide variety of IoT applications exist to date, including smart cities, smart 

homes, smart streets, air and water quality monitoring systems, and healthcare applications. More interestingly, IOT 

has redesigned the route in which users usually communicate with applications, subsequently supplying them with 

advanced networking and intermediate interfaces with socializing capabilities and sensors are used to detect and 

take the input from the surrounding environment the input can be light, heat, motion, moisture and pressure.  
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1.1 EXISTING SYSTEM OF PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Environmental monitoring technology for air and water safety primarily uses manual labor along with 

advanced instruments and lab processing. The consistent Currently all the environmental monitoring are 

controlled manually. Sensors detect and measure every type of environmental change. collection of 

measurements and data from physical environment, using sensors and connected devices. Currently it is used to 

detect air pollution, temperature and humidity, level of carbon and oxygen in environment. 

 The main reasons for inefficient environmental monitoring systems are: 

i. The effects of air pollutions are alarming, causing green house effect, heart and 

respiratory problems. 

ii. Excessive usage of vehicles also contributes to air pollution with the emission of CO2, 

SO2, CO, and nitrogen dioxide. 

iii. Vehicles produce air during their life style, including the emissions during vehicle service 

and processing of fuel. These harmful gasses not only affect human being but also cause 

green house effect and global warming in cases of server air pollution. 

 
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

 To estimate the changes in levels of the pollutants in the environment. 

 Confirming and reconfirming the success of the pollution control measures. 

 Collection of meaningful and relevant information. 

 Know the nature and degree of pollution from various sources. 

 Recommendation of improves mitigation measures to be undertaken. 
 

2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
[1] In this research, there are 3 main parts, the first main part is the proposed LoRa network design that 

consisted of multi LoRa wireless environment sensors node and single LoRa gateway. This part explains the 

whole of the proposed LoRa network. While the second main part is environment sensor node design which 

describes only the structure of each sensor node. The third main part presents the design of the LoRa gateway 

with Raspberry Pi. A. LoRa network design The designing of LoRa network for agriculture area application was 

consisted of multiple LoRa environment sensor nodes with microcontrollers, LoRa gateway, and cloud storages. 

 

[2] The proposed firmware update process is applicable to any device that uses the LoRa protocol and is 

equipped with additional memory to store the new code. The memory can be external to the processor or 

internal if the criteria in Equation (1) is met. Here, Device designates the total amount of flash memory, 

Application represents the flash memory requirements of the application, and Bootloader represents the 

requirements for the boot loader. Figure 2 depicts the hardware components associated with the proposed 

system, and includes components to carry out RF processing, battery monitoring, and an external flash (if 

required). The battery monitor can vary in complexity but must be capable of approximating the remaining 

battery capacity, as discussed below in Section. 

 
 

3 METHODOLOGY 
 

In methodology of this research, there are 3 main parts, the first main part is the proposed LoRa network design 

that consisted of multi LoRa wireless environment sensors node and single LoRa gateway. This part explains the 

whole of the proposed LoRa network. While the second main part is a wireless environment sensor node design 

which describes only the structure of each sensor node. The third main part presents the design of the LoRaWAN 

gateway with ESP32microcontroller. A. LoRa network design The designing of LoRaWAN network for 

agriculture area application was consisted of multiple LoRa environment sensor nodes with microcontrollers, 

LoRa gateway, and google fire base cloud storages. The LoRa network was separated to two sections as: 

 

1) Hardware section: Each environment sensor nodes were collected environmental data in difference 

agricultural areas. Then 925.2MHz wireless transmitting data to a ESP32 microcontroller that dedicated to 

central processing unit of a LoRa gateway. Finally, all environmental data has been uplink from LoRa 

gateway to google fire base cloud storage with 2.4GHz of WiFi frequency band. 

 

2) Software section: Software design has categorised into three parts that depending on microcontrollers and 

cloud storage. In ESP32 microcontrollers Heltec LoRa were used Arduino IDE computer software. ChirpStack 

LoRaWAN® Network Server served as an open source platform cloud storage. Also, MIT app represent to a data 
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monitor and analysis. B. Sensor nodes design Typically, a wireless sensor consists of a power source, analog or 

digital sensors, a microcontroller for data processing and a suitable wireless transceiver protocol. In this work, the 

environment wireless sensor nodes have been designs based on low-cost low complexity but high sensing 

accuracy.  

 

3) The designing split into two sections as:  

Hardware section: Each environment sensor nodes comprised of various sensors such as soil moisture sensor, 

temperature and humidity sensor, LDR sensor, and raindrops sensor. There are microcontrollers Heltec LoRa 

esp32 and act as a processor for data evaluation in various situations, also transmit data to LoRa gateway. ESP32 

microcontroller provided to collected environmental data from each sensors with real-time clock (RTC) and google 

fire base as a self-storage.  

 

Node LoRaWAN esp32 low power microcontroller dedicated to a 925.2MHz wireless communication unit between 

sensor node and LoRa gateway  

(a) Air monitoring sensor  

(b) Soil moisture sensor 

(c) Rain drop sensor 

(d) Temperature and Humidity sensor 

(e) LDR sensor 

 

 

 

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                            Figure 1. LoRaWAN transmitter and receiver module 

 

 

3.2 PROPOSED METHOD: 

 

 This Project consists of Two setups, both consisting of ESP32 microcontroller & LoRa  module each.

 One setup is placed to monitor forest area and the other will be near the user in city who will 

monitor/check the setup which is placed in the agriculture.

 In the first setup various Sensors are connected to ESP32 microcontroller and a LoRa module is connected 

to it and this complete set up which is placed, monitors the various activities going on inside the forest and 

transmits information using LoRa whenever there is an alert detected.
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 In forest fire, the flame/fire sensor detects it and water pump joined with the ESP 32 microcontroller 

doses of the fire. The LoRa module which is connected to ESP 32 transmits this alert generated.

 This generated alert is received by setup 2 which is present with the user and this information is sent to 

the Google Firebase which keeps track of these information.

 
3.3 MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 

            Wi-Fi Module 

 

 ESP32 is a series of low-cost, low-power System on a chip microcontrollers with integrated Wi-Fi and dual-

mode Bluetooth.  

 ESP32 is highly-integrated with in-built antenna switches, RF balun, power amplifier, low-noise receive 

amplifier, filters, and power management modules.  

 ESP32 achieves ultra-low power consumption with a combination of several types of proprietary software. 

 

Air Monitoring Sensor 

 

Air monitoring sensor are categorized into two types: Gas sensor and Smoke sensor. 

 

 The MQ-135 Gas sensor can detect gases like Ammonia (NH3), sulfur (S), Benzene (C6H6), CO2, and other 

harmful gases and smoke. 

 Similar to other MQ series gas sensor, this sensor also has a digital and analog output pin. 

 When the level of these gases go beyond a threshold limit in the air the digital pin goes high. 

 

Soil Moisture Sensor 

 

 Soil moisture sensors measure the water content in the soil and can be used to estimate the amount of stored 

water in the soil horizon. 

 The direct  measurement gravimetric of soil moisture requires removing and weighing of a sample. 

 Measuring soil moisture is essential for agricultural purpose to help farmers manage their irrigation systems 

more efficiently.  

 

Rain drop Sensor 

 

 The Raindrop sensors are used for the detection of rain and also for measuring rainfall intensity. 

 The raindrop sensor measures the moisture via analog output pins and it provides a digital output when a 

threshold of moisture exceeds. 

 The raindrop sensors can be used in the automobile sector to control the windshield wipers automatically, in 

the agriculture sector to sense rain and it is also used in home automation systems. 

 

Temperature and Humidity 

 

 This are the commonly used sensor in environmental monitoring. 

 Humidity sensor which provides the humidity condition within the air at any given point. 

 Temperature sensor which measure the amount of heat generated from an area. 

 

 

LDR Sensor 

 

 LDR (Light Dependent Resistors) is also known as Photo resistors. 

 LDR sensor are used to sense the presence and absence of light 

 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

LoRaWAN based agriculture monitoring has been proposed. To enable monitoring such as soil moisture, 

LDR, temperature, and humidity in wide agriculture area. There is combination of multi-wireless sensor nodes 
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which is environment data sensing, data collecting and data transfer to LoRa gateway. A single LoRa gateway 

represented a data logger and data transmitter to cloud storage. Cloud is used for data monitoring in a 

visualization also, it can use as data analytics tools. From experimental show that, the proposed LoRa network 

properly operation with longest wireless distance of 600 meters. Furthermore, the environment data of LoRa 

wireless sensor node has validated environment data of LoRa node with standard instrument. A single soil 

moisture sensor which three different in soil depth indicated that all measurement defect was 9%. Additionally, 

the LoRa gateway capable work with two modes, first environment data self-storage and second, environmental 

data transfer to cloud storage via wireless communication network. 
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ABSTRACT 

For almost 10 years, the home automation industry has attracted some academics' interest. Any automated system's 

main selling point is its reduction of manual labor, effort, time, and mistakes brought on by human error. 

Smartphones have become a must for every individual which results in the advancement of contemporary 

technology. There is an urgent need to save energy in every aspect due to the rise in population and energy usage. 

The main causes of energy loss is the inert to access and manage applications in remote areas. This article provides 

a review for these systems. 

 

Keyword Smart Home, phone, Voice Control, wireless technology. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Up until quite recently, only bigger commercial structures and affluent houses had computerized the control for all 

systems throughout the building. Building automation, which often just involves lighting, heating, cooling systems, 

seldom offered more complex management, monitoring, and scheduling features and was only available for distinct 

power locations in the building. We have pushed for omnipresent computation of many aspects of life since the 

'Internet of Things' emerged in the past ten years. 

Therefore, making it easier for people to communicate within technology is crucial. One such topic that seeks to 

attainsimplicity while boosting efficiency is automation. A voice-activated s m a r t home seeks to further 

automation to attain simplicity. The point at which home automation truly "smart" resides in Internet-capable 

hardware that connects to the network which manages it. The smart  home, by which many of the early smart 

home were created, is the standard control device. The panel which controls the security system, forexample, a app 

t h a t drifts can be examined through an Internet-enabled PC, smartphone, tablet are more frequently used in 

today's smart home to spread program and monitor control. To compare the characteristics offered the existing 

systems, this study will conduct a analysis of all of them. The essay will also contrast and analyze each system, 

examining its many merits and downsides. Smart home come with a wide range of possibilities. 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Home automation" is a concept that has been for a while. The words "Smart Home" and "Intelligent Home" were 

used to introduce the idea of networking gadgets inside the home. 

Home appliances automatically gather electrical information, analyses it, and manage it using intelligent interactive 

interfaces, smart sockets, and other smart devices. Home appliances also accomplish economical operation and 

energy control. The system may remotely operate home and other services by phone, mobile phone, internet, and 

other channels. We can also achieve tasks like smoke, gas leak detection, anti-robbery, extremity assistance. We can 

also automatically collect and manage information from water, gas meters, support systems, and daily oversight of 

residential. Your research work Introduction related your research work Introduction related your research work 

Introduction related your research work Introduction related your research work Introduction related your research 

work Introduction related your research work Introduction related your research work. 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

One of the most well-known and well-liked examples of modern technological breakthroughs is smart homes. Who 

wouldn't want to be able to quickly and easily control their household appliances from their smartphones? 

Smartphones and tablets, which can do a lot of the work that a computer can do, are becoming more and more 

commonplace. In order to assist automate the entire home, we have decided to develop a low-cost embedded 

technology that works with smartphones. The industry has made considerable advancements in automation, and 

most car and bottling plants now use automated assembly lines. If automation was used in houses, life would be 

simpler on a daily basis. It is capable of monitoring internal activity and using a home automation system, outside 

our house. These security cameras also record images of suspected on-property visitors. When we are not at home, 

we can also unlock the door remotely for visitors, the elderly, or children. Even if you aren't home, it will get real- 

time notifications from your smartphone on who is entering your house. 

 

 

2. ARCHITECTURE 
The block diagram displays the project's overall functioning. The main controller, or microcontroller, of the systems, 

is the Node MCU unit. The mobile application is used by the user to program commands for the devices to follow. 

Here the user speaks or switches to switch mode, the web app recognizes their command and utilizes wifi 

communication over the wireless network and sends the signal to node mcu. 

 
Flowchart 

The system's main controller or microcontroller is Node MCU. Using a mobile application, the user configures 

commands for the appliances' operation. The user's voice command or switch-mode command is translated by the 

web app into a signal that is transmitted over the wireless network to the Node MCU established up utilizing Wi-Fi 

communication. The power for the microprocessor, relay, and finishing appliances comes from independent power 

supplies. On a display unit, the application's status is also displayed. Before transmitting the user's command to the 

Node MCU unit through a wireless Wi-Fi network, the mobile application understands the user's command form in 

voice or switch mode. The Wi-Fi module, which is really incorporated inside Node MCU, enables this as a result. T 

the microcontroller to set up a wireless network connection for a device and receive instructions from the 

application. 

The programmer takes user commands in one of two ways: 

• Switch mode: This mode makes use of the check boxes often found on smart home appliances. The check box 

relays the switch's current status. 

• App mode: Using the internet or Wi-Fi, we can control our smart home appliances in app mode from a distance. 

Thedata is analyzed and processed. 
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2.1 PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The design of the intended smart home system. The system is composed of a variety of sensors, including smoke 

and flame detectors, and actuators, including buzzers and displays. The MCU of the system is the microcontroller 

found in Node MCU unit. Using a mobile app, the user configures commands for the appliances to operate. The 

Node MCU employs a relay to switch on or off the appliance after receiving the signal. The relay, final appliances, 

and Node MCU are connected physically. One power brick supplies electricity to the final appliances, the relay, and 

the CPU. On a display unit, the application's status is also shown. 

 

2.2 HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

 Node MCU is a low-cost, user-friendly open source IoT platform. It began with firmware and hardware 

based on Espresso Systems' ESP8266 Wi-Fi SoC. Later, the list of compatible devices was expanded to 

include the ESP32 32-bit MCU. Using a NodeMCU ESP8266, the Home Network's web server was 

developed. The information in Section indicates that the Home Network has an Internet connection. An 

ESP8266, a Ten silica L106 32-bit RISC processor which can be programmed in C over USB, powers the 

open-source Node MCU microcontroller. Node MCU also has 16 digital pins and 1 analogue pin for input 

and output functions, allowing connections to other devices. 

 A flame-sensor is a particular kind of detector that is mainly used to identify and react to the existence of a 

fire or flame. The installation of the flame detector may have an impact on how it responds. Included are a 

fire suppression system, a propane line, a natural gas line, and an alarm system. This sensor is utilized in 

industrial boilers. The main goal of this is to check the boiler is functioning correctly. These sensors 

respond faster and with more accuracy than a heat/smoke detector caused by the technology employed to 

detect the flame. An electrical circuit and an electromagnetic radiation receiver can be used to create this 

sensor/detector. It employs the infrared flame flash technique. 

 

 

3. TECHNOLOGIES 

interactive control of home appliances: based on user demands, analysis of household electrical load, create and 

enhance the electricity program to direct customers towards sensible power consumption; according to the user's 

request for hosting services, an operation program for power equipment optimization for a home intelligent 

interactive terminal, or automatic management acceptable electricity use for household appliances. 

Management of household electricity: Real-time access to home and appliance electrical data, such as electricity, 

voltage, current, load curve, etc., allows for the viewing of various pricing data, such as the current price and the 

price at the time the appliance is being used. Set the designated electrical running time to give consumers a 

customized electricity program. home items and appliances for electricity analysis and energy-saving 

recommendations. 

Power information service: Grid operation is a part of the service. user electricity consumption, remaining 

electricity, electricity, electricity, electricity balance and electricity purchase records, as well as real-time electricity 

pricing, electricity policy, electricity service, and other information release. 

 

 

3.1 MAIN FEATURE 

The developed prototype has the following characteristics: 

 It develops a wireless remote switching system for household appliances; 

 The prototype has an inside range of about 150 feet due to Wi-Fi wireless control. 

 By tapping the radio buttons on the application on a smartphone, users may remotely switch on and off 

domestic appliances by using a function developed to use voice commands on smartphones. 

 Any device with Wi-Fi connectivity can use the prototype. 

 SSH and SSL over TCP are used to provide secure connections in order to run home appliances. 

The easy design makes it simple to expand the range and include into a number of appliances, and it shows the state 

of each appliance on the display. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Smart home services are an essential component for electricity consumption and a key way to achieve real-time 

interactive user response, improve all-inclusive service capability, reach the demand for interactive marketing, 

services, and improve communication linking client and the grid. Real-time sharing and interaction are integrated to 

achieve brilliant use of electricity, to further enhance power operation and user power usage, and to raise end users' 

energy efficiency. 
 

Testing and development of related hardware and operating system which achieve the smart included brilliant 

interactive ends, set-top boxes, smart sockets, and other smart home sensor tool, networking programs. Household 

equipment the authentic design of the power information collects system below the hybrid network mode was 

completed, and an power information additional device and system that form the broadband power network mode 

and the wireless network were developed to provide domestic users. Dependable power supply stint expanding the 

capabilities of a home automation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The system is implemented  using an ultrasonic sensor to detect the presence of a pothole and uses NodeMCU for 

data transfer to send the information of the potholes detected. When a pothole is detected, the GPS module captures 

the potholes’ location, and the Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) module sends a message to the 

user's phone, alerting them about the pothole's presence and providing the location information. This information 

can help road users to avoid the pothole and decreases the risk of accidents. This system is an innovative solution to 

the problem of potholes on roads. By alerting road users about the presence of potholes, the system helps to improve 

safety of roads, decreases accident rate, and save lives. The system is also cost-effective and can be easily 

implemented on existing roads without any significant modifications. 

Keyword : - Pothole. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Roads are an essential part of our transportation infrastructure, connecting people and goods across long distances. 

However, road maintenance is a very critical issue, as the degradation of roads may lead to numerous problems, 

including increased accidents and damage to vehicles. A major problem faced on the roads is the formation of 

potholes, which causes severe accidents and damage to vehicles. Potholes are formed due to various factors, which 

includes weather changes, heavy traffic, and poor road maintenance. To address this issue, the proposed system uses 

an IoT-based approach to detect potholes on roads. In the system we use an ultrasonic sensor for the detection of 

potholes on the road. When a pothole is detected, the system sends an SMS alert to the user's mobile phone, 

including the location of the pothole using GPS technology. The system can help in reducing accidents and vehicle 

damage caused by potholes, ensuring safer and smoother journeys for people and goods. The system consists of an 

ultrasonic sensor, a GSM module, a GPS module, and a NodeMCU development board. The ultrasonic sensor 

detects the presence of a pothole on the road, and the GSM module sends an SMS alert to the user's mobile phone, 

including the potholes location. The GPS module provides the location of the pothole, ensuring accurate 

identification of the pothole's location. 
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2. PROPOSED WORK 
 

The system being proposed aims to develop a reliable and efficient method for detecting potholes on roads using IoT 

technology. The system consists of an ultrasonic sensor, NodeMCU, GPS module, GSM module, and a battery. An 

ultrasonic sensor is mounted on a vehicle, using which potholes that are present on the road surface is detected. 

When the ultrasonic sensor detects a pothole, it sends a signal to the NodeMCU, is a microcontroller board with Wi-

Fi capabilities. The NodeMCU processes the signal and sends SMS alerts to the user's mobile phone, using the GSM 

module. The SMS alert includes the potholes’ location, which is obtained using the GPS module. The system is 

powered by a battery, which makes it portable and easy to use. The system proposed poses many advantages over 

the existing methods for the detection of potholes. It is automated, efficient, and can detect potholes in real-time. 

Moreover, it does not require a specialized skill or manual inspection, which saves time and resources. Additionally, 

the GPS technology used provides accurate location information, which helps to plan road maintenance and repair 

work more effectively. 

 

 

3. COMPONENTS USED IN PROPOSED WORK  
 

3.1 NodeMCU : 

NodeMCU is a development board based on the ESP8266 microcontroller, which is conventionally used in IoT 

projects due to its built-in WiFi capabilities and ease of programming. NodeMCU provides a low-cost and efficient 

solution for connecting various sensors and devices to the internet, enabling remote control and monitoring. It can be 

programmed using the Arduino IDE and supports a extensive range of popular programming languages such as Lua 

and MicroPython. 

 

Fig -1: NodeMCU 

 

 

 

3.2 GSM Module : 

 

GSM modules are mainly used in IoT projects for remote communication over the cellular network. They provide a 

way to send and receive SMS messages and make phone calls, allowing devices to communicate with each other or 

with humans. GSM modules are conventionally used in applications such as home automation, security systems, and 

vehicle tracking. They are available in various form factors, including miniaturized modules for wearable devices, 

and can support multiple frequency bands for global use. 
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Fig - 2: GSM Module 

 

 

3.3 Ultrasonic Sensor : 
Ultrasonic sensors are majorly used in IoT projects for distance measurement and object detection. They emit high-

frequency sound waves and measure the time it takes the sound waves to bounce back from the object, calculating 

the distance to the object. These sensors are widely used in applications such as robotics, parking sensors, and 

security systems. They are available in various ranges and form factors, including waterproof sensors for outdoor 

use. 

 

 
 

Fig - 3: Ultrasonic Sensor 

 

 

3.4 GPS Module : 
GPS modules are used in IoT projects for location tracking and navigation. They use the Global Positioning System 

to obtain the device's location and provide accurate coordinates, speed, and altitude data. GPS modules are 

conventionally used in applications such as fleet management, logistics, and outdoor sports. Integration with other 

sensors and devices like accelerometers and gyroscopes are also possible to provide advanced positioning 

information. 

 

Fig - 4: GPS Module 
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4. CONCLUSION 
This system effectively detects potholes on the road and notifies the relevant authorities and road users about their 

locations. Our system is designed aiming for the improvement of road safety and reducing the rates of accidents 

caused by potholes. The system's technical feasibility and economic realizability were determined through the 

feasibility study, which indicated that this system could be implemented with reasonable costs and technology. The 

system's implementation and testing were successful, as evidenced by the accurate detection of potholes in real-

world scenarios. The integration of this system with existing road maintenance systems are also possible to 

streamline the process of pothole repairs. The project achieves its objectives, and the system can be further improved 

and expanded for more extensive road network coverage and additional functionalities. Overall, the proposed system 

developed has the potential to contribute to a safer and more efficient transportation system. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
  The suggested attendance management takes footage from a webcam, detects faces, and compares them to 

a database of recognized faces using the OpenCV and face_recognition libraries. Arrays are used to store the 

names and known faces. The script examines the video feed and uses the face encodings of the known faces to 

compare each identified face to the known faces. If a match is discovered, the student's name and a message 

confirming their attendance are shown on the screen. A CSV file with the current date as the filename is also created 

by the script to store the attendance information. The 'q' key can be used to halt the attendance system. It can be 

applied to offices, institutions, and schools to speed up and save time on the attendance process. 

 

Keyword : -  Face recognition , Image Encoding, OpenCV, Real-Time. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

  Facial recognition is swiftly overtaking other types of biometrics (Fingerprints, RFID, etc.) because facial 

recognition systems use a collection of attributes specific to one person. Image processing is now a very exciting 

issue that has only scratched the surface. For image processing and facial recognition, the project makes use of a 

number of open-source tools and the Python programming language. The project's primary goal is to develop an 

automated attendance system that makes use of facial recognition technology. Pen and paper attendance taking is a 

time-consuming process that can lead to mistakes, proxies, and manipulations. The suggested method intends to 

address these issues and improve the effectiveness and dependability of the attendance procedure. The task entails 

employing a webcam to capture photographs of students, processing the images to identify faces, then contrasting 

the identified faces with a database of known students' faces. The system records the identified students' attendance 

after which it saves the attendance information in a CSV file. Additionally, the system shows the real-time names of 

identified students on the screen. The project is adaptable and can be changed to fit the unique requirements of other 

institutions. 

The proposed study underlines the value of investigating the potential uses of image processing and recognition in 

numerous industries and illustrates how facial recognition technology has the potential to revolutionize conventional 

attendance systems. 

1.1 Existing System 

Currently, most educational institutions track students' attendance manually using tools like pen and paper 

or attendance registers. Due to its reliance on the accuracy of the person marking the attendance, this procedure 

takes a long time and is prone to mistakes. Students can sign on behalf of their classmates in this system, which 

makes attendance records unreliable. Another widely used technique is the use of swipe cards or RFID-based 

systems, where students swipe their cards to log their attendance. This system is expensive to build and operate, and 
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there is still a potential that students will swipe for their absent classmates. Overall, the current procedures have 

problems, including the possibility for mistakes and manipulation, and are neither time- nor money-efficient. To 

overcome these limitations, a system that is more precise and efficient is needed. 

 

1.2 Proposed System 

The suggested method makes use of facial recognition technology to accurately record attendance in an 

effort to replace the current approach, which is cumbersome and vulnerable to fraud. The technology employs a 

camera to record each student's face who is physically present in the classroom. A list of recognized faces and their 

accompanying encodings are then used to compare the acquired image to. The programme recognizes the face and 

compares it to known faces using the face recognition library. If a match is found, the name of the student is 

displayed on the screen and the system records the time the student arrived. The system also saves the attendance 

record in a CSV file with the current date as the file name.Utilising OpenCV and face recognition libraries, it is 

implemented in Python. The loaded picture files contain the known faces and their encodings. To identify the 

students, the system consults a list of recognised facial encodings and their related names.The suggested solution is 

anticipated to be more precise and efficient than the current attendance system. It does away with the necessity for 

manual attendance taking, which saves time and lowers the possibility of proxies. Since the system recognises 

students using facial recognition technology, it also makes sure that the attendance record is accurate. 

 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN 
 In order to automate the taking of attendance in a classroom context, the suggested system for the 

Attendance Management System utilising Facial Recognition makes use of computer vision and machine learning. 

The technology is intended to take the place of the time-consuming, proxies- and manipulation-prone old pen-and-

paper method.A camera attached to a computer or laptop is used in the system design to take a picture of each 

student as they enter the classroom. The OpenCV library is then used to process the image, enabling facial detection 

and recognition. The pre-trained facial recognition model offered by the face_recognition library is used to compare 

the faces to a database of recognised faces. 

 
Chart -1:Flowchart of the Proposed System 

 

A database of recognised faces and their accompanying names is also part of the system. Prior to the commencement 

of class, this database is filled with pictures of the students. The associated name and a message stating that the 

student is present are displayed on the screen when a face is identified and recognised. A CSV file containing this 

data is also kept as a record of it.With the ability to speed up and improve the accuracy of the attendance-taking 
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process, the system is made to be effective, accurate, and simple to use. Facial recognition technology can also assist 

in preventing proxy attendance and enhancing the integrity of the attendance system as a whole.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

To successfully complete the process of developing an intelligent attendance management system, various 

measures must be taken. These are the steps that can be defined:  

 Database Creation  

 Face detection 

 Face recognition 

 Report generation 

. 

3.1 Database Creation 

A critical stage in the system's implementation is building a database for the Attendance Management 

System utilising facial recognition. The relevant student data, including names and identification numbers, will be 

kept in the database.The system will take a picture of the student at registration in order to train the facial 

recognition algorithm. Each pupil will have a single photograph taken by the system for training reasons. Along with 

the student's data, this picture will be kept in the database. 

3.2 Face Detection 

The corners of the eyes, the nose, the corners of the mouth, and other prominent facial features are among 

the 68 hallmarks of faces. A technique known as shape predictor is used to find these landmarks in a face image by 

predicting their locations using a machine learning algorithm.The faces in the input image are aligned using the 

landmarks that have been discovered. Face alignment refers to the transformation of the face into a standardised 

position and orientation. This enhances facial recognition accuracy and lessens the impact of changes in stance, 

lighting, and other factors. 

3.3 Face Recognition 

Deep learning models called convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are frequently employed in image 

processing and object recognition tasks. Because they can extract features from the unprocessed image data, they are 

especially good at identifying patterns in images.In the context of face recognition, CNNs can be trained to 

recognise and extract significant facial features from the raw input image, such as the eyes, nose, mouth, and so on. 

The face in the image is then recognised using these extracted features.A huge dataset of labelled face photos is 

often fed to the network during the training of a CNN for face recognition. The network gains the ability to identify 

key face traits that are helpful for distinguishing between various people throughout training.After being taught, the 

network may be used to identify faces in fresh, unlabeled pictures. To accomplish this, a new image is fed into the 

network, and the network's output is used to identify if the face belongs to one of the well-known people in the 

training dataset.One benefit of employing CNNs for face recognition is that they can handle differences in lighting, 

facial expressions, and other environmental elements that can make it challenging to reliably recognise faces using 

conventional techniques. CNNs can also be used to identify faces even when just a portion of the face is visible, like 

when the face is partially hidden by a mask or another object. 

 

3.4 Report Generation 

The names and enrollment numbers of the students who were identified as being present during the lecture 

are included in the report, which is generated in Excel format. The inclusion of this data in the report may be 

beneficial for future analysis and evaluation of student involvement and attendance. 

4. RESULTS  
a trustworthy and precise face recognition-based attendance management solution. The CNN algorithm has 

a remarkable 99.27% accuracy rate. The system was put to the test under a variety of circumstances, including 

variable lighting conditions, head motions, facial expressions, and the students' proximity to the camera. 

Additionally, the system was effective at distinguishing between faces with and without beards and glasses. Overall, 

the suggested approach proved to be a dependable and precise instrument for applying facial recognition technology 

to manage attendance. 
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            Fig -1: CSV file Output               Fig -2: Live Input 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  
It may be said that the traditional attendance system can be greatly enhanced by the application of facial recognition 

technology. The suggested system replaces human attendance sheets by using face recognition algorithms to 

automatically detect and identify students in a classroom and record their attendance. Compared to the conventional 

pen and paper method, this system is intended to be more effective, accurate, and resistant to manipulation. 

 

The system's design entails taking video input from a camera, processing it through a number of libraries and 

algorithms, and then matching the results with a database of student photos and encodings to identify faces. After 

the identified students are marked present, their attendance is recorded in a CSV file for further analysis. 

 

The system can yet be improved even though it achieves a high level of accuracy. Deep learning methods or more 

sophisticated algorithms may be used to increase the accuracy of facial recognition. 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, due to the booming development of online social networks, fake news for various commercial 

and political purposes has been appearing in large numbers and widespread in the online world. With 

deceptive words, online social network users can get infected by these online fake news easily, which has 

brought about tremendous effects on the offline society already. An important goal in improving the 

trustworthiness of information in online social networks is to identify the fake news timely. This paper aims at 

investigating the principles, methodologies and algorithms for detecting fake news articles, creators and 

subjects from online social networks and evaluating the corresponding performance. This project addresses the 

challenges introduced by the unknown characteristics of fake news and diverse connections among news 

articles, creators and subjects. This project introduces a novel automatic fake news credibility inference 

model, namely FAKE DETECTOR. This project reviews various fake news detection methods involving 

feature extraction methods like Count vectorizer, TF-IDF Vectorizer, Word Embedding and also different 

classification algorithms like SVM, Logistic Regression and Gradient Boosting, Random Forest, Decision 

Trees, KNN and XG- Boost. 

Keyword: Count vectorizer, TF-IDF Vectorizer, Word Embedding, SVM, LR and Gradient Boosting, 

Random Forest, Decision Trees, KNN and XG-Boost. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fake news denotes a type of yellow press which intentionally presents misinformation or hoaxes spreading 

through both traditional print news media and recent online social media. Fake news has been existing for a long 

time, since the “Great moon hoax” published in 1835. In recent years, due to the booming developments of 

online social networks, fake news for various commercial and political purposes has been appearing in large 

numbers and widespread in the online world. Data has been increasing at an unprecedented range in an 

exponential manner and is producing 2.7 quintillion bytes of data everyday. The definition of fake news is 

information that pushes people down the wrong road. Fake news is spreading like wildfire these days and people 

are sharing it without confirming it. This is frequently done to promote or impose specific views, and it is 

frequently accomplished through political agendas. As a result, it is vital to recognize phony news. “Fake news” 

means “news articles that are intentionally and verifiably false” designed to manipulate people’s perceptions of 

real facts, events, and statements. It’s about information presented as news that is known by its promoter to be 

false based on facts that are demonstrably incorrect, or statements or events that verifiably did not happen.  

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Mykhailo Granik et. al.[16] in their paper shows a simple approach for fake news detection using naive Bayes 

classifier. This approach was implemented as a software system and tested against a data set of Facebook news 

posts. They were collected from three large Facebook pages each from the right and from the left, as well s 

three large mainstream political news pages (Politico, CNN, ABC News). They achieved classification 

accuracy of approximately 74%. Classification accuracy for fake news is slightly worse. This may be caused 

by the skewness of the dataset: only 4.9% of it is fake news. 
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Himank Gupta et. al.[17] gave a framework based on different machine learning approach that deals with 

various problems including accuracy shortage, time lag (BotMaker) and high processing time to handle 

thousands of tweets in 1 sec. Firstly, they have collected 400,000 tweets from HSpam14 dataset. Then they 

further characterize the 150,000 spam tweets and 250,000 non- spam tweets. They also derived some 

lightweight features along with the Top-30 words that are providing highest information gain from Bag- of- 

Words model. 4. They were able to achieve an accuracy of 91.65% and surpassed the existing solution by 

approximately18%. 

Marco L. Della Vedova et. al.[11] first proposed a novel ML fake news detection method which, by 

combining news content and social context features, outperforms existing methods in the literature, increasing 

its accuracy up to 78.8%. Second, they implemented their method within a Facebook Messenger Chabot and 

validate it with a real- world application, obtaining a fake news detection accuracy of 81.7%. Their goal was to 

classify a news item as reliable or fake; they first described the datasets they used for their test, then presented 

the content-based approach they implemented and the method they proposed to combine it with a social-based 

approach available in the literature. The resulting dataset is composed of 15,500 posts, coming from 32 pages 

(14 conspiracy pages, 18 scientific pages), with more than 2, 300, 00 likes by 900,000+ users. 8,923 (57.6%) 

posts are hoaxes and 6,577 (42.4%) are non-hoaxes. 

Cody Buntain et. al. [15] develops a method for automating fake news detection on Twitter by learning to 

predict accuracy assessments in two credibility- focused Twitter datasets: CREDBANK, a crowd sourced 

dataset of accuracy assessments for events in Twitter, and PHEME, a dataset of potential rumours in Twitter 

and journalistic assessments of their accuracies. They apply this method to Twitter content sourced from Buzz-

Feeds fake news dataset. A feature analysis identifies features that are most predictive for crowd sourced and 

journalistic accuracy assessments, results of which are consistent with prior work. They rely on identifying 

highly retweeted threads of conversation and use the features of these threads to classify stories, limiting this 

works applicability only to the set of popular tweets. Since hithe majority of tweets are rarely retweeted, this 

method therefore is only usable on a minority of Twitter conversation threads. 

In his paper, Shivam B. Parikh et. al.[14] aims to present an insight of characterization of news story in the . 

modern diaspora combined with the differential content types of news story and its impact on readers. 

Subsequently, we dive into existing fake news detection approaches that are heavily based on text- based 

analysis, and also describe popular fake news datasets. We conclude the paper by identifying 4 key open 

research challenges that can guide future research. It is      a theoretical Approach which gives Illustrations of fake 

news detection by analysing the psychological factors. 

3. PROBLEM SATEMENT 

Fake news have become more prevalent in recent years and with great amount of dynamism in internet and 

social media, differentiating between facts and opinions, relating to commercial or political upheavals has 

become more difficult than ever. We use various NLP and pre-processing  methodologies like 

tokenization, stop words removal, lemmatization, stemming and machine learning  classification 

algorithms-LR(Logistic Regression), SVM(Support Vector Machine), Random Forest , XGBoost  to built a 

model that differentiate between fake news and real news and to analyze the performance of these various 

classification methodologies to choose the best classifier on dataset. 

4. PROPOSED MODEL 

 

Fig: Model Architecture 
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5. METHODOLOGY 

 

Fig: Step by step implementation to solve the problem 

 

6. RESULT & CONCLUSION 
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Chart: Result Chart 

 

In recent years, deceptive content has grown in popularity, and its influence on online users has increased. 

The authors of this paper have surveyed on fake news detection methods involving three different feature 

extraction methods like Count vectorizer, TF-IDF Vectorizer, Word Embedding and also, different 

classification algorithms. The greatest accuracy attained by classification techniques is by using SVM 

Linear classification algorithm with TF-IDF feature extraction with 0.94 accuracy, as shown in TABLE 

above. Even though both Neural Network and Count vectorizer achieve the same accuracy, the Neural 

Network takes longer to train and is more sophisticated. So, in the proposed system, Linear SVM is used, 

which is less difficult and takes less time to compute (where ADA = ADABoost, PAC = Passive Aggressive 

Classifier, XGB = XGBoost, RF = Random Forest , SVM = Support Vector Machine, DT = Decision Tree , 

RNN = Recurrent Neural Network). 
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ABSTRACT 

In the modernization of the healthcare sector the mortality outlay of the preterm neonates have been guarded. The 

feeding of low birth weight(LBW) neonates is important in order to improve their survival and subsequent growth 

development. This project discusses about the development of a monitoring system for nasogastric tube feeding of 

preterm neonates that eliminates the feeding difficulties in the infant. While in this approach the low birth weight 

neonates feeding can be done using gastrointestinal tube feeding through which the medication and nutrition will 

reach the infant digestive tract. In the software requirements embedded C language is used and monitored data is 

being displayed on the LCD that helps to known the flow rate of medication which is so important during the 

neonate feeding. So finally, this system has designed for a real time monitoring system with Nasogastric feeding for 

the LBW neonates. 

Keyword:Gastrointestinal tube feeding,Low birth weight(LBW) 

 

1  INTRODUCTION 

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines low birthweight as, neonates having birth weight less than 2.5 kg 

(2500 grams). If the neonate’s birthweight is less than 1.5 Kg (1500 grams) they are considered as very low 

birthweight neonates. Nasogastric Tube feeding is mostly recommended to preterm neonates with birth weight less 

than 1500 grams [4]. Nasogastric tube (NGT) feeding is a method in which a plastic or rubber tube of flexible type 

is used in medical purposes, through which a nutritional support is administered to the neonates. Tip of the NGT is 

inserted through the nose of the infant manually, and then the tube is directed downwards into the small intestine. 

Here, dose of the medication and duration of administration will be decided by the doctor and medication will be 

delivered to the infant through NGT [2]. NGT feeding for administration of Nutrition or medications is mainly used 

in premature low birthweight neonates having intolerance to oral intake but with functional Gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract [5]. Nasogastric feeds can be either continuous feeding or intermitted bolus feeding. In neonates with this 

problem of ineffective swallowing, NGT will support them to recover their ability of swallowing [1]. During tube 

placement, intragastric placement of the tube must be confirmed because administration of even small quantity of 

tube feed into the lung can lead to severe complications including death. Typical methods currently used in hospitals 

for tacking the location of the tube are pH test and X-ray visualization. pH record of misleading values will be 

shown during gastro-oesophageal reflux and long exposure to X-ray will cause radiation effects to the neonates [6]. 

So, much research is being conducted in nasogastric tube feeding in neonates to confirm the correct position during 

tube placement. For example, electromagnetic sensors based tacking system can be used during the process of tube 

insertion to obtain a 3D real time path of NGT, this tracking helps to determine whether the tube is progressing 

wrongly into the lung or not and for safety reasons magnet will be removed after insertion of the tube. This helps in 
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avoiding the harm caused due to tube insertion in the wrong path [3]. During internship in the hospitals, it was 

noticed that in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) while nasogastric feed administration after tube insertion, 

there is no monitoring of the flow of medication or nutrition through the NGT into the neonate. This monitoring is 

required especially in the case of preterm low birthweight neonates because even small variations in the feed 

administration can cause several problems to the neonate.  

Inspiration for this prototype came after realizing the following problems:  

Tube feeding may cause respiratory instability. This effect depends on the rate at which feeding is administered. 

Therefore, monitoring and management of feeding rate is very much needed.  

This issue can be resolved by using the Flow sensor in the prototype to monitor Rate (ml/hour). If too much of the 

feeding formula is given to the infant through a tube, this may lead to vomiting or a bloated stomach. Therefore, 

monitoring the amount of feed to be delivered and how long is very much needed.  

If the feed is going too fast, it can cause stomach infection or diarrhea. In this case, monitoring of the flow of the 

feed through the tube at the rate recommended is very much needed.  

This can be done by monitoring the number of drops dispensed per minute. This can be overcome by using a 

Transmitting type of PPG sensor in the prototype by monitoring Dose (ml), Time (hours), and drop/min. When the 

infant is asleep, feeding must be stopped. Here, a small break of 30mins will be given and feeding is continued if the 

neonate is sleepy. 

In this problem, accelerometer sensors can be placed on the surface of the bed mattress below the neonate for 

movement monitoring. 

Therefore, to fulfill all these requirements an efficient system with feed monitoring must be designed. This proposal 

mainly focuses on building a prototype for the Nasogastric feed monitoring of low birthweight neonates. In this 

prototype flow sensor and transmission type PPG sensor will be used to measure Rate (ml/hour), Dose (ml), Time 

(hours) and drop/min. Accelerometer sensors can also be implemented for movement monitoring. All this 

information will be sent into the microcontroller for processing and after processing data will be displayed on the 

Blynk app through IOT. Implementing this can improve the efficiency of the Nasogastric tube feeding thus 

improving the survival, health, and wellbeing of Individual infants in the Neonatal Care. 

 

2 RELATED WORK 

Nutritional support is crucial for a preterm newborn low birth infant's growth, metabolism, and immunity. Infants 

can get nutritional supplementation via a Ryles or Nasogastric tube. A nasogastric (NG) tube is a flexible plastic 

tube inserted through the nostrils, down the nasopharynx, and into the stomach or the upper portion of the small 

intestine. In infants, NG tube feeding may be necessary because of swallowing difficulties, digestive issues, 

inflammation, or other medical conditions. The length and type of the Ryles tube are greatly affected by the 

diameter of the tube and material (like silicone or polyurethane) including the biocompatibility factor. The tube 

placement is mostly preferred by considering a loop over one of the patient’s ears and placing the tip at the patient’s 

xiphoid process. The first 4 weeks for an infant are crucial and enteral tube feeding is mostly advised. The amount 

of fluid that is fed to premature infant’s ranges from 135-200 ml per day. A small preterm infant of 1 kg contains 

only 1% fat and 8% protein and has a noncaloric reserve of 110 kcal/kg body weight. With these reserves survival 

from starvation then will last for about 4 days in the absence of exogenous substrates being administered. The 

neonate should be continuously fed for 5-10 minutes every 2-3 hours [7]. 

The current state of the art of intravenous (IV) fluid administration systems lacks remote monitoring and control 

capabilities. Skidmore et al. in [9] proposed an intelligent infusion pump system for automatic and remote 

management and monitoring of IV drips. This work used an Arduino-based microcontroller for controlling drop 

counters, detecting tube blockage, and monitoring the emptying of drip bags. This system used low-power laser 

diodes and optical sensors for the mentioned monitoring tasks. The flow rate (in drop per minute) and infusion-

interruption problems were monitored remotely via transmission of data wirelessly to users' smartphones using 
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Blynk mobile application and computer-based applications In our proposed study, we can also include an Arduino-

based microcontroller for monitoring drop counts and along with the flow sensor, we can integrate a PPG sensor and 

an accelerometer together into an Arduino-based microcontroller for the data recording and can be transmitted and 

displayed in a Blynk mobile app. 

Hagihghi et al. [11] proposed a developed real-time monitoring device through which an administrator can review, 

evaluate, and modify the IV infusion process. The flow sensor they utilized possessed an erected polymer hair cell 

on a multi-layered silicon base forming from a patterned gold strained gauge layer on a piezoresistive liquid crystal 

polymer (LCP) membrane. Gold strain gauges on an LCP membrane have been used instead of a piezoresistive 

silicon membrane as the sensing element. The combination of gold strain gauges and LCP membrane provides better 

sensitivity than a piezoresistive silicon membrane of the same dimensions and thickness. The flow sensor in our case 

will be used for monitoring the flow. In the case of neonates, it is crucial to handle the flow rate and volume. 

Accelerometers have been used to analyze infants’ spontaneous upper and lower extremity movements, but do not 

provide postural information. When the infant is asleep, feeding through the tube must be stopped. For monitoring 

neonatal movement, information from the accelerometer can be shared with the Blynk app and can be assessed by 

the doctors and other paramedical staff. Purwar et al.in [12] proposed an ADXL335 which is a 3-axis accelerometer 

provided with signal-conditioned voltage outputs. It is known for compactness and low power consumption. The 

changes in acceleration in three axes are monitored continuously and the output signals are directly proportional to 

acceleration. The same concept can be utilized for our case where we are trying to implement a 3-axis accelerometer 

for tracking infant movement. Any discrepancies can be informed to the doctors and other paramedical staff. An 

IoT-based Blynk server application will serve the purpose of visual display of the data and rendering information to 

the team. 

Firdaus et al. [13], proposed a study to analyze the accuracy of the TCRT5000 as a drop sensor, based on readings of 

the infusion pump monitoring system. This module consists of a TCRT5000 drop sensor module, comparator circuit, 

monostable circuit, stepper motor, L298N motor driver, and ATmega328 microcontroller. The droplets were 

detected by the TCRT 5000 sensor, then amplified by a comparator and monostable circuit, then the flow rate and 

remaining volume readings are generated by the ATmega328 microcontroller. Similarly, in our study, we can utilize 

the drop sensors integrated with the PPG sensor to measure the drop count and estimate the time of medication 

delivery. Furthermore, this data can be sent to the Personal Computer (PC) via wireless HC-11.  

The smart feeding tube is part of the smart platform that also includes the ability to instruct the user on the correct 

positioning of the tube (initially and in continuous use). According to Kagan et.al [16], Smart technology is a system 

that includes a nasogastric tube equipped with multiple sensors to detect reflux as well as with the ability to 

automatically stop feeding, evacuate the stomach, and inflate an esophageal balloon (in massive reflux events) in 

order to prevent aspiration and compensate the losses of feeding due to reflux events. The detection of the reflux 

events is performed by using algorithms combining multichannel intraluminal bioimpedance sensors embedded in 

the smart feeding tube. 

 

3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

This project is centered on real-time implementation, Atmega328 microcontroller is the main part and center of this 

project. The software used for the above analysis is Arduino IDE and the monitoring part will be displayed in the 

LCD.  

When the Atmega328 IC is placed on the Arduino Uno board a complete Arduino microcontroller is formed.  

The input side of the microcontroller is connected to Infrared (IR) sensor, and Flow sensor which are mounted on 

the human body, a power supply is connected to the microcontroller and the connected sensors are activated by this 

microcontroller, then one by one all the sensors will sense the human body and the signal is sent to Atmega328 

microcontroller. Here, Embedded C language code is fed into the microcontroller, with the help of this code one by 

one all the sensor signals are converted to a piece of significant information and processed in the microcontroller. 

The output side of the microcontroller has an LCD, IOT monitoring module, and Alarm unit, after processing the 

output is displayed on both the LCD display. If there are any fluctuations in the flow that is a critical level will be 
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fixed and if the value goes above or below the critical level, an alarm will be activated. The methodology is 

implemented in the figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 WORKFLOW  

The flow chart for the working principle of the proposed prototype is shown in figure 3.1 which gives details of the 

code to be developed to achieve the objectives and the below algorithm is a step-bystep analysis of the process. 

 Algorithm:  

1) Connect to neonate  

2) Start the process by connecting to 12V power supply. 

3) Reading information from the two sensors.  

4)  Processing data in the microcontroller.  

5)  Activate the alarm if an emergency is detected 
 
 

Fig 3 The block diagram of the proposed methodolgy 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The infants who are usually born before 32 to 34 weeks  gestation have inadequate body stores  most of the 

nutrients. The amount of protein, energy, calcium, phosphorus, trace elements (iron, zinc) and vitamins (D, E & K) 

present in expressed breast milk is often unable to meet their high daily requirements . Hence, these infants require 

multinutrient supplementation till they reach term gestation (40 weeks postmenstrual age). After this period, their 

requirements Feeding of Low Birth Weight Infants are similar to those infants with birth weights of 1500-2499 

grams. The determination of flow rate for LBW neonate feding is important in the NICU. The flow rate is calculated 

using the formula  given below: 

 

 

Start 

Activate Sensors and Microcontroller 

IR Sensor Flow Sensor 

Display on LCD 

If Emergency 

Active Alarm 

Exit 

Fig 3.1  Flow Chart of Monitoring Part of the Proposed Prototype 
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The medication or nutrition requirement for the neonate of different weights are shown in below table: 

Daily fluid requirement (mL/kg) 

 

The essential flow information’s like Rate (ml/hour), Dose (ml), Time (hours) and drop count are acquired from the 

sensors by reading the signal from the flow of medication or nutrition in NGT, the microcontroller will get this 

signal using analog and digital pins based on the sensor type. The microcontroller will process this signal and output 

data can be seen on the LCD. The connection of hardware components and the displaying part is shown in fig 4. 

 

 

 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This project helps in easy monitoring and management for the flow of medication or nutrition through a GI tube to a 

very low birth neonate in Neonatal Intensive Care Unit(NICU). This monitoring rate can be controlled and  stored in 

cloud using blynk application and can be be used for future references for feeding the neonate with a required 

amount of medication or nutrition. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Most common methods used in steganography to hide information in digital photos is the east significant bit 

algorithm. Poor ability to encrypt sensitive data, lack of robustness against attacks, and obvious deformation of 

stegoimages are some of its drawbacks. In the spatial domain of steganography, an extended LSB replacement 

innovation was developed to circumvent these limitations. The proposed algorithm adopts a hybrid strategy that 

combines the advantages of the algorithm with some additional techniques to increase the embedding capacity, 

improve flexibility, and reduce visual distortion. The suggested method is to first divide the cover image into non-

overlapping blocks and then use the private key to generate a random sequence of pixels in each block. The hidden 

data is then embedded in the tiny selected pixels, making it difficult for an attacker to detect the embedded data. In 

addition, the algorithm uses a dynamic threshold to determine the number of bits that need to be replaced. This 

reduces visual distortion and increases attack strength 

 

KEYWORD : - Steganography, LSB, Embedding, Detection, Block selection 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As internet usage increases, it's important to be cautious when sharing personal information and ensure that it's 

transmitted securely. There are various methods to transform data to make it unrecoverable, but a more effective 

solution is to use stegonography technology to hide the data in transmission channels, preventing unauthorized access. 

Stegonography techniques can help to enhance security and privacy by concealing critical information in seemingly 

harmless ways. The LSB (least significant bit) substitution algorithm is a popular steganographic technique, where the 

least significant bits of the cover media are replaced with hidden message bits. In the basic LSB replacement method, 

a pixel in the middle of the cover is selected, and its least significant bit is altered, followed by the next pixel until the 

entire message is integrated. This approach ensures that the hidden message is not detected and protects against 

plagiarism. 

 

 

1.1 Existing System 

 

The current LSB replacement algorithm works in the spatial domain and consists of directly modifying the LSB of 

the cover image pixels to integrate the clandestine message. However, this basic algorithm has several limitations 

including low capacity, low robustness and poor visual excellence of the stegoimage. The current LSB replacement 
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approach integrates the clandestine message directly into by changing each pixel's LSB value. It operates in the 

spatial domain. The low capacity, low robustness, and poor stego picture visual quality of this fundamental method 

are just a fewof its drawbacks. A threshold-based approach is another method that has been suggested for figuring 

out how many bits can fit into each individual pixel. This method involves creating a threshold based on the 

coverage image's statistical characteristics and only integrating the clandestine message in pixels with LSB values 

higher than the threshold. The stego image is more resistant to attacks like filtering and has more options than the 

simple LSB replacement algorithm thanks to this technique.Other existing techniques include using a genetic 

algorithm to optimize the integration process, using a fuzzy logic approach to determine how many bits can be 

integrated into each pixel, andusing a multi-criteria optimization approach to optimize the integration capability and 

the visual effectat the same time. image quality-stego. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Steganography is the practice of concealing secret information within a cover medium, such as an image, audio file, 

or video, in a way that is imperceptible to an observer. LSB replacement is one of the most common techniques used 

in steganography, where the least significant bit of each pixel in the cover image is replaced with a bit of the secret 

message. The basic LSB algorithm is simple and easy to implement, but it suffers from several limitations. One major 

limitation is that it causes significant distortion in the cover image, making it more susceptible to visual detection by 

unintended recipients or steganalysis algorithms. Additionally, LSB replacement is sensitive to lossy compression 

techniques, which further degrade the hidden information. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

[1]  Stegonography in Modern Smartphones and Mitigation ways 

By offering sophisticated services and polarizing a huge volume of particular data, ultramodern smartphones changed 

the way we fraternize, entertain and work. To this end, they calculate upon complex tackle/ software fabrics leading to a 

number of vulnerabilities, attacks and hazards to profile individualities or gather sensitive information. still, the maturity 

of workshop assessing the security degree of smartphones neglects stegonography, which can be substantially used 

to i) exfiltrate nonpublic data via disguise styles, and ii) camouflaged precious or particular information into blameless 

looking carriers. 

 
[2] A Survey of Image Steganography ways 

 

Steganography is going to gain its significance due to the exponential growth and secret communication of implicit 

computer druggies over the internet. It can also be defined as the study of unnoticeable communication that 

generally deals with the ways of hiding the actuality of the communicated communication. Generally data 

embedding is achieved in communication, image, textbook, voice or multimedia content for brand, military 

communication, authentication and numerous other purposes. In image Steganography, secret communication is 

achieved to bed a communication into cover image( used as the carrier to bed communication into) and induce a 

stegoimage( generated image which is carrying a retired communication). In this paper we've critically anatomized 

colorful steganographic ways and also have covered steganography overview its major types, bracket, operations. 

 
[3] A New Steganography Method grounded on high figures 

 

The proposed system is grounded on the Chinese Remainder Theorem, which is a fine theorem that provides a result 

to a system of direct tune. The Chinese Remainder Theorem is used to hide secret information in high number 

sequences. The paper provides a detailed algorithm for embedding and rooting the secret communication. The 

proposed system has been estimated on colorful parameters similar as capacity, security, and robustness. The 

experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system is effective, secure, and can repel statistical attacks. The 

proposed system has a high capacity for bedding secret information, and it can maintain the quality of the cover 

medium indeed after the secret information has been bedded. The proposed system is also robust against colorful 

steganalysis ways, which are styles used to descry the presence of retired information. 

 
[4] A Novel Steganography Method Grounded on Fibonacci Series 

The paper provides a detailed algorithm for embedding and rooting the secret communication using the Fibonacci 

series. The proposed system uses the values of the Fibonacci series as indicators to bed the secret communication. 
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The paper also provides a detailed analysis of the capacity, security, and robustness of the proposedmethod.The 

experimental results show that the proposed system is effective, secure, and can repel colorful steganalysis ways. 

The proposed system has a high capacity for bedding secret information, and it can maintain the quality of the cover 

medium indeed after the secret information has been bedded.The paper also compares the proposed system with 

other being steganography styles and demonstrates its superiority in terms of capacity and security. The paper 

concludes with a discussion on the implicit operations of the proposed system in colorful fields similar as data 

caching, secure communication, and digital watermarking. The proposed system has the implicit to be applied to 

colorful media sim. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The proposed system of the enhanced LSB replacement algorithm in the spatial domain of steganography builds 

upon the basic LSB algorithm by introducing various enhancements to improve the imperceptibility and robustness 

of the hidden information. The system incorporates techniques to minimize visual distortion and increase the 

embedding capacity while maintaining the security of the hidden data. 

 

3.1 Methodology 

The section outlines a method for concealing information by splitting an image into 8 distinct bit-planes. The 

approach involves converting pixel values into their corresponding 8-bit binary forms and then taking each ith bit 

from every pixel byte to produce the corresponding ith bit-plane image. This approach is a popular technique 

employed in steganography, which involves embedding confidential information within other types of data, such as 

images or audio files 

 

 

Fig -1 : Bit slicing 
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Fig-2 : Bit array representation 

 

3.2 System architecture 

Steps involved are: 

 Firstly, the text and image files need to be read. 

 In Step 2, the image is resized to match the dimensions of the cover video 

 
 

Fig -3: System architecture 
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 Next, in Step 3, the images are divided into segments using the bit-slicing method 

 Moving on to our next step, the cover video is inputted 

 The input multi-media will be split into individual frames. 

 In Step 6, 8 frames are selected where a bit-sliced pic will be implanted. 

 The LSB bit of the envelop frames is located in this step 

 In this step, these bit planes are embedded into the image frames before returning them to their original positions.  

 Finally, the video frames are regenerated 

 

4 . APPLICATIONS 

 
Confidential Communication:  The algorithm can be used to embed confidential messages within digital images, 

allowing for secure communication. The hidden information can be transmitted over public channels without 

arousing suspicion, providing a covert means of exchanging sensitive data. 

Digital Watermarking: The enhanced LSB replacement algorithm can be employed for digital watermarking 

applications. Watermarking involves embedding imperceptible information, such as copyright or ownership details, 

within digital media. The algorithm can hide the watermark within an image, ensuring its integrity and authenticity. 

Digital forensics: In the field of digital forensics, the enhanced LSB algorithm can be used for the detection and 

extraction of hidden information from digital media. Law enforcement agencies and forensic inve stigators can 

employ steganalysis techniques to analyze images and uncover hidden messages or evidence.  

Anti Censorship tools: The algorithm can be employed in anti-censorship tools to bypass content filtering and 

surveillance measures. By hiding blocked or sensitive information within innocuous-looking images, individuals can 

circumvent censorship and communicate freely. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Several of the most common image steganography techniques are covered in this article, highlighting the various 

ways to hide information within photographs. There are different methods of disguising information in each of the 

popular image file formats, each with advantages and disadvantages. Although some techniques exhibit resilience, 

other have poor payload capacities. For instance, the patchwork technique is highly resistant to most attacks but can 

only effectively conceal a limited quantity of data. While the LSB method in BMP and GIF makes up for this, both 

techniques result in suspicious files that raise the possibility of being discovered. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Technology is gradually transforming the way we shop for garments in today's society. With the advent of e-

commerce and online shopping, Companies are exploring novel approaches to enhance the customer purchasing 

journey. Virtual dressing rooms, which provide customers with an immersive and entertaining method to try on 

clothes and accessories without having to physically change into multiple ensembles, are one possible answer. The 

aim of my project thesis was to develop a functional virtual dressing room utilizing augmented reality technologies. 

Customers can use the virtual dressing room to visualize how various garments might look on them in a virtual 

environment. This technology has the potential to transform the way we shop for clothes by making it more 

engaging, fascinating, and efficient. The thesis will include a detailed account of the virtual dressing room's design 

and development process, including system technical details, software and hardware used, and challenges 

encountered during the development process. Furthermore, the thesis will evaluate the virtual dressing room's 

usability and user experience, as well as its potential impact on the fashion industry. Furthermore, the thesis will 

investigate both theoretical and practical issues. 

 

Keyword : - Virtual Dressing Room, Deep Learning, OpenCV and ComputerVision 

. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

The user's live video is taken by openCV in the virtual dressing room using augmented reality technology, and deep 

learning CNN (Convoluted Neural Network) algorithms are then utilized to evaluate the user's posture and calculate 

their skeletal position. The segmentation module uses Semantic Segmentation to distinguish between the 

background and the object (person), resulting in a color-coded image. The color coding added to the image's 

segments aids in the subsequent process of researching the region of interest. Using the content fusion matrix, the 

cloth wrapping module adjusts the target fabric to meet the item's dimensions. The fabric is then spatially altered 

before being mapped to the users' spatial points collected from the segmentation module. The missing body 

component parts are then synthesized by this module to fit the new fabric. By enveloping the altered cloth and the 

user image in the GAN algorithm, an output image of the user wearing the textiles is created. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY  

[1] “Implementation Of Virtual Fitting Room Using Image Processing” paper by Srinivasan K and Vivek S refers 

to extracting the foreground from the background, extracting the human silhouette, extracting feature points, 

warping the shirt, and virtual fitting. The process involves pre-processing the image, removing small objects, 

applying morphological dilation, and performing edge detection.It is implemented using k-means clustering for 

color clustering,  Viola-Jones Algorithm for face detection, and image fusion for superimposing the shirt onto 

the person. 

 

[2] “Image Processing Design Flow for Virtual Fitting Room Applications used in Mobile Devices” by Cecilia 

Garcia, Nicolas Bessou, Anne Chadoeuf and Erdal Oruklu which presents a new algorithm for detecting a 

user's body size and displaying clothes based on that size. The algorithm locates the user's face and adjusts a 

reference point at their neck to determine the size. Automated body feature extraction is used to extract points 

on the shoulders and belly, which are used to measure the distance between them and the camera.  

 

[3] "A Virtual Trial Room using Pose Estimation and Homography" by Kshitij Shah, Mridul Pandey, Sharvesh 

Patki, and Radha Shankarmani outlines their application interface, which uses firebase  to authenticate users. 

When a user signs in to the system, they can access all the clothing that is present in the firebase. To locate 

important locations on the body and detect it, TensorFlow lite is employed. The mapped image is then obtained 

by use of OpenCV. 

 

[4] "Human Body Pose Estimation using Convolutional Neural Networks" by Alejandro Newell, Kaiyu Yang, and 

Jia Deng describes a technique for determining the human body stance from photographs using a CNN 

architecture. The suggested method entails finding important points on the human body and connecting them to 

create a skeleton model. important points are often referred to as landmarks or keypoints. To teach the CNN 

how to relate picture pixels to important body parts, a sizable dataset of labelled images used in training. The 

main points and relationship between them represent the pose of the human body in the image can then be 

predicted using the trained model. 

 

[5] "Multi-Task Learning for Fine-Grained Clothing Classification and Semantic Segmentation" by W. Hu et al. 
The approach uses a convolutional neural network  based architecture that jointly optimizes both tasks using a 
shared backbone and task-specific branches. The shared backbone learns general feature represents the input 
images, while the task-specific branches are responsible for learning the specific features required for each task. 
The authors evaluate their approach on several benchmark datasets and demonstrate that it achieves state-of-the-
art results in both fine-grained clothing classification and semantic segmentation tasks. The method outperforms 
several single-task and multi-task learning baselines, demonstrates the effectiveness of the joint optimization of 
two tasks.  

 

[6] "DeepFashion2: A Versatile Benchmark for Detection, Pose Estimation, Segmentation and Re-identification of 
Clothing Images" presents a sizable dataset for a variety of tasks involving clothing photos, such as detection, 
segmentation, pose estimation, and re-identification. More than 800,000 photos of clothing are included in the 
collection, together with extensive annotations for each image including bounding boxes, segmentation masks, 
and pose estimate critical points. It is appropriate for training and testing models for virtual try-on and other 
similar applications since the photos include a wide range of clothing designs and variants, including occlusion 
and distortion. 
 

[7] "Splines minimizing rotation-invariant seminorms in Sobolev spaces" by Jean Duchon. he introduces a type of 
spline function known as the Thin-Plate Spline (TPS). TPS is a type of radial basis function that is commonly 
used for interpolation and deformation of images and surfaces.The key feature of TPS is that it can minimize a 
rotation-invariant semi-norm in Sobolev spaces. This property makes TPS well-suited for modeling 
deformations that preserve local shape and size and also flexible enough to capture global shape variations. 
 

[8] "Virtual Try-On via Generative Adversarial Networks" describes an approach for virtual try-on utilising fabric 
simulation techniques and generative adversarial networks (GANs). The suggested method comprises 
combining realistic photographs of people wearing various garments to give consumers to view in various attire. 
To create images of humans wearing clothing that are not present in the input image, the authors employ a 
GAN-based architecture.To create realistic textures and folds in the synthesised clothing, they use a fabric 
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simulator. To teach the GAN about the correlation between clothes and body shape, a sizable dataset of clothing 
images and their accompanying poses was used. 

 
[9] "Spatial Transformer Networks" suggest a neural network component called the Spatial Transformer Network 

(STN), which can train to carry out spatial transformations on input images in a differentiable manner. This 
enables the network to perform better across a range of computer vision tasks by dynamically adapting to 
various geometric modifications. Three parts make up the STN module: a sampler, a grid generator, and a 
localization network. 

 

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  

3.1 System Design 

 

Figure 1: System Design of Virtual Dressing Room 

The working of the project goes like 

• Step 1: The user must stand in front of the device's computer screen or LED screen (depending on the 

figure's name). 

• Step 2: The camera of the gadget will interact with the human body in a manner similar to how it identifies 

the human body's structure and, with the aid of specific alignments, enables the addition of a specific 

product to the user's body. 

• Step 3: Since it is a real-time project, OpenCV and its various modules will respond to the user's alignment 

and assign it to the user in a suitable manner. 

• Step 4: The NumPy framework will take into account how the user is situated and how big the human body 

is. While the user is testing a certain product, the results of the calculation will be displayed on the LED 

screen. 

• Step 5: The source is where the project gets its database from (via. Internet). 

• Step 6: After the product's database-based calculations and alignment, it is now available for the user to test 

out. 

• Step 7: On the system's LED screen, the entire process is visible 
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Trying on clothes in real stores can be time-consuming and inconvenient, resulting in a subpar consumer experience. 

Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has made in-person purchasing even more difficult, increasing demand for 

internet shopping. To solve these issues, Virtual Dressing Room technology provides a viable solution by allowing 

customers to virtually try on garments in the comfort of their own homes, resulting in a more convenient and 

engaging shopping experience. 

3.2 Pose Estimation  

The VDR's Posture Detection phase is its initial stage. This process aids in producing the human's spatial 

coordinates in the supplied image.  

The Convolution Neural Network in deep learning, and HaarCascade Classifiers are used for posture identification. 

In the initial phase, the human figure in the picture or live video feed is identified as the region of interest using 

HaarCascade Classifiers as a pre-processing step. The CNN algorithm is then trained to recognise the characteristics 

in the interest region. Here, the CNN algorithm is trained for the tasks of object detection and image classification. 

The 18 (0–17) features the CNN is trained to recognise, including as eyes, ears, nose, neck, shoulders, elbows, 

wrists, hip, knee, and ankle, are referred to as the "Image Classification and Object Detection." The CNN will 

produce a set of coordinates that identify where each body part is located in the image. These coordinates are 

coupled to create a Framework model, which depicts the human position in the input. 

The OpenCV Library and TensorFLow are primarily required for Posture Detection. OpenCV is utilised to obtain 

the system's camera's live feed as well as train the Haar Cascade classifiers. TensorFLow provides a high-level API 

called Keras that can be used to design and train CNN models. 

The VDR (Virtual Dressing Room) has two phases, with Semantic Segmentation being the second one. In the first 

phase, the user's image is analyzed to detect the human and generate a framework model. The Semantic 

Segmentation phase takes the framework model as input and generates a semantic image of the human, showing 

different body regions in colors. This helps identify where the Selected Dress should be placed. However, the image 

may have merged regions that are too close or covered, making it difficult to generate realistic images. 

To solve this limitation, this module uses binary masks to highlight specific areas of the image. The pixel mask 

generated distinguishes the merged regions using the Conditional Generative Adversarial Network with U-net 

architecture. The pixel map and the framework model provide the region where the Selected Dress should be placed. 

This region and the Selected Dress are mapped together using the CGAN algorithm to generate a binary map for the 

Dress region. 

The original semantic image is divided into two parts: the region that needs to be enveloped in the Selected Dress 

(S(D)) and the rest of the semantic image (S(R)). The missing regions of the human are identified and regenerated 

by comparing the semantic image S(D) and the pixel mask. The generated missing region is combined with S(R) to 

create a new semantic image that lacks only the region of the Selected Dress (S(FD)). 

3.3 Cloth wrapping module 

A simulation of the Dress is made using the binary map created in the earlier stage to make it appear as though the 

user is wearing it. Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) and Spatial Transformer Network (STN) transformations are used in this 

technique. 

The selected Dress is warped to match the pose and location of the human in the input image using an affine 

transformation matrix that is computed using the binary map and the posture. The Dress is further deformed via TPS 

modification to better fit the posture. Additionally, it creates a natural distortion of the dress to fit the posture while 

preserving the rich texture. The simulation of the Final Dress is the process' outcome. 
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3.4 Try-on Module 

The VDR's final stage is the dress rehearsal. This stage simulates the chosen dress on the photograph to create a 

realistic portrayal of the dress rehearsal. 

Here, the semantic image S(R) and the original image are contrasted and compared to create the image I(R), which 

contains every region in the semantic image S(R). 

To create the final Dress Rehearsal image, the CGAN is fed the Semantic image S(R), image I(R), the Dress 

Rehearsal image from the previous phase, the binary map, and the semantic image S(R) 

4. RESULTS 

 

Figure 2: Opening page of Virtual Dressing Room 

The figure 2 represents the opening page of virtual dressing room .This page gives us options to initiate course of 

actions such as  “Upload Dress”, “Upload Image”, “Star camera” and “Click To Check Output”. 

 

Figure 3  :Windows after uploading dress and image. 

The figure 3 represents the appearance of the desired image of the model after the user’s selection. 
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 Figure 4 : Final Output Of Virtual Dressing Room. 

This figure represents the final output of the Virtual Dressing Room upon the selection of the “Click To Check 

Output” option. 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this project, we have developed a functioning model that realistically photosynthesizes or tries on clothing on the 

provided input image while preserving the rich texture and colour of the garment as well as the user's body posture. 

Using the VITON dataset is classified into different levels of difficulty for each stage of the model training, VDR 

operates in 4 phases systematically divided into 4 modules, namely Pose Estimation, Semantic Segmentation, Cloth 

Wrapping, and lastly Try-On module. Because the model algorithm is new and hasn't been optimized, the resultant 

image of the created body parts being slightly smeared. VDR can be utilised for real-world applications as is with a 

few minor tweaks. The findings display the VDR's current operational configuration together with comparison 

information regarding the installed systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Due to the numerous application areas, including user authentication, targeted advertisements, video 

surveillance, and human-robot interaction, face recognition research has grown. Applications that combine the 

cutting-edge fields to determine age and gender as technology advances. In today's world, age plays a big role 

in whether you get a health checkup and interview. Numerous organizations in the public, private, and 

advertising sectors use age information perpetrators, employees who are qualified for the position, and 

potential customers for product promotion. However, determining a person's age is difficult, and there are 

limitations from determining the correct age from the collection of images. A crucial task is locating the 

appropriate dataset for training the model. The real-time data is huge, requiring a lot of computation and time 

to prepare the model. After incorporating machine learning techniques, the task has been challenging, but 

accuracy has significantly improved. By mapping the face in accordance with the age that is found, age 

estimation in applications like biometric evaluation, virtual makeup, and virtual try-on applications for jewelry 

and eyewear. Focal point kart is such an application that gives the take a stab at choice for their clients. Face 

recognition and face tracking are both subfields of age estimation, both of which have the potential to predict 

an individual's health. This mechanism is used by numerous health care applications to monitor people's daily 

activities and keep track of their health. This face detection method is used to identify service drivers and 

jaywalkers in China. We employ a significant variety of machine learning algorithms to predict age and gender. 

One of the most common methods for determining an individual's age and gender is the CNN (convolution 

neural network). OpenCV and CNN will be used in this implementation to predict a person's age and gender. 

 

Keyword : Age-Gender Recognition, cross-age ,identity validation, analysis, face verification, facial 

recognition. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Face acknowledgment innovation has forever been compelled by its dependence on contrasting comparable 

highlights and limits. That is, as of not long ago. With its smart utilization of picture distinction includes, the 

imaginative Cross-Age Character Contrast Examination (CIDA) system is changing the game. 

 

The Immediate Cross-age Confirmation Organization (DCVN) and the Character Contrast Component Extractor 

(IDFE) are at the core of CIDA. These two fountain networks work couple to explore and approve the errors in 

the IDs of the info picture pairings. However, CIDA's methodology recognizes it. Dissimilar to run of the mill 

facial acknowledgment frameworks, which depend on looking at qualities and characterizing limits, CIDA 

avoids all of that and depends entirely on picture contrasts for confirmation.With CIDA, the possibilities are 

endless. From identifying lost or missing children to catching identity thieves, this groundbreaking framework 

has the potential to transform the way we approach facial recognition. The future of face verification is here, and 

it's all thanks to CIDA. 

 

1.1 Identity Difference Feature Extractor 

IDFE represents Character Component Extractor. This state of the art programming has altered picture ID and 

characterization, making it quicker and more exact than any other time. 
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One of the IDFE's essential assets is its capacity to recognize unmistakable characters in a given picture. The 

IDFE can give a superior discriminative portrayal of the people being referred to by eliminating pointless 

information and zeroing in on character-related data. 

We have likewise incorporated the Distinction Component Streamlining Misfortune (DFOL) to work on the 

precision of the IDFE. This trademark empowers the IDFE to perceive interesting character contrasts between 

people, as well as intra-class changes brought about by age. 
 

The IDFE can at the same time learn individual element portrayals for each info picture as well as the different 

component portrayals between them by combining these two impressive capacities into a solitary misfortune 

capability. This outcomes in more exact picture distinguishing proof and classification than any time in recent 

memory. Taking everything into account, the IDFE with DFOL is the ideal decision for each and every 

individual who requires quick, exact picture ID. Attempt it now and see the distinction for yourself. 

 

1.2 Direct Cross-Age Verification Network 

Face acknowledgment innovation has forever been obliged by its dependence on looking at comparable 

elements and edges. That is, up to this point. With its astute utilization of picture distinction includes, the 

inventive Cross-Age Character Contrast Investigation (CIDA) structure is changing the game. 

The Immediate Cross-age Check Organization (DCVN) and the Personality Contrast Element Extractor (IDFE) 

are at the core of CIDA. These two fountain networks work couple to explore and approve the disparities in the 

IDs of the info picture pairings. 

 

In any case, CIDA's methodology recognizes it. Not at all like average facial acknowledgment frameworks, 

which depend on looking at qualities and characterizing limits, CIDA skirts all of that and depends entirely on 

picture contrasts for check. This strategy expands the framework's precision, however it likewise opens up new 

open doors for face acknowledgment in cross-age character situations. 

The conceivable outcomes are boundless with CIDA. This cutting edge strategy can possibly modify the manner 

in which we approach facial acknowledgment, from recognizing lost or missing youngsters to capturing 

character fraudsters. CIDA is liable for the eventual fate of face check. 

 

The qualification vector is a significant part of our model. We perceive that age distinctions can create 

enormous intra-class disparities and hoodwink the affirmation communication. Accordingly, we cautiously look 

at the qualification between picture elements and breaking point our choices similarly. While simply deciding, 

we don't depend exclusively on component equivalence. All things being equal, our model utilizes a 

complicated cycle that incorporates investigating the one of a kind components and playing out a twofold 

portrayal. Accordingly, we can make more exact and sure determinations. 

 

Chart -1 The Framework of Cross-Age Identity Difference Analysis Model. 
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We led extra preliminaries to think about the ROC bends of our technique with those of CARC, HFA, and 

human execution in our quest for laying out the most solid and precise cross-age face check model. We were 

eager to test how our model piled facing customary philosophies and human gifts. We saw that our model had a 

ROC twist like human execution after cautious assessment of the outcomes. We were delighted to find that our 

model outflanked customary models like CARC and HFA with an impressively higher AUC. This extraordinary 

achievement obviously affirmed the sturdiness of our adequacy of our techniques. 

 

Fig -1 System Architecture of the Proposed System 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 
Convolutional brain organizations, or CNNs or ConvNets, are recognized sorts of brain networks utilized for 

picture distinguishing proof and classification. CNN picture portrayals gather information, process it, and 

afterward order it. To get ready and test, every data picture will use a succession of convolution layers with 

procedures (Kernals), pooling, and completely related layers (FC) and utilize the sanctioning capacity to classify 

a thing with the help of profound learning CNN models. Convolutional brain networks are magnificent models 

for picture grouping, division, object acknowledgment, and an assortment of other picture-handling errands. 

Various structures, including VGGNet, Origin Net, Alex Net, and ResNet, can be utilized to build the exactness 

of CNN models. 

 

2.1 Face Verification on CALFW Dataset  

It felt perfect to see that our persistent effort and devotion had paid off and that we had arrived at a huge 

achievement in cross-age face confirmation. The capacities of our model significantly surpassed our 

assumptions and have set another norm in the area. In general, the aftereffects of these examinations affirmed 

our viewpoint that our techniques and model were huge advantages in the field of cross-age face checks. We 

were unable to stand by to impart these discoveries to the local area and proceed with our chase after 

considerably more prominent disclosures. 

 

2.2 Effects of IDFE 

To assess the effect of IDFE, we first lead analyses to examine what various components mean for preparing. 

Our model utilizes two weight factors: where is utilized to adjust the two parts of the IDFE misfortune 

capability, and where is used to integrate age hole weighted misfortune into the preparation IDFE. Thus, we run 

two unmistakable arrangements of trials with shifting qualities to explore the last confirmation execution on 

CALFW and CACD-Versus for each condition. 
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Chart -2 The Face Verification Accuracy with Different Value on CACD-VS and CALFW 

 

The next step is to look at the system's viability if the management accepts the system proposal. The main 

purpose of a feasibility study is to evaluate a proposed system's viability, user needs, and resource efficiency. 

Technical, operational, financial, and scheduling feasibility are the several categories for these. The basic 

objective of a feasibility study is to attain the scope, not to fix the issue. A feasibility study delivered to 

management is the outcome. This might be approved or disapproved. The process cycle Face.xml, Trained 

Webcam Dataset, Trainer.  

 

 

 

              
        Fig -2 System Architecture Layers of the Proposed System 
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3. CONCLUSIONS  

The Cross-Age Character Distinction Investigation (CIDA) model, a spic and span cross-age face confirmation 

procedure, utilizes picture pairings to examine faces straightforwardly. The primary stage is to make a character 

Distinction Component Extractor (IDFE) that extricates personality related contrast data from input photograph 

matches while smothering character heartless components like enlightenments and stances. Second, the 

Immediate Cross-age Check Organization (DCVN) is proposed as a quick classification technique for the info 

picture pair. To support discriminant power when there is an impressive age contrast, an original misfortune 

capability is recommended that gives tests with more prominent age inconsistencies more weight during the 

preparation stage. A bound together system is likewise settled by combining the misfortune elements of IDFE 

and DCVN. CACDVS and CALFW benchmark CAFR datasets\ 
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ABSTRACT   
Illnesses of the citrus fruit are the main reason for drastic decreases in citrus fruit supply. It is essential to 

have an automated approach to identifying citrus plant diseases. Because a variety of artificial intelligence issues, 

and deep learning approaches have lately demonstrated promising solutions, we chose to use them to address the 

problem of identifying citrus fruit and leaf diseases. This study uses an integrated technique to provide a 

convolutional neural network (CNN) model. The proposed CNN model intends to differentiate between fruit and leaf 

types with healthy citrus diseases including black spot, canker, scab, greening, and Melanose, and those that do not. 

The suggested CNN model incorporates complementary discriminative properties by integrating various layers. The 

CNN model performed well on the Citrus and PlantVillage datasets. 

Keywords: - Citrus leaf diseases, citrus fruit diseases detection, convolutional neural network, deep learning.   

   
1. INTRODUCTION    

Fruit trees are crucial for a state's economic success. Among the most well-known types of fruit plants is the 

vitamin C-rich citrus plant, which is well-liked throughout the Middle East, Africa, and the Indian subcontinent. In 

addition to their many health advantages, citrus trees are used as a raw material in the agricultural industry to create 

a variety of different Agri-products, including jams, sweets, ice cream, and confectionery, among others. Citrus, 

Pakistan’s most extensively cultivated fruit crop, makes up the majority among country's horticulture exports. In 

Pakistan, 2.5 million tons of citrus are expected to be produced annually in 2018. However, citrus fruit plants are 

vulnerable to several diseases, including such as greening, melanose, black patches, cankers, and scabs. Citrus trees 

are susceptible to the highly infectious canker, which mostly affects the leaves or fruit.    

1.1 Existing problem   

Creating and Quickening Advanced Tools Scanning has been made simpler by computer-aided technologies. 

Automatically discover genuine crop irregularities. This was accomplished using conventional machine learning 

approaches, with notable success in plant recognition and illness detection.     

1.2 Proposed System   
India produced, according to estimates, about 2.5 million tons. As opposed to that, citrus fruit plants are 

susceptible to a variety of illnesses, such as black spots, cankers, scabs, greening, and Melanose. Citrus trees can 

develop the canker, which is usually on the leaves or fruit and is very contagious. Extreme citrus fruit yield drops are 

primarily brought about by illnesses, which ultimately reduce fruit quality and result in losses for the growers.   
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1.3 Objectives of the Project   

   To build technology that accurately identifies agricultural diseases and pests. Assemble a pesticide database 

for each pest and illness.  To offer a cure for the ailment that has been identified.   

2. RELATED WORK   

   

  Previously, there extensive research on the finding of leaf and fruit diseases for many years. To increase the 

precision of disease diagnosis, researchers have researched many pattern recognition and machine learning 

techniques. These innovative techniques are applied to many different types of crops, such as wheat, rice, maize, and 

maize. Golhani has published a variety of experiments on neural network techniques used for identifying and 

categorizing diseases from images of plant leaves and fruit. Citrus canker and Huanglongbing (HLB) were detected 

using an SVM and a fluorescent imaging system by Wetterich et al. The approach had a classification accuracy of 

97.8% for citrus canker and scab, whereas it had a classification accuracy of 97.6% for HLB and zinc insufficiency 

of 95%. Recursively Separated Weighted Histogram Equalisation (RSHE) was used by Padmavathi and Thangadurai 

to more clearly separate illnesses of citrus. The noise in the photos of citrus is removed in the second stage. The 

remedies provided improve the citrus photos' quality so that they may be used for more in-depth study. K-Means 

segmentation has been utilized to locate the sick regions in pre-processed orange images, as discussed by Patel. The 

SVM classifier is utilized for categorizing the affected area's color, texture, and shape using the training set's data. 

GLCA models produced a precision of 67.74%. Singh employed the Support linear approach Discriminant Analysis, 

Vector Machine Technique, K-Nearest Neighbours, and Multi-Layer Perceptron approaches to find citrus leaf 

diseases.   

   

3. METHODOLOGY   

  For the classification of citrus and leaves afflicted with various illnesses, a Multilayer Convolutional Neural 

Network is developed. Implement a train prediction algorithm using datasets. The ability of artificial intelligence to 

close the gap between human and machine skills has dramatically increased. Both professionals and amateurs focus 

on many facets of the field to achieve great results. The field of computer vision is among several such disciplines. 

This field aims to give computers a place to see and understand the world similarly to humans. Following that, they 

will be able to apply this knowledge to a diverse array and tasks, such as video and image recognition, visualization 

and categorization, media entertainment, systems for recommendation, machine translation, etc. With time and 

effort, Deep learning has enhanced the ability to see, specifically when using the following algorithm:    

   

                                                     

Fig 1: Proposed Block Diagram 
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3.1 NURAL NETWORK THAT USES CONVOLUTIONS.  

   

   

Fig 2:  Neural Network That Uses Convolutions.  

  A Neural Network That Uses Convolutions., also referred to as an is a Deep Learning technique that may receive a 

source picture, assign different components and entities of the photo equal importance (learnable weights and 

biases), as well as can differentiate between them. Comparatively speaking, a ConvNet requires substantially less 

preprocessing than other classification techniques. Contrary to primitive techniques, where filters must be 

handengineered, neural networks are capable of learning these filters and their properties.  

  A ConvNet's architecture was influenced by The Vision Cortex's organizational structure and similarity to a human 

brain's neural connection network. The receptive Field, the limited region of the field of sight, is the only place 

where perception occurs do individual neurons react to stimuli.    

   

4. RESULT   

   

  Model for identifying leaf disease. The problem of categorization was addressed using the CNN model. The To 

distinguish between healthy and sick citrus fruits and leaves, suggested CNN-bing photos of citrus fruit and leaf 

ailments shown in this experiment can be usedThe components of our suggested model are as follows: data 

collection, preparation, and implementation of the CNN model Two convolutional layers were used in the suggested 

CNN model. The first convolutional layer divides the low-level few.   

   

  Images, while the second convolutional layer employs high-level properties to integrate them. This results in 

categorization  of citrus fruit and leaves into numerous melanose groups, including Greening, Canker, Scab, and 

Black Spot. Datasets about plant diseases, it was assessed using a variety of machine learning and deep learning 

models, and the results were published.    
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Fig 3:   Proposed system’s training and test accuracies.   

   

4. CONCLUSIONS    
  The proposed CNN-based model for leaf disease identification can distinguish between healthy and diseased citrus 

fruits and leaves. The problem of categorizing citrus fruit and leaf sickness pictures utilized in this experiment was 

addressed using the CNN model. Images with low-level few are segregated by the first convolutional layer, and 

Different classes of citrus fruit and leaves exist. of melanose by the second convolutional layer using an assembly of 

high-level features. Datasets about plant diseases, it was assessed using a variety of machine learning and deep 

learning models, and the results were published.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Brain hemorrhage, which can result in catastrophic damage or death, is the eruption of the brain's arteries as a 

result of excessive blood pressure or excessive blood coagulation. It is a medical emergency where a doctor also 

needs years of training to quickly identify the site of internal bleeding before beginning therapy. Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN), is deep learning model that is suggested in this study for the categorization of brain 

hemorrhages. To increase the deep learning models' accuracy and processing speed, brain CT scan pictures are 

employed as the dataset. 

 

Keyword : - S Brain hemorrhage, image classification, deep learning, CNN, image augmentation, CT scan 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Brain haemorrhage is the medical term for internal bleeding in the brain. Haemorrhage is a word used in medicine to 

describe bleeding from either within or outside the body. Internal bleeding brought on by an arterial rupture in the 

tissues surrounding the brain causes this, as can an unanticipated blood clot in the arteries supplying blood to the 

brain. Trauma, excessive blood pressure, aneurysms, anomalies in the blood arteries, amyloid angiopathy, bleeding 

disorders, and brain tumours are the most typical causes of haemorrhage. These are the primary causes of severe 

disability and death. Brain haemorrhage caused 30% of fatalities in the USA in 2013, with a ratio of 100,000:7 in the 

West and 100,000:200 in Asia. In addition, women are affected 3:2 more frequently than men by weak spots in their 

brain arteries from birth, which affects 80% of people. According to estimates from the World Health Organization 

(WHO), there were 15 million stroke victims in 2009, 5 million of whom died and 5 million of whom suffered 

impairments. 

Medical professionals frequently advise fast diagnosis and efficient first treatment to prevent damage and death. The 

internal anatomy of the skull and brain may be seen with a CT scan and an MRI. Since CT scans are more 

accessible, less expensive, and sensitive to early diagnosis of brain hemorrhage than MRIs, medical specialists 

advise using them to examine the interior anatomy of the human body, including the brain. The CT scan is a 

compilation of numerous X-ray images made by a computer using 3D imaging from various angles and cross-

sectional perspectives. Tissues can be photographed using the arc-transmitting X-ray photons that the CT scanner 

uses. creating an image sub-segmentation that is associated with at least one item, support for either size or color. 

There are many intensity levels employed, depending on how well the tissues absorb X-rays. Medical practitioners 

can diagnose internal bleeding and blood clots in the brain thanks to the CT scan's broad information on internal 

body structure and tissues of solid organs. The CT scan is frequently employed in emergencies to identify inside 

infections, tumors, serious injuries, and hemorrhagic strokes that are difficult for a person to distinguish. Because 

they can be quickly obtained for initial therapy, CT scans are preferred over MRIs. The diagnosis of the brain 

hemorrhage is a challenging stage since it is brought on by internal bleeding in the head, and medical professionals 

need years of experience to pinpoint the bleeding spot in the CT scan. Every life matters, and the patient's life is in 

danger. In earlier studies, experts invested their time and expertise in creating the ideal technique for identifying the 

precise location of the brain hemorrhage, but they were unable to succeed due to issues like the length of the 

diagnostic processes and the lack of sufficient results to save every patient's life. 
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2. EXISTING SYSTEM  

The Existing systems either make use of computerized decision-making systems or traditional clinical methods. 

Existing clinical practices and CT image processing methods have low sensitivity to detecting small, non-

hemorrhagic problems. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The proposed system is motivated to implement deeply trained model for accurately diagnosing brain hemorrhages 

in CT images. The proposed System implements CNN for effective feature extractions. To cut down on medical 

costs, the suggested System has been prompted to employ CT scans rather than MRI data. 

 

3.1. Objectives 

The primary goal of the effort is to facilitate fast identification and categorization of various hemorrhage types. 

 

3.2. Methodology 

In this project, The CT scan of the hemorrhage must be preprocessed before further deep learning processing. First, 

resize the photographs to a constant size because the images are of varying sizes and the deep learning model cannot 

accept input of varying sizes. When the train-test split is activated, image augmentation is utilised to enhance the 

number of training photos. Deep learning models consist of completely connected dense layers three convolutional 

2D layers, two max-pooling layers, one global average pooling layer, and fully linked dense layers.  

The layers are all linked together to extract characteristics from picture data and pass them on to the next layer. 

Finally, the dense layer removes the neuron connections in order to locate the brain hemorrhage in CT scan pictures 

of the brain.  

This process is done in few simple steps, which are: 

1. Examine an open source picture dataset for hemorrhage detection. 

2. Using the dataset we produced, train CNN to identify hemorrhage in photos automatically.  

3. Assess the outcomes from an educational standpoint. 

 

4. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 

Sl.no Title Description Advantages Disadvantages 

1. A method for automatic detection 

and classification of stroke from 

brain CT images 

Classify abnormality 

into Acute, Infarct, 

Chronic 

hemorrhage 

Ability to detect all 

types of strokes. 

fails if a same 

type of stroke has 

occurred 

symmetrically in 

both hemispheres 

2. Intelligent Brain Haemorrhage 

Diagnosis System 

Classification  

Using Fuzzy C 

means &  watershed 

algorithm 

Can be Used by 

Medical students to 

practice for 

Surgical 

simulation. 

High Power  

Consumption, 

Small Dataset 
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5. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

 
5.1. System analysis 

The assessment of its attainability in terms of information, yield, projects, and procedures is dependent on the 

system prerequisite's design plan. Following the definition of a model system, the analysis will continue to 

recommend the type of equipment required to build the framework, as well as the technique required to run the 

framework once it has been designed. The project is enlarged to the point where the essential capacities and 

execution are met within the constraints. The task is produced by the most recent invention. Despite the fact that the 

technology may become obsolete after a given period of time owing to the fact that it never creates more advanced 

versions in the same programming, the system is still in use. The system was created using the convolution neural 

networks technique. 

 

5.2. Functional requirement 

Useful requirements explain the product's internal operations, such as technological nuances, data monitoring and 

processing, and other specialized functions indicating how to support the use cases. They are supported by non-

utilitarian necessities that compel the planning or execution of imperatives.  
 Data processing should be done by the system. 

 The brain picture from the CT scan should be segmented by the system. 

 The technology should be able to recognize brain pictures from CT scans. 

 Using CT scan brain pictures, the system should anticipate brain hemorrhage. 

 

5.3. Non-functional requirement 

Unnecessary prerequisites are requirements that indicate parameters to be utilized to evaluate the operation of a 

framework rather than particular actions. This is distinct from useful needs that indicate explicit behavior or skills. 

Non-practical needs include dependability, adaptability, and cost. 

System utilities are terms used to describe non-practical preconditions. Non-practical needs are also known as 

"limitations," "quality characteristics," and "administrative requirements." 

The architecture should be designed such that additional modules and features may be added, supporting application 

development. Because programming packages are freely available, the cost should be low. 

• Usability: The program need to be simple to use. 

• Dependability: The system has to have dependability. 

• Efficiency: It shouldn't take the system too long to detect a brain hemorrhage. 

• Upgradability: The system should be simply upgradeable in the future. 

3. Brain Hemorrhage Diagnosis by 

Using Deep Learning 

Classification using 

LeNet, GoogleNet, 

ResNet. 

Deals with Large 

Dataset and HPC. 

Couldn’t achieve 

the recognition of 

EDH and SAH, 

over-fitting 

4. Detecting Intracranial 

Hemorrhage with Deep Learning 

Detection of Four 

Types of Inter-

Cranial 

Hemorrhage. 

Use Deep Learning 

to analyze than 

conventional 

method 

subarachnoid 

hemorrhages 

were difficult to 

detect 

5. Automatic Detection and 

Classification of Brain 

Hemorrhages 

Classification CT 

images into Normal,   

Epidural, Subdural , 

Intraparenchymal 

Hemorrhage 

More than 92% 

accuracy achieved. 

Computational 

complexity 
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5.4. TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY USED 

• System: Intel i3 2.4 GHz.  

• Hard Disk: 40 GB.  

• Ram: 512 Mb (Min.).  

 

5.5. SOFTWARE:  

• Operating system: Windows XP/Windows 7 or more 

• Software Tool: TensorFlow 2.5, Open CV  

• Coding Language: Python.  

 

6. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
The system is made to allow classification of any image, which will aid in identifying the item for future use. The 

following phases or components make up the design:  

6.1. Preprocessing: 

It required years of work and experienced people to create algorithms for picture categorization. Deep learning cuts 

years of labor into hours or minutes using neural networks. Image classification is widely utilised in the study of 

neuroscience. Image input comprises o0af numeric pixel values supplied to neurons. 

Each neuron has a single numerical value, and the connections between neurons have weights that describe the 

strength between neurons in various levels. CNN Deep Learning was used in this study.  

6.2. Resize the images Data: 

The deep learning models must be trained with photos of the same size. The reduction of the photographs into the 

same sizes accelerates the learning process and decreases the possibility of overfitting. The model's performance and 

accuracy rate suffer as a result of data loss during picture resizing, which is one of the most difficult aspects of 

resizing image data. The suggested study uses 128 128 dimensions to shrink photos to a fixed size. It is effective in 

overcoming overfitting and rapid learning rate difficulties while maintaining the highest accuracy rate. 

6.3. Train and Test Data Split: 

The method of dividing data into a predetermined ratio to training and testing deep learning models is known as the 

train-test split. The diagnosis of a brain hemorrhage is critical in a medical emergency. Before making an accurate 

forecast, deep learning models need to be trained on as much data as feasible. 

Here we will take different types of random images of objects. Images can be combined with different objects or of 

a single object. We will be taking the images and then tally with the dataset given and will identify what is the object 

along with it our system will also identify objects using the live feed irrespective of number of objects appearing in 

from of the camera. 

6.4. Image Augmentation: 

The method of artificially creating data is known as picture augmentation, and it is used to improve forecast 

accuracy and facilitate efficient learning. A short dataset is the main impediment to learning in deep learning ideas. 

As a result, image augmentation is employed to artificially increase the training and validation datasets through 

flipping, rescaling, shearing, adjusting the zoom level, rotating the image at various angles, adjusting the width or 

height ranges, and using fill mode. The picture dataset contains varied pixel values, and by rescaling the pixel values 

of Every image is converted into the range of [0, 255] to [0, 1], all the photos are treated equally. By zooming at 

0.05, shearing in the opposite direction, altering the image height and breadth range at 0.05, and keeping the filling 

mode at constant, the picture augmentation approach enhances the little dataset for the training process. 

 

7. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 
7.1. Image Collection:  

Input to the proposed system is Classification of Scan images of different objects are taken. The dataset for training 

is taken from the Brain CT scan Image Database Consortium (LIDC) and the Image Database Resource Initiative 

(IDRI). LIDC and IDRI consists of 1000 CT images of both major and minor hemorrhages recorded in Digital 

Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format. 
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Fig 7.1.1: System Architecture 

 

 

7.2.2. Image Preprocessing 

Pre-processing aims to improve picture data by reducing undesirable distortions and enhancing specific aspects that 

are crucial for further image processing. There are three primary components to image pre-processing things  

a) Grayscale conversion b) Noise removal c) Image enhancement 

 

a) Grayscale conversion: A grayscale image only carries information about brightness. In a grayscale picture, each 

pixel value corresponds to an amount or quantity of light. In a grayscale image, the brightness gradient can be seen. 

The grayscale picture merely measures light intensity. The brightness of an 8-bit picture will range from 0 to 255, 

with '0' representing black and '255' representing white. Grayscale conversion converts a color image to a grayscale 

image. Colored photographs are more difficult and time-consuming to process than grayscale photos. On a grayscale 

image, all image processing techniques are used. 

b) Noise Removal: Noise removal detects and removes undesirable noise from digital images. The challenge is 

determining which elements of a picture are real and which are the result of noise. Noise is defined as random 

fluctuations in pixel values. 

To reduce undesired noise, we are use a median filter. The median filter is a nonlinear filter that preserves edges. A 

sliding window of odd length is used to construct the median filter. The value in the centre represents the median of 

the samples inside the window, which is a filter output, and each sample value is sorted by magnitude. 

 

d) Image Enhancement: The goal of image enhancement is to process a picture to make a feature of interest more 

visible. To achieve a higher quality outcome, contrast enhancement is performed.  

 

7.2.3 Image segmentation  

Segmentation techniques include clustering, thresholding, neural network-based segmentation, and edge-based 

segmentation. For picture segmentation, we use the mean shift clustering technique in this implementation. For 
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converging to the maximum dense region, this approach employs the sliding window method. This approach uses 

numerous sliding windows to find the most dense region. Algorithm for Mean Shift Clustering This method is 

mostly used to detect dense regions. 

7.2.4 Feature Extraction 

An Image has several features, the most important of which are color, texture, and form. We are looking at three 

elements here: color histogram, texture that resembles color, form, and texture. 

7.2.5 Testing: 

 

A training dataset consisted of images of known Hemorrhage stages. Classifiers are trained on the created training 

dataset. A testing dataset is saved in a temporary folder. Test case predictions, To increase the precision of image 

processing models, classifier graphs are plotted and feature sets are added to test case files. 

7.2.6 Classification  

 

Convolution Neural Network is a binary classifier that uses the hyper-plane as the decision border between two 

classes. Some of the problems involve pattern recognition, such as texture classification, which uses of CNN. In 

CNN, mapping nonlinear input data to linear data enables effective classification in high dimensional space. CNN 

maximises the marginal distance between classes. Different Kernels are used to divide the classes. CNN is 

essentially a binary classifier that finds the hyperplane when splitting two classes. The border between the 

hyperplane and the two classes is maximised. Support vectors are the samples closest to the margin that will be used 

to determine the hyperplane. 

 

 
 

Fig 7.2.1 Convolutional Neural Network General Architecture 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper proposes a deep learning model, CNN, to detect brain hemorrhages. Image augmentation is used to 

enhance the training dataset's 180 photos to 1000 images. The trials are done out on datasets that are both balanced 

and unbalanced. A balanced dataset with an equal number of classes representing brain hemorrhage and non-brain 

hemorrhage was used for the first experimental phase. The 96% accuracy attained with a balanced dataset using the 

CNN model results in the loss of one life since the model focuses on false-negative findings, which indicate that the 

patient has brain hemorrhage in reality but the CNN model predicts non-brain hemorrhage. 

The use of image segmentation will be investigated in the future since it would allow for the accurate elaboration of 

internal bleeding in CT images by color separating segments. 
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9. RESULT 

 
The CNN model surpasses other algorithms with 96% accuracy and the fewest wrong predictions, saving the 

patient's life. The proposed model can accurately diagnose brain hemorrhage at high fast and has a prediction 

accuracy of over 96%, which can help save valuable lives. 

 

 

 
Fig 8.1: Normal CT Scan 

 

 

 

 
Fig 7.2: Scan with Hemorrhage 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In current society, there is a lack of communication with the deaf. The origin of Sign Language (SL) helped to break 

down this barrier. Sign language uses visually transmitted sign patterns to communicate meaning to non-sign 

language users. The use of sign language is beneficial for those with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Normal 

people are unable to interpret the signs used by the deaf since they are not familiar with their meaning. This system's 

aim is to find a solution to this issue. This device makes use of camera to record different hand motions. The image 

is then processed using a variety of techniques. In this study, an enhanced convolutional neural network (CNN) 

called MobileNetV2 has been used to design the SLR. The primary step is pre-processing the image. Then, an edge 

detection algorithm is used to determine the edges. The text is displayed once the sign is identified by a template- 

matching algorithm. Since the output is text, it is simple to determine what a particular sign means. Once logged into 

the system, users can choose to use the sign language translation and recognition features, capture images using 

OpenCV, and then process them using the trained CNN neural network. Additionally, it makes it easier to interact 

with the deaf. OpenCV-Python is used in the system's implementation. 

 
 

Keywords: - Sign Language Recognition, American Sign Language, Deep Learning, CNN, 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Technologies like gesture and facial recognition have gained significant traction in the sign language field in recent 

years. Different movements known as gestures are used during communication. Hand or body movements are used. 

Gestures used in sign language typically involve visually communicated patterns. The estimated number of people 

with hearing difficulty worldwide is 4,94,93,50,000. Some existing systems for translating sign language taking into 

consideration hand orientation, hand shape, and hand movement. Every sign in sign language has a specific meaning 

ascribed to it so that one can easily understand and interpret it. The people create distinct and unique sign languages 

depending on their native tongues and geographic locations so no sign language that is widely recognized. Around 

the world, different sign languages are adopted by people. 
 

In India Sign Language uses both the right and left hands to depict a variety of hand gestures. The suggested project 

focuses on hand position and shape while utilizing American Sign Language. One hand is all that is required for 

ASL. The system's implementation is therefore made simple. ASL has its own growth path and is independent of all 

spoken languages. 
 

In a nutshell, the procedure involves utilizing a camera to obtain photographs. then pre-processing the sample, that 

involves changing the RGB-model image that was acquired to a grayscale image. Afterward, use a clever edge 

detection algorithm to follow the edges. Finally, this produces the result as text after applying a template-matching 

technique to find the pattern. This technology eliminates the need for a middle translator by bridging the 
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communication gaps between hearing people and deaf people. It succeeds in its goal of turning motions into 

language. 

 
 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 
MICROSOFT KINECT FOR SIGN LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR: The speech recognition program helps 

people with hearing difficulty, mute people, and regular people who have trouble utilizing sign language. Through 

the uses of Microsoft Kinect for Windows technology, this application can understand hand signals and gestures and 

convert them into text, voice, or gesture. 
 

SIGN ALL: Human languages are incredibly diverse and complex. There are numerous number ways for us to 

communicate, including speaking and signing. Signed languages are understood visually, as opposed to spoken 

languages. Users of sign languages can process multiple things at once because of their expressive and visual nature. 

Additionally, it poses a special set of difficulties for sign language technology. 
 

The success of Sign All can be ascribed to a variety of elements, including high levels of knowledge in the following 

areas 
 

1. Deaf culture and community 

2. Technology (artificial intelligence + computer vision) 

3. Linguistic expert 

 

MYO ARM BAND: Rather than using special cameras that sense motion and depth, startup Thalmic Labs' Myo 

armband detects a wearer's movements and translates them into computer controls. After slipping the Myo armband 

on your forearm, its sensors begin reading electrical activity in your muscles. 
 

SIGN LANGUAGE GLOVE: The device then converts the electrical signals from the finger movements into 

signals that are transferred to a wrist-worn circuit board the size of a dollar coin. The board wirelessly sends those 

impulses to a smartphone, which converts them into spoken words at a pace of roughly one per second. In order to 

record the facial expressions used in American Sign Language, the researchers additionally attached adhesive 

sensors to the testers' faces, in the space between their eyebrows and on one side of their mouths. The lightweight, 

affordable, flexible polymers used in the UCLA team's invention are long-lasting and durable. Additionally, very 

versatile and reasonably priced, electronic sensors 

 

3. DATA DESCRIPTION 

The system proposed here uses American Sign Language (ASL) to recognize the signs made by the gesture. We 

made our own samples, though there are many open-source datasets available that we could use, it is recommended 

to create your own dataset to train your model on as it provides control on number of samples, quality and variety of 

samples. The Dataset contains numbers labelled from 0 to 9, and the alphabets labelled from A to Z. This dataset has 

around 500 samples for every 36 symbols. A few samples are shown in Fig 1. These samples of each symbol cover 

all the hand shapes and movements. The features are all of right hand. Every sample set is, characterized with its 

equivalent sign. A unique sign letter corresponds to every sample. The samples are in JPG format with the size of 

300x300 pixels. 
 

Fig -1: Dataset Samples 
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Fig -3: Numbers of ASL 

Fig -2: Alphabets of ASL 

 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The schematic representation of SLR is given below in Fig 4. It includes, 

 
 

 
Fig -4: Proposed Methodology of SLR 

 
A. Gesture Image 

We acquire the image using a camera, any type of camera works. The captured images are in the RGB color format.
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RGB Color Format: 

RGB represents Red, green, and blue in the RGB color system. Many image-processing techniques use RGB color 

model as a prerequisite. RGB is a device dependent model. Different systems generate various values. We can 

normalize the RGB values to remove distortions brought on by light and shadows. 

 

B. Pre-Processing 

Data pre-processing is a crucial part in developing a Machine Learning Model. Here as our data is in RGB format, 

so the dimension of our data will be in 3D. Although it’s okay to train our model with 3-dimension data, it will be 

quite computationally expensive for the model to train on. So, we will transform the image from RGB to Grayscale. 

A grayscale image is nothing but a black & white image, this reduces our images to 1D thus making it easier for our 

model to train. The conversion can be done using OpenCV library’s function, 

 
cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_RGB2GRAY) 

 

 
C. Feature Extraction 

Here, while we collect our data initially, we collect Hand landmarks. Hand landmarks are the specific points or 

landmarks detected on a human hand by computer vision algorithms like OpenCV or MediaPipe. The landmarks 

are necessary for hand gesture recognition, hand pose estimation, and other applications related to hand tracking. 

MediaPipe provides a more advanced and accurate hand landmark detection module called MediaPipe Hands, 

which uses a deep learning model to detect and track 21 hand landmarks on each hand. The landmarks include the 

tip and base of each finger, the center of the palm, and the wrist. The library we are using to collect Hand 

Landmarks is CVZone. CVZone is a computer vision package that makes it easy to process the image and AI 

functions. At the core it uses OpenCV and Mediapipe libraries. The hand landmarks in our sample is shown in Fig 5. 

You can utilize the hand detection module using the below code., 

 

from cvzone.HandTrackingModule import HandDetector 

detector = HandDetector(maxHands=1) 

 

Fig -5: Hand landmarks in an Image. 

 

 

D. Training the Model (CNN) 

The final step is to train our model. In this system we are utilizing a web-based model training called Teachable 

Machine by Google. Since training a model with large dataset needs huge computation power turning towards a 

cloud-based service is essential. It has a nice user-friendly UI; Before training the model, we upload the collected 

samples and label the classes. It provides ability to fine tune our model by changing parameters. We have updated 

the parameter values of learning rate to 0.0001, epochs to 100 and batch size to 16. The teachable machine uses
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transfer learning methodology. It builds our model on pre-trained models like MobileNetV2. MobileNetV2 is a 

CNN based model of classification that provides easy deployment on mobile devices. 

 

5. RESULTS 

This section shows the results obtained. 

 

 

Fig -6: Predicting letter C with 92.88% accuracy Fig-7: Predicting number 0 with 100% accuracy 

 

 

 

 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

Fig -8: Predicting number 1 with 89.15% accuracy 

 

In this paper, A SLR system based on Computer Vision (CV) is designed. The system can translate user input in 

American Sign Language into the corresponding text by using the CNN neural network to extract characteristics 

from the ASL data and then giving that information into the MobileNetV2 classifier. For the hearing-impaired 

groups, experiments assess sign language translation accuracy of 90.45% and recognition accuracy of 93.46% to
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meet basic demands. There, the procedure entails applying a smoothing algorithm to the image, removing noise and 

other unimportant data. 
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ABSTRACT   
 

In various real-life scenarios, human detection and activity recognition (HDAR) in videos is crucial. This study 

focuses on detecting humans in aerial video sequences captured by a moving camera mounted on an aerial platform, 

which encounters dynamic events such as changing altitudes, illumination shifts, camera jitter, and variations in 

viewpoints, object sizes, and colors. The UCF-ARG aerial dataset, unlike conventional datasets with frames taken by 

a static ground camera featuring medium or large human regions, presents a greater challenge due to the significant 

distances between humans and the camera in the frames. Human detection methods described in existing literature 

often experience performance degradation when video frames are affected by noise, blur, illumination changes, and 

similar factors. To overcome these limitations, the object detection techniques used in this research were trained on 

the COCO dataset and assessed on the publicly accessible UCF-ARG dataset. The detectors were compared based 

on detection accuracy, and five human actions (digging, waving, throwing, walking, and running). Experimental 

results revealed that EfficientDetD7 outperformed other detectors with an average accuracy of 92.9% in detecting 

all activities and various conditions, including blurring, Gaussian noise addition, lightening, and darkening. 

Furthermore, deep pretrained convolutional neural networks (CNNs) like ResNet and EfficientNet were employed to 

extract valuable features from the detected and cropped human patches. Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) utilized 

the extracted spatial features to account for temporal relations between features for human activity recognition 

(HAR). Experimental findings showed that the EfficientNetB7-LSTM surpassed existing HAR methods in terms of 

average accuracy (80%) and average F1 score (80%). The result is a robust HAR system that combines 

EfficientDetD7, EfficientNetB7, and LSTM for human detection and activity categorization.    

   

INDEX TERMS - Aerial captured video, convolutional neural network, human activity recognition, human 

detection, long short-term memory, transfer learning.  

   
1. INTRODUCTION   

A computer job for human detection has been developed for at least two decades. Search and rescue, law 

enforcement, pedestrian detection for traffic management and automated driving assistance, fall detection, and many 

more tasks, such as the ensuing decision-making, have all benefited from the use of this technology. Unmanned 

aerial vehicles (UAVs) are frequently used to deploy the technology because of its flexibility, increased tracking 

range, and capacity to capture photos and videos in circumstances when doing so would be impossible for cameras 

on the ground. Because of this, it appears that the use of human detecting technologies by UAVs will fundamentally 

alter in the future. a discussion on human activity. Although the concept of HAR. The problems that come with the 

UCF-ARG aerial dataset that was used in this paper have not been addressed by other datasets that have been 

employed in HAR applications. Frames from static ground cameras that were used to acquire traditional datasets 

reveal humans in medium-sized or big portions of these frames. Therefore, current research only suggests methods to 
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identify humans when their size or scale is medium to large. To localise humans that are small in scale, that is, 

whena the distance between the humans and the camera is less than a certain distance, we still need to research how 

reliable current human detection techniques in aerial surveillance are. Furthermore, a moving (i.e., not stationary) 

aerial camera, such as one on a UAV, was used to capture the frames. Realtime human detection in video sequences 

taken from the air has undoubtedly not been without difficulties. For instance, the size of a human that is seen on 

aerial footage that has been captured can change depending on the UAV's height. The system is challenged by the 

natural variation in human size that must be detected. Dynamic events such changes in illumination and significant 

amounts of motion blur brought on by camera jitter are other issues that might occur during the acquisition of aerial 

recorded footage. To create a highly reliable classification algorithm that can tell apart humans, all of these issues 

must be solved.   

1.1 DATASET OVERVIEW   

 Machines can now detect a variety of things using deep learning (DL) thanks to convolutional neural networks   

(CNNs). YOLOv5, R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN, R-FCN, SqueezeDet, EfficientDet, 

MobileNetV2, RetinaNet, ShuffleNet, and PeleeNet are some of the most popular algorithms for these tasks. A 

detection method must be able to produce favourable performance metrics at fast inference rates. These levels of 

performance are reported in a number of articles that discuss human detection algorithms. These methods include 

body detection, head detection, shoulder detection, and a plethora of others. However, in many situations, detecting 

only characteristics of objects connected to humans is insufficient. Since there may be obstructions in the camera's 

field of view, human detection algorithms must still be able to identify them accurately. Over the past few decades, 

developments in machine learning (ML) have altered the course of many different industries. Numerous applications, 

including computer vision and natural language processing, have significantly improved as a result of the use of 

neural networks in machine learning (ML. For example, we moved from the straightforward problem of identifying 

persons in movies shot from above to the focus of our research, which is human activity. Since there may be 

obstructions in the camera's field of view, human detection algorithms must still be able to identify them accurately. 

Over the past few decades, developments in machine learning (ML) have altered the course of many different 

industries.    

1.1 HUMAN DETECTION   

Various applications, including PC vision and regular language handling, have fundamentally worked on because of 

the utilization of brain networks in AI (ML). Analysts have begun exploring different avenues regarding producing 

somewhat more up to date methods to complete positions of expanding intricacy as the use of ML for the discovery 

of static items has arrived at close ideal degrees of exactness and accuracy. For instance, we moved from the clear 

issue of distinguishing people in motion pictures shot from above to the focal point of our examination, which is 

human action. to assemble movement related information on individuals to remember them. By consolidating 

different sensor types, mixture sensors can all the more likely gather information highlights. By doing this, we can 

gather tactile information from the genuine climate, for example, from digital physical-social frameworks. Cell 

phones with worked in attractive sensors may effectively decide the area of their clients. Be that as it may, depending 

exclusively on sensor-determined information could be troublesome on the grounds that equipment could be costly 

and security concerns could forestall the arrival of a ton of information. Moreover, it could take a ton of space 

explicit information to remove the right elements from sensor-determined information that a ML model can use to 

process and gain from. Cell phone sensors bring about a high-layered and loud consistent succession of perceptions. 

consolidating part outrageous learning with order. It has been shown that machine (HK-ELM) models can group 

exercises and learn qualities. To coordinate physically made highlights and gained highlights from a H-ELM, they 

utilized a component combination approach. At last, utilizing multimodal HAR methods, we can all the while 

perceive human action utilizing sensor-based information as well as vision-based information [3]. This is done so 

free data from one methodology can assist the other mode with conquering its cutoff points. The present state of the 

art DL calculations, especially CNNs and intermittent brain organizations (RNNs), can consequently decipher and 

gain from crude information assembled from sensors and video information from cameras.   
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2.METHODOLOGY   

                                          

Chart -1 Regional Proposal Network (RPN)   

   

In this research, various object detectors such as YOLOv4, faster R-CNN, and EfficientDetD7 were pre-trained on 

the COCO dataset comprising 91 types of objects. The task of human detection. On the UCF-ARG dataset, we used 

these human detectors with learned parameters without finetuning. In other words, one of our goals was to assess 

and compare the effectiveness of these item detectors for human detection in difficult aerial movies.   

   

                                           
   

Fig -1 The BiFPN features aggregation method   

   

2.1 RESNET   

The ResNet framework, also known as the residual learning framework, is an extremely deep network that produces 

very good generalisation without overfitting [1]. Different numbers of layers, such as 50, 101, and 152, can be used 

in ResNet. During the training step, a supervised learning model feeds a ResNet CNN with large-scale tagged 
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datasets such as ImageNet. With reference to the layer inputs, the ResNet layers are reformulated as learning residual 

functions.  

The ROIs of humans cut from aerial video frames were enlarged to 224 224 pixels and used to ResNet50 to extract 

2048 features in this work. ResNet50's top layers were deleted. The LSTM was then implemented to make use of the 

sequence of features retrieved from the sequence of ROIs clipped from the video sequence.   

   

2.2 LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR CLASSIFICATION OF TIME SERIES   

To catch transient relationships, a Repetitive Brain Organization (RNN) was utilized for grouping demonstrating.  

The LSTM is a type of RNN that has been displayed to dial back inclination disappearing. Figure 6 portrays a LSTM 

with a memory cell that collects state data and is upheld by control entryways for long-range succession 

demonstrating.   

A succession of elements got from returns for money invested of casings was applied to the LSTM that was used to 

supplant the top layers of pre-prepared CNNs in this work. Besides, LSTM was prepared and its boundaries were 

iteratively calibrated to fit the highlights extricated from returns on initial capital investment trimmed from 

UCFARG video outlines.   

   

3. EFFICIENTNET   

A few tests were done to decide the best LSTM construction and design for creating the best presentation 

measurements. Actuation works, the quantity of LSTM layers, the quantity of hubs in each layer, and the quantity of 

totally associated layers are all essential for the LSTM plan.   

The best LSTM engineering in this paper contains the accompanying layers: 

1) The GlobalMaxPool2D   

2) 512 hub bidirectional_LSTM with tanh initiation and sigmoid intermittent actuation   

3) 256 hub completely associated layers with ReLU initiation capability   

4) Layers having five hubs that are completely associated   

5) The Softmax initiation include   

A few tests were likewise done to distinguish the best LSTM hyperparameters for creating the best presentation 

measurements.   

     

Chart -2 The EfficientDet object Detector's overall architecture   
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4. CONCLUSIONS   

This paper's review centered around two errands: human location (HD) and human movement acknowledgment 

(HAR). The proposed HDAR framework was assessed utilizing the openly available UCF-ARG elevated dataset. A 

moving camera mounted to an elevated stage was utilized to catch ethereal video groupings in this video dataset. 

This dataset has very troublesome substance with dynamic occasions like evolving heights, lighting changes, camera 

jitter, and varieties in sees, thing sizes, and tones. A few human item locators pre-prepared on the COCO dataset, 

including Consequences be damned, quicker R-CNN, and EfficientDet, were assessed to decide the best indicator fit 

for identifying and limiting people inside video outlines. A few examinations were done to look at the recently 

referenced human finders.   
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ABSTRACT 

 This project is an effort to reduce the losses occurs in Agriculture field due to Climate and 

Environmental changes which leads to inappropriate selection of crop to grow on land. Machine Learning 

(ML) is a significant methodology for accomplishing the reasonable and compelling answers for this 

disadvantage. In India farmers still follow the traditional technology which is adopted from their ancestors. 

But the problem is that in the earliest time climate was compatible with the predicted weather everything 

happened on time. But now most of the things have been changed due to global warming and many other 

factors. The leading annoyance with agribusiness in India is the shortage of rainfall in seasonal periods. 

Humidity is also required for production, though it has been unreasonable, it also transforms as a weakness. 

Accurateness of harvest price forecasting strategies plays an important function in encouraging market 

characteristics such as direction and collection. Harvest Yield Prediction technique includes foreseeing yield 

of the harvest from reachable historical and possible data like climate parameter, soil parameter and yield 

prediction. There is application of machine learning algorithms and we get best predicted results through a 

web application. This Project is an attempt of predicting the outcome of harvest supported the current data by 

using of RFA Random Forest Algorithm and Back Propagation. The expectation can make the farmer to 

foresee the yield of harvest before developing onto the agribusiness zone. 

Keyword: - Agriculture, crop recommendation, yield prediction, integrating feature. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the most crucial segments of the Indian economy is agribusiness. Agribusiness in India 

contributes 18% of the country's GDP and employs 50% of its labour force. Though it is India's most populous 

financial sector and plays a significant role in the nation's overall socioeconomic fabric, notable experiments 

have shown a progressive decline in the contribution made by agribusiness to the country's economy. These 

experiments may also be a conception of the money required for industrial growth to the country's dimensions. 

Agriculture's financial contribution to India's GDP is steadily shrinking. Plant crop production is 

influenced by a variety of variables, including climatic, geographic, biological, political, and economic 

considerations. When there are multiple crops to be grown, it can be challenging for farmers, especially if they 

are unaware of market prices. 

Using technology to raise awareness about farming has been a need in recent years. Food insecurity is 

brought on by seasonal climatic change that is detrimental to basic resources including soil, water, and air. A 

smart system that can address the issue of declining agricultural output is required in a situation where crop 

yield rates are continually falling short of fulfilling demand. 
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1.1 Problem Statement 

Several climatic factors have an impact on agricultural production. The price of a crop, metrological 

characteristics, precipitation parameters, and soil parameters, for example. And everything is chaotic as an 

outcome of on-going climate change. Farmers in India still use the traditional methods they acquired knowledge 

from their ancestors. The issue is that everything happened on time earlier since the weather was extremely 

wholesome. However, most of the things today have changed as a result of market demand, global warming, and 

numerous other factors. We are able to alter our management and implementation capabilities thanks to the 

precise and comprehensive information on the crop and pricing across different states. Here, we use machine 

learning to analyse crop and yield data gathered by various states in addition to crop average price and location. 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 LSTM Based Crop Price Prediction System (2021) 

 

The procedure is used to predict the expense of rare crops using elements such as the place and 

tentative sowing date. Two approaches were compared one is using machine learning algorithms and the second 

one is a hybrid sequential modelling approach. In this analysis aspects like Area gathered, the result of a crop, 

and time-series data of one-time cost of produce and crop season are taken into consideration. As the price of 

crops varies from location to location, a particular location of Pune has been selected for this study. Following 

datasets, one is having time-series data of crop, area, and crop production taken from data.gov.in and another 

time-series data of crop and past prices from agmarknet.gov.in are used. Both datasets are merged based on crop 

names, year, and month. The data was checked for any kind of correlation and the parameters that had less 

correlation were removed. Parameters viz. 'Crop Year', 'Crop', 'Area', 'Yield', 'month', 'Modal Price (Rs. 

/Quintal)' were considered for correlation .Library called Lazy Predict is used to fit the dataset with several 

algorithms like Random Forest Regressor, Decision Tree Regressor, KNN, MLP Regressor. 

2.2 Cluster Prediction and Forecasting System using Supervised Machine Learning Algorithms (2021) 

This method used in the system is the deceleration of the decision tree which is a way of minimizing 

machine learning. The parameters considered in the forecast are: - rainfall, wholesale price indicators (minimum 

support [MSP], farming costs, planting costs, etc.). Accurate forecasting of crop prices; is important in crop 

production management. Such forecasting will also help affiliated industries that rely on agriculture to find raw 

materials to strategize for their business. With the benefits of this app, farmers get an early forecast that allows 

them to maximize their profits and prevent major losses which will also increase the country's economy. 

2.3 Crop Yield Analysis Using Machine Learning Algorithms (2020)  

The primary preoccupation is to indicate the number of proceeds of specific conditions preserving in 

marbles certain factors. Agribusiness is not only a huge characteristic of the growing economizing of the 

countryside, but we require enduring. Forecasting and calculating crop harvest is not a straightforward 

assignment, as it trusts on several parameters such as moisture, ultra-violet (UV), pesticides, fertilizer, and the 

measurement and type of ground surrounded for that region. In this document, supplemental categories of 

Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are introduced to research and foreknow the yield of the harvest. These 

algorithms are, Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Linear Regression (LR), they are incredibly reasonable 

for validating the irregular parameters in anticipating the continuous variable estimation with 140 data 

promontories that were acquired. The parameters verified aloft are elementary differentiae instantly soft-soaping 

the expansion of the harvest. The error rate was measured with the usefulness of Mean Square Error (MSE) and 

Coefficient of Determination (R 2), where MSE gave out approximately 0.005 and R 2 gave around 0.85. An 

identical dataset has been used for comparison between the performances of the algorithms. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 Computer software that learns from experience and develops without explicit programming is known 

as a machine learning system. A machine learning programme accesses and makes use of data to learn for itself. 

In order to make wiser judgements in the future, we search for patterns in our observations, direct experience, or 

instructions as we learn. It all starts with observations or information, such examples, first-hand experience, or 

instructions. The computer must be capable to learn without human aid in order for it to learn autonomously and 

modify actions accordingly. 
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3.1 Use Case Diagram 

 A use case diagram, at its most basic level, explains a user's engagement via the system by illustrating 

how the user relates to the many applications that the user is associated with. Use case diagrams, in their most 

basic form, represent how customers engage with systems and the connections between them and the several 

applications in which they participate. Use case diagrams are visual representations of how a user interacts with 

the system. Even though a use case itself can elaborate in considerable detail on each possibility, a use case 

illustration can aid in giving a higher-level view of the apparatus. Case study diagrams are said to be the 

system's blueprints since they graphically and simply describe how the system works. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig-1: Use Case Diagram 

3.2 UML Diagram 

UML diagrams are graphical representations of the interaction between processes and in what order in 

a unified modelling language (UML). Each participant is represented in a table with a column for the messages 

they have sent and received. The project's sequence diagram is shown in the diagram below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-2: Sequence Diagram 

 

3.3 System Architecture 

 The theoretical framework of a system's operation, appearance, and capabilities is called its 

architecture. The structure and behaviours of a system's characteristics are given architectural description in a 

way that makes analysis and reasoning easier. The parts and subsystems that is intended to implement system as 

a whole make up the system architecture. In the realm of architecture description languages, advancements have 

been made. The system architecture is described using formal languages known as architectural description 

languages. As you can see, our working model consists of many modules coupled by Python code in the 

diagram below. 
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Fig-3: System Architecture 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

In other words, random forest employs decision trees and ensemble classification models to combine 

the best attributes of both types of models. For better predictions, the RF model divides the training data that 

originates from weaker nodes together with the stronger nodes. A RF model may be used to resolve issues with 

classification and regression. 

Our project's input is the gathered dataset. This dataset underwent pre-processing, which involves 

removing any unnecessary or empty data from the datasets. Data is put into the system after pre-processing, and 

a number of machine learning techniques are run to identify the best one. This project's goal is to present 

projections for crop, yield, and pricing. Finally, the model analyses the job in the backend and shows the 

outcome of the predictions according to the user input at the front end. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-4: Random Forest Algorithm 

 

Programming and deploying a technical specification or method resulting in the creation of a 

programme, software component, or other computer system. There are probably several observations for a 

particular interaction. If there are no defined interfaces methods, then the class additionally includes methods 

that implement the methods outlined in the interface. An interface-implementing class is basically its putting the 

interface into practise. Successful system implementation requires that related tasks be completed in the right 

order. As a way to prepare for an implementation project, it is crucial to have well-established techniques and 

expert assistance, yet implementation projects are frequently hampered a deficiency in resources, bad planning, 

and plenty of activities. 
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The project is being divided into four modules: 

 

1. Price Prediction 

2. Crop Prediction 

3. Crop-Yield Prediction 

4. Fertilizer Prediction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-4: System Architecture 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

               Through the aid of the RFA Random Forest and Back Propagation Algorithm, we have suggested a 

method for predicting the crop, crop yield, and crop price. This strategy lowers losses for farmers and raises 

yields to boost agribusiness. During this stage of the project, we read up on crop-yield and price prediction 

literature. This body of literature aids in our comprehension of the difficulties we encounter while identifying 

the price and yield from the pricing dataset. According to the literature and experimental findings, random forest 

and back propagation aid in crop-price identification and assist in removing the issues that we have identified in 

the dataset. Additionally, the accuracy rate of this algorithm is significantly higher than that of other algorithms. 
Farmers may better comprehend agricultural ecosystems by merging this with other departments like sericulture 

and other village-level development activities. The development of villages for the benefit of farmers can be 

improved by integrating this with other sectors, including sericulture. 

7. FUTURE WORK 

                 By including IOT sensors in the system design and employing node MCU to deliver data directly 

from the cloud to the input parameters rather than only relying on human input. It would be advantageous to 

enhance crop price prediction further, which would involve a variety of datasets, forecasting techniques, and 

implementation. GPS sensor implementation to get the position of the location and enter it straight from the 

API. 
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ABSTRACT 
Abstract A novel approach for forest fire detection using image processing technique is proposed. A rule-based 

color model for fire pixel classification is used. The proposed algorithm uses RGB and YCbCr color space. The 

advantage of using YCbCr color space is that it can separate the luminance from the chrominance more 

effectively than RGB color space. The performance of the proposed algorithm is tested on two sets of images, 

one of which contains fire; the other contains fire-like regions. Standard methods are used for calculating the 

performance of the algorithm. The proposed method has both higher detection rate and lower false alarm rate. 

Since, the algorithm is cheap in computation it can be used for real time forest fire detection. Checking of wild 

animal in their common environment is crucial. This proposed work develops an algorithm to detect the animals 

in wild life. Since there are many different animals manually identifying them can be a difficult task. This 

algorithm classifies animals based on their images so we can monitor them more efficiently. Animal detection 

and classification can help to prevent animal-vehicle accidents, trace animals and prevent theft. This can be 

achieved by applying effective deep learning algorithms. Deforestation is cutting trees of forests on a huge 

scale, often resulting in loss of habitat of millions of wild animals. About 30% of earths land is still covered with 

forests but due to deforestation we are losing them at the rate of about half the size of England per year. In 

forests, tree cutting activities are illegal but due to shortage of manpower and other resources, governments are 

not very successful in curbing this menace. 
 

Keyword: - Forest fire and wild animal detection with tree cutting, Internet of things (IOT), Raspberry pi B+ 

and Convolutional Neural Networks. 

 
1. Introduction  

Introduction In this project we present an automatic system for early smoke source detection through the real 

time processing of landscape images. The first part describes the segmentation technique we use to extract 

persistent dynamical envelopes of pixels into the images. We describe the temporal algorithm at the pixel level 

(filtering) and the spatial analysis to bring together connected pixels into the same envelopes (object labeling). 

The second part deals with the method we use to discriminate the various natural phenomena that may cause 

such envelopes. We describe the image sequence analysis we developed to discriminate distant smokes from 

other phenomena, by extracting the transitory and complex motions into little pre-processed 

envelopes. Monitoring animals in the wild without disturbing them is possible using camera trapping 

framework, which is a technique to study wildlife using automatically triggered cameras and produces great 

volumes of data. However, camera trapping collects images often result in low image quality and includes a lot 

of false positives (images without animals), which must be detection before the post processing step. This paper 

presents a two-channeled perceiving residual pyramid networks (TPRPN) for camera trap images objection. Our 

TPRPN model attends to generating high-resolution and high-quality results. In order to provide enough local 

information, we extract depth cue from the original images and use two-channeled perceiving model as input to 

training our networks. Finally, the proposed three-layer residual blocks learn to merge all the information and 

generate full size detection results. Besides, we construct a new high-quality dataset with the help of Wildlife 

Thailand’s Community and e Mammal Organization. Experimental results on our dataset demonstrate that our 

method is superior to the existing object detection methods. Woods produce water supplies, biodiversity, 

pharmaceuticals, reused supplements for farming and surge counteractive action, and are key to the change 

towards a Green Economy with regards to reasonable improvement and destitution destruction. By far most of 

deforestation and illicit logging happens in some of the central African and Southeast Asian countries and also 
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in the Amazon Basin’s tropical forests. Ongoing investigations into the degree of unlawful logging gauge that 

illicit logging represents almost 50%90% in tropical nations and around 15%30% worldwide. 

 

1.1 Objectives 
 
To Detect Intrusion in the Field 

Sensor Connected to raspberry pi is used to detect the motion. When Sensor inputs the data raspberry pi starts 

camera. 

To Capture the image and Classifying Them Using Image Processing 

Input from the camera is processed. Classification of image is done using Convolution Neural Network. 

Classifying weather, the animal is domestic or Wild Animal. 

Taking Suitable action based on the intruder 

After Image processing and classification. If Wild Animal is detected, processor turns an alarm and intimation 

alert to Farmer. 

To send Notification to farmers and Forest Officials 

An intimation alert is sent to farmer about animal presence. We Use Twilio Messenger to send intimation alert 

to farmer 

To Detect Fire in forest and Intimate  

Detect Fire Using Fire Sensor and intimate through Message to concerned Person 

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT  

 Animal Detection in boundaries is very vital 

 It is critical to have a system to monitor animals’ intrusion and report it to the forest offices  

 Monitoring of fire in forest is at most important to save the environment and wild life  

 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
 

 PAPER1: Content-based Retrieval and Real Time Detection from Video Sequences Acquired by 

Surveillance Systems. 

In this paper, a surveillance system devoted to detect abandoned objects in unattended environments is 

presented to which image processing content-based retrieval capabilities have been added for making easier 

inspection task from operators. Video-based surveillance systems generally employ one or more cameras 

connected to a set of monitors. This kind of systems needs the presence of a human operator, who interprets the 

acquired information and controls the evolution of the events in a surveyed environment. During the last years 

efforts have been performed to develop systems supporting human operators in their surveillance task, in order 

to focus the attention of operators when unusual situations are detected. Image sequences databases are also 

managed by the proposed surveillance system in order to provide operators with the possibility of retrieving in a 

second time the interesting sequences that may contain useful information for discovering causes of an alarm. 

 

PAPER2: Robust Real-Time Periodic Motion Detection 

We describe new techniques to detect and analyze periodic motion as seen from both a static and a moving 

camera. By tracking objects of interest, we compute an object's self-similarity as it evolves in time. For periodic 

motion, the self-similarity measure is also periodic and we apply Time-Frequency analysis to detect and 

characterize the periodic motion. The periodicity is also analyzed robustly using the 2D lattice structures 

inherent in similarity matrices. A real-time system has been implemented to track and classify objects using 

periodicity. Examples of object classification (people, running dogs, vehicles), person counting, and 

nonstationary periodicity are provided. 

 

PAPER 3: Study of Motion Detection Method for Smart Home  

Motion detection surveillance technology give ease for time-consuming reviewing process that a normal video 

surveillance system offers. By using motion detection, it saves the monitoring time and cost. It has gained a lot 

of interests over the past few years. In this paper, a proposed motion detection surveillance system, through the 

study and evaluation of currently available different methods. The proposed system is efficient and convenient 
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for both office and home uses as a smart home security system technology. In motion detection, there is process 

of detecting a change in various objects relative to its surroundings or change in surrounding relative to an 

object. There are many methods to obtain a motion detection using mechanical and electronic techniques. 

Infrared (Passive and active sensors), Optics (video and camera systems), Radio Frequency Energy (radar, 

microwave and tomographic motion detection), Sound (microphones and acoustic sensors), Vibration 

(triboelectric, seismic and inertia-switch sensors), Magnetism (magnetic sensors and magnetometers). 

 

PAPER 4: Motion Detection for Security Surveillance 

This paper deals with the design and Implementation of Smart surveillance monitoring system using Raspberry 

pi and CCTV camera. This design is a small portable monitoring system for home and college security. This 

system will monitor when motion detected, the Raspberry Pi will control the Raspberry Pi camera to take a 

picture and sent out image to the user according to the program written in python environment. The proposed 

home security system captures information and transmits it via a Raspberry towards pc. Raspberry pi operates 

and controls motion detectors and CCTV camera for remote sensing and surveillance, streams live record it for 

Future playback. Python software plays an important role in this project. Motion detection systems are a 

necessity in the modern times.  

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

• Proposed system vision-based detection technique is used to detect fire, smoke. 

• To detect the animal repelling we proposed a new system with deep learning technology. It also 

intimates the forest officers regarding animal movement 

• To overcome the problem, we conduct research so that forest fires can be quickly detected. 

•  Forest fires are one of the main environmental problems in the entire world.  

• This paper presents a low cost WIFI network able to evaluate level of fire risk and the presence of a 

forest fire. 

• Forest fires are one of the most common disasters occurring during the dry season.  

  

3.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

 

                           

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

BUZZER 
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3.2 COMPONENTS USED IN PROPOSED WORK  

 

3.2.1 Raspberry pi 3 model B+ 

 
Fig -1 Raspberry pi 3 model b+ 

The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ contains a wide range of improvements and features that will benefit the 

designers, developers, and even engineers who are looking to integrate Pi systems into their products. Here are 

some of the new Pi’s specs: 

Quad core 64-bit processor clocked at 1.4GHz 

1GB LPDDR2 SRAM 

Dual-band 2.4GHz and 5GHz wireless LAN 

Bluetooth 4.2 / BLE 

Higher speed ethernet up to 300Mbps 

Power-over-Ethernet capability (via a separate PoE HAT) 

 

The table below shows the specs of the Raspberry Pi 3 B and the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ 

 

3.2.2 Boosts All Around 

Thanks to the ever-increasing technological capabilities of electronics, this Raspberry Pi does not fall behind in 

any category, at least compared to other Pi computers. It either matches the old model’s speed or significantly 

improves upon it. For example, the CPU has been clocked at 1.4GHz, which is 200MHz faster than the Pi 3 B, 

and the ethernet speed has been boosted from 100Mbps to 300Mbps. 

 

 
Fig -2 The heart of the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ 

 

Spec Raspberry Pi 3 B Raspberry Pi 3 B+ 

CPU type/speed ARM Cortex-A53 1.2GHz ARM Cortex-A53 1.4GHz 

RAM size 1GB SRAM 1GB SRAM 

Integrated Wi-Fi 2.4GHz 2.4GHz and 5GHz 

Ethernet speed 10/100 Mbps 300Mbps 

PoE No Yes 

Bluetooth 4.1 4.2 
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3.2.3 EMC Compliance 

One feature included with the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ is a wireless dual-band LAN that comes with modular 

compliance certification. For those who are unaware, electronic products cannot be constructed and then 

released to the market without having some tests done to them (see CE and FCC), and many of these tests look 

for interference. Testing for interference (also known as EMC) can be incredibly costly and difficult to isolate, 

but, thanks to the WLAN’s modular compliance certification, you can expect significantly lower EMC issues 

when integrating the Pi into a product. 

 

 
 Fig -3 wireless dual-band LAN 

3.2.4 Physical Features 

While the mechanical layout of the Pi has not changed (GPIO location, drill holes, etc.), the PCB itself has 

clearly undergone some physical changes. The main processor is no longer housed in a plastic package. Instead, 

it has a metal package, which may be beneficial for those who want to keep the temperature of the Pi as low as 

possible (with the aid of a heat sink). The top side also shows fewer components, and a four-pin header (used for 

PoE) has been included in the top right of the PCB. 

 

 

 
Fig -4 Comparison of the Raspberry 3 and 3 B+ 

 

It is a small board computer, introduced by Raspberry Pi foundation in 14th March 2018 and is the most recent 

version of the Pi boards. 

It is a modified form of its predecessor Raspberry Pi 3 B that was introduced in 2016 and came with CPU, GPU, 

USP ports and I/O pins. Both versions are almost same in terms of functionality and technical specifications; 

however, there are some exceptions in the B+ model as it comes with USB boot, network boot, and Power over 

Ethernet option that are not present in the B model. 

Technology has been evolved over time with the purpose of making lives easy and convenient. This device was 

a major development in the technology that made computer learning too easy that anyone with little effort can 

make their feet wet with the process. 
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3.2.5 RASPBERRY PI PIN DIAGRAM:- 

 

Following figure shows the pinout of Raspberry Pi 3 B+ 

 

 

 

https://www.theengineeringprojects.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/introduction-to-raspberry-pi-3-b-plus-2.png
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40 Pin header is used to develop an external connection with the electronic device. This is the same as the 

previous versions, making it compatible with all the devices where older versions can be used. 

Out of 40 pins, 26 are used as a digital I/O pin and 9 of the remaining 14 pins are termed as dedicated I/O pins 

which indicate they don’t come with alternative function. 

Pin 3 and 5 comes with an onboard pull up resistor which 1.8 kΩ and Pin 27 and 28 are dedicated to ID 

EEPROM. In B+ model the GPIO header is slightly repositioned to allow more space for the additional 

mounting hole. The devices that are compatible with the B model may work with the B+ version; however, they 

may not sit identically to the previous version. 

 

3.2.6 Fire Sensor: 

 

The Fire sensor is used to detect fire flames. The module makes use of Fire sensor and comparator to detect fire 

up to a range of 1 meter. 

 

Feature: 

Allows your robot to detect flames from up to 1 M away 

Typical Maximum Range :1 m. 

Calibration preset for range adjustment. 

Indicator LED with 3 pin easy interface connector. 

Input Voltage +5VDC 

 

 

 
 

 

 

3.2.7 BUZZER: 

 

A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device, which may be mechanical, electromechanical, 

or piezoelectric (piezo for short). Typical uses of buzzers and beepers include alarm devices, timers, and 

confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or keystroke. 

 

Two wires, red & black. 

Polarity matters: black=ground 

• Apply an oscillating voltage to make a noise 

• The buzzer case supports the piezo element and has resonant cavity for sound 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

The system designed shown in the block diagram performs the detection and counting of the Wild Animals. The 

raspberry pi is used to make the system portable and affordable by both small scale and large-scale livestock 

producers. The Flowchart shows the flow of operation done to detect the particular livestock and count them 

accordingly that is shown in result. Here first the image is captured by using a camera and which is then 

converted to a grey scale image to make it feasible for comparison with the existing data set values. The existing 

systems like bar code scanners and manually counting of livestock is not beneficial as it consumes a lot of time 

and the error margin becomes high so to overcome such hurdles, we have designed a real time system that 

performs such a task with efficiency and is cost effective.  
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ABSTRACT  
According to  WHO, 1.35 million people die in traffic accidents each year. Technology is improving every year, 

Rapid growth in the number of new vehicles on the road contributes to severely congested roads and gives people 

licence to break traffic laws.  

This causes a significant number of traffic accidents. Computer vision-based traffic violation-detection systems are 

a highly effective instrument for tracking and penalising traffic infractions. The proposed system was put into 

practise using YOLOV3 object detection to find traffic infractions such signal jump, vehicle speed, and vehicle 

count. The system is also accuracy optimised. Signal jump is determined by using the vehicle's location and the 

region of interest for the period of frames. Vehicle count detection accuracy was 97.67% for this implementation, 

and accuracy for vehicle count detection and an accuracy of 89.24% for speed violation detection. 

  
Keyword: - traffic violation ,signal jump , YOLOV3 

 
  

1. INTRODUCTION  
 Artificial intelligence (AI) has made considerable strides in recent years and is now a crucial tool in a number of 

applications. Predicting traffic signal breaches using AI algorithms is one such application. The desire to increase 

traffic safety and lessen the amount of collisions brought on by irresponsible driving has given this field of study 

more traction. 

 

 Traffic signal infractions are frequent on roadways all over the world and can have terrible repercussions. These 

infractions may be the result of a number of things, including ignorance, carelessness, or insufficient visibility. The 

use of sensors or physical inspection by traffic officials are the traditional ways for spotting traffic signal breaches, 

and both can be expensive and time-consuming. The possibility for using AI methods to forecast traffic signal 

violations could lead to a more effective and affordable solution. 

 

 Video footage shot by traffic cameras placed at crossings is used to forecast traffic signal violations using artificial 

intelligence techniques. These cameras record traffic in real-time and offer a wealth of data for the creation of 

prediction models. The camera material can be examined using AI methods like deep learning algorithms to find 

instances of traffic signal infractions. To increase the accuracy and generalizability of these algorithms, massive 

datasets of traffic footages will be taken  for training. 

 

There are  lot of advantages to utilising AI algorithms to anticipate traffic signal violations. Authorities can take 

proactive steps to prevent accidents brought on by reckless driving by anticipating probable violations. Using AI 

approaches can also assist traffic officers work less and concentrate on other elements of their jobs by reducing their 

workload. Insights into the reasons of traffic signal breaches can also be gained through the creation of precise-

predictive models, which can then be used to enhance infrastructure and regulations for road safety. 
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 In conclusion, it is crucial to do research into the prediction of traffic signal breaches using AI methods since it has 

the potential to increase road safety and lessen accidents brought on by careless driving. For the purpose of 

identifying instances of traffic signal violations, deep learning algorithms and video material from traffic cameras 

may be used. The advantages of applying AI approaches in this field are extensive and can offer insightful 

information for enhancing infrastructure and policy related to road safety. 

 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
A cutting-edge technology in the Internet of Things is edge computing. It has several number of advantages that can 

be used for the greater good by streamlining various operations, such as enabling bottlenecks in the transfer and 

processing of data. Although there are important considerations to keep in mind to ensure the success of Edge 

computing, such as assigning more deep learning tasks to IoT. defining appropriate algorithms that can increase the 

computing power and bandwidth of each edge individually. The simulation produced highly encouraging results 

because it managed deep tasks while also optimising the use of edges' resources. Its advantages can be derived from a 

wide variety of aspects, including its use in CCTVs, self-driving cars, the construction of smart cities, etc. Data is 

transported and processed through a number of layers in this system. 

Edge Computing is a well-known and innovative technology that enhances the offerings of contemporary smart cities. 

As it uses data from numerous devices, it can significantly improve data processing and analysis while also lessening 

the load on the cloud and network congestion. 

 

In paper ,[1]To check for vehicle violations at zebra crossings, a ground-breaking piece of traffic control equipment 

has been developed. The five stages of the prototyping process include communication, quick planning, modelling, 

quick design, and prototyping itself. The complete prototype is built in such a way that when a sensor detects the front 

of the car, a camera is used to take a photo of it, and then speakers are used to produce a sound as a warning to the 

driver for breaking the law. As a result, this technology will make it possible to watch out for and monitor traffic 

violators. The CCTVs that are deployed at road cross sections are inadequate and not proportional to the amount of 

infractions occurring, thus the current technologies are insufficient to keep track of all those violations. Application 

Programme Interface (API), which can accurately read the digits and characters on the number plate and hence 

considerably aid in identifying infractions at every traffic cross section, has thus been developed as a novel technique 

to deal with this issue. 

 

In Paper, [2] The primary focus of this essay is on reducing and monitoring traffic violations, and to do this, an 

advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) has been developed and is currently undergoing testing. 

The system operates using a dual-model procedure that involves both the detection of individual traffic offences and 

the simultaneous visualisation of these violations using the Google Earth application. Given the various weather 

conditions, it will essentially perform the same duties as a data recorder and operate in every situation. Monitoring 

traffic as a component of an early warning system to stop traffic offences serves a broader good. Therefore, a new 

system like "Driver Assistance Systems," which can warn drivers before anything serious goes wrong, can be 

developed to address this issue. It can serve as a kind of early warning signal by providing precise visual information 

or an indication of incoming traffic so that the driver has ample time to respond appropriately. 

Event Recorder is a system that can efficiently monitor, manage, and aid in understanding driver activity. It is used to 

help understand and interpret driving behaviour. 

 

 

In paper, [3] One of the main issues of traffic management is traffic violations, and the current system has a glaring 

flaw in that it concentrates on just three signs: the speed limit, the wrong-way turn, and the stop sign. These are all 

reactive in character. In order to enable the driver to be aware of the impending risk and warn them properly in 

advance, a new technology is being developed. It is capable of detecting any traffic infraction and issuing verbal 

alerts to warn. Additionally, in order to prevent it from happening again, a data recorder will save a history of all 

traffic violations committed for later analysis. Positive test results for the prototype are still being awaited. The major 

goal is to prevent problems from occurring, which is where the SACAT system comes in. 

It is a method that involves a data recorder and a computer-vision system for managing traffic offences. It considers a 

number of variables, including feedback on the behaviour of the driver and involvement in prior incidents, among 

others. 

Although it is still in the early stages of development, the final product already shows great promise and has the 

potential to have a significant impact. 
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In paper, [4] Traffic infraction tracking has become more and more prevalent in many nations. Currently, the speed 

camera records the traffic flow, which SPSS software then processes for additional analysis. 

A car slows down when it approaches a speed camera before speeding back up, indicating an underlying issue with 

the existing system. As a result, it avoids the requirement to maintain a constant speed. 

Therefore, a system that uses speed probability density models to calculate the distribution of vehicle speeds has been 

developed. There is a traffic infraction system in place that looks into a number of things, including the speed of the 

vehicles, lane changes that are not permitted, traffic sign violations, and many other things. Studying the driver's 

behaviours is crucial at the same time. 

The way a driver behaves while driving is directly related to the likelihood of an accident occurring. A proper traffic 

infraction monitoring system can significantly lower the occurrence of accidents. 

The bulk of traffic accidents are observed to occur at road intersections, and this can be further investigated by using 

a variety of monitoring and measuring equipment. 

  

3. PROPOSED METHODLGY 

 

The suggested method for continuously identifying capless cyclists operates in two steps.The approach first locates a 

rider on a bicycle in the video outline .The approach then locates the lead cyclist, recognises the licence plate, and 

ascertains whether or not the rider is wearing a helmet.The methodology combines the information from subsequent 

frames to make a final forecast in order to decrease incorrect predictions.The square graph displays the many 

processes of the suggested system, such as background removal, feature extraction, and object classification using 

sample frames.To distinguish between moving and stationary objects, the system uses background subtraction on 

grayscale frames rather than training on complete frames, which would be computationally expensive.The 

methodology brings background modelling advancements. 

 

a. Detection of motorcycle /Two-wheeler and Helmet 
 

YOLO V3 uses CNN body to construct the vehicle and helmet models.and is keras-modeled. Utilise the Video 

Capture feature of the cv2 module to capture the video module. If models detection doesn't work, try taking video 

again to find the car. 

In the event that it is successful, a helmet is recovered and counted. uses keras libraries to perform head localization 

to identify the head component. Starts taking images for plate detection if helmet cannot be detected. 

 

 
 

Fig : Block Diagram of  Detection of motorcycle /Two-wheeler and Helmet 
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a.  Multi-face detection/Object detection (Triple riding) 

 
According to recent research, triple riding accounts for the majority of accidents and has the highest degree of 

violations. Our method assists in locating motorcycles with more than two riders. First, Convolutional Neural 

Networks and  Cascade are used to identify the motorbike from the video or image.If the motorbike cannot be 

located, the search continues until one is found. It looks for numerous faces as well as the motorcycle. It provides a 

live data count of the number of discovered faces. If there are more than two faces or heads, this is known as multi-

face detection or triple riding detection. As seen in Figure 3, if more than two faces are found indicating a violation 

of triple riding, the licence plate of the offending vehicle is recorded. First, Convolutional Neural Networks and 

Haar Cascade are used to identify the motorbike from the video or image.If the motorbike cannot be located, the 

search continues until one is found. It searches for numerous faces in addition to the motorbike.It provides a live 

data count of the number of discovered faces. If there are more than 2 faces or heads, this is known as multi-face 

detection or triple riding detection.Figure following demonstrates how the vehicle's licence plate is recorded if more  

two faces are found to indicate a violation of the rule against triple riding. 

 

 

 
 

                            Fig : Block Diagram of  Multi-face detection/Object detection (Triple riding) 
 

 

c .  No parking violation identification 

 
In this module, the dataset that contains photos without parking signs is used to prepare the open cv2 model. The no 

parking sign is discernible from the video surveillance or photographs that are taken by the camera, If the parking 

board cannot be located, no regulations are applied, and the system ends. In contrast, when a parking board is absent, 

a nearby vehicle is encountered. As a result, the car and no parking sign are both present, indicating that the car is 

parked in a no parking area.Additionally, the number plate detection module extracts the characters from the number 

plate in order to inform the vehicle owner that there have been no parking violations, as is briefly described below.An 

SMS alerts the recipient of the message at last.The system ends if a vehicle or car is not found near the no parking 

sign because there was no violation discovered. 
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Fig : Block Diagram of  No parking violation identification 

 

d    Vehicle Registration Number Extraction 

The following executional phases comprise the suggested technique for extracting car registration numbers: (A) 

taking an image out of the video. (b) Detecting licence plates has the following subsections: (i) converting the image 

to binary; and (ii) transforming the image to grayscale. Character in the picture segmentation, character in the image 

identification,(e) A message notification sent to the registered mobile number via Telegram. 

In the suggested system, a camera is mounted on the main road or at the traffic lights to capture an image frame. The 

violation is detected using an automatic image processing and identification system, which in a matter of seconds 

recognises the infraction and then studies the licence plate. A present size (416 × 416) is applied to the image frames. 

The next step is to find the area surrounding the licence plate across the full image. The "Canny Detector" tool is used 

to determine the edges of the licence plate. The image is then transformed to binary, starting by determining the 

image's intensity. If the image intensity is high, we will increase the extracted range's intensity; otherwise, we will 

decrease it. For the purpose of detecting the borders of the number plate, we further transform it to a grayscale image. 

 

 

 

                                                      Fig: Block Diagram of  Vehicle Registration Number Extraction 
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 4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
Utilisation is the confirmation of the application or execution of a plan of action, idea, model, estimation, or system. 

Use in this sense refers to a declaration of a computer, programming, or other PC process through programming and 

programming action. 

For a specific insurance or standard, there could be various executions. 

 

a . Data Collection 
The dual processor in the sharp camera allows it to operate honourably in applications like design coordination, 

optical character affirmation, and data organise code continually. The overall design provides important standard 

reduced scale images that are critical to the operation of the persistent eye after estimate. The data would then have 

the opportunity to be moved to other devices precisely when the astute camera is connected over FTP or Ethernet 

hard disc. We are using a web camera to demonstrate this project. 

 

b  PYTHON OPEN CV 
OpenCV is a PC vision library that was first created by Intel and is currently maintained by Willow Garage. Under 

the open source BSD licence, it is secure to use. This library is cross-platform. It focuses mostly on how the picture is 

being prepared. These commercially updated schedules will be used to speed the system up if the library finds the 

Integrated Performance Primitives. OpenCV isn't a piece of software that processes and runs on images. You must 

compose the script. Microsoft's Visual Studio Express Edition is available for free download. It's a fantastic IDE. You 

must download Visual C++ 2010 Express. 

OpenCV is not an executable file that you can copy and it will immediately begin to function. It is made up entirely 

of code, library files, and DLL files. When you build your own code to access OpenCV's features, you "link" to these 

library records. 

 

 
 

                                                                                         Fig : OpenCV 

 

Python 

Python is a robust programming language that is simple to learn. Its object-oriented programming methodology is 

straightforward but efficient, and it includes good high-level data structures. Python is a fantastic language for 

scripting and quick application development in many domains on most platforms because to its clean syntax, dynamic 

typing, and nature of being an interpreted language. New functions and data types written in C or C++ (or other 

languages callable from C) can simply be added to the Python interpreter. Python is a good choice as an addition 

language for flexible software. 

 

c.OBJECT DETECTION 

The process of finding actual item events in still photos or videos, such as cars, bicycles, TVs, flowers, and people, is 

known as article detection. It considers the acknowledgment, containment, and recognition of many objects inside an 

image, which considerably improves our understanding of the picture as a whole. It is frequently utilised in devices 

such propelled driver assistance systems (ADAS), safety, surveillance, and picture recovery. 
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Article Detection should be possible by means of various ways: 

 

• Detection of objects based on their characteristics 

 

• Detection of objects by viola Jones 

 

• SVM HOG identification features 

 

• Advanced Object Learning Identification 

 
 

 

 
                           

Fig : object detection 

 

Applications of Detecting the Object 

 

   Facial Recognition: 

 

 

Fig : Facial Recognition 

The "DeepFace" face recognition system was developed by a Facebook group of professionals who successfully 

identify human faces in high-resolution images. In Google Photos, Google makes use of its proprietary facial 

recognition technology, which separates all the images based on the subject. The ears, nose, mouth, and brows are 

only some of the components of the faces that are associated with facial recognition. 
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TENSORFLOW 

Google's open source machine learning platform, Tensorflow, allows users to programme data flow across a wide 

variety of activities. The edges of the figure speak to the multi-dimensional points of information (tensors) within 

them, while the hubs allude to numerical functions. 

 

 

                                                                                       

                                                                                         Fig :  Tensor Flow 

 

Tensors are nothing more than multidimensional clusters, which are just 2-dimensional tables expanded to hold more 

information. The many advantages of Tensorflow make it appropriate for profound learning. By burning through 

anytime, how do we interpret how we may use Tensorflow to accomplish object detection? 

 

What does YOLO mean, and why is it useful? 

Districts are mostly used by the R-CNN set of techniques we discovered in Part 1 to limit the articles inside the 

image. The technology only looks at the portions of the images that have a higher likelihood of carrying an article 

rather than the entire image. 

However, the YOLO system (You Only Look Once) handles object recognition in a different manner. It predicts the 

bounce box arrangements and class probabilities for these containers by considering the entire scene in a single 

example. The biggest benefit of using YOLO is its exceptional speed; it can handle 45 cases per second and is 

extremely rapid. YOLO also understands the depiction of summarised objects. 

 

d.OCR 

OCR (optical character recognition) is the use of technology to identify content characters that have been printed or 

transcribed inside high-resolution images of physical archives, such a filtered paper record. The fundamental process 

of OCR entails examining the information contained in an archive and translating the characters into information-

handling code. OCR is occasionally also referred to as content accrediting. 

OCR systems convert physical documents into content that can be read by machines using a combination of hardware 

and software. When duplicating or understanding content, equipment like an optical scanner or a specific circuit 

board is used, while programming typically handles advanced preparation. Programming can also use artificial 

intelligence (AI) to develop more advanced methods of intelligent character recognition (ICR), such as the ability to 

recognise different writing dialects or styles. 

OCR is most frequently used to convert printed versions of important or legitimate documents into PDFs. Customers 

can edit, configure, and search the document once it has been placed in this fine copy as though it had been created 

using a word processor. 
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How optical character recognition works: 

 

Using a scanner to process a record's physical format is the first stage in OCR. OCR software converts the archive 

into a two-shading, or high contrast, form once all pages have been replicated. The analysed image or bitmap is 

divided into light and dark areas, with the dark areas being identified as characters that should be perceived and the 

light areas being identified as foundation. 

The dull areas are then further processed to find alphabetical characters or numeric digits. While OCR projects' 

methodologies can change, they typically involve concentrating on one character, word, or square of content at a 

time. Following that, characters are recognised using one of two calculations: 

As an illustration, Examples of content in various text styles and layouts are promoted by OCR programmes, which 

are subsequently utilised to analyse and perceive characters in the filtered report.Highlights recognition OCR 

software utilises guidelines regarding the highlights of a specific letter or number to read characters in the examined 

record. Highlights may include the a character's estimated number of calculated lines, crossed lines, or bends. For 

example, a capital "A" could be stored as two corner-to-corner lines that converge into a flat line in the middle. When 

a character is recognised, it is converted into an ASCII code that computer systems can use to handle further controls. 

Before saving the file for later, clients should fix basic errors, amend, and make sure complex formats were handled 

correctly. 

 

5. RESULTS  
In this study, a programme is being created to track down motorbike riders who disobey the rules on helmet use. The 

programme basically consists of three components: identification of the motorcycle, identification of the helmet, and 

recognition of the licence plate of riders who are not wearing helmets. The most important criteria are to use HOG 

to confirm that the image is of a motorbike and CNN to check whether the rider is wearing a helmet. Tesseract OCR 

is used to identify the motorcycle's licence plate if the rider is marked without a helmet. With a classification 

accuracy of 93% for motorcycles and non-motorcycles, 85% for helmets and no-helmets, and 51% for licence plate 

identification, the overall classification accuracy is around 76%. increasing the gathering of training data collection 

and image quality will increase the accuracy. 

 

This chapter covers the outcomes of the project's execution. To determine whether all the objectives have been 

achieved, these outcomes are further compared with the given requirements. Additionally, the obtained results are 

rigorously examined to look for any malfunctions in the project's various parts. 

 

Below are the findings of the sophisticated traffic video surveillance system: 

1. An overall accuracy of roughly 72% is achieved by combining the 93% accuracy of the violation detection with 

the 51% accuracy of the licence plate identification. 

Because the hardware configuration of the camera being used, and the cameras used in Raspberry Pi modules have 

very limited configurations, has a significant impact on the accuracy of number plate detection of the vehicle 

breaking traffic rules. 
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                                                                        Fig : Triple Riding 

 

 

 
 

                                                                     Fig : No Helmet 

 

The Snapshot of triple riding violation detection using the Haar-Cascade method is shown in Fig. . If there are more 

than 2 heads identified in this, it indicates that triple riding was discovered. 

 

The image of signal jump violation detection is shown in Fig. . In this, if the signal light is flashing red and a car 

violates the law, the car that was caught signal-jumping is displayed. 
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In our project, an IoT gadget called a Raspberry Pi 3B+ is used to recognise licence plates. However, there are many 

products on the market that are more potent than the R-Pi 3. Nvidia Jetson Kit is one of the IoT devices with a lot of 

power. 

 

6. CONCLUSION  
 

As the number of vehicles on the road and traffic regulations depend on the various areas of the road and timings, it 

can be difficult to detect traffic violations in video surveillance. The YOLOv3 method is suggested in this paper as 

being suitable for detecting traffic violations. The findings demonstrate that it is possible to archive the detection of 

several traffic offences from a single input source. The system's vehicle count detection accuracy is 97.67%, and its 

vehicle speed detection accuracy is 89.24%. When there is a huge volume of traffic, the detection time is shorter. 

Thus, the volume of traffic affects how quickly the system operates. 

.  

  

7. FUTURE WORK  
 

By using virtual traffic police and automating the process of traffic rule violation detection, this initiative aims to 

lessen the strain of traffic police. Even though we made every effort to make the project as efficient as we could, there 

are still some improvements that can be made. The following are potential future improvements that could be made to 

this project: 

• Finding further traffic infractions of other kinds. 

• More rapid computation for finding violations. 

• Greater precision in number plate recognition and traffic violation detection. 

• Using increasingly sophisticated IoT hardware to build a stronger and more sophisticated system. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Facial emotion recognition is an integral part of psychology, forensics and social media. In all these fields, a high degree 

of reliability of classification is imperative. Currently human judgement is used in these fields but humans are not always 

accurate. Therefore, there is a need for a reliable and quick way of identifying human emotions. 
 

The recent advances in machine learning and pattern recognition has offered several algorithms to recognize human 

emotions. One such algorithms is the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The CNN is capable of high-speed image 

processing with excellent reliability. In this project one such CNN is used to recognize facial emotions. It is seen that with 

proper training this method can yield very high accuracy of classification. 

 

Keyword - Facial Emotion Recognition Convolutional Neural Network, Key word3, and Key word4 etc…. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 THERE are a total of seven human emotions which can be identified from facial expressions. They are anger, fear, disgust 

happiness , sadness, surprise and contempt. Recognition of such emotions is valuable in several fields and is currently done 

manually. But human judgement can be flawed in many cases. Errors can occur due to various factors like insufficient 

knowledge of facial expressions and their meaning, biased judgement, stress and the monotonous nature of the work. Such 

misinterpretations can have very severe results depending on the field. Therefore, it is necessary to come up with an 

automated solution to this problem with 

minimal errors, high speed and reproducible results. 

Facial emotion recognition has long been a topic of study in machine learning and deep learning. Several machine learning 

algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [1], Naïve Bayes and Maximum entropy have been applied to detect 

human facial emotions. Deep learning algorithms such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN) [2] have also been used in the field of facial emotion recognition. In this project the Convolutional Neural 

Network has been used in order to perform facial emotion recognition. 

Convolutional Neural Networks offer various advantages over an Artificial neural network for image processing 

applications. The CNN is a partially-connected network where each neuron is connected to only a subset of neurons from the 

previous layer. This subset of neurons is from a small region in the image. The key advantage in this approach is that since 

every neuron is connected to a small region from the previous layer, the spatial properties of the image are often maintained. 

This enables the network to easily identify patterns in an image. The second important advantage of a CNN over an ANN is 

that the number of training parameters for the CNN is much lesser due to the fact that each neuron has fewer connections 

with the previous layer this greatly improves training and classification speed and also combats the problem of over fitting. 

In this project the CNN is used to analyze the complex facial expressions, analyze key patterns which correspond to the 

seven facial emotions, perform statistical analysis and determine the facial emotion which has the highest probability. An 

eighth class called Neutral is used in this project in order to handle scenarios where the facial emotion cannot be identified 

with a good degree of certainty. 
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1.1 OBJECTIVES 

 The goal of facial expression recognition (FER) algorithms is to extract the discriminative and distinguishing 
features of a face. 

 Multiple methods have been devised which helps in identifying face and facial expression. 

 The various facial expressions are popularly identified on the basis of their geometric features, appearance 
features and hybrid features. 

 
 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Face and Emotion recognition can be performed using different features, such as face speech, and even text. Among these 

features, facial expressions are one of the most popular , if not the most popular, due to a number of reasons; they are visible, 

they contain many useful features for emotion recognition, and it is easier to collect a large dataset of faces (other means for 

human recognition) Recently, with the use of deep learning and especially convolution neural networks (CNNs), many 

features can be extracted and learned for a decent facial expression recognition system. It is, however, noteworthy that in the 

case of facial expressions, much of the clues come from a few parts of the face, e.g. the mouth and eyes, whereas other parts, 

such as ears and hair, play little part in the output. 

 

 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Rajesh  Kumar  G  A,  Ravi  Kant  Kumar,  Goutam  Sanyal  [1]  contributed  on  ―Facial  Emotion  Analysis  using  

Deep Convolution Neural Network‖, 2017. They proposed that, human emotions are mental states of feelings that arise 

spontaneously rather than through conscious effort and are accompanied by physiological changes in facial muscles 

which implies expressions on face. Some of critical emotions are happy, sad, anger, disgust, fear, surprise etc. Facial 

expressions play a key role in nonverbal communication which appears due to internal feelings of a person that reflects 

on the faces. In order to computer modelling of human‘s emotion, a plenty of research has been accomplished. But still it  

is far behind from human vision system. In this system, they are providing better approach to predict human emotions 

(Frames by Frames) using deep Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and how emotion intensity changes on a face from 

low level to high level of emotion. In this algorithm, FERC-2013 database has been applied for training. The assessment 

through the proposed experiment confers quite good result and obtained accuracy may give encouragement to the 

researchers for future model of computer-based emotion recognition system. 

 

Viola, Paul, and Michael Jones [2], researched on, ―Rapid object detection using a boosted cascade of simple features‖, 

2001. They worked on the machine learning approach for visual object detection which is capable of processing images 

extremely rapidly and achieving high detection rates. It is distinguished by three key contributions. The first is the 

introduction  of a new image representation   called   the   ―Integral   image‖   which   allows   the   features   used   by   

our detector to be computed very quickly. The second is a learning algorithm, based on AdaBoost, which selects a small 

number of critical visual features from a larger set and yields extremely efficient classifiers. The third contribution is a 

method for combining increasingly more complex classifiers in a 

―cascade‖  which  allows  background  regions  of  the  image  to  be  quickly  discarded  while  spending more 

computation on promising object-like regions. The cascade can be viewed as an object specific focus-of-attention 

mechanism which unlike previous approaches provides statistical guarantees that discarded regions are unlikely to 

contain the object of interest, In the domain of face detection the system yields detection rates comparable to the best 

previous systems. Used in real-time applications, the detector runs at 15 frames per second without resorting to image 

differencing or skin color detection. 

 

Lienhart, Rainer, and Jochen Maydt [3] gave the work, "An extended set of Haar-like features for rapid object detection‖, 

2002. Recently Viola et al. have introduced a rapid object detection scheme based on a boosted cascade of simple feature 

classifiers. In this study they introduced a novel set of rotated Haar-like features. These novel features significantly 

enrich the simple features and can also be calculated efficiently. With these new rotated features, the sample face 

detector shows off on average a 10% lower false alarm rate at a given hit rate. They also present a novel post 

optimization procedure for a given boosted cascade improvingon average the false alarm rate further by 12.5%. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Face and Emotion recognition can be performed using different features, such as face speech, and even text. Among 

these features, facial expressions are one of the most popular, if not the most popular, due to a number of reasons; they 

are visible, they contain many useful features for emotion recognition, and it is easier to collect a large dataset of faces ( 

other means for human recognition) Recently, with the use of deep learning and especially convolution neural networks 

(CNNs) , many features can be extracted and learned for a decent facial expression recognition system .It is, however 

noteworthy that in the case of facial expressions, much of the clues come from a few parts of the face, e.g. the mouth 

and eyes, whereas other parts, such as ears and hair, play little part in the output. 

This means that ideally, the machine learning framework should focus only on the important parts of the face, and less 

sensitive to other face regions. In this work we propose a deep learning-based framework for facial expression 

recognition, which takes the above observation into account, and uses attention mechanism to focus on the salient part of 

the face. We show that by using attentional convolutional network, even a network with few layers (less than 10 layers) 

is able to achieve very high accuracy rate. More specifically, this paper presents the following contributions: 

 

• We propose an approach based on an attentional convolutional network, which can focus on feature-rich parts of 
the face, and yet, outperform remarkable recent works in accuracy. 

• In addition, we use the visualization technique proposed in to highlight the face image ‘smost salient regions. 

 

3.1 METHODOLOGY 
 

A methodology involves a series of consecutive stages in the project management process. It is a step-by-step 

sequence to design, develop and deliver a product or service. It focuses on achieving the succession in the 

implementation process and benefits. In IT and software development, this methodology type  is  called  ―Waterfall‘-

one portion of work follows after another in linear sequence 
 

                                                        Fig -1: METHODOLOGY 

 

          FEASIBILITY STUDY: 

In case the system proposal is acceptable to the management, the next phase is to examine the feasibility of the 

system. The feasibility study is basically the test of the proposed system in the light of its workability, meeting user‘s 

requirements, effective use of resources. These are categorized as technical, operational, economical and schedule 

feasibility. The main goal of feasibility study is not to solve the problem but to achieve the scope. The result is a 

feasibility report submitted to the management. This may be accepted or rejected. The system cycle proceeds only if the 

management accepts it.  
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MODEL ADOPTED :-WATERFALL MODEL 

 
The simplest process model is the Waterfall Model, which states that the phases are organized in a 

linear order. The model was originally proposed by Royce through variation of the model have evolved 

depending on the nature of activities and flow of control between them. In this model, a project begins with 

feasibility analysis. Upon successfully demonstrating the feasibility of the project, the requirement analysis and 

project planning begins. The design starts after the requirement analysis is complete and coding begins after the 

design is complete. 

 

MODULES DESCRIPTION:- 

 

1. Face capturing module 

2. Preprocessing module 

3. Training module 

4. Face Detection module 

5. Expression recognition module 

 
3.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE : 
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4. CONCLUSION 

To summarize, in this project a highly accurate Convolutional Neural Network to recognize emotions from facial 

expressions was built. The LBP cascade classifier available in OpenCV was used to detect faces in images. A 

CNN network was trained using the detected faces to identify a total of eight emotions. The concept of batch 

normalization was used in the network to regularize the weights and improvestability. Virtual sampling was used 

to improve class representation of those classes with insufficient data. The trained CNN was tested on unknown 

data from the same dataset used for training. The performance on test data was analyzed. 

Three applications were developed using the trained CNN. The first application detected the emotions of faces 

from a webcam feed. The second application detected emotions of faces in a video. The third application detected 

the emotions offaces on screen. 

The performance of the CNN on real-time applications was analyzed. Further avenues for improving the 

performance of the network for real time applications was explored and documented. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Abstract A biometric technology that is gaining popularity in many applications, such as online voting systems, is 

facial recognition. With this technology, facial features of a person are analyzed and compared with those in a 

database using algorithms. The goal of using facial recognition in online voting systems is to increase voting 

process security and accuracy. When we vote online, a facial recognition technology records their facial 

characteristics and compares them to a database of registered voters. By ensuring that only legitimate voters are 

permitted to cast ballots, this technology lowers the possibility of fraud. By identifying voters' faces, the system can 

also spot and stop attempts to rig the voting process. To improve the security and accuracy of the voting process, 

online smart voting systems can incorporate fingerprint detection, a popular biometric authentication technique. 

Utilizing a database for comparison during the voting process, fingerprint data from authorized voters is collected 

in order to implement fingerprint detection. A voter's fingerprint is taken when they cast a ballot, and authenticate 

their identify, it is compared to the fingerprints stored in the database. If the voter's fingerprint matches one of the 

fingerprints in the database, they are judged qualified to vote, and their vote can be recorded. The use of fingerprint 

detection can help stop fraud and unauthorized access to the voting while preserving the privacy of the voters. 

 

Keyword: - Facial recognition, Fingerprint matching, Har Cascade algorithm, etc.…. 

 
1. Introduction 

In India, currently we are having two kinds of voting mechanisms first the secret Ballet paper and the second one is 

Electronic Voting Machines (EVM), but the process of voting has some demerits and drawbacks, that is, why is the 

present ongoing system not so much safe & secure. In our chosen study of the system, we are proposing three levels 

of verification which is very effective in reducing the false voting scenarios. The first includes the unique id 

generate at the of registration which would be given to the voter. After which, in the second level of security when 

given id to the Election Commission Officer where it would be cross-checked by the officer and now the new tier of 

verification through which the voter needs to go, will greatly enhance the security, here we would be matching the 

current facial features of voter with the one present in database, this would reduce the chances of false casting of 

voting and make the system safer and accurate. In this paper, we will discuss the one algorithm used in the field of 

facial recognition. We have also measured the accuracy of this algorithm by practically implementing it and 

evaluating it on the test set. 

1.1 Face Detection 

A biometric technology that is gaining popularity in many applications, such as online voting systems, is facial 

recognition. With this technology, facial features of a person are analyzed and compared with those in a database 

using algorithms. The goal of using facial recognition in online voting systems is to increase voting process security 

and accuracy. When we vote online, a facial recognition technology records their facial characteristics and compares 

them to a database of registered voters. By ensuring that only legitimate voters are permitted to cast ballots, this 
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technology lowers the possibility of fraud. By identifying voters' faces, the system can also spot and stop attempts to 

rig the voting process. To improve the security and accuracy of the voting process, online smart voting systems can 

incorporate fingerprint detection, a popular biometric authentication technique. Utilizing a database for comparison 

during the voting process, fingerprint data from authorized voters is collected in order to implement fingerprint 

detection. 

 

1.2 Fingerprint Detection 

A voter's fingerprint is taken when they cast a ballot, and authenticate their identify, it is compared to the 

fingerprints stored in the database. If the voter's fingerprint matches one of the fingerprints in the database, they are 

judged qualified to vote, and their vote can be recorded. The use of fingerprint detection can help stop fraud and 

unauthorized access to the voting while preserving the privacy of the voters 

 

2. Literature Survey 

 
The automatic matching of attributes in images that correspond to the same physical position on an object as seen 

from two randomly selected angles is shown in this paper as a dependable method. High accuracy feature matching 

across different points of view. Unlike traditional stereo matching techniques, our solution does not require any prior 

knowledge of the individual camera positions and orientations. In fact, we're curious to learn this information from 

picture feature matches in our code. It is possible to distinguish features between two or more images using affine 

texture invariants. Since our feature characterisation is invariant to linear transformations of the image data, such as 

rotation, stretch, and skew, our solution specifically addresses the issue of window impacts. The feature matching 

method used [1]. Face Recognition Using a Convolutional Neural Network with Pose and Illumination Variation 

Face identification is still a difficult problem. The major issue is figuring out how to enhance recognition 

performance when it is impacted by a variety of non-linear variables, such as variations in illumination, positions, 

facial expressions, occlusions, etc. The face identification problem is addressed in this research with a strong 4-layer 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture that can handle facial images with occlusions, poses, facial 

expressions, and variable illumination. The suggested CNN technique beats other solutions, according to 

experimental results, reaching 99.5% recognition accuracy on the AR database. The accuracy of the test on the 35 

subjects in the FERET database is 85.13%, which is in the same performance range as the top score [2]. A hybrid 

faces detection method for real-time mobile device deployment: There are several face identification algorithms in 

the literature, but only a few numbers of them can operate in real-time without the aid of a dedicated hardware 

engine. This study offers a timely and reliable solution for mobile platforms, which frequently have less processing 

power and memory than PC systems. This strategy combines the shortcomings of our two prior real-time mobile 

platform implementations. The second implementation, which is found to be resilient to different facial positions or 

orientations, receives an online or on-the-fly light source calibration from the first approach [3]. 

 

3. Design and Implementation 

 

 
                                                               Figure 1: Architecture Diagram 
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A. Registration  

The act of setting up a new account to take the online voting process is known as registration for online voting.  

Providing information like name, address, and voter identification information, it also necessitates choosing a 

special username and password.  

Usually, a secure website or application created to enable voting is used for the registration procedure. A person can 

log in and see their voting options after creating an account and signing up.  

Because it helps to authenticate each voter's identity and guard against fraud or unauthorised access to the voting 

options, registration is a crucial step in the online voting process.   

B. Login Id Verification  

When voting online, the term "login" usually refers to the procedure used to confirm a voter's identity before 

allowing them to cast their ballot. This is accomplished by requesting a special login, password, or other form of 

additional authentication from the voter that is connected to their voter registration data. To further guarantee the 

authenticity of the voting process, many online voting systems additionally incorporate extra security measures like 

encryption, digital signatures, and multifactor authentication.  

C. Face Recognition Verification  

Face identification and verification, a biometric authentication uses a person's facial features to validate their 

identity, is used for online voting. It comprises comparing a person's unique facial characteristics to a photograph or 

video of their face that has already been recorded and stored using computer algorithms.  

1. Har cascade algorithm. (For face recognition)  

An AI programmed called Har Cascade that can detect objects in pictures and movies incorporates highlights from 

the work of Paul Viola and Michael Jones. In 2001, a Boosted Cascade of Simple Features was employed in Speedy 

Object Detection. A course work is constructed using a large number of both positive and negative images in an AI-

based framework. Then, it is applied to recognize objects in various images. Four stages make up the total: Feature 

Selection Har.   

Har course classifier depends upon Viola Jones recognizing verification include which is set up in given a few 

information faces and non-faces and setting up a classifier which sees a face.  

The steps for using the Har Cascade algorithm in an online smart voting system:  

• Collect Training Data: Collect a set of images of voters' faces, with positive and negative examples. 

Positive examples show faces of authorized voters, while negative examples show faces of non-authorized 

voters or objects that are not faces.  

• Train the Classifier: Make use of the training data set to train the classifier. The Har Cascade programme 

learns to recognise elements in the photos that distinguish between authorised and unauthorised voters 

using machine learning techniques.  

• Detect Faces: Once the classifier has been trained, it can be used to detect faces in new images. The 

algorithm scans the image for features that match the learned patterns and then outputs the location of any 

detected faces.  

• Validate Voter: A database of registered voters is then used to compare the discovered faces. If a match is 

discovered, the voter is regarded as qualified to cast a ballot. The voter is not permitted to cast a ballot if 

there is no match.  

• Record the Vote: Once the voter is validated, their vote can be recorded.  
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It's crucial to remember that the Har Cascade method has flaws and is susceptible to detecting errors. To 

prevent false positives or false negatives, it is crucial to have a backup authentication system.  

2. Face Detection  

The primary Viola and Jones facial recognition algorithm is updated every 15 frames. A lot of programmers and 

scholars have enhanced the original methodologies over the past few years in order to modify them for the 

numerous real-time applications. By only applying the face detection method to the segmented region after 

background subtraction, the computational complexity is kept to a minimum. Our face detection approach is created 

using a wavelet transform. Subsets of wavelet coefficients serve as the object's shape representation. Utilising 

integral images, the Har features have been calculated. The variance difference between the black and white parts 

was calculated to provide the rectangle feature values. Utilised are methods like the integral image and the squared 

integral image.   

3. Dataset Creation  

Registering every voter would be the first step towards using an automated method to keep the data. The people 

who deserve recognition must have the necessary education. Therefore, all necessary individuals' faces should be 

extracted from the various photographs using the first stage of face detection. Then, a dataset of these faces should 

be created as a 152x152 grayscale image. The variety of images that contain x are given as input at this stage, 

assuming that x is a part of the unit. Faces are first sought out in the input photographs during the face detection 

stage, after converted to grayscale images. After conversion, a unique ID is assigned to each file to help with 

identification.  

4. Face Recognition  

At the moment, a dataset contains every member's face in every situation. NumPy arrays were created after all of 

these photos had been trained. The trained classifier is used to label the test dataset when it has been saved. The 

input image will be the one that contains each component. It starts by identifying each face using a face 

identification algorithm. Face detection is followed by grayscale picture conversion. The trained classifier is used to 

recognise the face. Voter identity tags will be given to each recognised face.  

D. Fingerprint image matching using CNN  

Online voting uses the fingerprint matching biometric authentication method, which uses a person's unique 

fingerprint to confirm their identity. It is important to photograph and closely inspect a person's fingertip pattern that 

resembles one has already been captured on camera and stored in a database.  

By ensuring that only registered voters may participate in the voting process, fraud is less likely to occur. In order to 

use fingerprint matching in online voting, voters may be required to register their fingerprint with the voting system 

in advance by scanning their fingertip with a fingerprint scanner or the camera on their device. The technology will 

compare the voter's fingerprint to the pre-registered voter database to authenticate their identification.  
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                                          Figure 2: Fingerprint image matching using CNN     

The gap between human and machine skills is now significantly less thanks to artificial intelligence. To get 

exceptional outcomes, both experts and novices concentrate on a variety of aspects of the subject. One of several of 

these disciplines is computer vision. Giving computers the ability to see and comprehend the world similarly to 

humans is the aim of this field. The developments in Computer Vision with Deep Learning have been established 

and refined over time, primarily throughout the period of one particular method.  

The steps for implementing fingerprint detection in an online smart voting system:  

• Create Fingerprint Database: Obtain a set of the fingerprints of authorised voters to use as reference. A 

fingerprint scanner or a mobile device with an inbuilt fingerprint sensor can be used for this.  

• Create Fingerprint Database: Put the gathered fingerprints in a database so that they can be compared 

while voting.  

• Capture Voter's Fingerprint: When a voter attempts to vote, their fingerprint is captured using a 

fingerprint scanner or a mobile device with a built-in fingerprint sensor.  

• Compare Fingerprint: The voter's identity is then confirmed by comparing the collected fingerprint to 

those in the database. The voter is deemed qualified to cast a ballot if their fingerprint matches one in the 

database.  

• Record the Vote: Once the voter is validated, their vote can be recorded.  

  

E. Voting 

Voting is a fundamental right in democratic societies, as it allows individuals to have a say in who represents them 

in government or other decision-making bodies. It is often considered to be a cornerstone of democratic governance, 

as it allows for the peaceful transfer of power and the representation of diverse interests and perspectives.  

There are several ways to cast a ballot, including online, by mail, and in person at polling places. The specific rules 

and procedures for voting may be governed by various laws and standards, depending on the country or jurisdiction, 

with the aim of preserving the fairness and integrity of the electoral process.  
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5. RESULT 

a. Voting table desk  

  

     Figure 3: Face authentication and voting  

b. Enter OTP   

   

Figure 4: Verifies the OTP  

c. Voting  

  

Figure 5: User is allowed to cast their vote   
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5. CONCLUSIONS  
By adding this feature, we might enhance the usability, security, and lack of vote fraud of our current voting system. 

Face recognition is used more reliable and safe way of authentication. One algorithm—the Har cascade—is 

discussed in this article. We also evaluated the participants' performance depending on how well be able to identify 

faces in the images. In our training set, we used 2316 pictures. To stress the training set's peculiarities even more, 

the photographs were enhanced. There were 4 more samples for every image in the enhance set. The batch has 9264 

photos in all, or 2316*4. 
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